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FOREIGN TRADE
MONDAY,

MAY 17, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBcoMI'irrEE ON INW,11NATIONAL TRADE
OF THlE COMIvTTE,.E ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
a.m.' in room. 2221,
at
10
notice,
to
pursuant
met,
subcommittee
The
New Senate Office Building, Senator Abraham Ribicoff (chairman
of the subcommittee) p residing.
Present: Senators Ribicoff, Long, Talmadge, Fulbright, Bennett,
and Hanso'n.

Senator RiBicoFF. The Senate, over the last few years, has been
subjected to some of the most intense lobbying it. has ever faced over
American trade policies. At the same time, we have seen major changes
in the fortunes of the other economic powers in the world.
In the period immediately after World War II, we alone had the
capacity to dramatically assist the reconstruction of the wvar-torn
economies of the West. It was in our self-interest to do so. "We had
much to gain from a strengthening of Europe and global economic
development. Our policies of assisting these nations, and of building
up an international economic system of monetary and trade rules,
such as the GATT, have been largely successful.'
As a result of these policies, the E uropean Common Market has
become the greatest trading power in the world. Our policies have also
enabled Japan to achieve superpower status through economic strength
alone, without the burden of maintaining a significant military capability. Japan has reaped the benefits of the liberal international economic system we helped create, without significantly opening up its8
own domestic market to the rest of the world. Her stunning economic
growth canl be illustrated by noting that Japan's steel production will
surpass that of the United States by next year, and that Japan might
well overtake us in GNP by the turn of the century.
The United States is now inl fierce trade competition with powerful
and aggressive competitors, after a long period when American business was able to dominate world markets.
These changing economic forces, combined with the rising needs
of developing countries have resulted in a fundamentall1y changed
political power balance in the world. The geopolitical considerations
which held the center of the foreign policy state of the 1950's and
1960's are rapidly being pushed aside by the new forces of ecopolitics.
Our Government now has no broad conception of what the United
States role should be in the global economy. We have no foreign
economic policy, and find ourselves reacting on a day-by-day basis to
unexpected crises.

In the Senate we have listened to pleas on behalf of specific industries or groups of workers. We have been told that unf air foreign com.petition was damafging our domestic markets. We have heard from
our union leaders tat Amecrican~ corporations were exporting jobs by
creating production facilities abroad. We have received requests for
legislation to create new import restrictions to ease the problems at
home and reduce the incentive for American corporations to move
abroad.
On the other hand, we have heard our large multinational corporations claim that if the'y do not compete internation ally, the Japanese
or the Germans will seize the trade opportunities. From abroad we
have heard threats of retaliation rather than offers for negotiation.
The fundamental question of how to help one party without hurting
another is at the heart of our dilemma. At the same time it should spur
us to conceive new policies which rccoalnize our1 domestic difficulties,
but which do not harm our export position or our foreign relations.
The purpose of these hearings is to explore the nature of the new
world economic system we have created, and to examine how we can
adjust to these global changes. It would be self-defeating to expect
traditional solutions and the same old formulas to be able to meet the
new challenges to American foreign economic policies.
What we hope to do during these first hearings of this Subcommittee on International Trade is to examine in their broadest scope the
implications of future trade initiatives by our Government, and of
future trade legislation in the Congress.
This week's hearings will cover such topics as the role of multina.*
tionatl firms in the world economy, the changing structure of economic
power blocs, such as the Europeaui Economic Community, the resurgence of Japan as the second most powerful industrial country in the
f ree world, the prospects oii East-West trade, the implications of tariff
preferences for less developed countries, and the adequacy of national
trade policies and international institutions for coping with the challenges facing the United States in the 1970's and beyond.
Economic issues make powerful politics. It is time that our foreign
policies reflected this fundamental fact. Only at rare moments in the
history of American foreign policy has this been understood and clearly enunciated. it was expressed ini 1944, when the international meeting at Bretton 'Woods led to our present monetary and trade system.
it was expressed when Secretary Marshall called for a major foeign
assistance program to aid the construction of Europe. it was understood by President Kennedy, who in 1962 stated:
The success of our foreign trade, and our maintenance of western political
unity depends in equally large measure upon the degree of western economic
unity.",

The monetary crisis of the last 2 weeks should have taught us that
our passive pol-icies on the balance of payments, amid our hesitancy in
be
pushing international monetary reform, have caused the dollar to aid
American
to
much
so
owe
who
rejected by the very same countries
and American defense forces.
As I pointed out after my return from Europe earlier this year:
While we concerned ourselves with the NATO order of battle, the
Germans were more concerned over orders for Volkswagens.

In one sense the present dollar crisis is a false one, because it should
never have erupted this way. The U.S. dollar ought to be the strongest
of all the currencies of the world given the basic relative strength of
our economy. B~ut we have managed our dollar outflows poorly. Our
corporations, for example, were permitted to move funds as it suited
their own interests. But basically it was our inability to recognize the
growing interdependence of the world economies that was our failing.
Because of this, our domestic policies and our foreign economic policies
in the future must be more closely tied than ever before.
The European reaction to our,*balance-of-payments difficulties has
been to accuse us of neglecting ouir responsibilities. This is the price
of leadership in monetary matters. But Europe can, by reacting politically, do great harmi to our investment and national security
interests abroad-and ultimately to her own.
Western Europe has shirked its own responsibilities as at great
economic power. Eutrope's enormous energies instead have been largely
devoted to solving the problems of small Euiropean farmers, at the
expense of American farmers, and to solving the economic problems
of certain African and Mediterranean countries, ait the expense of the
other poor countries of the world. A piecemeal, bilateral, foreign economic policy has been the best that Europe, could muster.
The Commoni Market's drift toward special discriminatory arrangemnents is but a single part. of a disturbing overall p~attern. Another
manifestation of this is Western Europe's growing profitable economic relationships with Eastern Europe and our owvn reluctance to
trade with the East. While we have steadfastly held a security
umbrella over Western Europe, she has carried onl a profitable business
with Eastern Europe.
How did we get into these predicaments? A good part of the answer
is that we did not evaluate the economic as well as the political interest
of the United States in making our- foreign policy decisions. By failing to consider our owvn commercial interests carefully, we often f ailed
to pursue our true political interests.
Oin Wednesday, the Senate will vote onl Seniator Mansfield's amendment calling for the halving of our troop deployment in Europe.
Whether a Senator will votel"for or against, this specific proposal, l1e
uinst he troubled by the. confusion and contradictions in our foreigni
policies which has led us to this point,. Congress has major responsibilities in setting ouir Nation's international commercial l)Olicies. It is now
time for the executive branch to show a greater apprecciation Of this
role, and to seek greater cooperation anid coordination with the Conigress. I hope that this subcommittee's hearings and review of otir policies will start us onl the road to it new era in American foreign
policy-an era in which ecopolitics is acknowledged as a central issue
in the closing years of this century.
Senator Tal ma dge?
Senator TALINADGE. Mr. Chairman, I compliment you onl the statement that yout have read. T conicur wholly in everything that you said
and T compliment your further onl starting the meeting onl time. I
have spent, more timne waiting onl committee meetings to start since
I have been in the Senate than virtually ainy other thing. I like
punctuality and I compliment you onl it.

The distinguished Seretary, who is our first witness, met with, the
members of the Senate Finance Committee last week, and hie was
extremely forthright and candid about many of the problems that face
the dollars at the present, time, and I am sure hie will make a very outstanding witness.
Senator RTBicorT~ Thank you very much.
Senator Hansen.
Senator' I-ANSMN

Thank you very much, Mr. Clittirinan.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commnendi you and Senator Long for mnovahecad in this examination of the critical issues affecting the
lingis
United States in the field of international trade. 'When we talk about
foreign trade it ultimately comes down to at question of jbs. I am
deeply concerned that American industries are beig forced t~o move
abroad to take advantage of lowv labor costs. The result is that American jobs aire being lost.
I noted in Friday~s Washington Post* that Henry Ford 11, who is
quite at free trader, admitted that American car manufacturers have
not, been able to slow imports despite thie new compact cars. le said
that foreign cars may wind up witli 20 percent, of the U.S. market,
and that for every 1 percent increase, in foreign sales, 11.S. jobs decreased by 20,000. In other words, using his own figures, automobile
imports alone could cost us 400,000 jobs. I am sure Mr. Mleany will
give us the job picture for the Nation as a whole,.
The multinational firm has created at wholly new situation in the
international trade. The multinational firm not only hias at vested
interest in keeping the U.S. market openf for its ex ports from its
subsidiaries abroad Ibut, is even more concerned about protecting its
investments abroad. In fact, the multinational fir-i is the big protectionist but the protection is not for American jobs but fomr their
foreign investments.
In addition to the job displacement problem it also appears to ine
that the present rules of international competition are not equal and
that before we can speak of free trade we must be able to speak of
fair trade,.
Countries in the Euiropean Common Mlarket and Japan have played
by different rules of the game than has the United States. It is like"
playing at football game with the other team fielding 13 players to
your 11.
Finally there comes at time when the political ambitions of any
country exceeds its economic resources. The U.S. aid, trade, foreign
investment, and military progranis around thme world exceed our
ability to pay for them, and the result is a chronic deficit in our international balance of payments.
The State Department, which has been responsible for the direction
of our postwar economic policy, appears to be living in the past, as
if we could continue to afford to be the world banker, policeman, and
Santa Claus.
The recent dollar crisis demonstrates the need for this country to
take stock of where it stands in world trade and finance and where
it is heading if we don't correct our balance-of-payments deficits.
*See p. 208.

So, again, I wish to commend the chairman for initiating this broad
ranging hearing with a very impressive and balanced witness list.
Mr. Chairman, if I may, after Senator Bennett makes a statement,
should hie choose to as I hope hie will, I do have at statement I would
like to place in the record for Senator Fannin who was not able, to be
here today.
Senator RIIicoiFF. Thank you.
Senator BiENNicr. I, too, am delighted that the committee has again
embarked on a series of hecarings on the problems of our international
trade. We had such a series, all too brief, 2 or 3 years ago. We realize
that these hearings are informational only; there is no specific legislation before us. Indeed we must wait to receive legislation from thile
H-ouse under the pattern that exists because of the constitutional assignments of the two bodies on matters affecting tariff and other
tax income.
1, too, believe we have come now to at full generation in time since
the immediate postwar programs were laid 6-ut 'at a time when we
had most of the world's gold and most of its productive capacity.
1 have come to believe that the GATT pattern is completed outdated, and it is necessary for us and, we hope, our trading partners,
to try to develop a newv pattern under which we can operate'in at world
where we are not the sole large producer but in a world in which there,
are other producers and traders whose capacity begin to approach ours.
1, too, am delighted that this series of hearings will be held. I think
it can be very useful, and at this point, Mr. Chairman, I should like to
make the point that Senator Fannin, who is the ranking minority
member of this subcommittee, is at this moment in Japan trying to
acquaint himself with the problem from the point of view of that
very important trading nation, and you have a statement for him.
Senator RiBicorr. I think Senator Fuibright is here and let's see
if hie has at statement. Senator Fulbright, would you have at comment as we open these hearings?
Senator Fuuuuomrr. All I wish to say, Mr. Chairman, is that I think
they are certainly timely, and I shall await the adin iistrati on's and
other views as to it. I can think of nothing that is more serious for
the countr y than the question which you will be examining.
Senator RIBICOFi.,. Thank you very much-Senator Ha~nsen, with
Senator Fannin's statement.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I will read Senator Fannin's
statement.
"Mr. Chairman I believe that the issues to be discussed before this
subcommittee this week are fundamental to the future of our Nation
and the world. We are scheduled to hear from some of the top
people in the area of world trade and investments. It. is obvious that
we in Government cannot continue to allow the erosion of the American position in world trade. American goods aire losing out both to
competition outside the United States and to imports within our
country. The continued loss of jobs in the United States creates social and political, as well as economic, problems. Without jobs wvelf are
problems aire compounded; social progress and economic development
comes to a halt. This certainly will create demands for strong protectionism, and thus we could face severe political problems both at home

and in international relations. A continuing erosion of American jobs
will bring a popular call for economic isolationism just as surely as
complications in Southeast Asia have brought a swing toward political isolationism.
Americans are in no mood to tolerate international entanglements
which are, or may be, detrimental to the best interests of the United
States. It is my hope that these hearings will provide us with the insight we need to help chart, a successful course in future world trade
and investments.
I regret that the opening of these hearings coincides, as Senator
Bennett has indicated, with the U.S.-Japan parliamentary program
which I was committed to attend. It is my hope, however, that my
work on this program in Japani will result in information that wvill
lbe of value to our work on world trade, and after I return from
Japan later this week I look forward to reading carefully the testimony of the distinguished witnesses appearing today and tomorrow
before our subcommittee.
Thank you."
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very inuch.
Let us include ait this point in the record the press release of Chairman Long reporting the formation of this subcommittee and the tasks
with which it has been entrusted, as well as my own release announcing these hearings.
(The releases referredl to follow. Hearing continues on p). 18).

PRESS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 31, 1971

RELEASE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE
2227 New Senate Office
Building

FINANCE COMMITTEE ESTABLISHES
SUBC OMMITTEE ON INTERNA TIONA L TRA DE
Following is the text of a statement by Honorable Russell B. Long,
Chairman of the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, announcing the
appointment of a special Subcommittee on International Trade:
"1U, S. foreign trade is now more than an 80 billion dollar
business. It affects virtually every aspect of American life -- production,
incomes and jobs; profits and prices. In a word, foreign trade affects
people, their livelihood and their families.

'"We have witnessed the closing down of many American
plants and the transfer of many others to foreign lands where lower
wage rates abound. American dollars and credit -- hard to obtain
here -- have flowed freely to build magnificent factories overseas.
In the process, many Aiherican jobs have been lost. Unemployment,
caused by foreign Import competition, runs into the hundreds of thousands, and our welfare rolls are being swelled by American workers
laid off because of import competition.
"Asa an indication of the degree to which foreign imports
have hurt American jobs, the 24-million member AFL-CIO has
recently called for quota mechanisms covering 'any products In
which there is a loss of American jobs due to market disruption or
the activities of American multi-national corporations.'I This is
a major switch for an organization which heretofore was In the vanguard of the free trade movement. It is undoubtedly a reflection
of the feelings of the many unions belonging to the AFL-CIO. To
these people _ good American citizens -_- it is no consolation that
shirts and shoes and automobiles may be a few cents cheaper because they are made abroad. These people have lost: their jobs and
cannot afford to buy shirts and shoes and automobiles, even for the
low prices of foreign commodities. Unemployment compensation
and welfare checks -_ all charged to the American taxpayer -_. are
not much consolation for the workers, laid off because of imports.
'"Ole have become a 'have not' nation as far as foreign
trade policy Is concerned. As Europe and Japan built themselves
up into prosperous trading nations, with the help of governmental
aid and protection, the United States continues to place meaningless
slogans of 'free trade' and 'protectionism' ahead of jobs. As a
nation, we are ducking the economic realities of the 1970's.
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"Despite the fact that the world has changed swiftly and
dramatically since World War Ut our trade negotiators, concerned
more with foreign 'good will' than American jobs, are still tooting
the horns of free trade and shouting that those who stress the importance of American jobs are not acting 'in the national interest.'I
"In light of all the changes that have taken place since
our present trade policies were fixed at the end of World War 11,
it is time for this nation to reconsider our approach to trade mattero. Hopefully, we should fix a' new direction for U. S. trade
policy,. more attuned to the needs of the future, than to the goals
of the past.
"As a step in this direction, I have appointed for the
remainder of the 92nd Congress a new ad hoc Subcommittee on
International Trade in the Committee on Finance. The function of
this new Subcommittee will be to explore our trade policies, chronicle
their failings and their shortcomings, and attempt to learn why our
trade policies have not brought us the same economic successes as
those enjoyed by Japan and West Germany -_ nations which have
made international trade the cornerstone of their whole economic
program. With the information this Subcommittee can develop,
the Committee on Finance, and indeed, the entire Congress, can
be prepared to more effectively respond to the great neud for an
enlightened trade policy.
"In my opinion, it is appropriate for a Congressional
Committee with legislative jurisdiction over the trade agreements
program to undertake this sort of exploration. For too long, U.S.
trade policy has been dominated by hired bureaucrats in the State
Department. Probably to a greater extent than in any other Federal program, the trade agreements program, and the policies
which frame it, have been isolated from the American people.
These nameless and faceless bureaucrats who wield important
influence on trade matters never have to answer to the voters for
their neglect o' American employers and workers, or for needless
generosity to foreign countries on trade matters. This is wrong;
the voice of the people should be heard, and the American system
of checks and balances in the governmental process should be
brought into play.
"For too long, the Congress has been dependent on
the executive branch for leadership In setting trade policy, and
for too long this policy has developed in diplomatic meetings
motivated mainly by political policy considerations, wholly
divorced from economic realities.

"The work which could be performed by the new Subcommittee on International Trade can provide Congress with an
independent source of information, unsullied by State Department
prejudices and free of bureau cratic inbreeding.
"I am pleased to announce that the Honorable Abraham
Ribicoff (D. , Conn.) will serve as Chairman of the Subcommittee.
Senator Ribicoff is particularly suited for this role. For many
years, he served with distinction and high honor as a Finance
Committee delegate to the Kennedy Round of tariff- cutting talks
at Geneva, Switzerland, pursuant to the Trade Expansion Act of
1962. In addition to the tremendous head start that work provided
him, Senator Ribicoff has had first-hand experience with the sort
of inept, hypocritical bumbling of which the State Department is
capable when trade amendments are under consideration.

"No doubt, Senator Ribicoff recalls his amendment in
1966, dealing with the American Selling Price system of valuing
imports of synthetic rubber protective footwear. While one group
of Senate Department strategists wore seeking to make peace
with him, another group was working behind his back trying to
line up support to kill the Ribicoff amendment. I am pleased to
report that when It was all over, Senator Ribicoff'Is position in
defense of the American rubber shoe industry prevailed.
"His defense of Congressional prerogatives was magnified by his fight for S. Con. Res. 100 dealing with the negotiation
of agreements outside of the delegated authority provided by the
Congress to the Executive. He also fought hard against the
Canadian Automobile Agreement because the Agreement did not
provide an adequate quid pro quo to this nation. Senator Ribicoff
is a fair man so much so that his friends can justly call him
'Honest Abe.'I I am confident that his leadership of this Subcommittee will add to his reputation for fairness and objectivity.

"In addition to Senator Ribicoff, other Senators serving
on the Subcommittee will be:
Senator Herman E. Talmadge (D.,# Ga.)
Senator Gaylord Nelson (D., Wis.)
Senator Paul 3. Fannin (R. , Ariz.)
Senator Clifford P). Hansen (R., Wyo.)
Senator Wallace F. Bennett (R. , Utah) and
I will serve in an ex- officio capacity.
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Senator Talmadge was also a Finance Commnittee delegate to the
Geneva talks and has had broad experience in trade matters.
"It is my belief that this Subcommittee, working as a
team, and speaking with a single voice, will render invaluable
service in studying the trade question.
"The function of the Subcommittee will be exploratory,
not legislative. No legislation will be referred to it, nor does
the Committee on Finance expect it to recommend changes in the
statutes dealing with foreign trade, although Senators serving on
the Subcommittee will doubtless obtain much information which
will lead them to suggest legislative answers to problems that they
uncover.
"The Subcommittee's primary role will be to help
educate Senators and others on major foreign trade issues, considerations and implications. The exploratory hearing process
will be its principal tool.
"In performing its work, I would hope that the new
Subcommnittee will direct considerable attention to the features of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, particularly those
which contribute to many of the trade problems we face today.
Last year, the full Committee discussed the major trade problems
facing this country, and it decided that there were a number of
major issues which required intensive study. These included:
(1) The most. favored- nation (MFN) principle
and the exceptions thereto; the- effect of MFN
exceptions of intra- regional and extra- regional
trade where common markets and free trade
areas are concerned;
(2) The GATT provisions and interpretations on
export subsidies and border taxes, the rationale
underlying the differing treatment of 'direct' and
'indirect' taxes insofar as border tax adjustments
are concerned, and the U. S. negotiating position
on border tax adjustments;
(3) The adequacy of GATT provisions dealing with
agriculture;
(4) The adequacy of the balance of payments
exceptions in Article XII of GATT;
(5) The GATT provisions on unfair trade practices,
fair international labor standards, and relief from
injurious imports;
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(6) The GATT provisions on 'compensation' and
'retaliation.'I
"In addition, I would hope that the Subcommittee's inquiry
will include an examination of nontariff barriers, and other matters, such as:
(1) The quantitive restrictions that remain in
effect in many countries such as Japan;
(2) The common agricultural policy of the EEC;
(3) The border tax-export rebate system of the
EEC, and the reasons why indirect tax rebates on
exports are not considered 'bounties or grants'
with!, the meaning of the countervailing duty statute
as interpreted by Supreme Court cases;
(4) Discrimina2tory government procurement policies;
(5) The probable effects of British entry into the
Common Market on U. S. trade and balance of
payments;
(6) The effect of foreign exchange-rate changes on
United States trade and tariff ce. v:ssions;
(7) An analysis of whether or not greater flexibility
in foreign exchange rates would serve in the interests
of United States and world trade;
(8) The nature and extent to which other countries
subsidize their exports, directly or indirectly;
(9) A comparative analysis of various proposals to
extend tariff preferences to the products of less developed countries with particular emphasis on the
effects on U. S. trade and investment patterns and
on U. S. labor;
(10) The various agency responsibilities within the
executive branch for handling all U. S. foreign trade
matters, and the means by which policy coordination
is achieved.
"Finally, I would hope that the Subcommnittee will look
into the following matters of particular significance in international
trade:
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(1) The tariff and nontariff barriers among principal
trading nations in the industrialized countries$ including
an analysis of the disparities in tariff treatment of
similar articles of commerce by different countries
and the reasons for the disparities;
(2) The nature and extent of the tariff concessions
granted in trade agreements and other international
agreements to which the United States is a party by
the principal trading nations in the industrialized
countries;
(3) The customs valuation procedures of foreign
countries and those of the United States with a view to
developing and suggesting uniform standards of
custom valuation which would operate fairly among
all classes of shippers in international trade, and the
economic effects which would follow if the United
States were to adopt such standards of valuation,
based on rates of duty which will become effective
on January 1, 1972; and
(4) The implications of multinational firms on the
patterns of world trade and investment and on United
States trade and labor,
"I am pleased that Senator Ribicoff has agreed to serve as
Chairman and coordinate the work of this new Subcommittee on International Trade. With his fair and impartial leadership, I am confident
the work of the Subcommittee will proceed smoothly and that it will
earn for the Committee on Finance the same high honor as the Subcommittee on Health Care earned in 1970 under the able leadership
of Honorable Clinton P. Anderson of New Mexico. I might add that
the success of the Subcommittee on Health Care contributed to the
decision to establish this Subcommittee on International Trade, and
the basic working arrangements of both of these Subcommittees are
identical.
"As in the case of our earlier Subcommittees, the new
Subcommittee on International Trade will be staffed by members of
the Finance Committee staff. Although our staff is small, it is highly
competent, and I know the Subcommittee will profit from the contribution the staff can make to its work.
"I urge the Chairman to promptly call a meeting of his
new Subcommittee to lay out the groundrules under which its work
will be performed. With this step behind it, the Subcommittee can
begin coordinating its hearing process with other work of the Committee on Finance.',
PR# 6
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Senator Abe Ribicoff (D-Conn.)
Announces First Hearings of
Subcommittee on International Trade
Release AM Monday, May 10, 1971
WASHINGTO;, D.C.

--

May 10

--

Senator Abe Ribicoff

(D-Conn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on International
Trade of the Senate Finance Committee, announced today he
will conduct hearings during the week of May 17 through May 21
on world trade and investment issues.
Lead-off witness will be Treasury Secretary John B.
Connally, who will testify at 10 AM Monday, may 17 in Room
2221 of the New Senate Office Building.
Senator Russell B. Long (D-La.), Chairman of the Finance
Committee, created the Subcommittee on international Trade in
March, appointing senator Rtbicoff as chairman and as members
Senators Herman Talmadge (D-Ga.), Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.),
Paul J,.Fannin (R-Ariv,.), and Clifford P. Hansen (R-Wyo.).
senators Long and Wallace F. Bennett (R-Utah) are ex-officio
members of the Subcommittee.
The Chairman said the hearings will explore the significance of changes underway in the structure of the world
economy as they affect the U.S. economy and American foreign
policies.I
Subjects to be examined include changing political and
economic relationships around the world, the emergence of an
enlarged European economic bloc, the rapid ascendancy of Japan
and Eastern Asia in the global economy, the prospects for
increased East-West trade and the adequacies of national trade
policies and international rules and institutions for coping
with the changing conditions in the world economy.
The Chairman said the changing conditions of world trade
and production are related to the problems and economic
prospects of the developing nations.

The hearings, he said,

therefore will include preliminary consideration of the
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implications of tariff preferences for the products of less
developed nations.
The hearings will also cover the rapidly changing patterns
,of world agriculture production and consumption, with special
attention to the so-called "Green Revolaition" for both tbe
developing nations and the U.S.
in addition, the Subcommittee will examine existing
impediments and distortions to world trade and the recent
tendency toward retaliatory trade policies.
Senator Ribicoff said that the witnesses who have been
invited to testify represent a broad range of views of
foreign trade policies and problems.

The witnesses and the

days they will testify ares

May17
John B. Connally, Secretary of the Treasury
Joseph Wright, Chairman, Zenith Corporation
Dr. N.R. Danielian, President, International
Economic Policy Association

George Meany, President, AFL-CIO
Heindrick Houthakker, member, Council of
Economic Advisors
Ely R. Callaway, President, Burlington industries

George Ball, former Under Secretary of State
Sam Pisar, international attorney, Paris
Senator Fred R. Harris (D-Okla.)

Clarence D. Palmby, Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs and Commodity Programs,
U.S. Department of Agriculture
D.17. Brooks, Chairman, Goldkist, Inc.
Orville Freeman, President, Business International
Corporation, and former Secretary of Agriculture

Fred J. Borch, Chairman, General Electric
Kenneth Davis, former Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Domestic and international Business
Roger S. Ahlbrandt, President, Allegheny-Ludlum

industries

T

The Chairman said the Subcommittee wishes to obtain a
broad range of views and welcomed the submission of written
statements for the record.

These statements should be typed,

double spaced, and have a summary.

Five copies should be

filed with Thomas Vail, Chief Counsel, Senate Committee on
Finance, Room 2227 New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.,
20510 by June 15.

These statements will be considered by

Subcommittee members.
Subsequent hearings by the Subcommittee will focus on
specific issues and problems facing the U.S. in international
trade.

Persons interested in a particplar trade problem can

participate in the Subcommittee's oversight review at later
hearings.
Senator Ribicoff also announced that the Subcommittee
at its first executive session agreed to request the
Executive Branch to undertake the studies which the full
Committee had directed in the Trade Act of 1970, legislation
which was not enacted into law.
Attached are texts of Senator Ribicoff's letters to,
Peter Peterson, Assistant to the President for International
Affairs, and to Dr. Glenn Sutton of the Tariff Commission.
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Dear Mr. Peterson:
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As you know, the committee on Finance determined in its
deliberations over the Trade Act of 1970 that the Executive branch
and the Tariff Commission should undertake a number of comprehensive
studies in the field of foreign trade. The studies requested of the
Executive are listed below:
(1) The most-favored-nation (MFN) principle
and the exceptions theretor their effect of MEN
exceptions on intra-regional and extra-regional
trade where common markets and free trade areas
are concerned;
(2) The GATT provisions and interpretations
on export subsidies and border taxes, the rationale
underlying the differing treatment of "direct" and
"indirect" taxes insofar as border tax adjustments
are concerned, and the U.S. negotiating position on
border tax adjustments;
(3) The adequacy of GATT provisions dealing
with agriculture:
(4) The adequacy of the balance of payments
exceptions in Article XII of GATT;
(5) The GATT provisions on unfair trade
practices, fair international labor standards,
and relief from injurious imports;
(6) The GATT provisions on "compensation"
and "retaliation";
(7)
The quantitive restrictions that remain
in effect in many countries such as Japant
(8)

The common agricultural policy of the EEC;

(9) The border tax-export rebate system of the
BEC, and the reasons why indirect tax rebates on
exports are not considered "bounties or grants"
within the meaning of the countervailing duty statute
as interpreted by Supreme Court cases;
(10) Discriminatory government procurement policies;
(11) The probable effects of British entry into the
Common Market on U.S. trade and balance of payments;
(12) The effect of foreign exchange-rate changes
on United States trade and tariff concessions; and
(13) An analysis of whether or not greater flexibility
in foreign exchange rates would serve in the interests
of United States and world trade
(14) The nature and extent to which other countries
subsidize their exports, directly or indirectly;
(15) A comparative analysis of various proposals to
e'~tend tariff preferences to the products of less
developed countries with particular emphasis on the
effects on U.S. trade and investment patterns and on
U.S. labor,
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(16) The various agency responsibilities
within the executive branch for handling all U. S.
foreign trade matters, and the means by which
policy coordination is achieved.
The Subcommittee on international Trade of the Finance Committee
met in executive session on April 20 and agreed to request iuhe
Executive and the Tariff Commission to undertake these studies
as soon as possible. I am writing to the Chairman of the Tariff
Commission requesting the separate studies which the full committee
requested from that organization.
Your office appears to be well equipped to coordinate the
Executive branch's effort in completing the studies requested by the
Finance Committee last year. The Subcommittee believes that the
results of these studies could lay the foundation for a trade policy
adequate to the needs of the 1970's. We would hope that you would
provide the Committee with ip-prwyress reports and analyses on
these issues as they are '.ompleted, rather than waiting until all
the studies are comple..ad.

April 21, 1971
Dear Mr. Commissioner: (Sutton)
As you may know, the Committee on Finance determined during its
deliberations of the Trade Act of 1970 that the Tariff Commission
should undertake a number of studies dealing with crucial issues
in the field of foreign trade. These studies are listed below:
(1)
principal
including
treatment
countries

The tariff and nontariff barriers among
trading nations in the industrialized countries,
an analysis of the disparities in tariff
of similar articles of commerce by different
and the reasons for the disparities;

(2) The nature and extent of the tariff concessions
granted in trade agreements and other international
agreements to which the United States is a party by the
principal trading nations in the industrialized countries;
(3) The customs valuation procedures of foreign
countries and those of the United States with a view to
developing and suggesting uniform standards of custom
valuation which would operate fair-ly among all classes
of shippers in international trade, and the economic effects
which would follow if the United States were to adopt such
standards of valuation, based on rates of duty which will
become effective on January 1, 1972; and
(4) The implications of multinational firms on the
patterns of world trade and investment and on United States
trade and labor.
The Subcommittee on International Trade of the Senate Finance
Committee met in executive session on April 20 and agreed to request
the Tar:iff Commission to proceed to study these issues and rport to
the full Committee as it completes various phases of its work. We
would hope that the Commission could supply the full Committee with the
resul ,s of its findings on these issues on a timely basis together with
supplementary materials which may aid the Committee in its oversight
review of u. s. foreign trade polic i es,

Senator RmiBcop'. Secretary Connally, we welcome you here today.
In your short time as Secretary, we on the Finance Committee have
been very much impressed with your candor. You have been most cooperative with the committee, both in executive session and in public
session, and I think it is significant that you are the leadoff witness
today.
It'is the feeling of many of us that in the past the dominant role
in trade policy has been that of the State Department. There is a very
strong feeling shared by many of us that in charting trade policy the
State Department has often subordinated matters of trade and investment to the geopolitical factors without due consideration of the
economic factors involved.
We also feel that the State Department is very weak in the fields of
foreign economics, and in international trade and investment. I have
found in the 8 years that I have been on the Finance Committee, that,
invariably, almost every other department of the Government that has
a role to play in international trade has consistently had to subordinate
its position to that of the State Department.
We believe that this is not always wvise. There are definite roles to be
played by the other departments. We feel that the Treasury Department should have more to say about the monetary and trade policies
of our Nation.
So we welcome you here today, Mr. Secretary.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN B. CONNALLY, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL A. VOLCKER, UNDER SECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS, AND JOHN R. PETTY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY (INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS)

Secretary CONNALLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Distinguished members of the committee, I am grateful for the opportunity to appear this morning and, Mr. Chairman, may I add my
own compliments to those of the others to you for holding these hearings. I think indeed they are important, and I am sure they will produce much that will be of benefit to the Congress, to the administration, and to the country.
I am privileged to be the first witness before this Subcommittee Onl
International Trade and, if I may, I would like to read a relatively
brief statement and then respond, hopefully, to any questions that you
mayv have.
senator RiBicoFF. Will you, please? I would hope that the members of the committee the first time around would confine themselves
to a question period of 10 minutes each so that in all fairness to all
the other members of the committee everyone will have an opportunity
to question the Secretary.
You may proceed.
Secretary CONNALLY. Before I begin, sir, with my formal statement,
may I present two gentlemen here who are at the table with me? I
think you know them both: Mr. Paul Volcker, the Under Secretary
of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs; on my right, Mr. John Petty,
the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs.

Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to discuss with you and
with this subcommittee the broad aspects of our international economic
policy.
As you know better than I-you submitted to the Finance Committee a very thoughtful report concerning trade policies in the
1970's-you indicateN that we are at a watershed. * You said that in the
future we must have both a change in direction and a change in emphasis in pursuing our foreign economic policy objectives. And you also
stated that those changes in direction and emphasis had to be accompanied by a corresponding change in the means of pursuing our
objectives.
I agree strongly with all of these conclusions. And in this prepared
statement, I would like to take just a few minutes to underline that
agreement, and to capsule the type of actions necessary both at home
and abroad, if we are to succeed in this important effort.
The road to good international economic relations is not a one-way
street. No nation, regardless of power or prestige, can or should "call
all the shots" for the free-world community. Nor can we or others, in
building a world order, expect to rely for long on the goodwill or
largess of friends. We need to recognize that lasting cooperation
among nations depends not on friendship in the personal sense, but on
the solid base of national strength and national interest. By taking a
long and broad view of our interests, and building on the elements of
common needs and aspirations, we can expect strong allies in our endeavor to maintain a flourishing world economy.
To play our proper role in the new age to which you refer, there are
things that we must do at home. Just as important, there are steps that
must be taken by us and by our trading partners in building better
trading relationships abroad.
For many years, as you pointed out in your oeigstatement this
morning, we had the luxury of competing with economies still recovering from war. We prospered during this period. Now, circumstances
have changed in the world. We must change to meet these new circumstances. A generation of ease and affluence enjoyed by labor and
business alike, aperiod when our strength was so apparent that erosion
in our competitive position was almost unnoticed, is over.
As we enter the 1970O's the relative economic strength of our major
trading partners is abundantly clear. The European Economic Community is now the world's largest trading bloc, with large and persistent trade surpluses. The prospects are that its membership and
economic base will soon be further expanded. Japan has achieved a
truly remarkable rate of growth. It now records the second highest
Gross National Product and among the largest trade and balance-ofpayments surpluses in the free world.
The siniple fact is that in many areas others are out-producing us,
out-thinking us, out-working us, and out-trading us. Analysis of trends
in our balance of payments underlines this.
I do not refer just to the statistics for the first quater of 1971, to be
released today. Those results are bad, they are very bad. They depict
a deficit of over $5 billion on the official settlements basis for the 3
months alone. The liquidity deficit exceeded $3 billion.
*Appendix D, page 965.

Clearly, that level of deficit is not sustainable. However, we should
clearly recognize that the major cause of these extraordinary dollar
outflows is transitory-interest rates here which are lower than those
in Western E urope. That imbalance will be largely corrected as economies move back into phase.
What disturbs inc more than the first quarter deficit is the underlying trend in our trade and current account position. Our trade surplus rose in the first quarter, but still ran below the rate for 1970 as
a whole. More importantly, it remains far below the levels of the
early sixties, and below the amount we need to achieve an equilibrium
in our balance of payments.
To keep pace in this world economy, our first task is to attend to our
own economy. WVe must restore the stable, non-inflationary growth that
was disrupted by the domestic financial policies of the late sixties.
We are well on the way down this difficult road. Our strategies for
further containing inflation, while raising output and reducing unemployment, are working. In particular, we have begun to restore the
base for a stronger international position; last year, unit labor cost in
the United States rose only one-third as much as the average of our
major competitors. This is heartening evidence of fundamental
progress.
But the journey is far from over. We cannot afford to sit back and
count on poor performance abroad. Thius, the remainiing challenge
before us at home is plain.
Our domestic economic strategy of balanced and sustainable recovery will help rebuild our trade surplus-but only slowly. In addition,
we cannot hope to achieve a full measure of success unless markets are
open to us and unless we are able to compete fairly with our trading
partners abroad.
Indeed we must paint on a larger canvass than trade alone.. We are
now at a decisive point in our economic affairs. The challenge in
foreign economic policy for the seventies involves three elements. First,
the necessary mutual security arrangements for the free world must
be maintained in full concert with our allies, with a fair sharing of the
burden. Second, multilateral cooperation must be broadened in thle
financial and development assistance areas. Third, the efforts to foster
increased competitiveness in our economy must be actively pursued in
the context of fair and liberal trading arrangements.
It is this last area that seriously concerns this committee today. I
believe we have legitimate complaints about some of the practices of
other nations-now in a very strong positiom-thiat have the effect
of blunting our competitive effort. Twenty years-even a decade agothese practices might have been understandable. I believe the strength
of other nations should now permit new initiatives to break down these
barriers.
Mr. Chairman, I do not want to be misunderstood. I am not pleading with other nations to reduce barriers and open markets in return
for what the people of the United States have done for them in helping
to recover from the ravages of World War TI. My point is simply that
today we amre in a different world-and there is a common interest in
achieving new and balanced trading relationships.

Mr. Chairman, there is yet another area-in addition to efforts by
our Government and by governments abroad-in which a new approach is necessary. I refer to the private sector.
Bluntly stated, the statesmanlike leadership that the President of
the United States has evidenced in dealing with this Nation's foreign
and domestic problems has not been correspondingly matched in the
private sector. This is -atime for'the private sector to do everything
possible to hold down the rise in labor costs, to avoid unnecessary increases in interest rates, and to speed the return to price stability.
It is time for Americans to realize that stronger efforts have to be
made to raise productivity. We find it too easy to blame the Government when, in fact. we are all part of the factors which govern the
course of our economy. Labor and business have a bigger stake, a larger
voice, and a, stronger hand in this economy than Government does. It
is now time for them to use that strength constructively.
Our tradingf posion shows that we will have to work harder just
to maintain our position. This Nation-its industry and its labormust help redress the decline in our competitive position and improve
our economic performance in foreign markets. Government should
help whnnecessary and appropriate with credit support, by fair taxation, and by promoting our technological leadership. This is why the
administration has strengthened the Export-Import Bank activities.
This is why we will resubmit our proposal for a Domestic International Sales Corporation, changing the tax treatment of exports in a
way to awaken our companies to the opportunities abroad. And this is
why I am distressed at the reduction in Federal expenditures on basic
research and development.
Now, I realize that there may be a tendency to think, or at least
hope, that our international financial problems can be taken care of
by some sort of monetary magic. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Money itself cannot produce, increase efficiency, or open markets abroad. Our monetary system functions well only as the economy as a, whole functions well. A dollar is not just a piece of black
and green paper with George Washington on one side and a big ONE
on the other. That little piece of paper represents and reflects the
economic vitality-or lack of it-of this country.
When this administration calls upon businessmen, labor leaders,
and bankers to put their respective shoulders to the wheel and work
together for the common good, we may run the risk of being described
as old-fashioned, for what I am calling for is a return to the principles of hard work and responsibility- principles that are reflected
in high and rising levels of productivity. Productivity, in its broadest sense, is tri Iy "the name of the game" in the hard competitive
world of international trade. I do not at all mind being called oldfashioned when the standard of living of the American peopletheir personal and economic security-is at stake.
At the same time, the-, private sector, from whom I am calling for
renewed effort, has every right to expect and certainly should receive
at more attentive interest and a more insistent effort in protecting our
economic and financial interests around the world.
Senator RiBicoFF. Thank you very'muchi for an excellent statement,
Mr. Secretary.

Mr. Secretary, the recent dollar crisis in Europe shows that the
existence of the Eurodollar market can be very dangerous to international stability. What proposals would you suggest to control the
Eurodollar market, which is estimated to be more than $50 billion?
'Wouldn't it be better if we tried to come up with some ideas on how
to manage this money instead of waiting for other nations to make
proposals how to manage this $50 billion?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, obviously, Mi'. Chairman, ainy ideas for
stabilizing the international monetary situation should be welcomed,
whether from this country or from countries around the world.
I think the time has come, however, when we should recognize that
it is not we alone who have the responsibility for always initiating
conversations and discussions in this particular field.
Let me at this point simply say that whereas the recent events in
Europe have been labeled by some as a monetary crisis, I do not view
it as such. I think it is a monetary disturbance. Obviously, I regret
the implication that the dollar has weakened to the point where it
causes such a disturbance. I basically do not believe that the dollar
is weak. I do believe that the German mark could be undervalued;
I do believe the Japanese yen may be undervalued. But it is significant that when the Deutsche mark floated it only floated about 3
percent and the Dutch guilder only about 1 percent, so then there
has not been any tremendous fluctuation or evidence of a great deal
of undervaluation.
Now, as you well know, Mr. Chairman, when you start talking
about the management of international currencies and international
monetary affairs, a great many people have different views on that.
I think we can start out with one basic premise, and that is not anything we do or not anything that is done is going to satisfy everybody because there are a great many people in the world, in the financial world, who believe we must maintain at almost any cost a fixed
parity exchange rate.
There are a geat many other people equally sincere, equally knowledgeable, who -elieve that the best thing that could possibly happen
to us, to the United States, is to let other currencies float against the
dollar. So I think we start out with one basic assumption, and that is
that we are going to have a widely divergent view on what is good
for us and what should be done, if anythiing.
Senator RiBToOFF. But you still have the basic problem of the $50
billion Eurodollar market being used against our best interests and,
being manipulated by banks in Germany, Switzerland, and JTapan.
Isn't this a concern? This money is being used to further different
policies than our own. Is there no wa that we, as a Nation, can have
more to say in the management of thse $50 billion floating around
Europe?
Secretary CONNALLY. We cannot do it unilaterally; no, sir. There
is a mechanism, there has been a mechanism, as you well know, through
the International Monetary Fund where there was an agreement to
basically control the parity of exchange rates, and it was this very
parity that led to the breakdown because the West German Government felt that they could no longer support the dollar at the parity
level that had been established. They were taking in too many of them.
This crisis originally occurred because of the disparity between inter-

est rates here and interest rates abroad. At that time we did move to
very frankly, sop up some of those Eurodollars and take them out o
the market. We did it through a billion and a half borrowings through
the Export-Import Bank, and later through the issuance of a billion and a half Treasury securities, so we took $3 billion out of that
market.
But, frankly, it was not all just monetary problems, in my judgment. The German Government had problems of their own.
I do not want to be critical of them. They have problems as
every nation does. They have a high rate of inflation there, they were
trying to stop it, they were trying to (10 it wNith very high interest
rates, which, inevitably. attracted dollars into Germany . They have an
extremely low rate of unemployment, they have a, very thriving
economy, extremely prosperous. They have tremiendouis foreign asset
reserves, approximately $16 billion, and they kept, talking about how
they were not sure that the parity was correct, and that, there might
have to be some reevaluation. There were five or six institutes that
came out and thought, probably some changes should be made. Well,
they signaled enough, telegraphed enough, to speculators to where, in
my judgment, much of the movement that later~ occurred was the
result of speculative money moving.
Senator RTBTcoFF. Now, the figures you have given us today are certainly disturbing. You say today that. for the first quarter we have a
$5 billion official settlement balance-of-payments deficit, and $3 billion
liquidity deficit, and yout make the statement that one of the ways to
solve our problem is a fairer share of the burden of defense.
The other day The Washington Post quoted you as saying that one
way to solve the balance-of-payments problems is to bringthe 6th Fleet
home. W~ouldl that.indicate that youi would approve Senator Mansfield's
proposal that we have our troops in Europe reduced?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, sir; it does not indicate that, and I think
this gives me an opportunity to say that The Washington Post, a very
excellent newspaper, took a remark that was out of the context of
what I said in meeting with the editorial board of The Washington
Post.
What I said to them was that I thought the time had come for us
not to try to talk solely in monetary terms in dealing with other nations, that we also had to consider the mutual security arrangements
that existed around the world, and our contribution to that mutual
security, and that we also have to consider ouir fine investments, we
have to consider monetary affairs, surely. but that when we entered into
trade negotiations that we sought to consider the entire, thing; that we
ought not to try to separate how to adjust monetary affairs and deal
with those alone.. And T asked a rhetorical question. how much better
shape would we be in if we brought hiomec the 6th F leet or a great number of troops from Europe. I did not recommend we do it. I raised the
rhetorical question and, obviously. our military commitments abroad,
cost uts a net of about $3.5 billion a year. They cost us in Europe alone
about $1,700 million. These costs are offset' by approximately $800
million, but leaving a net of $900 million or approximately that, $900
million to $1 billion.
Well, this is 40 percent of our basic balance deficit, so it is important.
But the point I was trying to make, the point I want to make -here,

Mr. Chairman, is I am not for the Mansfield amendment. I think it is
the wrong approach to solve the problem. We do not even have to
address the basic question of whether or not we maintain troops in
Europe.
If it is important-andc I think it is important-to maintain troops
there for our mutual security, what I am saying is that so long as
some of these countries are in much better economic condition than
we are they can pick uip a larger share of the costs. That is what I
am saying.
Senator RiBIcoFF. I agree with you.
Let, us take that one step f urther. The Germans have some $11 to
$12 billion in surplus as I note herein the excellent study prepared
by our staff. And I wish to compliment Bob Best of our staff for preparing it. It shows that the percent of our gross national product spent
for defense in 1970 was 8.9. The Germans have spent 3.9. The percent
of our budget in 1970 for defense was 36.8 and the Germans' was 24.5.
Under those circumstances, even if our troops should remain, why
shouldn't the amount that contributes to our balance of payments
deficit be picked by Germany, where the bulk is being expended?
Germany is one of the most prosperous nations, and one -of the countries causing our balance of payments problems.
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I will answer it this
way. Taking the figures which you have given, and the fact that last
year we spent 8.9 percent of ouir gross national product for defense,
and Germany spent approximately 3.5 or 3.8 percent of their GNP
for national 'defense, Japan spent' 0.8, less than 1 percent for their
national defense-

Senator

RIBIcomr'.

Senator

RIBICOFF.

That is correct.

Secretary CONNALLY.-afld given the restrictive barriers, they n~ow
have tariff barriers, and other administrative barriers, that they impose against our products in international trade, I do not know how
anyone can assume that we can compete with them on this kind of
level for a protracted period of time. I think there basically has to be
some reorienting of priorities and some reorienting of interest so
far as this Nation is concerned.
Well, I

would like to pursue this, but I want

the time restriction on questioning applied to me, too. I have used uip
my 10 minutes and I will pursue my own inquiries after the other
members have had an opportunity of questioning you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALAMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I compliment you on your statement, particularly the
last response.
If I correctly interpret what you said, the West Europeans not
only let us defend them but they also out trade us while we outspend
them for military defense. Is that correct?
Secretary CONNALL;Y. Yes, sir; that is correct. I think, in fairness,
Senator, we ought to admit we got into this position in just being
coldly analytical about it. We are still on a course set twenty, twenty-'
five years ago, and we are still pursuing it without really realizing
where we are headed. Back about that time, as I tried to point out
in my statment, we had all the economic vitality. Many of the nations
that are now our most serious trading partners were in devastation

and ruin. We had all the resources in the free world. We did all our
best in self-interest and compassion to rehabilitate and rebuild those
nations, and we have done so to the point where they are now our
ye 7 1 very strong competitors.
Rave no argument, I have no disagreement with what was done.
I think the program that was followed by this nation was an excellent
one. I1think it was wvise, I think it was humanitarian, but I think the
time has come when we have to change our postures.
Sentor TALINADGE. I agree f till, Now, you stated a moment ago
there are $50 million American dollars floating around in Europe.
Secretary CO.NNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator

TALMADGE.

If those dollars were presented to a central

bank in Europe they can then demand gold for those dollars, can
they not
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMNADGE . How much gold do we have at the present time?
Secretary CONNALLY. Approximately ten and a half billion.
Senator TALMADGE. In other words, we have about five times as
many, short-term dollar claims overseas as we have gold to pay them
off; is that correct?
Secretary CONNALLY. That is approximately correct.
Stated another way, Senator-and I do not want to here leave
the impression that we are a, bankrupt Nation, and I know you
don't-it is fair to say that our liabilities exceed our foreign asset
reserves by approximately 3 to 1. There is no question but what we
do not have 'sufficient gold reserves to meet all of the demands of
outstanding liabilities, assuming they were all presented at the same
time. But this does not concern me to the extent that some might
assume, simply because other nations know this, they know that they
have an obligation and a, responsibility and a duty, and I do riot
think wAe are going to be confronted with this hypothetical case at all.
Senator TALMADGE. Let us put it this way then: suppose the United
States were a national bank rather than a government. The Comptroller of the Currency would be required to close us down before
noon today, wouldn't lie?
Secretary CONNALLY. The policy of this Government has been, and
continues to be, and will be, that we do not anticipate such an event
occurring and we are not thinking in those terms at all.
Senator TALMADGE. But does not the Comptroller of the Currency
close (down a bank when its short-term liabilities gets greater than
its short-term assets?
Secretary CONNALLY. They can, sir; and I am not going to argue, sir;
with your aihec.I
ami not going to argue with that at all.
Senator TrAL-MADGE.One further thing, Mr. Secretary. Senator RibicolT referred to a portion of your statement in which you said that
clearly the level of deficit is not sustainable. H-owever, you said, we
should clearly recognize that the major cause of these extraordinary
dollars outflows is transitory. You said that, interest rates hee'are
low-er than those in Western Eturope, thus creating an imbalance, and
that this imbalancee will be largely corrected -as economies move back
in a phase.
How long has it beeni since we have had a favorable balance of payients on the part of the U.S. Government?
(;2-790-71--pjt. i-41
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Secretary CONNALLY.'Well, I was not thinking of a balance of payments at that point, Senator. I was thinking in terms primarily of
the interest rates disparity., We have had only 3 favorable years in
terms of official settlements in the last 11 years. Now, we generally have
a favorable trade account. We did last year, $2.3 billion on a balanceof-payment basis.
Senator TALMADGE. We are at the moment. But let us develop a
little further this balance-of-payments point. My recollection is that
there has been ti deficit in 19 of the past 21 years; is that correct?
Secretary CONNVALLY, I believe that is correct, Ialthough we had an
official settlement surplus in 1960, 1968, and 1969, Senator.
ISenator TALMADGE. Do you know what the accumulative deficit is
on those balance of payments in the last 21 years?
Secretary CONNALLY. I have not totaled it up; no, sir.
Senator TAIJMADGE. We would not have $50 billion floating around
in Europe unless it was extremely huge, would we?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, it has been large, beyond any question.
I think it is only fair though to point out that at this state that this
$50 billion Eurodollars sum, and the fact that we have had a negative balance of payments over most of the 20 years does not
reflect that we have a very strong net assets position in the form of
investments abroad. We have approximately $70 billions of investments in Europe, too. Now, admittedly, those are not government investments. They are private U.S. investments, but this should be considered when we talk about the number of Eurodollars in Europe.
Senator TALMADGE. Sometimes, it is quite difficult to swap a factory
for dollars instantly, is it not, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, it is.
Senator TALA'ADGE. In other words, it is a frozen instead of a liquid
asset.
Secretary CONNALLY. In that sense it is.
Senator TALMADGE. The staff just handed me a treatise showing that
from 1950 through 1970 our balance of payments, on a liquidity basis,
showed an accumulative deficit of $48 billion, 171 million; is that substantially correct?
Secretary CONNALLY. I do not have any argument with that figure;
no, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. Changes in gold during that period amounted
to minus $13 billion, 492 million. That is the balance of payments.
You made reference to the trade factor a moment ago, Mr. Secretary. You are aware, of course, of the fact, that 112 nations treat their
exports and imports on a different basis from what we do?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALHADGE. Ours is FOB, and theirs is CIF.
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. That does not include the freight and insurance factors on the items. You are aware of the fact that those
factors run about 10 percent of the commodities, is that not correct?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator 'TALMADGE. Then, using that as a basis, the trade factor is
not at all as favorable as the statistics of our Government would lead
us to believe. In 1970, on a commercial balance or CIF? basis we had
an unfavorable trade balance of $3.2 billion. In 1969 our unfavorable
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trade balance was $4.4 billion. In 1968 our unfavorable trade balance
wa8p $5.1 billion. In 1967 our unfavorable trade balance was $1.4 biblion. In 1966 our unfavorable trade balance was $1.5 billion. That is
accumulative unfavorable trade balance during the last 6 years onl a
CIF basis of around $15, billion;- is that not correct?
Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. Isn't it high time we started doing something
about it?
Secretary CONNALLY. That is the whole point, Senator, I think of
these hearings. It certainly is the thrust of my testimony this morning,
that our balance of payment-and we have been reporting onl ours
on this basis for a long, long time-whether you use FOB3 or CIF
figures, our balance-of-payments picture is not good, and I think it is
time we have to try to do something about it.
Senator TALMADGE. My information is that the GATT rules themselves authorize quotas, tariffs, or whatever a nation wants to impose
when they have an unfavorable trade balance or a deficit on their alance of payments; is that not correct?
Secretary

CONNALLY.

I

believe that is correct under article XII,

I believe it is, of the GATT rules.
Senator rPALMIADGE. Why haven't we taken action to do that?
Secretary CONNALLY. Simply because-well, T am not sure. I do
not, know the answer to your question now. I would assume that the
administrations of the last several- years have not done so for a number
of reasons, not the least of which is that we have not wanted to set
off a trade war. We have not wanted to put ourselves in position of
being parochial and isolationist. We do not want to try to withdraw
into a shell. We realize that international trade is an essential element
of the progress of this Nation, and I think we have given weight to all
of those factors. I think we have been too lenient in some of our dealings, I think we have been too lenient in letting others do things that
we ourselves have not done.
Senator TALMADGE. Getting to the trade war aspect of it, Mr. Secretary, isn't it a fact that Japan, which has a favorable balance of trade
with us of a billion and a half dollars a year, has import quotas on
some 98 different commodities, and is, in fact, the most restrictive
trade nation on the face of the earth today?
Secretary CONNALLY. I would not question that. No question but
what they do have many commodities under quota restriction, and
in addition to those they'lhave a highly complex set of administrative
requirements of the nontariff barrier type that the American businessmanl is confronted with. There is not any question about that.
Senator TALMADGE. Isn't it a fact also that there are various European countries which talk about a trade war while they themselves
place quotas on the importation of many cheap Japanese products?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, they do. The Europeans are. much
tougher on Japanese than we are.
Senator TALMADGE. Isn't it a fact they take 5 percent of the Japanese
textile imports and the United States takes 50 percent?
Secretary

CONNALLY.

Senator, those figures, I cannot confirm from

my, memory. I certainly would not question your figures.
SenftforTALAGoE I think that'is approximately correct.

a
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Mr. Secretary, T wvant to compllimlent you on your testimilony. Our
country is overcommitted militarily. We are overcommitted ec'onomically. We have been overcommitted for a long time now, 'about '20
years, and it is high time that we reappraised our policies of trying
to act, as one of my colleagues commented a, moment ago, as Santa,
Claus and banker and policeman for the rest of the world. We cannot keep it up without being bankrupt.
Senator Rimcoi;v. Senator H-anson.

SenatorshAN S EN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If I may, first of all, let me ask unanimous consent that there may
be included in the record at this point a letter that I addressed to
each member of the Senate, to which was attached a speech made by
our chairman, Senator Long of Louisiana, on the floor of the Senate.
Mlay 11. I ask unanimous consent that it be included in the record
at this point.
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection; and also the excellent staff
memorandum will go in the record.
(Senator IHansen's letter with attaciment referred to follows. The
lpamlihlet referred to by Senate RihicofV appears as al)en(lix 13, p).885.
THea ringx 'onitinlues on page 40.)
MAY 14, 1971.

Hon. GEORGE D. AIKEN,

U.S. Senate. Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR AIxEN: On Tuesday of this week, Senator Long, Chairman of the
Committee on Finance, presented a most remarkable revelation to the Senate.
Senator Long revealed that after the President had directed the Secretary of
Commerce to let the American people know what our true International comnpetitive position is by publishing honest trade statistics, an interagency committee
had vetoed the plan.
The omission of Insurance amid freight understate the true value of our Imports
awl their Impact on the domestic economy. The inclusion of foreign aid sales and
F'oodl for Peace aid in our, exports Inflate their true dollar value. The combined
effect Is a $6 billion overstatement of our reported trade balances.
The Chairman's thesis is that if we are to have a trade policy responsive to
the needs of America, we must know the true condition of our present trade
b~alance.
The United States has sustabIed deficits in its balance of payments In 19 out
of the piast 21 years, which total, cumiulatively, $48 billion. Our trade policies have
not reflected the changed international. competitiveness of the United States since
World War II. The current monetary crisis in Europe is a consequence of these
policies which have perpetuated our deficits.
Because of the timeliness of Senator Long's statement and the need for a more
responsive trade policy for the future, I commend Senator Long's speech to your
attention, and urge you to spend five minutes reading It.
Sincerely,
CLIFFORD P. HANSEN.
Enclosure.
[From the Congressional Record, May 11, 1911
By Mr. LONG: S. 1815. A bill to require that publications of statistics relaiting to the value of articles Imported into the United States include the chArges,
costs, and expenses Incurred In bringing such articles to the United States, and
for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Finance.
OFFICIALLY MISLEADING FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, several years ago, my late beloved colleague Everett
McKinley Dirksen and I brought out the fact that our foreign tr-ade statistics are
fraudulent and misleading. In 1966, the Committee on Finance held'a hearing'on
the subject, and the facts developed at this hearing substantiated our contention.
Ever since the death of Senator Dlrksen, I have been trying to get the Commerce
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IDepartmnent to publish more accurate trade statistics to show our true Inter-national competitive position. At numerous hearings, I have brought this subject
uip to the Secretaries of Commerce and Treasury and to other officials.
These tolp officials understood the problem and agreed that the present statistics
are misleading. However, the entrenched, faceless bureaucrats In the Federal
Government who maintain their status throughout every administration, Repubslican or Democrat, have fought the presentation of accurate trade statistics
In every way they could.
Finally, after much agonizing and dillydallying the Commerce Department
agreed to publish, on a quarterly basis, statistics which would break out those
exports financed under our giveaway foreign aid programs from private com-,
mercial exports, and to add a factor to our imports showing the cost of insurance
and freight. However, as time passed, it was clear that this quarterly publication
was completely Inadequate. In the meantime, the Government's monthly trade
statistics were published proclaiming our foreign trade position to be in rosy
surp~lus. The truth is that wve have had actual defects In our foreign trade plosition ever since 1908 as table I shown belowv Indicates, which I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the table was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
TABLE 1. -U.S. TRADE BALANCE, 1960-70
[in billions of dollars]

Total
t
expor s,
(A)
1970---------------1969 -----1968 ------1967-------------1966 ---------------1955--------------1964-------------1963-------------1962 ---------------1961 ---------------1960----------------

42. 7
37.3
34.1
31.0
29.5
26.8
25.8
22.5
21.0
20.2
19.6

Total
imports,
ob. f.o.b.
(B)
40.0
36.1
33.2
26.9
25.5
21.4
18.7
17, f..
16. ..
14.8
15.1

AID and
Public Law 480,
GovernmentTrade
financed
balance
exports
(C=A-B)
(D)
-+2.7
-1.2
+.9
+f4. 1
+3. 9
-4-5.4
+7. 1
+5.,3
+j46,
fi3')i
+5.4
-[4. 5

1.9
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.6
I-.
1.7

Total exports
less AID and
Public Law
480, financed
exports
(E=A-D)
40.8
35.3
31.8
28.5
27.0
24.3
23. 1
19.9
:18&7
.')&3
17.9

Total
imports, Merchandise
c.i.1 trade balance
(F)
(G-E- F)
44.0
39.7
36.5
29.6
28.2
23.5
20.6
18.9
18.2
16.3
16.6

-3.2
-4.4
-4.7
-1. 1
-1.2
+
+2.5
+1.0
.
+-2. 0
-f-1. 3

1Cif imports are assumed to be 10 percent higher in value than f.o.b. imports in accordance with Tariff Commission
study.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Mr. LONG. After many members of the Finance Committee and the Ways and
Means Committee made it abundantly clear to the Secretary of Commerce that
the two responsible committees of Congress were unsatisfied with the misleading
tratile -statistics propagatedl on the American public by tile Commerce Department,
tile Secretary of Commerce took the matter uip with the President of the United
States. This is stated In the Secretary's memorandum of December 17 which
I shall later ask to be included in my remarks.
According to tile Secretary's memorandum, time President directed time Secretary to Implement the proposal. I repeat, tile President of the United States
directed the Secretary of Commerce to publish accurate import statistics. The
memorandum states:
"I discussed tis p~roposal wvith the P~residenmt, and hie directed meldto immll)ld'ilent It."
Mr. President, a most extraordinary thing bas1 occurred. Tilose nameless and
faceless bureaucrats in the F ederal Government have told the President to go fly
a kite; he is wrong.
I shall ask to place in the record a most extraordinary report froin Mr. Sbultz
to Secretary Stans which states that"A great majority of participants in the Intertigency Committee oni F oreigil
Trade Statistics expressed the view that It would be inadvisable for both statistical and] conceptual reasons to calculate and publish prominently such a series
omna regular b~asis."

In other words, Mr. President, these bureaucrats are afraid of showing the
American people the-true facts with respect to our foreign trade position. It Is
Incredible to me that the President of the United States cannot get foreign trade
statistics p)ublished the way he and the Congress wants them published.
The Shultz letter Is full of Incorrect,, Irrelevant, and misleading statements.
For example, he states .tit"With regardl to the calculation of Imports c.i.f., 'a s significant part of these
charges Is paid to U.S. firms and therefore does not represent an International
patyment."
He apparently Is not aware *of the fact that U.S.-fiag vessels carry only
about 6 percent of U.S. foreign trade. Is that significant part? The fact Is we
simply (10 not know what the costs of (domestic versus foreign Insurance and
freight charges are because we do not have the data to inatk6 the analysis.
Then he says:
"C.i.f. charges cannot be, legitimately considered part of the Import side of the
trade balance."
This is wrong. The effort of imports on domestic economy, on American jobs,
is not their value at the foreign factory or foreign port, but their landed value
In the United States.
He Is obviously confusing balance of payments with balance of trade. I do
not particularly care If they want to break out services In balance-of-payments
accounting. I think they will find their service statistics are woefully inadequate
anyway. But for balance-of-trade analysis and the Impact of Imports on the
American economy, production, and Jobs we should have c.I.f. statistics.
The letter then says that the British and French calculate their balance of
payments to show freight and Insurance separately. But their Import figures
are c.i.f. I checked the April International Monetary Fund statistics and found
they continue to calculate their Imports c.i.f. In fact the IMP tabulates all its
Import statistics c.i.f. I ask unanimous consent to have table 2 printed in the
record.
There being no objection, the table wvas ordered to be printed In the record, as
follows:
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TABLE2.-WORLD TRADE:VALUEIN MILLIONSOFDOLLARS
[Exports(fob.) I Imports(c.1.)'
1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

Worldtotal....-.-..------136,109
152,700 165,400 181,300 190,600 212,900 243,500 270,
000 160,900 175,2n~ 192,400 201,700 224,700 255,500
Industrial countries----------- 95,330 107,940 118,430 130,770 137,740 155,800 179,600
United
States,-.-........------.23,387
26,650 27,530 30,430 31,622 34,
636 30,
006
UntdKndm-------220
12,785 1372
14,676 14,379 15,346 17515
Industrial Europe-------------.47,490
53,760 60,230 65,900 70,260 79,
690 93,
740
Austria------------1,326
1,446 1,600
1684
Belgium-Luxemborg-....
4,840 5,601
6,394 6832
Denmark-----------------..
1,908
2,121
2,320
2,454
France--------...--------8,085
8,995
10,053 10,890
Germany
----..-.......---- 14,621
16,221 17,901 20,145
ta-- ----------------- 5,054
5,958
7,200
8,038
Netherla.ds
-..... 4,961
5,807
6,392
6,751
Norway---..------------1,073
1,291
1,443
1,564
Sweden------------------..
3,203
3,7
3,971
4,266
Switzerland-------- ------... 2,417
2,647
2,960
3,275
Canada------------------...
6,779
8067
8,494
9,908
Japan--...---------------5,453
674
8,452
9,777

1,809
7,032
2,539
11,381
21,748
8705
7,8H,4
1,730
4,528
3,598
11,033
10,442

1,989
8,164
2,639
12,682
24,853
10,187

13,230
6,800

1970
2R8,
000

208000 110,590 120,540 134,020 141,200 159,970 184,000 211,000
43,227 20,286 23,186 27,745 28,
745 35.319 38,315 42,482
19,363 15,949 16,103 16,651 17,694 18,959 19,956 21,643
109,
240 58,860 64,370 69,930 72,
130 80,220 96,500 114,
500
2,100
6,502
2,823
10,343
17,482
7,378
7,468
2,210
4.377
3,697
8,713
8,175

2,328
7,182
3,003
11,843
18,038
8,589
8016
2,404
4,582
3,944
10,170
9,530

2,309
7,176
3,154
12,381
17.365
9,827
8,336
2,7'3
4.701
4,129
10,966
11,672

2,496
8,333
3,236
13,939
20,235
10,26
9291
2,706
5,182
4,513
12,482
12,997

2,825
9,964
3,812
17,373
24,953
12.450
10,989
2,943
5,905
15,285
14.250
5, 035

3,549
11,900
4,490
19,139
29,017
14,939
13,391
3,969
7,011l CA3
6, 551
14,526
18,889

18,000O 15,110
9,800
8,480

17,360
9,950

18,420
11,160

18,900
11,160

19,700
11:530

22,500
13,650

26,000
16,000

1,645
1,134
137
1,041
98
924
3,004
572
1,288

1,726
1,223
159
1,043
109
1,023
3,574
718
1,576

1,698
1,186
162
1,087
112
1,059
3,456
685
1,707

1598
1:393
138
1,175
123
1,039
3,498
764
1,797

1203
2,637
1,594.....
123 157
1,411
1,570
148
188
1,232
1,556
4,233 4,717
747.....
2,135.
2,872

1,938
4,937
3,968
13,158
12,973

2,412
10,032
3,018
14,992
29,170
11,728
,63
2,203
5,688
4,627
14,390
16,002

2,857
11,600
3,400
17,888
34,194
13,106
11,765
2,455
6,762
5,135
16,861
19,379

13,800
7,100

15,940
8,300

1,603
5,930
2,618
10,070
14,618
7,252
7 055
1,984
3,856
3,610
7,554
7,994

Otherdevelopedareas-----------.9,540
OtherEurope-----------------..
4,410

10,730
5,130

11,
120
5,620

12,310
6,350

Finland------------------..
1,149
Greece--------------------290
Iceland--------------------..
94
Ireland-------------------- 550
Malta----------------------.15
Portugal-------------------..
418
Spain......................
736
Turkey--------------------..
368
Yugoslavia
..................
798

1,291
309
1ll
623
19
516
955
411
893

1,427
328
129
615
24
576
967
464
1,092

1,505
406
140
684
30
620
1,254
490
1,223

1,534
495
97
690
27
701
1,384
523
1,252

1,037
468
82
798
34
732
1,590
496
1,264

1,985
2,307
1,505
554...........
885
108
146
131
891
1,035
974
38
40
96
823
946
778
1,900
2,344
2,245
587............537
1,471
1,679
1,323

5,138

5,600

5,900

5,960

6,420

6,690

7,638........6,630

7,510

7,268

7,820

8,170

8,850.

Australia------------2,788
NowZealand-------------910
SouthAfrica---------,3

3,038
1,074
1,9

2,978
1007
1518

3,158
1,076
1,726

3,478
993
1,954

3,526
1,010
2,158

4,221
4,771
3,313
1,211
1,400
961
2,208.. ......... 2,356

3,765
1,043
2,699

3,636
1095
2,526

3,913
955
2,948

4,382
895
2,891

4,558
4,800
1,003
1,210
3,291....

Australia,NewZealand,
South
Africa--------------------...

TRADE:VALUEIN MILLIONSOFDOLLARS-Continued
TABLE2. WORLD
lExports(lob.) I Imports(c.i.f.) 11
1963

1964

1965

1966

31,200 34,000
9,180 9,6

35,900
0.6

38,300
1040

Argentina------------------ 1,365
1,410
Botivia
-------- _------------66
93
Brazil ------- __
1,406
1,430
Chile--------- _----------540
624
Cotombia--..----------------446
546
CostaRica--------- ------95
114
DominicanRepublic.
----174
179
Ecuador-----.----------- 148
159
El Salvador-----------------.154178
Guatemata-----------------154
167
Haiti-----------------41
40
Honduras-----------------.
83
95
Mexico
-----------------969
1,031
Nicaragua----------------100
118
70
Panama_------------------60
Paraguay------------- -- - -40
50
Peru-------------------- 540
666
U,uguay----------------- 165
179
Venezuela.-2,629 2,703

1,493
110
1,595
685
537
112
126
180
189
187
37
127
1,120
144
79
57
666
191
2,744

1,593
126
1,741
877
510
136
137
186
189
232
35
143
1,199
138
89
49
763
186
2,713

1,464
145
1,654
910
510
144
156
200
207
204
34
154
1,136
146
93
48
801
159
2,886

1,368
1,612---------- 1,077
153
182----- _------97
1,881
2,311 - ---1,263
941-------------------- 807
558
608 -----586
171
194 ---139
164
184
214
221
208
183 ----152
213
202
191
227
262
.
202
36
37 ---41
179
169
..
102
1,254
1,430----------- 1,493
157
155 ------136
181
100
120
__
48
51
64
40
865
864
__
584
179
200 -- --198
2,857 2,892
1,269

1,119
126
1,096
604
454
178
100
168
201
229
34
122
1,560
160
208
55
745
I50
1,454

1,124
138
1,496
757
674
178
185
164
220
207
38
149
1,605
182
235
59
817
164
1,331

1,096
151
1,667
727
497
191
201
191
224
247
36
165
1,746
204
251
71
833
170
1,464

1,169
1,576 .
152
167 - 2,132
2,242 .
743..............
643
686
214
245 .
226
243
306
229
262
214
214 .......
247
_......
38
40 ..--185
18t'..
1,96C
2,070 ____185
177_....
266
294 - _
73
82 76
630
604 -159
197
1,697 1,752

1,680

1,790

1,880

1,930

2,420

2,540

7,720

2,800

37
38
97
214
38
603
59
403
190

40
35
112
228
45
592
92
429
220

42
32
113
224
43
608
107
440
270

68
85
104
289
91
721
95
477
490

76
93
118
327
93
721
90
454
570

Less-developed
areas. ----Latin America.. ------

OtherWesternHemisphere-----

1,650

1,650

Barbados.
----41
35
Guadeloupe.
------38
35
Guyana------------------- 102
95
216
Jamaica---------------- 202
Martinique------------------.36 29
Netherlands
Antilles..-.--------658
630
Surinam...------------- --46
48
Trinidad andTobago
--- -374
408
Other...----------------- 150
150

1967

1968

1969

1970

1964

1965

1966

1997

1968

1969

1970

39,600 43,300 48,000
35.
200 37,400 39,900 41,500 45,000 49,000...- .
11,030 11,570 12,400
----------- 8,580 8,840 9,720 10,130 11,180 12,100.----

43
38
108
219
40
599
113
472
300

currenttradetotalstonthese
I Theworldtotalexcludes
theSovietareacountriesandCuba.Available
countriesare shownon pagefollowingAustriacountrypages.
Note:Thedataare identical
tothoseglvenoun
thecountry pagos,
converted
to U.S.dollars andassembledinto January-December
years.However,
data are alsogivenherelos countriestor whichthere
of theproblemsuf conversion
to U.S.
are no countrypages.Descriptions
otthe dateand discussions
tar
listed
countries
tarwhichdata are not
dollars are in the countryntes. Totalsincludeestimates
available,

2,000

.

-

2,300

40 ----64
34 --- ---79
121 - _ __
87
257 -- --289
36 ...
79
625 --758
_------81
473 ---426
350
....- 440

77
100
129
348
106
776
103
417
660

3,000........

84
97 ......
102
106 -- _..
110
118 ----383
442....
109
128.
781
808_..
99.............
420
483....
710
800....

Thecomparability
of tradedataover a periodatyearsis necessarily
affectedbychanges
in politicalor
custoims
areaboundaries.
Exceptas notedthe datarulerto theareaasthey wereat theperiodreported.
Forcountriesrepintiag Impartslob, or exportsatplaceyrdispatch,
the dalain this tableareadjusted
toincludefreight andInsurance.
Fordetailsseethe1966/67
supplement
lotIFS.
Fund,International Financial
Statutes,April 1971,p. 36.
Source:Inturnational Monetary
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Mr. LONG. Onl the export side, Mr. Shultz says that wve should not show our
foreign aid financed giveaway exports separately from private transactions because "the proposal ignores the favorable Impact on the balance of payments
which occurs when the dollar balances are repaid." H~e is obviously not familiar
with our aid lprograins. When we sell wheat to India !in exchange for Indian
rupees, hlow does that earn us dollars? From a balance of payments point of
view, we might just ats well dump the wheat Ii the ocean. Ini fact, it miight be
c'heap~er since it would save uts shipping expenses.
Most of our aid is long terni-40-year Wloas at low interest. A large part of the
Public Lawv 480 agriculture sales are for nonconvertible foreign currencies, which
R(o one expects to ever see paid !in to the U.S. Treasury. To lput these transactions
Ii the same basket as straight cash or shiort-tern' credit transactions is to coilletely mislead the Anierican people as to the true state of American
completitiveness.
Mr. President, this episode raises another question: Why (does the Secretary
of Commerce have to go onl his knees to Mr. Shultz to get some statistics published, which, by statute, under section 484(e) of the Tariff Act, are under thle
legal jurisdiction of the *Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Commerce,
and the Chairman of the Tariff Conmmission. After having received thle approval
of the President, why does an interagency coniniittee have thle authority to thwa rt
thle President's will on at matter hie has already approved. I applaud Secretary
Stais for his efforts to correct his D~epartment's misleading statistics andl for
getting the President's support. It is unfortunate that anl interagency comittee (-,an thwart the President's will.
To assist thle Secretary and the President I Intend to do what is In my power
to inmke sure that the foreign trade statistics presented to the American people
paint an accurate picture of where we stand !in foreign trade. To this end, Mr.
President, I ani introducing a bill which had been approved last year by the Fi1nance Committee as part of the Trade Act of 1970, which would by statute direct
the p~ublication of the statistics which the President's bureaucracy refuses to
publish, even after the President has instructed and directed that they be
p~ublished1.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD thle correspondence
between Mr. Shultz and Mr. Stanis on this subject, which tells anl Incredible
tatle of how the nameless and faceless bureaucrats are able to thwart the will
of the Priesident of the United States, and also a news report from the Journal
of Commerce describing the affair.
(There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed In tile
IIE CORI), as follows:)
OFFICE OF MIANAGEMifENT AND BUDGET,
W~ashington, D.C., December 30, 1.970.

oN- FOREiIGN TRADE STrATISTiICSNOTICE OF MEETING

MEMBERS OF INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE

Timie: Monday, January 11, 1971, 2 :30 p.m.
Place: Room 10104, New Executive Office Building.
Subjects to be considered:
1. LProposal by Department of Commerce on the reporting of Merchandise Export and Import Data presented !in attached memorandum, D~ecember 17, 1970),
from the Secretary of Commerce to the Director, Office of Management nnd
Budget.
Reference to related data currently published:
P1P7990 (Census September, 1970, Special Announcements section, p. 111, data
onl c.l.f. values of imports, and federally assisted exports.
~Survey of Cur-rent Business, Table 4 of quarterly balance of payments articles
published In issue dated last month of each quarter.
2. Plans of Census Bureau to update factors used to estimate lowv-value shipmnents for which Shippers' Export IDeclarations are not required.
PAUL F. KRUEGER,
C,1hairman, In teraglency Committee on Foreign Trade Statistics.
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THE, SECRETARY OF COMMtERCE,
Washington, D.C., December 17, 1970.
Memorandum for: The Honorable George P. Shultz, Director, Offie of Management and Budget.
Subject: Reporting Merchandise Export and Import Data.
In response to a request from the Senate Finance Committee, I am hereby proposing that the Department of Commerce report monthly and annual merchandise export and import totals on a new basis, as well as continuing the
present basis of reporting. The new series to be reported are total "commercial"
exports and total "CIF" Imports.
I discussed this proposal with the President, and he directed mie to Implement it.
We plan to derive the monthly "commercial" export total by deducting from
the Ipresent total export value: (1) actual millitary-grant-aid shipments, (2) the
estimated value of exports financed under Public Law 480 and (3) the estimated
value of exports financed by the Agency for International Development under
the Foreign Assistance Act. These two estimated values would be provided by
the Department of Agriculture and the Agency for International Development,
respectively.
At present, AID compiles data semi-annually on exports financed under the
Foreign Assistance Act and makes then available only after it considerable time
lag. Agriculture prepares quarterly figures on exports financed under the P.L. 480
program, with a lag of about three months. As the compiling agencies, All) aind
Agriculture should be requested to make the up-to-date monthly estimates that
will be necessary to adjust exports to the new basis. These estimates will1 be
needed by the Foreign T~rade Djivision of the Bureau of the Census no later than
three weeks after the end of each month. In addition to these estimates, both
agencies should be requested to develop more current actual data onl these
shipments.
In making this adjustment, we have not deducted exports financed by ExportImport Bank loans, because these exports arc almost always sold in regular comnmercial transactions and because the loans are usually short-term. In brief,
despite financing aid, these exports are in every sense of the word " com mercial ."
The current moniy c.i.f. Import totals would be calculated by applying to
the regular total Import value the estimated c.i.f. factor for the most recent
calendar year covered by the annual sample survey of c.i.f. import values. (Thle
latest sample survey of c.i.f. Import values covered transactions for 1968. C.i.f.
values for tile sample items were found to be 6.3% higher than the values for
the same items as reflected in the regular Census Import statistics. A sample
study of the 1969 Implort transactions Is now underway and should be comnpleted within the next few months.)
Corresponding data for both Imp~orts and exports are being prepared onl all
annual basis for prior years back to 1947. For exports this will involve deductIng actual shipments recorded under Lend-Lease, UNRRIA, the Department of
Army Civilian Supply, Incentive Materials, and International Refugee Organization Programs and military-grant-aid, as well as time estimated value of exports
financed under P.L. 480 and by the Akency for International Development and
its predecessor agencies.
For Inmports, the estimated annual c.i.f. totals will be calculated by adju sting
the regular Import total ats follows:'
(1) Thple 1968 and 1969 total Import values will he multiplied by 1.063, the
c.i.f. factor estimated from the 1968 Import transactions.
(2) The 1967 import total will be mutltiplied by 1.069, the cdi.f. factor estimated
from 1967 transactions.
(3) Time import totals for 1947 through 1966 will be multiplied by 1.083, the
c.i.f. factor estimated from 1966 transactions. (1966 wvas the first year for whichl
a sample survey was made of e.i.f. mport values.)
Obviously, there are shortcomings' In this way of developing "commercial"
export and c.i.f. import data. Aside from the acute timing problem, however, it
would seem that the costs and difficulties Involved in attempting to obtain precise
data would far outweigh any improvement in their usefulness.
our proposed procedure and timing for the new trade data are as follows:
1. The Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Economic Affairs will issue a
monthly release containing total merchandise exports on the present basis and
oil the new basis, showing the trade balance on each basis and giving equal
prominence to the trade balance on each basis.
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2. The data on the new basis wvill be prepared by the Foreign Trade Division
of the Bureau of the Census, as are the data on the present basis.
3&The Issuance of the data. on the new basis will begin at the end of January
1971, when data for D)ecember 1970 and for the entire year 1970 are first
available.
4. The Bureau of the Census will continue to Issue detailed monthly data on
exports and Imports but will not calculate a trade balance.
MAURICE ITI STANS,
Secretary of Commerce.
Ho01. MAURICE H. STANS,
Secretary of Commerce,
W~ashington, D.C.
D)EAR MR. SECRETARY: We have given careful consideration to your memorandumi proposing the publication of a new trade balance. The proposal, presented
to our Interagency Committee on Foreign Trade Statistics, was that a monthly
balance be calculated by subtracting imports c.i.f. from nonl-Governmlent assisted
exports. A great majority of participants expressed the view that It would be
inadvisable for both statistical and conceptual reasons to calculate and publish
prominently such a series on a regular basis. My staff supports this view, and I
concur In their judgment.
With regard to the calculation of imports c.i.f., a significant part of these
charges is paid to U.S. firms and therefore does not represent an international
payment. Furthermore, insurance and freight are p~roperly classified under services, not trade. Hence, c.i.f. charges cannot be legitimately considered part of
the import side of the trade balance. In this connection, it should be noted that
last November the British, and only weeks ago the French announced the discontinuance of the balance figures they have been publishing based on c.i.f.
valued imports. Their published commodity balances will now be based on f.o.b.
values, with freight and Insurance being reflected in the services portion of the
balance of payments accounts.
Insofar as exports are concerned, the proposal to subtract those which are
federally assisted implies that if this assistance had not been available our total
exports would be correspondingly less. While there would be sonme reduction in
exports, this implication is incorrect. Thlle proposal also Ignores the favorable
impact on the balamico of payments which occurs wh-len the dollar balances are
repaid. In our view, the trade balance should pressure the net transfer of real
goods irrespective of the sources of financing.
Annual estimates of imports c.i.f. are published by the Census Bureau for
major commodity groups and for major exporting countries. Those data are usefuml in analysing landed prices of foreign goods and after taking account of tariffs ,
the import component of the supply of good to domestic markets. The techniques
involving these annual comnpilations cannot, however, legitimately be used to prepare sinillar figures monthly...
While wve cannot agree with the proposal to publish monthly this additional
set of export and import figures, and the balance derived from this comparison,
we (10 see ways in which you could improve the presentation of trade statistics
that fit into your approach, and we would encourage you to proceed along these
ljinefs.
Like you, we recognize limitations in the monthly trade balance data now publishied by the Department of Commerce. We understand that work I,- now being
done in the Department on the preparation of a new monthly balance, following
balance of payments concepts, with a view to publication later this year. The
definition underlying this balance is generally recognized as the best for balance
of payments analyses and trade policy considerations, and Is accep~tedl for these
purposes In international forums. When this new balance becomes available, It
would be desirable to consider substituting it for the mionthily balance nowv publishied based on Census data.
Your efforts in this direction would be strengthened by Improvement and expaiision In data collection In order to provide better Information both for the
work referred to above and for other analytical uses. For example, consideration
should be given to improving the quality of valuation data now being collected.
More frequent Information on transportation and Insurance costs associated also
be useful.
Finially, It would probably contribute to better public understanding of the
International trade situation If you would undertake a more comprehensive corn-
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Ipiltion of foreign trade data which would Include some information of the type
containedi in your proposal. I would think that a presentation could l)e developed,
which, with analysis and interpretation, would be more effective and useful than
either the routine monthly publication envisaged In your proposal, or the present
publication of quarterly data on Federally assisted exports and annual data on
c.l.f. valued imports. In addition to periodic publication in articles, you and your
staff could use such data In speeches and other public statements.
Mlemblers of my staff wvill be glad to assist in the development of these alternative approaches.
Sincerely,
GEORGE P. SHuLrz,
Director.
NixoN

VOTES NEW WAY To REPORT TRADE BALANCE

(By Richard Lawrence)
WASHIINGTON. April 25.-President Nixon reportedly has approved a new way
of reporting the U.S. trade balance-it would show the country as scoring deficits
rather than surpluses-but top aides are balking.
They are said to fear that the new procedure would only serve protectionist
ca uses.
The issue is basically whether the U.S. should report its monthly foreign trade
position the way most other nations report their by counting Imports on a c.i.f.
(cost Insurance freight) bases.
The U.S. tabulates its imports In a wvay much closer to an f.o.b. basis, where
only the value of the p~rodluct in the country of export Is counted. Freight and
insurance charges are excluded.
The difference is that U.S. imports probably total 6 per cent more using c.i.f.
statistics. Last year, for example, the U.S. would have just missed a trade deficit,
had the c.i.f. standard been used.
Insteadl, the Commerce Department reported that last year the U.S. reaped
a $2.7 billion surplus.
For more than four years, the Senate Finance Committee and particularly Its
chairman, Sen. Russell Long, D-La., has been urging the executive branch to reIport the c~if. import totals, for a better comparison with the trade balances of
other major nations.
The committee is not asking that the present Import tabulating system be
scrapped. It only wants the c~if. data to be also reported monthly by the Commerce Department..
It further suggests that the department separate foreign shipments from the
U.S. export total. That way, it says, a more "realistic picture of our true competitive position" may b~e had.
By deducting foreign aid exports, while reporting imports on a elif. basis, the
U.S. trade balance these days would be deep in deficit.
The Commerce Department, for a long time reluctant to carry out the coinIt has been printing C.i.f.
inuttee's urgings, now is willing to do so. Meanwhile,
estimates and foreign aid exports in an obscure quarterly statistical publication. as a gesture to the senators.
The department's change of attitude appears to stem from the comm111ittee's
continuing demand for the monthly data afld the department's own growing
concern about rising implorts.
In a recent letter to Committee Chairman Long, Commerce Secretary Maurice
Stans s;aidl he had raised the issue with President Nixon and that the President
had agreed to the committee's request.
NO ACTION

TAKEN

But no action has since been taken, and none seems imminent. The reason.
insiders say, is that Budget Director George Shultz is resisting a procedure that
would put the already shaky IU.S. trade position in a worse light.
The Budget Office is Involved since collecting the additional c.i.f. data probably
would mean additional customs expenses.
The Senate Finance Comimittee, however, is likely to take matters Into Its own
hands, if the administration keeps refusing to act. Last year. It appended to
the trade bill a requirement that the Commerce Department report c~if. imports
and separate foreign aid exports.
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The trade bill (died, but the committee may tie the requirement onto another
measure this year. The full Senate c-an be expected to approve, and there seis
to be at good chance that the House would then go along to force the adininistration to report what many say is the "real" American trade balance.
Mr. LONG.

I also ask unanimous

conse'nt to

include In the

RECORD a

state-

mnent I inade onl this subject onl September 17, 1970, together with materials
submitted at that time. This should put into perspective lIi one place Ini the
RECORD a1 full explanation of the fraudulent, and misleading trade statistics
which have been sold to the U.S. Public.
(There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed In the
REcoHD, as follow.':)
OFFICIAL MISSTATE-MENTS

ABOUT

Oun

REAL FOREIGN

TRADE POSITION

Mr. President, the International Monetary Fund has recently issued fa report warning against the consequences of prolonged U.S. balance-ofp~aymnents deficits. We have been running deficits in our balance of payments Inl
every year since 1950 with the exceptions of 1957 and 1967.
For the first half of 1970 the balance-of-paymnents deficit, under the traditional
basis of measurement, was running at anl annual rate of $6 billion. Onl another
basis of measuremnent-the so-called oficil settlement miethod-the ballance-ofp~ayments deficit for the first half of this year was running at an annual rate of
$9 billion.
One of the major problems we face Ii searching for solutions to our balanceof-paymients problem is misleading information on our balance of trade.
The Department of Commerce, has recently issued monthly trade statistics
which have been widely reported by the press as showing "a booming surplus"
of exports over Imports, "running ait anl annual rate of more than $5 billion"
for June and July. It has been suggested that this so-called surplus indicates
that the country would be better off without the major trade legislation awaitlug House action that would Impose mandatory Import quotas onl textiles and
shoes, and facilitate import limitations or. other products.
to cite 2 months' statistics as evidence of a basic reversal In our trade position is grasping at straws. It is a classic examlple of how misleading facts create
erroneous conclusion.
The Departnment of Commerce statistics give a false impression that this
country enjoys a highly favorable balaniec of trade when, in fact, if our trade
balance were accurately tabulated, it wvoild show an unfavorable balance of
trade.
For too long the public has been inisled into believing that we have a "favorable balance of trade." The proponents of our "one way free trade philosophy"
have argued that our trade negotiations hfave beenian unmitigated success since
they have resulted Ii a "favorable balance of trade." E-eni our negotiators have
put themselves at a disadvantage by usirg our misleading statistics and providing their negotiating counterparts within the ammunition to destroy our niegotiating position. All the foreign negotini or has to do is. read back the statemients of our negotiators about how~ favorable our trade picture is, and] ]low if
we do anything here to protect our industri('s, they-the foreigniers-will retaliate, and our negotiating position is destroyed. If you real hack to a mail his
own words it is hard for him to repudiate the thought behind then.
So here are our owvn negotiators using misleading trade statistics . misleading
Congress, misleading the American public, misleading the world, and defeating
their owvn' objectives Ii representing American interests.
All foreign counitries; have to (10 is read back to then their own false statements which they make. Those false statements are picked up and published Ii
the New York Times, which is probably the only American newspaper that diplomats Ii foreign governments usually read, and1 they cannot understand, wh'y the
United States is trying to save some domestic interests. when our national policy
requires It.
In past years-during the first half of the sixties-our misleading statistics
indicated that our balance of trade was in surplus by $5 to $7 billion. In
more recent years, since 1907, this so-called surlus has dwindled to a rate of
about $1 billion. So, even under the most rosy method of calculation, the balance
of trade has deteriorated sharply over the last 4 or 5 years.
But, Mr. President, this is not the whole story. Those official figures belie the
fact that our balance of trade was never as favorable as the official figures
'Mr. LONG.
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would suggest, and that we have a large net deficit on commercial exports and
Imports.
Under the traditional methods of calculating our trade balance, our exports
include foreign aid giveaways which do not earn a penny of foreign exchange
'for the United States. When wve give wheat or corn away to India, for example,
the farmer receives his money from the U.S. Government, not from the Indian
,Government. The American taxpayer pays for the wheat, not the Indian Govern-mont. As far as our balance of trade Is concerned, we just as well might be
dumping it into the ocean. In fact, we would save money, because we wvould save
the ocean freight.
On the import side of the equation we do not include the cost of insurance -and
freight in computing imports, even though most other countries in the world,
the United Nations, and the International Monetary Frund calculate imports
on a c.i.f. basis. The Tariff Commission has da)ne some calculations showing
that if you computed our imports, on the same basis that mnost other countries
Lcompute their Imports, it would increase our import value by 10 percent.
So, Mr. President, if we deduct the foreign giveaways from one exports and
,calculate our Imp~orts the same way that most foreign countries do, Instead of
having a $1.4 billion balance-of-trade surplus--last year-in 1969, we would have
about $4.4 billion balance-of-trade deficit. In other words, the statistics overstate our position b~y more than $5 billion.
Let us look at what has happened in 1970. Our exports are reported to total
$24.9 billion for the period January through July. If we subtract the foreign
aid giveaways, the net figure would be about $23.4 billion. Our Imports, f.o.b.,
were running at $22.9 billion and, if we add the c.i.f. factor of 10 percent, this
wouldI increase to $25.2 billion, leaving us with a net unfavorable balance of
trade of $2 billion. So, what Is widely reported in the press as "'a booming
surplus" actually turns out to be a blooming deficit.
Let us look at the July data which Is being widely circulated as evidence that
we do not need the major trade legislation just about to pass the House. The
Department of Commerce statistics show exports of $3,683 million and Imports
of $3,242 million for a net "surplus" of $441 million. Some analysts multiply this
by 12 and say we are running a surplus of over $5 billion.
Now let us see what happens if we revise these misleading figures. Take out
,the foreign aid giveaways and our exports drop some $200 million to $3,483
million; add the c.i.f. factor and our import bill for July Increases by some $324
million to some $3,566 million, leaving us with a net deficit of $83 million for
July. If we then multiplied that by 12 we could say our balance of trade is run-ning In deficit by $996 million. Not a $5 billion annualized surplus, Mr. President,
a $996 million annualized deficit for that month on the basis of calculation; and
that is the best month so far this year.
I am not going to elaborate on the fact that what has been hailed as a big export surplus in June or July, occurred at a time of domestic recession, growing
unemployment, and huge balance-of-payments deficits. If we need a domestic
recession to create a phony trade surplus Is that any cause for rejoicing about
,our competitive position? It Is suffice to say that the trade statistics currently
published are a misleading Indicator of the competitive position of this country
In world markets and they should be changed to more accurately reflect our true
,competitive position.
Mr. LONG. I pointed out, Mr. President, that this country Is faced with an unfortunate situation, where bad figures lead to bad conclusions. The books are deliberately kept In an erroneous fashion, In my judgment, to justify an erroneous
policy that is benefiting somebody, but It is not benefiting this Government.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, let me sum up my remarks. This Nation has been
pursuing trade policies which are indefensible. We maintain an open-door policy
for foreign Imports, while other countries work hand and glove with their Inilustries, protecting them, and insuring their competitiveness.
The bureaucrats who created this indefensible policy, and have a vested In,terest In its perpetuation, do not identify themselves. They hide behind faceless
and nameless editorial writers who heap scorn on MNemibers of Congress who try
to save American jobs for American workers. These editorial writers pour out
insults and use fraudulent statistics published by the Commerce Department to
support their nonsensical positions. Their case cannot stand the light of day.
Yet one Is unable to tell who they are or what their purpose might be.
Mir. President, In the past 10 years our balance of payments has been In deficit,
measured on a liquidity basis, by $27 billion, as table 3 demonstrates, which I
ask unanimous consent to have printed In the RECORD.
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There being no objection, the table was ordered to be printed in the
as follows:

RECORD,

TABLE 3.-U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1961-70

ln billions of dollars)
1961-65
average 1966

1967

1968

1969

3.9
0.6
0.6
3.9
Merchandise trade balance-..------ ----------- 5.4
33.6 36.5
29.4
30.7
Exports-------------------- ----------- 23.0
-33.0
-35.8
-25.5
-26.8
Imports------------------------------- -17.6
4.4
4.8
4.1
4.5
Investment income balance -------------------- 3.5
8.8
6.9
7.7
Receipts from U.S.investments abroad ---------- 4.9 .6.3
Payments on foreign investments in United
-4.5
-2.4
-2.9
-2.1
States
------------------------------ -1.3
-2.9
-3.1
-3.2
-2. 7
Balance on other s,urvices ------- ------------- -2. 5
2.5
1.9
5.3
5.3
6.5
Balance on goods awl- services-------------- -----1.2
-1.2
-1. 1
-. 8
-. 9
Unilateral transfers, excluding Government grants---.
Balance on current account, excluding Government
.8
1.4
4.0
4.4
5.7
----------2
g.rants_.,_
-4.2
-3.7
-3.9
-4.2
-3.7
Government ------------------economic grants and credits --U.
-2.9
-2.2
-3.6
-2.9
Balance on private direct investment--------------2.2
.
.
.
.
-------8
Balance on securities transactions .-.
.1
.
.4
-8
Balance3 nn various
- - - - - transac:
- - -- - - - - - - other
- - - - -long-term
- - - - - - -capit]
.7
.2
.9
- .5
.6
tions _ - - -2.8
-3. 1
-1.7
- 1.4
-2.0
Bala nce on current and long-term capital accou nts 4 ,
tra
nsactioiis:,Shortcapital
various
other
Balance on
term, otfor than liquid liabilities; long-term bank
liabi lies to foreign official agencies; iqonmarketable U.S. Government liabilities; unscheduled debt
payments on U.S. Government credits; and Gov2.3
-1.3
.6
ernmant sales of foreign obligations to foreigners-----------1.2
-. 5
-2.8
-1. 1
-. 9
-. 5
Errors and omissions--------------------Allocation of special drawing rights----------------------------------------------------------7.0
-3.5
.2
-1.4
Balance on liquidity basis--------------------- -2.3
Less certain nontiquid liabilities to foreign official
2.3
-1.0
.8
1.3
.1
agencies--------------------------------Plus liquid liabilities to private foreigners and inter3.8
8.7
2.4
1. 5
.7
national organizations----------------------1.6
2.7
.3
-3.4
-1.8
Balance on official settlements basis --------------

1970

2.2
42.0
-39.9
14.3
19.6
1-5.3

1 -3. 1
13.9
1--1.3
'2.6
1-3.4
1-3.8

.
.

1.3
1-3.3

.1
'-2.0
.9
-3.8
.3
-6.2
-9.8

'1 st 3 quarters of 1970 at a seasonally adjusted annual rate.
2 Net of scheduled repayments.
3 Excluding changes in long-term bank liabilities to foreign official agencies and in nonmarketable U.S.Government
liabilities.
4 One version of the so-called basic balance.
Note: Details will not necessarily add to totals due to rounding.
Source: Treasury Department.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, no nation however strong, can continue policies which
place it in such heavy debt to foreign nations. The American people have been
told that central banks and commercial banks In Europe are refusing to accept
any more dollars or will accept them only at a discount. This could force a dollar
devaluation with dire consequences for the International monetary system. If we
do not correct the balance-of-payments deficits on our terms, they will correct It
for us on their terms.
How can we correct our balance of payments and remove the albatross which
hangs over the head of the International monetary system? We cannot do this
by merely Increasing exports. We must also take action to stem the tide of rising
Imports.
rThere are many ways of correcting a bad situation, but we simply cannot negotiate away our balance-of-payments deficits, or let "benign neglect" solve the
problem. Our deficits are other countries' surpluses. They do not want us to solve
our deficits in a way which will hurt them.
The Germans do not want us to solve our deficits by removing any American
troops from Germany. The French and Italians do not want us to solve it by
reducing our Imports of wine and shoes. Nor do any countries wish to help us by
reducing their protectionist policies which discourage U.S. exports to their markets. The Japanese and the Europeans have many more restrictions on imports
from us than we do on Imports from their countries.
Central bankers from these countries want us to raise Interest rates so they
can pick up more of the banking business. Well, that Is a very unsatisfactory way
to solve our international deficit situation, because it puts our domestic economy
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through the wNringer and causes many economic and social Iproblems for the
American people.
We in the Congress are also somewhat schizophrenic on this issue. Members
from New England want to solve the balance-of-payments problem by reducing
footwear Imports without concern for imports of other sensitive products. Members in textile States want to cut down textile imports. Oil States' representatives
wish to cut down oil imports. There is no unified, consistent policy to deal with
this problem.
But we must deal with It because the United States has adopted many policies
around the world which cost us money; without a healthy trade surplus, we will
not be able to pay for those policies. Otherwise some of those policies must be
discontinued.
Multinational firms who argue against trade restrictions to protect their investments abroad and to insure a ready market for their exports to this country
may soon find those investments nationalized and paid for by foreign gover-nments with American dollars earned as a result of our deficits.
It Is time for American people to know the truth about our international balance-of-trade and balance-of-payments positions and the consequences that will
occur if we do not solve them on our terms.
The President wants to level with the American people on our sorry balanceof-trade situation, but his bureaucracy has prevented It.
The bureaucrats to whom I have made reference have cast their President in
the Image of a helpless giant, unable to even convey the truth to the public as
much as he would like to do it.
An honest presentation of the facts to reflect the truth in an understandable
manner Is fundamental to a reshaping of outdated and misguided policies of trade
and aid. If I have enough influence, the truth will be honestly presented.

Senator HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, let me compliment you for your
forthrightness, your candlor, and your considerable f und of knowl edge
in an area, that is of extreme importance to this country, and indeed,
to the world at this time.
Do you think economic relations with Europe, particularly the
Common Market, are based on fair trade conditions?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, it is almost impossible to answer that
question. I suppose I would have, to say no because there are elements
of unfairness in it. But let me point out now that with all1 of the difficulties we are having, if you will analyze our trade with the European
community, it is one of the areas where we. almost uniform-ly have a
trade surplus with those countries. B~ut, this is not to say we do not
run into some unfair practices; and particularly, inl recent times
where, frankly, they have made some pre 'ferential trading agreements
with Morocco, Tunisia, Tsrael, Spain, Turkey, and Greece-particularly with respect to citrus-and they are entering into two-way negotiattions with their former African territories and with those newv
na,,tionls that, inl mly 111dminunt, are not fair ie.y violated GATT agreement, and they are going to operate to our detriment.
Senator H-ANSEN. I went to Tulsa, with Senator Belimon just this
weekend, and hie tells me that despite some efforts that had made some
previous months atgo to work out anl arrangement to export some
livestock to Japn as quickly as we got the things set uip, the Japanese
imposed a duty on livestock imported, cows im-ported, into that country
of , 180 per ]load, as I understand it.
Reflecting, uponi that, do you- think our trade relations with Japan
are based on reciprocal fair trade conditions?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, Sir; I do not..
Senai~tor HANSEN. Do you think it is consistent with a free trade
phiilosophy to have ?adequate and enforceable laws against unfair
foreign competition?-
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Secretary CONNALLY.

Yes, Sir.

Senator H-ANSEN. Your department, is responsible for handling our
antidumping and countervailing duty laws. There has been much
progress macde in the last 2 years to iminrove the administration of our
clumping laws by your' department. But our countervailing duty law
appears to be almost a dead letter. Could you look into this -matterand
report back to the committee and point out what steps you think are
necessary to streamifline our countervailing duty statute and to process
the cases initiated more rapidly?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, I Will be glad to do so. If you will
permit me now, I would like to point out to you these atre two areas
that require an enormous amount of information, and when this administration started 2 years aao, really getting into these two fields,
antidumping and countervraihu11g dutties, they had 10 people in th~e
whole Department working on it. Now we have 30, the wonide rful sumof 30 people working on these tremendous problems.
The truth of the matter is they started on antidumnping activities
and made great progress and developed into the point where at least
we can get some decisions within a period of a year fromt the time of
the first complaint. We have shortened it by 100 percent, f romi 2 years
down to 1 year, and this is not at all satisfactory at present, buit we
are still making headway.
We just now have a study underway in the Departmient looking towvards really getting into the countervailinig duty statutes, and our
responsibilties under those statutes. But frankly, we have not had the
manpower to do it.
Senator HANSEN. Well, I compliment you for chianginig the direction that our Government has been pursuing in tis regard and I certainly will do what I can to support you, if you need any more help
down there and I have no doubt at all that you will need to enllarge
your staff before you can get at handle on it.
'
h
eat
Secretary CONNALLY. I Will accept your1complIment for teIeat
ment, Senator.. I have had nothing to do with it. Assistant Secretary
Rossides is primarily responsible for the splendid progress made in
teetoarea, and h is people.
Senator HTANSEN. Has the Treasury Departmient, giv~en nhuh
to the kind of code of fair COmINetition which might be useful for incorporating into a new international agreement, trade and investment?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, we have, Senator Hansen. We have a
great deal of staff Work going on at the present time on it regarding
investment. This has been for a number of months. I am personally
just now getting into this whole area.
oigttr
r
But I do know that much remains to be done. We are gigt
to live up to our responsibilities, and hopefully have somesugtin
that -willresult in an overall look at the U.S. position.
Senator HANsEN. What

do you think the British entry into the

Common Market will mean" for the U.S. balance of payments in the
1970's and beyond that timie?isgewokta
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator Hansen, I think it isge*okt
large extent. I think, first, I must point out that. this Nation has always
encouraged the formation of the European Common Mlarket. We have
have
encouraged- the entryN of Great B~ritain -into that market. I do not
not
are
They
problems.
some
create
to
going
is
it
any
oubt butwha
62-790 -71-Pt.
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insurmountable problems, providing we have people in the various,
respective areas that will work at it with goodwill.
Obviously, the first problem that is going to be posed that will
cause uts some difficulty is going to be in the agricultural field because
the Common Market restrictions on agricultural commodities are
much more unfair and much more specific in my judgment, than those
imposed by Britain, and Britain will have to adopt these Common
Market restrictions and rules. So that is the first or one of the first
places that the shoe is going to pinch for uts.
There is one other factor that is important, and that is simply that
the European Common Market, particularly with the addition of
Britain, is going to be the largest trading bloc in the world. What will
develop only time will tell. I do not know. There is a. great deal of
conversation about at common currency there. That might well be ai
very good thing. But I think we have to assume, and we all hope as
well as assume, that Britain's entry into that market will result in the
entire market taking a more outward look, very frankly, with respect
to international trade and their relations with nations around the
world, more so even than exist today. So to that extent, and if that
be true, then their entry into the market is going to be a very healthy
and a very helpful thing.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, competitive problems in the United
States are not. restricted to one or two industries. As has been brought
out already, over, 100 industries are asking Congress, for quotas
against fore ign competition.
Do you feel this reflects at fundamental change InI Our international
competitive position, the fact that over 100 industries would be asking
for quotas?
Secretary CONNALLY. I do not know that it reflects a change as much
as it reflects an awareness that we are not competitive for one reason or
another, and I frankly think now in many areas we are not as
productive.
We have to face uip to the fact that some of our problem are not the
result of just restrictive measures engaged in by other nations-because we have a large number of quotas of our own, when you get
down to just comparing them numbers for numbers-but the signifi cant thing is that the American people are becoming more aware of
what is happening.
You made the statement this morning. with respect to automobile
I saw in the paper this morning, that this will be one of
production.
the truly big years, but most of the increase is not being taken up by
domestic manufacturers, but rather by foreign makers.
So there is no question but what we are under more and more pressure from more and more countries around the world, and this is very
understandable.
As every nation around the world becomes more industrialized, they
are going to put more pressure on us. This is one of the reasons, if you
will forgive me at this point,, if you analyze the balance of the payments item by item, you will find that in almost every category we
have at negative balance of trade; in almost every category, until you
get to the areas of high technology where you have manufactured
items of high technology; this is in the area of aircraft; this in the the
case of computers and tings of this sort where the researchl and devel-
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opment, we have put into the American f ree enterprise system, turns
out products that are new and have been inventive. It is in this area
that we have maintained any kind of a favorable trade balance because
in'the high technology oriented manufactured items we have a surplus
on a trade balance of about $9 billion a year..
Every other category goes down, and this is one of the reasons
wh y I am personally so very strong for the SST. I do not want to
inject another discordant note, if it be such, in this hearing, but this
country has to realize that it is extremely difficult to compete with
many nations around the world when you start comparing the wage
scale. In the United States, the standard of living-I am not just
talking about habor-when you take the standard of living in the
United States, and you compare that with -the production of items
overseas, where they pay 70 cents an hour for labor, you can see the
extreme difficulty. In older to do it we have to be more innovative,,
we have to keep our facilities more modern. Basically the reason behind the administration's change with respect to depreciation only'this
year is to try to encourage American industry to modernize, because
we are not modern in the sense that other nations are.
Let us take the steel industry for a moment. In the last 15 years,
the United States has gone, from approximately 100 million tons a
year to 113 million tons a year. We have gone up to about 13 million
tons.
During that same 15-year period Japan has gone from 5 millions
a year to 93 million tons a year.
They have by far the most efficient steelmaking industry in the
world today, and we are going to be in trouble if we do not modernize
our plants.
So it is not all just a question of restrictive actions taken by other
countries. It is, in addition, a lack of productivity increase ini America.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
Senator RiBicoFF. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to pick up with that last statement that you made. I
think too often people assume that we can solve this problem from
one point of view by imposing quotas, restrictions, by shutting out
imports or by subsidies or by other devices to force out exports, and
that this the Government can *do.
I was delighted to see in your statement on page 7 the paragraph
which says that it is time for Americans to realize that stronger
efforts have to be made to raise productivity.
Secretary CONNALLY. That is right.
Senator *BENNETT. I think that lies at the heart of the whole problem. Our goods must be madQ more competitive and this is not easy
because, as you have pointed out, by quoting the difference in wage
rates, we are a high-cost item in a low-cost world.
Secretary CONNALLY. Right.
Senator BENNETT. In addition to that, we have the largest market,
largest single market, in the world, so our friends abroad look to this
market not only because it is big but because the price levels are high,
and they can make more profit if they can get into this market, and
having been in business, I realize that if you want to get into a market
you do not have to undercut your competitor by very much.
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They do not have to sell their, prodilcts tit the stime relative rntio.
they (d0 not have to set their pr-ices ait the same relative ratios, ais their
lower costs.
They set them just enoug,h under our, costs. So that. we have not only
become Santa Claus, we have become a, fairy godmother to all of these
people because we give them access to a market which not only produces volume for them but produces tremendously high profits and,
thus, these plowed back into their production capacity have helped
them build to the point that they now face.
We talked about balance of payments or balance of trade. The word
"balance" suggests this is the difference between exports and imports
and, therefore, since we are out of balance there are two ways we car
move in ain attempt to restore it.
.One is to increase exports, and the other is to decrease imports, and
in your statement you suggested that the administration will resubmit
the proposal for DISC as a means of increasing exports, and yet the
question has been raised with me: Why should we give an export. tax
benefit to multinational firms who would benefit from DISC without
doing anything to discourage imports with a border tax?
Would you like to comment on that?

Secretary

CONNALLY. Well,

Senator, I think you have to deal with

those probms in the context that this Nation's GNP is substantially
equal to the rest of the free world put together, and that we are the
big boy on the block, so to speak. It seems that we have, and probably
should have over the years, conducted ourselves in a little bit different
fashion.
We have to toe the line when other countries can occasionally fudge
a little bit, and without anybody calling their hand, necessarily.
The whole world watches us, so the thinking behind the DISC proposal was that you do not give any taxes away or rebate taxes to industry, but that you'd defer taxes if a company will build a facility in
the United States to make products to ship overseas into the export
market. We think under those arrangements there will be no complaints filed agisu.
We think that is entirely consistent within the GATT rules, and we do
not think that we will be charged with any kind of violation.
That is the thinking behind the DISC proposal, that we try to do
something to make it more attractive for our manufactu ring comnpanies to manufacture their products here, and then send them into
the world markets to provide the jobs for American workmen instead
of taking their money and making their investments overseas to supply those markets.
I frankly have been at a loss as to why this particular proposal
generated opposition from labor. I have not had a chance to talk
to them about it, but I just do not understand why they would oppose this type of a proposal.
Senator BrENN L'T. I do not, either. It would seem to me that American labor would regard this as a very important step in preserving
jobs in this country which otherwise have been going 'abroad.
The GATT seems to permit countries with value added taxes to
rebate such taxes on exports and impose them at the border 'on imports under the theory that valued added taxes are always shifted
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forward to the consumer while corporate income taxes are absorbed
by the producer.
You are a businessman. Do you feel that the GATT provisions-are
sound with respect to these, to this attitude and, particularly, with
respect to border tax adjustment?
Secretary CONNALL~Y. No, sir; I do not think they are basically
sound. I think there again we were in a, posture where we did not, I
assume, feel that the taxes-the rate of the indirect taxes were fairly
low as I recall at the time of the negotiations, approximately 2 to 4
percent-were a great factor. And we were still a very strong Nation.
We saw none of these problems, apparently, and we let th-em drive
a wedge of distinction between the imposition of an indirect tax and
a direct tax such as an income tax.
Well, now, ultimately there is no difference. Ultimately any company, however they are taxed, has to pass on-

Senator

BENNETT

That is right.

Secretary CONNALLY (continuing). That tax as a cost of the item
manufactured to the consumer.
But they distinguished it on the basis that an indirect tax like the
value-added tax was in a different position, that it was passed on to
the consumer and it could, therefore, be rebated without violation
of any of the international agreements-the GATT agreement-but
you could not do it on income taxes.
Now, it just so happens we rely predominently on the income tax.
We do not have the -value-added tax. Thie European countries rely
heavily on indirect taxes.
So the time has come for us to either demand the same treatment
for direct taxes, or to play their game and insist that their value-added
tax be treated the same as our direct taxes or that in any future tax
measures, that we at least consider the possibility of adopting the
value-added tax.

Senator

BENNETT.

Don't you think, looking at the thing philosophi-

cally, don't you think we would all be better off if we renegotiated
the basis of our international trade rather than continue to patch our
own tax system to match the limitations in GATT?~
Secretary CONNALLY. I think the circumstances have changed to
the point, Seniator Bennett, where there is now such a completely cliffei-ent set of circumstances that, surrounds the various trading lpartner~s in the world that any patching operation is not going to hold
for any substantial period of time.
T think there has to be an overall look taken at it.
Senator lNm'r.Ouir
trading partners are very clever and they
would find ways to get through the patches, I am sure.
Mr. Chairman, I have had my share of time.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator RTBTCOFF. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, I was very much struck by your eloquent defense of
the private enterprise system, productivity and efficiency, but I do
not. know how you apply that to the SST because, if I understand, the
SST is a federally subsidized activity. If they were going to do this
on their own I would agree with you.
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But how does that indicate any devotion to private enterprise and
productivity and efficiency?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, I did not mean to imply by
my statement that we lived in a society where there are no exceptions,
because there are, and that happens to be one of them.
My interest in the SST stems primarily from the fact that a great
deal of our favorable trade balances today come from the sale of
aircraft.
We have been preeminent in the manufacture of aircraft.
Senator FTJLBIRTGIIT. But on a private basis. The B~oeing 707 was
not financed by the Government directly.
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, much of the research and
development, much of the experimental work going into almost every
single commercial aircraft we have had, has been done by the military
over the years.
Senator FTLBRIGITT. Well, at Boeing they can profit by the F-ill
if they want to use that. They can apply it to the SST, and I imagine
it will be equally successful.
Secretary CONNALLY. I do not think they are quite comparable
planes, I hope.
Senator FULU3RGHT. Well, they might very well prove to be. But
also your interest in the Lockheed loan, andu Penn Central, whlichi was
recently granted, confused moe about, this idea of private enterprise
and efficiency.
It seems to me that is directly contrary to that whole concept.
Secretary CONNALLY. It's som-ewhiat: you are right.
Senator FTJLBRIGIIT. Very much. It looks to me like a. high degree
of socialismn you are injecting into our system to bail out bad imanageinent, -which seems to me highly contrary to my concept of efficiency
and productivity.
Secretary- CONNALLmY.

Senator, if you want to-whichi I do0 not-

get into a p~hilosophicalSenator FTJLBRIGIIT. You raised this question.
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; I undlerst and.
(Laughter.)A
B ut I a i notSenator FULBRTOIIT. You were advancing this.
Secretary CoNNALLY. I am- not going to defend everything this Nation has clone, the various administrations, or the Congres.,, t~o prsew
precise integrity of a. free enterprise system.
I think we have departed in a number of cases.
Senator FULBRIOIIT. Well, I am glad you admit that. That seems
to mne to be true.
I do want to agree with you the Europeans and the Japanese will
not call their loans because they cannot afford to. It would bring us
all down into comn-ton disaster.
What bothers ine, though, is the persistence of the present policies
will gradually erode our whole economic strength.
They cannot call it because they, themselves, would be caught in
it, as in any case where a bank goes under in a'small community the
whole- community collapses, so I do not anticipate their calling the
loans because they cannot afford it.
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But if we do not reverse these basic policies there will be a gradual
attrition of our strength, as has already been demonstrated.
Let me ask you, do you not believe that the real f undamiental culprit
has been the excessive expenditure on military affairs in the las-I- 25
years?
If you had to pick one single cause for the distortions and difficulties that now afflict us, wouldn't it be excessive military expenditures?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, I would not single it out as theSenator FULBRIG11T. Can you think of one that is greater, that has
contributed more to the dislocations of our normalSecretry CONNALLY. Tourism contributes almost as much to a niegative balance of trade as our net military expenditures each year, and
if you add
Senator FUiLBRIGHT'. Now if you are going to take tourism-r you balance off their tourism to ours.
Secretary

CONNALLY.

We

have a net loss in tourism, about two and

a hialf billion dollars a, year.
Senator FrnLBnIGHTr. I ami talking about our overall military expenditures, their contribution to the inflation and dlistortioni of- our
domestic economy, their contribution to our being unproductive or
for being nouncom-petitive vis-a-vis the Japaniese, fo)r examplle, or the
Germans. I do not want to repeat all these figures that have been
given. They are very impressive, but I really submit that time persistence of'our military expenditures, both doniestic and overseas,
has created a situation that has distorted our really important economic competitive situation.
These other figures, they have already given you about the am-ount
of their total contribution to defense, they are very impressive, and
I would not recall them, but it seems to be there is a very great coincidence between those factors and what is actually happening to our
economy.
I do not understand why you, yourself, said a moment ago, I
thought-I agreed with it-that we are following policies that were
started 25 years ago, and the implication was that it is time for a
change.
And yet I notice the support of your present effort, of the admninistration, to defeat the Mansfield effort to reduce our military involvement abroad and you bring in all the people present at the creation
these same policies, and you arc relying upon all the same people who
created these policies.
Now, granted there may have been some excuse for the policy 25
ag"o, the implication of what you said is that it is time to change,
years
and yet' when we in the Congress seek a change you go all out to
prevent it, as in the Mansfield amendment.
The Mansfield amendment is simply a, symbol-it is one effort-to
restrict the extraordinary widespread military expenditures.
We have some 386 major bases spread around the world and a total
of nearly 2,000 of all sizes. There is not time here to go into that; we
will do so on the floor and elsewhere, but I submit this is a-n extraordinarily extravagant expendliture that we simply cannot support., and
I regret very much that the administration goes all out to prevent the
C6higress from taking one little step in the direction of reversing that
policy.
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You, yourself, said the policy is an 01(1 worn-out policy that ought
to be changeu2d.

Secretary CONNALLy. 1,ell, 1 was not referring specifically to the
point you are making, Senator. I think we are going to have to change
somec of our policies, but my answer would be, onl that, and my point
onl the Mlansfield amendment siniply was, this is not the way I would
(10 it. You have got a question of policy. Is the policy correct?
Well, now, this country

has to have some understanding with its

allies around the world with respect to our mutual security.
Now, it has that. The point that I think is more appropriate is who is
going to pay for it. This is the point where I think we can ask more of
our- allies and our friends around the world.
Trhe mere fact that we have troops in Europe does not mean we
hiave to pay for all the costs of them.
Senator FIJLBRIGILT. Every Secretary of the Treasury since I can
remember has gone over to Germany and pleaded with them to pay
more of the costs and have gotten a little here and there, and they
even persuaded the Germans to invest in our securities, and this is
counted as a contribution, but we have to pay that back at some time.
Every Secretary has had this problem. They have never done much,
and I think it, is time the Congress does something. This is not the
first instance.
I tried my best last year to get then to phase out the Spanish bases,
but, no.
I cannot think of a single military base out of some 2,000 that has
voluntarily, by uts, been closed. The only ones that have been closed
are where the host country made us do It, as in Libya and Morocco;
but we have never closed one voluntarily. The Congress feels strongly
about these same problems you are talking about. We have felt them
for a long time.
The Mlansfield amendment is not a new amendment. We have had
two long hearings on the subject. That has been under consideration
for more than 4 years, and yet the administration, faced with these
ev~idences of the deterioration of our economic situation, refuses to
go along. There is always a reason not to close a particular base, or to
even reduce it, and I do not know, and I ask you if you can say one
important or even significant base that we voltutarily closed.
Secretary Co.NNALLY. I do not think I can think of one even here in
(lie United'States, Senator.
(Laughter.)
Senator' FLLBRTOTIT. But you say an enormous bureaucracy with
the capacity to sell the Pentagon, as so recently well demonstrated,
can do this.
They have the power to stimulate the public sentiment to prevent it.
I must say this organized propaganda, which is so well illustrated
in the recent gathering of thle .clan at the White House, is a demnonstration of why the Congress is -unable to do anything to bring the
economy back in some reasonable relation to our needs.
I do think, as a new Secretary of the Treasury, we need your help
onl this. We probably cannot do it if you join in this old cro you
mentioned a while ago; this old guard. You are a new ma. I d o
understand why youl lineup with this old crowd to continue a Policy
whlichi you intimated yoursel f is obsolete.
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Secretary CONNALLY. Occasionally, Senator, the old crowd cani be
right, and 1 think they are right.
Senator FuLBRIOJIT. Everything you have said this morning proves
they are not. Time has run out on them.
Secretary CONNALLJY. Well, I think in a general sense that is true.
But I think we ought not to forget a couple of things:
We may have to keep troops there for a long, long time. If we do,
then I think our prosperous friends ought to help us pay for it.
Senator FULBRIOIIT. I do, too. But they won't do it. This is one way
to get them to do it.
Secretary CONNALLY. There are others ways to do it, Senator.
Senator FULBIRIGIIT. Every predecessor has tried and none of them
have succeeded.
Secretary CONNALLY. 'Well, the problem is that we all like to be good
fellows. We all like to give things away instead of take things f rom.
Senator FurLBIIT. That is right. It is time we got over it.
Secretary CONNALLY. So we just need a greater realization of the
problems that we face in this Nation which. I think, would give all of
us the backbone to extract from our friends a little fairer treatment.
That is all we are talking about here.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. Can you think of anything at the moment that
would be more persuasive on the Germans and French and the others to
do than to accept the Mansfield amendment; can you think of a better
one?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, I do not think you have to accept it.
I think they have already gotten the message.
Senator FULBRICTIT. Well, you know, I really suspect they have, too.
Two changes, two thiings. Brezhne's response, and also the admission of Great Britaini, I think, are dividends from the bringing up
of the Mansfield amendment. I know the administration does not admit
that, but I think it could well be.
Secretary CONNALLY. But, SenatorSenator FULBRIGHT. Nevertheless, its passage would b~e a real signal
to them to get busy to do something.
Secretary CONNALLY. There is one otber point that I think should be
made at this poin- in the discussion, and that is simply if we brought
all of these meni home from around the world we would still not solve
a great ma-ny of our balance of payments problems.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I am not saying all, only a part of them.
Secretary CONNALLY. I understand. I am not trying to put words ini
your mouth, but merely trying to make the point that is not going to
solve it. I do not think we ought to leave the impression that it is going
to solve it if we bring all or some -part of the people home. If you tanke
all of the items of trade around this Nation-and I tried to break them
down. into four categories-the "agriculture and associated commodities" category is essentially a break-even, and we have the most efficient agricultural system,, with a growth of 6 percent each year. There
is nothi iigy like it in'the world.
Second, if you take tle category of "minerals and' raw materials"
that i's a loser every year.
,Senator FULBRTOTIT. We are a have-not Nation in those items.
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cSecretary CONNALLY. All right. But if you take the third category,
"manufactured items," non-high technology, oriented, we are a loser
to the tune of $8 billion last year.
The only one that has saved us are the manufactured items of hightechnology orientation, and there we had a favorable balance of trade
of $9 billion01.
So that this is totally unrelated to the military: totally unrelated
to foroelrni direct investments. This is just in the trade items.
So that we have to recognize -where our problems are. I grant you
that the cost of the military, as I pointed out a moment ago, the cost
of the military overseas hurts our basic liquidity balances and our
official settlements, and I think it is basically unfair when Japan is
in the shape that she is in, and yet last year we paid her $669 million
for military outlays.

Senator FuLBmILT. That is right.

Secretary CONNALLY. And she spends 0.8 percent of her gross national product for her own defense. These are basically unfair things.
This does not~ mean that we ought to retract.
Senator FULBUTOTIT. I do not know why it does not. It seems to me,
to my simple mind, that is the very thing it means, and the war in
Vietnam is the same way.
I mean this has become a horrible drain on us.
Secretary CONNALLY. I do not believe, Senator, I can convince you
of Vietnam. and I am not going to try.
Senator FULBRIGTIT. I am trying to convince you [laughter] as the
new member here with control or influence upon our economics.
Surely the businessmen of this country are turning against these
expenditures.
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, no question but what the President
has said we are going to withdraw these troops; we are going to get
out of Vietnam. I believe everybody believes that.
The question now is when hie is going to do it. There is an argument
about it. and I know his timetable does not suit everybody else, but
it is his timetable.
In any event, I do not think we ought to leave the impression that
as soon as we get all the men out of Vietnam that our trade problems
are going to be settled, because they are not.
Senator FIJLBRTGIIT. I agree with that. Mly time is up.
Senator RiBIcoFF. Senator Long, Mr. Chairman.
Senator LONG;c. Mr. Secretary, when you came before this committee
for confirmation, you said it clearly-so that no one could misunderstand it-that you are a low-interest rate man.
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. Now, one of the proposed solutions to the present
international monetary crisis-and I am sure that it is the one agreed
upon by most of the European bankers-is that this country raise its
interest rates.
I certainly think it would be a tragedy if that policy were adopted
to try to meet this problem. I, for one, would rather bring some troops
back from Europe, for example, than T would to make the American
people pay two or three points more for the interest on a mortgage
for a house in the long-term market.
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I know that you are going to do your best as the good Lord gives
you the light to see it, to try to keep interest rates at the lowest level
possible.
What can we expect in that regard?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, you know as much about it as
I do. The Secretary of the Treasury does not set interest rates in
this country. Certainly in reply to your first statement, I assure you
that interest rates are not going to be raised in the United States
simply to narrow the gap between interest rates here and over there,
to benefit our friends overseas.
We are not going to do that. That much is sure, it is not going to
be done for that reason.
If interest rates go up it will be for some other reason, and I have
already expressed my view about that.
Chase Manhattan Bank< raised the prime rate from 51/ to 5 /
percent. 1 said in my prepared statement this morning I thought it
was time for businessmen to exercise restraint on their pricing, and
banks to exercise restraint on their interest rates. I think the reasonable interest rates are absolutely essential to continued economic recovery and expansion in this Akmerican society. I think the most
damaging blow we can receive right now would be an increase in
interest rates.
Senator LONG. So far as I am concerned, Mr. Secretary, I would
prefer that the Germans and the French, the Belgians, the Italians,
do just whatever they want to do with their currency over there. Let
it float, or peg it, or move it up or down; whatever they want to, rather
than raise the interest rates on the people of this country who want
to buy a little home or go and buy an automobile, or finance their
childrens education or any business of that sort.
If you will try to pursue that kind of philosophy, trying to do what
is good for the rank-and-file people of this country rather than for the
European bankers, that is the way you should proceed.
There are several ways this could be solved. But I would hate to
take it out of the hides of the working people of this country. I take it
you agree with that point of view?
Secretary CONNALLY. I certainly do.
Senator LONG. I gave you an article, which I hope you read, about
the balance of trade.*
It seems to me if you look at all facets for the last years we have not
had a favorable balance of trade for some time.
We0 have been losing money rather than making money, whereas
the people who are in charge of statistics of this country would like
to publish trade figures that tell only part of the story.
If you tell the whole story then it is clear that balance of trade is not
favorable.
For example, they include in their overall balance of trade all that
wheat we gave away to India under Public Law 480 programs. Here I
notice something put out by Life Magazine showing this wheat being
distributed in India, and it says the food is not given to the villagers but
it is payment for their labor on public works project's such as roads,
irrigation canals, and community wells.
*See pp. 28-40 of this hearing.
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But in any event, however, those people have to pay for it ovei- there
in India or what they do with it, so far as I can determine, there is
no expectation that thiat hard money is eve~r going to come back hei-e inl
the nitd
Sate. I thy pay it back it will be paid back to fIndia;i
that right or is that wrong?
Se-ctary CONNALLY.

Senator, let Assistant Secretary John Petty

give you an answer to that. lie can do it better than I canl.
Mr. PETTrY. The current export of wheat and other commodities
under the Public Law 480 programSenator LONG. Yes.
Mr. PETTY (continuing). Is now largely payable in dollars over 20 or

40 years.
lBut your description of the fact of hlow the program worked previously is substantially correct.
Senator Loxo. Well, nlow, the money sits over there in India. As I
recall, when I first caine across this situation, when Mr. Dillon was
Secretary, hie just wanted it written off the books and to dlrop) what we
had over there in India. As a inatter of fact, do we anticipate imy of
this will ever be paid back to the U.S. reasulry?
Mr. PETTY. This is a very difficult question, the rupee receipts, probably not, maybe so. At the present time T say it just exactly that way
because Secretary Rogers and the Goverinent a few m-onthis ago com
pleted a special study of this program. A\ recommendation should be
forthcoming in the next few months focusing onl the question of what
to do with the Indian rupees presently on deposit in the n1ame of thle
U.S. Government in New Delhi. Thei rupees in total amount to ap)proximately 10 percent of India's money supply. This is obviously a
very difficult question.
Trle Public Law 480 program has achieved the purpIose of hielpingZ
India avoid starvation. Perhaps it should have been handled onl a
grant basis. H-owever, since so munch of it hias been handled onl a local
currency loan basis, we have this difficult problems now of the accumiulation of rupees.
Senator LONG. I used to sit onl the Foreign Relations Committee anid
I tried to put some of this giveaway program onl a loan basis rather
than onl a grant basis, and the only thi ng that I saw any hope of (loinlg
with these loans inl the foreign aid field was that we might be able to
loan it a second time and get double mileage rather than have to give
twice as much away. It never occurred to me that this Public Lawi 480
inoney or this foreign aid money would ever come back to the U.S.
Treasury.
Do you expect to see that come back here?
Mr. PE'iTy. Yes, Sir. We get substantial receipts right now. We received about $1.5 billion a year f ron- past foreign assistance progrumls.
Second, underSenator LONG. Where is that coming f rom?
Senator FuLBRIGiI'r. Not Public Law 480.
Mr. PETTaY. That is coming f romn various countries around the world,
including some dollar repayment of Public Law 480.,
I do not have the breakdown of what portion of that $1.5 billion is
Public Law 480. If you will recall the Food for Peace Act in 1966'
Congress instructed the administration to change the terms f rom 40year local currency sales towards 20-year dollar repayment. With the
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notable exception of India and, I think, some other countries (which
have now shifted to dollar repayment over 40 years) that has substantially been accomplished. The terms have hardened. We are getting
rieepts.
Senator LONG. If we are going to get something back out of this, it
is my impression that insofar as we will get something back out of this
deal it will just be a pump priming operation of maybe $1.5 billion in
order to pump $15 billion out there in order to get the pump going
again. In other words, with their debt service burden, we will have to
pump~ twice as much in so they can pay us back on past loans. If we do
get anything back I do not anticipate that it will be any more than
that which was given away on new deals in the following year, and I
do not think anybody else does, but we can see.
I would appreciate it if you would give me a breakdown of wherein you expect to get something back out of this, and if we are going to
get something back, I think we ought to put it on a realistic basis and
not put it clown here that we can only get back this $400 million that
do not except to get back
we gave away to India when real istically, weN~
more than $1 million out of that $400 million, if anything. That is
point No. 1.
(Material supplied by the Department follows:)
DATA ON REPAYMENTS
1. GOVERNMENT CREDIT REPAYMENTS
[Calendar years, millions of dollars

Foreign Assistance Act:17.
Dollars --------------------------------------------------------------- ----Foreign currencies------------------------------Public Law 480:
----------- ------------------ ----Dollars -------------------------------------------------Foreign currencies --------------------Export-import: Dollars --------------------- ----- ----------------------Property credit:
------------------------- ------------Dollars -----------------------------------------------------Foreign currencies------_ Britis loan: Dollars --------------------------------Other: Dollars ---------------------------------------------------------Tutal-----------------------------------------------------------

1969

1970

11.
105.2

158
5.
100.3

84.4
52.2
698.4

126.7
64. 9
1,103.6

57.0
1.7
63.3
14.8

83.6
.6
64.6
16.0
1,719.1

1,194.8

11.PUBLIC LAW 480 SALES PROGRAM RECEIPTS AVAILABLE IN DOLLARS
[in millions of dollars
Fiscal year1969
A. Dollar transactions:
------ - --- 1. Interest ind principal on dollar loans. --- --2. Interest pd principal on local currency loans repayable in dollars-----------------3. Down payfrients -------------------------------i---------------4. Total -------------------------------------B. Local currency transactions:
1. Interest and principal on local currency loans-------------------------2. Deposits for U.S.use from local currency sales------_------------------------3. Total----------------- ---------- ---- ---4. S ties of local currency for dollars ------- - ------ --_---------------- - C. Dollar returns (A-4 plug B-4) -----------------------------------------

51
19
7

1970

1971
Ist half

77
13
10

61
6
7

77

100

74

67
150

74
161

29
76

217
187
264'

243
229
329

105
t02
176

Note: Factors not taken explicitly into account in this table but which are reflected inthe level of balances are exchange
rate adjustments and transfers between U.S.use funds and funds allocated for country use.
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Ill. DOLLAR RETURNS FROM INDIA PUBLIC LAW 480 PROGRAM
Fiscal years (millions of dollars)1969

1970

1971 1st halt

A. Dollar transactions: Interest on dollar loans'I-----

0.5

2.6

24. 0

B. Local currency transactions:
1. Interest and principal on local currency loans.
2. Deposits of currency for U.S.use from local
currency sales-----------------------------

52.2

60.6

31. 2

3.

Total --------------------------------

4. Sales of local currency for dollars 3.

7.0

9.7

59.2

70.3

33.5

2.3

47.3

C. Dollar return (A1+B4)-----------------------------MEMORANDUM ITEMS

48. 1

26. 2

47.8

50.7

30. 2

A. 1. Local currency sales----------------------------2. Dollar credit sales------------------------------3.
Total ----------------------------------

95. 5
71.6
167.1

76.6
114.9
191.5

30. 0
127. 5
4 157.5

......

June 30, 1968 June 30, 1969 June 30, 1970
B. P.L. 480 local currency balances$-----------------331.3
245.6
251. 1

December 31,
1970
255. 5

1The 1st dollar credit was signed in 1967. This and subsequent dollar credits all have 10-year grace periods with respec t
to repayment of pricipal.
a 1st 3 quarters.
3Mainly to U.S. agencies for use in India. Also includes conversions Into foreign currencies for market development,
cultural exchange, etc.
4 Signed May 7, 1971.
a Factors not taken explicitly into account in this table but which are reflected in the level of balances are exchange
ate adjustments and transfers between U.S.use funds and funds allocated for country use.

The CHAIRMAN. Point No. 2, this is about the only advanced country
on earth that wants to try to keep its trade fi gures on an f.o.b. basis.
The International Monetary Fund, quite correctly, keeps its international trade balances on a c.i.f. basis, and when somebody sells, let
us say, an automobile that is worth $1,700 in a foreign nation, and on
which there is going to be about $400 of freight, in their ship, with
their labor, to bring it over here, and they sell it at dockside for $2,100,
our people show on the books as though we are paying $1,700
when we are paying $2,100-$1,700 for the automobile, $400 more for
the freight and insurance, for a total of $2,100.
Ninety-four percent of our cargo moves in foreign bottoms, and if
you put the ocean freight into it, and most everybody else, including
the International Monetary Fund, keeps figures on'that basis, then
for the last 5 years we have not had a profit, we have had a loss.
I gave you the statement of my position on it, Mr. Secretary. I
hope you will find time to read it. Do you still believe that on any
realistic basis we have had a favorable balance of trade for the last
5 years?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, on the basis on which our statistics are
kept we have, Senator Long. But on the basis you are talking about, on
a c.i.f. basis, we have not.
I think it is a question of how these statistics are kept. We have
always kept ours this way. The IMF reports statistics on the basis
upon which countries submit them, which is largely c.i.f.
Many countries, 112 countries around the world, I believe, do it otherwise simply because they do not have the specific information available to do anything else-which is right or which is wrong, I am not
prepared to say today.
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In any event we do not keep all the figures, as you well know.
Senator LONG. The only conceivable excuse that I can think of for
trying to say whether you had a favorable or unfavorable balance of
trade on an f.o.b. basis would be if you collect your tariffs on the f.o.b.
basis.
On that basis, since you collect your tariff 'on the basis of what the
product is worth in the foreign country, not what it is worth here,
you can say it is easier to get your figures together that way.

Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct.
Senator LONG. But how can you say we are only paying $1,700 for
that automobile when we are paying $2,100, $1,700 for the automobile
and $400 for insurance and freight?
How can anyone realistically say all we paid for that autom-obile
was $1,700.
Secretary

CONNALLY.

Senator, I am not going to argue with you

that insurance and freight are not a factor in cost, particularly when
I believe about 94 percent of the freight that we pay is the result of
goods hauled in foreign bottoms.
I think we haul about 6 percent, and 94 percent of all our goods in
ocean traffic are paid out somewhere else.
Senator LONG. Well, Mr. Secretary, I have told you this privately,
but I think I ought to say for the record the only reason that I can
think of for not gving this committee and this Congress and the
American people forthrightly the honest trade figures of this country, which would reflect that we have been in a loss position for the
last 5 years, is to try to continue policies that this Nation can no
longer afford; to try to pretend-since we have a favorable balance
of the trade-we must do more of the same. But we are not making
losing money, which means we have got to change our
we are business
moey
way
ofdoinga
even'in the trade part of it, and I would just
like to see if we cannot reach some agreements on that point.
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, there is no attempt, I think, on the
part of the Government to withhold information from this committee or the Congress.
As I recall, last year the figures were all reported both ways and,
as I say, if I am correct, there is a quarterly report from the Department of Commerce that includes the figures on the precise basis
on which you are talking.
Senator LONG. What I want to stop, if I have any influence, and
I think others feel the same way about it, is this: People representing foreign countries walk into my office and show me that quarterly
good news announcement published in the New York Times-which
is the only newspaper read overseas, anyhow-and they proceed to
say:
"Why must you people be so provincial as to try to restrict imports or to try to push more of your exports into our country when
you have a 'favorable' balance of trade." That requires me to sit down
with these people and show 'them that if you take everything into
consideration we are not making money, we are going broke in the
trade field just as fast as we can.
You t6la me, and I think you would be willing to concede for the
record those people are sophisticated. Those f.o.b. figures represent
not a fair representation of the picture.
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It seems to me we ought to tell the world that and tell those peo-

ple, when we sit down and negotiate with them what our real trade

position is so that we are not confronted with the good news announcemnents saying that we made $4 billion when we lost $4 billion. If we
can get the figures on the right basis then I think we can start talking about how do we correct this bad situation.
But as long as we say we are making a fortune when we are losing money, I think we will remain in bad shape.
It reminds me of the man losing ten cents on every sale. Someone says to him "How do you manage staying in business doing that?"
Ife said, "Because I hiave stich a volumne of business." (Laughter.)
I ami thirou (hl.
Secretary CONNALLY. W1ell, Senator, obviously we, no responsible
person in the Goverinment is going to take a position other than that
the fliures ought to be secured, ought to be considered and ought to be
p~ublishled on a fair basis, on a basis that reflects the events, as they actually occur and that reflect the precise situation with respect to our
trade.
There is no point in kidding ourselves or anybody else. I could not
aureo with you mnore.
1Senator LONG. I want to work with you, Mr. Secretary, to come uip
with a.program that would advance this Nation's interest, and then put
it into effect.
But I do not think we are going to get, there by deceiving ourselves
about whvat the real facts are. I think we have to get the facts st-raight.
If we cannot ag'ree on what our facts are, I do not think we will ever
agree on what the answer is.
I hope we can agree on something as simple as this that we will
publish honest statistics, accurately reflecting whether we are making
or losing~ money in the trade field. If we can do that, then we can see
what needs to be done on a, policy basis.
Thank< you.
Secretary CONNALLY. Thank you.
Senator IRIBICOFF.

Mr. Secretary, I gather from your testimony and

colloquy with Senator Fulbright that you are very unhappy over the
fact thiit the United States assumed !such a large burden for the defense
of Japan and Western Europe, and you do not like the idea of withdrawing 150,000 troops by December 31 of this year, but that the
European countries certainly ought to assume more of the balanceof -paymnents costs.
Nowv, would you be interested in this sort of a proposal : To give the
President until December 31, 1972, the power to negotiate with. the
NATO countries for their assumption of our balance-of-pa ymelts
costs to maintain 150,000 or half of our troops in Europe?
If they assume that differential we keel) them there.
But if by December 31, 19712, which is a year and a half from now,
our NATO allies cannot come to such an agreement with the President of the United States, then beginning January 1, 1973, we start
gradually returning 150,000.
Secretary CONNALLY. No, sir; I would not agree that wo Qught to
approach it from that standpoint. I really donot think, Mr. Chairmain,
under these circumstances, that we ought to confuse the issue.
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I think in one sense the men that we have in Europe, the 300,000
men, are these not just for the defense of western part of Europe bit
they are there for our own defense, as well.
It is significant that in spite-of the tremendous costs that we have in
maintaining those troops over there, the European nations, themselves, as a, part of their NATO agreement, do have approximately 2
iion men under arins. It costs them about $16 billion a year.
So I think it is self- defeating in a sense, Senator, to mix the two.
We obviously ha~fve- some very great problems that (are coming into
sharp foeus now simply because of the monetary drain on this Naition.
Heretofore we have done a lot of things in the conduct of our. foreign
affairs and domestic affairs, lperhiaps simi-ply because we could afford
to do it, anid we raised no substanilqusin
The Congress raised no substantial question.
We have given away tens of billions of dollars to try to rehabilitate,
to try to educate, to try to save the lives around the world by one
means or another, both from famine and disease and that was, I think,
nothing but a great compliment to the plell of this country, and I
do not think we ought to now be ini the least asliamned--- have seen a
number of stories written'about the fact that our pride has suffered
enormously because of the floating nit rk today.
Well, I do not think< the mnark is-and I imay have left the wrong
impression a moment ago-I (10 not think the mark is so undervalued
when it only goes up 3 per~cent.
I still think the dollar is a very strong currency. I think it is going
to remain strong; and I think the mere fact there has to be sonme, periodlic adjustment in the relationship between it and other currencies
around the world, does not in any sense give cause for shame to Americans for what we have done.
I think we have every, right to be proud of what, we have done. I
think we have every reason to ask that other nations help us more than
they have in the past.
I really do not think that the Conigress ought to say to the President
of the United States; whoever is in the Congress, whoever is in the
Presidency, "We are going to give you so much time to withdraw
troops around the worldd"
I just (10 not think it is the wvise thing to do. I do not think it is a good
thing to do.
W~e have problems of mutual security involved that are very fundamental and basic, and I think wve ought to use every pressure that we
have to try to get fair treatment on a trade basis.
But I just'do not think we'ought to do it on the basis of threatening
to remove tro*opsfrom Europe in order to move itabout.
Senator RIBICOF F. This is only one phase of the problem, one of
the running arguments, we are having noA~V between the Congress and
the Executive with respect to the sharing of Power in making foreign
policy. Let us take another f acet of the same thiing. The purpose of our
NATO-related expenditures is to put a defensive umbrella around
Western Europe, and we spend all this money to defend Western
Europe.

Now, in 1969 the free World that we are protecting with this money
had a trade volume with Eastern Euirope of $16.6 billion. During the
same period, largely because of our self -imposed restrictions, our trade
amounted to $440 million-against $16.6 billion.
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You mentioned the fact that where we are strong in trade was in
high'technology items. The one thing that Eastern Europe wants are
these American high technology products. Does it make sense for us
to spend so much to defend 'Western Europe against the East, when
they do so much business with Eastern Europe and we restrict our own
trade with the East?
Shouldn't we be doing more business with Eastern Europe?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, Senator, I think that will be the normal
result of the policy of this Administration. Tt has moved to expand
the trade. It has done so with China, as you know, in recent times, and
I think in the future you will see a greatly expanded trade with Eastern European countries.
I am not particularly knowledgeable in the field, very frankly. I am
not really prepared to discuss that with you, and I probably should
not even mention it at all.
Senator RiBICOFF. But, as a matter of policy, you would have no
objection for the United States to develop its East-West trade?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, of course not.
Senator finicorF. Senator Talmadge, have you any more questions?
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Secretary, looking down the road, what
industries in the United States do you think will be competitive in the
during the 1970's and 1980's?
markets
foeign
Sertary
CONNALLY. 'Well. Senator, I would hope all of them
would be, but I am not sure. I think one of the reasons why T am interested in being here today is, and the reason I was complimentary.
but not as a matter of form, to the Chairman and to the members of
this committee to hold this hearing, is to try to awaken the American
people to the fact that we have a problem.
'When I think about the industries, the only one I think I can be
sure of is agriculture, and it affects only about 5 percent of the people
who are directly engaged in it. It obviously affects about 43 percent of
the jobs in the country, but it is the most efficient in the world by long
odds.
There art- other areas, the high technology field where we obviously
have supremacy. But in many of the basic industries we have lost much
of that lead. very frankly.
Senator TALMUADGE. I take it you do not buy this argument of some
that if you cannot compete with the wage level of Hong Kong, maybe
15 cents an hor', that industry ought to be liquidated, do you?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, that is an economic theory of comparative advantage. In the first place, the reason I do not understand
it is that I am not an economist. But if I were an economist I would
not want to understand it, because T do not believe it is going to work.
Senator TALMADGE. You know of no nation that practices that?
Secretary

CONINALLY.

I

know of no nation that practices it, and

when we start talking about pure economic theory and disregard the
political actions of nations, we aire kidding ourselves, and that is one
reason why we cannot solve all our problems in foreign aid and our
international monetary problems by military policies because, at some
point , pure monetary decisions become very great political decisions.
Monetary decisions are not made in a political vacuum.
Senator TALMADGE. That is entirely correct, and I agree with you.
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One of the things that concerns me greatly is our trade with Japan,
for instance. We are selling almost exclusively to Japan raw materials that are not labor-intensive, but we are buying, electronics and
textiles and things of that kind that produce Jobs for the Japanese.
We do not produce a great many jobs when we send lumber to
Japan.

We do not produce a great many jobs when we send coal to Japan,
and we buy radios or televisions from Japan. We are not creating iobs.
I think that is one of the reasons for our high unemployment level
at the present time.
I do not know how airpl anes got into this thing, but they help. Don't
we control 85 percent of the world's export market in commercial
planes?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir; we do.
Senator TALMADGE. What are our earnings on the export of planes
at the present time, do you recall offhand?
Secretary CONNALLY. I think that U.S. aerospace exports, of which
commercial planes are a substantial part, are between three and a half
and five billion dollars.
Senator TALMIADGE. My recollection is that our favorable balance
of payments on commercial planes in the past five years were something on the order of $10.7 billion is that correct?
Secretary CONNALLY. I would not argue with that at all.
Senator TALMrADGE. If We lose that export market we will not only
displace these American workers but we will be importing those
planes, won't we, to serve the needs of this country?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMIADGE. If we stay in the transportation business, we
will.
Sec'retary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. Mankind has been seeking a faster means of
transportation since hie tamed the horse, hasn't he?
Secretiry CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMNADGE. There was opposition to the railroad, wasn't
there?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. Opposition to the steamship, wasn't there?
Secretafry CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE,. Oppostion to the airplane, wasn't there?
Secretary CONNALLY. Considerable.
Senator TALMADGE. Opposition to the jet airplane, wasn't there?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator'TLAADE But we have never turned our back on techniologyv before,. have we?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, sir'. We probably should have at times,
but we never have, and we won't again. [Laughter.]
Senator TALIMADGE. Now, Mr. Secretary, your department has the
primary responsibility for defending the dollar and yet when it comes
to dealing With aid aind trade and investment abroad, the prime reponsibility is in other departments. Do you feel comfortable having
the responsibility for an overall problem but lacking the power to
make the individual. policies necessary to resolve the problem?
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Secretary CONNALLY. 'Well, Senator, you have to say no one departMInet no0 one person inl the, G-over l nent .outside of the.President, himselfI inl the Executive Branch of Government, brings into focus Iall of
the factors.
As you well know, sure, it is dlifficult to get all the departments to
think .alike and aclt alike, and it is sometimes difficult to coordinate
difference, different views, within the Administration, and ultimately
a lot of these things have to go to the 'White House and to the P~resident, himself.
Now, as a theoretical matter, certailyN if we had the authority. as
you suggest, to solve a, great many of these problems that we have responsibility for it would be easier, but we probably would create other
pr'obl ems.

So I do not want to be put into the posture of trying to say that
a great many of our problems result, from tHie fact, that we (10 not
have sole responsibility, because we have to follow, and gladly follow,
the President's viewANs and policies onl these matters anyway, andI
whether we had all of the authority or just sonic of it, we are going
to follow his advice and his policies.
We have access to him.
We will have some arguments, I am sure, with other department.
I anticipate that we will. 'We always have, and I do not think that is
to change.
going
1Senator TAENIAnoiE. Our balance of trade with Canada has deter'iorated by $1 billion since 1965, the year in which we approved the
Canadian auto agreement. I ami very happy I (lid not approve thlat
Canadian auto agreement.

In 1965 we had a trade surplus with Canada of $642 million. By
1970 we had a deficit of $1,645 million. After the so-called free trade
auto agreement, we still find the Canadian duty onl new autos made
in this country 17.5 'percent, and they have an embargo onl used Americanl car imports while all Canadian-made cars come into this country
duty f ree. 'When are we going to get some reciprocity with Canada onl
tis agreement?
Secretary CONNALLY.
Senator TALMIADGE. I

I would hope, yesterday.
concur.

Secretary CONNATJLY. This is a. classic example of the fact-of what
we have been talking about this norning-thiat we have been too
easy.
At the time this agreement was entered into, it was agreed, because
of the circumstances that then existed, that they would have a, transition period in which to extend the coverage of the Agreemient to all
exports of U.S.-produced autos. 'While major U.S. auto manufacturers
do import their products into Canada duty free, the Canadians have
not seen fit to end the transition period and extend this right to all
individuals and firms.
Senator RIBICOFF. If the Senator will yield, this was one of the
great problems we had in this committee that causes so much of our
problems.
Here was an executive agreement entered into by the President and
the State Department. It came to Congress to handle as a fait accomlphi, and if'I recall, we in the finance committee were almost unanimously against that and fought it onl the floor. I think this is one of
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thle things wve Should try' to obv~iate in the f uture ,in(l one of Iho ivi~sois
for this hearing. We should realize there is a congressional duty iin
these trade ag-'enments aind trade matters, and the time has come for
us to reject from the executive branch these executive agreements,
these fait accomplis, and ask the Congress to take it or leave it.
Tie same with GATT. The GATTi ag~eelnents have, never beenl approved by the Congress, either. It, was given a fait accompli, andl the
Canadian auto agreement was a matter iii the same category, and]
we would hope. M\r, Secretary, that you would take, a continued
strong role in trade matters and realize that unless there is a mieshiing between thec Congress and thec Exeutive wve are in for- a seIries
of executive-legislative clashes ini the entire trade and monetary fields.
Senator TALMADGE. I can give you another example, if the Chairman will yield at that point.
Immediately subsequent t~o that, when we were negotiating the socalled Kennedy round in Geneva, anid they were about to make agreenietsve an byond the Trade Act that, Congress had authorized.
you andt I cosponsored a resolution, Senate Resolution 100, directing
our negotiators not to go beyond the terms of that Trade Act, and it
passed the finance committee without a single dissenting' vote, and
passed the Senate, I think, with one speech made against it.
Our negotiators promptly go over there and give away thle American
selling price right in the teeth of that resolution.
I have no further questions, Mr. Secretary.
Thiank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator 'RIBICoFFr. Senator I-ansen.
Senator IHA SEN%. Thank you very much,

Mr. Chairman.

If I may, I would like to ask a further question or two that go back
to our troop conmmitments in the NATO situation and the advisability
of our withdrawing from over there.
I share the concern of a lot of people that we are continuing to
shoulder, I think, a greater share of the economic burden, and, I feel,
m-rore than we should be asked to undertake. B~ut I hope that we wvoit
get confused at this juncture in thinking that it makes sense to solve
ain economic problem by taking what I believe would be a very disastrous step if we were to pass the Mansfield resolution.
Corning from the part of the United States that you represent, and
having known a, number of horse traders, I would ask you does it make
sense in dealing with the Soviets to hand them part of our trading
stock, as I think we would be doing, if we were to say unilaterally we
willI cut back our troop commitments to the NATO nations by 150,000?
Secretary CONNALLY. No, absolutely not, Senator Hansen. It does
not make sense to me at all.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Brezhinev recently indicated they would be
willin to talk about troop reductions.
Wel ave SALT talks going on with respect to disarmament, and
the only way you are ever going to get any kind of a troop reduction
or disarmament agreement, in my judgment, is to remain militarily
strong.
Senator HANSEN. D~o you believeSecretary CONNALLY.'You cannot lead from weakness in negotiations with the Communist world, or basically with anybody else.
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Senator HANSEN (continuing). You believe that it is important to
deal and to negotiate from a position of strength, then, do you?
Secretary CONNALLY. No question about it.

Senator

HANSEN. Well, I happen to share
Secretary CONNALLY. It is a very basic

your feeling.
human reaction. It is true

as between individuals as much as it is between groups, as it is among
nations.
Senator HANSEN. It seems to me it is important to keep in mind that
while we are engaged in the conflict in Southeast Asia, and we all
deplore the suffering and the loss of a single life over there, we have
had over 50,000 lives lost, I still think that we have got to keep in
mind that we do have a cease-fire now in the Middle East.
It was stopped, I suggest, largely because of the presence of American military might in that part of the world, that we were able'to
bring about a cease-fire, and I think it would be a tragic error if we
were to assume that it made sense now to bring about the fragmnentation, as I think would result, if we were to withdraw 150,000 troops.
I think that the NATO countries would not have reason to believe
that we keep our commitments. I think they would have reason to try
individually to -negotiate understandings with the Soviets, and it Just
seems to me that we could very well undo all the good that has been
done from the end of World 'War II when we embarked on this UN
philosophy that we were going to work together, and I would ask you
if you shiare that same feeling.
Secretary CONNALLY. I agree 100 percent with that, Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. You know, Mr. Secretary, you spoke about the
areas in which we excelled, and I think you said they were generally
in areas of our technological excellence.
I have before me two articles from the Time Magazine dated May
10, which I would like to ask unanimous consent might be included in
the record at this point.
Senator RLImcoFF. 'Without objection.
(The article referred to follows. H-earing continues on page 73.)
[From the Time Magazine, May 10, 19711

JAPAN, INC.: WINNING THlE MOST IMPORTANT BATTLE
In 1953, a young businessman named Akio Morita made his first trip outside
Japan to Investigate export prospects for his struggling little electronics company. He was dismayed to find that in tihe sophisticated markets of thle U.S.
and Europe, the words Made in Japan were a mocking phrase for shoddiness.
But In The Netherlands, he recalls, "I saw an agricultural country with many
windmills and many bicycles, and yet It was producing goods of excellent qu~alIty and had worldwide sales power. I thought that maybe we Japanese could
do It too."
Indeed, they could. A month ago, Morita took off on his 94th or 95th transpacific trip (he has lost exact count). This time hie came as the self-assured export chief and primary owner of Sony Corp., the firm that as much as any other
has made Japanese goods synonymous with high quality as well as low price.
In Chicago, he told security analysts that Sony last year rang uip sales of $414
million, more than half from exports to 147 countries of radios, tape recorders,
TV sets and other products. In London, he went over sales projections for'the
color TV sets that Sony began marketing In Britain last month; the company
expects to sell 50,000 the first year at $480 each, v. $600 for the lowest-pri'ced

British-made sets. On the Continent, Morita checked on construction plans for
a multimillion-dollar Sony distribution and service center to be located, fittingly,
In The Netherlands.
The trip was not all triumphal procession, however. In the U.S., Morita ran
Into a storm of III will, stirred up by a Government finding that "Japanese
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manufacturers" have been dumping TV sets-selling them In the U.S. at prices
below those charged In Japan. For the time being, Morita says, Sony must post
a 9%1 deposit with Washington on every TV set that it imports. Morita concedes that some Japanese TV makers practice dumping, but he Insists that his
company Is not among them and contends that U.S. Treasury officials admitted
as much to him. "Although we are Innocent," he says, "we are being forced to
act as If we were guilty."
THE POWER AND THE DANGER
Morita's trip thus symbolized both the power and the peril of Japan's rising
position In the modern Industrial world. Starting from a postwar pile of rubble In a nation almost devoid of raw materials, Japan's businessmen have built
an economic superpower. Today It Is flooding markets from Manila to Milwaukee
with shoes, ships and steel, cameras, cable, cloth and cars, transformers, TV
sets, tape recorders and, of course, the ubiquitous transistor radios. To many
admiring but fretful Westerners, Japan has become a corporate state, and Is
even referred to as "Japan, Inc."
Thle Japanese economy is the third most productive In the world, exceeded
only by those of the U.S. and the Soviet Union. The gross national product has
multiplied from $26 billion In 1956 to more than $200 billion today. Japan produces one-sixth of the world's steel and half of its ships. The Japanese treasury,
almost bare 13 years ago, now bulges with more than $5 billion worth of reserves.' The country's exports have almost doubled In four years to more than
$19 billion last year, and have risen 20%-l or more In each of the past three years.
THE HUMAN

SEA

Every day, thousands of neatly dressed, briefcase-toting Japanese businessmen,
technicians, engineers and salesmen swarm over the globe--inspecting, surveying,

planning, advising, bargaining, buying and selling. One group is now in Hanoi,
wvorliug on an agreement to help the North Vietnamese set uip -a shipping firm,
textile plant and garment factory. In Zambia, geologists are surveying copper
fields5. On Vancouver Island, lumber men are demonstrating a new technique for
cutting timber that used to be considered waste. Other groups are supervising
production' f Honda motorbikes in Brussels, studying sites for a hotel In Alaska
and building a steel mill In South Africa, where the Japanese are considered
hionoritry whites. In any market that arouses their Interest, the Japanese use
jinkai SCnjitsut (humian-sea tactics), Inundating the area with trade delegations
and survey groups. Local businessmen sometimes feel that they are being overwhelmned by sheer force of numbers.
Fearf ul and resentful, European nations have built a daunting array of barriers

against Japanese goods: Italy alone has 46 Import quotas directed specifically

against them. Asian leaders also complain. Antonio Villegas, mayor of Manila,
recently Inveighed against the "Insidious Nipponization of the Philippines"

then excused himself to greet a visiting delegation of Japanese advertising men.
Says K. S. Yossundara, an official of the Bank of Thailand: "The average Thai
wakes up to the call of a Japanese alarm clock and probably brushes his teeth with
Japanese dental cream. His car or motorcycle Is Japanese, and so are his shirt

and trousers, Even the movie he watches on a Japanese TV set may well be
Japanese."
The deluge of Japanese imports Is arousing an angry protectionist reaction In
the U.S.-Tokyo's wartime conqueror turned No. 1 trading partner (see Symposi-

lirn, page 90). Fully 300/ of Japan's exports go to the U.S. As recently as 1964, Japan bought more than It sold In U.S. trade. Since then,,the popularity of Sony
TV's, Nikon cameras, Panasonic radios. Toyota and Datsun cars, and Honda and
'Yamiaha motorbikes has turned the picture upside down. Materials-short Japan Is
it big and growing consumer of American coal, lumber and even soybeans, but In
each of the past three years its sales to the U.S. have exceeded Its purchases by

more than $1 billion. The American shoe, textile, electronics and other Industries
have not only lost sales and profits to the Japanese but Jobs as well. A member of
the Nixon Cabinet voices the alarmist view held in some high Government circles:
'The Japanese are still fighting the wvar, only now instead of a shooting war it is
m'zm
economic war. Their Immediate intention Is to try to dominate the Pacific and
then perhaps the worldd"
The business backlash stings Japan in many ways. The U.S. Is negotiating
tighiter quotas on Japanese steel and has Just agreed on a quota for stainless-steel
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flatware. Many buiessulni \vaft the Government to go miuchi further. Last year
protectionists racedi through the House at bill authorizing qtuotas onl any foreign
product that wvon as much as 15% of a U.S. market. The chief target: Japan. Tile
bill died in a Serate adjournment rush, but the Import debate has resurfaced this
year in a wvay that could poison U.S.-Japanese political relations.
CLOSED-DOOR POLICY
The most Incendiary battle centers on imports of Japanese textiles. Last year
they accounted for only 13%1 of total U.S. textile sales, but they have been heavily
concentrated in certain segmentA of the market. Japanese sweaters and woolen
fabrics Increasingly infiltrate the U.S. market, and Imports of man-made fibers
from the Far East soared 75% In the first two months of this year; probably a
third came from Japan.
President Nixon In 1968 promised protection to the politically powerful Southern textile industry. Two months ago, the Japan Textile Federation offered to
limit shipments to the U.S. for three years starting July 1; they would rise only
5%ll the first year and 6% In each of the next two years. Those limits were not
stiff enough to satisfy U.S. trade hawks, and Nixon turned the offer down. The
President then further tangled the textile situation by mixing It up with International politics. lHe decided to submit to the Senate a treaty returning Okinawa
to Japan, rather than handing It back by administrative action as hie had led
Tokyo to expect. If the Southern textile bloc can sew up 34 Senate votes, it can
defeat the treaty. Okinawa Is such an emotional Issue In Japan that a defeat
could topple Prime Minister Sato's government.
As the political snag over textiles shows, the dangers of at U.S.-Japanese trade
sp~lit go far beyond economics. Japan has been the greatest force for postwar
stability and progress In Asia, largely because its industrialists have channeled
the vigor of the Japanese p~eop~le into peaceful pursuit of markets. If that Japanese trait Is denied commercial expression, It could explode in frustration. AvertIng a U.S.-Japanese blowup will require a much deeper understanding of the
nature of the friction than either side has shown so far. 'Many Japanese leaders
play down the American resentment as being largely a consequence of the 1970
U.S. recession, and they figure that it will fade as business continues to revive.
Even Sony's M~orita, who knows the American mind well enough to have outguessed. some U.S. marketing men as to what products would sell well, takes that
line. "I have been a salesman for 20 years," he says, "and I knowv that whatever
a salesman's customers do not want to buy, hie starts blainig someone else."
In fact, the U.S. reaction reflects more than pain In the pocketbook. American
executives are enraged by what they regard as Japan's refusal to observe the
rules of the game of world trade. Many American businessmen contend, with
somne just flcation, that the Jaapniese dump not only TV sets but also steel. textiles, float glass and radio tuners. U.S. industrialists also complain bitterly (and
enviously) about the special help their Japanese rivals get fromt the Tokyo government: official blessings for cartels formed to win big foreign orders, lavish
.and extensive government-financed studies of which overseas markets might be
easiest to crack, low-interest loans to exporters from the government-dominated
banking system, and the lowest t corporate taxes In the Industrial world.
MNost of all, American are Incensed by the way that Japan, while Invading
foreign markets, hafs closed Its domestic economy to many foreign goods and
most foreign capital Investment. -Supposedly, that situation is changing. In 1969.
Tokyo maintained quotas or other barriers against 120 categories of Imports.
Last Jahnuary, the number was cut to 80, and this months It is supposed to go to
60: the Japanese have pledged to reduce It to 40 by September. They also promise
to open nearly all their "pureblood" Industries to either 50% or 100% foreign
ownership by Aug. 1.
CLOGS, NOT CARS

Even after the next stage of liberalization, foreigners will not be able to send
Iin anyv prod ucts-Including unlimited quantities of oranges and some airplanes
and machinery-or to Invest in the manufacturing of large computers, certain
electronic Items and petrochemlilcals. The Japanese government rejects man"v
Investment applications, stalls on others, attaches unacceptable conditions to still
others. Ford and Chrysler have been delayed for years in'tattemnpts to buy Into
the booming Japanese auto industry, and General Motors has won perission
for only a limited investment; 35% ownership of a joint venture with Isuzu
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Molttors, a truck maker, Says James Adachi, president of the American Chamber
of Commerce in Jap~an: "We can set up a factory to make Veta (Japanese wooden
clogs], or open a supermarket, so long as It Is smaller than 500 square meters."
INSCRUTABLE

ECONOMICS

The real cause of the present strain I.s that the U.S. Is confronting something
totally new In the world: a mighty industrial economy that has been shaped by
Oriental history and psychology. If Japan does not follow the gentlemanly
trade rules, It Is not because of simple greed but because it (toes not adhere to
Western principles onl much of anything. To outsiders the Japanese economy
seems Inscrutable In ways alternately amusing and shocking.
Industry Is cartelized to a point that would make John D. Rockefeller envious. Companies carry a burden of bank debts that would drive a U.S. executive to drink-or his company to the brink. Above all, every part of the
Japanese economy Is directed toward a national goal, and almost everybody feels
a sense of participation in achieving It. Bureaucrats. bankers, business executives, workers-all labor hard to make Japan a world power through economics.
The economy Is ain expression of a society that values order, security, harmony
an( Iindustry. Jap~an has become the world exemplar of what In the West is called
the Protestant ethic. The reasons behind Japan's work ethic lie not In Its Buddhist
and Shinto religions but in its history and geography. The fountainous nation
has always been at tough place to scratch out a living. The peasant who did not
labor hard simplly starved, partly because medieval lords took as much ais 80%
of his rice crop in taxes. Necessity was transinuted into virtue ; the busy man
is a good mail. To this day, it Is considered respectful to greet superiors by saying,
-O-isogas/iii (lcsho [You must be in ain honorably busy state of affairs]."
Single-minded dedication to a goal is easier to achieve In Japan than in
the Wrest because Japan Is the largest homogeneous society onl earth; there are
only tiny racial or even linguistic minorities among its 104 muillioni people.
Harmony and order are also essential because the Japanese have always been
jamnne( together onl small patches of arable land. The physical. proximity of
the Japanese breeds tension, which canl be discharged by hard work, but there
is literally no room for aggressively individlualistic behavior. There is-- a violemit undercurrent. that sometimes leads to street demonstra tions or paitni mantatry brawls, and the Japanese struggle to contain It. Akira Suzuki, a leading
scholar, regards the renowned ambiguity of his country's,- language as a manifestation of the needle thait .Japainese feel to try to get along with one another.
"If wve spoke more clearly to each other," hie says, "wve might end up clashIng in fistfights all day long."
This characteristic finds anl echo in business conduct. Western executives are
often perplexed and sometimes misled by the extreme reluctance of the courteouls Japfinese to answer anly suggestion with a flat no. Japanese are equally
so ,ked by Western bluntness. Yoshio rTerazawa~, executive vice president of
U.S. operations- for Nomura Securities, a giant brokerage house, recalls the dItsmay of a colleague w~ho watched an Americanm lawyer spend hours haggling
over the fine print of a contract. In Japin, such matters would be settledl by
gentlemen's agreement.
Another element in Japan's economic psychology is Its long history of cmiitural isolation. WVhen the tuition wvas finally op~enedl to the West a century
ag.(o, the 'Taianeose felt a morbid fear' that they were behind the rest of the
world and a compulsive drive to catch uip. In that dIrive, the W1orld War II defeat and the U.S. occupation turned ito a major lus. Occupation authorities
purged the old, politically oriented heads of Japanese businesses, replacing then
with w~ell-trained technicians who had learned many lessons during the wvar.
(Today's superb Japanese camera lenses, for example, are the enld result of wartime research into range finders.)
AI)VANTrAGES

OF BEING IN

IIC

Forbidden by time Amnerican-imiposed constitution to buy modern weaponry,
Japan has been able to concentrate Investment onl automated Industry. The destruction of Its factories by ivartine bombing left It free to rebuild with the
latest technology. To do that quickly, the new industrialists bought patents
and licenses' from ever ywhere. Says Shigeo Nagano, chairman of Nippon Steel,
wiceh today produces more tonnage than any other company In the world:
"So long ats we had to start fromn nothing, we wanted the most modern-plant.
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We selected tile cream of the world's technology. We learned from America,
Germany. Austria and the Soviet Union, and adapted their methods In our own
way." In particular, the Japanese developed a strategy of looking for "technological gaps"-adlvanlcs that were not being fully exploited In the West. The
oxygen steelmaking process, for example, was developed in Austria, but Nagano
and his colleagues were quicker to appreciate its quality and cost-saving features than their Western rivals were. M12ore than 80% of Jap~an's steel is now
made In oxygen f urnaces, the highest proportion in the world.
Faccd with a severe postwar capital famine, all industry had to borro~v heavily from governmnent-regulated banks. Even today, Japanese companies generally get more than 80% of their financing from loans an(I less than 20% from
sale of stock-about the opposite of the ratio in the U.S. Nagano estimates that
Nippon Steel's debt Is equal to what four or five Americani steel companies would
owe. To a Western executive that might seem to leave the economy extremely
vulnerable to a Penn Central-type collapse. Japanjese find that being in hock
has Its advantages: corporate Poohi-Dabs do not have to worry about paying high
dividends or showing plump profits to keep stockholders happy.
To a large extent the Japanese worker has financed this system. ils phenomenial savings rate, a product of the desire for security, has fed funds to the Industrial machine. Last year tile Japanese saved 19.4% of their Incomes; in the
U.S., a 7% savings rate is considered startlingly hlighl. Observes 'Morita: ',SavIng Is a hobby of the Japanese people."
TILE CHARM OF THE COMPANY UNION

In order to help Industry produce inexpensively and expand quickly, workers
long had to accept low wages. In return, they received an Implied guarantee
of lifetime jobs In the companies that tlley joined fresh out of school. That security has bred one of tile world's most contented work forces. Japanese workers
rarely strike, and absenteeism Is almost unknown. Unions lately have become
more vocal. Wages climbed an average 18% last year-but, incredibly, productivity rose 14%1. Japan's average wages, now 940 an hour, passed Italy's
In 1969 and France's last year.
One reason that productivity is soaring is that unions have not resistedl new
technology. If a man's skill becomes obsolete, his company retrains himi for
something else, with no loss in pay. Employers thus gave great freedom to shift
workers from one Job to another and can Invest huge sums to train them without
worrying that they will jump to competing firms. As a result, workers tendl to
Identify with the company rather than with a particular skill, a fact that is
reflected in union organization. Says Morita, smiling: "Our labor situation Is
better than yours, because In the U.S. your unions are independent. In Japan, all
our unions are company unions."
For both worker and executive, the company Is the center of life. Workers
often display a quaint family spirit, referring to "my" company, and my is written with the same Japanese character that represents family. They often
cheer each other when changing shifts, like baseball players applauding a teammate who has just it a home run. It Is rare for a major executive to leave ona business trip without getting a rousing sendoff from tihe entire office staff
at tihe airport. At Matsushita Electric, Nissan Motors and other firms, the day
begins with everybody assembling to sing the company song. At Toyota the day
opens with five mnulites of supervised calisthenics. There Is a vast range of
fringe benefits: discount meals at plant cafeterias, cut-rate vacations at company
resorts, cheap rental In company apartment houses (roughly 110.80 a month for
a two-room. flat In one Nippon Kokan building In Yokohama).
The'head of a Japanese company Is bowed and scraped to by gaggles of company-silocked office, girls, drivers and flunkies. The company-paid geishla party
for executives Is still common, though some newer firms are getting away from
It. Almost always, the businessman's wife must accept a new form of concubine;
tile company. In a recent survey, 6801, of the Japanese managers polled said

that business was more Important to them than their families.
BANZAI FOR SWAPPING

'The executive spends much time talking with officials of other companies, because the tradition of cooperative effort has resulted In a clobby Japanese-industry
organization. The prewar zaibat8u cartels of Mitsui, Mitsubishi and Sunmitomo
*vere broken uip under the U.S. occupation and supposedly have come together
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again only loosely. But presidents of the 27 Mitsubishi companies meet one
Friday every month; It is an open secret that they plan common strategy at "the
Friday Club." The 17 Mitsui presidents meet one Thursday every month, and
the 17 Sumitomo presidents one Monday a month. The big borrowers from the
Fuji Bank have a council known as Fuyo Kai, which Includes the heads of
Hatachi (electrical machinery), Nissan Motors (autos) and Nippon Kokan
(steel). The clubs divide up markets like so much sukiyaki. When Communist
China recently decreed that It would not trade with Japanese firms that (10
business with South Korea or Taiwan, the clubs quickly reached an understanding: .1itsui and Mitsubishi decided to concentrate on South Korea and Taiwan,
while Sumitomo took China.
Japanese shipyards can overwhelm foreign competitors partly because their
engineers regularly swap technological Ideas-so completely that no one rememibers and no one cares which company originated a certain Important welding
process. Says Masashi Isano, 71, chairman of Kawasaki Heavy Industries: "By
closely emulating each other, our engineers constantly Improve themselves and
the industry as a whole. All I have to say to that is bauzal !"
THOSE HELPFUL BUREAUCRATS

Nowhere in the non-Communist world do business and government coexist
so closely. Prime Minister Eisaku Sato headA the Trade Conference, which sets
national export goals and coordinates business efforts to achieve them. Most of
the government's influence is Cxereiscei by the all-important Ministry of International Trade andl industry (Ii),which issizes 91yosci shido, or administrative
f/U dalCe. For instaiic, MITl' may "advise" aI Japanese company to hugy a
domeistic computer rather than one from IBM. A few years ago, any .Jailanese
petrochemical concerns planned to build big plants. MITI experts adlvised that
the foreseeable foreign and domestic demand would Justify only six suchl plants
andl that construction would have to b~e spread over three, years. The
petroch eical-industry trade association quickly decided NNiAch six Companies
should build themi-and when.
Japan's competitive strength derives from inuch more than the government's
hothouse care. The nation is developing a new generation of inventive, comlpetitive executives quite able to capture foreign markets on their own. Their x
eniplar and lead is Sony's Morita.
Unlike older Japanese firms, Sony sells through Its own marketing network
rather than through the trading companies that contact overseas buyers for
most .Japanese manufacturers. Its basic financing is not through bank loans
hut the sale of stock, 31% of wvhich hias. been bought, by foreigners. Morita,
perisonailly and through a family investment company, is; the largest shareholder,
with 10.3% worth $130 million.
Slender, white-hinred Morita. now 50, is a mixture of ,Japanese and] Western
patterns. Amid the woofers, tweeters. exponential horns and other electronic
gadgetry crammed into the den of his Tok~yo howe stands an authentic American
nickelodeon that lie play'.s delightedly with nickels brought hack from the U.S.
As Mforita told Tjifm's Tokyo Bureau Crief Edwin Relagold: "Americans like
to come to JTapan anid take hiome Japanese antiques. I go to America and bring
homne your antique,,." MUorita spends about a third of his time on the road,
jetting so often to the .AS.and E4.urope that hie jokes, "It's a long commute."
At home or abroad. lie regularly arrives at Sony's offices by 8 :30 a.m. and works
for twelve hours or more. In off hours in foreign cities, hie likes to stroll about
checkig on store displays of Sony amid competing products and jotting observations In a notebook. "Business Is mny hiobby," lie says.
PRODUCTS OF THEIR OWN
Son of a manufacturer of soy sauce an(1 sake, MNorita started out as an engineer.
AS a wartime navy lieutenant hie was assigned to help an engineer named Mkasaru
Ibuika develop a heat-seeking bomb. After the defeat, Ibuika opened a1commuinications-equlumnent. busineFs in a Tokyo shied, and *MNoritat joined him. The two
begged and borrowed $500 to start Tokyo Tel ecomnicfa tions Co., later Sony.
Ibuka., wl-ho was Mr, Inside, developed the products and b)ecamp president: 'Morita,
Mr. Ouitsido, specialized In marketing and became executive vice president.
.Sonv succeeded because- its chiefs were among the first JTapanese busines-smen
who did not copy Western products Ni't usqed Western technology to develop)
new 'roducts of their own. Ibplma re&ld aPu transistors and, In 1952. went
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to the U.S. to look at them, He became convinced that they could be used to
make a radio. Morita visited the U.S.,the next year and returned certain that
the radios would sell fast Ili the U.S. Hie was amazed by the number of American
raio stations and concluded that "everybody in the family will want to listen
to his ownI program onl his own rad~io." The radios were anl instant success abroad.
SONY ON

THlE

MOON

A long string of Sony products followed: the first small transistorized T~s,
the world's smallest AM radio, even the video-tap~e cassette recorders used by
U.S. astronauts onl Apollo moon flights. Their development Is a tribute to Ibuka's
inventiveliess anl 'Sony's. highlly flexible operating methods. The company, says
Morita, is not constricted by a formal research and development budget; It
Simply pours4 as mu11ch money as seems necessary Into a p~ronmising Idea. Sony's
top) ilia agers also frequently tear up the organization tale, assigning people
from throughout the company to work onl what looks like the next hot new
product.
A key part of Morita's marketing strategy has been to target carefully specific
products toward Individual foreign markets. In the British color-TV market, for
example, he has chosen to compete on price instead of screen size. The least expensive British-made set is a 19-Inch model, and only 10%ll of the TV households
have color. By importing a 13-inch set, Morita figured that hie could save enough
onl production and shipping costs to get the price down to $480 and bring color
TV into the reach of many more British families.
Morita is acutely aware-as many JIapanese leaders still are not-of the intense foreign anger provoked by Japan's closed-door policy at home and invasion
of markets abroad. Although he expects U.S. protectionism to fade eventually
as business Improves, he fears that Japanese-Amierican relations temporarily will
get worse. That is one of the more optimistic views among the experts; many
foresee a long- period of mounting resentment, tension andl perh[Ii)5 outright hostility leading to swiftly rising trade barriers and exchange controls.
What can be done to prevent such a trade war? Certainly the solution does
not lie in appeasing protectionist sentiment. Apart from the economic and political implications of business isolationism, the interests of the consumer should
rule, and Morita and his fellow Japanese are giving consumers quality products
at reasonable prices. The solution should rather be an equalization of the rules
of competition.
As a first step, Japan must quickly take down the bamboo screen that blocks
high-technology Imports and foreign Investment. Many Japanese Industrialists
tirelessly content that their economy is an "adolescent" that needs protection
against the big, rich, 'mature" competitors of North America and Europe, but
that argument clearly is not valid today, Japanese manufacturers also have an
unnatural price advantage in world competition because their currency, the yea,
Is undervalued. Tokyo economists, reluctantly concede that the yen must be revalued upward; there is likely to be a 5% revaluation within a year.
On the U.S. side, the prime requisite Is to develop a coherent trade policy
aimed at expanding the flow of world commerce and investment and protecting
only those domestic Industries that are necessary for the nation's economic
or military security. As a painful corollary, the U.S. may have to permit some
nonessential Industries to be overwhelmed by foreign competition. Washington
at present has no overall policy, but tries to tackle trade problems one by one
as they pop up. A sensible step would be to accept the Japan Textile Federation's
unilateral offer to restrict cloth shipments to the U.S. It is absurd for the U.S.
and Japan to squabble fiercely over textiles, because that industry is not vital
to the economy of either nation. Simultaneously, the U.S. could crack down
harder onl (lumping in several Industries,, perhaps by flatly embargoing shipments,
though It would be much wiser to do that on a company-by-company basis rather
than by blanket rulings as In the TV case.
President Nixon's ability to develop a comprehensive policy IRseverely limited
because he lacks legislative authority to negotiate new I' .trade
concessions
in return for a lowering of foreign barriers. That authovlty expired In 1967;
the Adnisltration should demand that Congress renew It. Armed with such
power, Nixon could call for a new world trade conference similar to the successful Kennedy Round of 1904-67, this time aimed at elimination of nontariff
barrler3 to trade and Investment. This conference would be an Ideal forum In
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which to press tlhe Japanese to remove their remaining restrictions. In return
the U.S. should try to persuade European nations to wipe out their restrictions
onl Japanese goods.
THlE WVEST'0S TURN TO COPY
A mutual lowering of barriers will temporarily make Japanese competition
more Intense but also more equitable. Sooner or later Japan will have to temper
Its export drive because its economy is already operating under some severe
stris. For one thing, the country is running out of labor. A 'decade ago, there
were two job openings for each high school graduate: this spring there are 7.7.
.Jalpan hais also bought export growth largely ait the price of skimping onl itnernal
Investment In housing, roads and pollution control. The country's Industrial pol1lution Is perhaps the world's worst. Says Nippon Steel's Nagano: "We need
more roads, harbors, bridges, housing. People are living two families to it sixinat (9 ft. by 12 ft.) room. In advanced Western countries, Industrial production
and the production of social capital have been balanced, but we have been so
busy exporting that we have not balanced these things."
Instead of fighting the Japanese, U.S. businessmen can Join with them in
some mutual projects to make money and, incidentally, help out the have-nots of
the wvorld. Harold Scott, director of the U.S. liureau of International Coinierce,
believes that as Japan's labor shortage worsens, its industrialists will gradually
shift their stress from exports to American-style overseas investment. U.S.
companies could speed the process by proposing joint ventures with Japanese
firms in third-country markets. Scott envisions, for example, a combination of
U.S. and Japanese timber companies to develop the huge lumber resources of
thle Upper Amazon.
U.S. businessmen could also learn a few lessons from the Japanese system.
Its labor practices, for example, are both humane and efficient. Some of them
might be tried. in the U.S.-not lifetime one-comipany employment, of course, but
perhaps some training practices. Japanese industrialists train many of their
workers in several skills rather than insisting onl greater specialization as their
Western counterparts- do. A Japanese engineer is encouraged and even expected
to learn something about accounting, finance and personnel work. This seems
to help produce better-rounded, more mobile and more highly motivated workers
than are found in many Western factories and offices.
A society as heterogeneous and individualistic as the U.S. probably cannot
rally most of Its people behind a national economic goal in the Japanese Meisc..
But Japan has shown that business and government do not have to consider
each other as adversaries, as they often do in the U.S. Though the U.S. certainly
should not cartelize Its Industry Japanese-style, Japan's success might stimulate
some thinking in Washington as to whether the antitrust laws should be liberalized to promote the nation's competitiveness In world markets.
N~EPEfl:

MORE JAPANS5

In any program of trade cooperation with Japan, the U.S. can count onl suplport from some of the biggest Japanese businessmen. Morii'a has been calling
for Japan to open its industry more rapidly to U.S. investment, though he gives
the Idea a characteristic Japanese twist of self-interest. "If we allow more U.S.
investment, we will not need a security treaty," says Morita. "Of course the
Americans will protect us then. Everybody protects his property."
IMorita also proposes international harmonization of product standard,-, Safety
regulations, antipollution laws and food standards in order to equalize costs and
guard against the possibility that differing national rules will be used to keep
out foreign goods. Beyond that, he has begun to believe that the world's
Industrial leaders have been to narrowv In their trade thinking. "There are three
big Industrial areas: the U.S., Japan and Europe," he says. "Now we have Manufacturers trying to sell each other the same things. It doesn't make sense. Twothirds of the world's people are still living under low standards, and because of
that they do not yet constitute a viable market. Just as the U.S. helped Japan
rise from nothing, we should all join to try to make more Japans in other parts
of the world." That is a sound If ambitious program, and an example of the kind
of thinking that may well solve U.S.-Japanese trade difficulties. The Issue-and
the real Japanese challenge-is nothing less than whether the two mightiest
trading nations in the world can learn to live in commercial pealce.
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A Time Symposiumi-Free Trade v. the New Protectionism
TALK AT THE TOP

Thew participant8inh TIME's seminar:
THORNTON F. BRADSHIAW, president of Atlantic Richfield Co. (oil).
ELY R. CALLAWAY, JR., president of Burlington Industries, Inc. (textiles).
RUSSELL DeYGUNG, chairman of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
PE~TER M. FLANIGAN, assistant to President Nixon, with special responsibilities for trade and liaison with the business community.
ROBERT S. INGERSOLL, chairman of Borg-Warner Corp. (industrial and
automotive machinery).
DONALD M. KENDALL, chairman of PepsiCo, Inc. (soft drinks and food)
and head of the Emergency Committee for American Trade, a f ree-trade group.
RALPH LAZARUS, chairman of Federated Department Stores, Inc.
C. PETER McCOLOUGH, president of Xerox Corp.
DONALD F. McCULLOUGH, chairman of Collins & Aikman Corp. and immediate past president of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute.
GARLAN MORSE, president of GTE Sylvania, Inc. (lamps, electronics, TV
and radio sets).
C. WILLIAM VERITY JR., president of Armco Steel.
WALTE~R B. WRISTON, chairman of the First National City Bank of New
York City.
At the highest levels, U.S. Government and business leaders are reappraising
the nation's foreign trade policy. The challenge of Japan Is the major reason
for this rethinking, but it is not the only one. A feeling has been growing that
many nations are taking commercial advantage of the U.S. As a result, the movement toward freer trade-which the U.S. has championed ever since World War
I_-is In danger of stalling. The pendulum appears to be swinging toward protectionism.
To assess the situation In trade, and to analyze some policy steps that the U.S.
could take. TIME invited twelve top business decision-makers to an all-day meetIng with editors of the magazine. The guests Included eleven corporate chiefs,
re;'re enting a spectrum of divergent Interests and opinions, and an assistant to
President Nixon (see box). Excerpts from the discussion:
IS PROTECTIONISM RISING IN THlE U.S.?

Donald Kendall: I don't think anybody could possibly say that there has not
been a more toward protectionism. There are more than 100 Industries asking
for protection. Another indication is what has happened In the labor movement.
Labor has historically been on the side of freer trade, but the unions, except for
the United Auto Workers and the aircraft unions, have pretty much switched to
active protectionism.
Peter Flanigan: The U.A.W. stand is probably more a memorial to Walter
Reuther than an expression of the sentiment of the members. Clearly, there Is a
great degree of protectionism In Congress. Agriculture has put up a strong barrier
against protectionism In the past, but there Is substantial erosion even there.
Should there be an effort to expand meat imports substantially, I think you will
find as big a split Starting in agriculture as occurred In the unions.
Donald McCullough: I would hope we could go through this symposium without
drawing lines: protectionism v. free trade, the black hats V. the white hats. In
this year 1971, the issues regarding international trade as much too complex to
make such sharp distinctions.
Eoly Callaway: Rather than call It U.S. protectionism, I would call It a beginning toward an enlightend and reasonable economic nationalism .The rest of
the world has practiced economic nationalism, but wve have not.
Thornton Bradshaw: Each one of us Is, I suppose, a free trader except with
regard to his own industry.
Ralph Lazarus: I am not sure that the public Is aware of protectionism as such
or free trade as such. Certain businesses are hurt because of inequities or because of more efficient competition from foreign countries. But If consumers were
locked out from low-priced Japanese apparel, If the supply became limited and
they had to pay higher prices, you would begin to Influence them the other way.
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WHAT ACCOUNTS FOR PROTECTIONIST POWER?

C. Peter McColough: Along the freeways in Los Angeles, in the space of 15
ifuinutes. you .see six Japanese companies with large signs. You see Toyotas
everywhere on the road, and everybody's second television set Is a Sony. At the
same time, the public Is aware of the restrictions that are placed upon us In
trying to make Investments In order to bring our products to certain other
countries.
Walter Wriston: Twenty years ago, It was appropriate for the U.S. to enter
a race with a weight on Its back as a handicap. Our productive capacity was such
that we did not have to worry too much. Now we are aware of the fact that other
countries have not honored their commercial treaties. We are aware of the discrimination of the Common Market against American exports In some 28 cases.
D. McCullough: We are playing under entirely different ground rules, the
Marquess of Queensbury rules v. street fighting. Our foreign competition uses
street-fighting rules.
HOW BIG AND BAD ARE THE NONTARIFF BARRIERS?

Garlan Morse: I don't think the nontariff barriers- mport quotas, discriminatory taxes and the like-are understood by the public or by Industry or even by
Government. But these barriers are so important that just to renegotiate the
tariff scales back and forth to bring some equilibrium does not solve the problem.
Wriston: Administrative practices are a major difficulty. You ship fruit over
to the Common Market, and they have one Inspector on the pier. With that delay,
the fruit spoils before the ship can be unloaded. They say that they are not discriminlating against us-it just happens that the other fellow's brother graduated
from college that day and he went to the ceremony with his sister.
D. McCullough: We In the textile Industry cannot ship much Into Italy. The
customs Inspector goes out to lunch, and he never comes back.
Flanigan: We shouldn't ignore the nontariff barriers that the U.S. has put
In place. Let's not delude ourselves by suggesting that we have been simon-pure.
But our barriers are nothing compared with theirs, and we have to make every
effort to bring theirs down.
WHAT BARRIERS DOES THE U.S. CREATE VOR ITSELF IN FOREIGN TRADE AND INVESTMENT?

Wriston: The export of the American mentality along with our goods and
services does us a great disservice. For example, the Trading with the E3nemy
Act gets everybody who has a foreign subsidiary Into trouble. The nations where
these subsidiaries operate want them to trade with certain countries, but U.S.
law forbids it. You have to Interview the shrimp to find out whether they are
Communist or Hong Kong shrimp.
C. P. MeColough: It is very difficult to operate around the world with our antitrust laws. We cannot select a foreign partner and say, "We are going to work
with you forever." This leads to great difficulty for us because we have to write
agreements that are short-term when we really Intend them to be long-term. I
don't know any other government that makes companies obey miot only the laws

of the foreign nations where they operate but also certain laws of the home
country. We are unique In that.
Bradshaw: The U.S. operates with a huge albatross around its neck, and that Is
the albatross of Its traditions. They are the traditions that brought about our
antitrust laws amid created the private enterprise system and made it anathema
for anyone around this table to talk about the benefits of a corporate state. But
that is what Japan Is today. I would hope that we will consider today what it

means to have national goals with industry and government working hand in
hand toward those goals. Look at my industry, oil. I have been struggling to
get a national energy policy instituted in Washington, recognizing that it -must
mean more controls for the oil Industry rather than less; recognizing that we
are going to have to give up vast portions of what we c onsider to be our inherent
rights In free, private enterprise in order to arrive at an implemented national
oil policy. There is a quid pro quo for the backing of tihe Government and that is

to accomplish certain things for the nation and not necessarily for the company
Itself.
Flanigan: Japan's strengths are not so great that we must change our whole
society In order to counter them.
I A\

WHlY AIIE

TADE RlELATIONS

ESPECIALLY sTrRAINED wVlTii

JAPAN?

Callaway: I cannot think of tiny major Industry In America tlat Is not Subject to great Invasion or attack by the Japanese. T1he problem is that the Japanese
systein is the most effective monopoly that has ever been developed In the econoice history of the world. The Japanese wvil do whatever they fleed to do to
take over whatever part of the richest markets In the world that they want to
take.
D. McCullough: They zero in on a segment of our market and take it over.
Then they will move Into the next segment and the next.
C. William Verity: Time Japanese have allocated tremendous moneys to buildIng uip their steel Industry. In doing so, they have used the justification that if
i ev,-,uniot ,sell steel In their own market, they clan always get rid of it in the
U.S. In many cases, their price in Japan Is higher than in either Eu7arope or the
U.S. They don't sell on the basis of profit but to fulfill a national need.
Flanigan: It is almost impossible to find out the true domestic prices of
Jap~anese steel.
Wriston : The British sent a group of chartered accountants to Japan for a sixmonth stludly to 1111(1out what it costs to build1( a tanker there. At the endl of six
months they had had at lot of hot baths and a lot of polite conversation, but they

did not find out time real costs. A platoon of cost accountants could make It a
life's work and still not find out.
Callaway : Well, Burlington's spy system may be a little bit more effective
than somebody else's, andl we would be glad to service anybody for a fee aind
study the cost inl youl- Industry, I canl tell you that onl certain wvorsted fabrics in
1970, the Japanese textile industry sold Its product at least 5% higher at home
than In the U.S.
Flanigan: I think this viewv of Japan as, an Invincible monolith probably is not
right., The thrust of the argument has been that because they can have a muonopoly In Japan, then obviously they are going to be able to beat us. It Is my
understanding that American business in general feels that monopoly is bad,
that It makes people less efficient.
C. P. MeColoughi: There are some Japanese computers coming Into this country; yet mny company cannot manufacture computers In Japan.
Kendall: The road Into Japan is about three Inches wide. The road Into the
U.S. Is about three miles wide.
Russell DeYoung: Japan also has the ability to go Into other countries and
take our markets. We used to export to the Philippines, but now Japan Is going
In there and taking our market away.
Wriston: Another tiing is that they have complete exchange control, and the
yen is not free. You can sell it for dollars or buy it for dollars only under limited
circumstances. So a free market has never set an exchange rate for the yen. I
think that is ridiculous. Until they have convertible currency, we will never know
what their real trading power Is. Everybody says the yen Is strong. Let it go out
Into the world market to compete, and then we will find out.
WHAT SHOULD THE U.S. DO-ANI) NOT DO-TO HELP ITSELF NOW?

Callaway: We have to have some clout. We should go to Congress and get
new legislation-trade laws that say that every nation has a fair and reasonable opportunity to sell Its products here, but not to the extent that it can
wreck any significant part of American Industry or agriculture because of a
system like a monopoly In Japan. Then we can call for reconvening of a meeting
of GATT [General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade]. With the political clout
of the laws having been passed In this country, we might have a pretty good
'opportunity to get the members of GATT to adopt some rules that would represent fair play.
Robert Ingersoll: I would not like to see us get Into a position where there
would be retaliation against us from other countries. We had such an experience in the early '60Os, when the glass and rug Industries prevailed upon President Kennedy to raise tariffs because they were being Injured. The Common
Market did not retaliate In those Industries, but It Inmmediately put a 40%l'
tariff on styrene-based plastics. My company happened to have built a plant In
Britain, thinking we could ship Into the Common Market, and the new tariff
just cut us off. Foreign countries will hit you where you are most vulnerable.
C. P. McColough: We have to show the Japanese that If they are going to
dump television sets, we will put an absolute embargo on them. In my experl-
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ence that is the only way the Japanese are going to negotiate. Until you get
their attentioni, until you have the power to club then over the hevad, Lucy
are not going to negotiate.
Wriston: We have a Treaty of Commerce and Friendship with Japan, and
it requires reciprocity of Investment and trade. No one has ever leaned on
theat to really observe that. Japan also signed Article VIII of the International
iMoihlacy klu id,- yet, their currency is not voliverlle. Aooody Ils lealleti
on then for that either, so far as I know.
Callawvay: If we could get the E'uropean Economic Community to ease Its
nontariff barriers and take 10%7 of Japan's exports, instead of only the present
2%, that would ease Japanese pressure on the UJ.S.
Wriston: I have Just been over to Europe, and I got this curve ball thrown
Into every conversation. They would say: "Why don't we join hands against
Japan?" I would say: "You have textile quotas against Japan; why don't we
join hands and lower those, too ?" And they would say: "You don't understand
the problem."
Kendall: Through its import quotas and other barriers, Japan now maintains
Import restrictions on 80 items that are in violation of the General Agreement
onl Tariffs and Trade. Under the GATT arrangement, we can project what
these violations cost our industries In total dollars and then stop an equivalent
amount of Japanese goods at our own borders.
Flanigan: It would be nice to take that proverbial two-by-four and get
somebody's attention. But Japan has reduced its Items in violation of GATT
from -120 to 80, and we expect the number to be down to 40 by September.
Meanwhile, we are attempting to negotiate an extension and tightening of the
voluntary limitations on steel imports. We have negotiated a voluntary limitation on stainless-steel flatware. We are now talking about shoes, and we miay
attempt to solve that problem by a voluntary limitation. Is it appropriate that
while we are discussing these voluntary limitations wvith the Japanese, wve
take off after them on their remaining GATT violations, when they are already
reducng
thmIWAT
IS THE CASE, FORl FREET'RADi:?
Lazarus : When you put lip a barrier andl there is retaia~tion, the 'on~sum~er'
endis ill) losing something. I ami not sune all industries should be protected when
they tire threatened by foreign trade. For instance, in the Shoe situation: Italy
knocked the socks off the U.S. by developing shoe styles that hit right with tile
trendl of dress [and( the p~redomlinanlt fashion today. 'They beat our industry not
nearly so much in price ats in Style. That kind of thing is important to the
U.S. consumer. You have to put thte consuminer s interest first.
Bradlshaw : The question ought to be, what tire the goals that we aire trying
to accomplish? Are we trying to protect evo-y industry inl the U.S. ill Its preCsent
form? Are wve trying to malintain full employment by erecting trade barriers?
A\re we trying to protect high labor 'vageO? Are we trying to protec-t our current technology? Are we trying to freeze our economy'! I could not agree with
most of these objectives. We can start with selecting of certain industries thlai
essenltial to tile basic economy of the U.S., and they mnust be protected ill samle
w*ay. Beyond that, 1 dIon't think that we should hiamper tile free Ilow of trade

to the building In of rigidities that are likely to strangle us in the end.
WNriston : I ain not sure that we should throw away tile benefits of free tratie
because at the moment we haven't found tile levers of power to pull to coinilpete against Japani. Tfo reilledy our present problems, we wvill have to exainmie
inany thiings : our antitrust policy, our policy of excluding unions from antitrust
legislation, our tradition of the natural antipathy of business and~ ("Covermnllelt.
Th~le way to fix our p~robleml is not thlroughl ail escalating trade wvar but througbi
opening upl markets of the world to more goods. Protectionism is a lo"Iiig gi.'1,.
anyI wvay you play.

Senator' IANSEN. one(- of the interesting tlhigs that occurs to 11nc
about the ability of Japanl successfully to penietrate not onlly our
markets, but markets ar'oulnd the world, stems from (lhe fact that
governmen(,,lt -1n(l busilicss over there work very closely together, anld
I read f rom that article the following:
' Article V'111 of time IP agrek.aleut forbids the fund's 117 members to maintain exchange controls except under " 91eccja 0~ temporatry" circumstances.
62--790-71--pt. 1-
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"Most of the government's influence is exercised by the all-imiportant
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, MTSecretary CONNALLY. MT.
Senator

HANSEN

(continuing).- "Which issues"-and I w~n't try to

pronounce the next two Japanese words, but they mean administrative
guidance.
"For instance, MITI may advise the Japanese company to buy a
domestic computer rather than one fro'm IBM," and 1 guess they have
gotten the message over pretty well because I understand that our
S-11l0s of computers in Japan have not been all as brilliant as they
might be or all as outstandingly significant economically as they
might be.
In response to a question by the distinguished Senator from Georgia,
you. said that you thought possibly, just looking in the crystal ball, tha
,agriculture might be the only industry competitive po-ssibility in the
1970s and 198Os. Yet it seems to me that the point made by most of
our economic and business experts in this country s-uggests that we
have got to look to the sales of technology sophisticated articles if
we are to compete.
What I infer from your statement, if I did not misunderstand you
then, that unless we can get a uniform rule that will be laid down that
might be recognized by all of the world's countries that we are going
to be in trouble in the 1970s and 1980s?
In other words, we cannot continue on the basis that presently
characterizes our trade with other nations in the world without being
in deeper trouble; is this a proper inference from your response?
Secretary CONNALLY. Yes' it certainly is. I would like to even go
further, Senator Hansen, with the point you have raised.
Here you have a government agency known as MITI that basically
controls the business of Japan, particularly in the export field.
By and large, it is 80 percent of all of the financing of Japanese
industries is government financing. Their debt is roughly 80 percent,
their equity is 20 percent, the reverse of what it is in the United States.
Far f rom having the restrictions and restraints that America has
p~lacedl upon its businessmen, they are indeed partners with business
there in a real sense.. I do not neeessarily recommend that we em-ulate
them, but I think it is timie, in light of what is happening to us around
the world, and this goes back to Senator Fulbriglit, to thle points that
you also made and touched upon a moment ago, it may well be that
we are tapproaiching a time in our economic life where wve have to restructure all of our antitrust laws in this country, both in their application to domestic as well as foreign aspects of the business of American
enterprise.
Senator

IANSEN.

Well1,

Mr. Secretary, on that point I recall very

vvdy. as Iami certain you. do, the criticisms that were made of American oil companies trying to work cooperatively together in neg'otiating with some of the Middle Eastern nations not to long ago.
Senator CONNALLY. "Illat is right.

Senator'HNSN There were those on the floor of both I-louses Of
the Congress who said, "Gee, we ought to stop this. This looks like
collusion, it looks like consolidations in restraint of trade," and all
of that.
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Here we were,, if it had not been for the ability of the oil companies
to work together over there, I suo'gest, we would be experiencing a far
for serious crisis in the energy picture than we are today, and I contrast that with the attitude of Japan as regards business over there.
I think you said that 80 percent of the capitalization of business
is financed by debt. From what I understand, about the reverse is true
in this country.
Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct.
Senator HANSEN. Eighty percent is financing by funding, is that
not the fact?
Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct. And, Senator, onl the point
you just made, in mny judgment, that is one case where this Governmient did respond to help American business.
The Department of Justice-and I am not familiar with all the details-but nevertheless they sent a man, and, in effect, waived the
antitrust provisions in order to let the international oil companies
talk in their negotiations with governments, not with private concerns overseas, but with governments, and in that particular case I
think the State Department entered into the negotiations in a very
real and in a very effective way, and I think we should recognize that.
Senator HANSEN. Is t here any doubt in your mind as to the attitude
of the Government and the various Departments of the Government
in that instance being any less than fully in the public interest of
American consumersT
Secretary. CONNALLY. No. E veryone was thinking of the interests
of the American consumer. That was the whole purpose of the exercise.
Senator HANSEN. One further observation, Mr. Secretary. I gather
from what I read that a decade ago there were two jobs being offered
every high school graduate in Japan. Today, according to Time Magazine, each one of these high school graduates has job offers of 7.7 jobs
available for him.
Now, when we are concerned about rising unemployment in this
country, doesn't it make sense to you that there is indeed something
wrong as -we compare American industry's problem vis-a-vis those
of Japan?
We ought to be taking a whole new look at this entire trade picture.
Secretary CON-NALLY. Yes, sir. Now, then, there are a number of
reasons for that. Some of them are governmental, some of them are
private.
Beyond any question Japanese industry is much more nationalistic
than ours and, in my judgment at least, they engage in many more
discriminatory practices in restraint of trade and in the imposition
of barriers.
But beyond that the people themselves, very frankly, are more industrious than we are, and they work harder than we do, they save
more than we do.
Their percentage of savings runs about 19 percent. Ours has been
running, the last few months, about 7.3 percent. But their productivity, is tremendous, the highest in the world, and they capitalize on
it through the combination of those factors.
Senator HAXNSEN, I agree completely with what you said. I think
you pointed -out in' your statement that -they-I have forotten, I am
ti'yig
tofindit-hr it is, where you say the simple fact is that inl
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mlany ares tlp-S al-(-,11
ol1odItllis1, Out thinking us, ouitworking
us8 anld outi ending uts, and I could not agree more.
Someitime ago, around the 12th of April or earlier, I believe you
were interviewed by U.S. News and World Report, and you said:
"I amn not, one of those who treats this whole question of worldl
trade with benign neglect. I ami worried about. it. I amn saying if the

other nations tire concerned that we ultimately will bie in trouiible if we
continue to have balance of payments deficits of $10 billion a year,
they must be fair with us. We must have reciprocity in our trade agreements. I think we are entitled to it. I think it, is ju-st that sim-ple."1
I compliment you on that very astute observation, and I think you
underscore what the problem is.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
,Senator Ri~Icoii.F. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FUuIMIoirr. Mr. Secretary, I am sure I cannot convince you,
but I ami trying to clarify mny own mind as to just where we stand.
It seems to me you startled out by endorsing allI the hoary cliches in
the last 25 years. You agree with everything that has been clone, and
you also agree we are in a hell of a shape and
is wrong.
I do not agree that the analogy of a horse trade everything
to the situation
within
Russia is any more appropriate. thanl using the bank as appropriate to
our situation regarding the $50 bill ion Eurodollars that the Senator
from Georgia referred to.

1 do not think that is analogous, that. those analogies hav-e any validltl
ity at aill.
The fact is that for 25 years we have been following a policy which,
in a general way, you endorse.
Secretary CONNALLY. That is correct.
Senator FULBRIGLIT. Then you com-e, down, how is it that if that is
correct, and you wish to make no change, that we have arrived at such

a disastrous condition in which the Senator from Wyoming says we
aire outtraded, we are otinanemivered, we are outproduced, we are in

terrible shape.
1 cannot reconcile these two views-that we have been following a
correct policy for 25 years, and which you want to continue to follow,
and yet we have come to a disastrous situation.
If you can clarify to me just how this is arranged this way, isn't
there something in this which suggests that we have not been doing
exactly the right approach?
Isn't the fact we make no progress at SALT whatever, doesn't it
indicate that maybe there is somec other element than just the horse
trading or that we make no progress in reducing our bases to speak
of? We have brought a few troops home from Vietnam, but we are a
long way f rom the end of that.
I just do not see how to reconcile these two contrary approaches.
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, may ISenator FULBRIGIIT. Would you clarify for me how you reconcile
that ?
Secretary CONNALLY (continuing). May I try to lrf
tsml
this way: In the first place, I do not tlli weI ve reached the point
of disastrous results.
If You analyze where we are today, we are a great
still the greatest Nation on the face of this earth,-with Nation, we are
more freedoms,
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with more affluence, the highest standards of living that the world has
ever knfown.
Second, I (10 not niecessatrily agree. with everything that has been
done in the last 2051
years. I did say that I thought the Marshall plan
anld all thaft it involIved when it wits developed-, I thought, eX pressed
the humanitarian attitude andl the compassion of Amerc
or less
developed countries and for countries that had been under attack either
by war, disease, fam-ine or otherwise, and I thought this reflected niothinig lbut praise onl America to respond to the needs of other people.
Now, all of this, I think, hls been to our credit. I think we have,
p~erhaps. let it go too long. I do not think we have reached the point
where it is disastrous. I think it has reached the point where we have
to change it and, perhaps, we should have done it 4 or 5 years ago.
think we probably should have seen it then. B~ut our hindsight is
better than our foresight always, and it is, I think, now time that we
do start, that we do make a real appraisal.
So I do not think the two positions tire entirely inconsistent because
they are not all that sharp.
Senator Fuu~imUerr. \Vell, but the implication of-they were generalized statements of the Senator f roil Wyomling-I thin-k one of the
things was we should nieootiate only from;- strength, and so onl. This
has been used to permit negotiations inl Vietnamn and nearly every place
else. I won't repeat all that hie said, but you gave the impression you
agreed with all of that, and then you als seemed to agree we are outp~roduced, we are out-traded, we are out-matneuvered, we are outeverything.
Secretary CO.NNALLY. Well, we are in many cases.
Senator FuLBRIcGH'. It seem-s to mie conditions have resulted from
these policies that account for this last conclusion. I agree with the
latter part of 'what the Senator said. I keep com-inig back to Japan.
*We have been carrying their burden of defense, spending at gre it
(deal of mjoney there, and iln many other ways acting so as to greatly
benefit them , receiving their goods, yet they do not receive manly of
our1s' 11n1d they are the ole, country that has refused to allow Amnerican
capital to buy their plants, they have at strict prohibition of that. I
(10 not think there have been mn,,tiy cases where anl imlportant industry
has been purchased outright.
They have allowed very limited investment. There is niowia negrotiation. goig onl for 20 percent of onie of their motor companies, TIthink
by Chirysler. It has not been concluded, but it is only 20 percent.
Then,. inl the mecantime they have purchased the*raw materials inl
all the basic industries. They' have concluded enormous contracts for
coking coal with Australia, wihis the most scarce basic material in
allI theworld, enormous contracts in this country for bauxite, iron ore
in Latin America-you are familiar with this.
They have really gone out and purchased the raw materials.
We tire at have not, Nation. We don't have copper, bauxite.
all of our bauxite except from Arkansas comes from outside thisNearly
counitry. We have to go abroad for all these things They have done things
which has created a condition which I thin1-1k bod~e very ill for tie
future. They are inl a position to become more and more competitive
with us, it strikes me. You have already praised their energy and all
that, I agree Completely -with what you said about then. And yet, you
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said you were glad to have this hearing to revhnv just how serious our
situation is. The effect of this $50 billion in E urope, Eurodollars really
is they have financed our purchase of foreign plants and our expenses
for the war, and they are fed up with it.
They have had enough of it. They tire not, going to continue to finance our continued expansion. So I would say you grossly underestimate the situation because we all eatt well and.so on here. We are living
on our fat that was accumulated in prior years. and I don't think it
is good to mislead the people as to how well off we are. Just as the
Senator from Louisiana was making thec- point that we have been misled. He believes, and T agree with him, that on our exports and our
trade balance that we are- kidding04 ourselves. And I do think it is not
right to mislead ourselves that we are in good condition economically.,
'Well, for that matter, I think there is considerable dissent and turmoil internally. I would go beyond economic. There is a substantial
difference of opinion within our country that accounts for the difficulties we have had.
So it is a serious matter, I believe, and I submit that it is time to
reexamine these old policies, and that you might trade from some
other basis than making a horse trade. It might be wvise to approach
the Russians on a difference basis from what we have always done
heretofore which has led to a virtual stalemate.
I must say I am confused about just where you do stand. Are you
for changes or aren't you for changes in our basic p~olicies especially
with. regard to security and our military commitments, and our economic policies, too.
Secretary CONNALLY. 'Well, Senator, obviously we have t~o define
what policies we are talking about,. With respect to our defenseSenator FULBRIGIIT. One -of them is the troops in Europe. That is
the specific one. I don't see how you justify that.
Secretary CONNALLY (Continuing). Ilwill tryl to reSp)ond to that simlply by saying I don't think simply because of our financial concern, and
I think much of it can be temporary, that we need to go to the point
of trying to materially alter the mutual security pact that we have
around the world or to endanger our own security as well as the security of all of our allies at the very time when it appears we are
making some progress in our relationship with the Russians.
Senator FULBRIGIT.T. But you assume the very thing at issue. Does
it endanger us? For 25 years we have had these troops there. 'We have
made no progress. In fact there are more there now than there were
in 1958 or 1959, and we have made no progress. Why isn't it reasonable
to accept a little change. That is all the Congress is asking. "Look,
let's )approach it in a different way." I-Tow do you know the Russiains
won't respond?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, they have every reason and every
opportunity to respond in advance if they want to. I think they know
this country as well as know this country , and T think they ]know that
we are not'going to attack them, that we are not going to be the aggressor, and if they want to disarm, if they wanted troop reduction
they can sure have it any time they want to.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. Mr. Secretary, they don't know any such thing.
I have had them in my office say "did it ever occur to you when you
think we are the bad guys and you are the good guys, we think we are
the good guys and you are the bad guys?"
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They have the same attitude toward us. This idea, this assumption,
that we are good and peaceloving, especally as they see what we are
doing in Vietnam, just doesn't go dow-vn. I think you are absolutely
wrong. They do fear us. We have surrounded them with bases and
nuclear weapons. They have got them a lot closer to them than we have
to us. We had a fit when they wanted to put them in Cuba and we have
had them in Turkey and Western Germany for years. Why do we have
them there? Because we are good fellows and they trust us?
Secretary CONNALLY. Senator, in respect to relations between this
country and, us and, the world I would like for us to have a, little fair
advantage.
Senator FurBizGi-r. I don't quarrel with that but what we are trytno do here is to deal with a situation. I assume the reason for these
hearings is serious and if it is not serious and we are in such wvonderf I
shape we ought not pursue it. But everything indicated from the
beginning we are in serious financial and econom-ic condition.
Senator RIBICOF.F. We are. I think we have no economic or investment policy. I think the Secretary would admit that. It isn't Ils fault
we don't have a policy. W~e should have a policy and we are trying to
understand what policies we have and I hope this committee canl make
a contribution.
Senator FUmLnnIGHT. I1know hie canl make a contribution, that is why
I thought hie could tell us how to make a change. We start with these
policies in bad shape. The next thing is let's examine the old policies
that got uts in this shape, but I get the impression when you answer the
einn
questions that you endorse everythig fo thplicie
wit
Den cheonan you bring him clown along with all these
people, and we are going to now put pressure onl the Congress not to
change it.
I amn only saying that Mlansfield's amendment is one little, indication
of the Congress struggling and groping for a way to change the stalemate in which we found ourselves, that is all it is.

Secretary

CONNALLY.

That is right.

Senator FPULBRIOHRT. It isn't aill th-is important, just those troops. I
would say the same for a lot of troops in many other places, and bases,
that we have tried to change. We tried, as I said, onl the Spanish bases
and others, in my committee. We failed every time because the administration has flatly and absolutely been against ainy change. Now being
unable so far to influence the Russians why isn't'it reasonable to take
a little different tact? That is all I am asking you. You have always
had this idea we deal fromn strength, we have got to stand uip to them.
As a. matter of fact, we have been a lot stronger than they were mnilitarily all during this period and we don't do anything, not a thing.
It is only recently ttat the idea of parity has'even crept into thie
public dialog. There was no doubt about it, even now I think most
scientists outside of the Pentagon agree that we are not inferior in
nuclear strength and all the other things. But no progress is made in,
really in, reducing these obligations, and that is what I want.
I get the impression onl the one hand you are for it. On the other
hand in response to the Senator from Wyoming you are against any
change, and that is why I said I was confused about where you really
stand.
Secretary CONNALLY. ""Well, basically you put such broad sweeping
statements to me I can't agree with them completely.
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Senlator FULDRTIIHT. Thley were star-ted, the broad sweeping statemnerts came, from the Senator from Wyoming at, the beginning.
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, hie asked me general statements such

as-Senator Futiuwmii'r. You said yes to every one of them.
Secretary CONNALLY (conltinuin11g). That is right. He asked me if
I thought we should lead friomi strength aind I said yes. But you asked
mne if I agreed xvvithI everytbIiiig that has been done in the last 25 years
and T can't quite go that. strong. T would have to say basically our
policies have been very productive. and I amn not willing really, T don't
want to be argumnentative with you, Senator, and you know so much
more about this than I do not T sim not, going to'be argumentative,
that is not my lplace nor mny disposition. But I think it is unfair to say
that we are at a disastrous economic situation. I don't think we are.
In summary, I feelSenator FJLiRTGILTr. Serious, I will be corrected, maybe disastrous
is too strong.
Secretary CONNALLY (Continuing). Wie are in a serious situation
primarily for the future.
Senator FTLTRIcII'. Thlat is right, t hat is what T mevan serious for
the future.
Secretary CONNALLY. Part of this has been brought about not because, we didn't have policies. Mr. (Chairman, not b~ecaulse. we don't
have policies today but b)ecaulse we have been impacted by the. result
of policies of other Nations to which we have perhaps not, responded
quickly enough or strongly enough. Much of the condition that we
find ourselves in today is the result not of our actions but actions of
Other Nations who have strengthened their ow'n position, aind during
the last decade both Germany and Japan have immeasurably strengthened their position.
Now, Senator Fitibrighlt, with respect to our world situation T mu11st
say that I think we have made some prog Iress in the last 25 years. We
have committed a great deal of the resources, the materiel of this Nation, but I think right today you see more tranquility apparent, notwithstanding thle Vietnam thing, which I think is going to wind down,
which01 is going to wind down beyond any question, but you see now
Months a glimmer of hope in our
for the first. time, in the last, fewNA
relations with Red China. I think you have seen as a result of the
Party Congress or perhaps not as a result of but at least during the
Party, Congre,(ss immediately on the heels of it, IBrezhnev holding out
hope for troop r-eductions. The SALT talks have not been as productive as everyone would have liked. B~ut nevertheless we have seen in
the last 125 years when it has been so enormously expensive, for us we
have seen nations get back on their feet', rehiabilitate themselves, rehabilitate their freedoms, reestalblish this choice of governments.
I think we have seen a lessening of the pressure between this country and Red China aind Russia. You have seen the President of thle
United States go to Communist Rumania, in recent months. So I just
don't think the whole picture in the world is dlark. I don't think we
have been failures by any means.
Senator FrUimuo IT11T.f agree wvithi what you say about these other
countries. Japan and Germany, we have been talking ab~out. I am
talking here about the U.S. Our. responsibility is,. after R11 is, to my
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constituents here. The Secretary of State said yesterday when hie
went abroad, hie said it on television, when hie went abroad hie was receivedi, people acclaimed him. Sure they (lid. But hie says why isn't it
here when he goes around people do not. The. trouble is wve are. the
ones who aire in such bad shape. I amn not worried about the Japanese,
I agree with what you say about other countries, and I suspect~ that a
lot of them~having seen our great wealth anid degree of arrogance take
some pleasure in seeing us discomfited.
Secretary CONNALLY. I don't think there is any doubt about that.
Senator' FtmBIGHoT.

But the problem is here, I am not so concerned

now about improving the others. At the miomient we have done more
than our share for it. Nobody quarrels that the Marshall plan was
successful, it was overly successful in the case of Germany, I guess,
but any wvay it has conf ronted us with p roblems. But I do not agree
that we are not in a very serious economic, political and social situation. And all I am saying is we had better re-examine these policies
and take a different tack negotiating with Russia, which is the major
problem, calling for all these vast expenditures. That is what I ami
trying to get at.
The Seceretary of S tate offers very dramatic evidence. It hbas never
seemed to occur to imi- that the real reason why hie is not acclaimed
when hie goes down our street is that the lpeolple in this country are not
as pleased as the people in Germany or Tel Aviv. They like imii in Trel
Aviv because we have just, been giving them all the money and planes
and'everything they want. But they are not giving the people in
Arkansas, the money they need for sewer and water and other necessities.
Senator Ricoiu,%Would you like another bite, Mr. Long.
Senator LONG. I just want to ask one thing, Mr. Secretary.
I think you and I can agree on the balance of payments figures on
a liquidity basis.
Now we publish in a document here, and I wvill be gladly to make a
copy of it available to you, some of these problems as our staff
anaiflyzes thinm for us. It shows that over a, '20 year period 1950 to
1970 our balance of payments situation worsened by more than $48
billion. Gold stocks went down by $13/2 billion, but the real alarming
matter is this $48 billion.,
Now, there are some things we can talk about which brighten the
picture a little bit, but we cani both agree that we can't go on running
these defecits for another 20 years-these foreign countries are not
going to let us owe t hem that much money.
It seems 'to me there are two ways that we can go about trying to
correct this situation. One of them is to negotiate with these people
and try to get, them to cooperate with us in a program to get our house
in order.
The other is to say "Well, there are certain things we are just going
to have to do, whether you agree with then or not. We will be glad
to talk to you about them but if you can't agree we are going to have
to do this any wyay.")
My impression so far, Mr. Secretary, is that everybody -wants us
to solve our balance of payments problem in a way that benefits him.
IThe

document referred to appear;4as AI)Iendix 13,)). 885.
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Secretary CONNALLY. Very true.
Senator LoNo. We from Louisiana can't claim we are any different
from anybody else. I guess if you are from Louisiana you would try
to solve the balance of payments problems by reducing Oil imports;
if you are from Georgia or North Carolina, by cutting down in textile
from New Hampshire you want to reduce footwear imports.
imports;
I am sure the UAW if they had not already reached that conclusion
they may somec day argue for reducing automobile imports.
The Enuropean bankers want to solve it by forcing us to raise interest
rates. Everybody wants to solve it by their own ways. The maritime
industry would like to solvre it by using our merchant marine more and
the other fellow's less.
Now if we don't find a way to solve this thing, with people all over
the world thinking the Americans are not really serious about this
thing, what is going to happen in the long run if we just keep running
these kinds of deficits.
How will this problem be solved?
Secretary CONNALLY. Well1, Senator, I don't think we can continue
to run these kinds of deficits over the next 20 years as we have in the
past 20 years and I think that is one of the reasons we are here today
and I must say to you this is a matter of the highest concern to everyone that I know of in this administration, in the executive branch 'of
Government as well, and we are working on some things right now
that we hope will bring about a solution to some of these problems.
Senator LONG. But here is the thought I have and I would like to
have you comment on.
Secretary

CONNALLY.

May I continue just one moment, sir?

The realization of the situation that we were facing became apparent
to those of us who served on the Ash Council last year. We got uip a
report, we submitted it to the President, we spent 31/2 hours talking
with him about it, hie was concerned, he was delighted to have the
report and the information that the report contained; we felt there
had to be a higher degree of coordination within this Government
'because of the very problem we have been talking about, particularly
getting to the point Senator Talmadge discussed about the authority
and responsibility being in different places in the Government. So
there was created the Council on International Economic Policy
with Mr. Peter~ Peterson who was the head of Bell & Howell, and he
is working on it now, at the White House level, with the full support
and bricking of the President to try to bring some order out of the
chaos that exists in all of these international agreements that we make.
I felt in fairness I should say that. That will indicate there is not
any lack of awareness, and not any lack of concern in protecting
American interests in this administration.
To the contrary, we are all looking at it, we are all trying to devise
ways and means where we can obviously keep international trade
flowing, but that we do it on the basis where we are treated fairly, and
that we look at our own hole card first.
Senator LONG(. Well, Mr. Secretary, it seems to me if we don't start
getting our house in order in terms of balance of payments, and balance
of trade, it is not very far down the road before these foreign countries
are going to start saying things to us such as "we are not going to
accept any more of your dollars. We don't think they are any good.
We don't'think you are going to make these dollars'good over'here.

There is nothing that you have we want. We will take your goldd'
But what happens after they call this gold? We only have $10 billion
of it left and it is gone-and we only have $4 billion more. of
borrowing rights, and that is gone-and the deficit we are running
vaipe it out in a single year in addition to the $34 ilo
right no
net we owe them right now.
So it seems to me now they will say "it looks like this situation is
never going to be straightened out, so let's see, you have $10 billion
worth of modern plants over here and you owe us $20 billion. All right,
we will take the $10 billion in plants and we will just nationalize them
and sell then to our own people here and give you credit for $10
billion and you only owe us $10 billion more."
These American companies, fighting against restricting imports,
might find for example, as a. result of our policies, that the plants they
bought with expatriated American dollars were just taken over by the
foreign countries to pay for what we owe them which we wouldn't
afford to pay with gold.
What sort of things are going to happen to us if we just never do
decide that w'e are going to pay up , and start paying our own way in
world trade, and international affairs.
Secretary CONNALLY. Well, I think we have always more than paid
our own, way, Senator, I think we would continue to do so and I
think we will continue to take whatever steps are necessary. May I
point out I think we are on the right road taking the various steps
that are going to serve as the foundation for our stable economy. We
are trying to expand this economy. We are trying to do it in a noninla0oay way.IWe are tryinigto do itiiawwysothat we keep unemployment down to an acceptable level and when we do those things the
inevitable result as every similar period in history shows we get an
increased productivity per man hour of labor so we are more comnpetitive in world markets, and I think this will begin to reflect itself next
year and the year after and even in 1974. This is what we have to do,
we have to get the Nation back to work. We have to get it back to work
to supply the jobs and create the economic activity and, at the same
time, do it in at noninflationary manner because the tide is running in
our favor. There is a higher degree of inflation in almost every major
industrial country in the world higher than in the United States.
There are also in spite of the high labor costs that we have today,
the increased labor costs on a percentage basis are higher in almost
every industrialized nation in the world so their standard of living
is creeping up, so the disparity between our standard of living and our
costs is going to be lessened and lessened as their own standard of living
increases. So our job is to reestablish our own economic vitality here
and to hold down inflation, and if we do that, in my judgment, you
are going to see a complete change in the whole international picture,
both in terms of trade balances and in terms of monetary situation
because the mark is not all that undervalued.
For heaven's sake they float it and it goes up 3 percent, this is no
great shakes. They float the Dutch guilder and it goes up approximately
1 percent or less. So the dollar is not that weak, and the other currencies are not that undervalued.
It is significant that this difficulty arises at a time when we are
coming out of a slack economic period in the United States in a period
of high unemployment. and a.period where we had the highest interest

rates in 100 years. So there obviously has to be some adjustments. But I
think if we will follow the course we have set for ourselves, I think we
will go a long way toward reestablishing the basic soundness of the
American economy and the American currency and-.-I don't say in
an rant fashion, but they are not going to make it runo htolr
Senator. They have got no place to go. It is the cury.ency of the world
and every currency is valued in relation to it.
Now thiat doesn't mean we can be profligate with respect to it. It
means we have to protect it and that is what we aro trying to do. This
doesn't mean at the same time we don't, have to recognize that there are
certain basic inequities that exist that we have already discussed and I
won't repeat and we have got to directt our attention to those inequlities
in our foreign trade arrangements with other nations.
Senator LONIG. Well, Mr. Secretary, the British may have said the
same thing when their currency was a world currency, but look where
they tire today. My thought about the thing is that we are either going
to solve this thing onl our terms or we are going to see it solved on someone else's terms. If we solve it on our terms it seems to me that we
should work out a program which we thought would be the best way to
solve it, and wve would tell our friends around the world, "H-ere is what
we are going to hafve to do. We would be willing to talk to you about
this and we would be willing to consider modifications to meet yotir
problems. B~ut if we can't agree on something with you then we are
going to have to do this any way."
Now the alternative, it seems to me, is to say, to continue doing buisiness where eventually the other people say, "WVetare sorry, here is what
we are going to have to do. We are wilIing), to talk with you about it but
if we can't arrive at any understanding satisfatctory*to us, we wvill have
to take action." If we ever get in that latter situation, it would be far
worse for our country than to approach it in the way that I mentioned
previously.
Senator RIBIcoirF. Thank vou very much, Mr. Secretary. we kept you
much later than anybody anticipated. We respect your point of view
and your patience. I think there is also an awareness that,, basically a
mnemlbel of the Cabiniet doesn't alw-ays makew policy. Policy is made by
thec President and it is the dutyv of the member of the Cabinet to.go
along with overall policy. But I do believe that- there is a, very imlportant role for vou to play in trade matters, the pirobleli of the mul11tinational corporation, the E0urodollar, and to determine, how wo can
deal with all these factors., thazt go into thle 1h(alane of pa-I*ymen0jtS whlich
have Certainly beenl r.un1n1.(inagainst us, so strong, so loig, n o ep
Thank you very much for your testimony. We appreciate it.
Secretary CONNALL-r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for
the opportunity to appear here.
Senator RTBTCOFF~. All. 'Wright.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH S. WRIGHT, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
Mr. WRTGII'r. Mri. Chairman, I have (a,longr statement which I want to
hit the highlights of~ and cut it way clown.
Senator RIBIcoFF. That would be fine. We are sorry that our quiestioning of the Secretary took longer than we anticipated. Your entire
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statemlenit wVill go~ ill the I e(0rdt. W'lIly (bult Volt conifiiie yolt itself to
NN-iat- you C'oiisiderw the highllighits)
Mrt. 11"1101r. Thiank you.
I ami Joseph S. Wright, chairman of Zenith Radio Corp., and,
among other things, a member of the niewly-created Advisory Council
onl Japan-U.S. Economic Relations.
I know the committee does not want to ot involved inl the details of
a paticular industry or company except in so far as it contributes to
a better understanding of the country's overall tradk problems.
If I seem to be dwelling overinuch onl Zenith and our industry, I
ou wll udersandet is not intended to ask this committee to
hope
solve the problems of the particular industry. I only hope that the
background of ouir experience call 1e helpful to you at arriving at, that
better understanding, and T might say at the outset based onl the
comments of Secretary Connally and the mem-bers of this committee,
wve are already making a great deal of progress in this area.
The consumer electronics industry has for all of its existence been
one of the most highly competitive, efficient and innovative industries
in our country. It has made our mass communications the best in the
world. Long before there was any,) competition of foreign imports
ouir industry nivarta fly passed onl to the public in the form of lower
prices and better Iprollcts the full benefit of our producing technology and productivity. As a matter of fact, froml 1950 to 1963 in
the face of rising prices and wage costs throughout the economy,
the average unit prices of black and white TuV receivers decreased by
more than a third, and TV receiver production has always been so
extremely competitive that the mortality rate of companies inl the
business has been very high.
Many great names in our industry, just in the past 15 years, have
found the going so tough that they got out of the business, Capehiart,
CBS, Dumont, IlTotpoint, Stromberg-Carlson, Westinghouse, to niamle
just a few.
You have before you attached to my statement a chart which shows
the Bureau of Labor Statistics consumer price indices f rom 1952.
You will note that the 1970 index of prices for all products and services stands at nearly 150 from the base point of 1952 while the indices
of prices for TV and radio have steadily declined from 1952 and stand
at 72 and 68, respectively, which is less than half of the point for the
total index. This has been accomplished in the face of sharply rising
wages and costs of purchased materials and, remember also, that inl
1970 radios have FM' and often stereo and that TV is not a small
screen black and white of 1952 but includes large screen color and
vastly improved products from the standpoint of service and reliability and containing advanced technology, semi-conductors and integrated circuits.
'You will note that this steadily declining index of prices despite
tremendous product improvement antedates by a long' time the flood
of imported products which has in the past few years virtually inunlldated our industry.
I dwell onl these points merely to show youi our situation is not ierehy that of an industry which has lost its vigor and must be protected
ir.
M
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fromt competition from abroad. On the contrary the prices of our consumer electronic products are lower in the Unlltel Sttes than in any
other country of the world with which I am familiar including of
course both Japan and Germany.
Now, I have attached to this statement a series of charts entitled
"U.S. Imports in the Consumer Electronics Industry" which are
graphic representations, that is, statistics showing what has been happening in the major categories of our business for 1960.
You will note that in 1960 there had been a flood of Japanese radios
into the U.S. market, and that slightly more than 50 percent of the
production of radios was imported in that year.
This has gone up to a point where in p1970 somewhere in the neighborhood of 95 percent of the radios were imported from outside the
country.
The broken line at the bottom of the chart is the percentage of imports that are represented by domestic label brands, that is radios, for
instance that we or IRCA or someone else either made or purchased
abroad.
On the opposite page is a different formn of representation of the
same thing showing the increase of imports and of the total market
and of the decline of the domestic industry.
I can say to you that the radio industry, except for automobiles,
is virtually dead in this country. That only a few smnallI specialty types
are made.
There follows a graphic representation of the total radio business
on the next page.
Now we come to black and white television. In 1962 approximately
a little over two Ipercent of the black and white television came from
offshore. By 1970 this had increased by some 50 percent and we exp~ect that this trend is going to continue at the same rate. At Zenith we
produce about better than two million TV receivers a year. Every one
of those has been made in the United States uip to this time. We found
it necessary, however, to establish an offshort plant in Taiwan in order
to meet this competiiton, and I am sure that is not the end of it, we
will have many more.
If you will look at the industries, the next, chart deals with the
industries most sophisticated product color television.
Senator LONG. Could I ask you this question to get this clear. 'Was
the need for it dictated by wages or other factors?
Mr.

WRIGHIT.

Well,

Senator, we had to make this decision, we are

the last major company in the United States to make it, because we
simply could not compete in small screen black and white receivers
paying $3 to $31/2 an hour for labor in the United States. So we had to
find a source of supply offshore.
Now our alternatives were three. 'We could either get out of that
line of the business and leave our dealers without an important representation in this category. 'We could buy such receivers from other
manufacturers in Japan or elsewhere in the Orient, or we could put
up our own facilities producing things of ouir own engineering and
design.
Senator LONG. What is it costing" you for labor in Taiwan and howv
does the productivity compare?2

Mr. WN"Iuowr. Well, we are so new there that I really can't tell you
much about their productivity but from everything we have seen over
there, they are highly productive people, they are very hard working,
I think the wages.in Taiwan are somewhere in the neighborhood of
25 cents an hour.
Senator LONG. Thank you.
Mr. WRIGHT. Now color television is one of the highest technology
industries we have in the United States. We sometimes take things for
granted in terms of technology, but believe me, there has been no more
difficult product to make than a three-color picture tube for color television. It has for the big screen sets. It has to have a million different dots of phosphors laid down with great precision. This has to be
constructed into a tube with three electron beams which will convert
the'energy, electron energy, into visible light in just exactly the right
spectrum and with each gun to hit only its own kinid of dot, and have
to sweep the 525 lines making up the picture at a rate of 30 times a
second. We have to set up to produce that in a factory that can turn
out 10,000 tubes a day
So I know of no higher technology than that is involved in this
particular industry.
There were very few imports of color television, in fact none, you
will notice, until 1965, but since then they have been going up on a
steadily increasing curve so that at the present point one out of every
6 color TV's sold in the United States originates from offshore.
Now, obviously this increasing flood of imports has had an extremely adverse effect on our balance of trade. In 1969 the balance of
trade in consumer electronics products was a negative $890 million,
and in 1970 the deficit rose to over $1,075,000,000.
Actually, as this committee pointed out earlier the deficit is even
greater since the value of imports is substantially understated. Imf.o.b. country of origin and do not include freight,
are valued
orts and
pduty
insurance.
In 1970 the U.S. consumer electronics market reached $4,069,000,000
and even on an understated dollar basis imports captured almost one
fourth of the total U.S. market. Since the beginning of the Japanese
invasion into our market, many of our manufacturers, fighting to
survive have been forced by the competition first to purchase components from Japanese sources and then when this measure provide
insufficient, Taiwan and now Mexico.
An alarming movement of American plants to Asia has taken place.
Hon ,g Kong; Taiwan and Mexico providing incentives, including
cheap labor, have become new sites of former American based factories. This trend for survival by moving plants out of the country
is continuing at an alarming rate.
Senator RIBICoFF. What. percentage of the cost of a TV set is labor.
Mr. WRIGHT. This is going to vary, Senator Ribicoff. My recollection is that-well, first of all ,it is a very difficult question to answer
precisely. When we cost our 'products we will put in a factor for direct labor, which is the labor that we think this set should require in
actual final assembly production. Then we also put a factor. in there
for labor variance and rework, because we know there is going to be
a certain inefficiency in that labor and we hope to keep that at a minimum. point, but then these two tlings, assembly and final assembly,
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really don't give you a, fair answer, because behind that there is a lot
of labor in making a color picture tube.
There is a. lot of labor in making a tuner, there is'a. lot of labor in
miakingr semi-conductors and integrated circuits. Some of these we
make ourselves and others we buy. From my recollection, the last time
I saw a contribution sheet in chassis assembly and final assembly,. there
was some $20 odd of direct labor and a labor variance in a color set.
Senator RiBicoFF". $20. What would the cost of a set be?
Mr. WRnIHT. Well, I am talking about a. set now that would probably on the average sell for some $320.
Senator Rinucor.i So NYou have,$320Mr. WRIGH1T. That would include consoles and table models all averaged out.
Senator RIBICOFF. If you have $320, and$2,0 is direct labor. That
is not a very bigy percentage.
Mr. WRIGHT. -That is why I say I would prefer to supply you with
that information because really to* get an accurate and meaningful
answer to that you would have to get the labor that was involved in
the principal components that went into that receiver some of which
we make and some we buy.
(Mr. Wright subsequently submitted the following additional information:)
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION,
1900 NORTHr AuSTIN AVENUE,
Chicago, Ill., May 28, 1971
lion. ABRAHIAM. RiBICOFF,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.

DEAR SENATOR. RIBIcoFF: During my, testimony before yOur Subcomilttee last
week, I promised that I would supply you figures pertaining to the amount of
labor In a television receiver. Your Inquiry of this item appears at pages 123125 of the transcript of the proceedings.
MNy reference to $20.00 of labor in the chassis and final assembly Includes the
labor for components and sub-assemblies which we manufacture. In addition to
this $20.00 for direct labor per set, there Is approximately $13.00 of Indirect
support labor. The color picture tube we manufacture also contains another app~roximfately $20.00 of labor cost and there Is an additional $3.00 of labor In
components produced by our subsidiary plants. In total, there Is 'approximately
$56.00 worth of labor, excluding fringe benefits, in the color sets wye produce,
but this does not take into account the large labor content of components we
purchase-including semiconductors, receiver tubes, cabinets, speakers, transformers, capacitors, etc.
At an average labor rate of $3.00 an hour, the $56.00 represents approximutely 19 hours of labor. In Japan, where labor costs $.73 an hour, excluding
bonuses and fringe benefits, the labor cost In a similar color television set would
be $13.87. As you can see, this Is over a 4-to-i differential In labor costs alone. When
you couple this with the tremendous export subsidies and Incentives given to
the Japanese exporter by his government, you can see that a U.S. manufacturer
Is under a tremendous handicap in competing In the U.S. market.'
I do not have accurate figures on the amount of labor utilized In prodlucing the
eomonolents which we purchase from outside suppliers.'This comprises the buik
of the components In our television receivers. We are certain It Is a significant
amount. When United States manufacturers are forced to purchase components
offshore to lower the costs of their sets or complete foreign-built sets arc imiporte(l
Into this country, the great amount of labor In these components Is also exported
out of the United States.
During my appearance last week you asked whether the Japanese mI.ht -not
have capitalized on the situation by entering a segment overlooked by U.S. producors. This is a theory which has been promoted'by our Japanese' friends In
order to divert attention away from the charges of unfair trade practices. It Is
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quite clear that the Japanese wore not the first to supply the market with small
screen portables such as the 9 Inch and 14 Inch sets.
Prom the start of TV production In 1946 through 1960, a total of 76,188,000
television sets were built in the United States. While most of these were of large
screen size-lO Inch and larger, there were also sets of the 16 to 18 Inch size and
smaller screens, Including 14 Inch and 9 Inch portable receivers. Virtually all of
these sets were U.S. produced. Large screen sets accounted for about 67%,/ of the
total sets in use, 16 to 18 sets 27%, and screens smalfler than 16 inch about 6%1.
There wvas no Japanese Imports prior to 1960.
Apart from very, very small quantities of novelty type receivers from Japan,
the first Japanese Import was In the popular 19 Inch monochrome category. The
chassis was made by Victor Company of Japan. The set was Imported and a U.S.
made picture tube added by the Delnionico International Division of ThompsonStarrett Company. U.S. sales of this Japanese set commenced in the latter part of
1960. This screen size accounted for the largest proportion of the -total of 10,000
units that were Imported from Japan In 1960.
Delmonico continued Japanese Imports In 1961 with most of them being 19 Inch
monochrome portables, flattery operated 8 Inch Sony portables also appeared In
limited quantity during the latter part of 1961. This was a limited distribution,
high-priced specialty Item. In 1961, Japanese Imports approximated 23,000 units,
with 19 Inch monochrome the largest single category. In monochrome, as 1962
commenced, the 19 Inch set continued to dominate the market. In mid-1962 the
popular 16 Inch monochrome screen size was introduced first by General Electric,
followed by announcements by Zenith, RCA, Admiral, Phillco, E merson and
others. Present and anticipated Japanese competition began In earnest with
announced plans for future activities in this screen size by Hitachi, Matsushita
(Panasonic), Victor of Japan (Deimonico) and Sharp. Delmonico continued Imp~orts of 19 Inch monochrome.
Late In 1962 Symphonic announced plans to Import 19 Inch and 16 Inch monochrome from Nippon Electric Corporation. Othrer screen sizes that were Imported
In 1962, but In smaller quantities, Includes specialty Items by Sony, Matsushita
and others. Imports of Japanese sets totaled about 150,000 units In 1902.
The 11 Inch monochrome portable-a screen size that was new to the U.S.
market-was introduced by U.S. Industry In 1963. This screen size was promoted
heavily, first by General Electric, then by Admiral, and later by others In the
U.S. Industry. Japanese Imports in 1963 were primarily expansions of 16 Inch
and 19 Inch lines plus continued but smaller volume sales of specialty and other
sets which were for the most part smaller than 11 Inches.
in 1963, the 16 Inch size Is believed to have been the most active Japanese Import size followed by 19 Inch. At the close of 1963, future massive Japanese efforts
In the 11 Inch line were Indicated. In total, Japanese Imp~orts In 1963 amounted to
about 400,000 units.
Japanese imports for 1964 were estimated at over 700,000 units and Included
16-inch, 19-inch and 11-inch models. In the 11-inch and related screen category,
sales by Admiral (who also introduced a 13-inch), General Electric, Curtis
Mathes and Sears (Toshiba built) were supplemented by U.S.-built Emerson,
Motorola (12-inch) and Zenith (12-inch), and by Japanese-built Montgomery
Ward -(12-inch), Westinghouse (12-inch Mitsubishi), Magnavox (12-inch Nippon
Electric), and Sharp. There were also a number of very small sets by Sony and
others.
In mid-1964, 9-inch transistor battery-operated units were announced by General Electric (U.S. produced but with picture tube sourced from Nippon Electric)
and Philco-Japanese produced. Competition In this smaller volume sales category
was presented by Delmonico and other Importers from Japan.
The largest unit growth in the U.S. TV receiver Industry has been in screen
sizes below 20 Inches for monochrome. As seen from above, U.S. manufacturers
Initiated and promoted this market. In monochrome, at the time of Japanese
Interest, the U.S. producers had started with the 19 Inch screen size, then 16 Inch,
then the 11 Inch. Other sizes were also developed and promoted by U.S. Industry.
In color, U.S. production also Included the -trend to screen sizes below 20 Inches.
The first portable small screen color television receiver sold in the U.S. market
was designed, produced and promoted by United States industry, and large capacity U.S. facilities were built to supply the market for small screen color and
monochrome.
It was In screen sizes below 20 Inch, both monochrome and color, that the
maturing Japanese television receiver Industry, looking for export opportunity,
62-700 0--71-pt. 1-7

chose to compete in thiq country, first in monochrome flfld then,
the technology
became available, In color. This is the market segment that hasasborne
the brunt
of the Japanese attack but, as can be seen from above, It was not because
this
segment of the market had been overlooked by U.S. producers.
If youi have ammy further questions on th)e subject of the foreign trade problems
of our Industry, I would be pleased to discuss them with you at your convenience.
With all best wishes, I am
Very truly yours,
JOSEPH S. WRIGHT.
Senator RiIiCOFF. In other words, to assemble and make a. television

or radio set does not require much skilled labor?
Mr. WRIGHT. No. Actually in the final assembly of a set the labor is
a surprisingly low factor but in the suibassemblies and making the
components and the things that go into it, there is a great deal of l~abor.
Senator RIBwcoFF. But is that labor as much as fmchine work and
technological imputs?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, it is a substantial and significant factor to us,
Senator.
Now, may, I say this, that we, along with everyone else in our industry, are working just as hard as we know how to develop new
technology, which will enable us to compete in the United States for
some of these things. We use an awful lot of automated assembly now
that we didn't use 5 years ago, and if we are going to survive we are
going to have to use a lot more. This will have an impact onl jobs in
this country too but it is the kind of orderly impact
Senator RIBICOFF. Trying to draw froi my own observation and
experience, weren't the Japanese the first, to come out with the small
transistorized appliances and radios?
Mr. WRIC11T. No, sir.
Senator RIBlcoFFi. And they took the market away from the Ameri-

can companies.

Mr. WRiI1T. No. sir. Let mne say this. The first radio, the first use of
transistors commercially that I know of, was our use at Zenith in hearing aids. I think transistors cost about $6 or $7 apiece in the initial
stages.
Then we came out with a small portable transistor radio from Zenith
that virtually captured the market; transistors were at that time still
expensive and this radio I think sold for around $75 at retail.
Senator RiBicoFF. Then the Japanese-with their Sonys and Panasonics, came out and sold them for less when they first came out?
Mr. WVRIGIIT. Well,

they flooded the United States with a bunch of

very small transistor radios that sold at a very low price. It was a price
that domestic manufacturers just actually couldn't meet.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were they of good quality?
Mr. WVRIGHT. They varied'all over the lot, Senator. Some of them
were good, some of them were mediocre, and some of them were, poor.
Senator RIBICOFF. Today when I pick uip a radio, wheilier it is
marked Zenith or GE or W7estinghouse, and I look at the back of it I
see, they are made in Japan. In other words, are all the American brand
names of radios-small table model radios, transistors, pocket radiosmade in foreign countries?
Mr. WRIGHT. More than

95 percent of the personal portables, the

small transistor radios, are made outside of the United States. We still

make the multiband, transoceanic and some high performance FM
portables in this country.
Senator RIBicoiFF. I-low many of those small radios come into this
country.
Mr. WRI01hT. I

believe that the total radio market last year was some

40 million units.
Senator Ri3icomi,. 40 million, and that is a market that the United
States has lost completely?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, Sir.
Senator R111co1o. Is the design or the quality of those radios better
than yours?
Mr WnioxrrT. No, sir.
Senator RIBICO1FF. I don't mean your particular company.
Mr. WRIMHT. No, sir. As at matter of fact, Senator, one(, of our problems you know is that it is often said you can compete here because we
have 'advanced technology in the Un ited States and we have better
engineering and better research. As a mattter of fact, all of the sigian lveomnt nthsaea; transistors, integrated circuits,
ii
color television, were invented in this country. But that technology has
been systematically supplied to the Japanese ait at very minimal cost.
Senator Rinicoiop. By whom?
Mr. WRIGHT. Well, Radio Corporation of America, General Eletric.
Senator R111COFF. WhenCI You say you supplied it to them, for a
royalty payment, I assume?
Mr.'WRIGHT. Yes.

Senator RIBICOFF. So, therefore they were supplying these patents
and methods to the Japanese for atroyalty but in Mong so they undercut their own business in this country.
Mr. WRIGHT. Absolutely. You wonder with Old Omar Khiayain who
said. "'What is it the vintner buys one half so precious as the stuff he
sell.,."
Senator RTBICoFF. In other words, for all practical purposes the
United States has lost the small radio business for good.
Mr. 'WRIGH1T. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcoFF. I-low many jobs were involved in manufacturing
40 million radio sets?
Mr1. WnI1Irr. I don't know that you could break down onl jobs that
way. You see at about the time that the radio business was falling off,
our black and white TV business was booming, and also we were startfrom
to get into color, so it was no problem theii shifting pl~el
ing
radi operations into television first black and white and then color
,and, of course, when the same thing happened to black and white and
these tremendous inroads began to be made, we still had color as at
very booming industry, so the impact did not appear at the time as
great ats it really was.
Now we are losing the color business.
Senator RIBICOFFP. Why?
Mr. WRIGHT. We are losing, well, I hope to get into that and tell
you some of the thing that have been involved in that loss, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. What keeps worrying me is that American industry which has always prided itself on its initiative, and being
ahead of every body on method and design and quality in many products, has taken a backseat.

WRXG31T. Senator, in our industry, I can say to you without
fear of any serious argument that wo have one of the most innovative
efficient industries in the country. You know howv our, product has
improved and you can see the level and the rate at which we have
translated that productivity and that improvement into lower prices
and better products for the public.
Senator _RiBICOFF. What I am curious about, for instance is the
example of the portable Sony television set. They came on the market
here with this small television set first.
'-Mr.

Mr. WRIGHT. Yes.

Senator RiBicoFF. And there were no competitive American television sets of that size, and these sets gave a very good picture and
were well received.
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
Senator RiBICOrF. A lot of people just didn't want a big console
television set. They might want one on a bedside table or they might
want an extra one in a kitchen. When they went around to try to
find a small television set the only suiall one they could find ,wits
Japanese, so they ended up buying a Japanese set.
Where was the American television industry ait this stage?
Mr. WRIGHIT. Let me say to you, Senator, that one of the problems
involved in small screen sets is that there really is not the economy in
a smaller set that there would appear to be. Tn other words a 12-inch
color set has to provide and perform exactly the same functions ats a
25-inch set.
Senator RIBIcoFF. All right.
Mr. WRIGHT. There has got to be a bottle made that has almost it
million clots, there are three guns that sweep ji't the informnation coming ito the tuner has to be processed and done the same wvay.
Now the way our Japanese friends really penetrated this market
is one that I would like to get into with you and it has not been on
the basis of any superior productivity or any more efficiency. Now
they obviously saw a place in our market where they thought they
could gain an advantage and, of course, when you are shipping half
way around the world a small screen set is a much easier thing to ship
but these small sets in Japan have, sold for over $400, in the Japanese
market but sell in this market, made in Japan, for $250.
How has that come about? That has come about because the Japanese have maintained a closed market and high fixed prices.
A set that we make in Chicago, with a 23-inch tube, a fine. console
set, has a list price in Japan, in the National line, which is Painasonic,
of $1,200.
Senator RiBICOFF. But the point I wish to muke is what if I don't
want a 23-inch set?
Mr. WRIGHT. All right.
Senator RiBICOFF. And there tire a lot of other people that don't
want a 28-inch set. In the same way the automobile industry woke uip
too late because a lot of people, wanted small automobiles mnd they)
were only selling big ones. Their attitude was why should we bother
with the small ones, we don't make as much profit. They sell for $1,800
instead of selling for $3 500. That was probably the same way with
television, if you can self them for $500 why produce a television set
that had to sell for $250. I am trying to get this straight because I

find this in many foreign items. The consumer likes what he sees
and the lower prices. Why are American industries so slow to emulate?
Why are we so far behind on styling?
Mr. WRIGHT. Well, you could get an argument on style. We think
that a great deal of it has been copied from us in styling. I will have
to say on the small screen sets I do think our industry was late in
coming to the conclusion that there was an important market in it.
And we now have it spectrum of American made smaller screen
color sets which I think can compete with these people if our trade
is established onl a fair and reasonable basis.
Senator Ruuicoiw. But isn't it too late? This is what is bothering
me: forgetting the higher labor costs. I think that the American
television industry allowed Sony to successfully market their small
television. When people thought of at small television set they automnatically thought of Sony and went and bought a Sony television set.
By the time you come in Ipeople are Sony-oriented when it comes to
slinall television sets.
Mr. WIG~HTr

Well, you know, Senator, this is the free enterprise sys-

tem; this has been the history of our business over the years. People
that read the market well and came out with things that were acceptable to the public in competition with other products onl the shelf
prospered and others like the few I mentioned didn't and they are
out of business now, and this is one of the things. I don't mind competing with the Japanese onl a fair and open basis. I am the last one
to say that the Japanese products should be shut out of this market.
I am a real believer in the free enterprise system. And we have got to
take our chances in competition, and if we read the market wrong,
rc for that.
then under our system we pay
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, would you yield at this point?
Senator RimcoiF. Certainly.

Senator

HANSEN. I

may be in error. I suspected, Mr. Wright, that

you might be trying to make a different point than to highllight the
acceptability or relative unacceptability of particular type or model.
You just started to say that this color set that was made had a
se11lig price inl Japan of some $1,200. Would you be kind enough
to expand upon what T thought may have been the point you had in
mind?
elteJpns
motdit
motdit
Mr. WIRIGHT. Yes. The prices at whichteJpns
this country-priced their merchandise-are very substantially below the home market prices in Japanl, and I am delighted that Mr.
Connally and hisetobigo.
Senator H-ANSEN. That is the point I wante atodubringutin
Senator RimcoFF. The Treasutry has brought ananiupgaco.
Mr. WRIGHT. We are proud of them.
lmoe
oe
Senator RiBICOvF. It took a long time but they have finally

in with anl antilu mpinlg action. H~as that lielpea?
Air.

WHnouT. Well, they haven't finished it yet. There has been no

final dumping finding. By that I inican there has been no assessment
had inof duties, a'NT I was glad to hear the Secretary say that they
creased their staff from 10 to 30, but I will venture there are at least
for
at hundred lawyers and engineers itnd public relations peopleother
the
on
working
been
have
who
people
Treasury
those
of
one
each

side of the dumping thing, so it has been a remarkable accomplishment, and on that lineSenator HANSEN. Could I ask just one other question there, Mr.
Chairman?
Senator lhBIcoFF. Certainly.
SenatorFHANSEN. In other words, to have at better perspective in trying to understand the point you are trying to make, could you follow
through and give us the figures onl the $1,200 set, the price in Japan,
and make comparable analysis or tell us what the situation insofar as
the Selling price of at radio or' TV set, in Japan was made in.Japan and
what they were selling for in the, United States. T think this is relevant.
Mr. WRIOwr.

One of the difficulties, of course,, in this whole area of

price comparisons is what the Japanese. actually sell their sets for to
importers into the United States and what they sell them for to the
various levels of the trade in Japan hats been at very difficult thing to
find, aind it has, I think, been made deliberately obscure, as at matter
of fact, so aill we really have aire what the listed retail prices aire.
I have here at Panasonic, which is Matsushita, the largest Japanese
company, line folder, and list prices wiceh were applicable in the first
part of 1970. 1 am not sure that it is still applicable; there have been at
lot of things going onl in'Japanl.
Mamna-San found out for distance, shep was paying substantially
higher prices for Tv products in Japan in order to subsidize sales at
extremely low prices to the rich Americans.
The consumers established a boycott and MITT stepped in and ordered mnanlu facturers to reduce prices by 15 percent,.
Senator H-ANsE,,N. These retail prices are important to mno. Maybe
they don't, tell the whole story, but I think to the average conisumier
they are the important itemn. Whant is the important thing there?
Mr. WJ'IOIT. H-ere is a 12-inch color picture tube set f rom Matsushita
which has a l ist price of 123,000 yen in Japan, and that is $342.
Senator LONG. Let me just interrupt you to see if I can get this
straightened out in my mind. As I read Your statement, what you are
saying, in effect, is that the Japaniese found they could take Amnerican
technology, put it to work in Japan, and capture the market for small
portable radios in the United States, and they proceeded to do that and
we did nothing to keep that f rom coming about.
Mr. WRIO1m'.

That is exactly right.

Senator Lo.-o(. So we let them have the advantage of free trade to
capture our market for compact portable radios. After they captured
that .you found that you could manufacture at color TV set and sell it
in Japan cheaper than they can?
Mr. WRI01IT. Absolutely.
Senator LONG. And then in that case theyr proceeded to impose every

kind of barrier to keep you from getting your set in there.
Mr. WRIOixr. You

are correct.

Senator LONG. Now they are sitting with at trade surplus -with us of
$1,200 million using unfair trade practices to keep our lpoducts out of
their market while they insist onl filling uip our market for their
products.
Mr. WRIGHT.

That is correct, and, Senator, as I have said in this

statement, wve currently have a negative trade balance in our industry

of over a billion dollars. If you' take what we consider to be the growth
of our industry over the next 111
years, it will grow from somewhere in
the neighborhood of $4 billion to sometinig around $0 billion aind
imported products will account for over 60 percent of that find we
will have at negative trade balance in our industry alone of somewhere
between $31/ aind $4 billion.
And further more,, we will have exported thousands aind thousands
of jobs out of the United States.
Now some years ago( we embarked onl an employment pro~grm'

at

Zenith. Wve live ill Chicago wvhichl is at laro'e City whichi lias aill of tho(
urban pr1oblemis that you hleai' ab~out- aill we s1 )ent anl awful lot, of
our own niey goig downt and getting the minority peolhle that were
underpr-ivileged mid( hiad never lbeeii in the work 'force til(] helping
then out, aind tt'ainig then til(l then giving them job)s. It doesn't do
thleml an1Y goodl to trails thlei ulll(ss youl have got it place for thlei to
work. I'e also had through ourll tube (livisionita Gove rnment contract
find we spent at couple of million (dollars of the (Government's money
in o~dler to accomplish this same purpose. Now we finally got to a point
where we hiad at Very signiificant part of our employment-niore than
5,(00 people Iinte (h iago arell-whlo were blacks, MQ.XIca1I5, PuerQto
Ricanis, or other minority people, and it was wonderful to see it.
I mean here is anl economic opportunity, at good Job), incentive pay, at
profit sharing, that, at the end of 25 or 30 years they could walk out
with $75,000)or ,$100,000. Now when we have had to (cltour work force
in the United States more than 5,000 jobs in t hie current 3-year period,
We had no alternative but to ]ly off the newest p~eop~le with the least
seniority, aind this fell har11dest onl the minority people we hiad worked
so hard to hire. They were, the first, to go.
Seniator 11wwiorr. How many people dto you have abroad working
for Zenith?
Mrl. WRTiow. I can't an1swer- that specifically. It is going up very
rapidly. 'We opened a new plant inl raiwvan in Februairy, and that
plant will by fll] have probably 1,500 to 2,000 peole in it.'
Senator fiuucoiy. What do y.ou figure it will cost you to make a
comparable set in TiwAan ats against Chicago.
r,1.1ro
Wel, we thlinkl thalt we canl save $10-betweeni $7 find
Mr.
$10-per receiver oni making it inl the Orient as against, making it in
Chicago.
Senator Rilii , oFr. $7 to $10 Onl ail iteml that sells for how much?
Mr. WitmOmi'r. This is anl item-smiall screen black and white, TV now
is what we are talking about-this is anl iteml that Sells for say $80 to
$120. I am talkiiig retail pr1ices now11.

Senator Rniicor. Your basic market for these set, will be in the
United States?
M r. 11URT0orr. Oh, yes.
Senator Rujswo.,F. So you will take these $80 to $120 television sets
and you will import them into the United States?
Mri. XWnmorrr. That is correct.
Senator llmcon.',. And it will have Zenith's name onl it, but onl the
back will be stamped, "Madec ill Taiwan."i~
Mr. WRIGHT. But it will be Zenith engineered and Zenith designed
and produced under our control and to our quality standards.

Senator Ri~icoFrF. In other words, the name in front would be
Zenith and then you would have to look in back to find a little stamp
that would say Taiwan?
Mr. WRIGHT.

That is correct.

Senator Rinnco.F.. So as far as an American was concerned hie
would figure hie was getting a Zenith made in Chiicago unless hie tulrnedl
the set around and took a look at it.
Mr. WRTIT. Well, I am

not exactly making a secret of th',., fact that

we are building TV sets in Traiwvan.
Senator RIBICOlFF. I know, but when the dealer sells Zenith or GE
or Westinghouse or RCA they won't say it was madec in T~aiwanl~.
Mr. WIGHTw. That is correct.
Senator Runco.Lo. The same would apply to your advertising.
Mr. Wrnowr1. That. is correct.
Senator RiBICoFF. Now, you say you save about $7 to $10 for making
it abroad. Would this be at net satvig? Whrlat, will it cost you to ship
it hiere-the insurance and freight Seniator Long has lbeeni telling us
about?
Mr. WnGIoI'. No, I am talking about a net saving.
Senator Riwicovt%~ Taking into account thie shiippig costs-.
Mr. Wmnrr Yes, you see, if there is at product dhat has a retail
price of $100, there, is a dealer margin in there and then there is a
margin for th wholesaler, so our selling price could be say $60, $65
for that product so that $7 to $10 is a very significant item so far
as we are concerned.

Senator RuimcoF Is this happening with practically every television manufacturer and radio manufacturer in the country?
Mr. WRIGHT'. We are the last ones to (10 it, Senator.
Senator Riiucoi,. You are the last ones.
Mir. WIGH T. We made our 25th million TV set last fall and every
single one of those was made in the U~nitedl States.
Senator RiBICO1FF. And this is the end of the line.
Mr. WRIGHT. I dont' say it is the end of the line. We are fighting
as hard as we know hiow, to develop technology and do things in research that will permit us to have a better product. We have a new
development in picture tubes which increase the brightness of the tubes
by 100 percent and the contrast by 20 percent. Of course ouir Japanese
friends immediately wanted us to license them on it. I don't see how
we can license these people on that kind of technology and make the
stuff here in the United States aind compete with them'with their wage
rates in the Orient., so we refused.
Senator' RinIcovF. Do you want to make some more highlights. These
are important factors to weigh.
Mr. WRIGh1T. Yes; I do.
Senator IRIBICOFF. Do you have figures in your statement on the overall impact to the entire industry, or are you Just talking about Zenith?
Mr. WRIGHT. No; I am talking about consumer electronics. 'When I
said our total industry was $4 billion and sonic million and even under
the understated import things which of course arc f.o.b. and no c.i.f.,
they accounted for some 25 percent of the dollars last year, and we can
sec in a 5-yeatr stretch using the last .3years a yardstick that imports
will be over 60 percent of the total dollars. And the negative trade
balance of nearly $4 billion I am talking about now is goig to be

Just in consumer electronics alone. I have not talked about what has
happened in the supporting industry.
Actually there is a higher labor force engaged in components making semiconductors and coils and tuners and a lot of these other things,
some of which we make but most of which we buy, and this industry
has been hit even harder than our finished goods industry, and if you
go along the road between Taipei and Neili in Taiwan you will see
the names of virtually every large American and 1E'uropean company
of importance in our business.
The industry has moved out of the Middle West and moved to the
Orient.
Senator LONo. Let me see if T understand this. What you are saying
to me is that, as far as your industry is concerned, Japani is the epitome
of a protectionist country.
Mr. WIGHOT. Absolutely.
Senator LONG. In other words, Jaan simply refuses to permit

American electronic parts to be sold InI #Japan but at the same time
insists on free access of their products to our market and atre gcttinjg
it. So, in effect, it is like that story about the duel where one man is
standing behind a tree shooting at the other fellow s-%anding in the open
with no defenses.
Mr. WIGHT. That is correct. Senator, JTap an is the most fascinating
study of any country thaft von ever saw. They have ft system that is
hard for us to understand just as I am sure our system is hard for
them to understand. 'We never know where the Japanese Government
begins and where it leaves off and where we are dealing with an industry matter and where it is really a matter of government policy.

Some way or other the Japanese seem to be able to arrive at a con-

sensus about what their national interests require, and I might add
that when they are in the process of cloinii(- that thlll
thi e 0conomic
affairs in the number one priority, and political and diplomatic and
other things are secondary.
Senator Rinicovvi. That is what we are trying to bring out in this
committee.
Mr. WRITTr. T understand.
Seintor RIBIcoFF,. T think what you are talking about is true. There
is a great identity in foreign countries between government policy
and economic p)olicy, and they are in tandem aill the time. Everything'~l
is dope ini the national interest and the economic interests tire identifled. This is the point that, T believe Senaftor Fulbright was trying to
make, with the Secretary. Wh7ifle we were worrying about NATO force
levels and defense matters, the Japanese were more interested in selling
Sonys, anld the Germans in exporting Volkswvagenis. Tn the process
they really began moving into our traditional markets.
Mr. Winor'r. Senator, you aire absolutely right. T remember when
Mr. Sato was over here anda had some meetings with MNr. Nixon. Afterwards, hie gave a press interview and this was Just typi-cal of the differenice ini the Japaniese approach anid ours, and he said there had been
understanding with the President that the United States would continue to take the major part of the burden of the defense of the Far
East, and that JTapan would take a larger role in the economic development of the Far East. Well, all that meant to mie was that we were
going to continue to pay all the bills, they were going to go iii and
sew up all these markets and they have.

Senator RfBICOFF. They have. But what is interesting to mec now is
that for example you went to Taiwan. Others are going to Koreat and
to H-ong Kong which would indicate the Japanese are about to lose
their markets to other more less dlevelop)ed economies.
Senator, the Japanese have (lone the same thing. Th~le
Al'. WnwIrIC.
Japanlese arte inl Taiwvan, Panasonic is inl M~alaysia, they are inl Hong
Konig, theiy haviefollowe(d thlis samne route.
Seniator Rinicor,, But, when (loes it catch ill), Inl other words, you
can't keep runnling Rawaly till the time. Th'le .hpanlese, still dard of living
goes upl, their wage iates go il) their social security benefits go upl.
Then the JTapanese and American andl the liren('h atil( the Germans
anld the English have to finld at place where they Canl start, all Over
aigainl with low Av'age p-ates.
Mri. Wiiwnr You ale absolutely right. But the Ilolenll we hlave(
with the Japanlese. if volt look ait Ole ]last few years. is they are going
111) ait app)roximalte]lN 18 percent in('revase inl wage costs per year. W(' are
going upl around 8,'but if you start ait, three (loll1il's anld something and
go upl ait 8 1)el'ent and start them ait 70) cents and go upl ait 18 you see
that, nione of uts arev going to have mule] inter-est inl it by the timei
those two culrves meet.
M. Chairmn.n would you yield for a moment.
AlNiSenator
Inl order that I don't become lost again because I want to understand
wh"lat is going on her~e, and you hand just observed that I had been lost
onl one other situation, let mne say that, it. occurs to me that, we ought
not to be oblivious to the fact thaIt there is a very significant difference
between Japan's economy and our- own. Theiy have had the fill] cooperation of government onl financing 80 lpercent of their. operations,
they have decidedd to cartelize thie m1iarkets throughout thle world so
as to see that they (didn't have any lost energy. T under-stand that they
will look ait, at market and decide what thev potential is inisofar, as
Japanese business is concerned, and say "wve will have six factories
making this particular thing" and the~y also have, and I think it is
extremely important, anl increasing Job opportunity. As I pointedly
out ear ierMr. WIGHT. Yes.
Senator HAN~SENx (conltinuting). About 10 years, ago, for each gradmiat ing high school senior there were~ two( jot),, offered.' Today it is 7.7
jobs5 offered. 11We have got anlunlemploymN'lent Pictiure inl this counlt y of
(6percn-it fill(] Nve are concernued about jobs, W1heni you ,aY that wve inip)orted 40 million Tv sets inl this (country, I think it is implort ant to
know hlow many jobs we are talking about. Now it- would b~e all
r-ighlt if wve were' under the same ru1les as you have suggested, you aire
at fr-e enterpriser and I ('ompi imnit 'you onl that bult T suggest, the, are,
and T think we have
an
playing by one set of rules and we b) tlothier,
got to keep) inl mind always what wve are talking about. inl Jobs here.
Mr. WRiGicir. Senator,- You are albsolutely right, andl( I think one of
the problems we have hiad inl this area, is one of understanding.
Now thie Japanese are great priagmnatists. They canl always. tailor
their program to fit. what they consider the realities of thle situation.
One of our problems is that wev have hiad anl -awful lot of talk about
p~rotectionisnm raising its lead inl this country, and the State, Department and other people running around and making speeches about
it, and I think it hias misled the Japanese into thinking they don't

have to do something about these very unfair and discriminatory
practices that they have engaged in, and I don't think we have done
them a favor in misleading them that way about it.
.They. really didn't think they were going to have any problems
with this clumping matter.
Senator H-ANsEN. When you spoke about their gig into Taiwan
and these other countries doing the same think that, these multinational corporations in this country are doing, I think underscoring
that fact, is this important statistic and that is that they have more
jobs today, and I am repeating here now, than there are people to
supply these jobs in Japan, so anywhere they canl go, whatever they
may dto further to enhance their economic situation, makes good business for them but, it is too b)ad for people out of work in this country
to witness Amnerican corporations because of the unfairness of the
competition having to go abroad to take advantages of cheaper pr1oduction, in order to 1)e able more effectively to compete in our own
country, and that is exactly what, I understand you, ats chairman of
the board of Zenith are doing.
Mr. Wnioirr. That is exactly right.
Senator 1-IANir.N. You ar'e having to go over there because they have
been bringing the TV sets andl radios into this country, high quality
products, that employ TV latest technology that has for the. most part,
been supplied by the brains and genius of Amierican engineers and
electronics experts, they have been taking aldvantatge of aill of that
known-how and shippig things over here so the only way you can
compete with the great (differential inl the trade regillatios' aind inl
wages as well is to take your plants abroad, is that what you are.
saying?
Mr. Wxuowr1.

Exactly, and the tragedy about it- is thiis. Our industry

has supported a great oleal of research and development. It, has been
a very innovative industry.
Senator HA.%FNE. You said most of then inl this industry.
Mr. Wnio;ii. Yes, and if we have to move that indust ry offshore I
am not sure how we alre going to maintain the kind of hig(.h grade
technology we have had here and, of course, the Japanese are now
beginning to develop this competence and this capability themselves,
and they aire spending at great deal onl research and T am sure it is going
to be productive in the yeais ahead.
Senator LoNa. Let me see if T can get something else straight here.
What is the balance, of trade inl the electronics industry today? Are we
importing more than wve tire exporting or is it time other way around.
Mr. Wiini'r. Senator, I think that, the exports of c'consumer electronlics last year were $77 mnillionl and I think that Zenith accounted
for more than 50 percent of that. Vitually ainy place wve go in the
world we are forced to set up at plant in order, to serve the local market.
There aire very few places inl the world where we can ship things that
we make here into the other country.
We had to fight, 11 years to get the right to ship into Canada.
Senator LoNo. Yes.*HowA mnuch imports do wve have at the present
time in consumer electronics?
Mr. Witiomrr. The imipomrts were 1,153 million, I thiinkq I have the
figure somewhere in the statement.
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Senator LONG. Then, reading at page 19 of your statement here then
you are saying that by 1976 we wvill have at negative balance in this
item alone of $,31/2 billion.
Mi'. WRIGHT. That is correct.

Senator LONG. So we would apjpar to be in for minus $3,500 million
in addition to the other minuses in our balance of trade and balance
of payments on this one item alone looking down the road for 5 years.
Mr. WRIGHT. E exactly.
Senator LoNG. Tis is the area, in which the Secretary of the
tp until now-tbe area
rfj eflshly said Americans have been successful ut
of technolIogically or'ientedl 1)Iodletiotl-iB that correct?
Mr. Wnioii. That is correct. Color television employs the highest
technology of ainy mass consumer item that T have heard'of. Tt requires
an investment o? some many million and at staff of engineers and research p)eop~le that represents ti'enienclous obstacles.
Senator LONG. If T understand what you aire saying here-we aire
big losers in this area, and the principal reason why we are big losers
is that Jap~an, refuses to permit. our, products to enter her- market.
Mr. Wnioirr. Senator, in 1961, we "had a fi)p1n(se distribution company come to use and saty, "we would like to handle your TV sets in
Japan," black and white TV sets.
"We think there is a market for between 10,000 to 20,000 sets a month
of your product in Japan," and we lookedSenator LoNG. I-ow much at month?
Mi'. WniOIrr. Between 10,000 and 20,000 Trv receivers per, Month).
We looked at the economics of what our-own costs would Ibe. 'We looked
ait slipping costs to Japan, and by the way this is another imbalance.
They charge $70 at ton on high cost f reighit west aind it is $40 at ton
going east. Thie dutties ait that time were some 38 percent, based on the
c.i.f. landed costs, whereas our, ditties aire of course based on f.o.b.
Japan. and despite aill these high costs we found that this would be
a good business proposition for its and that we could be competitive.
Well, what happened?. We were denied an exchange license, and
what is more. the people involved were told in no uncertain terms
by this administrative guidance thing that this was not what they were
expected to do.
Another company in our- industry I under'standl, tried to take a
whack at this Japaniese market and if you would look at the prices it
would make your mouth water'. They got their sets in but they couldn't
get ainy repair parts for them.
So thiey were squeezed out.
T was in Japan just at few weeks ago and they have a fantastic number' of electronics 'stores uip and down the strecets in Tokyo and there is
not at single American product T could see in anv one of them.
S;.enatom' LONG, With regard to this fellow who was able to get. his
p)rodluct in. I assume the JTapanese felt the Americans were fly-by-night
business people, because they sold at product without making any parts
available to repair it.
Mr. WRIGHT. I wasn't there, Senator. hut T am sure they did everything neessary because they dried uip a big and important American1
company in this business. And we now have got a new plant in Taiwan
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and I would love to ship those sets from Taiwan into Japan and we are
going to do our best to take a whack at it.
You know another thing, I spoke about the pragmatism of the
Japanese. In our Kennedy Round of negotiations we negotiated our
tariffs downward, and I believe that we got them down to 10 percent
and then they were to drop in one percent increments for 5 years to 5
percent. I think we are down to 6 percent now.
Trhe Japanese started at a level three times that and came down by
the same percentage increase, but you still wind up with the eJapaniese
tariffs on it c.i.f. landed cost at three times what they are into the
United Stittes, and I pointed out to the House Ways and Means Coinmnittee this does not make any sense. Why shouldn't we have an upward
revision of tariffs to meet thie Japanese. Well, what happens ?Two
mI'onths later MITI decides to reduce the incoming tariffs on consumer,
incoming consumer TV sets, to something like 7.5 percent. This looks
like a great victory but after all 7.5 percent of nothing is still no better
than 115 percent of nothing or 20 percent, whatever the duties were
beCfore.
I just don't believe that the #Japanese are ever going to open up their
market to f ree trade the wvay we have done, and the way they insist we
keep on doing.
Senator LONG. It is clear they won't do it as long as they are conf ronted with American negotiators who won't insist on it.
Mr. WRIGHT. I will agree with you and I think it is a great tragedy
we have had so many different agencies that have been preoccupied
with the diplomatic and political considerations. We have had no touch
with our trade negotiators, they haven't tried to get down into our
problems.

Senator RunICOFF. This is one of the basic objectives of this com-

mittee to try to highlight all these differences and bring into the public
foref ront as well as the government forefront the importance of economic matters and the seriousness in which our government has to pay
attention to problems such as this.
I think this has been the complaint of Chairman Long of the committee and many of us have complained constantly. We hope as a result of these hearings and more to follow at least we will highlight this
to the country so they will understand what the relative problems are.
It isn't at question of free trade and protectionism which are two fake
words, it is a question of freer trade and reciprocity. I think you have
to have an element of reciprocity between all nations to give everybody
a break and have it the same way.
Mr. WIGHTi. Senator, you have done at great service and I am glad
Pete Peterson is down in thec White H-ouse. He is a great man and will
make a contribution. We have a great many people, we have the Attorney General in charge of antitrust telling the Tariff Commission
all of this evidence of injuries from imports is greatly exaggerated
and chasing American companies around on things and paying no attention whatever to the cartel arrangements in Japan.
After all the Japanese government found the Japanese
fixing prices of TV sets on'the domestic market and I havecompanies
nodoubt
there has been collusion on these export matters that affect our foreign
trade.
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There is a section of the law that provides criminal penalties for
dumping under these circumstances. There Iias been no activity whatever to look into the matter on that basis and that is why I am so glad
to see Senator Fannin's new bill which I think would make sense at
simplifying the procedures in this anti-dumping.
I remember when we first got the right to do business in Canada
and this was after a long battle in the courts with a cartel that controlledi the business up there. When we started shipping sets into Canada, the Canadian customs caie down to Chicago and came into our
office and wanted to determine from our-original books and records we
were not selling to distributors in Canada ait at lower' price than we
were selling to distributors in the United States or we weren't giving
them any more advertising and promotion money, and they satisfied
themselves in four hours tiat we were doing it properly anda that was
the end of that.
We have had in this the dumiping thing, that is still not settled after
3 years one of the most comphicate procedings that has been going
cu, I am not critical of Treasury about it, I mean this is at procedure
that has been built up over the years and they have, done a fine job)
with it but it shouldn't take more than 3 years to find out, whether

an industry is being wrecked by dumping. if machinery requires that
then it is worthless.
We have got another statute on the books, Senator, that has been
a dead letter for 70 years. I am talking about thie countervailing dutty
statute. The most recent version of that appears in section 303 of the
Tariff Act. Nowv this section has been on our' books for 70 years and it
says that the Secretary shall have the dutty of imposing at countervailing dutty where bounties or grants have been provided on dutiable
goods coming into the United States.
Congress' theory in this was it is all right to have free competition
but American industry shouldn't have to compete with a foreign government. I think it is'just as sound now as it was then. The Supreme
Court has interpreted'this section a number of times. The Treasury
Department, as far as I can see, has no policy on this statute at the
present time. They have been to Congress tNvice asking for it to be
amended, to give the Secretary discretion as to when hie would do this
kind of thing, and in each case Congress has refused to act, but it is
treated ats if the Secretary had complete discretion whether to act in
this or not. I know it is ;iot his fault that the State Department has
been calling policy in these matters.
Senattor RTmicorr. The(, staff memnorandm raises the, point you
make. While we have no legislation before uts at these hearings, we can

highlight some of these problems, some of the weaknesses, and some
of the changes that have to be made.
You are very knowledgeable and I feel your statement is very
wvorthwvhile. It is unfortunate that it comes after such long testimony
and questioning of Secretary Connally. H-owever, what you have to

say is of great significance, an~d it will be part of the permanent record,
anda I think all of uts here have had an opportunity to raise specific
points, T hope you would allow us, if we have any other questions, to
write you and have you answer us.
Mr. Wright. I would be very happy to.
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Senator RiBicori. We do appreciate the opportunity. Certainly,
Senator Long.
Senator LONG. May I get into one point with you. I refer to the
point I raised with ,Secretary Connally. These Japanese people came
over here and called onl me. When I suggested that they let more, American imports into their market, they said.
"WVell, Senator, here is anl article right here in the New York Times
which shows that you hanve at favorable balance of trade of $2.7 billion.
After all, the rest of the world has to live too."
What the New York 'I1imces did not, tell is that if you take out the
give away's for which we are iiot being paid and then you add in the
freight and insurance oni imports yout find~ that you didn't make $2.7
billion, you lost $3.2 million for thie year 1,970. You are going busted,
notwvithistanding wichel tho only Ame,rican paper they reaid inlJapan,
the New York Times gloats thiat we are just making at fortune.
They say "why can't, we shake these Americans down and skill them
for some more, because by their own Neov York Times story put out
once every 3 months they tire getting richi," when thie truth is that we
are going b~roke. Ini other words, it is at fraudulent news release publishiec to try to maintain at policy which I fail t~o understand.
*Call you exlplainl to m wiy we publish figures to try and make the
world think we tire getting rich in this foreign trade picture when wve
aire going busted.
Mr. Witio irr. Well, Senator, I don't understand it and I don't understand either the great effort that is mnade by the State D~epartment
putting out Ipampjlllets anid having people inakin speeches around
about (lecryling protectionism and saying we shouk nil't consider modifying our tra( titmonal American policy ait till because this misleads our
trading partners into thinking they can get away with some of the
tactics they have employed in the past and I donit think we are rich
enough to lot them do it any more.
Senator LONGi. It seems to me if you are going to get those people to
agree to something thiat makes sense, you have to first start outb
explaining why you can't keep supporting balance of trade and lbaTaiice of payments deficits, this is wrecking this country. We can't keep
go~lig this deeply in debt. There mullst be it chiage in the situation.
Thn having lpointedI out whtt the problem is, you suggest what the
answer is and work for- it, insist onl it and fight for it.
I have been surprised to have outstanding people come from Japan
and to me and say, "If you Amnericans have this problem why, don't
you explain tilat to us and we will talk about that to you."9
So the best I canl make of it our Nation must not even be telling
them tile kind of tlligs you tire telling nlie, which I should think they
would be willing to concede if you have the facts ats you indicate here
to prove your point..
But as long as we insist thiat we aire getting richi, amnd insist oil trying
to inform our- own pe(op~le and the whole wide world of that, can you
blame them for taking uts ait our word?
Mr. 1WViirr. No, sir. 1 wish I could see the answer as clear as I see
the problem, Senator. I don't like import quotas. I don't like us to
build a wall around the country and shutt out goods from other countries, we would not stay great and rich tllat way; but certainly I don't
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think we have to stand for the kind of tactics Japan has employed in
our industry
Senator LNG. Well. I would like to make it clear, I am not at free
trader. I don't think you tire going to find anybody who is going to
trade entirely freely without taking other considerations into account.
I am willing to accommodate free traders in areas that don't particularly effect my State one way or the other. It is all right for you to
be a free trader if you want, to be and the other fellow,- too. Coining
from a State that manufactures practically no electronics and cer'tainly none for export, it would Ibe p~erfectly aill right with me for you
to say, "Well, line, why don't we free trade in electronics, so then we
can ship Japan color television more checaply than they can produce it
there and they canl 81hip us portable radios'and black and white TV
cheaper than we Canl make it here."
That would sound all right to me. That would be free trade, that is
what we aire talking about, I should think.
What you aire telling me is thant when you try to dlo that they will not,
permit thle color sets to come in even though they have been. pernmitted
to completely monopolize ouir market for port able radios.
Mr. Witioirr. That is right. And, Senator, I agree with you, I don't
think we tire ever going to solve this pr1oblem onl the basis of trading
one industry off for another.
The complexities and difficulties of trading textiles for electronics
or steel for oil or something else like that just (loesn't seem. to me to be
at sensible ap~proachi to the 1)olleln. This is one of the difficulties.
Senator Rinicoyvi. '1hankc you very miuch, Mr. Wright. You have
made a very valuable contribution.
(Mr. Wright's prepared statement follows. Hearing continues onl
page 119.)
STATEMENT OF JOSEPHi S. WRIGHT, CHAIRMAN OF TIE BOARD, ZENIThI RADIO

CORP.
am Joseph S. Wright, Chairman of Zenith Radio Corporation, and, among
other things, a member of the newly-created Advisory Council on Japan-U.S.
I

Economic Relations.

While our company Is at leading member of the consumer electronics Industry
Ii the U.S. and many parts of the world, I wislh to make It plain that I am
speaking only for myself In this testimony and that while there are many people
In our Industry who share my views onl many points, ours Is anl extremely comnIpetitive Industry and It Is composed of many diverse components which lead us
to divergent points (ofview on most any subject that you could name.
I would like to tell you a little something about our Industry as a background.
I know the Committee does not wvishi to get involved Ii thle (details of a particular
Industry or company, except Insofar as It contributes to a better understanding of
our country's over-all trade problem. If I seem to be (dwelling over much onl
Zenith and our industry, I hope you will understand that It Is not Intended to
ask this Committee to solve the problems of a particular Industry. I only hope
that the background of our experience can be helpful to you Ii arriving at at
better understanding of the nation's over-all trade problems.
Zenith was at small company, started onl a kitchen table more than 50 years
ago, and has grown and prospered to Its present size by achieving a reputation for
quality and integrity among dealers and consumers of our products throughout
the world. We are not a conglomerate, but have specialized in consumer electronics over the years. We have played a major role In almost every development In our Industry. We have also played an Important part Ii producing highly
sophisticated electronic products and systems for national defense, although
from a dollar standpoint this Is a small part of our business. Our sales volume Ii
1070 was 873 million dollars and our average employment in the U.S. was approxi-
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mately 20 thousand people. In addition to our own direct employment, we provide employment for many thousands of other people who make components which
we use In our opera tions-tuners, speakers, semni-conductors, capacitors, tubes,
cabinets, and a host of other products. We are the largest producer of TV receivers
both black-and-white and color, having produced and sold more than 2 million TV
receivers per year for many years. Last fall we produced our 25 millionth TV
receiver, and up to now every one of these sets has been made in the U.S. In addition, we are the largest exporter of such products from the U.S. and have fought
for many years to open up foreign markets for American made products. I deeply
appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee to tell you about some
of our experiences and some of -the problems that we see facing our country and
our foreign trade, employment and balance of payments problems.
I would like to start out by saying that I think we do ourselves a very grave
Injustice when so often we discuss this matter of our trade policy by using the
polarizing terms of "free trade" and protectionism." These are emotional tags
which stir people uip one way or another and they really work against our ability
to solve some of these most difficult problems.
THE CONDITION OF OUR INDUSTRY

The consumer electronics products industry has for all of its existence been one
of the most highly competitive, efficient and Innovative Industries In our country.
It has made our mass communications the best In the world. Long before there
was any competition from foreign Imports, our Industry invariably passed on to
the public Iii the form of lower prices and better products, -the full benefit of our
growing technology and productivity. As a matter of fact, from 1950 to 1963, In
the face of rising prices and wage costs throughout the economy, the average unit
prices of black-and-white television receivers decreased by more than one-third.
Television receiver production has always been so extremely competitive that the
mortality rate of the companies In the business has been very high. Many great
names In our Industry just In the past 15 years have found the going so tough
they got out of the businessa-Capehart, CBS, Dumont, Hotpoint, Stromberg-Carlson, Westinghouse, Webcor to name just a few.
I would like to show you a chart which contains the Bureau of Labor statistics
consumer price Indices from 1952. You will note that the 1970 Index of prices for
all products and services stands at nearly 150 from the base year of 1952, while
the Indices of prices for TV and radio have steadily declined from 1952 and stand
at 72 and 68 respectively. This has been accomplished In the face of sharply rising
wages and costs of purchased materials. Remember also that radios In 1970 have
FM and often stereo; and that TV Is not the small screen black-and-white of 1952
but In 1970 includes large screen color and vastly Improved products from the
standpoint of service and reliability. You will note that this steadily declining
Index of prices, despite tremendous product Improvement antedates by a long
time the flood of Imported products which has in the past few years virtually Inundated our Industry.
I dwell on these points with some pride only to show 'that our situation is not
thaft of an industry which has lost Its vigor and must be protected from mnore
efficient competitors abroad. On the contrary, the prices of our products are lower
in the United States than In any other country In the world, Including Japan and
Germany.
I have attached to this statement a series of charts entitled "U.S. Imports In
the Consumer Electronics Industry," which are graphic presentation ofo0ca
Electronic Industries Association statistics showing what has been happening
in the major categories of our business from 1900 through the first quarter of
1971. The red parts of the bar showing Imports have an added broken line which
shows the portion of Imports which are under U.S. label; the balance, of course,
are under foreign labels. The numbers are all in units produced or Imported.
in the late 1950's, millions of low-priced Japanese transistor radios poured
into the United States. As shown In the charts, by 3960, 55 percent of all portable
radios s0o(1 In the United States were of Asiatic origin. By 1968, this figure rose
to almost .95 percent and has remained at almost that level through the first
(quarter of 1971. For total radios, Including portables but excluding automobile
radios, imports accounted for approximately 91 percent of the market In 1970
and we estimate that the U.S. wvill produce less than 5 percent of the whole U.S.
homoe radio market of about 40 million sets In 1971. Dxep fo
meticaly m
types, the manufacture in the United States of radios was made economclyiwithin ten years of the Invasion by the Japanese.
62-790 0-71-Pt. 1-8
-possible
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1 would like to turn now to television products. As shown In the charts, In 1902,
monochrome Imports, exclusively from Japan, held 2.4 percent of the total
black-and-white television market of 0 million 600 thousand units, but In 1970,
Imports accounted for 51 percent of the total U.S. market of 7 million 47 thousand
black-and-white units and, as you can see from the charts, imports held approximately this same share in the first quarter of 1971. Imports have thus Increased
their percent sare of the U.S. market by over 20 times in at black-and-white television receiver market which will continue to be of great importance, despite
Increased color television receiver sales. While 90 percent or more of the Imported receivers since 1900 originated In Japan, in recent years black-(and-white
television receivers are beginning to be imported in quantity from Taiwvan,
Mexico, and other countries, as American manufacturers have sought to comnpete with the Japanese.
In the area of color television, In 1965, Imports from Japan were only 2.0
percent of the total color -market of 2 million 649 thousand units, but in 1970,
imports-almost all of which came from Japan-hield almost 18 percent of the
total U.S. market of 5 million 219 thousand color units. This Increase of market
share of seven times in at short span of five years has brought us to the point
that in 1970, one out of every six color television sets sold fin the total U.S.
market-a market which doubled between 1905 and 1970-was imported.
Obviously, this continuously Increasing flood of Imports has had an extremely
adverse effect on our balance of trade. In 1969, the balance of trade In consumer
electronic products was a negative 890 million dollars, while in 1970 this deficit
rose to over 1 billion 75 million dollars. United States consumer electronic exports were only ap~proximlately 77 million dollars. Actually, the deficit is even
greater since the vaue of imports is understated in that they are valued f.o.b.
country of origin and do not include freight. duty and Insurance. In 1970 the
U.S. consumer electronics market reaelhed 4 billion 69 million dollars and, even
on an understated dollar basis, Imports captured over one-fourth of the total
U.S. market.
Since the beginning of the Japanese invasion Into the U.S. consumer electronics market, many American manufacturers, fighting to survive, were forced
by this competition first to purchase components from Japanese sources and,
when this measure proved Insufficient, to make or procure their sets In Japan,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and now Mexico. An alarming movement of American
plants to Asia has taken place. Hong Kong, Taiwan and Mexico, providing incentives including cheap labor, have become the new sites of many former Amierican based factories. This trend for survival by moving American plants out of
our country is continuing at an alarming rate. Although we have never purchased television sets offshore, even in the face of the great invasion of Japanese television receivers over'the years, Zenith also wvas forced to open a large
new plant In Taiwan two months ago in which we may ultimately employ several
thousand people.
In 1971, Zenith's average employment In the United States Is forecast to be
down by approximately 5 thousand jobs compared to our average employment
In 1968. This is In large part due to the competitive necessity of making, or havIng made offshore, products which we had planned to produce here in the United
States. If we considered the loss of employment in our television receiver manufacturing operations alone for the same period, the number of lost jobs would
be significantly greater. Department of Labor figures show that between October
1906 and October 1909, there was a loss of 20 thousand 3 hundred jobs In mianufacturing radios and TV receivers in the United States, and between October
1969 and November 1970 there was a further loss of 27 thousand 4 hundred jobs
for a total loss of such jobs during these four years of 47 thousand 7 hundred.
What has happened In the finished goods end of our industry has also, of
course, had a substantial impact on the even larger labor force engaged in the
components Industry-oi the people wvho make coils, picture tubes, speakers,
tuners and the like. Most of these companies have also established offshore
facilities In the low labor cost countries of I-long Kong, Taiwan and Korea in
order to support runaway set production.
One of the most distressing aspects of Zenith's reduction of work force as a
resulf of Imports Is its impact upon our program for providing training and
employment opportunities for the unemployed and under-employed drawn largely
from minority groups in the Chicago arda. In the last several years, we have in-
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vested a great deal of money and time and effort to recruit and train members
of such minorities as blacks, Puerto Ricans, 'Mexicans and Cubans from the
Chicago area, to the point where they represented a large and significant portion
of our total employment.
In addition to our own financial Investment, we have carried out government
contracts for training and employing the chronically unemployed and underemployed. This has resulted In our giving good jobs to several thousand members of minority groups, who developed pride In their work and In having the
kind of economic opportunity that would permit them to raise substantially their
standard of living. The loss of jobs resulting from Imports has fallen heaviest
upon the most recently added people In our work force who, for the most part,
are non-whites. This is required under union rules, and I do not known any
other way to reduce our work force under such conditions, even If we did not
have such rules.
PAST TRADE POLICY
The U.S. has been for many years a world leader In efforts to achieve reciprocal trade between the developed nations, with a minimum of commercial
burdens by way of tariffs, commercial red tape and all the other non-tariff barriers to trade. As you are well aware, we are signatories to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and have taken the leadership over the past twentyodd years in reducing our own tariffs and other trade barriers into the U.S.,
purportedly receiving reciprocal undertakings on the part of the other great
trading nations.
Over the years, these GATT agreements have provided for substantial reductions In U.S. tariffs on consumer electronic products. We have purportedly secured corresponding reductions In tariffs on U.S. electronic products Imported
imported Into highly developed Industrial countries such as Japan. Unfortunately, we seem to have a peculiar American tendency not to fare very well
In negotiating International agreements. As Will Rogers said, we have never lost
a war nor won a conference. The fact ig that while our GATT arrangements have
opened up the U.S. markets to imports on a large scale, wve are still left with systematic discrimination against American consumer electronics throughout most
of the world, with high tariffs and a whole host of non-tariff barriers which,
separately or In combination, prevent any effective U.S. export competition.
Let us see what kind of reciprocal trade p~ollcy regarding tariffs the U.S. established with Japan under GATT's "Kennedy Round" which Is nowv In effect.
From 1968 to 1972 U.S. import tariffs on Imported TV sets were to be reduced
from ten to five percent at the rate of one percent per year. During the same
period the Japanese duty on Imported sets was to be reduced from 24 percent to
15 percent. Forgetting for the moment about the fact that the U.S. duties are
based upon an f.o.b., Japan price while the Japanese duty is based upon a c.i.f.,
landed price, thereby making the effective Japanese rates even higher, at the
end of the Kennedy Round we were left with about a three to one ratio between Japanese and U.S. tariffs on Imported television sets.
IDuring my testimony before the House Ways and] Means hearings on International trade tit June of last year, wve suggested that perhaps Instead of Import quotas, the interests of the U.S. would best be served by a moderate upwvard revision of tariffs on consumer electronics. We could see no reason why our
Japanese friends should complain if our tariffs were partly equalized by raising
them to those of Japan. How did the Japanese respond to such a suggestion? The
August 6, 1970 Issue of The Japan economicc Journal carried a story entitled
"TV Tariff Cut Sought" containing the following Introductory paragraph:
"The Electronic Industries Association of .Jap~an has decided to appeal to the
Ministry of International Trade and Indlustry for reduction of .Japan's Import
tariffs on American and other foreign television sets to about the same level as
the U.S. equivalents."
Subsequently, in December, the same paper container an article stating that
tariff rates were duec to be slashed in April on radios, TV sets, granuaphones and
record players. Rates on these items were to be uniformly cut to 7.5 percent.
While this sounds like a major step in the right direction, the fact is that
7 , per(eent of nothing is really no better than 18 percent of nothing, because
there are no American sets on the Japanese market, and yon can be sure that
our Japanese friends will bend every effort to keep it that way.
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JAPAN'S CLOSED MARKET
In order to support her Invasion of the U.S. TV set market with the use of
extremely low pricing policies, Japan has maintained a closed market to imports
of television products and has fixed and kept (domestic prices at artificially high
levels. With a closed domestic market, Insulated against foreign competition,
domestic prices can be easily fixed at a high figure. It has been reported thaqt
the Fair Trade Commission In Japan recently found six of the larger Japanese
TV set makers guilty of fixing retail prices in 'Japan and that (decision coup~ledl
with the TV (lumping case here Ii the United States appears to have the
Japanese consumer quite upset for he has realized that lie has been subsidizing
exports to the U.S. by paying higher than necessary purchase prices, as well as
higher taxes to support (lovernmient subsidies. Furthermore, according to press
reports, delegatess to the National Consumer Association's Convention, a group
representing 20 million consumers or one-fifth of Jlapan's total population, meeting In Tokyo last November, dlecidedl to boycott all p~rodlucts sold by one of
the largest Japanese set manufacturers because of Its refusal to disclose its pri*cing structure on color television sets. At the Convention It was also decided to
launch a "non-buying" campaign against color television receivers of all Jal)anese brands. Last March, It was reported that the boycott campaign against
all of the products of that large manufacturer had been lifted in view of the fact
that that company had accepted the Fair Trade Commission's charge on price
fixing, apparently admitting that such practices had existed.
If the Japanese market were completely open andl competitive as Is the case
Ii this country, television receivers could be manufactured In the United States
and successfully sold In Japan at competitive prices. n[ie Japanese Electronics
Industry Association admits that large screen TV receivers made Ii thle U.S.
could be delivered to a Japanese Importer for a total cost of about $449 even
prior to the April tariff reductions. Similar large screen Japanese sets have
carried list prices of from $1,200 to $1,000 In Japan. A similar large screen
Zenith set with anl advanced premium Chromiacolor tube carries a suggested
retail price of $579.95 in the U.S. A U.S. factory worker In Chicago making $3
an hour must work 193 hours to buy our large screen color set (forgetting about
taxes for the moment) while a Japanese factory workers in Japan making 73
cents an hour (excluding his bonus and benefits) must work 1,860 hours, or
almost ten times as long, to buy the Japanese set.
It would, therefore, appear that Japan would be a great place for T.S. TV
manufacturers to sell sets, but even with the recently lowered tariffs a whole
host of barriers still prevent American entry Into the Japanese market. Our
attempt to enter the market of several years ago was blocked. A recent inarke~t
study Indicates that, while some of the barriers to our entry have theoretically
eased somewhat, there are still clear-cut obstacles. Japanese government regulations still block free entry of necessary repair parts, and the Japanese are
notorious for applying what they call "administrative guidance" to influence
sales outlets Ii their handling of Imported goods.
DUMPING

It has long been a well recognized principle Ii our law that the practice of
dumping goods Into the United States at prices far less than they are sold for
In home or other markets is unfair an(l Illegal. This has. nothing to do with
whether you are a "free trader" or "protectionist" or anything Ii between these
polarizing terms.
The reason behind this principle Is obvious. Dumping is a method of International price competition or, more prmoperly, price dliscriminationi between national
markets which is of economic significance to both the exporting country, for
example Japan, and( the Importing country, the U.S. Dumping is simply selling
the same commodities at different prices ili different markets,. IDumping occurs
when merchandise is Imported Into the U.S. and sold for less than the price for
which the merchandise Is sold] In Japan, taking Into consideration thle conditions
and expenses of sale. It Is an undesirable method of competition because 'the.
resulting cheapness Is not clue to basic superiority Ii production efficiency In
Japan.
I am sure it Is clear that with a closed domestic TV market In Japan, dumpIng TV sets Into the U.S. Is an easy task since domestic prices fixed at a high
figure help support dumped prices here in the U.S., and Incremental costing
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Is used for export pricing. Following a lengthly Investigation, the Secretary of
the Treasury announced on December 4, 1970 his determination that television
receivers Imported from Japan were being, or were likely to be, sold In the
United States at less than fair value as compared to sales made In Japan. The
U.S. Tariff Commission then, In accordance with Federal anti-dumping law,
conducted an Investigation to determine whether "an Industry In the United
States has been or Is likely to be Injured" by this unfair practice, a finding
necessary, under the law, before additional duties can be Imposed.
After a thorough study, the Commission on March 4, 1971 unanimously ruled
that ". . . the' Imports of television receivers from Japan, sold at less than
fair value, have adversely affected the prices of comparable domestically produced receivers In the U.S. and have caused substantial loss of sales by U.S.
producers." In order to correct this unfair practice, all shipments of color
television receivers from Jamian to the United States since September 1970 will
now be examined by the Treasury Department to determine to what extent
additional duties are required to be assessed. While the amount of these extra
duties Is not known due to the nature of the dumping proceedings and will
probably vary from set to set, these findings should result In fairer TV set
price competition by Japanese imports In the United States market.
SUBSIDIES

In the area of Japanese government export subsidies and Incentives, there
Is good reason to believe that the Japanese government provides a whole host of
subsidies beginning with the remission of a commodity tax and Including such
things as export credits, accelerated depreciation and a variety of other tax
advantages and Insurance against loss In export. While these bounties and grants
are a little difficult to find In the orginal Japanese statutes, they are effectively
summarized In a State Department memorandum of November 6, 1968 entitled
"Japan's, Export Promotion Techniques." The existence of such bounties and
grants thus discloses yet another factor contributing to Japan's success In the
U.S. consumer electronic products market.
INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT COOPERATION

There is one subject that I am glad to Qee get Increasing attention in the United
States at the present time and that Is the proper relationship between governnent and the business community In this whole area of International business
and trade practices. The scheduling of this hearing itself is a further Indication
of the Increasing Interest in the trade problems of U.S. business. All of us who had
any exposure to Japanese competition are Immediately struck by the tremendous
difference that exists between the Japanese outlook on this subject and our own.
In dealing with Japanese competition or In seeking to penetrate the Japanese
market, one Is Immediately struck by the great difficulty In discerning where
Japanese business ends and the government begins. There apparently Is a way
by which the Japanese business community and the Japanese government arrive
at some concensus of what serves best the national Interests of Japan, and then
both government and Industry do what Is necessary to carry out the program.
We, on the other hand, fight among ourselves and with the government and there
Is probably a large feeling on the part of the business community that many
people in our federal government who deal with high level negotiations on trade
matters are thinking almost wholly of political and diplomatic considerations
and have no real understanding of or Interest In the practical day-by-day probhems of business. I am sure this Is not a one-way street and our government
people may siniiiarlv feel that the business community is preoccupied with its
problems andI not sufficiently intere4ed in the political and dinlomatic headaches.
It Is Interesting as background to the Japanese government-industrial combintion. which has sometimes been called Jaan Inc.. that Is many cases It
was the government Itself which fostered business enterprises as government
functions and that private business firms were formed to take them over. It
has been silegested that this may explain what still remains as an unusually
close working relationshin between Jananese business and government.
This brings mue to a related subject. The Japanese are great pragmatists and
they have an excentional ability quickly to ndapt their course of action to the
relities of the situtiton. Desnite the fact that there has been a great outcry
by the Japanese on the textiles, shoes, steel and electronics Issues, they have felt
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considerable pressure from various domestic Industry sources and fromt their
government to moderate their assaults on our market through dumping and
other similar practices. But when we have widespread publicity comipaigns
against "p~rotectionismn" and organized efforts to stop any enactment of niew
laws, or against enforcing o1(1 laws, our Japanese friends are iiisled Into thinking
that American public opinion will permit them to continue dumping and similar
unfair practices and that they canl continue keeping a closedl market to American
manufactured goods with various discriminations against our products.
It Is only by convincing them fully and finally that we really mean business
that*they will ever decide that they really must p~ut their house in order both
at home and abroad. And only this Congress and the federal government Cani (d0
the convincing.
FUTURE TRADE POLICY

U1 ) to this point, I have directed most of my remarks to telling you what our
problems are. I wishi T could see the answers as clearly ats 1 see the problems.
Most of us in our Industry recognize that as a long range-solution, Import
quotas have as many built-in problems; as they would solve and I have never
seen any machinery for working them out without serious risks of arbitrary
and unfair action, not to mention the temptations of possible political corruption. I would be In favor of Implort onotas onlA, as at short-range method of
dealing with the situation, If it would give our government the muscle and the
authority to force a rationaii~lon of our trade with certain countries such as
Japan.
I mentioned earlier that we have just opened a new plant In Taiwan. This
probably will not be our last offshore plant and in the next few years, lacking
some change in our Administration's trade policy, more and more of our productive facilities for serving the U.S. market will have to be located In foreign
countries.
Our market studies tell us that with projected new family starts and population growth, and with the products we see Immediately at hand, the consumer
electronics products Industry bisinnesq !itn anufacturer-ls sales and Imports will
Increase from the current 4 billion dollars plus to 5 billion 5 hundred million
dollars In the next five years. Projecting the Increase In Imports as a share of
the domestic market at the rate by which they have Increased over the past
three years, the current 1 billion 153 million dollar import figure contributing to
the massive negrative trade balonop in ouir Indiwtvi- lOnnp will 4ini.eaqe to 31/2
billion dollars and represent approximately 60 percent of our Industry by 1976.
It is hard to believe that this can happen to a high-technology Industry which
has been so effective In the U.S. that It has been able to produce and sell at
prices which are far below the applicable prices In any other principal country
of the world despite our American wage scales.
While we are certainly pleased to see the Treasury Department active In
anti-dumiping matters, there Is much the Secretary could and should do under
another Federal statute. For some 70-odd years we have had on the books
a statute which requires the Secretary of the Treasury to impo)se countervailIng duties In the amount of any bounty or grant which Is made In connection
with the Import of dutiable articles Into the I.S. It currently appears In SectIon 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930. Congress originally enacted this statute on
the theory that wifle it was perfectly proper for domestic Industries to comnpete in the areas of lprodluctivity. efficlin',v. price, and ommilt" it was not fair
to ask them to compete with foreign government subsidies. Many years ago
this statute was upheld by the Supreme Court as a mandatory requirement on
the Secretary.
As far as I know this section of the lawv had been a dead letter and the
Treasury Depoirtmient still has not made up Its mind what Its policy ought to
be on countervailing duties. On two occasions over the years the Treasury
Department has recomm-ended to Congress that the countervailing duties statute
lie amended to limit the Secretary's duty to Impose countervailing duties to
cases where hie found injury to a domestic Industry and to completely exclude
from the statute the remission of commodity taxes, a familiar device used by
JTapan and other nations to subsidize their exports. In each case Congress has
refused to amend the statute with the result that while It leaves him no discretion the Secretary lia-, in filct acted as if hie bad complete (liscretlon.
We filed a Petition with the Secretary more than a yegr ago pointing out Indicated areas of large direct subsidization of Japanese exports to the U.S., and
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understand a countervailing duty petition by the steel industry has been
pending since October 1968. 1 respectfully suggest that if we are not going to
enforce 'this basic satutory principle of our foreign trade policy we must then
face the burden of devising a competitive American system of export subsidies
that will-put us on a fair and equal footing. I really do not recommend the latter
course because I do ont think it Is a contest we can win. Instead we should
face ui) to the realities and enforce the law the way It Is written.
In another area, the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust
Division has taken a peculiar and ambivalent position. For example, while he
Is closely watching for violations of the lawv by U.S. businessmen, he apparently
has chosen to take no action against those wvho have dumped Imports Into the
UT.S. Is criminal violation of See. 12. Title 15 of the U.S. Code which is part
of the Revenue Act of 1910. The Assistant Attorney General, if anything, appears
to be biased away from helping the U.S. businessman injured by imports for
hie has gone on record In recent testimony before the United States Tariff
Commission stating that fIn determining forces responsible for alleged Injury,
hie Is confident that In a number of cases the role of imports will be found
to have been greatly exaggerated. And hie has taken no apparent note that the
Jap~anese export TV p~ricinlg and practices !in the United States through their
U.S. is criminal violation of S,4e. 72. Title 15 of the U.S. Code which is part
and Illegal under our laws as the JIapanese government found their domestic
pricing to he under their laws.
The foregoing are just a fewv of the many examples available to illustrate
how U.S. trade policy can again be placed In the proper posture merely by
enforcing existing U.S. law.
In the past, wve have seen legislation Introduced to liberalize the escape clause
and adjustment assistance provisions of our tariff laws. It is difficult to believe that a solution to our compllex foreign trade problems lies !in such factors
as adjustment assistance to workers and firms where the cost of such a program
must be borne by all taxpayers and is In no way charged to the damage-causing
Importt, and practices. At the heart of the p~roblemn Is the displacement of
workers, and we do not believe the answers to our problems lie In making It
easier for such Individuals to get relief.
In the area of niew legislation, wve believe it is important that limits be set
on the time given to the Treasury Department. to act on dumping and countervailing duty matters. We believe that If tile executive branch of the government
refuses to enforce tile laws, then business should be given standing to enforce
appropriate laws In the courts so it 110 longer need wait for tile government to
act. Along these lines, It is heartening to see legislation such as S. 1476 recently
Introduced by Senator Fannin for himself and others hlp protect American
business from unfair foreign competition.
The previously mentioned Revenue Act of 1916, condemning international price
discrimination injurious to onipetitlon1 and providing criminal sanctions as well
,is civil redress, apparently was Intended to be a part of tile antitrust laws.
Senator Fannin's bill expressly declares the 1916 Act to be one of the antitrust
laws as It was Intended to be. As an antitrust law, the amendment would provide
the government and Injured persons with the remedy of Injunctive relief, prescribe the statute of limitations to b~e tolled for Injured persons during governiment proceedings and further encourage enforcement by business by making
available government Judgments and decrees as primza face evidence in private
suits.
One of the 11os"t powerful aspeecs of the hill] relates to gathering the necessary
evidence which appears to be the biggest bottleneck in enforcing anti-dumiping
laws. With tile amendment, In a sit under the 1916 Act, failure to comply with
requests for evidence would result in the withlholdinlg of imports alleged to lbe
(llmmpe(I until there Is compliance with tile court's request. Tis p~rovisionl would
certainly speed uip determination of tile case thereby reducing tile extent of Injury
to American bnshms% With these onmmiclmo-nts to the 19h16 Act. Injured U.S.
Industries would not have to wait for tile government to act since they would
have a new, effective weapon with which to fight unfair Import competition.
CONCLUSION

Traditionally, the United States has opened Its -doors to the trade of the
worldly. We have a challenge In our Industries and In our government to be as
hlard-nosed and practical In dealing with our trade problems as our trading
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partners have been. If we do that and insist that trade with our trading partners
to be put on a reciprocal, rational and fair basis, then our Industries with their
tremendous resources of engineering and technology, of production and of marketIng know-how will compete effectively both here and abroad, and despite the very
obvious advantages that are Inherent In such factors as the much lower wage
levels of the Far East.
May I conclude by saying that we are most encouraged by the recognition
of the members of this Subcommittee of the need for a re-evaluation of the
competitive position of the U.S. In world trade. Hopefully, your Investigation
will have a salutary effect on those government agencies charged with carrying
out our trade policy and through it the Congress and the public can be made
more aware of our nation's trade policies and their Impact on our economic wellbeing.
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Senator RIBTcori~J. With the committee's indulgence we will call one
more wvitness so we won't have to come back this afternoon. It has been
at long day.
STATEMENT OF DR. N. R. DANIELIAN, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATION

INTER-

Mr. DANIELTAN. I want to express my admiration for your patience
and for your effective, conduct of the meeting and I am not going to
impose on you any further becatise I am sure you geittleinen are
hungry and weary. I would like to
Senator RIBICOFF,. Your entire statement will go into the record.
Mr. DANIELTAN. All right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Not only the summr'ary but your entire statement
will go in the record as if read so please give us the benefit of your
basic observations.
Mr. DANIELTAN. I cam merely going to point out the recommendattions we make. I think the pro 1)1em I ijave been quite, thoroughly aired
tis morn.1ing, and these recommendations relate to our- trade policy.
On trade policy, gentlemen, we feel that we should be prepared to
change from an unconditional to a condlitional most favored nation
principle, namely amend section 251 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962, making access to our markets conditional on the granting of
reciprocity and national treatment to our- interests in their market.
!,klonig within that we would like to see section 25t chianged. This is
the retaliatory section of the act, to include not, only agricultural but
all products.
At the same time we feel that GATT gives 11S sufficient authority
in light of the present economic and balance of payments difficulties
of the U~nited States to invokce articles XII andl to start negotiating.
Article XII has the advantage that it does not give other countries
the right, to retaliate. And furthermore it can be temporary if we
reach satisfactory agreements with the other nations, by executive
action the application of article XII can be terminated.
It is to be hoped that the invocation of article XII would lead these
nations to negotiate on such things as at division of mutual security
lecturin ,( the United States authorities on thie severity of our, balanceand finance ministers have laid the groundwork over the past year
lecturing the Unjitedl States anlt norities on, the severity of our b)alanceof-paym entts situation. We don't, need to prove to ITli' that we are ill
a (liffliclt Iane-fpvetssituation.
They have proved it for us
and there should be no difficulty in finding the logical grounds for the
I
innovation of article XII.
On foreign aid, our basic studies have sh')wn-and I want to
acknowledge here, Mr. Best, of your committee who was in large measure. involved in these studies before lie was with your commiitteeindicate that the principal cause of thie balance-of-payments deficits
are the foreign aid and military expenditures,
If you look at table 1 at the end of our statement, you will find
that thie private account has always been in balance and the Government account has always been in deficit year after year.
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The accumulated deficits, the liquid liabilities outstanding, are
really equal to, by and large, the total out of pocket Government expenditures in foreign exchange for aid and military costs.
In this respect I disagree with Secretary Connally. The same thing
is true with regard to private investments. Trhe private accounts including capital- outflows and income flow have also been in balance;
so you cannot blame private investments, and you cannot blame the
private sector of the international transactions, as being responsible
for the balance-of-paymnents deficits. Therefore, we have come to the
conclusion that in foreign aid it is really untimely to untie it as proposed by the Administration at this time, and the interniationalizattioni
of foreign aid is in effect unticing foreign aid.
InI other words, we (d0 not have dollars to lend to other countries.
We have to borrow dollars from Japan and Germany in order to lend,
say, to India and Brazil, and then they turn around and buy their
products on their untied condition from Japan and Germany, and
we go round and round and build up our liabilities without getting
the business.
We have unused capacity and unemployment in this country, and
we can afford to give foreign aid and we can possibly increase it, but
it has got to be in kind, in-terms of goods and services.
It cannot be in dollars because we haven't got surplus dollars to
give away. So, Mr. Chairman, I reconimend that both in international
izing foreign aid and in considering the Administration's program of
untiring, attention be given to this particular aspect which is one of
the contributing factors to our lbalance-of-paymnents deficits.
There has been much criticism of the multinational corporation.
We seem to be caught in the contradictions of our policies in defense,
aid, and trade. I think the implication that the international or multinational corporations are responsible for our import~ situation or for
export of jobs is overstated. WFor instance, in the automobile field last.
yea r wve had 1,321 00OO foreign cars imported. Only 123,299 were products of American subsidiaries abroad. The rest of them were in Volkswagens, Fiats, and Troyotas and so forth, so it is not the question of
ownership that matters.
I think wve seem to confuse in the discussion of trade the question
of trade policy and the differential cost between countries, and the
question of who owns the plants. Amnerican companies, as you just
heard,' are forced to go abroad in order to keep in business to be comnpetitive. But if Zenith doesn't go to Taiwan, a Japanese firm will be
going to Taiwan and exporting the product back to the United States
anyway, so we must not confuse the discussion because the mnultinational corporations have been earning money for -us-intotal, I think
about $1'0 billion in. foreign investment income and also in exports
that they send to their own affiliates.
About 25 percent of our total exports are accounted for by the multinationatl corporations who service their foreign affiliates, andtall the
statistical evidence is that the import problem that you may be concerned with is not caused by the multinational corporation, not U.S.
multinational corporation, they are caused mostly by foreign-owned
enterprises.
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Now, I think it is very important to understand this because you are
not going to solve the prob~lemn by shackling the mnultinationlal corporations and trying to keep them at home,. That will merely lose us
more income and worseni ou r balance-of -payments position.
Finally, we recommend, since security costs are fundamental to this
problem, the creation of an International Security Fund. Now we
have an International Development Association for sharing of foreign
aid costs with other nations. We have an International Monetary
Fund for monetary stability. But we have found out now historically
that security expenses are responsible for a large part of this instability in the monetary field. That being the case, why not create anl International Security Fund for a sensible division of costs of mutual
security, the foreign exchange components of mutual security.
NVe aire glad to see that the Council onl Interniationial Economlic Policyhasbee etabishdbut still this is somewhat short of what we
hope for. As you might recall our organization has been recommending this for the last 3 years. I thing we need something with a really
longer. range perspective, rather than another agency among existing
executive departments, and we propose therefore that you create by
legislation a Foreign Economic Policy Board which will have the
professional qualifications of, say,. the Council of Economic Advisors,
but longevity and long tenure of, say, the Federal Reserve Board,
straddling the di fferent adininistr-ationis and hopef ully non-partisanl or
bipartisan in composition, so that they can focus on the long range
interests of the United States without being swayed by transitory
factors.
I just came back from Europe last Tuesday. I was in Paris onl the
day the'i-markets were closed on the dollar, and I can assure you that
it is a sobering experience to realize that with dollars in your pocket,
if they didn't accept them you may not be able to buy a hotel room or
a meal and you may have to end up in the park.
There are two issues in this situation at the present tine that seem
to oret confused. One is, of course, the continuing balanice-of-payments
deRcits of the United States; and the other one is the Eurodollar
market. Now, we do not share the idea of benign neglect onl the first.
You cannot have benign neglect when a country like ours continues,
year by year, living beyond its means in its relations with the external
world, but we feel that the proposals of variable exchange rates will
not solve this problem.
For this reason, in the case of the ba lance- of -paymnentts deficits,
since they are caused by the fixed expenditures of the Federal Government abroad, a devaluation of the dollar is merely going to increase the dollar costs of these expenditures and our liabilities, actually,,our balance-of-payments deficits, are, going to increase rather
than diminish as a result of the devaluation.
And certainly variable exchange rates or devaluation are not going
to do anything with the $50 billion Eurodollar market. That is now
a ather serious problem for international central bankers to deal
with.
Senator RITBICOFF. You don't agree with Secretary Connally that this
is not a great problem?
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Mr. DANIELIAN. Not at all, Sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. You think it is a big problem?
Mr. DANIELIAN. In my statement I emphasize this part because it
is aIseparate )roblemn from the h)al ance-of-paiyments dlefici t problems.
III other- wor"s, it was,, eete(Ilb)y thelbalance-of-paymients defki't-ov-er
the last 20 years but now it is here, it is half owned by central-bankers,
and the other half by private individuals.
It is mostly invested in short term funds, and they are sloshing
from country to country like dropouts from society trying' to get*a
quick capital gain or an interest rate differential.
Hereo we have a pooi of capital and what use this pool of capital is
going to be put to should be the subject of very serious discussion
and I hope the Treasury will not oily consult bankers
among sfrt
but alio industry people because this pool of capital can be used for
a number of things. It can be used for public works, to finance Government deficits, it can be used to finance housing, foreign aid, or the
World Bank.
Now what this pool of capital is going to be put to is most important really as to the direction that western countries are going to take.
Up to this time they have been used for short term gain on short term
paper and this is why we have this sloshing around in the international markets, creating these unsettling conditions.
It seems to me that the Treasury Department must come up with a
constructive program for the utilization of these funds.
Senator LONG. Might I just interrupt one moment to say. Dr. Danielian, I have to depart at this time but I think you have made a inagnificent statement. I am going to take your, full statement together
with your table home with me and study them tonight.
Thank you.
Mr. DANIELIAN. Mr. Chairman, that about ends my presentation.
I will be glad to come back.
Senator IRIBIcOFF. I think you have made a very good statement
too and you have raised some very provocative issues. We are very
glad to have them because I do believe. it will be a very important contribution to the record and my apologies to you for putting you on so
late, but you were here and I wanted to give you this opportunity.
Mr. Danielian, we might want to call you bak at~somec other time.
We will be in touch with you.
Mr. DANIEL-IAN. I will be glad to discuss this problem with the
subcommittee.
Mr. Danielian, we might want to call you back tat somec other time.
page 167.)
SUMM[-%ARY OF STATEMENT OF DR. N. R. DANIELIAN, PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY AssOCIATIoN

These hearings are most appropriately timed. The so-called dollar
crisis in Europe, the pending Mansfield amendment, the British-E EC
negotiations in Brussels, the unresolved trade policy debate in the
United States, the mounting attacks on multinational corporations,
the discussions of exchange rate flexibility as a means of trade adjust-
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ment
th etative gestures toward more trade with Coninmunist countries, even with China-ail these underscore the validity of the chairman's thesis that geocconomnics has moved to front stage.
We have tried to comment on these subjects comprehensive in a
fairly length statement which I would like to offer for the record.
Here, I propose, briefly to focus on a few key issues.
THlE U.S.

BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS

D)EFICITr

The theory of "benign neglect," implying that this country can do
anything it wishes at home, and abroad without worrying about the
consequences or the reactions of our creditors, is patently absurd. Our
balance-of-paymentls (lehecit mcanis thiat each year we are financing
several billion dollars' worth of such activities as troop deployments,
foreign aid grants and even imports for consumption and tourism
abroad by borrowing from foreign sources. If our creditors omie day
should refuse to lend us money, then what would we do?
I was in Europe on May 5 when several of the E uropean central
banks suspended purchases of American dollars. It is a sobering feeling to have dollars in your pocket and yet suddenly realize that if nobody would accept them for a meal or a hotel room, you would be out
in the park.
There is a current fad in this country of urging flexible exchange
rates or revaluation of other currencies-that isto say, a de facto devaluation of the dollar-as a solution to American balance, of payments deficits. As with benign neglect, this too overlooks the consequences. Revaluation can ony increase both our budgetary and balance of payments costs. Thle 1969 revaluation of the Deutsche mark
by 9.8 percent has cost us an extra $100 million in our troop costs each
year. The same will happen to our Pacific military expenditures if the
Japanese yen is revalued.
It may be said that flexible rates or de facto devaluation of the
dollar would increase exports and diminish imports, offsetting these
added costs and more. To solve the problem, we would have to earni
an additional $3 to $5 billion each year through increased exports and
reach a trade surplus of some $6 to $8 billion a year. Real istica lly, -who
is going to buy that much more from us on a unilateral basis in order
to compensate for our military and foreign aid expenditures? Will
revaluation of a few currencies yield results of such magnitude? I
don't think so. Academic economists are tilting at quixotic windmills
with this unrealistic concept.
THlE EURODOLLAR 31ARKET

Nor would flexible eexchange rates make any real dent in the problem
of the $50 billion Eurodollar market. It is more likely that Europe
will have to move in the direction proposed on the weekend of May
8-9 in Brussels by the French .and the EEC Commission-that is,
strict controls on access to the Eurodollar market.
The UI.S. Government should be in the forefront. of proposing means
for the orderly and useful employment of Eurodollar f unds for worldwide economic development on a nondiscriminatory basis. It is tragic
that in a world, most of which is starving for capital, the billions in
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the Eurodollar market should be allowed to act as "dropouts" f rom
society, skittering from country to country for short-term, 1 or 2 per~cent interest differential. Central bankers, instead of acting merely as
money changers, should assume the role of economic statesmen and
find the institutional means for putting this pooi of capital to work
on long-term investments in economic development through private
and public media.
EUROPEAN VIEWPOINT

Since 1963, my colleagues and I have made annual surveys of
European opinion about the United States and the status of the dollar.
I haive been repeatedly impressed by the analytical brilliance of European bankers and ecionists. And they apply this brilliance to defending the interests of their own countries.
Generally, they attribute our deficits to U.S. fiscal and monetary
policies, the resultant inflation. and to U.S. capital investments abroad.
Although this may serve to justify the actions they recommend, they
have the wNrong f acts.
Our studies on this subject, going back to W1orld 'War II, have convinced us that the basic balance-of-paymnents deficits of the United
States, if you eliminate cosmetic arrangements ini the statistics and
temporary shifts of funds, have very nearly equalled the U.S. Governmnent's foreign exchange expenditures abroad for military lpuLrlo~es
and foreign aid. In contrast, the private commercial and financial
transactions of the United States, including both capital outflows and
the earnings thereon, have either bcun iii balance or have earned a
surplus.

As their analysis is wrong, the remedies European bankers and
economists recommend are inapplicable. In Switzerland and France
some would like to see gold revalued. What sense is there in increasing
the price of gold-most of which is held by the. very countries comnplaining of excess liquidity? It is said this action. is needed for psychological reasons. Let us call it what it is: An attempt to earn a quick
capital grain at U.S. taxpayers' expense.
Inflation is- often blained for our payments deficits because of its
pullingn" effect on imports. Hardly a country in the world today has
a lower- rate of inflation than th~e Unlited S tates. The remedy some
Europeans prVopose is high interest rates and U.S. deflation. We tried
this in 1969 and 11970, with results that, we like to forget and hope to
correct,. It is unrealistic of lEuropeans to expect the United States to
suffer a (deflation.and unacceptable rates of lllemlploymieit., p~articullarly when, as we learned, such action will not diminish or offset the
bal ance-of -payments deficits.
In p~riv~ate conversations, however, one can find many enlightened
Europeans who realize that the deficits are due to troop deployments
in Europe and the Far East, the Vietnam war and foreign aid grantsmuch of which is given for security reasons. They also realize that if
the U~nited States did not have to bear these burdens unilaterally, they
would not be suffering from a dollar glut. Some are candid enough to
say that we should demand more of them.
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TRADE POLICY

Supported the various reincarnations of reciprocal trade legislation during the late 1940's and 1950's. Then I could understand the
emphasis on unconditional most-favored-niation principle and the
necessity for giving unilateral concessions, because this was a period
of economic reconstruction for Western Europe and Japan.
T1he general agreement on tariffs and trade (GATT), negotiated in
1948, was understandably biased in favor of countries needing our
help: The grandfather clause, continuing the British Commonwealth
preference system, and the authorization for commiou markets and
free trade areas in the interest of Western European uniity-both
were clear denials of the unconditional most-favored-nati on principle.
Statemanship requires not only generosity, but also the ability to
recognize the turning points of history. I am afraid our insights have
not been too sharp; we have missed the turns.
Thle EEC may soon be expanded beyond the original six to include
Britain, several other members of EFTA and, by association agreements, former African dependencies, the Caribbean Islands, and most
Mediterranean basin counthiJes. This expansion will creat e an enormous
discriminatory trading bloc which was never contemplated during the
negotiation. of GATT and which is inconsistent with GATT's underlyinlg philosophy. We are told to be patient because the enlarged coinmunity, when it is established, will be willing to negotiate with us a
more outward-looking trade policy.
Mir. Chairman, I take this with a, grain of salt. We really have
only three choices: We can accept the situation and let bad go to
worse in our balance of trade and payments; we can exercise our rights
by enforcing compensatory adjustments or taking retaliatory action
under ()ATT-which, however, the executive branch has opposed; or,
we can amend section 251 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, changing the unconditional most- favored-nation principle to a conditional
basis-that is, conditioned on reciprocity and national treatment,. In
this case, the retaliatory authority of section 252 should be expanded
to include all categories of commodities. At the same time, we should
create authority to negotiate tariff and other trade barriers with all
countries and trading, blocs.
Such changes would put the United States in a better bargaining
position vis-a-vis other key developed countries and blocs to achieve
reciprocal liberalization of trade.
The United States has another alternative: it can invoke article
XII of GATT which gives any country power, after consultation
with other countries and the IMF, to impose quotas on a temporary
basis to rectify a serious balance of payments deficit. The advantage
is that these measures can be revoked anytime and do not give rights
to other countries to retaliate.
TIe 1e
European central bankers awl government ministers have laid
the groundwork for the invocation of article XII by their continuing
complaints about thc so-called "dollar glut" stemming from our persistent balance of payments deficits. It is to be hoped that the invocation of article XII, in principle, would lead to ia more rational divi-
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sion of security costs in Europe and Asia and a more receptive policy
toward U.S. exports so that restrictive measures would not have to
be impeosed in practice.
The negotiations which might stem from ain invocation of 'article
X11 or from a revision of Section 251 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 are particularly important with regard to protecting our agricultural markets abroad. The concessions made in the name of E uropean
unity during the Dillon and Kennedy rounds of negotiations in 1962
and 1967 close the door to the most competitive and efficient sector
of American production. The accession of Great Britain to the EEC
will harm our agricultural interests even more.
FOREIGN All)

Another area in which our trade policies s have taken a perverse turn
is foreign aid. Because of balaiiee-of-paiiuets deficit s, President
Eisenhower instituted and Presidents Ken nedy and Johnson broadened the practice of "Buy American" under iToreign aid. European
governments and Japan never liked this. Although they accuse the
United States of flooding the world with too many dollars, they have
been pressing our Government to do away with "'Buy American" so
they can earn more of these unwanted dollars! With sense of timing
for which "maladroit" is too kind a, word, it is now proposed that we
internationalize aid and repeal Section 604 of the Foreign Assistance
Act, both of which would effectively untie aid.
Mr. Chairman, with our present unemployment and unused plant
capacity, we can give aid and even increase it in terms of goods and
services, but we simply do not have dollars to lend so they can be
spent abroad, perhaps in Germany and Japan, from which we. are
forced to borrow.
TIIE MULTINATIONAL

CORPORATION

The multinational corporations are caught in the contradictions of
our policies in defense, aid, and trade. Their alleged sins are now
being decried among academics, certain spokesmen of labor and even
in ministerial conferences in Europe. These corporations are accused
of exporting jobs; but they seldom receive credit for the jobs they
create f rom exports-as in fact they produce one-fourth of the total
U.S. exports with their shipments to their overseas affiliates.
The implication that "run-away" U.S. companies sev the U.S.
market with cheap, foreign labor simply is inticcurate in all but a few
cases. To take one example: Of the 1,3'21,000) foreign cars imported
during 1970, only 123,299, or 9.3 percent, were made by U.S. subsidiaries abroad . The rest were Volkswagens. Toyotas, Fiats and the like,
all produced by foreign-ownred companies. In tile case of the 13 million
short tons of iron and steel imported during 1970, hardly- any could
be attributed to Amnerican-owned subsidiaries abroad.
If all U.S. investments abroad were suddenly elimniated, the United
States would be worse off by nearly $17 billion in its international r'eceipts, two-thirds in exports and one-third in investment income, not
including the $1.5 billion income from royalties and fees. As sympathetic as 1 am to labor's viewpoint in the matter of employment, I
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sincerely believe that they are whipping the wrong horse in attacking
international or multinational corporations. Most of our imports come
f rom foreign-owned enterprises; and if third country markets could
not be supplied by U.S. subsidiaries abroad, they would simply be supplied by foreign competitors.
European opinion tends to blame U.S. direct investments for the balance-of-payments deficits. Everyone talks about the $30 billion of
American investments in Europe, two-thirds of which are direct and
one-third are in portfolio investments, roughly speaking; but it is
rarely mentioned that European investments in'the United States are
about equal-some $29.5 billion-even though more of theirs are in
portfolio investment.
Many people who should know better blame American companies
for the recent currency crisis. Multinational corporations are in the
business of manufacturing and selling products, not gambling with
huge cash reserves. They would not be in business long if they speculated with a magnitude of liquid assets which could shake the foundlations of the combined central banks of Europe.
IECOMM1NENI)ATIONS

I would now like to caution about over-reacting to what I see as a
"Rip Van Winkle Syndrome." We must not wake up to rush into a
protectionist frame of mind, nor shackle the multinational corporation, which is producing much of the world's economic growth, and we
must not indulge in ineat-ax slashing of foreign aid or defense corninitinents.
SInstead, we need cooly and rationally to set our house in order; to
regain, for bargaining purposes, control of access to our own market,
We should insist on reciprocity and national treatment for our trade
and investments; and to requiire the applications of international
standards of fair compensation for expropriated property as a criterion of our aid. We must get our balance-of-payments under control
by insistin 'g that other people do their share in protecting their boundaries, their supply sources and their sea lanes, whether in the Mediterranean, east of Suez or in the Far East.
AN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY FUND

We have an International Development Association to internationalize the costs of development aid and an International Monetary
Fund for monetary stability. Why not an International Security Fund
to neutralize the foreign exchange costs of mutual security, which is
one of the principal causes of monetary instability? Countries-for examnple, Belgium, Germany, Italy, and Japan-which, are in surplus
on the military account and also' in overall balance of payments, each
year could deposit into such a f und a sum equivalent to the foreign excha-nge costs of troop maintenance in the common defense. Countries
in deficit on the military account-Britain and the United States, for
example-could draw upon this fund.
We should therefore negotiate the creation of an "International Security Fund." This would be more decisive in creating conditions of
monetary stability than flexible exchange rates and dollar devaluation.
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A FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY BOARD)

The Administration deserves credit for one long-overdue reformthe establishment of a Council onl International Economic Policy and
the appointment of its Executive Director. But we still need, inl my
judgment, a longer terml focus and a more independent mechanism.
Structurally, it should be a combination of the Council of Economic
Advisers and the Federal Reserve Board, but with anl international
mandate, which would be established b)y statute with a built-in continuity. Such a body-call it at Foreign Economic Board, for examlple-couldl present to Congress anl annual "foreign exchange,
budget" which would be a most use ful policymaking tool for all concerned with decisions onl priorities.
INEGOTIATrIONS ON EIJIIO-I)OLLA1? MARkKET

The Euro-dollar market is a huge pool of capital, owned, perhaps
half and half, by central banks and private interests. It will continue
to be anl element of instability so long as it is invested in short term
paper and moves f roml country to country for speculative gains or interest differentials. How these funds are used will make a profound
difference to the future of Western society-whether they are used for
financing trade, government deficits, public work, World Bank activities, housing or industrial development through private corporations. The United States has a vital stake in this question. W~e cannot
afford to stand aloof from what happens onl this Tront in Europe.
In short, gentlemen, we must start actig like other people in preserving our vital interests. We have a, "Nixon Doctrine ' for security
affairs. But we need to apply this burden -sharing philosophy to economnics as well as manpower.
Perhaps in time our allies will find among themselves a leader who,
can rise above squabbling politicians to stand as a true world stateman.
Such a man might be able to see in 1971 what George Marshall and
others saw so clearly in 1947: that circumstances may require short
term sacrifices for long term interests. This has been America's philosophy ever since World War II. Now it is the turn of others; and
surely our allies have anl interest in seeing America restored to a postVietnam mental health and a balance of payments economic health so,
that we can resume our place in the f ront ranks of those trying to produce a livable world for the next generation.
STATEMElNT OF DR. N. R. DANIELTAN, PRESIDENT-, INTERNATIO0NAL ECONOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATION
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I. INTRODUCTION

These hearings are most appropriately timed. The so-called "dollar
crisis" in Europe, the pending Mansfield Amendment, the BritishEEC negrotiatious in B3russels, the unresolved trade policy debate in the
United States, the mounting attacks on multinational corporattionls, the
discussions of exchange rate flexibility as a means of trade adjustment,
the tentative gestures toward more trade with Communist counftries,
'even with China-all these underscore the validity of the Chairman's
thesis that geo-econolnics has moved to front stage.
Our organization was established in 1957, soon after the first Sputnik
went tip, on this same perception, namely that military power in the
-nuclear age would soon lead to a stalemate, and that economic policies
would become one of the major instruments of National survival.
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Unfortunately, in a large democratic country like ours, there i's
a time gap between the first perceptions of a problem and public and
official reaction. In the past decade, the United States has been going
through a transition in both its military and economic posture, but
has been acting as if there were no change in the conditions, and hence
no need for a change in policies.
The problems that have come to the front page in the past year or
two have been with us for a long time. All the major elements of the
recent dollar crisis in Europe-accumulating balance- of -payments
deficits against dwindling reserves-have been developing for a decade. So has the Eurodollar market, a creation of this cumulative deficit which is a $50 billion pool of uncontrolled liquidity.
i'he theory of "benign neglect,"1 implying that this country can do
anything it wishes at home and'abroad without worrying about the
consequences or the reactions of our creditors, is patently absurd. Our
balance-of-payments deficit means that each year we are financing
several billion dollars' worth of such activities as troop deployments,
foreign-aid grants, even imports for consuminption and tourism abroad,
by borrowing from foreign sources. If our creditors one day should
refuse to lenc( us money, then what would we do?
I was in Europe on Miay 5 when several of the European countries
suspended purchases of American dollars. I can assure you that it is
a sobering feeling to have dollars in your pocket and yet suddenly
be confronted by the fact that if nobody would accept them for a meal
or a hotel room,*you would be out in the 'park!I
On the other hand, European bankers and economists have a narrow
view of the causes of the U.S. balance-of-payments deficits and the
dollar glut. Any they offer equally unrealistic solutions. They generally attribute the causes to U.S. Ascal and monetary policies and resultant inflation, and to U.S. capital investments'abroad. They are
wrong, on both counts. These factors may have aggravated the statistics in some years, but the basic causes o6f the defcits lie elsewhere.
In 1964 for 'instance, when our trade surplus was $6.6 billion, we
still had 2.8 billion in deficits on a liquidity basis. Our studies 611
this subject, going back to World War 11, have convinced us that the
basic balance- of-payments deficits of the United States-eliminating cosmetic arrangements in the statistics and temporary shifts of
fuhds-have very nearly equalled the U.S. Government's foreignexchange expenditures abroad for military- and foreign-aid purposes.
In contrast, the private commercial and financial transactions of the
United States, including both capital outflows and the earnings thereon, have been in balance or earned a surplus.
If the European analysis is wrong, the remedies they recommend
will be inapplicable. Some in Switzerland and France would like to
see gold revalued. When they. are. complaining about excessive
liquidity and the export of American inflation, what sense is there in
increasing the price of gold-most of which is held by the very countries complaining of excess liquidity?
Inflation is often blamed for our balance-of-payments deficits because of its "pulling" effect on imports. Hardly a country in the world
today has a lower rate of inflation than the United States. And here
the remedy some E uropeans propose is high interest rates. We tried
this in 1969-70 with results that we like to forget and hope to cor-
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rect. It is certainly unrealistic of Europeans to expect the United
States to suffer a deflation and unacceptable unemployment in order
to maintain the value of the dollars they hold.
In private conversations, however, one can find some enlightened
Europeans who realize that the deficits are due to- troop deployments
in Europe and the Far East, to the Vietnam war, and foreign-aid
grants-much of it given for security reasons. They also realize that if
The United States did not have to bear these burdens unilaterally,
Europe would not be suffering from a dollar glut. They recognize that
no deflationary policy, and no interest rate policy could intrinsically
alter these basic costs abroad.
American economists also have proceeded from wrong premises to
wrong conclusions. This is the case with the "voluntary" controls on
direct private Investments, instituted in 1965, which soon became
mandatory and are still in force, although advertised as "temporary."
These controls have handicapped American business while hurting our
balance of payments in the long run and merely introducing artificialities in the short run. Moreover, we have gotten into the absurd position
of applying the "Trading with the Enemy Act" to our NATO allies!
There is not a f ad of urging flexible exchange rates or reval uation of
other curirencies, that is to say, a do facto devaluation of the. dollar. as
a, solution to American balance-of-paymients deficits. As with "benign
neglect," this overlooks the consequences. As far as the foreign exchange cost of our widespread defense deployments is concerned,
revaluation can only increase both our budgetary and balance-of-payments costs. The 1969 revaluation of the deutsche mark by 9.3 percent
has cost us an extra $100 million a year in our troop costs. The same
would apply to the Japanese yen, if revalued. On the defense account,
the only solution I can see is a responsible program for joint sharing of
foreign exchange costs.
The belief that flexible exchange rates or revaluation of other currencies will turn the trick on our commercial transactions is a hangover
from classical international trade theory. *Unfortunately, this is not
applicable to a world where the classical model of competition, frI'e
trade, and mobility of capital and labor simply does not apply. To
solve the problems by exports, we would have to earn $4 to $6 billion
more per year in increased exports, raising the trade surplus to $6 or
$8 billion a year. Realistically, who is going'to buy that much more from
us on a, unilateral basis so as to compensate for our military and
foreign-aid expenditures?
If the EEC and Japan should revalue their currencies by, say, .5to 7
percent-an unlikely prospect-won Id our imports from them really
diminish and our exports to there increase so substantially that we
could produce this order of improvement in our trade surplus? The
less-developed countries are clients for foreign aid and hardly in a
position to give,us a, unilateral trade advantage. The Eastern bloc countries are interested in balancing their trade accounts and in obtaining
long-term credits form the W17est.
Nor would flexible exchange rates make any real dent in the problem
of the multibillion dollar Eurodollar market-which, as I have noted,
has been created by America 's cumulative payments deficits. This pool
of liquidity will tend to slosh over national boundaries and financial
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Controls as, indeed, none other than IDr. Otmar Emminger of the
Deutsche Bundesbank stated in a response last week to questions from
the Washington Post. Flexible exchange rates igiht make this situation even worse, by encouraging speculation. One result of the recent
crisis may be at concerted attempt by the European central banks to
controlo" the Eurodollar market, by one means or another, even if this
involves capital controls. The U.S. Government should be in the forefront of proposing means for thie orderly arid useful em-ployment, of
the Eurodollar funds for worldwide economic development, on a nondiscriminatory basis.
It is tragic that in a world most of which is starving for capital, the
billions iii the Eurodollar market should be allowed ,to act as "dropouts" from society, skittering from country to country for short term
1 or 2 l)ercent interest differentials. Central] bikers, instead of acting
as money chanigers, -should assume the role of economic statesmen and
find the institutional means for p)uttig this 1)001 of capital to work on
long-term investments ill economic development through private and
public medlia.
Tringi~o now to our trade policy, we have also suffered from a dolacci perception, of basic changes. I personally supported the various
reincarnations of reciprocal trade legislation during the late 1940's
and 19,50's. Then I could understand the emphasis on unconditional
most- favored -nation lprinciples and the necessity for giving unilateral
concessions because this was a, 1)eriod Of economic reconstruction for
Western Europ)e and 'apan.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was negotiated in 1948 and was understandably biased in favor of countries
needing our help, such as the "gm-an dfather clause" continuing the
British Commonwealth preference system and the authorization for
common markets and free trade areas in the interest of Western Europ~eaii unity, albeit they were Clear denials of the unconditional mostfavored-nation principle.
Statesmanship requires not only generosity but also the ability to
see the turning points inl history. I am afraid our insights are best
described as shortsighted when we get ourselves into a position
as today, we have to borrow money from Japan and Germany,where,
some
toc (riv it away as foreign aid, and some to help pay for their defense;
an7ten we urge them to depreciate our currency so that we can keep
Ol (loing the same old things in the same old ways.
The EEC may soon be expanded beyond the original six to include
Britaiin and several other members of EFTA, and by association
ments, former African dependencies, the Caribbean islands, andagreemost
Mediterranean basin countries. This expansion will create an enormous
discriminatory trading bloc which was never contemplated during
the negotiations of GATT and is inconsistent with its underlying
philosophy.
We are told to be patient because the enlarged
when
established, will presumably be willing to iiego tiate community,
a more. outwardlookcing trade policy with us. We really have only three choices:
can accept the situation and let bad go to worse in our balance we
of
trade tand payments; we can exercise our rights by enforcing
compensatory adjustments or taking retaliatory action under
GATT-which,
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however, the executive branch has opposed; or we can amend section
251. of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, chang ing the unconditional
mnost-favored-nation. principle to a conditional basis; that is, conditioned on reciprocity and national treatment. In this case, section 252,
the retaliatory authority, should be expanded to include all categories
of commodities. At thej same time, we should amend section 211 to
extend the authority to negotiate tariff and other trade barriers to
include countries and trading blocs besides the EEC.
Suich changes would put the United States in a better bargaining
position vis-a-vis other key developed countries and blocs. We- would
be in a stronger position to insist on reciprocal liberal ization of trade.
The United States has another remedy: It could invoke article XI
of GATT, which gives any country power, after consultation with
other countries and the IE, to impose quotas on a temporary basis to
rectify a, serious balance-of-payments deficit. The advantage is that
these measures can be revoked anytime and do not give rights to other
countries to retaliate.
The European central bankers aind government ministers have laid
the grotnd~work for tthe invocation of article X11 by their continuing
complaints about~ the so-called "dollar (jut" stemmiiing from our persistent balance-of-payments deficit. It is to be hoped that the invocation of article XII, in principle, would lead to a more rational division
of security costs in E4'urope and a, more receptive policy toward U.S.
exports so that restrictive measures would not have to be imposed in
practice.
The negotiations which might stein from ain invocation of article
XII, or a revision of section 251 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,
are particularly important with regard to protecting our agricultural
markets abroad. The politics of the'European farm -bloc have created
one of the most onerous trade barriers in the form of variable levies.
The concessions miade in the name of European unity (luring the Dillon
and Kennedy Rounds of negotiations in 1962 and 1967 close the loor
on the most'competitive and efficient, sector of American production.
With the accession of Great Britain to the EEC, the harm to our agricultural interests -will be even greater. In short, events have conspired
to prevent the theory of comnparattive advantage from being appllied
to the United States in the one area where it would definitely work
to our advantage.
We have thus managed to create for ourselves through retarded cognizance a, curious position: The most productive nation in the world
is becoming the "least -favored -nation" in international tr ade! The
United States cannot sustain the enormous responsibilities resting
upon it in the world b- continuing in such a. supine position.
Another example is foreign aid, where we are currently borrowing
billions in Europe to give it away to Latin America ai-d other countries so that they can expropriate American investments with it or buy
what they wish in 1 apan and Europe. With a sense of timin;Q for which
"maladroit" is too kin d a word. we are proposing to "uintie" U.S. aid at
a time when the Europeans and Japanese ought to be collecting their
unwanted dollars and making them available to the less-developed
world as a part of a balance-o f-payments "moratorium" on the UT.8.
contributions.
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The multinational corporation has become the scapegoat caught in
the contradictions of our policies in defense, aid and trade. Its alleged
sins are now being decried among academics, certain spokesmen of
labor, and even in ministerial conferences in Europe. The multinational corporations are accused of exporting jobs;. but they seldom
get credit for the jobs they create from exports-and in fact they produce one-fourth of the total U.S. exports with their shipments to their
overseas affiliates.
The implication that "run-away" U.S. companies serve the U.S.
market with cheap foreign labor is simply inaccurate in all but a
few cases. To take one example: of the 1,321,000 foreign cars imported
in 1970, only 123,299, or 9.3 percent were made by U.S. subsidiaries
abroad. The rest were Volkswagens, Toyotas, Fiats, and the like, all
produced by foreign-owned companies. In the case of the 13 million
short tons of iron and steel imported in 1970, hardly any could be attribuited to American-owned subsidiaries.
The problem is one of cost differentials and not of ownership, and
the continual use of the multinational corporation as a scapegoat
merely diverts attention from real issues. If all U.S . investments
abroad were suddenly eliminated, the United States would be worse off
by nearly $17 billion in its international receipts, two-thirds in exports,
and one-third in investment income, not including the $1.5 billion
earned from royalties 'and fees. As sympathetic as I am to labor's viewin the matter of employment. I sincerely believe that they are
point
whipping the wrong horse in attacking international or multinational
corporations. Most of our imports come from foreign-owned enterprises - and if third country markets could not be supplied by the U.S.
compatInies abroad, they would simply be supplied by forei gn1 competitors. The idea that if'we could only shackle American companies and
keep them at home, the foreign markets would be supplied from here,
at prices that may be 20 or 30 percent higher than foreign prices, plus
shipping costs, is simply an illusion.
Everybody talks about the $30 billion of American investments in
Europe-two thirds direct, one-third in portfolio investments, roughly
speaking-but one rarely finds it mentioned that European investments here are about equal, some $29.5 billion, even though more of
theirs is in portfolio investment.
Having just spent 3 weeks in Europe, I am astounded that so
many people 'who should know better take out their frustrations-over
the recent currency crisis, for example-by blaming Anierican companies. Multinational corporations are in the business of manufacturing and selling products, not gambling with huge cash reserves. They
would not be in business long if they maintained- a magnitude of liquid
assets which could shake the foundations of the combined central banks
of Europe. And to the extent that responsible corporate treasurers do
try to avoid losing money (and their jobs) by being caught with too
much of a weak currency at the wrong time, they follow rather than
lead the European speculators-among whom one must number some
of the leading public and private banking institutions. One cannot help
noting that to the extent there are temporarily unemployed capital balances in Europe, they very often result from the artificial requirements
of America's foreign direct investment controls-whose removal is opposed by many Europeans!
1JN3AYA'A
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If there is any American blame for the dollar crisis, it should attach
not to our cupidity but to our stupidity. By that I mean failure to negotiate realistic solutions to the problems I have cited with our European and other allies.
What can we do about all this? As one who has sometimes been
criticized for crying "wolf" about the U.S. economic position in the
world, I would now like to caution about over-reacting to what I see
a "Rip van Winkle syndrome." WlAe must not wake uip to rush into a
protectionist frame of mind, nor shackle the multinational corporation which is producing much of the world's economic growth, and we
must not indulge in meat-ax slashing of foreign aid or defense commitments.
Instead, we need coolly and rationally to set our house in order. We
need to regain, for bargaining purposes, control of access to our own
market. We should insist on reciprocity and national treatment for our
trade and investments; and to require the applications of international
standards of fair compensation for expropriated property as a criterioni of our aid. We must get our bl~aance-of -payinents under control by
insisting that other people do their share in protecting their boundaries, their supply sources, and their sea lanes, whether in the Mediterast of Suez, or the Far East.
raea,shrt,
In
gentlemen, we must start acting like other people-like
Germans and Japanese, like Frenchmen and Britons and Russians in
preserving our vital interests. We have a "Nixon Doctrine" for security
affairs. But we need to apply this burden-sharing philosophy to economics as well as manpower.
ILet me be quite clear on this: America cannot opt out of its special
interests and responsibilities in aiding the developing countries. We
can make substantial contributions of goods and services. But no
substitute instead an "u ntying" of aid and a shift to international institutions, merely serves to give away more of the dollars which we
cannot afford under a basic balance-of -payments deficit of about $4-$5
billion per year.
Nor do I think we can, or should, withdraw from all of our security
commitments. But while these may be in our interest, these are commitments to our friends, as well as deterrents to our enemies, Instead
of "offsets" via arms sales, some of which would be bought anyway,
and others of which may not be needed, or paper transfers which addwith interest-to our obligations, we should negotiate the creation of
"international security fund."
We have an International Development Association to internationalize the costs of development aid, and an International Monetary Fund
for monetary stability. Why not a fund to neutralize the foreign exchange costs of mutual security, which is one of the principal causes
of monetary instability? Countries-for example, Belgium, Germany,
Italy, and Japan-which are in surplus on the military account and
also in overall balance of payments could deposit annually into such a
f und a sumn equivalent to thie U-9. foreign exchange costs of troop
maintenance in the common defense. Countries in deficit on the ii-i
tary account, Britaini and the United States, for example, could draw
upon this fund. The payments would, to be sure, represent aIn addcitional tax burden on the citizens of these surplus countries; but it is
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a- burden they can afford, especially given the windfall from our
military deficits, and which equity requires that they undertake.
I want to concl ude by giving *the administration credit for one
long overdue reform-the establishment of a Council on International
Economic Policy and the appointment of an executive director. But
we still need, in miy judgment, a longer termi f ocus cand a more indepen dent mechanism. Structurally it should be a. combination of the Council of Economic Advisers and the Federal Reserve Board, but with
an international mandate, which would be established by statute with
abuilt-in continuity. Such a body-call it a foreign economic policy
board, for examnple-could present to Congress an annual "foreign
exchange budget" as proposed in a recent bill introduced in the House,
which would be a most useful policy-making tool for all concerned
ini deciding on priorities. Foreign economic policy badly needs to be
(lecompartmentalized, both in our own Goverment, to give the President cont)vol. of the levers of power, and in our international
negotiations.
Perhaps our allies will find among themselves a leader who Cani rise
above squabbling politicians so as to be a true states an. Such a mian
might be able to see in 1971 what George Marshall and others saw so
clearly in 1947: Trhat circumstances may require shiort-term sacrifices
for long-term interests. This has been America's philosophy ever since
World War 11. Now it is the turn of others; and surely our allies have
an interest in seeing America restored to a post-Vietnam mental
health and a balance-of -payments economic health, so that it can resume
its place in the front ranks of those trying to produce a livable world
for the next generation.
TI. Tiii!, U.S.

BALANCE OF PAY-MENTS

The United States has had a, sizable liquidity deficit in its balanlceof-payments since 19,58 and, for several years, on an official settlements
basis. The several currency crises of the last 2 years show that the
liqunidity measure is a good indication of the potential danger to the
dolJar-a danger which manifested itself most recently through the
massive speculation on May 3, 4, and 5. Based upon a detailed breakclown of the U.S. payments, deficits, our figures indicated that the
Government sector has been in consistent, deficit while the private sector
has had to struggle to finance the Government spending abroad. The
margin of its failure, to do so is the U.S. deficit.
THlE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS

Table 1* shows a breakdown of the Government and private sectors
in the balance and payments. We have two balances of significance: The
basic balance, which includes only long-termn transactions; and the
total balance (liquidity basis excluding some special Government
cosmetic transactions),.which includes long-term and all short-term
transactions. As can be seen in the basic balance, the private sector has
been in surplus and the Government sector in deficit for all years. On
the overall balance, the private sector has held its own in near balance
or suirplus for all years except 1969. However, the deficit in 1969
represents the short-term circular flows associated with heavy Euroborrowing by the U.S. citizens because of the tight money conditions
here. The Government sector was in deficit for all years.
*P. 152.
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Looking further into the Government sector deficits, one can see
clearly that our military and foreign aid expenditures are, responsible
for them. Net -military expenditures were in deficit by $3.4 billion in
1970 and the net dollar outflow from all U.S. Governm-enit aid prograins equalled ---$700 million. Thus, deficits of $4.1 billion were accounted for by these two government categories.
PRIVATE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT

United States direct private investments have played an important
role in financing U -S. Government expenditures abroad . Table 2*
shows that U.S. direct investments have returned more in repatriated
income in each year than they have sent abroad in capital outflows.
Without continued investments abroad, the U.S. balance-of-paymnents
would suffer.
TRADE TRENDS

Trade flows, as evidenced by Tables 3 to 12**, show that since 1964
substantial shifts have taken'place. Ouir nonagr icultural surplus has
slipped from a $4.4 billion surplus to a, deficit of $1.24 billion in 1969.
This major shift has taken place in our trade with Canada, the EEC
and Japan. We are also losing in that part of the world where we have
pumped billions, of dollars in foreign aid and military expendituresEast and South Asia.
On the other hand, our agricultural trade surplus has usually given
the United States a favorable overall trade balance. Without our sizable agricultural exports to the EEC aind Japan, the United States
would be in a more critical situation. Japan, our own Departmnent of
Agriculture reports, is stepping uip its efforts to diversify its sources
of food supply, and the EEC, especially af ter enlargement, represents
a threat to our wheat, corn, oil cake and oil seed exports.
In individual commodity groupings, the U.S. trade balance has
shifted substantially. Trhe deficit in our oil import/export relationship
has reached $2.3 billion; in automobiles and parts, it is $1.9 billion; in
certain manufactured goods including textiles and footwear, $5.6 billion; and in food and related products including beverages, $1.2 billion. Some of these major categories were in surplus in 1961, others
were in deficit by up to $1 billion, but when a product grouping (such
as "other manufactured goods" including textiles and footwear) shifts
from a $768 million deficit in 1960 to a, $5.6 billion deficit in 1970,
then the time has come for a practical re-evaluation of the situation.
THlE STATISTICAL PITFALLS

It should be remembered that there are two measures of the U.S.
trade balance. One balance shows that in 1969 we had a $63 million
surplus and in 1970 a $2.185 billion surplus. This includes Governmentfinanced aid and Public Law 480 exports. If we net out these U.S.
Government-financed exports ais Senator Long, for one, has recently
urged, the result is the purely commercial trade balance which is a
better measure of our competitiveness. It shows a continuous deficit
since 1967. For 1969 the commercial trade balance was in deficit by
$2.459 billion and in 1970 the deficit amounted to $841 million.
153.
**Pp. 154-158.
*P.
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AID POLICY AND THE DEFICIT

-U.S. aid policies also add to the balance-of-payments deficits. We are
debtor Nation and no longer earn enough foreign exchange to give
away dollars-as opposed to gosand services. To do so, in effect, we
have to borrow the dollars in Eoltspe-paying interest of course; then
many of those dollars are given to developing countries, finding their
way back in trade channels to European central banks. Then the United
States has to borrow them back again because of "dollar glut" in
Europe!I U.S. aid policies over the last 8 years have been centered on
a "buy American" and additionality principle. Former AID Administrator Gaud has testified that tied aid has earned $500 million annually
and additionality has earned up to $45 million. The present AID staff
has used the appeal of "buy Amnerican" to sell the aid program to
Amierican business. Yet the Adiiinistration's new Interftatioiial Development Assistance bill, now before Congress, proposes to do away
with the requirement for U.S. procurement completely!I Already, by
administrative action, many aid expenditures are untied.
In addition, the President's policy of internationalizing. aid by chianneling more money through the international banks will untie U.S.
funds because, by their charter provisions, no purchases made through
these institutions can be tied. The hope is that the United States will
improve its share of procurement under the programs of the various
international institutions through reciprocal untying by other donor
countries. Experience suggests this is a, dim prospect. The U.S. share
of the World Bank's International Development Association procurement has been under 16 percent, compared with our contributions of
37.5 percent; the figure is-believed to be even lower in other institutions
OECD's
such as the Inter-American Development Bank. AfaastheAmerican
mutual untying is concerned, I find it hard to imagine an
firm actually receiving a fair chance to bid on a contract, say, under a
French aid program in Africa, where there was a strong French competitor. In the reverse case, however, an award to the foreign cornpetitor seems more likely. Congress should, therefore, look very carefully
at the balance-of-paymients implications of the new aid proposals.
MILITARY ExPE NDITURES

We have already referred to the $3.4 billion net deficit last year on
the military account. The Senate is already considering Senator Mansfield's amendment-now recast as a separate title of the Selective Service Act-which would deny funds for supporting more than 150,000
military personnel in Europe beyond next December. While this is
hardly a "trade" issue, it is part of the overall fabric of our relations
with Europe and thus interrelated with the economic questions before
this committee. Since the proposal is advanced at this time on a bal-which
ance of payments basis, I would like to suggest an alternative
issues.
military
raising'strategic
will deal with that question without
stationed
are
forces
U.S.
that
fact
the
in
The problem is primarily
abroad rather than at home, thus giving rise to additional distortions
ini our balance-of-payments deficit via a form of involuntary tourism
involving
and off shore procurement. We have tried offset agreements
issuing paper
military purchase; we have postponed the prbe
iOUs-most of which add interest payments to our obligations; and
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we still1 have a substantial drain on the military account of $1.1 billion a year in continental Europe alone.
I think the time has come to insist with our allies that they must
completely neutralize the net foreign exchange loss to the United
States on the military account, at least insofar as that loss accrues
to their benefit. The simplest and most direct way to (10 this, in our
judgement, is to establish an "International Security Fund." It need be
composed of only those countries where the balance-of-payments effect
from military activities is significant; but it should certainly include
Germany anal Japan. Under this concept, countries having an overall
balance-of-payments surplus,%would dep~osite into this account currencies in the amount earned from countries having a military (and an
overall) deficit. Obviously, the more such deficas were offset by military purchases, payment of supporting costs or other means, the
smaller would be the liability of surplus countries to the fund. Such a
proposal from this Committee would be hard for the Executive Branch
to ignore, and might well find acceptance in the present climate of concern over the future of the dollar. I am sure that both the Executive
Branch and our allies would vastly prefer this approach to that in
some other legislation now before Congress.
STRUCTURAL REFORMS5

The recently established Council on International Economic Policy
is a useful ste p forward as is the appointment of Mr. Peter Peterson
as Executive Director. But we still need a longer term focus and a
more independent mechanism, a body established by statute which
combines the advisory role of the Council of Economic Advisers-but
on international economic policy-with the greater independence and
long tenure of the Federal Reserve Board. Such a "Foreign Economic
Policy Board" could work with the interagency coordinating Council
to give the United States at true policy planning capability for International economic problems over the long term, as well as tightened
coordination of current policy and implementation at the White House
level.
The balance-of-payments issues discussed above underline all our
international economic activities, including trade, investment, travel,
industrial and property rights discused in subsequent sections, as well
as defense and foreign aid. They symbolize the need to reform and
decompartmentalize our governmental machinery.
One of the major satutory tasks of this Board should be to submit
to the President and the Congress ani annual foreign exchange budget
for the United States.
We hear less frequently these days the argument that since U.S.
exports are only just over 4 percent of the GNP, the imbalance in our
international payments is of little significance. Recent events make
clear that the pr oper comparison is not. between foreign exchange
earnings and GNP, but between what we earn abroad and what we
spent abroad. For more than a decade, thie U.S. balance-of-payments
deficits have continuously run high. This means that many of the
things we do abroad are done with money borrowed abroad. And
this is one of the factors which has brought on the so-called dollar
crisis. To bring our payments in balance, we must either earn more
or spend less, and it is vitally important, therefore, that we plan for
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the future by means of a proposed foreign exchange budget. It should,
include all estimated foreign exchange earnings and all estimated foreign exchange costs, and the proposed Board and the Council on International Economic Policy should develop programs for bringing them,
into balance. In this way, the United States will have a tool for sortavailable, without conits priorities for the foreign exchange
ing outincreases
in U.S. liquid liabilites abroad.
tinual

III. U.S.

TRADE POLICY IN A CHANGING WORLD
TERISE OF TRADING BLOCS

Thle world is changing and the United States niust adopt Ipoliciesto ineet the challenge of the changes. The formation of trading blocs
has changed the trade intercourse that should naturally evolve fr-om
the unconditional mnost-favored-nation p~rinIciple. Attention Must~ be
drawn to the further enlargement of the European Community by the
addition of new members or associates and by special agreements.
Formerly at sixes and sevens, Europe is moving to expand the EEC
by the addition of Britain and others of the outer seven who have
formed EFTA.
Latin America is developing an Andean trading bloc and, slowly,
a Latin American Free Trade Association. There is the Central American Common Market and what might be called a de facto "Common
Market" formed by the Communist bloc countries. (Actually, it might
better be described as a multinational conglomerate, ideologically incorporated.) There is talk that Japan may form a common trading
area in the Pacific (PAFTA) and mainland China may become a
trading power to contend with by the year 2000.
All of these common markets favor the insiders and tend to discriminate against those on the outside.
These formations of blocs are helpful in the aggregate: to themselves, as they encourage economic growth, and to thie trade of the
United States with then, as this trade will probably rise. But the U.S.
percentage share of th bloc countries' imports -has and will continue
steadily to decline. This can be called the trade-diverting effects of
bloc formation. Table 13 shows that the U.S. share of world trade
has declined. The U.S. share of EEC imports, for instance, has declined from over 12 percent in 1958, to 9.5 percent in 1970.
Bloc formation is not to be opposed; but U.S.policy must change
in its approach to negotiations with them. We have operated under
an unconditional most-favored-nation principle; that is, those concessions given to one country are automatically granted to all contracting parties to the GATT. We negotiate a deal with the EEC on, let's
say, auto tariff reduction, where by 1792 we will charge 8 percent
on the f.o.b. value while we allow Europe to charge 11 percent and'
Japan 10ipercent on the c.i.f. value.
In addition, we allow negotiations to be completed in the nonagricultural sector alone-a sector in which the United States has been
in a trade deficit-while we set aside discussions in the agricultural
sector-our primary breadwinner. The Common Market is also in the.
midst of making "association" agreements, some of which violate in.
spirit the tenets of the GATT.
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MOST-FAVORED-NATION

AND

RECIPROCAL AND

NATIONAL TREATMENT

There have traditionally been three basic principles in international
trade policy: namely, unconditional mnost-favored-nation treatment,
reciprocity and national treatment. The United States, by and large,
has adhered to all three of these principles. Unfortunately, however,
other countries have not been equally f aithf ul in observing them. The
Commonwealth preference system, still tolerated under the grandfather clause of GATT, is a violation of the UMFN principle. The
REEC itself, as well as its expansion through new members, associate
members, and special agreements, is in violation of UMFN principles, although in part sanctioned by the GATT.
The Communist world, as a trading partner, will simply not accept reciprocity because they say it is against their constitutions. As
for the MEFN'principle, wichl they wish to be accorded by others,
they say they respect it, by excluding everybody! The Communist
countries can conform to the national treatm-fent *principle, but there
is such a difference in the status of individuals between their countries and ours that there is little solace in equal treatment here.
Many countries like Japan are violating the national treatment
principle; and there are ideas circulating in the European Economic
Commission concerning favored treatment of locally owned comnpanies.
The variable levies on agricultural imports imposed by the :EEC,
-without any compensation, certainly violate the principle of reciprocity. Under force of circum stances, we, too, find ourselves in the posi tion of increasing nontariff barriers, such as quotas, in order to rectify
the results of unsatisfactory negotiations of the past, but, nonetheless,
in violation of the basic principles of the GATT.
A major proportion of the 1970 world trade of some $278 billion
was carried on under conditions that violate these principles of liberal
trade.
The principles of GATT, and for that. matter of the, OECT) Conventions-to which.Japan is also a party-are being violated right and
left,- and the so-called liberal trade policy, wAhichi has made a religion
,of the UMEFN principle, is increasingly* a shambles.
These persistent departures by other countries from the reciprocity
and national treatment principles and liberal trade policies, added to
high U.S. production costs and an erosion of our technological edge.
,sharply diminish the U.S. ability to compete in world markets and to
earn our way tbrou.gh the sale of exports. The results is a persistent
deterioratiomi of U.S. commercial trade from a. large surplus to a net
cleflicit. This factor, added to our military and foreign aid expenditures, creates a situation which is antithetical to the freedom of movement of goods and capital, which is the very marrow of multinational
enterprise and international growth.
POSSIBLE REMEDIES

THow do we find our way back to a i-olic-v of expanding rather than
restricting the onportunities for trade? We imst, regaini control of
access to the U.S. market, so that in negotiations we can be more
successful in obtaining respect for the mriciples of MFN. national
and reciprocal treatment. We can do this by making access to our
93AI AVA Yq G",',
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markets conditional onl adherence inl practice to these principles by
other countries. The application of these principles should not be confined merely to matters of commodity movements, but some encompass
investments, repatriation of earnings, industrial property rights and
other considerations of quantitative economic value. Economic
progress is indivisible: Trade, investments, property rights, travel,
military expenditures, and the balance-of-payments are all interdependlent.
An amendment of section 251 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
as amended, could change from unconditional to conditional MFN
and enumerate the conditions of reciprocity and national treatment in
both trade and investments. The negotiating authority of section 211,
now applying only to the European Econoinic Community, could be
expanded to all nations, common markets, trade blocs, and free trade
associations.
Because there would be some effects oil a number of existing treaties,
this would not be a step to take lightly. But unless we are more successful than we have been so far in securing effective reciprocity through
multilateral negotiations, this may be the only way to enable t ic
United States to negotiate from a position of streng th. It must be
kept clearly in mind, however, that although the techniques of negotiation may change, as in fact, they are changing, from. multilateral to
bilateral, the end purpose for which our negotiating strength should
be used must' remain freer movement of goods ahd capital on a
reciprocal basis.
Everyone knows that the world in the seventies is not that of the.
fifties. Yet in our international economic relationships, the Government continues to act as if America's "super power" size and status
obligated uts to higher standards of behavior and self -sacrifice than
other states. There is, of course, some continuing validity to this notion. But surely the special conditions which prevailed after World
War II have iiowv been corrected-in no small part due to America's
generosity. In short, having met the special obligations imposed by
relative affluence, the United States can begin to act like other countries
again. We have major domestic priorities and problems of our own.
While we must continue, as in the past, to carry out our basic responsibilites, we must insist on more reciprocal treatment in our economic
relationships. 'Suich a shifting emphasis-if you will, an "economic"~
version of the "Nixon doctrine" onl defense-makes its possible to look
at another major option open to the United States.
ARTrICLE XII OF GATT

Article XII of GATT entitles any member country in serious balamce-of -payment difficulty to impose temporary quotas on imports
after consultation with other countries affected, without, being inl violation of GATT rules, thus precluding retaliation. They would be so
entitled if the United States enacted restrictive measures unilaterally.
Such special measures ideally should be temporary rather tflan
cemented in leoqslation. The consultations required by article XII
could be helpful in developing some realistic bargaining leverage! It
has been argued that -article XII was never intended to apply to countries with reserve currencies. However, Britain, whose pound was and
is a reverse currency, has used article XII on more than one occasion.
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So have F rance and Japan. Are we still that much "holier than they?"
In any case, the world's bankersiare complaining about our balance-ofpayments deficits which produce their "dollar glut." They would therefore be hard pressed (or at least embarrassed) to complain about U.S.
invocation of article XII.
EXPORT FINANCING AND TAX INCENTIVE

The United States must meet the increasing measures taken by
other countries to abolish restrictions and to adopt financial assistance
and incentives to encourage exports. This is essential to meet foreign
competition and to help our industries and labor. The Senate recently
passed S. 581, to increase the lending authority of the Export-Import Bank from $18.5 billion to $20 billion and to increase the Bank's
political and credit risk guarantee authority from $3.5 billion to $10
billion. This is a step in the right direction, but other measures must
be taken. The Treasury's DISC proposal providing for tax deferrals
on exports failed of passage in the Congress last year. Instead of
merely a, tax deferral, tax reduction incentives should be considered
to encourage the export of American goods.
Special tax reductions on export of goods are prohibited, in theory,
by GTATT. But expert of services, ranging from inbound tourism to
engineering and technical, can be given preferential tax treatment.
And even on good, the United States is certainly entitled to equalize
the rebates which foreign governments and the' EEC, in particular,
granted under the guise of TVA and other taxes. Consideration could
therefore be given to an extension of the Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation concept permitting a 14-point reduction on income from
all exports of goods and services or to a drawback on exports equal
to local, State and Federal taxes and duties.
TOURISMt

Intern ational tourism is an integral part of U.S. trade, for it
represents what we might call "trade in tourists." The U.S.
ranks oil the lower rung in its promotion of foreign tourism. In 1970
approximately 167 million tourists traveled the world;. yet the U.S.
attracted less than 10 percent of them. U.S. tourism receipts represent
$2.3 billion ($2.8 billion, incluclin!Z tran sport ation) in foreign
exchange ea 'rnings, yet we spend less than $5 million on the promotion
of inbound tourism through the U.S. Travel Service. Fifty-two countries around the world give substantial tax concessions and rebates
for the promotion of tourism and tourist facilities and gain $4.9 billion a -year servicing Americans. We in the United States do not. Even
the DISC proposal, aired in Congress last year, dealt only with the
export of goods.
I am. pleased to note, however, that the Export-Import Bank is
exchange earnings from tourism by -prot ryin itsbs
to nresor
vidn a new program of financing inbound travel. In recent heaig
before the House'Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, industry witiiesses advocated a tax deduction of 10 percent of the price
of a ticket bought for passage on an American-flag passenger vessel.
This, they hope, will increase American vessel usage and keep at home
some U.S. dollars spent by American travelers.
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In my judgment, what we need is a tax reduction giving initiative
to companies engaged in bringing foreign tourists to the United
States and servicing them here. Such a tax benefit could help to stimulate inbound tourism without involving a violation of GATT, which,
as noted above, applies only to goods-not services.
In 1970, the Congress passed the International TrravTel Act amendments authorizing $15~ million a year for time U.S. Travel Service to
help earn more foreign exchange. This legislation was a milestone
in our efforts to earn more foreign exchange through added promotion
of inbound travel. Yet we understand that for the first fiscal year
U.S. Travel Service was allowed a request of less than $6 million;*and
for fiscal year 1972 they will ask for approximately $9.4 million
This, at best, is a half-hearted attempt to do the -job that Congress asked to be done. The U.S. Travel Service's hands are tied by the
Office of Management and Budget and congressional alpproximat ion
committees. For once, the U~nitedl States should be, daring, with a less
tight-fisted approach in this important area. If we (d0 not take positive and progressive action, our travel deficit will widen, and several
years from now we will be trying to evaluate "where we went, wrong."
Doubtless there would then be renewed pressures to restrict the right
,of Americans to travel and spend abroad. How much better to act
imaginatively now to earn the foreign exchange necessary to maintain travel as one of the basic freedoms!
TV.

U.S. INVESTMVJENT PorICY AND TIlE MULTINATIrONAL CORPORmATION

World investment has been growing at a, rate which outstrips the
growth in trade. And, indeed, it is often referred to as the more important of the two facets of international economic intercourse. In
the United States, for example, exports have increased less than 11
percent since 1964 and their net contribution (trade balance) has decreased more than 11 percent annually. In the same periodl, the net
contribution (including outflows) of U.S. private foreign investments
($4.2 bill ion in 1970) has increased over 16 percent !
Much of this increase in the net contribution of foreign investments
is clue to the so-called multinational corporation-as, indeed are about
,one-fourth of U.S. exports (some $10 billion a year) which go to
Amnerican affiliates abroad.
THlE ATTACK ON TILE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION

in testifying last year to the Joint Economic Committee, I suggested that a special medal should be struck for the entrepreneurs
of the multinational corporation in doing for the world economy
what the limited liability company did for Europe during the industrial revolution some 200 years ago; namely, pooling development
capital and skills and applying them to the world at large. These
entrepreneurs are, of course, motivated by profit; but in pursuing it,
they are buffeted by nationalism, socialist m and opportunism, Castigated as unpatriotic by labor, and treated as public enemy number
one by some academic iherists. Now, of course, they are being blamed
for Europe's currency crisis. Multinational corporations are conven-

ient scapegoats for events over which they have very little control.
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To the extent that corporate treasurers try to avoidl currency losses
on large liquid balances abroad, this is as much as anything due to
the U.S. Government's policy. It has impIosed a system of directt investment controls (partly at the urging of European Central bankers) and
the Treasury threatens to tax money, which iight otheri-Aise be repatriated, as soon as it, is brought hiomc.
A rising chorus of allegations claims that, the multiniationial corporation "exports jobs." This commiiittee will doubtless hear souwlthinig
on that subject. But the "export of jobs" critics never talk about the
"jobs from *exports"; that is, those ilivolvedl ini prodlucing one-fourth
of the total U.S. exports that go to overseas (affiliates and which mighJt
not go at all without the investment which maintains access to foreign
markets.
Nor (10 the critics cite the fact that the products involving the heaviest U.S. direct investment abroad tend to fall into the lowe-st category
of U.S. imports. Conversely, the areas of heaviest imports, such as
shoes and textiles, are among the sectors having the lowest direct
investment abroad. As noted in the introduction, the imports of automobiles and of steel are overwhelmingly by foreign-owned. companies,
not American "multinationals." They are Volkswagenis, in short, not
the Simca (sea table 14). Thus the implication that runawayy industry" services the U.S. market by using "cheap foreign labor"' is certainly not true at the macrolevel of aggregation; and it is true only in
relatively few cases. Even the components manufactured across thie
border in Mexico for reimportation back into the United States, which
do take advantage of wage differentials, were found by the Trmiff
Commission to promise only a modest number of jobs returnedl to the
United States in the event of repeal of the tariff p.rovisions. And even
. . likely would be more
these, in the words of the Commission,
than offset by the loss of jobs among workers now producing coinponents for export and those who further process the imported
products."
Labor's desire to "supervise and curb the substantial flows of Amnerican capital for the investments of U.S. companies in foreign operations" can only result in a. further decline, in America's global competitiveness and (a, further loss in the very jobs labor is attempting to
preserve. There is a, confusion here between a very difficult and fundamental issue in international trade, the comiparatiive costs of production and international competition and the question of who owns the
plants. Whatever the desirable policy decisions may be on the first
issue, they cannot be carried out by regulatory restrictions on mnultinational companies on the basis of ownership.
Apart from the ill-founded balance of payments and labor-related
criticisms, U.S. investment abroad is threatened not only by expropriation without compensation, but also by emotional attacks ont the
multinational corporation-a symbol of foreign imperialism. While I
am convinced that many Americani businesses abroad can improve
their local image and develop their mutual interests with local groups,
there are some things for which business is entitled to look to the
U.S. Government for help. U.S. policy must uphold-and must be
known to uphold-the rule of international law regarding the sanctity
of contracts and international obligations, such as full compensation
for' expropriation. Our scarce public aid resources should be used in
"1.
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ways which maximize new economic development, rather than various
"divestment" schemes; and they should make clear our preference for
countries which desire to maintain a cooperative role between public
aid and private investment.
The various investment insurance and guarantee programs have a
great importance in insuring that the capital needed by developing
countries will be forthcoming; the new Overseas Private Investment
Corp. (OPIC) should develop its programnsas r%,pidly and on as broad
a basis as possible. Similarly, the X11orld Bank's investment insurance
program should receive strong support from the United States.
FOREIGN IRfEC~T INVESTMENT CONTROLS

In 1968 the United States acted to control capital movemnents for
investment, purposes. Thie Office of Foreign Direct Investinent Controls was established to help the balance of payments and please the
Europeans who were concerned about our iiivestmcnnt presence in
Europe. Today, figures indicate that the controls have not~ helped the
balance of payments and may indeed have caused some of the "hot
money" problems we are experiencing.
As table, 2 shows, U.S. investments abroad are foreign exchange
earners, not spenders, so that tie whole premise of these controls may
have been wrong. But let uts examine what has happened since 1968:
The United States recorded its largest balance-of-payinents deficits
in 1969 and 1970. Therefore, the strict controls were lhrdly the cure 'all some thought they would be. In addition, the controls forced U.S.
corporations to borrow abroad to finance direct investments and to
repatriate these funds, if need be, to bring their yearend position in
line with their allowables. What has happened is that, corporations
bring money back each IDecemnber and rechiannel it out early in the
next year.
Corporations have borrowed $4 billion from 1968 through 1970 in
the Euro-bond market and $2.1 billion from banks (long-termn only).
However, of the $4 billion, they only used $1.67 billion to refinance
direct investment, leaving $2.3 billion as excess balances. Bank loans
might well have the same proportion of current utilization. In effect,
many companies, have been forced into borrow n g this money against
future needs to satisfy the paper balance app roach OFDI has used.
No corporate treasurer who expects to hold his job long can remain
unmoved by obvious trouble in the foreign exchange markets; hie
reacts, therefore, to any disequilibrium. in the exchange markets but
hie does not cause basic currency movements. If hie had not been forced
to borrow, his funds would be in the U.S. parent comipanly and he
would not have to react to the sudden crisis.
OFDI hasn't had the cure-all effect because direct private investments are an asset which bring in a net return to the United States.
In no year have U.S. investments caused more outflow than inflow of
foreign exchange. However, the gap between U.S. earnings abroad
and the return on foreign investments in the United -States is
narrowing.
There is reason to believe that the OFDJ controls are hurting our
exports as well as our investments. The regulations consider that exports of capital such as machinery and equipment to a subsidiary
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abroad are an outflow of dollars, even though it does not involve a
transfer of money and hence has no effect on the balance of payments
in a strict sense. Many companiies with limited allowables are thus
handicapped from exporting, from the United States. Sonme have had
to develop foreign sources of equipment to escape this limitation, offsetting the higher cost of b~orrowNing abroad with lower prices of
equipment. Thus, they are helping to create a permanent foreign competitive source damaging to the long-range export potentials of the
ITiiited States.
There is now broad agreement in the administration that the OFDif
controls are not in the long-run national interest of the United States.
Tfle only real reason for keeping them on is the fear of public criticism
from European financial leaders. In view of the expressions we have
heard from across the Atlantic in the past 2 weeks, it is hardly possible, that the complaints would become any more accrimonious if we
simply abolished the OFDJ regulations; in any case, they have not
proved very effective, and they have. created artificial demands for
liquidity abroad which have complicated the financial management
of Euroan governmentst, as well as U.S. companies. Indeed, the
current concerns of Europeans to control the Euro-dollatr market themnselves by one means or another may soon make U.S. controls irrelevant.
UT.S.

ANTITRUST LAWNS

The U.S. antitrust laws are drafted in broad and general terms, and
judicial interlpretations have been embarrassing, vague. and conflicting
to businessmen and government officials alike, as one attorney general
described them.' W1hen the laws are applied extraterritorially, as they
have. been, Amnerican exporters and investors find themselves in a confused and poorly defined gray area, and foreign governments resent
the invasion of their sovereignty. The subject is especially confusing
for companies operating in developing countries where there is a local
trend to compel Americani companies to enter into joint ventures.
Most other industrial countries exempt from their restrictive buisiness practices laws export agreements that have no domestic restrictive effects and even encourage export combinations and joint, investment ventures. Articles 85 anid 86 of the European Economic Coinmiunity Treaty of Rome have been construed to apply solely to activities within the Common Market.
The subject is so complicated and involves such different laws of
the various countries that an international agreement would be difficult. The Council of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) on October 5, 1967, adopted a paper "Concerning Cooperation Between Member Countries on Restrictive, Business
Practices Affecting International Trade," but this is only a recoinmendation for closer cooperation in thle form of consultations and
coordination of efforts regarding restrictive business practices.
Congress might give consideration t~o one of the following courses
of action: (1) Establish ain Antitrust, Review and Revision Commission as recommended by Senator Javits in S. 1486 which hie introduced
April .5,1971; (2) create a new organization, or designate ain existing
one, with authority to grant exceptions, including exemptions, f rom
I Attorney Geoneral1 Robert HI. Jacicson, lat er A-soeiatp *Tustice of tiie supreme Court.
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criminal suits, in cases involving political and economic policies in
foreign commerce; or (3) issue a declaration of congressional policy
that U.S. private forei gn inivestme ,at is in the national interest, that
the U.S. antitrust laws should not be applied to activities outside, the
United States which do not adversely affect the domestic or international commerce of the United States, or where such actions are, required by the law or policy of the country in which the action takes
place.
TAXATION

The Report of the President's Task Force on Business Taxation of
September 1970, points out that:
Trle existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are extremely complex
and, in our opinion, present unnecessary obstacles to American business in selling
goods or services in foreign markets.

In addition to the tax incentives needed to increase our exiuorts referred to above, the Internal Revenue C1 ode should be revised to place
U.S. oversea, operations on a competitive, basis with foreign companies
and to encourage the repatriation of f unds from abroad. There should
be reasonable means whereby U.S. companies could repatriate funds
from abroad to improve our balance-of-payments account without
incurring tax liability. Bona fide loans to, or investments in a U.S.
firm in the United States by a foreign affiliate should not be subjected
to U.S. taxes as constructive dividends. Special tax reductions should
be applied to dividends paid by controlled foreign corporations doing
business in less developed countries. These and other revisions of the
Internal Revenue Code should be considered to place our companies
on an equal footing with foreign competitors and to help our balance
of payments.
TECHNOLOGY: INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RI01hTS

The protection of our technology, one of our major assets in bargaining, is a much more complex problem. As a minimum, however, U.S.
Government should clarify by legislation the conditions under which
the results of Government-financed research and development can be
made available to other countries. These conditions now vary from
department to department and product to product with much latitude,
ranging from public dedication at one extreme to almost exclusive
licensing at the other. The results of the $16 billion annual research and
development expenditure by the Government should prove to be a valuable source of income if carefully husbanded.
In the private field, we come inevitably to the protection of patents,
copyrights, and trademarks. Ever since the establishment of the Republic, the Congress has been resolute in protecting these rights as they
apply to our own jurisdiction. In other countries, hoN-rever, we have
been somewhat less vocal th-an the importance of the subject merits.
The rights of ownership of patents should be defended, because, these
technical frontiers may prove to be more important to our long-range
wefar e than physical plants. This is a question of priority in the
thinking of our own people and in our dealings with other nations. I
frankly cannot conceive, however, of a machinery whereby the Congress can impose its views upon our governmental representatives in
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this -area, unless it is done as a part of trade legislation defining the
contents of economic negotiations. As a condition of granting mostf avored-nation access to our markets, we should propose protection and
,compensation for industrial property rights as one of the conditions.

V. EAST-WES'r

TRADE

Expansion of East-W11est trade, while desirable in principle wherever
feasible, should not be regarded as ain area for greatly improving the
U.S. balance of payments.
PROSPECTS: A REALIS~ric viEW

~With the exception of China, centrally planned economies have
tended to balance their trade bilaterally. The question therefore arises:
what do Communist countries produce which would be desired by any
meaningful segment, of the IU.S. market? At the moment, it must b)e saidl
very little. The industrially "'mature" eastern E4'uropean countries of
the prei11orld War 11 era (East Germnany and Czechoslovakia) lost
their competitive edge and the momentum for technological advance
through confinement to a, Soviet market undemanding in terms of both
quantity and quality. Czechoslovakia, especially was known prior to the
war for its fine engineering, footwear and textile products. The. constraints of COMECON have led several of these countries to look to
the iest for"new techino'logy, supplies. and the, markets they need to
maintain production at tan economically feasible level.
New Hungarian legislation has been adopted to permit foreicni
firms to buy into domestic companies. The Department of Commerce
recently relportecd that modernization of key industries in that country
affords good opportunities to 11Vestern business concerns to sell up-todate equipment and technology which is often unavailable in the centrally planned cCOonmies. As recently as January of this year the
Romanian Ambassador to the United States was actively soliciting
American business support for joint ventures in his country.
Why should we encourage advancement. in ain area whose interests
have long been considered hostile to ours? The answer is that to grow,
we must allow others to grow; and to export, we must imp~ort. The
days of a $7 billion Amierican trade surplus have passed. While, becauise of the quid pro quo negotiations insisted upon lby the state trading countries, expanded trade with these countries would provide no
panaceat for our balance of payments, a case for such expansion can
be made. Five years ago the utilization factor of manufacturing capacity in this country stood at 90 percent; as of the first quarter of this
ye ar, it had dropped to 73.2 percent with the advanced processing industries being hardest hit. At home, industry must contend with at slack
demand. In Eastern Europe, demand for U.S. products is potentially
high.
CONSTRAINTS ON BUSINESS
Industry is, however, shackled by various regulations. The intent
is of ten to prevent Communist nations from securing strategically useful items-but often there are readily available alternative sources of
supply. Thus, these regulations often succeed only in causing Amern-
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can business to needlessly lose, by default, sales they could otherwise
make. Delays duo to licensing procedures and confusion over commodity lists for different geographical areas frequently mean loss of
sales to loss cumbersome channels in Western Euiope and Japan.
W~e believe that the President should be given discretionary authority to control trade with all countries for national security reasons;
but, while retahinn national security provisions, we think controls
should be simplified to permit American companies to compete more
effectively with other countries for this trade.
Further, where our own export control list exceeds the COCOM list,
and where such goods as are in question are available elsewhere, the
controls should be liberalized makincy the COCOM list the lower imit.
In at policy paper prepared in 1969 ly the Committee for the Promotion of East-West Trade, it was noted that:
The main result (of the restrictive policies of the United States towards trade
with Eastern Europe) has been the forfeiture of U.S. export sales to our West
European and Japanese competitors and the forfeiture of political and economic
leverage in an area of the world where normalization of relations would be a true
benefit to mankind.

Consumer end-products should be decontrolled to the fullest extent
now. Modernized societies have been marked by an increasing demand
for consumer products and there is no reason to suspect that the centrally planned societies will proceed any differently as they modernize.
While the limited foreign exchange reserves of these countries will be
used sparingly for sueA purposes in the near f uture, even minimal
exposure to American products and the prospect of their availability
may assure us a portion of that market as it develops. Maintenance of
those present restrictions and red tape which are not essential will
tend to direct sales elsewhere.
THE LONGER RANGE FUTURE

High-ranking East European officials have made recent overtures to
American businessmen and Government leaders to foster joint ventures in their countries (Yugoslavia, Romania, and Hungary). In
Hungary alone more than 150 such joint projects with non-Communist
block countries have been undertaken. Italy, France and Britain are in
the forefront alon o with West Germany. Several American companies
which have participated in such projects in Eastern Europe (Corning
Glass Works and American Metal Climax in Romania) have expressed
satisfaction with the cooperation extended and the results obtained.
Concurrently with the need to encourage U.S. trade with East
Europe, given the competition of other countries, Congress should
provide safeguards to American exporters against antitrust prosecution, especially in cases where, the national interest requires restrictions upon the unauthorized re-export of know-how, technology and
pi'oducts.
With respect to agricultural products, cargo preference requirements for the commercial export of agricultural products should be
eliminated. A rie effect of these requirements has been the inhibition of U.S. w eatexports to Communist countries (see table 15). At
the same time, 'a requirement placed on exports, the result of which is
to kill the trade, has done nothing to enhance the domestic maritime
labor situation.'
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In conclusion, since 1966, total two-way trade between the Communist countries and the United States, Japan and the European
OECD countries has increased f rom $9.8 billion to an estimated $13.4
billion in 1970 (see tables 16-18). During the same period, the U.S.
share of this trade increased slightly from 3.9 percent to an estimated
4.3 percent. These percentages represent a small portion of an EastWest trade market that has been increasing at more than 10 percent
annually in the past few years.
The current interest in a European detente should remind use of
the need for America to be more active and imaginative in East-W1,est
trade, unless we are to be left on the outside looking in. If we are to
live in a peaceful world, we must encourage flexibility and receptivity
to imaginative new ideas that can promote mutually advantageous relations.
(Tables attached to Dr. Danielian's prepared statement appear on
following pp. 152-165:)
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TABLE 2.-DIRECT INVESTMENT OUTFLOWS, INCOME AND NET BALANCE, 1945-70
(in millions of dollars]

Outflows' I

Net
Outflows 2

(1)

(2)

1962 --------------1963..............--1964 - - - - - - - - 1965 - - - - - ---1966 - - - - 1967 - - - - - - - - 1968..............--1969 ----------------- -- 1970 -----

TotalI------------

Income
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-1 976
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869
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1,492
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1,442
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-823
-1,951
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-2,328
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Balance
Net balance
Royalties (cols. 3 and 4 (cols. 3 and 4
and fees minus col. 1) minus col. 2)

.

NA
64
77
83
100
126
129
130
128
136
158
229
238
246
348
403
463
580
660
756
924
1,030
1,136
1,246
1,369
1,538
12,297

(5)

(6)

326
423
197
426
552
799
1,113
697
835
1,194
1,247
449
45
1,186
1,204
1,084
1,633
1,970
1,813
2, 102
1,419
1,414
2,516
3,010
3,938
43,933

326
423
197
426
552
799
1,113
697
835
1,194
1,247
449
45
1,186
1,204
1,084
1,633
1,970
1,813
2,102
1,471
1,859
2,794
3,795
4,569
44,193

35,525

37,976

' Includes funds borrowed abroad through security issues and used abroad to finance direct investment. This corresponds to the outflow figure in line 33, 'Survey of Current Business," June 1971, table 1, p.44.
2Excludes funds in footnote 1. ro establish actual dollars that leave the United States, funds borrowed abroad are excluded. Before 1965, these funds were minimal.
3 Adjustment has been made to omit $267,000,000 in negotiated liquidations in Latin America involving the sale of investments for foreign interest-be'aring obligations.
4In accordance with footnote 3, adjustment has been made for forced liquidations.
Source: "Survey of Cdrrent Business," U.S.Department of Commerce, June issues through 1971, Washington, D.C.
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TABLE3--U.S. TOTALI ANDCOMMERCIAL
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TRADEBY AREA,EXCLUDING
MILITARY,1963-68
(In million ofdotlars--cennus
basis]
OtherWestern
Europe

Total
-- -

Totat

Cemmer- Canada
ciat
total

Expnrts:
16,491
15,406 33,571
1963-------------------..
1964-------------------...18,999
17,936 24,186
1965-------------------...19, 721 18,630 2 4,879
1966----------...--------- 21, 871 20,742 25,880
1967-------------------...23, 756 27,484 26,480
1968
--- -- _-_-----------26,862
25,893 27325
1969---------------... 29,81
(4)
232
190-- --------3:007982
Imports:
1963------------...-------13,049...........3,675
1964-------------------.
_ 14,582-----------1,074
1965.....-------58-------1725
_.... .4605
1966.---- __-.-..-.....---20,944 ........... 5,893
1967-------------------...
22,418...........6,939
1968....... ...... ....... 28, 173.........8,779
1969...................---31,089..........-10140
1970.............
_....... 34, 298.......... 10, 783
Balance:
1963..........
.......--- 3,442
2,357 32-184
4,417
3,354
3 112
1964....................-19,5.....................2,41i3
1.372
3274
927
-202
2-13
1966.....................-1967-....................
1,338
66 3 -459
1968..................--_
-1,311 -2,302 3 -1,454
199-........-,0
.1,908
3 -..
2,801
248
1970
....................--

NearEast EastandSoothAnia
~~UnitedAfricaandCommerCommer-Kingdnm, Japan
Commer- Oceania,

______________-

E.EC.
total
23,279
23,485
2 3,433

Tntal

cial

total

5.425
6,605

1,255
1,472
1,510
1,621
1,709
1,987
2, 165
2,607

2,278
2,573
3,046
3,793
4,124
5,517
5,437
6,188

855...........1,044
959----------- 1,111
1,161----------- 1,379
1,374----------- 1,731
1,460...........1,683
1,742._........
2,026
1,799........... 2,096
1,898........... 2, 160

33,723

3 ,951

24,564

21,001
3912
2387
3 -70
3 -173
3 -953
2 -12
3412

400
513
349
247
249
245
366
709

1,138
1,352
1,402
1,525
1,618
1,920

--

4
4

tntal

2 784 3 1,161
3 1,127 3 1,271
3 1,166 2 1, 169
21,220 2 1,373
231,401 3 1,774
3 1,554 3 1,987
1,608
2,494
2,043
3,355

1,448
1,723
2,364
2,909
2,967
4,017
4,851
5,838

283 2-260
2 -287
393
2 16 3 -452
241 3 -213 3 -1,195
151 3-511 3 -1,536
158 2 -282 3 -1,193
173 3 -473 3 - 030
2-478
3
-7357
2-117 3 -2,483
3

I Totaltrade excludes
certainexportsof military equipmentandotherspecialcategoryItemsbut
IncludesPublicLaw4809and
AID-financedshipments.
2 Commercial
tradeoccludesPublicLow 48U1,
AID-financed
exports,andexportsof military equipment.
tradein the sameas total trade, little or no shipmentsof PublicLaw480or AID
3 Commercial
goodsIntheseareas.

4 Notavailable.

19LatinAmerican
Repnblic

____-_____-

Tntal

ciat

Tntal

ciat

tntal

Total

1,079
1,325
1453
1501
1516
1,749
1,920
2,033

971
1,203
1,331
1,411
1,438
1,694

1,723
1,755
1,620
1,687
1,925
2,034
200
2)
2410

1,043
1,091
969
1,098
1,076
1,448

3515
2742
3793

2,747
3,712
3,257
3,645
355
4,094
4,324
5047

4)

2714

3864
298

882
1,048

)

4)

68
918----------712 -----------707---------829 ............
73
771 -----1,049..........105
869........... 1,212---- ------135
715..........1,375..........146
883......1,5------77
----209
877...........2,264...
7
795.......2,582
---275
161
618
682
632
801
866
1,043
1,238

53
496
560
542
723
811
4
4

1,011
926
571
475
550
277
-184
-172

331
262
-80
-114
-299
-309

3447
32669

3

2688
2 579
2718
2 740
3607
773

Cnmmercmal
2,670
3,035
3,055
3,305
,307
3,837

1,764....
1,871-.....
2,0172,208
.__2,149 .
2,289....
2 34.........27.
2,588 ----983
1,341
1,240
1,437
1,
486
1,805
2,010
2,459

986
1,164
1,038
1,097
1,158
1,531
4

$ CertainDODmilitary importsare included in imports. Thesecannotho brokenoathy separate
areas.
*
-N.
'
an
Oerseas Business ReportN,69, May 11, 1969,an
Source:U.S. Department of Commerce,
No.70,May21,1970.

TABLE4.-U.S. TOTALIAND COMMERCIAL
2 AGRICULTURAL
TRADE,
EXCLUDING
MILI TARY,1963-68
Ita millions of dollars-census basis)

Tnt
Total
Agricultural exports:
1963----------.5,584
1964-----------..6,348
1865
-------- --- 6, 229
1966-----------6..,875
1967------------ 6,380
1968
------------ 6,228
1969
------------ 5,936
-717
197mports:

Comnmarciata Total
4,111
476
4,906
5,569
5,143
5,049
4,918
6,1S1

E.EC.

Canada
Cammarciat

Cammarciat

Total

1,173 1,158
147
,12
1:477 1,471
1,559 1,557
1,460
S
1,367
S
1.269
S
5
1,559

622
85
633
740
566
490
506
605

Total

Othe
United
Kingdom

Cammarcmal Toal
429
34
490
608
531
471
471
566

408
440
398
471
424
374
361
402

Cammercial

Japan
Total

S
651
S;
720
S
876
S
943
S
865
S
933
S
934
S 1,241

Wesern19
Africaand
NearEast

Cammercmal Total
638
710
S
S
S
S
S
5

494
556
502
620
404
391
366
454

Eastand
SoothAsia

Cammarcmal Total
199
247
266
399
269
229
233
305

956
1,064
1,057
1,154
1,373
1,297
1,097
1,252

Oceania

Latin
American
Republics

CamCammarmarcmal Total cmal Total

Cammarcmal

44
S
423
276
47
S
531
319
52
S
434
339
503
S
487
399
45
S
482
379
52
S
500
360
5
4
4
478
5
562
52
CJ
1,652--------432--650 --..
437-----46-----25------2
17.28
1963-----------4.,017
1,633 ------- 361-----689561 ....
-...
-- 4023 --23----252
2581761964-----------4,082344--1,628
....
1965-----------..4,
088-....- - 234-...
270292----------24 ...
7---------3
501 - --666---1966---.....
,42---..20----4,4240306361----------30---------37-....
521-....
674. - -455---1,767 .
1967-----------..4,472-....
201 ----330-...
427-- --28------32-....
498 ....
679437 ---1,729 .
742487-1,99
1968-----------..5,U54---.
226 ....
36----454----------------------3---------595
196--------4,94244-...
363-...
418--------35-....
7---------3
514-....
776--- ------ 553
-- 2,...
1900
.
91 ....
596
820
---....
664469--------3.-------7-...
424-....
3081970-----------..5,665---211--3 ---Tradebalance:
423
S
935
230
364
171
381
5
605
592
57 -238
306 -449 -388
S -1,229 -1,367
1963-----------..1,56794
S -1,102 -1,314
1964-----------..2,266
654
439
S 1,159 1,154 333
182
417
5
680
670
-5 -314
375 -450 -314
1965-----------..2,141
818
386
S 1207 1201
341
198 374
S
839
5
1 -235
391 -426 -292
S -1,194 -1,289
1966-----------..2,363
1,077 36
5 1,253 1,251 379
247
441
S
906
5
99 -122
480 -316 -4U15
S -1,280 -1,368
694 -250 -392
S
1967-----------..1,908
671
355
S 1,130
5
139
104 396
S
833
S
-94
-229
-1,6390
S -1,247
-1,499 -,5
-435
-279
555
-365
-204
S
896
34
17
36
5
999
S
369
5
1, 171
1968
-----------1969-----------982 -36
466
5
906
5
88
43
326
5
897
S -148 -285
321 -402 -503
5 -1456 -1558
1970-----------..1,509
552
502
S 1,135
5
136
97
366
S 1,204
S -210 -359
432 -237 -544
S -1,629 -1,713
597
65
620
626
556
595
710

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Othr eser
Europe

201
239
240
358
429
463
34
583

t Toalagricultural trade includesPublic Law480shipments.
S-'Same: Sincethereare little or no shipments
of PublicLaw480or AID gaodsZothesnareas,
2CommercialtradeexctudesPublicLaw480financed shipments
commercialtradeisthe sameastotal trade.
a$Commercial
total includesagricultural productsbarteredfor strategicmaterialsnotincludedion
ore S eateta omre vres uils eotN.6-t
a 99 n a
areadatafor
964-967.70-21,
May 1970.

COMMODITIES-FISCAL
YEARS1964-701
COMMUNITY,
TOTALANDBYSELECTED
ANDEUROPEAN
ECONOMIC
EXPORTS
TO THEUNITEDKINGDOM
TABLE5.-U.S. AGRICULTURAL
[itnthousands
of dollars

UnitedKingdom:
Totalex~ns.~

flu

2. Rice.milled....................................-----3. Feedgrainsincluding corn,oats,andbarley--........
4. Oilseeds
.............------..................
5. Oil cakeandmeal-- - - - _ - - - . . .. . . ..
European,
Economic
Community:
flour.............................
_----T . Ca andt...
2. Rice.milled - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . .
3. Feedgrainsincluding corn, oats,andbarley....--...... .....
.........--_ ----......
4. Oilseedn...................
5. Oil cakeandmeal..------------ --------- -----------

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

448,293
31,410
6,681
90,225
16,288
195

417,227
7.862
5,670
97,021
20.297
2,390

434,982
41,881
6,305
116,812
23,788
8.384

453,997
41,205
10,006
92,060
12,061
8,572

397,333
16,222
10,421
81,493
11,019
10,333

328,842
5,139
10,193
66,887
12,514
4,055

405,419
14,082
11,418
76,771
20,194
4,335

1,332,906
98,961
15,569
278,161
204,674
55,379

1,370,946
40,557
9.817
377,741
219,573
101,865

1,593,589
105,396
14,910
538,016
278,111
129,473

1,509,889
99,131
22,255
368,547
318,038
151,399

1,402,883
87,854
25,545
391,693
278,356
169,650

1,290,937
86,008
27.408
267,751
299,245
173,434

1,303,135
48,301
32,167
2A7,109
311,489
204,767

I Item mna
rkd are noovariable
levy items;all otherssubject to variablelevies.
1970.
of Agriculture "Foreign Agricultural Tradeot the UnitedStates,"November1969,September
Source:U.S.Department
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TABLE 6.-U.S. TRADE IN MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATE RIALS-1960-70'
(In millions of dollars]

Other
mineral
fuels
Petroleum
and including
Total products
coal

Year
1960 ------1961 --------

1962-------------1963 -------------1964 -------------1965 -------------1966-------------1967 ------------1968 ------------1969 ------------1970 -------------

842
797

Total

Petroleum
and
products

Other
minerals
includin
coal ang
natural
gas

-732
-928

-1,069
-1,239

337
312

374
365

1,574
1,725

461
418

492
529

2,030
2,221

430
474

976
1,104
1,050
1,150
1,594

434
539
454
433
487

953
947

Other
minerals
Petroleum including
and
natural
Total products
gas

468
433

828
978

Balance

Imports

Exports

398
504

1,874
1,924

542
565
596
697
1,107

2,262
2,248
2,527
2,794
3,081

1,537
1,672

1,778
1,814
1,907

2,092

2,127
2,086
2,343
2,560
2,770

37
53

96
110
123

-- 1,046
-946
-1,077
129 -1,274
135 -1,286
162 -1,144
184 -1,477
234
-1,664
311 -1,487

-1,348
-1,340
-1,446
-1,674
-1,693
-1,547
-1,889
-2, 127
-2,283

302
394
369
400
407
403
412
463
796

'Preliminary.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, "Overseas Business Reports" No. 67-43, No. 69-2, No. - 9-59, No. 70-3, and

No. 71-009.

TABLE 7.-U.S. TRADE IN AUTOMOBILES AND TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT-1960-701
[In millions of dollars]
Transport equipment

Automobiles and parts 2
Year

Exports

1960------------------1961------------------1962------------------1963-----------------1964-----------------1965 -----------------1966-----------------1967------------------1968 -----------------1969 -----------------1970-----------------

Imports

761
757
901
1,012
1,195
1,268
1,587
1,922
2,501
2766
2424

627
378
515
527
649
757

1,435
1,960
3,218
3,887
2,432

Balance
134
379
386
485
546

511

152
-38
-717
-1,121
-1,901

Exports

Imports

1,756
1,589
1,678
1,528
1,649

115
197
205
237
253

1,936

391

1,891
2,372
3,102
3,500
3, 775

700
735
997
1,305
1,472

Balance
1,64
1,39
1,47
1,29
1,39
1,54

1,19
1,63
2,10
2,19
2,30

1Preliminary.
2 Excludes engines and parts which are Included in census data under "Machinery" but includes all other auto parts and
ar"-essories. Imports of auto engines and parts were about $373,000,000 in 1968, $440,000,000 in 1969, and $551,000,000
in 1970. Exports of auto engines were $245,000,000 in 1968, $273,000,000 in 1969, and $339,000,000 In 1970.
Source: U.S.Department of Commerce, "Overseas Business Reports" No. 67-43, No. 70-3, and No. 71-009.
TABLE 8.-U.S. TRADE IN OTHER MANUFACTURED GOODS, INCLUDING STEEL-MILL PRODUCTS, TEXTILES,
FOOTWEAR, CLOTHING, AND PAPER PRODUCTS, 1960-70,
[in millions of dollars]
Year

Exports

Imports

Balance

1960 ------ ---------- 3,791
1961---------------- 3,646
1962---------------- 3,753
1963---------------- 4046
1964 --------------- -4,795
1965 ----------- ----- 4,890

4,559
4,912
5,180
5,546
6,188
7,528

-768
-1,275
-1, 427
- 1,5Q0
-1,393
-2,638

Year
1966---------------1q67 -_------------1968---- -----------1969 ---- -----------1970 ------ ----------

Exports

Imports

Balance

5,388
5,468
6,084
7,000
7,638

8,668
9,004
11,508
12, 020
13,281

-3,290
-3,536
-5,424
-5,020
-5,643

IPreliminary.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Overseas Business Reports No. 67-43, No. 69-2, No. 79-3, and Nr'. 71-009.
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TABLE 9.-U.S. TRADE IN CRUDE
MATERIALS INEDIBLE EXCEPT FUELS, 1960-701
[in millions of dollars)
Yea r
1960- --- -----------1961---------------1962---------------1963---------------1964 ---------- -----1965---------------..

Exports

Imports

Balance

2,805
2.794
2,226
2,495
2,978
2,856

2,711
2,485
2,668
2,726
2,880
3,103

94
309
-442
-231
98
-246

Year

Exports

Imports

1966 ------------- --- 3,071
197-------3,284
1968 --------------- -3,541
1969------------- -3,569
1970-------------4,60

3,309
2,997
3,346
3,460
3,312

Balance
-238
287
195
109
1,297

1 Preliminary.

Source: U.S.Department of Commerce, Overseas Business Reports No. 67-43, No. 69-2, No. 70-3, and No. 71-009.
TABLE 10.-U.S. TRADE IN MACHINERY, 1960-70
[In millions of dollars]
Yea r
1960----------- -- --1961---------------...
1962---------------...
1963 ------------1964---------------...
1965---------------...

Exports

Imports

Balance

4,476
4,968
5,447
5,702
6,525
6,935

724
789
954
1,054
1,314
1,800

3,752
4,179
4.493
4,648
5,211
5,135

1

Yea r

Exports

Imports

1966 --------------- -7,678
1967 -------------- -- 8,820
1968 -------------- 8,884
1969---------------.10,137
1970----------.... 11,676

2,688
3,099
3,772
4,571
5,374

Balance
4,990
5,181
5,072
5,566
6,302

1 Preliminary.

Source: U.S.Department of Commerce, "Overseas Business Reports" No. 67-43, No. 69-2, No. 70-3, and No. 71-009.
TABLE 1.-U.S. TRADE IN CHEMICALS, 1960-70,
[in millions of dollars]
Yea r

Exports

1960 ------------1961---------------1962 ---- -----------1963----- ------ ----1964 ------------- --1965----------------

1,776
1,789
1,876
2,009
2,364
2,403

Imports
821
738
772
701
703
768

Balance
955
1,051
1,104
1,308
1,661
1,635

Yea r
1966---------------1967 -------------1968---------------1969---------------1970 -------------- --

Exports

Imports

Balance

2,675
2,802
3,287
3,383
3,826

955
958
1,129
1,228
1,450

1,720
1,844
2,158
2,155
2,376

1 Preliminary.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, "Overseas Business Reports" No. 67-43, No. 69-2, No. 70-3, and No. 71-009.
TABLE 12.-U.S. TRADE IN FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS, BEVERAGES, TOBACCO, AND
LIVE ANIMALS, 1960-70,
In millions of dollarsi
Year

Exports

Imports

1960----------3,167
191-------3466
1962 --------------3,743
1963---------------- 4,188
1964 ------------- --- 4,630
1965--- ----------4,519

3,392
3,455
3,674
3,863
4,022
4,013

Balance

Year

Exports

Imports

Balante

-225 1966---------------11 1967---------------69 1968-------------- -325 1969 ------------- --608 1970 ---------------506

5,126
4,710
4,592
4,447
5,051

4,590
4,701
5,353
5,309
6,234

596
9
-771
-862
-1,183

1Preliminary.
Source: U.S.Department of Commerce, "Overseas Business Reports" No. 67-43, No. 69-2, No. 70-3, and No. 71-009.

TABLE13.- TOTALWORLDEXPORTS,
WITHSHAREOFWORLDEXPORTS
FORSELECTED
COUNTRIES,
IN AREAS,1959-70'
[In percent
1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1. Industrial Europe...-------- ------ --------------------

31.8

33.2

34.4

34.7

34.9

35.2

36.4

36.3

36.9

37.4

38.4

39.3

European
Economic
Community
-------- --------- -------

24.9

26.2

27.2

27.4

21.6

27.9

29.0

29.0

29.5

39.2

31.1

31.9

3.3
6.1
10.1
3.2
36

3.3
6.1
10.7
3.5
3.6

3.5
5.9
10.6
3.7
3.7

3.6
5.9
10.7
3.7
36

3.7
5.9
10.6
3.9
3.8

3.9
6.1
10.8
4.4
3.9

3.8
6.0
11.1
4.4
3.7

3.7
6.0
11.4
4.6
3.8

3.8
6.0
11.7
4.8
3.9

4.1
6.1
11.9
4.8
4.1

4.2
6.5
12.3
4.7
4.2

1.0
1.3
.8
1.7
2.3

1.0
1.3
.8
1.7
2.3

1.0
1.3
.8
1.8
2.3

1.0
1.4
.8
1.8
2.4

.9
1.4
.8
1.7
2.4

1.0
1.4
.9
1.8
2.4

.
1.4
.9
1.8
2.4

1.3
.9
1.8
2.4

.9
1.2
.9
1.9
2.3

1.0
1.2
.9
1.9
2.3

1.0
1.2
.9
1.8
2.4

18.2
9.4
3.6

7.0

17.7
9.3
3.6
68

17.4
9.1
3.9
.9

' 17.2
9.0
4.0

17.5
8.4
4.4

16.6
8.3
5.1

16.8
8.1
5.4

16.6
7.5
5.5

16.3
7.2
6.1

15.6
7.2
6.6

15.5
7.0
7.0

113.4

118.6

124.7

136.1

152.7

165.4

181.3

190.6

212.9

244.0

278.0

Belgium-Luxembourg
------ _------ ---------------- 3.2
France--------------------------------------.....
5.5
Germany.- ...........------------_-----------9.7
lab- --------------------------------------2.9
Nehraco------------------36
Austria .... ............--.-------..............Denmark....................
__
...
.........------Norway..................
_........... .............
Switzerland...........----................... .......
Sweden
................. _.--.-_-................. .. .

. .. .. .

1.0
1.4
.8
1.7
2.2

. .. ..

2. United States
--------- _-----_
17.4
3. UnitedKingdom......................................9.8
4. Japan............................................-3.4
5. LatinAmnerica
3.. . . . . . . . . . . . ........----.
.. .. .. .. .....
7.5
Total worldexports(in billions of dollars)............_...

101.5

I Preliminary-tn additionthe worldtotal excludes
theSovietareacountriesandCuba.
2Thefigores usedto calculatethis percentage
representU.S.exports,censusbasin,includingGovwith the other countries
exportsand military exports.Thin assurescomparison
erment.1financed
listed.

6.7

6.5

6.3

.9

6.1

5.8

5.4

5.2

4.4

31969percentage
is basedon Ist half at an annualrate.
Source:Interoational Financial
Statistics,International MonetaryFood,March,April 1970.
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TABLE 14.-PASSENGER CAR IMPORTS BY ,N~MPANIES,
EXCLUDING IMPORTS FROM CANADA, 1969 AND 1970

1. Imports of cars produced byU.S.-controlled companies:
Capril(Ford) -----------------------------------------------------Cortina (Ford)---------------------------------------------------Opel (General Motors)---------------------------------------------Slmca (Chrysler) -------------------------------------------------Rootes (Chrysler) ------------------------------------------------Subtotal------------------------------------------------------

1969

1970

0
24, 187
93, 520
7,776
2,980

17,258
10,216
86, 630
6,035
3,160

128,463

123,299

548,904
127,018
60,872
68,089
36, 146
41,536
21,466
18,536
11, 777
10,922
6,008
4,190
0
0

568,216
169,350
104, 067
69,430
44,513
38,095
25,055
20, 732
14,584
11,121
13,677
4,952
7,741
6,151

955,464

1,097,684

Total(l and 11)---------------------------------------------- 1,083,927
Other cars I-----------------------------------------------------------72,073
Grand total-----------------------------------------------------1,156,000

1,220,983
100,017
1,321,000

11.Imports of cars produced by foreign companies:
Volkswagen------------------------- ---------------------------Toyota--------------------------------------------------------Datsun--------------------------------------------------------British Leyland--------------------------------------------------Volvo ---------------------------------------------------------Flat--------------------------- -------------------------------Mercedes-Benz--------------------------------------------------Renault--------------------------------------------------------Bavarian Motor Works---------------------------------------------Saab----------------------------------------------------------Porsche -------------------------------------------------------Peugeot--------------------------------------------------------Audi -----------------------------------------------------------Saburu----------------------------------------------------------Subtotal ----------------------------------------------------

U.S. made as a percent of total Identifiable (I and 11)----------------------------U.S. made as a percent of grand total-----------------------------------------

11.9
11. 1

10.0
9.3

I Other cars include cars brought back by U.S. tourists and other makes of cars not representing significant amounts.
Source: "Automotive News Almanac," Automotive News, Detroit; "Overseas Business Reports," U.S. Department
of Commerce, Washington, D.C.,No. 71-009, February 1971; and Industry sources.
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TABLE 15.-FREE WORLD WHEAT EXPORTS TO COMMUNIST COUNTRIES, FISCAL YEARS 1961-70
(In thousands of metric tons]

Exporting country

Yugoslavia

Poland

U.S..R1.

Other East
Europe and
Cuba

Mainland
China

United States:

1906-----------381
1,116 ------54-----------1963-64-------------- --------299
1,116
1,769
327------------1964-65 ----------------- -- 1,361
54
54
(1)------------1967-68 ----------------------272
54--------------------------------1968-692----------------------------------14----------------------------------

1969-70 2--------------------(3)

Canada:
1960-61--------------------------------1963-64 ----------------------191
15164-65 ---------- --------- ------------1967-68--------------------------------1968-692 --------------------------------

10------------------- -----------------

54
327
490
109
182

1969-702-------------------------71

281
5,661
9Pfl
1,361
147

1,105

354
680
1,769
708
476

635

844
1.089
1,905
1,361
2,127

1,830

Total
1,551
3,511
1,470
326

14

10

1,470
7.948
5,144
3,539
2,932

3,642

Australia:
1960-61-------------------------------------------------- ----------1,279
1,279
2,585
4,190
1,5-------54
1963-64 --------------------------------------3,157
871------------- 2,286
19V'4-65
-----------------------------------------2,422
1967-68 ------------------------------------------------ ----------- - 2,422
1,182
1,182
196P-692----------------------------------------- ------------ ---- --2,446
1969-7n2 --------- -------------- ------------------- --------------- - 2446
Argentina:
1960-61 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - 98011,0688
27
(I)
82 1963-64--------------------------------080
27
54
599
1964-65-------------------------------------------1967-68--------------------------------- ----- ----------- --- (1)------(9)
1968-69 ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------1969-70---------------------------------- --------------------------------France and European Economic Community:
France:
27
27
1960-61
------------------ --'-*---- -------- ------ ----- ----------136 136
218
844
1963-64 ------------ ----------------354
816
463
1,687
299
109
1964-65--------------------------27
354
626
24----24-----------1967-68 ---------------------------European Economic Community:
254
507
19684692 --------------------------------------------------253
1969-19702-----------------(3
60 - (3)
477
761
1,301
I Less than 13,500 metric tons.
2 Exports of wheat and wheat flour (preliminary figures).

Less than 500 metric tons,
Sources: "Wheat Situation," November 1969. p. 35 (U.S.Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service),
bushels converted to metric tons. International Wheat Council: "Review of World Grains Situation," 1969-70 (London,
1970), and "1970 World Wheat Statistics," (London, 1970).
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TABLE16.-U.S. TRADEWITHCOMMUNIST
COUNTRIES
[ValueIn thousands of U.S.dollars
ImportsJanuaryIn December-

ExportsJanuaryto DecemberCountry

1966

and Communist
Total Ia/from EasternEurope
198, 006
Asia....................
............
156,280
EasternEuropeexcludingU.S.S.R----------..................
3,631
Bulgaria..............
37, 336
Czechoslovakia-.
.........................
Huie ngay...........--.-.-.__............10,053
24,864
................
Huoengane of.Germay....
.......------........... 52,988
Poland..........
41, 725
U.S.S.R..............................
China....................._-----_-_II
t am . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ..
North Vietnam82
...............
..... ..........
Cuha
27,242
...................
Rumania
............
Notavailablefromsamesourceat thin time.
Note: Dataare preliminary and ureelsed.
I

1967
195,150
134,953
4,219
19,155
7,50
26,330
60,827
60,195
. . . ..
1
18
15,796

1968

1969

1970

1966

249 8
353,323
182,179
234,932
19 1
143,79
15,294
2,529
4,645
27,695
()
14,363
22,512
2,4
232,33
8195
3 ,5
2,945
28,26
54
3,2,7
69,915
82,948
')
52,694
49.,553
118,390
105,547
_.
.102
...........
---------- - - - .. . . . . . - - ...
43.......8
4,655
')
32,394
66,399 .

1967

1969

1968

1970

226,534
179,812
201,014
197,819
140,243
143,953
153,483
136,057
2,431
2,814
3,731
1,598
23,912
23,756
24,063
26,241
6,2294
3,847
3,84
4,077
9,394
8,078
5,934
5,64
96,871
97,835
97,946
90,960
72,312
58.445
51,504
41,165
1
24
181................
...
. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
15 .......
44
11
13,425
5,820
7,966 .
6,176

U.S.Department
Source:International TradeAnalysisDivision, Bureauof International Commerce,
series1966.Fehruary1971.
of Commerce,

TABLE17-JAPAN'S TRADEWITHIN
COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES
[ValueIn thousands
of US. stotiansi
Exports
1--966
CutyJanuaryCutyDecember
Total to/from East Europeand Communist
Asa----------------59,
Ease
EuropeexceptU.S.S.R-------------4, 230
161
euga_-------------------4549
Cxchstoat---------------------4,297
Sovietzoneof Germany---..-----------------2,531
Hun-r-------------------------------2,088
Potana---------------------------2,983
Rumania-------------------- ------21,931
U.S.S.R..............................---214039
China.................................
315175
North Vietnam-------------...-------------5,549
Cuba
................ .................
6,500
Notavailablefromsamesouarceat this time.
Note:Dataare preliminary and unrevised.
I

1967
JanuaryDecember

565,120
70,789
2, 511
6287
3,056
3,565
5,919
27,327
157,701
328,180
1,817
7,407

1968
Janua
ryDecember

(I
()

()

(3

Imports
1969

1970

JanuaryDecember

January

1966
JasuaryDecember

7I)
4764,41
73,620
181
14, 4
5,53
511
1
14,070
22,216
288,269
390,834
7260
7
9,796

862,588
79,649
13,959
6,674
10,541
9,765
17,590
20,372
267,572
489,630
4,163
31,940

688,001
48,629
13,559
6,921
3,553
681
4,121
19,776
300,385
396,262
9,650
22,229

1967
JanuaryDecember

1968
JanuaryDecember

1969.
JanuaryDecember

1970
JanuaryOctober

868,352
107,985
15,073
17,981
15,269
1,355
26,265
32,032
453,954
369,460
6,696
26,117

837,424
108,887
6,574
14,672
30,702
2,38
39,384
15,244
463,549
224,203
6,108
33,273

848016
113,265
8,696
10,705
30,9S6
4,977
43,673
14,258
461,600
234,559
6,015
68,044

735,682
96,601
6,997
1322
33,082
3,493
35,770
4,037
406,381
193,943
4,172
87,528

Source:International TradeAnalysisDivision,Bureauof International Commerce,
U.S. Departmeotof Commence,
series1966,February1971.

TABLE18.-EUROPEAN
OECDCCUNTRIES'
TRADEWITHCOMMUNIST
COUNTRIES
I
(Valuein thousands
of U.S.dollars)
Exports
1966
CutyJanuaryCutyDecember
Totalt 1011mm
EastEuropeand Communist
China------------------------_3,927,862
EasternEuropeexceptU.S.S.R..............2,72 1,252
Bugai...................2,23
Bulgniet
zone-of-Germany...................729,2213
Czechoslovakia......................475,435
Hungary-..--..--.----.--.-------.....
313,112
Poland-..---.------.--.------------.. 515,994
U.S.S.R.............--..........
....
714,425
Chia.....................47,54
NorthVietnam........................
1,892
Cohn---------....................
149,791
Rumania.............................-353,608

1967
JanoaryDecember
4,614,427
2,967,947
302,39
686,198
49430
3b1,tP65
599,117
1,020,524
69,04
2,395
161,291
581,044

Imports

1968
JanoaryDecem
ber
(a
(a)
a)

~

I
0)

)
2)
0)

()

25)
a)
')

1969
JanuaryDecember

1970
January2

6,555,408
24,574,273
3,412,816
22,672,228
246,466
2222,538
8
9
6,2
581,806
2556,407
4t*1*2
2 4b1,8/6
704,377
621,131
1,621,452
1,438,116
466,184
0457,062
1,313
21,467
233,246
0220,285
581,632
2504,508

I EuropianDECOcountries includeAustria,
emrGray
eea
Republicof, Greece,
Iceland,Ireland,Italy, N etelando,Norway,Portugal,
Spain,Sweden,Switzerland,Turkey, UnitedKingdom.
JanuaryBelgium-Luxembourg,
cumulative anfollows: Austria,January-October;
a Datafur 19701Is
August;Denmark,January-NovomberFrance,January-November;
Germany,FederalRepublicof,
Janusnry-Octnber;
Greece,January-Miay;Iceland,January-October;Ireland, January-October;
Italy, January-September; Netherlands, Janusry-October;
Norway,June-November; Portugal,
January-November;
Spain, January-October; Sweden,January-October;
Switzerland,JanuaryNovember;Turkey,January-July; United Kingdom,January-November.

1966

1967

1969

1970

JanuaryDecember

JanuaryDecember

JanuaryDecember

1968

JanuaryDecember

January2

4,224,818
2,426,551
178,886
0,77
407,298
3Z1,088
601,688
1,380.879
406,102
3,544
93,485
309,460

4,403,708
2,535,268
177,956
6467
426,854
335,488
606,990
1,493,514
366,116
1,178
92,341
378,752

4,684,516
2,710,836
192,380
66 6
474,218
338,135
645,583
1,592,629
37895
937
99,673
387,597

5,289,864
3,080,056
186,050
1,05
580,527
438,687
708,507
1,757,163
425,226
1,175
95,606
418,168

24,452,218
x22,486,380
2176,851
49,7
2517,683
0391,675
22705,066

21,593,991
2342,560
1,440
281,663
2411,639

3egs.uebsg
Notavailableat thin time fromnamesource.
4 Includes
Germany
only, May-September.

Note: Datsare preliminary andunreviewed.
Source:International TrsdeAnalysis Division,Bureauof International Commerce,
UnitedStas
Dept.of Commerce,
Series1966-February
1971.
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Senator RiBICoi'F. 'The committee wvill stands adjourned until 9 :30
tomorrow morning. The staff will notify the witnesses of the earlier
time tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 2 p.mn., the subcommittee was adjourned, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, May 18, 1971.)
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FOREIGN TRADE
TUESDAY,

MAY 18, 1971

UT.S. SENATE,
SUBCO-MMITTrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
ON FINANCE,
lVasliington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9: 30 a.mn., in room
2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Abraham Ribicoff
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Ribicoff, Lonig, Talmadge, Fuibright, Bennett,
and Hansen.
Senator RIBICOFF. The subcommittee will be in order.
Our first witness is Mr. George M~eany, president of the AFL-CIO.
We welcome you, Mr. Meany. All of us have the. highest, respect for
you and your organization. I appreciate ybur changing your schedule
to be here at 9 :30 but we found yesterday that our hieariings were runniing so long we wanted to try to accommodate as many witnesses as
possible. You may proceed as you will, Mr. Meany.
OF THlE COA13ITTrEE

STATEMENT OF GEORGE MEANY, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR-CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
Mr. MEANY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The AFL-CIO welcomes
these hearings because world trade and international in-'7estment are of
direct importance to American workers.
Specifically, the current deterioration of the UT.S. position in world
trade is having a major adverse impact on America's steelworkers,
machinists, electrical workers, on clothing, garment, textile, and shoe
workers, on glass and pottery workers, on shipyard and maritime

workers and many others.
Almost no segment of America's work force has escaped some
adverse effect. The American worker is today the major victim of the
falloff in exports or the flood of imports, or both.
The American workers have come to their unions for help. And
their unions, in concert, seek redress and remedies to this very great
threat. Tenis of thousands of American workers are suffering loss of
jobs, underemployment, a lowered standard of living, and loss of their
dignity and their role in our work-oriented society. These workers'
grievanlces are with the Government of the United States because it is
the Government's foreign trade and investment policies that have been
responsible in most part for this situation.
The AFL-CIO intends to pursue this issue and intends to fight for
international trade and investment policies that will end these
hardships.
(167)
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The AFL-CIO seeks a national policy of healthy expansion of
international trade on a reciprocal basis. WVe seek a trade policy that
enhances the well-being of the Amnerican people in place of one that
enhances private greed.
This is not a problem of the unions alone. It. is a problem of all
Americans because the loss of our productive base andl the loss of our
industrial employment will most certainly be followed by job losses in
aill segments of the economy. And wNith those losses will o mc
h
American standard of livin~g.muhote
Since 1934, the tradq union movement has provided consistent support to Government policies for the expansion of world trade. 'We have
based our support on the trade union goal of increasing employment
and improving living standards both at home and abroad. We are not
interested in trade for trade's sake alone.
For many years, as world trade expanded, the majority of Americans and, for that matter, the majority of the people of the world benefited. But, during the 1950's, changes in world economic conditions
occurred and they accelerated in the 1960's. The benefits to Americans
of expanded world trade decreased. Trle problems grew. And the
Americans workers suffered.
By the late 1960's, imports were taking over large and growing
portions of U.S. domestic markets of manufactured goods and
components.
The United States has become a. net importer of steel, autos, trucks,
and parts, as well as such products as clothing, footwear, and glass. In
consumer electrical goods, imports have. taken over major parts of the
U.S. domestic market. Even in electrical and nonelectrical machinery,
during the 1960's, imports increased more rapidly than exports-posing serious potential problems for the days ahead.
These events are the result of changes in world economic conditions;
they require that changes be made in the U.S. trade policies. The hard
facts of life dictate that the Governent's foreign trade policies be
swiftly modernized in light of these rapidly moving events.
Our insistence on change is not a new concept for us. Since 1965, the
AFL-CIO has sought a shift in Governmnt policy. Tpo date, our proposals have not been met and the situation has grown more urgent..
The causes are rooted in the many changes in the world economic
scene.
MANAGED ECONOMI31ES

Since World War 11, most countries have moved to manage their
economies. As part of such national economiic. management, governments have established direct andl direct subsidies for exports and
barriers to imports.
All countries, including the United States, have every right to protect and advance their interests as they see them. But certainly subsidies for exports and barriers to imports are not free trade.
These policies are one reason for the flood of imports into the United
States-the market that is most open to imports of all major industrial nations. At the same time, expansion of U.S. exports is held down
by direct and indirect barriers erected against American-made goods
by other governments.
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Another major change, which gained momentum in the 1960's, is the
soaring rate of investment by American companies in foreign operations. These investments-combined with patent and license agreements with foreign companies-have transferred American technology to plants throughout the world. Many of these plants, operating
with American machinery and American know-how, pay workers as
little as 15 cents an hour.
In 1960, for example, U.S. firms invested about $3.8 billion in plants
and machinery in foreign subsidiaries. In 1971, the Commerce Departmnent says U.S. firms plan to invest over $15 billion. These estimates for
1971 show that more than $8 billion will be invested abroad in manufacturing. This is about one-fourth of the $32 billion planned investment in manuf actutring, ini the Uniited States this year.
This large investment of U.S. corporate funds abroad has now
changed thec meaning of tr-ade, investment, anid production worldwide.
For example, in 1969, Ford was reported to be E~ngland's biggest
exporter and IBMN was the leading French exporter of computer
equipment.
In the past 25 years, according to estimates by Harvard Professor
Raymond Vernon, about 8,000 subsidiaries of U.S. companies have
been established abroad, mostly in manufacturing. Their impact on
the U.S. market and U.S. exports to other nations is obvious. it is estimated that the annual sales of foreign branches of U.S. firms are
approximately $200 billion-about five times U.S. exports.
Let me cite an example of what all this means in terms of U.S. foreign investment, U.S. technology, and U.S. jobs. During last year's
trade hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee, William Sheskey told how he purchased a modern U.S. shoe plant and immediately shut it down.
He told the committee:

I shipped-the lasts, dies and patterns and management and much of the leather
to Europe, and I am making the same shoes under the same brand name, selling
them to the same customers, with the same management, with the same equip.
ment, for one reason. The labor where I am now making time shoes Is 50 cents an
hour as compared to the $3 that I was paying. Here is a perfect example of where
I took everything except the labor and that Is exactly why I bought it.
Another example is an advertisement in the Wall Street Journal of
July 15, 1970, which said, "If you have a patented product or a product that has a market in the United States, we can help you find a responsible licensor in Mexico."1
Mexico, incidentally, is a managed economy. It won't let imports
into Mexico unless it wants them in. But the advertisement seeks U.S.
firms to produce their ideas behind the Mexican trade barrier to sell
in the U.S. market at U.S. prices-while taking advantage of low
Mexican wages.
In March 1970, the Wall Street Journal reported that Zenith Radio

Corp., in the process of completing a large plant in Taiwan, had said
it would reduce its work force by about 3,000 jobs this year, and more
than one-third of those laid off would be blacks. The chairman, Joseph
S. Wright, said that, in addition to the 3,000 layoffs in 1970, probably
another 4,000 layoffs will occur in 1971.
62-790 0-71-pt. 1-12
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Such operations by American companies obviously displaces U.S.produced goods in both American markets and in world markets.
These companies export American technology-some of it developed
through the expenditure of Government funds paid by American taxpayers. Their biggest export, of course, is U.S. jobs.
EXPORT OF U.S.

TECHNOLOGY

As an example of the export of U.S. technology, let me cite one particular company, General Electric.
This firm is divided into five international GE spheres of influenceArea Division Europe, Area Division Far East, Area Division Latin
America, IGE Export IDivision, and International Business Support
Division.
In all of these areas U.S. technology has been exported, but for the
sake of example here I shall cite only examples of U.S. technology
that have been licensed by GE to Japan alone. All of these examplesfrom a list of 84 separate licensing agreements-were, with little
doubt, developed at the expense of the U.S. taxpayers.
The licenses to Japan for production include: Carrier system microwave device; torpedo; a new type of radar; an M-61 Vulcan type of
20mm machine cannon for defense aircraft; gunsight for F-4E jet
fighter; technologies pertaining to hutll of spaceships, communications
systems of spaceships and other controlling mechanisms for spaceships; nuclear-fuel energy, aircraft gyrocompass system, and boilers
for nuclear power reactors.
As you can see, none of this is outmoded technology, but the latest,
most sophisticated type of manufacture upon which our industrial
society is based. This is the technology upon which Americans depend
for their jobs and upon which our national defense must rely.
MULTINATIONAL FIRMS

An additional major change since World War II-and particularly
in the last decade-is the emergence of a new kind of business, the
multinattional firm. These are often American-based companies with
plants, sales agencies, and other facilities in as many as 40 or more countries around the world. Some are conglomerates, such as ITT 'and
Genesco.
Some are big auto firms, such as Ford and G'eneral Motors. Some
are big names in computers, such as IBM.
These multinational firms can juggle the p~rodulction of parts and
finished products from one subsidiary in one country to another. A
multinational corporation can produce components in widely separated
plants in Korea, Taiwan, and the United States, assemble the product
in Mexico and sell the product in the United States at at U.S. price tag
and frequently with a U.S. brand name. Or the goods produced in the
multinational plants in a foreign country are sold in foreign markets,
thus taking away the markets of UT.S.-inade goods.
The multinational firms can juggle their bookkeeping and 'their
prices and their taxes. Their export and import transactionsare within
the corporation, determined by thie executives of the corporation-all
for the benefit and profit of the corporation. This is not foreign trade.
Surely it is not foreign competition.
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The complex operations of multinationals-with the aid of Madison
Avenue advertising-hanve utterly confused the picture of the national
origin of products. For example, Ford's Pinto has been heralded as
the U.S. answer to imported small cars. But the engines aire imported
from England and Germany, and the standard transmissions are imlported f rom.Eu rope.
This phenomenon is far different from the development of corporations here in America during the last 100 years. The multinational is
not simply an American company moving to a new locality where the
same laws apply and where it is still within the jurisdiction of Congress and the Government of the United States. This is a runaway corporation, going far beyond our borders. This is a runaway to a country
with different laws, different. institutions, and different labor and social
standards. In most instances, even the name changes.
To demonstrate how far reaching aire the tentacles of American
industry in foreign lands, we have attached as an appendix to this
statement at list of some major U.S. multinational corporations and
the names by which they are known in other lands.
'Ironicall 'y these are the same multinational corporations who have
sought to influence U.S. trade legislation in the name of "free trade."
IMeanwhiile, back in the United States, expansion of large national
corporations, has been tempered to at degree by Government regulationis, standards, and controls. And], in the past fewv decades, large UI.S.
corporations have had to meet responsibilities to their employees
through labor unions. Moreover, the multinationals' global operations
aire beyond the reach of present U.S. law or the laws of any single
nation.
PACT

ON

UNITED) STATES

All of these developments-the multinational corporations, the managed economies, the foreign investments, the export of technologyhave had a serious impact on U.S. international economic relationshipsand have displaced large portions of U.S. production.
Congressional estimate-and this is conservative-is that auto
imports are now 20 percent of the U.S. market, TV receivers 30 percent, glassware over 40 percent, sewing machines and calculating Inachiniies nearly 60 percent. As far as we ilave been able to determine, 100
percent of all casettes are imported. Nearly all radios sold in the U.S.
are imported. Similarly, large proportions of U.S. production of shirts,
work clothes, shoes, and knitgoods are being displaced by imports.
And many of the parts and components of products assembled in
the U.S. are imported-incl uding clefense items.
IMPACT ON JOBS

The impact on America's production is, of course most adversely
felt by the Amierican worker. Unlike capital, the worker cannot move
,about with ease.
Whil capital and machinery can be moved from one part of the
country to another-or to other countries-wvorkers do not have f ull
nobility. Workers have great stakes in their jobs and their .()IImiin11ities. They have skills that, aire related to the job or industry. _cv
hla ve -seiority -and sen io rity-based ben efits, such as pesos vaca iS
11
and supplemental employment benefits. Workers have investment
their homes, at stake iii the neighborhood,~ schools and churches.
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This lack of mobility is not at fault. It is a virtue. It is an important
factor in giving stability to a community and to society.
Moreover, a worker's skill is among his most valuable assets. It cannot, however, be transferred to another industry or occupation with
ease, if at all.
Labor is not an interchangeable part, as some economists believe. A
jobless shoe worker in Maine does not automatically become a clerical
worker in New York or even in Portland. More likely, at displaced
worker will be un employed for many weeks and may wind up with a
job at lesser skill and lower pay.
Unfortunately, there is a marked indifference to these trade-caused
worker problems. There are those who recommend, airily, that a
worker must "adjust''-equatiflg at worker with the retooling of at
m-achine. This attitude is not only shocking ini terms of social ethics, it
also reflects an ignorance of workers problems.
Further illustration. of this indiffrence is the lack of data and
information on the impact that international trade has on U.S. workers. There is at great void of information bearing on the employment
impact and other effects on workers. This shortcoming can only be
attributed to a lack of interest by foreign trade experts in Government
and business. We note that there is a great abundance of information
and data available from the U.S. Government to busiessmnen who
wish to relocate their business abroad.
One scrap of data is available, however. The U.S. Department of
Labor estimates that there was a loss of about 700,000 job opportunities in the 1966-69 period because of imports. Thlis does not include an
estimate of the job loss caused by foreign trade barriers to exports
from the United States or the markets lost to U.S. multinational
companies abroad. For the same period, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
estimated that the number of jobs attributable to exports increased by
only 300,000. Thus, ini that 3-year period we suffered at loss of 400,000
job opportunities. These figures tire undoubtedly conservative, but
they do make clear aiheavy net loss of jobs to imports.
More recently, the JDepartment of Commerce disclosed that employment in the electronic industries declined by an estimated 107,000
last year. For' years, Government statisticians have told the unions
that jobs -were niot being lost and there were no problems in that industry. TIle Commerce Department statement pointed out that imports
now represent more than 30 percent of domestic consumption of consumer electrical products and rougher times are ahead. It warned
that at new area of electronis-the domestic telephone equipml-ent industry-would be the next to suffer rapidly rising imports.
It must also be pointed out that imports and exports do not of themselves necessarily create an industry and jobs for Americans. We
aire the world's largest trading Nation-with ports on two oceans
and the Gulf of Mexico-yet the merchant marine sector of our
economy hias nearly gone down tme drain.
11We carir" about 5 percent of this Nation's trade ini shlips flying the
U.S. flag. We have suffered staggering job losses among seamen, shipbuilders, and ship repairmen. Yet, at the same time, runaway shipping
operations of 1.S.-owned firnis, including multinational firmis,ae
flying the tax-hav1Nen flags of Panamia, Liber~ia, and llendura.s. Needless
to say, the wages paid to the foreign seamen on these vessels are at
fraction of the American wage standard.
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But the impact on U.S. workers is not solely the loss of jobs. We
are told that imports serve to "discipline" prices. Often, however, the
Americani consumer receives no benefit tit all. Thle imports are sold
at the American price, with substantially widened profit margins.
Frequently, the process results in the loss of workers' jobs, while the
consumer receives little, if any, benefit.
Tfhe actual "discipline" is often more directly on the workers' wages
strength. For example,
and fringe benefits, and his union's ieoati,,
copper imports by major U.S. corporations in 1967t aiid 1968, contributed to prolonging the copper strike.
It is also false to claim that increasing imports to compete with U.S.
products will benefit consumers through lower prices.
There is little, if any, genuine price, competition in many areas that
are dominated by powerful corporations. For example, the auto companies raised prices on their 1.971 models despite a surge of auto
imports. And shoe prices rose 38 percent between 1960 and 1970faster than the 31-percent increase in the overall Consumer Price
Index. During this period shoe imports skyrocketed, thousands of
American shoe workers lost their jobs, yet the consumer benefited very
little.
INTERNATIONAL BANKS

In the 1960's we have seen ain important related phenomenonthe expansion of U.S. -based international banks, which service
and help to finance foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies. At
present, there is a vast global network of branches of U.S. banks,
which moves funds easily from one country to another, beyond the
direct reach of the monetary policies of any government., including
our own.
In 1969 when the Government's squeeze on the American money
market threw homnebuilding into a recession and hit other groups in
the American economy, the U.S. international banks increased their
borrowing from their foreign branches by an amazing $7 billion.
This $7 billion was for the aid and comfort of the American
central offices of those international banks anid their prime customersthe big corporations. The rates to the special customers were considerably less than those paid by small businessmen or' home buyers.
When the money squeeze eased here, and the interest rates declined,
this same "hot money" was transferred back abroad, and was partly
responsible for the recent dollar crisis in the E uropean money market.
Financial reporters attributed much of the manipulation in the money
market to the treasurers of multinational corporations who were busy
selling their dollars for stronger currencies.
In view of these developments by the banks, the multinational firms
and the radically changed concepts of international relationships, the
question must be asked: 11ow long can the U.S. Government and the
American people permit such operations of private companies and
banks to continue without regulation?
The worldwide operations of U.S.-owned multinational companies do not represent free, competitive trade among the nations
of the world. 'What they do represent is a closed system of trade,
within the corporation, among its various subsidiaries in numerous
countries. They represent the export of American technology and the
export of American jobs.
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These issues of foreign trade and investment require U.S. Government attention. They need Government action. Government controls
over the investment outflows of U.S. companies to foreign subsidiaries
are essential. In addition, the Government must develop machinery to
regulate the U.S.-based multinational companies and banks.
We in the AFL-CIO are not isolationists and have no intention of
becoming isolationists.
We support the orderly expansion of world trade. We oppose the
promotion of private greed at~ public expense or the undlercutting
of U.S. wage and labor standards. We want expanded trade that expanids employment at home and abroad, and that improves living
standards an d workinou conditions, hero and abroad.
We want the U.S. 6overninent to protect the interests of Akmeriean
workers against the export of American jobs.
Because of our great concern with this problem, the AFL-CIO
Executive Council last week adopted a programs calling for new international trade and investment legislation.
I ask that our statements, the "Export of Production anld Jobs," and
"The Critical Need for New Interniational Trade and Investment
Legislationi" he included in the record at the conclusion of mly remnarks.
Senator Rinicotrp. Without oIbjection, so ordered.*
Mr. MEANY. In these statements we offered specific steps for the
protection of American workers and for the preservation of our industrial society. These proposals include:
1. The U.S. Government must stop helping and subsidizing U.S.
companies in setting up and operating foreign subsidiaries. Sections
806 :30 and 807 of the Tariff Schedules should be repealed; these sections of the Tariff Code provide especially low tariffs on imported
goods, assembled abroad from U.S. made parts. Moreover, the U.S.
tax deferral on profits from foreign subsidiaries should be eliminated],
so that the profits of these subsidiaries will be subject to the U-.
corporate income tax for the year they are earned..
2. The Government should regulate, supervise, and curb the substantial outflows of American capital for the investments of U.S.
companies in foreign operations.
3. The Government should regulate, supervise, and curb the export
of American technology--by regulating the foreign license and patent
arrangements of American companies.
4. The Government should press, in appropriate international
agencies, for the establishment of international fair labor standards
in world trade.
5. In the face of growing unresolved problems, an orderly marketing mechanism is needed immediately-to regulate the flow of imports
into the United States of those goods and product lines, in which
sharply rising imports are displacing significant percent-ages of U.S.
production and employment. Such quotas that bar the rapid displacement of U.S. pro duct ion and employment by floodtides of imports,
could slow down the disruptive impacts on American society and help
to provide an orderly expansion of trade.
(Attachments to Mr. Meany's statement follow. Hearing continues
an page 185.)
*See pp. 181 and 183.
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AM~ERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS
OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

W8&ington, Jzsly 31, 1970.
A-full page advertisement In the Washington Post of July 13, 1970, urged
Congress not to enact~ a traue bill that would place quotas on Imports that have
recently cost 1OO,000 American workers' jobs and threaten tens of thousanus more.
The auvertisement (attached) gave the Impression that all the group of 51 corporations named as the "Emergency Committee for American Trade" oppose quotas
solely to preserve their role as U.S. companies engaged in world trade.
In the Interest of fair play-if not fair trade ,we believe that Congress should
be a ~vare of these companies' non-American Interests, particularly that many of
these companies have large foreign operations and export goods to the United
States. Thus, any Import restriction legislation would have a direct effect on
their foreign-made products. These companies are not American firms In the
textbook sense. In matters of U.S. imports, they are no different from any other
foreign corporations which ship foreign-made products (often made at pitifully
low wages) into the U.S. to compete with U.S.-mnade goods at the same or only
slightly lower prices.
IThe companies in the ad have foreign affilitates In 108 countries, and 32 of
the companies have ownership in Japanese firms, many producing the same
goods abroad they once produced In the U.S. Wouldn't it be fairer to the reader
and to the Congress, for example, If Xerox had Identified Itself as Fugi-Xerox
and Caterpillar Tractor had identified Itself as Caterpillar-Mitsubishit, Ltd.?
Wouldn't It have been fairer if Singer Sewing Machine had identified Its affiliation with Pine Sewing Machine Company of Japan and Its full ownership of
Matsumioto Mokko, Ltd. of Japan?
A full list of the foreign ownerships, patent arrangements, joint ventures and
marketing agreements of these companies In unobtainable, but some public
records (attached) show a high degree of financial involvement abroad, particularly In Japan. Similar ties exist In Canada, England, the European Economic
Community, Sweden, Mexico, Taiwan, I-long Kong, Korea and elsewhere.
The corporations that paid for the advertisement should level wvith Congress
and the American public by using their real names. It would then be clear that
these 'fAmerican" companies In E CAT -seek more Investment abroad, more manufacturing abroad and thus more goods to be shipped Into the U.S. That Is not
foreign trade. That Is intra-qorporate transfers, and the losers are American
citizens who lose their jobs In machinery, electronic plants, sewing machine
plants and many more. Eventually, the loser Is the entire American standard of
living.
Sincerely,
DEPARTMENT OiF LEGISLATION,
ANDREW J. BiEifILLER, Director.
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PARTIAL SUMMARY OF FOREIGN HOLDINGS OF M ULTI NATIONAL COMPANIEs LiSTED
IN ADVERTISEMENT PAID FOR BY "EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE"

Bloeing Company
1. Wholly owns Boeing of Canada Ltd.; engaged In overhaul, modification, field
service and spare part support for Vertol hielicopters in Canada.
2. Is affiliated with and owns 10% of the largest aerospace company In Oermany Messerschmidt Bolko w-Blohmi GmbH-.
3. Company planning to construct a U.&5 million structural fiberglass factory,
near Winnipeg, Manitoba.
National Biscuit Company
1. Company has world-wide operations.
2. Some of the company's subsidiaries are: Christie, Brown & Co. Ltd.
(Canada) ; Nabisco, Ltd. (England) ; Fireside Food Products Co. Ltd. (Canada) ; Griffin & Sons, Ltd. (New Ze'flnI) ;Nabisco-La Favorita C.A. (Caracas,
Venezuela) 60%/ owned; Kut-as-Sayyid Estate, Ltd. (Iraq) ; Saiua Biscotti ed.
affini S.P.A. (Italy) ;Reld milting Ltd. iCimimda) : Nabisco-Foimnosa, S.A.
(Mexico) ; National Biscuit (France) ; Oxford Biscuit Factory Ltd. (Denmark)
Industrias Nabisco-Cristal, S.A. (Nicaragua).
Iloncylwell, Inc.
1. Some subsidiaries are: Honeywell Controls, Ltd. (Toronto) ; Honeywell,
A.B. (Stockholm, Sweden) ; Honeywell, N.V. (Amsterdam, The Netherlands);
Honeywell Europe, Inc., (Brussels. Belgium) ; Honeywell, S.A.I.C., (Argentina);
Honeywell GmbH-. (Frankfurt, Germany) ; Honeywell Defense Products Europe, S.A.R.L.; Gy Honeywell A.B. (Helsinki, Finland).
2. Affiliates : Ymmniatti e-I-oneywell Keiki Co. Ltd. k.Jal)au) 50%, owned ; Yamatake-Honeywell Co. Ltd. (Taiwan).
CaterpillarTractor Coin panV
1. Wholly owns: Caterpillar of Australia Ltd.; Caterpillar of Belgium S.A.;
Caterpillar do Brasil S.A.; Caterpillar of Canada Ltd.; Caterpillar Mexicana,
S.A. de CV.; Caterpillar Overseas Credit Corp. S.A.; Caterpillar France S.A.;
Caterpillar (Africa) (Pty) Ltd. Johannesburg S. Africa; Caterpillar Far East
Ltd. Hong Kong.
2. Affiliates: Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd. Tokyo, equally owned with Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries Ltd., Sagami, Japan.
Bendix Corporation
Some subsidiaries are: Akelbono Brake Industry Co. Ltd., (Tokyo) 10.3%l
owned ; .Jidosha Kiki (Tokyo) 13%1 owned ; Bendix Taiwan Ltd. (Taiwan);
Ducellier et Cie, (Paris, France) 60% owned; Jurid Werke GmnbH (Hamburg,
Germany) 49%l/ owned; Bendix Mintex (Pty.) Ltd. (Australia) 51% owned;
Greenpar Engineering Ltd. (Essex, England).
American M1otors Conipany
1. Some subsidiaries are: American Motors (Canada) Ltd. Canadian Fabricated Products Ltd.; American Motors of South Africa (Pty.) Ltd.; American
Motors del Peru; A.M.C. de Venezuela, C.A.
2. Affiliates: IKA-Renault S.A.; Vehiculos Automotors Mexicanos, S.A.
M1cDonnell-Dotiglas Corp.
Some subsidiaries are: Douglas Aircraft Co. of Canada Ltd.; McDonnellDouglas Japan Ltd. (Tokyo).
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
1. Some major subsidiaries are: McGraw-Hill Co. of Canada, Ltd.; McGrawHill Book Co. (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd.; McGrawv-Hill Publishing Co. Ltd.
(England) ; McGraw-Hill Book Co., GmbH, Dusseldorf, Germany; Libros McGraw-Hill de Mexico S.A. de C.V.
2. Affiliates: Technic _Union, Paris, France (49% Interest) ; New Medical
Journals Ltd. London, England (50% Interest) ; World MNedical Publications
S.A. Brussels, Belgium (50%1 Interest) ; Nikkei-McGraw-Hill Inc. Tokyo (49%
owned) ; Tatu-MNcGraw-11ill Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, India (40%1 owned) ;Penguin
Publishing Co. Ltd. (Great Britain) 100% owned.
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Ford Motw- Company
1. Ford Motor Company, Ltd., Britain, produces cars, trucks, commercial vans
and Ford tractors, and Is the 2nd largest producer of such Items In the British
Isles.
2. Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd. (81% owned) Is the 2nd largest producer of passenger cars and the largest producer of trucks in Canada.
3. Ford-Werke A/G produces Ford cars, light buses, pickups and vans, and is
the 3rd largest producer of such vehicles In Germany.
Subsidiaries and branches:
4. Ford also has affiliates in many countries: Ford Motor Co. S. A. Mexico;
Ford Motor Argentina; Ford (Uruguay) S.A.; Ford Motor Co. del Peru S.A.;
Ford Motor Co. A/S Denmark 78%/ owned; Willys Overland do Brazil S.A. Industria E Comercio (Brazil) 52%l owned.

Sperry Rand Company
1. Main subsidiaries are: Sperry Rand Canada; Sperry Rand Ltd. (England)
Sperry Rand Italia, S.P.A. (Italy) ; Vickers (Germany) GmnbH; Sperry Rand
Australia Ltd.
2. Affiliates: Tokyo Keiki Seizosho Co. Ltd.; Nippon Univac Kaishia Ltd.
(Japan) ; Old Univac Kabushilki Kaisha (Japan) ; West & de Toit (S. Africa).

Bristol Myers Company
1. Subsidiaries: Bristol Banyu Research
oratories (Japan) Ltd. ; Bristol Industries
of Canada Ltd. ; Bristol-Myers Co. Ltd.
Bristol-Myers, Canada Ltd.; Bristol-Myers
Hair Coloring Industries (Japan) Ltd.

Institute Ltd. (Japan) ; Bristol Lab.
Ltd. (Taiwan) ; Brttish Laboratories
(England) ; Deutschec-Drackett Inc.;
(Japan) Ltd.; Clairol (Japan) Ltd.;

IV. R?. Grace a)?d Company
1. Somec subsidiaries are: Dearborn Chemical Co. Ltd. (Canada) ; Dubois
Chemicals of Canada, Ltd.; Golding Bros., Canadian Ltd.; Howard & Sonis
(Canada) Ltd.; Leaf Confections Ltd.; Williard Chemical of Canada Ltd.; Leaf
Belgium N.V.; S.A. Renie Well. France 8.5% owned; Hughes Bros. Ltd. Ireland;
N.V. Cacaofabrlek de zoan (The Netherlands).

United Aircraft
1. Subsidiaries: United aircraft of Canada Ltd. 90.6%.
2. Affiliates: Ratier-Forest S.A. France (15% owned)
makes aircraft and
missle components; Precile S.A. France (15% owned) makes aircraft and milssle
components; Precilec S.A. France (20% owned) makes electronic components;
Orenda Ltd. (Ontario) 40% owned.

Texas Instruments
1. Texas Instruments Japan Ltd. (owned equally by Co. and Sony Corporation).
2. Some subsidiaries are: Geophysical Service International Ltd.; Texits Instrumentos and Electronicos do Brazil Ltda. ; Texas Instruments; Ltd.
(England) ; Indonesia Surveys S.A.; G.S.I. do Mexico, S.A. de CA.7

1Boise Cascade Corporation
1. Company has foreign utility operations, mainly sale of electricity, conducted
through subsidiaries in Ecuador, Guatemala and Panamia-the subsidiaries are:
Enipresa Electrica del Ecuador Inc.; Eimpresa Electrica de Guatemala, S.A.:
Cla, Panamnena de Fuerza y Luz.
2. Company has sul'sldlarles Including: Boise-Cascade International, Inc.
which owns Ontario-Minnesota Pulp and Paper Company, Ltd. ; Mobile home and
recreational vehicle plants in British Columbia, France, England, and The
Netherlands.

CPC International
Principal subsidiaries: Clifford Love & Co., Ltd. (Australia) : Refineries doC
Maiz, S. A. I. y C. (Argentina) ; Reffincoes de Milho, Brazil Ltda. (Brazil)
Canada Starch Co. Ltd.; Brown & Polson Ltd. (England).

Lockheed Aircraft
1. Among the companies principal subsidiaries, wholly-owvned. are: Lockheed
Aircraft Int'l. A.G. (Switzerland) ; Lockheed Aircraft Int'l. Ltd. (Hong Kong);
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation of Canada, Ltd.; Lockheed Offshore Petroleum
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Services Ltd. Canada; Lockheed S.A. de C.U. (Mexico) ; Lockheed Aircraft
(Australia) Pty., Ltd.
Continental Can Company, Ine.
1. Principal subsidiary: Continental Can Company of Canada, Ltd.
II. J. Heinz Company
1. Subsidiaries: H. J. Hhiz of Canada Ltd.; H-. J. Heinz Co. Ltd. (91.16%l
owned) British Isle; Nichiro-Heinz Co. Ltd. (80% owned) to make and market
Heinz products in Japan also in Australia, Belgium, Luxembourg, Holland,
Portugal, Venezuela, Switzerland, Italy, Pago Pago, etc.
IOccrc and Company
1. Subsidiaries: John Deere Ltd. (Canada) ; John Deere Intercontinental Ltd.
(Ontario, Canada) ;John Deere (France).
2. John Deere S.A. Mexico 75%1 owned; John Deere-Lanz Vler Waltungs A.G.
Germany (9% owned) ; John Deere, Ltd., South Africa, 75% owned.
Iwlett-Packard Company
1. Company's European operations are handled by wholly-owned HewlettPackard S.A. (Switzerland). This company has 2 manufacturing subsidiaries
and 9 marketing subsidiaries.
2. Affiliates: Yokogatwa-Hewiett-Packard, Ltd. (49%ll owned) makes electronic
measuring instruments in a plant at Hachoti, Japan. The affiliate also handles
companies marketing operations in Japan. Also In Canada, Mexico, Argentina,
Brazil, Venezuela, Australia.
internationalPaper Company
1. Subsidiaries: Canadian International Paper Company; British International Paper Ltd.; Canadian International Pull) Sales Ltd.; International Paper
Company (Europe) Ltd. ; International Paper (France).
CarrierCorporation
1. Subsidiaries: Carrier Air Conditioning (Canada) Ltd.; Camwell of Canada
Ltd.; Toyo Carrier Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (Japan) 75% owned; Carrier International Sdn. Malaysia; Carlyle Air Conditioning Co. Ltd. United Kimrdoin; Carrier GmbH Germany.
Iforg-11arner Corporation
1. Wholly-owned subsidiary - include: Arpic N.V. (Holland) ; Borg-Warner
Investments Pty. Ltd. Borg-Warner (Canada) Ltd. ; Borg-Warner Ltd. (England) which owns Marbon, Australia Ptdy. Ltd. (55%) Borg-Warner Australia
Ltd. (75%) etc.
2. Affiliates (Jointly owned) ; Ube Cycon Ltd. (Japan) ; Nsk-Warner KK
(Japan) ; Aslin-Warner KK ; York, India Ltd., New Delhif, India.
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey)
1. Company owns 70% of Imperial Oil Ltd. (Canada) ; Company owns 23%1/
of Interprovincial Pipe Line Co. (Canada) ; Company owns all of Esso Eastern Chemicals, Inc. which coordinates%chemical Interests in Japan ; Southeast
Asia, etc.; Comipany has extensive European, Latin American, Middle E~ast and
Far East holding.- in Norway, Denmark, West Germany, Belgium, Venezuelan,
Brazil, Argentina, Chile, etc.
'IM
Has 17 mfg. plants in 15 nations, Including Japan; IBM World Trade Corp.
and its subsidiaries operated facilities in 108 countries in 1969.
Pepsi Co.
1. Subsidiaries: Paso de los Torros, S. A. (Uruquay) ;Shani Bottling Co.
(Pty Ltd. S. (Africa) ; Pepsi-Cola Italia S-PA.: Pepsi Co Oversea Corp.; Food
Enterprises Ltd. (JTapan) ; 'Mike Popcorn K. K. (Japan) ;Pepsi-Cola (.Japan)
Ltd ; Pepsi-Cola (Pakistan) ; Pepsi-Cohi Ltd. (England) ; Pepsi-Cola Refrigerantes Ltd. (Brazil).
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
1. Suibsidaires: Kimiberly-Clark of Canada Ltd.; Kimuinerly-Clark Pulp & Paper
Co. Ltdl. (Canada) ; Kimberly-Clark Lumber (Canada) Ltd. (inactive) ; Kim-
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berly-Clark de Mexico S.A. (60% owned) ; Kimberly-Clark Far East Ltd. (Singapore) 60%1 owned; Kimberly-Clark Ltd. (England) 662/3% owned.
2. Co. has property In Japan.
Singer Co.
1. Subsidiaries: Commercial Controls Canada Ltd. (Canada) ; Friden (Hol1land) N.V. (Netherlands),; Friden S. A. (France)-S6%1; Singer Co. of Canada Ltd.; Singer-Cobble Ltd. (Great Britain) ; Singer Industries Ltd. Nigeria.
2. Affiliates: Pine Sewing Machine Mfg. Co. (50%l owned) which make Sewing machines in a plant in Utsunomiya, Japan; Wholly owns Matsumoto Kokko
Ltd. which makes cabinetware; Ownis 50%l of Pine Transportation Ltd.; Owns
45% of Controls Co. of Japan.
Time, Inc.
Company publishes 6 International editions of Time Magazine.
Subsidiaries : Tie-Life International de M1exico, S. A. ; Timie-Life International
(Nederland) N. V. (with Subsidiaries in England, France, Switzerland and
Curacao) ; Time International of Canada Ltd. ; Little Brown & Co. (Canada)
Ltd. 60%1 owned.
American Metal Cliraw
1. Some subsidiaries are: Climax Molybdenum N.Y. (Netherlands) Amax
Exploration Quebec Ltd.; Amnax of Canada Inc.; Kawneer Co.' Canada Ltd.;
Northwest Amiax Ltd. (Canada) 75%/ owned the Climax 'Molybdenuml Co .of
Michigan owns the Clima x M1olybdenumn Development Co. (JIapan) Ltd.
Cummins Engine Company, Inc.
1. Subsidiaries whollyy owned) ; Cummins Diesel of Canada Ltd.; KomatsuCummins Sales Co. Ltd. (Tokyo-Japan) 51% owned.
2. Foreign Licensees, etc.; Komatsu Mfg. Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Fried's Krnpp
(Germany), Diesel, Nacional S.A. (Mexico) etc., Mexico City.
Lever Bros. Co. (Unilever Ltd.)
Has interests all over the world, Including Japan-subsidiaries and affiliates
are not listed separately.
Booz, Allen & Hamtilton, It.
International consultant firm In Canada, West Germany, France, Mexico, etc.
Bell & Howell Co.
1. Markets in U.S. a line of cameras produced by Canon Camera Co. Inc., Tokyo
and sold as Bell & Howell-camera eqttipinent.
2. Owns 90%l of Japan Cine Equipment & Mfg. Co.
3. Wholly owned subsidiaries Include: Ditto of Canada Ltd. Toronto; Bell &
Howell Canada Ltd. Toronto; Bell & Howell U.B., Sweden; Bell & Howell France
S.A. Paris; Devry Institute of Technology of Canada, Ltd. and other subsidiaries
In Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland, etc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Produces in Japan-owvns Pfizer Int. Corp. (Panama) ; owns 80%, of Pfizer
Taho Co. Ltd. (Japan).
Kaiser Aluminum &fChentieal Corp.
Company has world wide foreign affiliates in Japan, England, Canada, Germany, Italy, etc.
Ifareona Corporation-Subsidiaryof Cyprus Mines
Has some world wide affihatesh-as $250 million contract to provide JTapanese
Steel Makers with 4.2 million tons of lump ore.

General Motors Corp.
Has world wide holdings such as: General 'Motors of Canada, Ltd. ; M.Notors
holding of Canada Ltd.; Vauxhall Motors Ltd. (England) ; Adam Opel (Aktlenogsellsehaft (Germany) General Motors Hlolden's Ptg. Ltd. (Australia) etc.
Clark Equipment
Company's products made world wide by licensees, some of whom aire in Jap~an.
Subsidiaries Include: Canadian Tyler Refrigeration Ltd. ; Clark Equipment of
Canada Ltd.; Clark E(lqulpment Ltd. (Great Britain). Also in Switzerland.
France, Venezuela, WVest Germany, Belgium, Braz,?il, Argentina, Mexico, Spain.
etc.
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Quaker Oats
Subsidiaries: Quaker Oats Co. of Canada Ltd.; Quaker Oats Ltd. (England)
Quaker Oats Co. (Germany) ; Quaker Oats Co. (New- Zealand) ; Also in Mexico,
Nicaragua, Colombia, Sweden, etc.
Deltec InternationalLtd.
1. Company Is In investment banking business primarily In Latin America and
Europe.
Litton~Industries, Inc.
1. Has plants world wide, Including Japan
Chrysler Corporatinb
1. Subsidiaries Include: Chrysler Antemp Ltd. (England) ; Chrysler Australia
Ltd.; Chrysler Canada Outboard Ltd. (Canada) ; Chrysler Canada Ltd.; Chrysler Antemp S.A. (France) ; Rootes Motors Ltd. (England) owns 73.3%; (Company entering Into agreement with Mi~itsubishi Hlealy IndustrIes Ltd. subject to
Japanese government approval to form Joint auto ventire in Japan. (65%
Japanese owned.)
American BExport
1. American Export Industries owns 97.49% American Export Isbrandtsen
Lines, Inc.
2. Owns 95%l' of Premium Iron Ores Ltd. (Toronto) ; owns American Export
International, Inc.
Xerox Corporation~
1: Company is world wide; some principal subsidiaries Include: Universal
Microfilms Ltdl. (England) ; Xerox of Canada Ltd.
2. Company affiliates include: Bank Xerox Ltd. (England) owns 50% of
Fugi-Xerox (Japan)
Chase Manhzattan~Bank
Has branches in many countries.
First National City B~ank
Has branches in nmnny countries.
Bank of America
H-as branches in many countries.
STATEMENT BY THE AFL-CIO EixEcUTIVE COUNCIL ON
PRODUCTION AND JOnS

E14XPORTS

OF

ATLANTA, GA., MAY 12, 1971
Programs to export U.S. employment and promote low-wvage labor markets
abroad undermine labor's goals everywhere. Such programs are a mockery of
International development and goodwill. Policies to subsidize profit greed at
public expense destroy labor's goals of better living standards and working conditions In the U.S. and every other nation. Such policies must be changed. The
programs must be halted.
U.S.-Mexican economic relations are the closest and clearest example of a
growing problem. Despite three decades of steady economic growth, a strong
currency, and the production of autos, paper, glass, chemicals, and other Industrial products, Mexico remains a non-consumier based economy, highly managed by government direction and closed to imports that It determines are not
necessary for Mexican development. U.S. and foreign firms have invested billions In subsidiaries and other affiliates to produce in Mexico, because Mexican
laws require production in 'Mexico for sale in Mexico of many products. Wages
are low, often ranging from about 20 cents an hour to 46 cents an hour.
Despite economic development in the Interior of Mexico and billions In investment by U.S. andl other International firms, several years ago the Mexican government established a "Border Industralizatlon Program," designed to
lure U.S. firms -to use low-wage Mexican labor along the 1,600-mile border between
the Mexican and U.S. economies. The U.S. Administration has continued to
encourage this program. Since Its first public notice in 1967, when 30 U.S. companies were operating plants In the Mexican border industralization area, the
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number soared to 219 last year and about 250 at present. Regulations and measures of the Mexican and U.S. governments, In combination, have promoted this
export of American jobs and displacement of U.S. production.
U.S.-owned plants on thle Mexican side of the border receive special tax and
tariff breaks from the Mexican government, Including exemption from Its tight
controls on foreign trade. They pay substandard wages to assemble components
from the U.S. Into final products for export to U.S. markets. These goods usually
come Into the United States, under the special lowv tariff duties of Items 806.30
and 807 of the U3.8. tariff schedules, anat ar sold ait American prices.
The Mexican government recen-,ly announced the extension of these border
Industrialization lures Into 0%x; interior of the country, with reports of subsidiess
for exports. The lures are directedd not only to American firms, but to companies
of other countries, which would be given many tax and tariff Incentives to operate plants. to produce for export, essentially to the nearby lucrative American
market, with low transportation costs, as wvell as lowv wage costs and Mexican
concessions on taxes andl tariffs.
There are now at least 500 -manufacturing subsidiaries of U.S. companies in
the Interior of Mexico-in addition to those onl the border and aside f roln licenlsees andl other joint venture operations. There are also subsidiaries of numerous
companies from other countries operating throughout Mexico.
The extension -of the M~exican government's prograin of tax and other incenltives for the production of goods for export Ipresents American workers and
trade unions with the Immediate threat of a rising flood of Imiported goods, produced at substandard wages andl with various Mexican government benefits.
In the world of 1971, international firms, with production units In Mexico,
frequently have similar plants In Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, France, Germany,
and Haiti and in other parts of the world. History has shown that U.S. tariff
code loopholes, like Items 807 and 806.30, merely aid companies to take
advantage of the cheapest labor In the world for the assembly of goods, until
the multinational companies, with the aid of foreign governments, can produce
whole products for export to the United States.
The APL-CIO's compilation of the numbers of Industrial concerns moving
from the United States to Mexico to export back to this country-first, the assemibly of components, under tariff schedule items 8A~.30 and 807, and subsequently, the production of entire products with tile further displacement of
Amierlcan jobs-confirms the view that the Border Industrialization Program
has assumed utterly unacceptable economic and social proportions for the United
States, far In excess of any questionable benefits to the 'Mexican workforce,
employed at substandard wage rates and working conditions by U.S. firms operating In Mexico.
Technology and transportation have speede~d up the process of exporting Anlierlean Jobs. A major part of a whole industry-such as consumer electron ics-can
be exportedl from the U.S. within five years. The export of American jobs and
(displacement of U.S. production is escalating at a tremendous pace.
The AFI1 -CIO views with grave concern the coincidence of high unemploynent in the United States with government economic policy andl thle pursuit of
low-wage labor markets abroad by U.S. companies, enhanced lby subsidies an(l
bootlegged assistance.
We urge the following actions by the U.S. government:
The Congress should repeal Items 807 and 800.30 from the tariff schedules
of the United States.
U.S. customs officials should enforce U.S. laws against (lumping, time subsidy
of exports to the United States and other practices which Injure American
workers and the U.S. economy.
Imports of products which displace significant proportions of UT.S. production
and/or employment should be regulated by quantitative quotas.
U.S. labeling laws-on foreign origin, as wvell as health, safety and similar
standlards-should be effectively enforced and expanded.
The reporting of Investmient, production, employment and trade by U.S. firms
in Mexico should be required by the United States government.
The United States government should discourage Iparticipittion in Mexican
border industrialization arrangements by U.S. firms and direct government
agencies to cease their encouragement of this mushrooming operation.
Border crossings of Mexican labor should be regulated effectively through
legislative action and adequate administrative measures.
We urge the government to' press. In appropriate International agencies, for
the establishmemnt of International fair labor standards in world trade.
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We support the orderly expansion of worldly trade. We oppose the p~romIotionl
of profit greed at public expense or the undercutting of United States wage and
labor standards. We want expanded trade that expands employment at hone
and abroad and that Improves living standards and working conditions, here and
abroad. We want the U.S. government to protect the Interests of American
workers against the export of American jobs. We want the government to halt
the undermining of the American economy.
We serve notice on the Administration that we will not rest until the U.S.
government effectively and adequately protects the Interests of American workers
and the American economy, by curbing the mounting displacement of U.S. iprodunction andl export of American jobs.
STATEMENT B3YTHlE AFL--CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON THlE CRITICAL NEED FOR
NEw INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND) INVESTMENT LEGISLATION
There Is at critical necessi1tv for the Uni1ted1 Stntes to adopt new International
trade and Investment legislation that wvill meet the realities of today's economic
wvord and the needs of the American people for a healthy economy.
Rapidi changes in International economic relationships have dleteriorated1 Anmirlca's position fit worldl trade anld affected time wvorldl standing of the America])
(dollar.
Other major nations have adjusted their policies to benefit their- national
interests, but the United States has failed to adljust. These nations have managed
national economies, subsidized exports, erected barriers to Imports and] geared
their tax structures to foster these practices.
Me1anwvhile adlvan~ces In transportation, communications andl technological ad(vances have accelerated thme scop~e andl pace of change. American technology hals
been transported overseas anl production and employment have been exported
to other lands. Multinational firms andl banks, usually U.S.-based and sometimes
in tandem with foreign-based multinationals, now have global operations which
benefit from the policies of every country, b~ut which tire beyond the reach of
present U.S. lawv or the laws of ainy single nation. The policies of these U.S.b~asedl firms and banks are dlesignedl solely to proft the corliorations.; andl are
made with disregard for the needs of the United States, Its economy aunl its
people.

Over the past decade, U.S. firms have Invested billions of dollars In their foreign subsidiaries, rising from $3.8 billion In 1960 to $13.2 billion in 1970. Outlays
for foreign affiliates this year are expected to be more than $15 billion, with $8
billion In spending projected for manufacturing facilities alone. In addition,
joint ventures, foreign licensing and patent agreements and other relationships
of U.S. firms abroad have changed the patterns of the U.S. economy In its relation to world trade and Investment.
As a result of all these developments: U.S. exports have been retarded. Imports have been spurred. Production has been displaced. Jobs and employment
opportunities have been exported.
In view of the fact that existing laws are no longer capable of meeting the
problems and the realities of the 1970s, the AFL-CIO proposes that new trade
legislation, embracing the following concepts, be enacted.
1. Now. tax~ measures to halt the export of U.S. jobs, rentove the incentive to

establish production and assembly facilities abroad, and create tax disincentives
to curb expanded production abroad.

Profits earned by the foreign operations of UJ.S. corporations should be taxed
at the time that they are earned. Under present law, corporations are allowed
to defer U.S. taxes until they are repatriated to the U.S. and distributed, which
may never happen. Foreign tax payments should be allowed a deduction on U.S.
taxes, but the present allowance of a tax credit should be halted.
A treasury study and report should be undertaken to determine the degree of
enforcement and compliance with Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code.
Under this provision, the IRS has Cie authority to require corporations to attribute their Income to the specific foreign subsidiary where the Income was
earned. Its purpose Is to prevent corporations from allocating their foreign Income among various subsidiaries so as to pay the minimum possible taxes.
Wherever corporations with global accounting systems are found to be not
in compliance with Section 482, they should be given a reasonable period of time
for compliance, but compliance should be made mandatory In all Instances.
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The amount of write-offs, under U.S. tax laws, of depreciation presently allow ed to U.S. corporations, for their foreign subsidiaries, should be replaced by
a sliding scale allowance which relates to the tools, technology and purpose of
the facility. If, for example, 100%l of the capital assets ( machinery, etc.) in the
foreign subsidiary was developed at the expense of the U.S. government and the
1U.8. taxpayer, the depreciation allowed would be zero. However, If te production of the foreign subsidiary serves a great social purpose and has no adverse
impact onl U.S. trade, then the depreciation. allowance could be the maximum.
A tax should lie imposed onl the value of any patents, licenses and technology
that are exported. Further, a tax should be levied on the royalties received by
U. S. compni~fies.
Items of the Tariff Schedule which help to transfer production abroad should
be rep~ealed. As anl example, itemn 807 and Item 806.30 are an open Invitation to
U.S. multinational firms to use low-wage foreign labor to assemble products out-sidle the U.S. and thenl ship them hack to the UT.S. at a specially low tariff rate.
Both of these Items should( be rep~ealedl because they have spurred the export of
production and jobs,.
2. Supervise and curb outflows of U.S. capital.
Clear legislative direction is necessary to give the President authority to regulate, supervise and curb the outflows of U.S. capital. At the present time, controls
onl foreign investment are loose, Inadequate and not related to trade and lproduction. Authority within the President's hands should Include considerations for the
iud of investment t hilt would lbe madle ab~roadl, the product Involved, the country
where the Investment would be made, the linkage of the investment to the flow
of tiiiol 1(1Its
d
ette't oil U.S. emplloyment and thie national economy.
We object to the AID legislation now before Congress which turns over to multilateral agencies, such as the World Bank, the supervision of private investment
abroad for AID purposes.
In addition, there is a strong need for a report on enforcement of 22 TJSCA
2370 (d) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. This provision In the law was
aimedl at keeping development loans from disrupting U.S. production. It requires
that not more than 20% of production In a foreign factory created by a developmient loan may be exported to the U.S. to compete with U.S.-made products. To
date there has been no disclosure as to the operation-or effectivene-ss-of this
provision.
Similarly, the reports of the Export-Import Bank should Include a yearly
review of the Impact its loans are having on U.S. exports, Imports and the nationalI economy.
3. Stipervise and Curb Export of Technology.
U.S. government policy has encouraged the export of technology In recent
years. U. S. companies have b~en licensing production to foreign licensees and
patentees who p~rodluce blehindl foreign trade barriers for export to the U.S
This policy should be reversed by giving the President clear authority to regulate, supervise and curb licensing and patent agreements on the basis of Congressionally determined standards. These would Include, the kind of Investment,
the product Involved, the country of Investment, the linkage to trade flows from
such transfers and the effect on U.S. employment and the economy.
4. InternationalFairLabor Standards.
Reports should be made to the U.S. government (Labor Department) on foreign wages paid by the military and IT.S. business. These reports should be on the
same basis that IT.S. law now requires reporting on wages, hours, etc. within the
U.S. Only by this means can data be acquired that gives a perspective of labor
factors In these U.S. foreign operations.
The State Department and other U.S. agencies should press for International
fair labor standards in trade agreements.
5. Quantitative Restraints.
It should be the expressed Policy of the Untited States to recognize that the
healthy expansion of the world economy is linked to the continuation of a diversified, productive and fully employed economic and social system here, as well
as abroad. To assure this policy, m'echanlism s should be established to avoid the
continued displacement of U.S. production, tax-base erosion, market disruption
and export of American jobs.
Quantitative restraints, with at base year of 1965-09, should be applied
ucts and parts of products Imported Into the United States, allowing, fortoa prodflexible growth factor related to U.S. production of the itemn. Exceptions to such
quantitative quotas could be:
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(a) where a legitimate voluntary agreement now exists or is negotiated on the
Item with other supplying countries; and
(b) where the failure to Import the Item would disrupt U.S. production and
U.S. markets.
A review of the operations of such restraint mechanism should be made after
one year to determine the degree of effectiveness In achieving the above stated
objectives.
To carry out this program, a single agency with quasi-independent authority
determine the
to serve the Congress should be established. This agency would the
Congress of
quantitative limitations based on the criteria established, advise,
necessary Interim adjustments for Items where data are not available, and supervise the maintenance of the program. Because of the broad spectrum of Its operation, the agency should be composed of the merged operations of the Tariff
Commission with the necessary trade-related parts of the Commerce, Labor and
Treasury Departments.
0. Truth in Labeling.
Products should be clearly labeled to show the country of origin for comfrom
ponents and -parts as well as the final product. For example, a TV set madeshould
parts produced and assembled In Taiwan, I-ong Kong, U.S. and Korea
law
show the source of the components as well as the final product. The current
places labeling within the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury and, as
now functioning, does not give the consumer truthful evidence of where the
product, or Its parts originated.
Similarly, advertising of imported products should Include references to the
country of origin of the products and components.
7. Consumer Pr-otection Enforcement.
All Imports should conform strictly to all laws designed to protect the safety
-and health of American consumers.
8. International Accunting.
Federal standards for International accounting by U.S. firms with foreign
operations should be established and enforced. Such accounting standards should
be consistent with the uniform accounting required by Section 718 of the Defense
Production Act of 1950.
Under current law Customs officials classify Imports under general categories
related to the collection of tariffs rather than to the actual description of the
Imported product. Census and Customs Bureaus should have consistent reporting
systems so that imports can be related to production In the United States. The
Tariff law should be amended so that shipping declarations and Invoices include
product descriptions.
9. Escape Clauoe and Dumping.
The Antidumping Act of 1921 must be modernized to assure effective action
as
against dumping. Under current operations, dumping findings have taken
much as two years. Interpretations of the law have not made clear that emto an
ployment and working conditions should be part of the test of Injury
industry. The law should shorten the period of a finding of sales at less than
fair value (dumping) to 4 months, make the injury determination simultaneous
with the determination of sales at less than fair value, and place the determinations within the single agency established to supervise International trade. to
The escape clause of the Trade Etxpansion Act of 1962 has been Interpreted
make findings of Injury almost Impossible. This provision allows the United
of injury Is
States government to raise tariffs or impose quotas when a finding
the
made by the United States government. The new agency should replaceThese
Tariff Commission and much easier tests of Injury should be available.
tests should Include labor effects, such as underemployment, loss of fringes and
wvage effects.
to sue to emNot all provisions of the Tariff and Trade laws grant standing multinational
ployees and their representatives. Thus, In an Investigation where
allowed
corporations are Involved, the "U.S. industry" Is the only party which is to
bring
permitted
are
employees
however,
clause,
escape
the
In
suit.
to bring
suit. There -should be a consistent provision throughout U.S. trade and tariff lawvs
providing that workers hii the United States have legal standing to bring suit
cooncerning Injury.

Senator RiBicoFF. Thank you very much for your very important
contribution. I hope the other members of the committee will allow me
to defer to our chairman, who has another committee meeting, for first
questioning. Senator Long.
02-790 0-71-pt. 1-13
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Senator Lo-,o. Thank you very much, Mr. (imirinan.
Mr. Meany, let me applaud y~ou for at very fine statement. T was so
ifljreSSed b~y the statement that Mlr. B11iiller niade OH behalf of you
and your organization some time ago that I put it in the Congressional
Record, and eveni went back and asked that it be printed a second time.
I think every American ought to read it.*
Now, while it is possible to haive at ti-ade 1)01icy that is good for the
country although it might not be good for soine( small or isolated segments of our Nationi, is it very likely that we could have a trade, poliyy
good for the country but at thie same time bad for 70 million laboring
workers and their families?
In other words, can you Coniceive of a trade policy being good for
the Nation even though it is bad for '10 million laborig people andl
their families?
Mfr. MEANY. N.o; because in the long run if it is bad for tie TO)
million people in the work force it must, be bad for- the ('!t ire ('coIIiI\
tie conisumler purchasing poweri which
because vou are destroy
must be the basis of our economy.
Senator LoNG. It would seem to me if it is a bad thing for T0 million'
working people and their families there is not a great deal more than
that in this country when you really get down to it. That I should
think would take care of about 85) percent of the people-those that
work for aliving-wouldn'tit ?
Mrf1. MEmNY. Yes.
Senator LONG. So when your organization finds that it can no longer
support a trade policy that we have followed for many years, it is
time to start really asking some questions.
Has your organization always taken this attitude toward free trade
or was there at time shortly after World War TT and for several
years thereafter when you did siull)ort at world free-trade policy?
M)r. MEANY. We supplortedl the so-called free-trade concept since the
establishment of the Hfull Reciprocal Trade Pact which T think was
in 1934. and wve have consistently been international minded with this.
We wNant to trade with other countries in the world. But we have an
entirely different picture today than we had 30, 35 years ago.
Senator LoNo. Well, basically sp)eakiing, the kind Of program that
you were supporting, 'as I understand it, was the sort of program
where wve sell the other fellow something that we can produce more
cheaply than hie can prIodluce. anid lie sells us over the long tei'ni an
equail amount of commodities that lie can produce more cheaply thani
we can produce. and it was that concept that you were supporting down
through the years, I take it.
Afr. MEf'ANY. Yes.
Senator LONGa. You never intended to support at program where
Vol] are ban km )ting thle country on the one hand buying coinmiodlit ies
you can't afford and displacing literally hundreds'of thousands of
honest, working people from their hard-earned jobs. Thatsort of thing
you never had in mind, I take it.
Mlr. A4IkN-Y. No.
Senator LONG. Now, if you look ait the pure theory of f ree trade,
were von aware of the fact that the purist, in terms of free trade, thinks
*Conigresional Rec'oril, May 11, 1971, pp. 8f1586-65W9
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in terms of at free flow of capital to go wherever it can produce goods
more cheaply?
Ali. .ixy
Well, that may be the purist theory, but under that
theory, of course, you go where you can produce most cheaply, but the
theory was we could establish some other industries to take uip the
slack. but that is not happening.
The potential of this present trend is enormous. You now can't buy
a radio that, is madie in this country any more, and they tell me that in
television that it is almost the same.. The shoe industry has been leaving
the country. Thie mnanmade fibers and textiles are going out of the Couintry. The tire industry is going out of the country.
Senator LoN. Well, at witness for the Zenith Corp. testified yesterclay that while the .1apaiiese and others have taken almost 100 percent
of the American market for radios, and a grreat deal of our black-andwhite television market, his company can still, even at American
wages, 1)iodilev and ship color televisions to Japan and sell in that
market cheaper than the .Japanese can do it, but they won't let him sell
color televisions in Japanl.
Mr. MxN.This is the trouble. In this international pictuireV~e are
the most open country in the world, and all these other countries have
laws and rules that block our selling in this country. In fact, in a good
many of these cases when. they set uip factories in these other countries
they do so under the express agreement they will not even attempt to
sell in that country; that is, the product will come back home.
Now, in the electronics industry, even though we can still produce
things cheaper, we have figures compiled by the International Union
of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, that in the 4 years from 1966 to
1970 this industry lost 127,000 jobs. This is in the consumer electronics
industry alone-and the industry concurs in these figures.
Now, if this trend continues in the direction which it is going, and
the figures show that it is expt-nding, especially this Mexican-border
complex, the question naturall 'y arises: 'Where is the purchasing power
coming from to buy the things that we can make? In the final analysis
the best cuistomner of American business over the years has been the
Anmrican people, the American worker. Now if we are going to Continue to lose these jobs, I don't know where the purchasing power will
come f rom.
Now we are told by somne of the people you call the purists that,
the minute wve can't make something cheaper than another nation, we
should stop nmaking it and we should then do something in the way of a
new product which we can make cheaper than anybody else, and put
it on the market.
However, when you take ai p~lant. in at small town, a one-factory
towni, with) 2,,500 employees, and you put themn out of business, what
do yout (10 withi those 2,500 employ ees? TDO you pay then their unemployment instmrance, and[ then they go oii relief, they go on welfare?
The idea that, you ca-,n train themi to build uip soe new product is
not at very practical idea, but this is the theory of the purist that we
have got, to meet this foreign competition by producing something
with these workers that. we can produce chieaper than anyone else. I
don't see the new good-paying jobs coming uip in this country to replace the jobs that we are'losing, and in the final analysis I don't'see
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where the purchasing power' is coming from to keep American industry going if this trend continues.
Senator LONG. Well, it is sort of like saying that according to these
pure theories in the long run everything is going to be all right.
But in the long run we tire all going to be (lead in our graves. Some
of these workers 'you have been speakini~g for will have starved to death
in the meantime waiting for -all these things to correct themselves.
I applaud you for- taking a practical, ('ommnonsense point of view.
I support the kind of trade I believe you support, Air. Meany, and
that is where it is a good deal for both sides. But this sort of thing
where it is a "heads I winl, tails you lose" proposition-peopD-. who insist on frequent access to our market, and whIo will not permit us to sell
in theirs-I must say that I share your concern. I also share your concern about losing good jobs to be replaced by substandard jobs while
we wait and hope for them to raise wage standards in these foreign
countries.
Now,' it may be that someday the Koreans and the Taiwanese, and
the people of Hong Kong and the Japanese, wvill raise their wage
standards up to where their pay is in line with ours, but meanwhile
we would have lost most of our best industries. That is the way it is
working out, isn't it?
Mr. MEAN1Y. Yes.
Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much your kindness. I am supposed to be managing a bill in the Commerce Committee right now
and I have to leave now but I appreciate having the opportunity to
present my views.
Senator RIBcIOF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Well, Mr. Meany, let me comipliment you on your
very excellent testimony. I happen to be in the livestock,business in.
Wyoming and I recall a few years ago, and I am not trying to speak
disrespectfully or to discredit -any previous -idministration because, as
far as I am concerned this policy with respect to trade has not known
any political label.
It has been the same one under Republicans and Democrats alike
and I think it is no good, I think it is costing us jobs and putting peoof business, and will make inevitable the need for greater welple out
fare rolls.
But I recall when there was some concern about the price of shoes
in this country, if we continued to export hides to Japan and for the
manufacture of leather that it might result in shoe prices going up
so there was anl embargo put on cattle hides.
Well, that cost the American stockman aboat $7 per annum. That is
exactly what it amounted to in the decreased selling price of the
average head of livestock.
Now, this year. the same thing can be said for wool. I have talked
to a number 'of woolmenl who, withi the deteriorating textile industry
activity in this country, can't find any place to sell their wool. Sales
have been as low as 15 cents a pound, and have gone uip; the highest
one I know of has been about 29 cents at pound, and yet when we tried
to develop an export business with Japan to provide them some livestock over there, just as soon as it was set up, Senator Beilmon tells
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me, and they had at little chance of getting off the ground, the Japanese immediately put a duty of $180 per lead on -each calf that we
proposed to ship from this country to Japan. As far as I am concerned, I think the philosophical side of this argument has gone comnpletely by the board
I am not concerned any longer in trying to debate the issue, "Does
free trade make good sense?"11 think that there may have been a point
at one time that we all started out evenly and, if wages were the same
throughout the world, then I can ag ree with the philosophical idea; but
to me it seems we hiave, got to get (towni to the practical basis of trying
to support, on the one liand, the standard of living that we have in this
country, andl I think it ties right directly to the 70 million laborers
that you represent, and I agree wNith you completely when you say that
you can't separate heiir welfare, onl the one hand, from thle welfare of
the 205 million people, all Americans, of whom they aire at part. I -think
if you hurt the labor in this country you tire going to hurt America.
It is just. that sinmpie, and I am not tt all symipathletic with these
Multinational corporations or with foreign companies that want to
have access to our inarkcets andl yet want to apply their own rules.
So, I don't really think I ha~e ainy questions. YOU have mnade a0iwonderful statement. Ii think~ you underscore the important fact that must
be kept in mind by every American ats we consider this very serious
problem today, and that is what we tire (10mg to American jobs. Do
we want to put Americans out of work by our shortsightedness and by
our blindness ats we contemplate the commerce that we have today, and
if we want to do that aill I can say is thiat wve aire iure headed in the
right direction. If we tire concerned about hiowN our people live here
then I think we have, got, to recognize that we, through our goodheartedness and our desire to try to set at standard, have been p ursuinry
a course that will inevitably bring about the downfall of American
labor. and seriously result' in deterioration of our standard of
living.
I com plimnt you on a very excellent statement.
Mr. MANY. Thank you.
Senator RiBicoFiF. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADOE. Mr. Meany, I want to join my colleagues in comlplimenting you onl your very excellent statement. I concur with virtually everything that you have said. Is it not true that at the present
time there aire abFout .50 billion U.S. dollars in Europe?
Mr. MEANY. Well, I

don't have the detailed information onl that. I

read that in the paper.
Senator rrAIJIADOE. Approximately correct, is it not?
Mr. MEANY.

.50 billion, these so-called Eurodollars.

Senator TALMAiDGE,. But we have only about $10.7 billion in gold
to pythem if presented for payment, is thiat correct?
Mr. EANY. I think so; yes.
Senator TALAADE. You are aware of the fact, I am sure, that, Onl'
c.i.f. basis rather than an f.o.b. basis, the true trade deficit over the
past 5 years is about $15 billion, are you not?
Mr. MEANY.

About that.

Senator TALMADGE. We wouldn't have these billions of dollars floating over the world unless there was something seriously wrong with
our trade practices would we?
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I would think so.
Senator TAi,,%ADOEF. I read wvith interest your concluding statement,
Mr. MEA NY.

and I refer to paragraph five:

Inl the face of growing unresolved problems, anl orderly marketing inleehanlisni
is neededI inlnealiatoly to regulate the flowv of imports into the United States of
those goods and( product lines inl which sharply risig implorts tire d~isplacing

significant percentages of 17. . p~roductlont and1(emuployment. Such qluotas5 tha t
bar the raid( displacenmen t of UT.S. p~roductionu 1111 empIloym~ent by floodtioie of
imports could slow down the disruptive impacts onl American society alld( help
to provide uiui orderly expansion of trade.

Whaft you are really talking about there is protecting the job opportunities of American p~eop~le, aire you not,?
Mr. MfEANY. I'What We 111-0 1real1y Saying luere is that we'P (lont want to
shut out all the other people in thie same area, but we are saying that
they shouldn't 1)e allowed to (lisIflace all of our people. Thlat they'
should be giv~en at quota that, wold lit, least leaveo 01W- people ill thev
indutry Insonic trades, in the shoe, industry, inl particular, we aire
fae to face with the possibility of elilrlinatillgr this country froml thie
manufacture of shoes complete ly. That~ is now at definite i0Sibility.
Senator TL.luxAlso in many other areas, such as textiles.
Mr. M1.ANi. Oh,$yes.
senator TrA,,,NADOa.E. I believe Seci'etary IStalls testifle(l that, we aire
losing about at hundred thousand jobs a year in our textile industry.
Do you think that is in our national interest?
Mr. MHANY. I don't think SO, no0.
Senator TALMADGE. I certainly don't, either. In my State we have
about a hundred thousand people that wVork in thle textile ill(Ilustry and
about, 65r,000 that work in the garinent industry, and I don't, l)CliCVC
they sent mne to thle UT.S. Senate to hielp) liquiidaite their jobs. lDo youl
share that view?
Mrl. MEANY. I Certainly do0, Senator.
Senator r1AxIMAiDoi If thlis continues, in my judgment, the textile
industry in at few years will be completely destroyed. Do you think
that is in our, national interests?
Mri. MIEANY. No, I do not.
Senator TAI4 MfAinoF. About two and a half million people, I believe,
aire involved in textiles directlyN or indirectly. It has been reported
that in the event of at war that is thie second most important industry
in ouir country, second only to steel. lDo you share that view?
Mr. MEANY. Well, I don't have any comparative rating of importance. But it certainly is an important industry. I don't know
whether-I

Senator TAL-MADOE. You don't think the, welfare check is ainy sulbstitute for at job.
Mr. MEANY. No, sir; I do not.
Senator TALMADGE. Neither do I.
Some people talkc about free trade, and it sounds fine as a theory,
but (10 youl know of any major power on the face of the earth that
practices free trade to date?
Mri. MANY. No, I do not and frankly I can't understand why the
United States, in this area, shouldn't deal with tile countries on the
same basis as they deal with us.
Senator TAL14AIIE. In other words, bilateral rather than the mostfavored-nation practice?
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Why should we be wide open to a country like Japan

that blocks practicalfly everything that, we 1)1-dtce; why should we
have this open-door policy wvheii they shut the door' in our face?
Senator TATAMNADOE.,. The last time I saw the record the Japanese had
some 98 restrictive quotas on imports. Is that substantially correct?
Mr. MEAN Y. Yes, and it is not just Japan. It is other countries too.
Senator 'PALMNAI)OE That is true.
Mr. M1EANY. I think we should deal with them on the basis of the
wvay they deal with uts.
se nator TAJAO.For the last several years Japan has been running an enioimous trade suirplus of about onie lbillioni and at half dollars
it year. Is that approxi atelycret
Mr. MEANy. That is what, ouir figures show.
Senator TALMADOi. And they send to uts sophisticated products that
are labor intensive. Our principal exports to Japan are coal and humber and things of that. nature which tire not labor intensive. Are you
concerned about that?
Mr. MEANY. Very mnuch ('onceriied about it. We are very much concernied about. the tict that these American corporations are introduicig into these countries machine tools and technology developed
in this country, so that, they niot onlly get, the cheaper wages but t mey
get the advantage of mioern methods of production, which further
hputs uts at at disadvantage.
Senator TrL-NTAD~i-w. There is considerable talk about at trade war if
wedo anythig to try to hprot ect American jobs.
Mr. MlEANY. Oh., Yes.
Senator
Do you tlhik any country that, practices greater
protectioniism than we dlo and has at trade surplus -with us is in any
position to iniitiate at trade wvar?
Mr. MEANY. Well, I have no fear of a trade war. I think that we
are already in some sort. of at trade war, and I don't think that we can
afford, and this is at very practical approach, I don't think we can
afford to see our production go overseas. I don't think we can afford to
lose any more jobs, because the inevitable result is the enlargement
of the relief rolls.
Now the relief rolls are going up at a tremendous percentage, and
we are going to get to the point soon where the whole thing is going
to collapse. It, is not going to be possible for those who work to suplport those who are on relief. In the city of Newv York last month
17,OO() new poi)le,, '1 uderst ani(, went on, relief. The ratio there is
nlo~v one person on relief to every six-and-a-half persons working,
something like that.
Where do we get, if that ratio gets down to 1 to 5, 1 to 4?
Senator TALMADGIE. It gets to the point where the working people
can't support the nonproductive people, does it not?
Mr. MEANY. That is right.
Senator TmAmDxE. Now, with reference to Japan, you are aware of
the fact that our- country ab)sorbs .50 percent of Japanese textile exp~orts, are you not? European countries absorb only 15percent. In other
words, they take one-tenth of what the U~nited States takes. Yet they
have more people than we have, less unemployment than we have, and
greater gold reserves than we have, is that not, correct?
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Mr. MEANY. That is so.
Senator l'ATLADOIE. You know where the Japanese buy most of their
cotton ait the present time, don't you?
Mr. MEANY.

No, I don't.

Senator TLAG.Mexico. They buy the cotton from Mexico and
shi the textiles to us. D)o you think thiat is at fair trade? Neither do I.
You made at reference tin your statement, as to whether consumers
benefit by large imports. I wish you would restate your view on that,
Please.
Mr. MEANY. Well, wve. point out that in a good many cases the imports made by American corIporattionis withi American technology and
with everything Americani except labor, that we point out that the
consumer does not get the benefit of at price reduction in most of these
areas. Now the auto companies in 1971 aire importing a good deal of
the things they put, into the finished car. For istauc-O, the motors for
some of Fordl cars are made in Englandl, 1111( despite the increase of
auto imports, the automobile companies in this country have raised
their prices. The prIices hiave gone up in 1,970.
Shoe prices have gone up 38 Iper(elt between 1060 and 1970, and this,
of course, is ait it faster rate than the Consumer Price Index, and this at
a time that more and more shoes are being made abroad aind more
and more thousands of Amerietan shoe, workers are losing their jobs.
Setntor
wln
A~ that provides jobs for foreign workers and
displaces American workers, does it not?
Mr. MEANy. That is right.
Senator Tmirsp, IDo you kniow if the IDepartmnent of Labor has
conducted the studies necessary to show the job) impact of our trade
policies?
Mr. MEANY. No, they haven't; so far ats wve knowv they have not. Most
of the studies that, we have are made by private organizat ions, including in most cases the representatives of the workers who are adversely affected. But the Departmnt of Labor hasn't anything on this.
Senator TALAMDGE. Fhas your staff ever done anu analysis of the jobs
created and lost by our foreign trade and, if so, can you submit that
for the record?
Mr. MEANY. Yes, we can supply you with our figures on it.
(Informationi supplied followss)
TimE EMJ.NijoymF.x
ENi'

tMPCT

AFL-CIO President George Meany pointed out to the Subcommiiittee, tt Its
hearing onl May 18, that there is at "lackc of 'dta and Information onl thip Impact
that International trade has onl U.S. workers. ']here is a great void of in1formaiftion bearing onl the employment Imnpac~t and other effects onl workers."
The only available information from governmnent agencies is the rough, Iimniteal
and over-all estimates, presented by George Shultz, wh'len hie was secretary of
Labor, to the Joint 1Neonomic Committee of Congress in 10(10 and to the Ways
and Means Committee of thep House of Representattives in 1970.
These rough general estimates of the U.S. Department of Labor Indicate thle
net loss of 500,000) American jot) opportunities In the three years, 19016-1969.
In his statement to the JToint iconomic Committee, Dr. Shmultz reported that
about 74% of imports, in1 19616, were "nearly competitive with domestic products,"
about 13%ll were products not producee] InI the UT.S. and another 13%r were goods
"p~rodluced inI the U-.S. but in short supply." InI this regard, It should be noted that
In the 1O50s, according to trade experts, only about 30%1l-40%) of Imports were
considered competitivev" with U.S.-mnade products. So, between the 1950s, and
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the latter 1960s, the total volume of imports rose sharply and "competitive"
Imports, as a portion of the rapidly rising total volume, approximately doubled.
Dr. Shultz reported to the Joint Economic Committee that "about 1.8 million
Jobs in 1960 would have been required to produce the equivalent voluizle of the
74%/ of Imports that were competitive with U.S.-mnade products." He updated
these estimates, in a later statement to the H-ouse Ways and Means Committee:
"In 1969, If we had attempted to produce domestically goods equivalent in value
to such Imports, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has esitmated that wve would
have needed 2.5 million additional workers . . .
These rough estimates Indicate the loss of about 700,000 job opportunities, In
the three years 1960-1090, due to the sharp rise of "comnpetit ive " Imports.
During the same 3-year period, the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that
the number of jobs attributable to Increased merchandise exports rose only 200,000. This small Increase of exlport-related employment was due to the Small
increase of the total volume of exports, the relatively low manpower requirements of much of those exports and the Increasing productivity of the Americani
economy.
Therefore, there was a net loss of about 500,000 employment opportunities In
the three years 1960-1969, according to these Labor Department estimates.
The Labor Department's estimates are not precise and may well be understatements of actual developments. But the fact of substantial net losses of
American job opportunities is clear.
However, there Is scant information, from government or business sources on
the details of direct job-di spla cement, resulting from trends in international
trade and Investment.
Reports from a number of unions Indicate the following estimates of direct
and specific job-displacement: In consumer electronics, reported job losses were
127,000 between October 1900 and 1969. Closings of shoe plants in 1971 involve
about 10,000 jobs. In ball bearings, direct job losses were approximately 11,200
In 1970-1971. There are many others, Involving plant or department shutdowns
In a wide variety of industries and product-lines.
Comprehensive Information on direct job-displacement Is lacking because trade
experts and government agencies have essentially Ignored the employment and
related social-impacts of developments in International trade and development.
Until the U.S. government examines and publishes detailed Information on these
very Important Issues of direct job-losses-industry and product and location,
as well as their Impacts-such comprehensive data will be missing.
COSTS AND BENEFITS OF DISC

The AFL,-CIO maintains that by permitting corporations to spin off Into a new
form of corporate subsidiary organization-a so-called Domestic International
Sales Corporation-the Administration is cavalierly willing to risk, through the
creation of a new tax loophole, the loss of tip to $1 billion annually In federal
revenue, In the hope of gaining an uncertain, but at best, marginal Increase In
exports.
The Treasury estimates that, over time, exports will Increase $1.25-$1.50 billion
as a result of enacting DISC. The AFL.-CIO contends that this Is a highly subjective and overly optimistic estimate.
The DISC provides no Incentive to Increase U.S. exports. The benefits of tax
deferral, under the proposal, would flow to all firms exporting goods, If the export trade Is conducted by a DISC subsidiary, especially set up for that purpose--regardless of wI ether such exports Increase, decline or remain stable.
The DISC tax benefits would go to some $33 billion of existing export sales,
In order to Induce a $1.25-$1.50 billion increase, If the Treasury's optimistic
estimates are valid. In other words-using the Treasury's own estlimates-95%/(
or more of the tax benefits would go for exports that already exist. Therefore,
the DISC "Incentive" Is grossly Inefficient, with 95%1 or more of the tax benefit
going for existing exports.
The annual loss of federal revenue, due to the adoption of DISC according
to Treasury estimates, would be $030 million. However, the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation estimates the annual loss to be In the range of $720$925 million, a 10-point cut In the tax rate for export corporations, using DISC~.
The loss In revenue would have to be made up by other taxpayers-by Individuals and corporations which do not benefit from DISC operations.
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In order to Induce the outside estimate of a $1.25-$1.50 billion Increase In exports, over time, the Treasury admits, by Its own estimates, that it would give
up $630 million Ii federal revenue-and the Joint Committee's estimate Is a revenue loss of $720-$925 million.
Examination of the dollar costs and benefits Indicates that DISC0 would result
In little If any net addition to employment. In fact, adoption of D)ISC may result
In a net loss of U.S. employment.
Approximately $030 million to $925 million of consumer Income and lion-DISC
business Income would be lost-with the accompanying loss of jobs In the produiction, distribution, and sale of consumer goods and services, as well as business
plants and machines. Against such losses, the Treasury poses Its benefit-estlimate
of $1.25-$1.50 billion of additional exports. But the mianpowver requirements of
American merchandise exports are considerably less than the manpower requiremnents for domestic production. As at result, $1.25-$1.50 billion of additional
merchandise exports would generate little If any more emplloymnent than the
number of jobs lost as a result of the cost of DISC.
If one takes a less optimistic assumption about; the 1)150-induced extra
merchandise exports-assuminig merely a marginal increase--the cost to thle
taxpayer would possibly be greater than the Increase in exports, due to DISC.
Andl there would be at net loss of jobs. That would be the clear case, If, for exrevenue-loss was about $600 to $900 million. Such eventuality may be closer to
ample, the amount of 1)150-induced exports were merely $500 million, while the
reality than the Treasury's optimistic assumptions about 1)1 5-induced extra
exports.
Although it Is not possible to accurately forecast the Impact of

ITSC, it Is

reasonable to assume that Its adoption would result Ii little If ainy net addition
to employment and may result In a net loss of jobs. Surely, the Treasury Departmnent can find better uses for $630 million to $925 million per year than to create
a new loophole of special tax privilege for large export corporations.
THE EFFECTS OF FOREIGN

INVESTMENT

Reports that income from U.S.-owned foreign investment aire now greater
than long-term capital outflows from the U.S. have resulted Ii a distorted interp~retation of the effects of foreign Investment. Such comp~arisonls aire misleading,
particularly In relation to the displacement of U.S. production and employment.
It Is reported, for extampe, that income returned to the U.S. fromt foreign Iivestments was $8.8 billion in 1909, compared with outflows of $4.7 billion, In that
year, for long-term Inves4tments Ii foreign countries.
Such comparison of balance of payments figures-dollar outflows and in-flows
In a specific year-do not reflect the Imp~act of U.S. investments In foreign subsi1diaries and other ventures Ii foreign countries on imports Into the U.S. or
exports from the U.S. They do not present the picture of potential and actual fin.
p~acts of foreign Investments on America jobs andl production.
The $4.7 billion long-term outflows in 1069, for example, are far from an accurate account of the actual long-term foreign Investments of that year. In 1969,
foreign affiliates of U.S. firms Invested $10.8 billion In their foreign plants, miachines and other facial ties-fina nced by the re-investmient of the profits and deprediation allowances of the foreign affiliates and by funds, raised In foreign
markets, as well as by dollar outflows from thle 11,8. While thle balance of Ipayments figures deal with thle $4.7 billion of long-term outflows, the potential im1p~act onl U.S. production and employment Is from the $10.8 billion Invested by the
foreign affiliates.
Moreover, the Income returns from foreign Investments, Ii a given year, are
on the accumulated investments and re-investmnents Ii foreign operations madle
over a long period of time, such as 10, 20 or more years, Ini fact, some part of
current returns are on accumulated foreign investments, Including outflows, over
the past hialf-century or more.
Comparisons of balance-of-paymnents Investment flows, In a given year, therefore, present an utterly misleading picture ofthe actual foreign investments andl(
their Impacts on Imports, exports, American employment, 1U.S. production and
the domestic economy.

Senator TALM~ADGEJ. I believe in your statement you stated that from
1966 to 1969 imports displaced some 700,000 American workers and
exports created jobs for some 300,000 workers overseas.
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M r. MEANY. 300,000. So there was at net loss of 400,000.

Senator TALMADGE. A net loss of 400,000. Do you think we can continue that policy and survive?
Mr. MEANY. It is obvious, Senator, we can't continue it. If this thing
is going to go on anid oni, and the export of jobs is going to continue, the American standard of living is going down. This is a
standard of life here in this country based oni higher wages than in
any other part of the world, and we certainly can t be a world loader
if we are going to become a low wage welfare economy. It is just
as simple as that.
Senator TALMADGE. I concur fully with you, Mr. Meany, and I
congratulate you on your statement. Mr. Chairman, I yield.
Senator RiBIcoFF. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETTr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Meany, I agree with muchi of your statement. I am concerned
as you are, with tie protection of American jobs. I don't think it is
quite so easy to get at the problems of the multinational corporation
as your statement would seemf to indicate.
There is one position that AFL-CIO hafs taken that has puzzled
me and I welcome the chance to talk -to you about it briefly and that
is your opposition to the D~omestic Initerniationial Sales Corpor'ation
idea as a means of encouraging American manufacturers to manufacture more of their components in this Country, the multinational firms
if you please, or- companiies that might, become multinational firms.
I think I setise that sice hearing your statement today, that, part
of your opposition 'is based on youir feeling the tax deerral from
multinational firms operating abroad should be denied to them.
Mr. MEANY. That is right.
Senator BE.,NNETT-. This proposal suggests that American firms
manufacturing in the United States should be given the same deferral
as is now available to their American counterpart manufacturing
abroad.
Don't we have here the same kind of a problem that has been discussed earlier, that is the problem of the purists. As long as those tax
deferrals are available abroad or until they are denied, don't you
think American labor might be better off if we gave the companies the
same kind of tax deferral on products manufactured for import with
the idea that if we ever gotMr. MEANY. We have to carry the load for any taxes they don't
pay, and we don't think they should have the tax deferral on their
companies abroad, the American companies abroad.
We thik they should pay taxes in the Year they earni them, and whlat
this DISC proposal does is take $40 billion odd of exports here and
put it in a tax dlefer'redl status, because it is quite obvious if you pass5
this bill that all the American corporations, if they haven't got the
subsidiaries here in this country they will set them up.
So you actually, you are actually giving them a tax break on some
$42 billion. As far as increasing the trade, accordig to the Treasury
statement, this would result in an increase of one and a half billion
dollars. But at the same time it takes $42 billion and removes it from
the current tax rolls.
Now we think any tax loophole must be made uip by the rest of the
people who are paying taxes at that time.
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Senator BE.NN~rr. I can't quite figure your $40 billion of a tax loophole. What is the total corporate tax paid in the United Startes? It is
not much more than that.
Mr. MEANY. Volume. I didn't say the tax, I meani the volume.
Senator I3ENNE'rTv. You said tax lophole, $40 billion of taxes.
Mr. MEANY. On $40 billion, yes, onl $40 billion, not a $40-billion tax.
Senator BENiir. On $40 billion of volume.
Mr. MEANY. Yes. According to the Treasury, this I)ISC bill 'voc *d
increase the exports by one and a half billion one and a quarterly billion, but the bill would give a tax benefit to all the p esent corporations.
Senator BE.NNF'rI'. It was my understanding of the bill that it gives
tax deferral only on the volume of business which is exported, and
I don't see how you caii say that it will give a tax referrall onl $40
billion but only increase the export to at billion and a half.
.Mr. MEANT. It is not given just at tax deferral onl the increase. It is
given a tax deferral onl all exports and that is where the $40 billion
figure comes in, all exports.
Senator BENNET',,r. OK. Have you estimated how many new jobs
that might produce or how many jobs that might save?
Mr. MEANT. I haven't an estimate of hlow many jobs it would produce; no. We can give you a memo oil that if you want us to go into it.
Senator BE.NN,,m1. I would think you would be concerned about that
phase of it equally as you are concerned about this question of tax
deferral.
Mr. MEANT. You would have whatever possible new jobs, you would
have to weigh that against what the workers themselves would have
to pik uip in tax payments that these companies don't pay.
Senleator 3ENNET17. Well, have You Calculated the amount of tax that
is involved onl the $40 billion of sales.
Mr. MEANT. The Treasury estimates that the yearly loss of Federal
revenue under this bill would be $630 million.
The staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
estimates the annual costs would range from $725 million to $923
million. So the American taxpayer would have to make up that loss,
whatever it was, whether it was $600 or $700 or $900 million.
Senator BuNNE'PV. I think offsetting against that we should be concerned about the total volume of wages that might be paid to men in
this country to produce the quantity of goods on which that much
taxes would be p aid.
Mr. MEANT. Well, the theory is that this would create new corporations, and we would have to test that out. Actually the first thing it
would do would be to transfer the present American corporations into
the status of DISC subsidiaries in order to get this tax benefit, that
they don't get at the present time.
Senator BENNFTT. Well, the whole thrust of your testimony is that
you want to find ways by which American industry can be persuaded
to stay home and manufacture their products in the United States.
Now this is a wvay. It may not be the best way, but it is really the first
specific way that has been suggested for a long time.
Mr. MEA NT. Well, if this were to apply only to the increased production we, of course, would have to take another look at it but under
the Present circumstances it would apply onl the present production
that is covered by taxes.
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Senator BENNETTr. We don't have the other half of the balance to
measure the value of the jobs against the $600 million or $700 million
of potential tax deferral, and this is deferred, it is not lost.
Mr. MHANY. Yes, it is deferral and not lost.
Senator BE NNETT. But if the nowv jobA, or if it is the old jobs saved.

Mr. MEANY. But it is deferral without limit isn't it. In other words,
until the export company transfers the money to the parent company
it is deferred, and there is no time limit on that.
Senator BENNETT. I think that, is right because that is the situation,
until it is set in dividend but of course you and I both know based on
the experience of the European subsidiaries they don't hold that capital over there forever.
In fact, as I remember the figures, we are now getting more capital
transferred back per year in terms of dividends than is represented by
new investments boing abroad. So this thing does have a turn around
based on our experience abroad, 'Can be a long range benepoint,
I would be grateful ifft. Butand

Mr. MEANY. We will check it.

Senator BENNETTr. Ifyo would check into the number of new jobs
and the comparative volume of wages, I won't say new jobs, the jobs
that would be involved in this program, either new ones created or
old ones saved, because that was the objective of the idea which appeals
to me.
Mr. MEANT. Yes. We will take a look at it and see what it adds up
to on balance.*
Senator BENETT. Thank you. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RiBicoFF'. Senator V~ulbright.
Senator FtxLDRIuITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On that last point, Mr. Meany, is it true that, do your figures show
that, we are receiving more in return in dividends than we are investing. You said on page 3 the Commerce Department states we plan to
invest $15 billion in 1971 abroad. It strikes me that if that had been
true that we do not receive $15 billion dividends, do we? Do you have
those figures?
Senator RiBICOIFF. I believe, Senator Fulbright, last year we received
$11.1 billion in interest and dividends from our investments abroad.
Senator FULBIRIGHT. Is that private or overall government and
private?
Senator RIBIOOFT. Private investments that would not be government.
Senator FULBRIGHTT. Not return of capital.
Senator RIBIGoFFp. Our investment abroad keep increasing and one
of the saving graces in our balance-of -payments problem is the amount
we are receiving on investments and interest and dividends from our
investments abroad.
Senator FuLuRiGLIT. I am glad to know that. It looked as if $15
billion was more than we had received in dividends. I was not aware
.ofthat.
Mr. Meany, I don't want to prolong this, I am sorry I came in late,
I have read your statement. As you know, the Secretary of Treasury
emphasized yesterday that he considers we are in a very serious international financial condition.
Mr. MEANT.

Yes, I read his statement.

*See Mr. Meany's submission for the record, p. 192.
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Senator FULIRIOUT. I think some of these matters you recommend

are going to be extremely difficult-that is to supervise and curb the
substantial outflows of American capital. We have toyed with the idea
of restrictions on capital, we have this equalization of interest which
is a very mild, ineffectual propprain but I remember there were moves
made to even restrict, tourists abroaA and everything broke loose, everybody was upset about that.
I wondered how (10 you think our business commliunity is going to
receive any pro posal1 to curb their capacityMr. MEANY. We are

not iakding an issue of tourist dollars but we

aire makcig anl issue of the tremendous outflows of American capital.
Senator Frntroumr. I knowA you aire not, hut sonie years ago there
wvas an effort made to do it, aind there, were all kinds of protests raised.
If you try to (d0 this onl business investuients (louit you think there
will be an awful row about that. D)o you think~ they ;v'ill accept that
lyinj do wn or won't there be an nawfutl row ?
r. MEANY. Well, Senator, when you look at, this p~ictur~e, with the
potential, with the possibilities thle way this thling is going, Surely the
Government wouldlihave to take sonc (h'astic action if we aire going to
get )to the point where our mass purchasing p)owver is down where it
can't sustain American business, I think business themselves would
be concerned about this. Where ar~e the customers coming from. We
haven't got to that point but the implications and the trends aire all
in that diirection.
Senator FuuIuroxi'r. I certainly don't, disagree with either the Secretary's statement or yours that we aire in at very serious situation.
f wonder if I could approach it in a little dlterent way. If you look
back over the past 10 years what do you think is the No. I contributing cause to our serious situation ? What hans happened? As you
well know not, too long ago we were considered a rich country. There
was even a dollar gap the other way. TI; was only 15 years ago that
we were trying to find ways to siph~on out, our wealth into aill kinds
of countries.
Mr. MEA.,Ny. I think the major pr'oblemn is really the outflow of
American capital into theseSenator FUmR.10Hom. Why is it oultflow. What-, has caused this?
Mr. MEANY. I think the basic reason is that American corporations
are seeking cheaper labor, and the labor is chieaper, there is no0 question about it. But I contend that if we are going to maiintain the type
of society we have here in this country, we are certainly not going to
maintain it on at comulpefition which tends to get the lowest possible
wage.
This is a high wage dynamic economy. it wouldn't look the way it
looks at the present timie and hans looked for years. We certainly cain'
contemplate bringing our wages down to the Taiwan wages or even
the Japanese wage s, aind very frankly, when you look at the present
welfare system, and you look at the'possible'actions on that system
here in Congress this year, I see the Ways and Means Committee is
talking about a $2,400 minimum, and so oni anid other people are talking higher, well you could hire about eight. to 12 workers for a full year
ait, $2,400 in Taiwan. And I think not only the Governent, I think
the big corporations should take a good look at. this picture. Over the
years the best customer hans been the American people, not overseas.
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We were more or less free traders in the past. From the time of the
Hull reciprocal trade tax we *took a very, very broad position on international trade because we wanted to expand, expand for the benefit of the other countries, expand for thie benefit of the American
worker. But this situation we have today is not 1934. It is not international competition in the sense that it was back in those days. It
is U.S. corporations exporting jobs, technology and capital overseas.
Tf thiey can afford it, I don't think the rest of the country can afford it.
Sea ator FIriauuoii'r1. Theni you thiink at direct prohibition of some
kind by the Governmenit onl prlivate corporations for foreign investmneus would be inl order?
Mr. ME,,ANi. T would like to see some study mnade. of it. T would like
to see some Gov('rnmlint action. Surely T Wo,,uldil't want to see somnething that would really damage these :orjpoi-atioiis ats Americani corporations because in the final analysis when we talk about this being a
high wvage economy, welsomelbody is putting those high wages into
th~e pany envelope and we don't vant to destroy that fellow.
But'at the same time we think that we could get along without all
this export of jobs5 and capital across the water.
Senator Fuy~ioir'r. It wasn't very long ago that the Governenit
was urging private corporations to divest abi-oad. It wvas said to be a
more efficient way to bring along these underdeveloped countries than
direct Government aid. That wvas anl official policy. You are familiar

with that,; aren't you? It wasn't very long ago that'we were adivocatinlg
that-isn't that true?
Mr. MRANT. We were not advocatig thaft; no.
Senator FuLBIGoT. Well the Governmen101t wats.
Mll. MEANT. Some-

Senator Fur~mniwr. I was under' the impression you were.
Mr. MEANY. Maybe referring to the Peterson committee report on
foreign aid putting it Onl aSenator 14TJBi~iIOIT. I was referring to before.
Mr. MEANY. Actually what we have got here we have got corpora-

tions running away from wages, high wages seeking low wages and
we have had that over the years within the country, and now we aire
getting it onl a global basis.'
Senator FuEA'BTIGIIT. Well, You areC famniliarl With the progr-am of
guarantee which has been in effect for quite a while in which the
Government guarantees anl American corporation if it would go to
country X.
Mr. 'MIEANT. Yes.
Senator FuLDIGITT. And invest, in other words this was anl incen-

tive, a direct incentive for American companies to go abroad. It was
said to he p~art of their patriotic duty to go abroad and invest and a
lot of these companies have.

Mr. ME ANY. In the underdeveloped countries.
Senator FtrIBRmoT. ,Some of themi are now

having those invest-

mnents expro()priated, as in Chile. Of course we do have the dilemma
that particularly in minerals such as copper and iron and bauxite
and gas and chrome and nickel, we are a have-not country. We have
to 1(('e1 otl sources of supply of those coming if we are to maintain
industrial society, but I would suggest to you for whatever it may
be worth that ouir over involvement inl military affairs all around the
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world has done much to contribute to the disclocation of our economy.
Take Japan, which you say is so profitable. We are spending hundreds of millions of dollars in the upkeep of our forces there. As
was stated yesterday, we spend roughly 10 percent of our gross
national product onl the military, aind they spend, I think, less than
1 percent on their defense,. In other words, we are paying for their
defense. The taxes of your workmen help pay for the defense of
#Japan, so that they have lowv taxes, not only low wages hut low taxes
compared with ours, which puts them at an advantage in competing
with us.
I just suggest it as one element that could be considered as contributing to our, lack of capacity to compete,. as we used[ to many years
ago. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator 1hnicoFio. Mr. Meany, I listened to your testimony with
great interest. In my view it is about as significant testimony as could
be given, and I would say to the foreign press for their own governments, it is an indication that there is very serious re-thinking in this
country about the problem of foreigni trade.
For years I think we have had a false debate in this country with
words that have lost their meaning, "free track" and "protectionism."
I don't think anywhere in the world there is such a thing as "free
trade" or "protectionism."
Mll. MEANY. That is i ilit.
Senator Riunco:FF. Toay I think the objective of the United States
and the rest of the world has to be fair trade and reciprocity.
Here you are, representing one of the most important economic
segments of American society. For years the AFL-CIO has been iii
the forefront of what euphemistically canl be called "free trade."
Now you would be accused of going all the way over, 180 degrees to

protectionism.

Mr. MlEANY. No.

Senator RiimICOF.F. Le&t me make my statement.
Mr. MEANY. We will be accused of that but that

is not our position.
Senator RiBICOFF. You will be accused of it, which would indicate
that something is happening in the United States and in the world
that we fail to recognize and the rest of the major world trading
partners failed to recognize, at all our peril.
Last year our exports were some $42 billion, our imports were something like $40 billion so there is a very huge pooi of trade taking place
from the United States into the United States. Now there has been
a great shift in philosophical thinking in this country. We do know
that the countries that accuse the United States of protectionism, are
themselves guilty, in many instances, of the most restrictive types of
trade practices.

There are some 500 to 600 nontariff barriers in the world today.
You have quotas, you have subsides from nations, border taxes, relbates, there is every conceivable type of restrictions. I don't imagine
that you, as a leader, elected leader, of a large segement of the people
of tis country, would say that you are interested in cutting out the
$42 billion of exports because certainly that would take awvay Ijobs, too.
Don't you think the time has come to appraise realistically and
p~olitically the trade conflicts in the world today. It is always right
to talk about the comparative evaluation of labor and jobs but no
nation, no senator, no deputy, no foreign minister politically could
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sit back and watch the elimination of a large segement of his country
or his State or his Nation against the inroads of imports. When you

are faced with 50- to 60-year-old workers, the difficulty of retraining
the shock of moving people around from generations of living in Ilhe
same area, the accumulation of capital for new investments, the length
of training for people for new jobs is a, matter of a decade or two,
it could not be done overnight-these are very real human problems
we can't afford to overlook. IDon't you think, with this in mind that

since everyone is facing the same problem, the time has come for the
major trading nations of the world-theCommon Market countries,
the United States and Japan-to come together for a conference to
work out an agreement based on fairness, based on reciprocity, and
the protection of the vital trade interests between nations and not the
destruction of basic industries in each nation.
Don't you think that is over clue in the world?
Mr. MEANY.

I certainly do. We certainly don't want to destroy

foreign trade. But we would like to have it on something of an equitable basis.
Now, I think any country that sets up those what you call nontariff barriers we should t'ale a good look at that country and certainly try to treat them as they are treating us.
Now, I noticed that back in 1961 when Congress passed the Foreign
Assistance Act that year they had a provision in there regarding development loans, and it was pointed at this very problem. It required

that not more than 20 percent of the production of a, foreign factory
created by a development loan could, be sold in the United States. We
don't know how-we had never had a report of how that section of

the law operated but it is an indication that Congress itself as long
ago as 1961 was concerned with this problem. Now, we certainly have

not been isolationists in our thinking. We have been more or less on
the f ree trade end of it but now we are getting this, Senator, delivered to us in packages, with representatives of our workers come and
say "H-ere is a city, here is what is happening to us, here are the number
of jobs and theyaegn.
gowe are faing a very, very practical problem, and I think if we
could look at the whole picture of world trade and set up a system- on
a completely reciprical basis I think we would be much better off.
T think we can compete with these other countries but certainly it is'
not fair for them to look, to put every barrier to our trade or our
selling something in their country and we sit here with open arms.

I thik we have got to take a newv look at this.
Senator RIBICoFF. In other words, the warning signals are uP
around the world, that there is very hard thinking going on in this
country on the entire economic foreign policy. Do -you, from your

experience, think that the United States has an economic foreign
policy at all?
Mr. MEANY. Not at the present time.
Senator RiBICOFF. It doesn't have any?
Mr. MEANY. No.
Senator RIBTCoFF. As was testified yesterday the problem of eco-

nomics in its relationship at home and abroad is one of the key factors

of every basic trading nation in the world except in the United States.
Can we sit idly by and have a nation without an economic policy and
just have a geopolicy run from the State Department without an eco62-790 0-71-pt. 1-14
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11o1nic policy involving Treasury, involving Commerce, involving the
Labor .1Department, and involving the President himself, because for
the prime minister of every other country in the world one of the
key departments, and the level that is closest to him, is tle economic
minister of each particular nation.
Mrl.
TENY
think we have a. right, as at nation, to look ait the
social policies of the nations we deal wIvth. T feel that We certaIl
shouldn't encourage these nations that pay Wages that aire absolutely
ridiculous, T mean these so-called coolie Vw'ages. I think one of our
aims in this field should be to encourage them to develop at better
standard of living in their own countries.
Senator RIBTCOiFF. AMr. Mfeany, in 1069 the countries that we proteet with our defense iimbrella-sup posed y being protected against,
the danger of Eastern Eui'ope-dicl anl export-import business with
Eastern Europe of $16.6 billion.
In the same year we did business with Eastern Europe to the extent
of $444 million. Do you see any reason why the United States should
not be more deeply involved in the east-west trade with nations that
need American technology, need American products, not, basically defense oriented, and my understanding is they would prefer to do busin .ess with the United States than any other nation in the world. Aren't
we short sighted in not (doing business with Eastern Europe while we
are defending Western Europe against the East? Aren't we just being
suckers?
Mr. MEANY. Well, it depends onl what the goods are, what the strategic value of the goods is. T think We h1ave got to look at What you call
Easterni Europe. T think we have to look at that situation in at global
context. Whether we like it or not this is still our competition, not
only economically but militarily and otherwise, and we certainly should
take a different look at Eastern Europe than we do with countries who
have the same philosophy that we have.
Senator RunICOFF. Well, if Fiat canl build anl automobile plant in the
Soviet Union why can't Ford. I mean who's kidding who. They import the product anyway, but from our competitors who we protect
with a NATO umbrella.
Mr. MEANY. If Ford would take a good look at Fiat hie would not
want. to build in the Soviet Union.
Senator RIBICOFF. Ford wouldn't want to build.
Mr. MEANY. Hie would not want to build because that plant has not
been successful.
Senator RiBmcoFFr. It may not, he successful with Fiat but perhaps
could be with our technology. Let me turn to China trade. We are talking about opening up China. Would you object for its to do business
with China?
Mr. MEANY. I think that we could do business with China on the
same basis. I think that what they really want, you know, what they
really want from us is money. They want long term loans at favorable
interest rates and American banks, of course would like this, too, providing Uncle Sam gives them a guarantee. I think when you are talking about the dictatorial countries. I think you have got to take a look
at their policies and their purposes and theirSenator RIBicoFF. Do you think after 50 years the United States is
going to be able to tell other countries what type of government and
economy they should have.
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Mr. MEANY. I don't think wve should tell them what type of government they should have but I think we should deal with them on the
basis of our best interests and certainly our best interest, Senator, No.
one, is to try to preserve this type of government we have here with
all its fault.

Senator

RIBICOFF. Well,

in preserving this type of government, how

do we hurt our Government by doing business and selling equipment
that is not strategic in character to Eastern Europe.
Mr. MEANY. Well,

I said before I said it depends on the strategic

character of what we would sell these people. But I don't think there
is an overall blanket policy that would apply to this.
Senator RiBIcoFF. Now, are you concerned with this $50 billion of
Eurodollars that float around between Europe and the United States,
does that bother you?
Mr. MEANY. Yes, I am very much concerned with it when reports
indicate that it was this money, this American controlled money that
was being used about 10 days ago in a very deliberate attempt to bring
down the value of the American dollar, to the profit of the people who
had this money in Europe. Buying harder currency.
Senator RiBICOFF. Now you have $50 billion floating around and
basically the way it has been used since it has floated around between
the Uniited States and Europe is on the basis of short term investment
and speculation for manipulation of short-term gains.
You have this $50 billion. Don't you think that $50 billion could be
used more constructively for investment where there is a shortage of
capital, both in the United States and abroad. We could use this $50
billion constructively instead of using it for speculation.
Mr. MEANY. Well,

I can't disagree with you on that argument that

it should not be used for speculation. I think we could use some of it
in this country.
Senator RIBI1COFF. All right. Yes, we could.
Mr. MEANY. I think we have a lot of things to do in this country that
this money could be used for.
Senator RIiBircoFF. That is right. Under these circumstances with $50
billion floating around and no one knows where it is going to strike and
who it is going to strike next don't you think there is an obligation on
the part of our Government to get together with the central banks and
the fiance ministries of the governments that control this $50 billion,
to work out some program of regulation of this $150 billion because
somebody is going to do it, the Europeans are going to do it, it is
mainly American money. Don't you think that the United States should
be involved in making plans of how do you control this $50 billion
outlaw that is riding around which could assault on any currency and
no one having the control over it except speculators at any given
moment.
Mr. MEANY.

I don't see anything wrong with our Government hayin some control over that kind of money; I don't see anything wrong.
Senator RIBICOFF. But the trouble is we have been very lax and very
indifferent to this $50 billion floating around.
Now another question you raise and I think you raise a very imlportant point. Like the $50 billion you have this multi national corporation that owes a loyalty to nobody. A corporation that is in this
country, is subject to all kinds of laws and regulations of the State
and Nation, and a corporation in a foreign country owes obligations
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in accordance with the laws of these countries. Now, what do you think
U.S. policy should be toward multinational corporations basically
based in the United States?
Mr. MEANY. I think the U.S. policies in this area should be based
on what is best for the country as a whole. I think that there certainly should be some control of this money. I don't think the United
States should allow private citizens to do things that the country
itself feels it shouldn't do.
Now, as far as these multinational corporations they are now trading with Eastern Euiope through their REuropean subsidiaries, a good
many of them. I think the Governmlent has a perfect right in this situation ,to have something to say about how this money is used.
You say right now it is floating around, it is under nobody's control.

Senator

RIBICOFF. That

is right.

Mr. MEANY. Is there any other country in the world that allows its

capital to run around like this?
Senator RlIlcorr. W,7ell, I think what the world is facing today is
corporations untrammeled, who are bigger than nations themselves.
The multinational corporation has no loyalty, it is powerful, it can
shift its money, its investments, its manufacturing as it suits them
without a yes or no from anybody to anybody. So we have the question of responsibility. What should be the responsibility and to whom
of the multinational corporation? Or does the multinational corporation continue operating bigger than nations themselves?
Mr. MEANY. I don't think so. I think the Government should take a
good look at this whole business of multinational corporations. I ask
again is there any other country in the world that allows this to
happen?
Senator RuIBcoFrF. I think they do. I think the multinational corporation has gotten beyond any nation's control. It isn't just American companies, French companies are multinational now, English,
Dutch, German.
Mr. MEANY. Are they exporting capital outside without consent?
Do the British control the outflow of capit 11, the Germans likewise?
Senator RIBICOFF. Some. It is my understanding today that the
multinational corporation is being formed over and above the sovereignity and the jurisdiction of any nation, and they have almost become a law unto themselves. Again I point this out as a grave economic
responsibility of every important nation of this world to get together
to come to anl understanding on international investments, onl currency,
on reciprocity, and fairness of trade because remember we are going
so fast and we are for ming new economic giants, new economic conglomerates intern ationally such as the world has never seen before,
and this is changing the economic progress of the world, because, and
I think our thinking is based on past norms, Mir. Meany, and we don't
have these conditions.
Mr. MEANY. I

completely agree that the Government of the United

States should certainly try to develop, for instance, we will develop
a currency situation where allies, our allies throughout the world can
work with us on currencies so that you could not attack the currency
of one nation, in other words, to have some sort of a common front
there, and insofar as getting into this position of the multinational
corporation, setting up some sort of ground rules in connection with
other governments, I am completely for that. But in the meantime
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while this continues, what is going to happen to the American worker,
what is going to happen to our economy?
Senator RIBIcoFF. This is what we are trying to find out, Mr. Meany.
We are in a very, very complex situation. That is one of the reasons
we have got you here and many other people this week. These hearings
will continue for many more weeks to follow because I do believe
that we have a responsibility here in Congress to address ourselves
to basic problems in all elements of society, whether it is the g'eopolitics or through Senator Fulbright's committee or ecopohitics
through the Finance Committee, and they both intertwine-ecopolitics
and geopolitics. One final question.
On Wednesday we have a vote on the Mansfield resolution. One of
the, great problems of our balance of payments is that our overseas
military costs us about $4.8 billion according to table 3 of the staff
study. After 25 years, we still have some 300,000 men stationed in
Western Europe, with some 200,000 families. You have developed a
situation of the old saying, "You can do anything with bayonets but
sit on them," still applies. Do you think that 25 years after the war
we should have such a large contingent and we are paying for them
with a short dollar supply, while our allies, who we are supposed to
protect, have got all our dollars and are doing so well-should they
pay for it?
Mr. MEANY. I think this is a question for the President of the
United States.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words you don't thinkMr. MEANY. I think he has got to look at the whole global picture.
I think when he looks at Europe he has got to look at Asia, he has got
to look at any place where there is a threat to our way of life, I think
he has got to look at Israel and everywhere else.
J don't agree with the Mansfield proposal at all.
Senator RiBICOFF (continuing). In other words, you don't think
that Senator Fulbright or Senator Ri'bicoff or Senator Bennett or
Senator Hansen no matter what their philosophy may be have an obligfation as U.S. Senators to look at it as well as the President of the
United States.
Mr. MEANY.

think they can look at it but I think in the final analysis

the decision has got to be made under our system by the one charged
with the responsibility.
Has the President of the United States?
Senator 1RIIicoFF. So in other words, you believe that the President
of the United States should make all basic and economic and foreign
policy decisions in this country and the U.S. Senate has no right toMr. MEANY. No, I didn't say that. I think he should make all the
decisions of a military nature. I think that is his job. And I think he
has got to look at the whole global defense picture, not just the European picture.
Senator RIIICOFP (continuing). Well, of course there is no sense of
any debate. I know how you feel about the Vietnam war and have
felt about it but these are mistakes that Presidents have made and I
think that this country is in position to. change those mistakes. I
think that a President doesn't have omniscience any more than a U.S.
Senator or labor leader and this is in the public debate and public
position.
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Mr. MEANY. Well, our position on the Vietnam war is we would
like to see it like everybody else, we would like to see it over. But we
feel again this is a job for- the President. The President said he was
going to wind down the war, he was going to get the American troops
hiomec. Up to now his plan seoms to be working.
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, when I was questioning Mr.
Meany I discussed the question of the relative volume of income from
receipts f rom abroad and outgo. In 1969 the total long-termn investment of private capital abroad wvas $4,658 million and the total receipts from investment, the income balance, was $8,800 million, nearly
twice as much. Now it has not, the difference has not, been that great
in years immediately earlier than that, but I am quoting from tables
in the hearing, in thie report of the Senate Finance Committee on
the interest equalization tax debate. So I think we have reached a
point where in the long term we are talking now only as the Government in terms-no, talking only in terms of the effect on our balance of payments, where our investments abroad or our income from
investments abroad, is substantially greater every year than our annual increase in investments abroad.
Senator RIBIicoFF.y Senator Long.
Senator LoNG. Mr. Meany, you have left one important item out
of your statement and it might be regretted. If you don't know about
it I think your attention should be directed to it and your organization should be invited to put their economists to work on this matter
and to comment on it. I am particularly concerned about these officially
misleading trade statistics.
If I were speaking in a labor hall I wouldn't talk about officially
misleading statements. I would talk about a down right Government
lie so that the ordinary wage earner would understand me. We have
been told for many years that the reason we have got the loss of these
jobs in shipyards and on shipping and in automobile -plants and electronic plants is that we are making a profit out of all this-we have
to make this profit in foreign trade so we can sustain these other
commitments that we have around the world. I would like for you to
look at table 2 of the staff study.
(Table 2 referred to follows:)
TABLE 2.-BALANCE OF TRADE C.l.F. ADJUSTED 1960-70
In billions of dollars

1970-.
1969.--1968 -1967 --1966.-.1965..
1964-_..
1963--1962---1961.....
1960. _.

Total
exports

Less
Governmentfinanced
exports

Commercial
exports

Total
imports
f.o.b.

Estimated
Imports
c.l.f.

42.7
37.4
33.0
39.9
29.4
26.7
25.7
22.4
21.0
20.2
19.6

1.9
2.2
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.8
2.6
2.1
1.7
1.6

40.8
35.2
30.1
28.1
26.7
24.1
22.9
19.8
18.9
18.5
18.0

40.0
36.0
32.0
26.8
25.6
21.4
187
17.1
16.4
14.5
14.7

44.0
39.6
35.2
29.5
28.2
23.5
2.
18.6
18.0
16.0
16.2

1 Imports including the cost of insurance and freight.

Overall
balance

+2.7
+1.4
+1.0
+4.1
+3.8
+5.3
70+2.
+5.3
±4.6+9
+5.7
+4.9

commercial
balance

-3.2
-4.4
-5.1
-1.4
-1.5
.
+.2
+2.5
+1.8
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Senator LoNa. Incidentally, that table was f rom a speech that I
made, when I put your speech iii the record. Look at that top column.
The sixth column shows the way that this Government reports its
"good news" announcements to say we had a favorable balance of
trade.
Mr. MTEAN.\Y. As distinguished friomn the balance of payments.
Senator Lo-.\o. Yes, sir. Well they don't even talk about the, balance
of payments in that good news announcement because the balance
of payments is and always has been in the red for a long, long time.
But they said one good part of this is our favorable balance of
trade. If you look at the sixth column you will notice for 1970 as an
example, they report there we made a profit of $2.700 million. Now
look at the seventh column. JTust move over to the final column, and
that is the way ainy other nation onl earth would report the fool thing,
and you wvouil~ see. we lost $3,200 million. So there is a difference there
of $6 billion depending upon hlow you keep your books.
Here is what I am complaining about. If we buy aJapanlese Toyota,
and let's say we are going to pay $1,700 for it. We pay Japan for
the Toyota at Japan, and llus that we pay for cargo to bring that
thing over here in Japanese ships. By the time we pay them for the
shipping plus the Toyota, we are paying let's say $2,000 instead of
$1,700.
All right, now, 94 percent of all this cargo is moving in the other
guys' ships, and we are paying him for his ship when hie hauils these
commodities into the United States.
Now, you are looking at about a 10-percent item, so onl a $40 billion
import bill you are talking about $4 billion that they are leaving off
the books deliberately to inislead somebody. That's mly j udgment.
Furthermore, usually we give awvay part of our grain surplus to
India because they are hungry and our people hatve enough food to
get by with and we don't expect to get 5 cents back from it. If we
do, it will be an accident. So they take all that wheat that we gave India, and put that down there as though India paid us for it. So by
putting the giveaway down and by adding about $2 or $3 billion of
giveaway and subtracting several billion dollars of ocean freight, they
give uts a quarterly good news statement which is always published onl
the f ront page of the New York Times. And any time somebody from
Japan or Germany or South America or anywhere comes to talk about
the fact that we may have to cut back on our generosity, they say
"but you are making all this money, you have this big favorable
balance." That is just anl outright fraud.
Mr. Stans who is going to appear here agreed he was going to try
to correct that mess. H-ere is the Republican Party platform; it says:
"the basis for determining the value of imports and exports must be
modified to reflect the true dollar value."
That is because of Everett Dirksen who was the Republican leader
of the U.S. Senate who sat here onl this committee and pointed up this
fact.
IHow long are you going to let them give you these officially misleading statements before you and I start calling them what they
ought to be called. It is one thing for a man to tell you something that
is not true whenmihe doesn't know hie is telling you ka falsehood, What
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do you call it when you know it is not true and he knows it is not true.
Mr. MEANY. Well, our staff people have been talking to the Budget
Bureau on this vey question. I notice here Public Law 480 is listed
here as part of our favorable balance.
Senator LONG. Oh, yes; I will make you a fair proposition on that
Public Law 480 and the rest of that AID stuff. Put it on that sheet only
when somebody gvsyu a dollar back for some of that stuff. But as
long as it is foreign cutorrency to be spent in those countries, don't
count it. As a matter of fact, I sat on that Foreign Relations Committee for years and tried to fight for -a proposition when we gave
all this money away to at least be able to take some of the money that
was given in country A and apply that to country B if the y neeodsome
help later on-instead of paying it back to themselves let them pay
it to some third country that might need it worse than they do.
I couldn't even get that agreed to. Notwithstanding that, every
time they give all this stuff away in these foreign countries they put
it down as though we made that much money. If you are not going
to get p aid for it-leaving out the good feeling we get knowing we
are feeding a Iot of lhuinry people-but so far as our balance of trade
is concerned wouldn't all1 that wheat to India just as well be dumped
out into the ocean and save the ocean f reight.
Mr. MEANY. Yes, so far as the ocean f reight is concerned.
Senator LONG. That is the way it appears to me, I w-ould appreciate
it if you would do all you can do with your fine organizations to call
these people down when they make that officially misleading statement saying we are making a profit when we are going broke all the
way to the poor house.
You notice all those last 5 years. When you add it uip they reported
to us we made a profit of $12 billion, $800 million. If you add up that
final column which is the way the other countries and IMF are trying
to keep uip within all these statistics, we didn't make $12.8 billion-we,
lost $14,800 million. I would suggest you do what you can to help me
persuade them to give us honest figures and quit publishing this good
news when we are going broke trying to get there.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Meany, I would like to ask a few questions if
I may. I Would call your attention to the Business and Finance Section of the Washington Post for Friday, May 14. On that page D12'
is a statement by, it reports an interview between Robert Irvin and
Henry Ford. He said Ford talked about imports in response to a stockholders question. He said that for every 1 percent increase in foreign
sales U.S. jobs decreased by 20,000.
(The article referred to 7ollows:)
[From the Washington Post, May 14, 19711
FORD WARNS OF INDUSTRY TROUBLES
PRICE OF PINTO COULD INCREASE $1,000 BY 1975
(By Robert W. Irvin)
Detroit, May 13-Henry Ford 11 admitted today that American car manufacturers have not been able to slow imports despite the new subcompact cars.
lHe said foreign cars may wind up with 20 percent of the U.S. market.
The Ford Motor Co. chairman, speaking at the firm's annual shareholders
meeting at Ford Auditorium In Detroit, also warned that government regulations and Inflation could drive up car prices to the point where a subcompact car
like the Pinto could cost $1,000 more In 1975.
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Ford talked about Imports In response to a stockholder's question. He said
that for every 1 percent Increase In foreign sales U.S. jobs decrease by 20,000.
"It's becoming a -big problem and question of whether we're stepping up to
it," he said. "Frankly, I don't see how we're going to meet foreign competition
...
we have tried to stem the tide (with the subcompacts) and we've been
unsuccessful, I might say, to quite an extent."
Ford said there Is a possibility-of which Americans should be aware--that
we are moving toward becoming a service oriented country, rather than a
manufacturing country. He said this Is no t strictly a problem for Ford or the
auto Industry but rather for the country at large.
Asked how he felt about protectionist sentiment and if there should be some
restrictions on Imports, he indicated he didn't favor them because of the consequences that might follow If other countries retaliated.
Ford noted that the U.S. auto makers are going to have to get used to the
Idea that foreign competition is going to be "tougher, tougher and tougher."
"Wait 'till (the Japanese) get a hold of the central part of the U.S., then
see what they will do," he said. This referred to the fact that while the Japanese
autos are second In Import sales, their efforts to date have been largely centered on the West and East coasts.
Ford warned that the price tags for the American consumer for the safety
and emissions programs alone would be $6 billion a year, assuming $10 million
sales and a $600 per-car cost.
He noted that the Ford Pinto was Introduced last fall at a $1,919 price, "but
If we are to meet mandatory safety and environmental costs the Pinto may
have to be Increased by as much as $600 by 1975 and If you add Inflation, the
Pinto could be $1,000 higher by 1975," Ford said.
He urged the stockholders to "Join with us in an effort to develop greater
public awareness of the price pressures building up within our industry and
the forces that are creating these pressures."~
"You also can do much to encourage greater government sensitivity to the
need for a more orderly scheduling of those product changes that are genuinely
necessary and feasible, and provide benefits that justify their costs," he told
the stockholders.
"Holding the Industry's feet to the flame might be a satisfying and politically
useful kind of exercise for some people, but It's not a justifiable practice when
It costs the car buyer far more than he might otherwise have to spend for the
same end result," he said.

Senator HANSEN. Do you think he is right?
Mr. MEANY. I have no reason to challenge him. I don't know. I

couldn't tell you.
Senator HANSEN. You testified that a congressional estimate and in
your opinion it was conservative, is that auto imports are now ,20
percent of the U.S. market.
Mr. MEANY.

That is right,

Senator HANSEN. If you were to take Henry Ford's figures and
multiply that for each 1 percent would it be fair to assume that he
is saying in effect that the UAW in this country has lost 400,000 jobs.
Mr. MEANvY.

That is the arithmetic.

Senator HANSEN. I want to clarify if I can, the option of your
union as contrasted with that of UAW 's. It is my un cerstanding, and
of course we will hear later from Mr. Woodcock, but I believe generally the UAW has been on record as indicating its support of lowered trade barriers all around the country, not only in this country
but in other countries as well, and has been quite an exponent of freer.
trade.
Mr. MEANY. Not any more than the rest of the labor movement has
been for the last 30 years. We have been exponents of freer trade.
Senator HANSEN. Do you go as far as they go today.
Mr. MEANY. No of course not because I have got to think of the
textile workers, I have got to think of the seafarers, I have. got to
think of the shoe workers, I have got to think of the steel workers.
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Senator HANSEN. Are you tinkiiing primarily of Amnericanl textile
workers, Americani shoe workers, American steel workers.
All. MEIANY. Yes, that is what 1 ami concerned within.
Senator HANON I3o0yo think the same concern miotixvate s whaft thie
J.TAWl says all the time. 1 mean are their concerns primarily nationalistic or are they trying to speak for a(n international unionl.
Mr. MlEANY. Well, naturally they speak for a-n international union
althloughi I asstime that they are looking at thie whole pictitre lut, their
primary concern is of cour-se their own people.
Senator HANSEN. Well, I have before me a report onl the Canadian
au1tolnohi Ic agi-eemlent, and. onl p~age 50 of that repor-t I filld these figuires, that in 1965, comparing exports and imports, exports to Canada
and imports from Canada, wNe hiad net exports totaling $800 million.
This is in 1965. That situation steadily chanigrec so that by 1969 we did
not have net exports at all, rather we had net imports of $1,252 million representing a change in that 15-year period of time of inl excess
of $2 billion. Does that seem to you to be in the interests of American
workers to permit that sort of a situation to manifest itself.
Mr. MEANY. Obviously it is not.
Senator IhANsEN. I have before mne the American Labor magazine,
and I find inl the March 1971 issue of that magazine this statement:
Rubber products exports versus imp~orts. In 1967 exports were 156 million, imports 92 million. Two years later exports totaled 195 million
and imports totaled 275 million. And then I find along side this statemnent "that problem as far as the rubber workers are concerned started
within shoes a long timneago," said the ITRIV president.
"Now it affects tires and plastics, too," and he goes onl to point out
that there were about 500,000 tires imported into the United States inl
1962. The aggregate figure for 1969 comes to anl overwhelming total
of 31,465,367.
Do you think this, these statistics bode good news for American
rubber workers.
Mr. MEANY. The rubber workers' president told me a few weeks ago
with the present trends, in a few years there will not be a, single tire
made in Amlerica.
Senator HANSEN. Your concern then just to reiterate and to be certain I understand, is while you have already testified that you would
hope that we might take actions which woul result in the bettering
of the standard of living of all people everywh-ere in all countries and
that would have to start I think or at least you implied it would 'have
to start with workers in these countries, your concern primarily is for
American jobs and American workers.
Mr. MEANy.

r

Definitely.

Senator HANSEN. That is what your statement tries to reflect here of
what you think, whether you are talking about the job situation in this
country or taxes or whatever it is, your statement reflects a concern
that,atems primarily from an interest in American workers.
Mi. MANY. Completely, because these are the lpeople that com
with their problems. For instance the rubber workers, we have
tQo
talked about this, I am concerned with the trend of this thing. Where
is it ultimately going to lead us? In the case of the rubber workers what
*Canadian Automobile Agreement-Fourth Annual Report of the !,'resident to the Congres.4 on the Operation of the Automotive Produti Trade Act of 1965, Sept1ebe 1970.
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is going to happen to the rubber workers whose whole lives have
been spent in the tire industry if within 5 years, as this predicts, there
won't be a single tire made in America? What is going to happen to
the tens of thousands of workers? Are they going to go on relief rolls
or are they going to make computers?
Who is going to train them? Who is going to relocate them?
When you look at this picture it is a very gloomy picture as you see
what could possibly happen down the road, and I think that it is part
of the Government job, part of the Congress job to take a good look
at it.
Senator HANSEN. Well, you spoke in your testimony following these
statistics on autos to which I referred, that this same congressional
estimate which you label as conservative, estimates that 3-0 percent
of the TV receivers we have in this country are imported, glass is
over 40 percent, sewing machines and calculating machines are 60
percent. I might point out that yesterday, Joseph 'Wright, the chairman of Zenith Corp., one of the major TV manufacturers in this country, testified- that they were moving one of their operations into the
Far Eatst because of the great labor cost differential at which they
could manufacture TV sets, I think in Taiwan. As T recall his testimony, they can bring a high-quality product over here, one that
will measure uip in every respect to those which are manufactured in
this country, and do so at a savings, as I recall, of from $7 to $8 for a
set. I am not Sure if lie was talking about TV or radio, but anyway, one
or the other, for a set that would sell for from $80 to $110.
He could save that amount of money despite the costs of doing
business over there, and the transportation that would be involved in
bringing the manufactured product from there to America.
Now, lhe deplored the situation, but he said that his compDany was
forced into this situation because of the unrealistic trade policies that
have dominated America's way of doing business internationally for
all too long. Do you disagree with the conclusions that lie reached
there?
Mr.

MEANY.'Well,

his conclusion as fa'r as the interest of his corpora-

tion is quite obvious. There is no question that lie can produce cheaper
in Taiwan, there is no question that he can get a good product because they use American technology, American machine tools, they
use everything American except the labor.
They even go so far, and I am not referring particularly to the
Zenith company but we had an experience where in Taiwan they were
getting these young boys and girls to work in a production factory in
the radio area, and in order to make it easier for them they built dormitories, outside of the city, and one of our American representatives
talked to the manager of the concern and said "'Well now, isn't this a
tremendous e xperience, you are building dormitories for these people
to live," and so on and so forth.
"Suppose these people want, suppose they want, higher wages, what
is going to happen to your investment" and this fellow said "'Well by
the time we have to pay them higher wages we can just close up shop,
1,eave the factory and the dormitories behiind and have a net profit."1
,Senator HANSEN. Well, several of the electronic companies in this
country, big ones, ones that are well known to all of us have set up
plants just across the border in Mexico. At the time these plants were
set up down there Senator Fannin tells me that our minimum wage
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set by the Congress in this country was a $1.60 an hour, I guess that
is still where it is.
When they started up operations down there they were paying competent qualified Mexican workers 30 cents an hour, and they were putting out the same high-quality work that would be characteristic of
an American worker. Now I know he was concerned about that. Does
that concern you?
Mr. MEANY. Of course it concerns us. What is the answer? Do we
bring the wages of American workers down to 30 cents an hour? Of
course that is ridiculous.
Senator HA NS EN. If we were to bring them downMr. MEANY. As I said before, we are concerned with the type of
society we have here, the standard of life, and so onl and so forth.
Now we have talked about this-in Mexico, in 1,967 there were 30
U.S. companies operating plants at what they call the Mexican border
industrialization area. This is where they have this so-called twin plant
concept. There are now 250 concerns. Whereas in 1967 there were 30,
there are now 250, and they have gone f rom. the border, they have
now gone into the interior of Mexico and built plants there.
If this is the type of competition we have got to have, if the Americanl worker has got to bring his wage down then we have, to change
this whole picture. As I said before, the wages of some of these people
are not only below our minimum wage, they are way below what
the could get if they just went onl welfare.
enator H-A N8EN. Isn't it true that one of the main reasons that
America is the grreat market that it is today and everyone wants anl
opportunity to sell their products here in this country is because of
the high standard of living.
Mr. MEA-NY. That is correct.
Senator HANSEN. Which is directly keyed to what labor earns and
the number of jobs that are here.
Mr. MEANY. Of course their actions in the long run could be self
defeating because they go to these countries, they make an agreement
not to try to sell in these countries, to bring the product back here,
selling it at American prices, what happens if the American consumer
buying power disappears or gets down to the point where they can't
sell it they defeat themselves.
Senator 1HANsEN. 1)o you think our purchasing power might drop
rather drastically if about half of our .people were onl relief and they
were trying to buy things with relief checks instead of wages?
Mr. MEANY. I am
Senator HIANSEN.

quite sure it would.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much. I just want to correct a
figure. The amount of business done in 1969 by Western European
countries with Eastern Europe was $16.6 billion. I misquoted the
figure.
Mr. MEANY. Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Meany, we are very grateful to you. I hope
we haven't taken too much of your time.
Mr. MEANY. No.

Senator IRiBicoFF. And impinged upon your patience. But your testimony to this committee is very valuable. You represent a very important segment of American opinion and American interest, and
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again my thanks and the thanks of the entire committee for the excellence of your testimony.
Mr.

MEANY.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RiBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Secretary Stans, please.
Mr. Secretary, we appreciate your coming here. Your Department
is in the forefront of what is taking place. We know that your contribution is most valuable, and we thnk you for your time, and you
may proceed as you will, sir.
STATEMENT OF HON. MAURICE H. STANS, SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE
Secretary STANS. Mr. Chairman I have a prepared statement which
is fairly long. If it would satisfy the committee I would like to submit
it for the record and summarize it in a way in which I think we could
focus on the issues involved.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think that would be very, very good of you,
and your entire statement will go into the record.*
Secretary STANs. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, this subject of international trade covers a very
broad field and has a very great number of aspects to it. What I am
doing in my testimony today is to select out five or six of the key
factors in trade and to make some comments, and provide some information with respect ot them, particularly an analysis of the effect
of technology on our trade, remarks with respect to trade with Eastern Europe, the problem of adjustment assistance for companies in
the United States affected by imports, the matter of nontariff barriers imposed by the United States in other countries, and the multinational corporations. I have not included any remarks on Senator
Long's favorite subject of the trade statistics.
I am deferring to, Gaorge-Shultz who is going to testify on that
when he appears here but I will be glad to answer any questions on
it when the time comes for questions.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to say I visited 28 countries since I have
been Secretary of Commerce, exchanging views with officials of all of
them. I have studied the problem of international trade since I have
been Secretary of Commerce and I have come very close to the conclusions that you have expressed in your report on trade policy in the
1970s.
There have been massive changes in trade patterns around the world
and in the United States, and the ambitions of the developing countries are creating more and more changes that will affect us..
My first conclusion is that economic considerations are moving more
and more into the front of international affairs, and looking a head I
think they are going to force an increase in emphasis in all of our foreign policy aspects, perhaps taking precedence over many of the other
elements of foreign policy today.
Now, second, I would like to say that I believe, as does the Presitrade policy. I believe essentially that we
in
shoulddent
try forard-on
to have all four efforts directed at freer trade among
countries'in the interests of ourselves as well as others. Any threat to
the $85 billion of trade that now moves in and out of the United
*See p. 247.
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States could have an impact on business, on employment, on our national economy, and I don't believe that the answer is to move back
to trade isolation and high tariff walls.
I don't believe the answer is for people to line uip in two forces,
one in favor of f ree trade and one in favor of protectionism. These
are out-of-date concepts. I think the answer today is we have to deal
pragmatically and rationally with our problems, and we have to insist
with other countries on a concept of fair trade and reciprocal action in
trade matters.
I think in that respect I am agreeing with what you have said,
Senator, in your report.
Now, with respect to our trade surplus, and if the Senator will
permit me, I will uise the traditional figures for this analysis; they
can be modified to adopt the concepts that Senator Long advocates
very simply.
Senator RIBI1COFF. Of course, the problem that concerns me., it isn't
what Senator Long's concepts are, but is Senator Long right or wrong.
I think that becomes a problem. I think what is concerning me because
I always went on the historic pattern, that we had a favorable balance
of trade and then Senator Long brings up this very provocative pint.
If he is right then we are living in sort of a fool's paradise, andI do
think there is an obligation to straighten this out because Senator
Long, whether you agree with him or not, is usually right on his
facts and I, in my own mind, like to get this straightened out because
it has been a very confusing thing to me to listen to this between Senator Long and other witnesses and I read his statement and I am
curious to know myself.
Secretary STANs. Could I answer that at the conclusion of this
testimony?

Senator RI1BICOF.F. Certainly.
Secretary STANs. Taking the traditional figures though we had a
trade surplus in the 1960's of somewhere between $4 and $7 billion a
year uip to 1968; then it dropped to a billion dollars a year in 1968
and in 1969. Last year it was back up to $2.7 billion, but we expect that
it will be less favorable in 1971, perhaps $2 billion or less.
Now, there are many people who will argue that the deterioration
in our trade position beginning in 1968 was the result of inflation.
My feeling is that while inflation may have played a part and of course
while wages in the United States compared with other countries
are a significant factor, that the shifting of technology is a very important element in the deterioration in our trade position, and that
whatever we do with respect to the wage problem, whatever we do
with respect to the inflation is not going to return the kind of trade
balances we had in the early 1960's. For that purpose I prepared some
charts and they appear as figure 1 in the paper that I have prepared
for the record, and I would like to refer to that and explain it very
quickly because they present the basis of our concerns about technology.
In agricultural products, which are raw products and processed,
running through the years we have had generally a small trade surplus,
in the range of $1 bill ion to $2 billion. Irthe Public Law 480 shipments
are excluded from that figure the surplus becomes a very small one,
less than a billion dollars a year.
(The chart referred to follows:)
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TRENDS IN U.S. FOREIGN TRADE

Figure 1
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Secretary STANvs. I would say that, considering the strong efforts of
the developing countries to become self-sufficient in agricultural products, there is not, any likelihood that this agricultural trend line will
change very much in the future. What I ami saying is that I don't think
we can depend on agricultural products to rebuild our trade balance.
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Now, when you look at raw materials, you will see that we have
been importing a great deal more than we are exporting, and in the
last few years it has ranged from a deficit of $2 billion to $3 billion.
This category includes oil, minerals, and similar items, and it is quite
obvious that we are going to need to import more oil and minerals as
time goes on so I see ahead a probable deterioration in our trade balance insofar as raw materials are concerned.
The third category is one which we define as manufactured products that are not technology intensive. They are products that come
from industries that do not have substantial research and development activities, and here you can see not only that the line between
imports and exports crossed in 1958 but the gap has been increasing
very considerably and our imports now have a very wide margin over
our exports.
In 1970, it was $6 billion. These are products such as steel, shoes,
textiles, and items of that type, and it is quite clear from all we can
observe that this gap is goinz to increase, that our trade position in
low technology products is going to be less and less favorable through
the years.
So we come to the fourth category which is the one where we now
have an export surplus and where we have to depend, it this analysis
is correct, on the maintenance and increasing of our trade balance.
This includes a considerable number of high technology items, such
as aircraft, automobiles, machinery, computers, instruments, chemicals and so on. Our trade balance in the last 3 years has ranged between $9 and $10 billion and it does not seem to have any tendency
to increase at this time, and there are evidences of increased competition on the part, of some of the other countries, Japan and the European -Common Market in particular in items like computers, aircraft,
chemicals, and so on.
The substance of this set of charts, Mr. Chairman, is that we have a
technology problem. If we do not maintain a technology advantage
over other countries I foresee a further deterioration in our trade
balance, and this judgment is supported by other analyses that have
been made by other people.
Now, to get to the question of some of the things that might be done
about this; first of all the United States is not export minded. It does
not have a strong export environment. We only export about 4 percent
of our gross national product. The other countries of the world average about 15 percent.. We in the Department of Commerce have a
considerable number of programs, trade shows, trade fairs, direct contacts with companies, trade centers, and so on. We spent $16 million
last year in this, and we are doing perhaps as much as can feasibly be
done in attracting American industry to export.
Japan and the United Kingdom and Italy spend in relation to exports about three times as much as we do in export promotion but. I
don't think a significant increase in our promotional activities is the
answer.
We do need some of the things such as have been mentioned here,
freeing the export bank f romn budgetary controls, so that U.S. exporters can arrange to borrow the money they need in the market, and
meet the competition of any other country on export- transactions
which is a very important element in exporting.
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Despite the feeling of the previous witness, I feel that the DISC
proposal, the Domestic International Sales Corp., can be a very
important element in stimulating increased exports, and that the
overall value of jobs created, taxes earned and so forth Xviii neverthieless be a net advantage to the United States.
As one last thought, there are a number of elements in this problem
that are very difficult to evaluate, and that involves the incentives that
our competing countries give exports. Some of them give financing advaiitages, some give direct government assistance, some give tax incentives, some give relief from antitrust regulations. Japan gives
accelerated depreciation onl capital equipment used in producing exp)orts, France allows special deductions from taxable income for the
expenseC of establishing foreign sales offices, and allows firms to exclude from taxable income special reserves to take care of the risk
involved in export trade, and so onl.
The United States does not match these incentives for business, and
also there is a very close correlation in the United States between export and domestic pricing that does not, seem to exist in some of the
other countries.
FromPl fioures of the international monetary fund, I observe, for
in .Japan domestic prices have gone from a base of 82
example,
in .1960 to 146 in 1970 onl an index in which 1963 equals a hundred,
whereas their export prices from .1960 have oone up only from 102 to
110, which would imply that there is a very different range of pricing
in export trade as compared with the domestic markets.
Now,, it is possible that some part of this is due to the mix, of the
produc s, of course. Unfortunately we do not have the information
at hand in order to enable us to deterinio why there is such a spread
between their export pricing and their domestic pricing. But it is a
matter of concern. In the United States-'there is n o such distinction.
Our trend of export pricing and domestic pricing is almost parallel.
Moving to the second subject, trade with Eastern Europe: As we see
it, the significant factors are that the countries' of Eastern Europe,'
excluding Yugoslavia, im ported . $6.3 billion of goods f rom the Industrial countries of 'thle West, and our share of that was about $350
million last year, a very small p art of that market.
Now, there are a lot of problems in selling to Eastern Europe. One
is that there is a geographical advantage, of course, for the W1estern
European countries. The second is that the Eastern European countries do not have convertible currencies, and there is at question also
as to the acceptability of many of their products in our markets. Since
Congress enacted the Export Administration Act of 1969 we have
reduced very substantially the export controls over trade with. Easterni
countries. We have taken off export restrictions onl more than 1,500
commnnodities in the last year or so, and we are continuing that effort.
Obviously, there are political factors in the extent to which we deal
with Eastern countries, ichel have to be taken into account. There, are
legal restrictions at this time onl export financing, onl investmi-ent, guarantees and most favored nation treatment and, I thin-k, that the studies
that are being undertaken in the administration at this time under
thle Williams Commission's activities and under the activities of the
Council on International Ec(;oinoic Policy, will help to focus on the
question of East-West trade to a much greater degree in the months

tliat

to come.
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The problem of imports into the United States raises a question of
what we do about them. As you know, we have tried for some time to
negotiate agreements with other countries on textiles, without too
much success. Those negotiations are continuing. There are negotiations, preliminaries to negotiations, -underway in the matter of shoes,
and negotiations for an extension of the voluntary steel agreement
which deal with three of the major problems caused by imports.
However, we need better long-range means of dealing with import
problems, and one way is through adjustment assistance.
The 1962 act has not been very helpful. No company was found
qualified for adjustment assistance until late in 1969 under the act.
Since then 11 firms have qualified, and 31 worker groups have been
certified as eligible for assistance. But the present law needs some
modification to make it more workable, and to provide more relief to
American companies. We made proposals to that effect last year which
unfortunately were not enacted by the Congress.
The budget for 1972 does recognize the need of adjustment assistance because it provides a hundred million dollars in direct adjustment
assistance funds, and it provides also for a hundred million dollars in
guarantees of loans from private sources. The total of $200 million
could be very helpful in providing adjustment assistance for American companies that are seriously affected by imports, and I would
certainly hope that the relief that is intended could be granted at a
much earlier stage in the game than it has been in the past.
The next subject is nontariff barriers to trade, on which I am sure
other witnesses will testify to a greater extent. I think there are onlly
two or three conclusions that are important. We also have nontaritir
barriers to trade but I think we are much more the victim than -we
are the culprit. I think others have many more barriers than we do.
In my trips to other countries, particularly in 1969, I suggested that
the way to deal with these barriers is on an open table principle. By
that I meant an honest and forthright discussion of these nontariff
problems, including those that are not in writing, including the nonpublished administrative practices which in many cases are more
significant than the laws and regulations that are officially published.
Now the GATT Committee on Trade in Industrial Products has
rrone to work on this. the OECD has gone to work on it, but progresR
is very, very slow. We have pressed the Japanese to reduce their quantitative restrictions. They have made some progress, but it is very slowr
again.
The Williams Commission will deal with this subject, and I am
awaiting their recommendations in the. next month or so. I think the
only other point that I want to make in addition to the foregoing is
that the Administration does not really have any authority to do any
negotiating on nonta-riff barriers and it would be helpful if the Congress would make some expression of its desire that could speed the,
negotiations.
Now, we finally get to the last point I want to discuss, which is the
mull ti-national corporation. I only want to make (a,few comments here.
We have foreign investments nowv of about $77 billion onl the part of
American companies. 30 percent of that is in Western Europe and another 30 percent is iin Canada, and we get very substantial returns onl
that investment, which help our balance of payments. I have heard
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criticisms of the multi-national corporation. I think those are prejudgments. It is very difficult to get all the facts, for example, as to what
the return on investments are in total, what exports are generated and
what jobs are created as a result of those exports that go to the multinational American companies that set theinselves up in other markets
and get part of their materials from here. We have meager information on how much of our imports come from multi-national corporations and what the circumstances of those imports are, and more than
anything else, we really do not have any studies yet as to what the alternative is. Stopping foreign investments by American companies
may turn out to be more disadvantageous to us than advantageous, and
there is no evidence that the same circumstances would not exist with
corporations from other countries taking advantage of these markets
and lower labor rates and other circumstances if we were not there
with our corporations. We also should remember that we do get returns
onl those investments,.1
Now, to get more light onl this subject, the Department of Commerce
is engaging in an effort at considerable expense to develop a comprehensive financial profile of the multinational enterprises. It will be
done by a computerized data bank which can be kept up to date so we
can retrieve the kind of information that we want. It is going to take
another 0' months approximately to get that information, and I would
hope that we would not make any prejudgments on the subject of the
multinational corporation until we know a,lot more about it.
Mi'. Chairman, I will be glad to submit to questions.
Senator RIBICoFF. Thank you very inuch.
I would hope, Mr. Secretary, when you get that profile you would
allow the committee to have the benefit of your study. I think it is
very important. It is a field that we are going to have'to go into, and
I must admit there is great ignorance about what is a multinational
corporation, and what its role is.
Now, Mr. Secretary. throughout these hearings and also before
these hearings, I was somewhat concerned with a I the adverse publicity that Japan is getting.. There could be a very strong reaction, it
seems to me, in Japan, against the United States. Do you share the
concern that the Japanese are being made a whipping boy?
Secretary STANS. Mr. Chairnmtn, I would like to put it in a different
way. There is a lot of criticism of Japan; there is a lot of pressure onl
Japan to change its trade and investment policies. Much of this is
justified by what I consider to be the national mood of the Government of Japan, and that is that it has still not come to the point of
recognizing the important place it has gained in the world economy.
Japan is now next to the United States in world trade and gross national product, and it still maintains measures that relate to the seenrity that it looked for in earlier clays when it was an insecure nation.
Japan has indicated a willingness to move to liberalize its practices.
The rc-al issue is whether it should not do it faster, and whether it
should not face its responsibilities as one of the leading trade nations
in the world.
My hopes. certainly, are that we canl do this on basis of discussions,
on a govecrnmiient-to-governmi-ent basis, that will induce Japan to accept
these responsibilities without causing rancor, bitterness or ill-feeling
between the two nations.
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Our relations with Japan economically and politically aire very iinportant, and its relations within us are, I think, very important to Japan.
What we need is more discussion, more effort to understand each
other's point of view, and work toward solutions at a faster pace than
we have.
Senator RIBIcoFFr. B~ut is not the textile problem multi-national in
character? It involves European restrictions against as Japan's textiles, and now you have other nations besides Japan which are exof cheap textile goods, whether it is Taiwan, South Korea, or
ortersKong.
pHong
So, basically, when we talk about the problems of textiles,
we are talking of other nations besides the United States an(l Japan,
are wenot?
Secretary S'rANS. When we talk about the problems of textiles iii the
Uniited States,. we are talking about the relatively low-priced goods
which are coining from the four countries of the Far East that you
have named.
Senator Rlmcort;'. Now, Mr. Secretary, you say in your statement,
that there is worldwide concern over which direction trade policy is
taking. What philosophy of trade policy do you advocate which reconciles the contradictory positions of asking for liberalization of
trade barriers in other countries, and at the samie time asking for new
import quotas in the United States?
Secretary STANS. I would advocate a, policy of dealing mnore aggressively with oujr trading partners in trying to put trade practices
on a reciprocal basis. I think 'we have not pushed hard enough to represent the interests of the United States because until recent years our
trade position was not a matter of serious concern. But now that it is
evident that our trade position has deteriorated, and now that there
seems to be increasing acceptance of the fact that we do -not have the
circumstances that are automatically going to cause our trade postion.
to recover, I think we need to put the cards on the table with our
trading partners and say, "We can no longer be soft in our policiess"
And we have to fight aggressively for our own position in all of the
matters, whether it is nontariff barriers or whether it is investment
restrictions or whatever it may be.
Senator RiBicoFri. Well, d you think that this can be done on a bilateral basis or do you think the time has come for the United States,
Japan, the Common Market countries to get at least 2 years to plan for
such a complication, new round. GATT is 01(1 hat by now. We have
gone far beyond GATT. The world has changed since GATT. But do
y ou not think the time has come for a deep reciprocal understanding
beween the major trading nations of the world and also their relationship within the developing countries?
Secretary STANS. Well, tas you know, we are having a number of
problems with GATT, and certainly we ought to reexamine the entire
concept of the GATT to see whether it is adequately serving our pr
poses in the'United States. We also have been pressing the Common
Market countries in Europe on a number of matters, and act ion in that
respect hias been delayed because of all of the work that has been necessary to. deal with the expansion of the common market, so that those
discussions have been delayed.
Whatever the forum, -whether it is bilateral, whether it is by the
United States with groupings of nations, certainly we need more dis-
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cussion. I would not, want to endorse the idea of a worldwide international meeting without developing an. administration. policy on it.
But, Mr. Chairman, we do need more discussion, and we do need more
effort to formalize a. position on the part of the United States on a
grea t. many of the issues that are involved.
Senator Riuicoi'rj,. One of the things that I find very disconcerting
is, wil~e we talk about relative problems between the United States
andt other) cotiiities. thlat nowhere do we have a list from an. authoritai e source such as your Department or Treasury or Mr. Peterson's

office, of what these problems really are. WThat are the American prol)hemis in entering other markets. I know I would, and I think the rest
of the com-mittee also would, appreciate the opportunity to have set
out before us a detailed list of the basic problems facing the United
States in other markets. I think it would be helpful to us instead of
doing it on just a, hit or miss basis wherever we can pick uip a bit of
information.
Secetary STANS. Mr. Chairman, you have not been reading my
speeches, and I would not expect you to, but I would be very happy to
submit for the record a considerable amount of data that have appeared in speeches and in our various IDepartmnent, of Commerce publications,' particularly the one we call International Business. There
have been listings of these problems, and it is quite a list.
Senator IRIBICOFF. I think then if that is the case I would appreciate if you would get them together ini a compendium and just send
them to the committee to go into the record at this point.
Secretary STANS. I would be happy to do it.
Senator 1inncoii'. I think it would be most appreciated.
(Information supplied follows. Hearings continue on p. 233.)
INVENTORY OF NONTARIFF BARRIERS ON TRADE
iN NoN-AoRTCULTVIRAL PRODUCTS
The inventory reprodluced below of foreign nontariff barriers (NTBs) that
can directly restrict entry of American non-agricultural products Into the markets of other countries was submitted by the United States to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) as part of a comprehensive GATT-wide
Inventory of such nontariff restrictions. The more Important types of nontariff
barriers that can directly limit U.S. exports are the following.
1. Quantitative restrictions limit imports to the specific quantities Imposed hy
the Importing country. While most quantitative restrictions established after
World War 11 have been removed, thare still are some important exceptions: a
considerable but shrinking list of QR's by Japan; some European import licensing Systems ; and coal Imp~ort restrictions imposed by the United K'ingdom (presently suspended), Japan, and by all tile members of the European Economic Community (EEC) except Italy.
2. Government procurement practices favor domestic over foreign sources of
supply. Such preferential treatment, whlich is quite common, may be prescribed
by legislation and administered according to detailed regulations, as III the Unitedl
States. Our chief quarrel with the practices of a number of other countries is that
timeir government procurement agencies and officials are permitted to exercise
broad discretionary powers. InI some cases there is little or no publicity in tile
bid procedures or public announcement following the contract award.
3. aluatiIton and~ taxes are additional burdens on trade. Valuation practices
can constitute a noiltariff barrier whlen the valuation is arbitrarily calculated
or whleni it Is subject to officially established minimum levels. A great variety
of taxes, such as sales, commodlity, stauinp, and port taxes, are applied to impmlorts.
Although somle are appliedl to both inplorted and domestic products, they gemnerally apply more heavily on imports since they aire 1isually levied on a cif.

duty-paid basis.
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4. Border taxes take the form of additional taxes on Imports and tax rebates
or remissions on exports, and are designed to compensate domestic producers
for the Indirect taxes to which their products are subject. Import taxes and
e-,x)ort rebates can under certain circumstances have trade-distorting effects
comparable to those of tariffs and export subsidies.
5. Health, sanitation and safety standards which require that manufactured
products, foods and drugs meet certain standards can have a deterrent effect
on trade, particularly when the standards vary widely among countries. When
are applied for reasons other than health, sanitation or safety,
these standards
they become NT rBs.
FOnRGN NONTARIFF BARRIERS
Argentina, Quanitative restrictions (Q.R) :Inmports of automotive products,
wheeled tractors from 12 to 120 lhp., crawler tractors froin 12 to 85 hip. embargoed.
Valuation and Taxes (V&T) :Nearly aill Imports except rawv materials and calpital goods need prior deposit of 401o c~if., which is held without interest for 180
day.,. imported tractors (d0 not enjoy investment tax credit of up to 60% of
liability given to domestic makes ; tax of 1.5%l on c.i.f. value of aill Impiorts
(0.3% if Item 1Is duty free) ;4%surcharge on ocean freight charges ; consular
fee of 1.5% f.o.b. value of import, payable to consulate within whose jurisdiction
commercial Invoices to be notarized are Issued; special steel fund tax of 2-2)
pesos per net kilo of Iron and steel products; special tax of 4-10%1 of forest
products' c.i.f. 'value ; Executive can establish minimum values on which Import
duties are levied on various officially designated products; sales tax of 10-20%11
levied on c.i.f. duty-paid value of various products; excise tax on various products, which is specific, on isomie and ad valorem on others. health, Sanitary aiid
Safety Restrictions (ilS&S) ; Pharmaceuticals, cosmetics subject to prior registration in Argentina.
Auw.t ralia: QiI: Licenses required for some types of machinery, metals, vehicles, clothing. V&T: Sales tax levied on landed value of wide range of industrial and consumer items, as follows: household goods 21/2%'; general 15%,
luxury 25%y (tax base for Imp)orts is their duty-paid value Inflated by 20%/,').
Other Restrictions (OR) ; Screen-time quotas i New South Wales require 15%/
of all films shown to be British and 2%1 Australian; all packaged products subject to arbitrary weights and measures limitations (uniform system due In
Nov.). Government Aids (GA) :exports of many chemicals subsidized (Australia has not subscribed to GATT declaration banning such subsidies).
Austria. QR: License required for lignite, excert bituminous coal; cinematographic film, exposed and developed, except for toy projectors; fish, plastic
bags, detergents, shirts (not knitted), lumber, artificial sweeteners, toilet soap,
batteries. Quotas restrict penicillin, thyrothium, antibiotics and medicaments containing antibiotics; wine, except sparkling wines in bottles. V&T: Border taxes
ranging from 6.25 to 13%1 on all Imports. Variable Levies (VL) : on sugar, starch,
and products made of these and other agricultural raw materials, In lieu of
customs duties, skimming charges-based on price differentials between threshold
and gate prices and consisting of fixed protective element plus a variable levy-may be collected. Currently In force: 20% a.v. plus 549 Austrian schillings per 100
kg. on core binders used in foundry work on basis of starch and dextrIne: 20%/'
a.y. plus 525 schilllngs per 100 kg. on starch-ether soluble In water, and starch
asters. Government Procurement (GP) : For all products and services, article
regulating government purchasing provides that "if circumstances permit, only
Austrian products shall be used] and Austrian firms shall be engaged." Regulations do not apply to nationalized industries., EFTA members have equal opportunity with domestic firms under Art. 14 of Stockholm Convention. Draft law
covering government procurement which eliminates discrimination against
foreign firms submitted to parliament; enactment likely. OR: Antidumping
procedures on all Imports. Government establishes "guiding" or "minimum" prices
for products which cause market disruptions. At present, minimum prices In
force for cotton yarn, cotton fabrics, woolen fabrics, cardigans and pullovers of
wool. Although imports of salt and products containing salt are liberalized, must
be approved by Administration of the Austrian Salt Monopoly, State monopoly
has sole right to import, produce and sell raw and processed tobacco and
products. Industrially-produced raw spirits must be sold to the monopoly.
flarbados. QR: Licenses required for fish, plastic bags, detergents, some pharmaceuticals, shirts (not knitted), lumber, artificial sweeteners, toilet soap, batteries. V&T: Autos, Initial registrationi tax of 20% on ci.f. value; rum, beer,
t~xesonc-.ifltt-pald value; clothing (not knitted),
gasoline, diesel~fuel, ecr
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minimum c~if. value for Customas purposes; all imports except those in following
list, surtax of 20% of c.i.f. duty-paid value; polishes, grease, h~ardwvare, implements and tools (ex. agricultural), lubricating oil, cosmetics and perfume,
p~hotographic appliances and accessories (ex. films), typewritten and parts,
turpentine, wood headings and furniture, motor spirit for use In road vehicles,
tobacco, snuff, beer and alcoholic beverages, motor vehicles and parts, surtax
of 10%1 of c.i.f. duty-paid value.
Belgium-Luxembourg. QR: Anthracite and coking coal, under quota restriction, licenses required; on broad variety of products, licenses required but
freely granted for U.S. goods. Changes may be forthcoming In quota system for
coking coal because of short supplies. V&T: Transmission tax or lump-sumn tax
levied onl all Imported goods, generally 7%/, but may vary on certain commodities from 1%y to 15%1 (transmission tax scheduled to be replaced by value-added
tax Jan. 1, 1971) ; road tax based on fiscal horsepower levied on autos. GP:
Belgium: For all products and services, foreign bids may be rejected If "for
economic reasons It is essential that the contract should go to Belgian industry,
subject however to the price differential not exceeding certain limits." (Price
differential reported to be 10% normally). Luxembourg: Art. 10 (12/29/56)
stipulates that "in principle, products of foreign origin shall not be used If producers in Benelux Customs Union are able to supply the same quality at prices
which are substantially the same." (Products of Benelux origin believed given
10%11 margin of preference. License to trade, which foreign bidders must have,
Issued only to nationals of countries'having reciprocal arrangements.)
Brazil. QR: Licenses, based on proof of purchase of like amount of domestic
caustic soda, required for caustic soda. Autos and motorboats priced In countryof-origin at above $3,500 mde. accessories, embargoed. Prior authorization for
petroleum products required (assures full utilization of domestic production and
LAFTA sources of supply before third country Imports are allowed). V&T: All
products, port Improvement tax of 1%1 levied 'on c.i.f. value and merchant
marine Improvement tax of 10%~lof freight charges; wide variety of processed
or manufactured good,, Industrialized products tax of 4-30% on c.I.f. duty-paid
value: many products, minimum valuation system. GP: On all goods purchased
for public account, public entities must give preference to locally manufactured
goods and cannot Import "nonessential" goods. State trading monopoly for
packaged lubricating oil, petroleum, rubber. OR: On motion picture films, exhibitors must show one Brazilian feature for eight non-Brazilian films.
Burma. GP: On products purchased for public account, 'Government purchasing agencies often Issue tender notices with short bid deadlines. Government
Is sole Importer. V&T: Luxury goods taxed 18.75%; standard goods, 12.5%;
privileged goods, 6.25%/.
Burundi. QR: Licenses required for all Imports. 'V&T: Statistical tax of 3%l'
on all Imports.
Camneroon. QR: Licenses required for all Imports. For licensing, all trade classifled into 3 categories: Franc Zone (free of restrictions) ; Common Market countries (separate Import quotas) ; all other countries (more restrictive global
import quotas) ; licenses not ordinarily Issued for commodities available from
Franc Zone; exchange quotas for all Imports. V&T: Revenue tax up to 50%ll on
all Imports; turnover tax of 10% on c~lf. duty-paid value on all durable Imports
(discriminatory In that certain countries are exempt from customs duties);
additional tax of 5-35% on many products; minimum valuation system for used
clothing. GP: Government procurement practices on products purchased for
public account. OR: Bilateral trade agreements on various products (such
agreements generally provide licensing guarantees to specified amounts of
goods).
Canada. QR: Used aircraft prohibited with some exceptions; used autos and
other vehicles manufactured before calendar year in which Imported, with some
exceptions, prohibited. V&T: Arbitrary valuation and surtax on gasoline-type
fuels for use in Internal combustion engines other than aircraft (surtax Is equal
to difference between export price and an arbitrary value of 10.5 cents for regular and 12.5 cents for premium per imperial gallon). HS&S: Safety regulations
on electrical equipment. OR: Canadian provinces reluctant to carry U.S. liquor
brands In Government-operated monopoly stores; canned foods Imports permitted
only If In cans of sizes established by Cfinadian Gov't.
Central African Republic. QR: Licenses required and exchange quotas established for all Imports (for licensing trade classified in 31categories-see description under QR for Cameroon) ; quota set for used clothing; used shirts em-
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bargoed. V&T: Revenue tax up to 50%1 on all Imports; turnover tax of 10%l'
onl c~if. duty-paid value on all dutiable imports (certain countries exempt from
customs duties) ; additional tax of 5-15%1 on textiles, men's and used clothing,
radios, autos, trucks, eyeglasses; arbitrary valuation on used clothing.
Ceylon. QR: Numerous manufactured articles embargoed; Items on Import
Schedule 1-drugs, feed additives, agricultural hand tools and Implements, fertilizers, petroleum products, surgical belts and hearing aids, artificial dentures,
artificial eyes and limbs, scientific glassware-licensed under quotas at official
rate of exchange of 5.95 Ceylon rupees to the dollar; items on Schedule 2 (long
list) licensed under quotas and Imported at depreciated exchange rate; some
350 other Items (Sched. 3), mostly Industrial raw materials, machinery, chemicals, onl open general license but also imported at depreciated exchange rate;
multiple exchange rate practices affect all Imports except those In Sched. 1,
through a certificate scheme (Foreign Exchange Enititlement Certificates). OR:
Drugs and pharmaceutical preparations must conform to British Pharmacopoeia, Int'l Pharmacopoeia, or the British Pharmacopoeia Code; State trading
monopoly for fish, cement, textiles, newsprint, paper and p~aperboard, p~etroleuml
products, caustic soda, other products.
Chad. QR: Licenses required and exchange quotas established for all imports; for licensing, all trade classified Into 3 categories (see description under
QR for Cameroon). V&T: Revenue tax uip to 50%1 on all Imports; turnover tax
of 10% on c.i.f. duty-paid value on all dutiable imports (certain countries exempt
from customs duties) ; additional tax of 5-45%ll onl selected items; arbitrary
valuation onl used clothing.
Chile. QR: Importers required to register (license) all imports with Central
Bank through authorized commercial bank; prior deposit of 15-50% of c~if.
value on some Imports (advance deposit of varying rates required depending
on essentiality of product; deposit returned after goods have cleared Customs,
and may be used toward payment of customs duties; this requirement being
phased out) ; prior deposit of 10,000%1 of c~if. value onl a few imports, Including
office machinery and public service vehicles; embargo onl luxury goods: special
ad hoc quotas on numerous products for government procurement and certain
preferred activities. V&T: Turnover tax of 8% on c.i.f. duty-pl~ad value for variety
of processed or manufactured goods: port improvement tax of 2% of c~if. value,
and merchant marine Improvement tax of 10% of freight charges on all imports.
Congo (Brazzaville). QR: Licenses required and exchange quotas established
far mast Imports: for licensing, all trade is classified Into 3 categories (see
description under QR for Cameroon). V&T: Import revenue tax of up to 50%
on all Imports; turnover tax of 10%1 on c.i.f. duty-paid value on all dutiable
Imports (certain countries are exempt from customs duties) ; additional tax
of 5-15%1 on selected items; arbitrary valuation on used clothing. QR: Office
National d]it Commerce Is sole buyer and seller of all merchandise destined
for "northern regions."
Cyprus. QR: Licenses, generally granted freely, required oil certain chemicals
and chemical products, textiles and textile products-, manufactures of base
metals, wood products, and most nonelectrical machinery; other Items Imiported without restriction from any country other than communist countries
of Asia, Albania, and those with which Cyprus has bilateral agreements.
Dahomey. QR: Licenses required for all imports originating outside Franc
Zone; annual global Import quota established for all goods not originating in
HE~C or from Franc Zone; matches, alcohol, alcoholic beverages, diamonds
embargoed. V&T: Discriminatory 3-column tariff provides for 3 categories of
countries, each assigned duties at different rate.
Denmark. QR: Licenses required on oysters (except spat) : ethyl alcohol or
neutral spirits, undenatured, of a strength of 800 or higher: denatured spirits
of any strength; ethyl alcohol, undenatured, under 800. V&T: Value-added tax
of 12-1/% onl c~if. duty-paid value on almost all manufactured goods; in addition, excise tax on c.i.f. value on autos and motorcycles. GP: Onl all products,
discrimination favoring domestic procurement accomplished by administrative
action. JIWTA members have equal opportunity with domestic firms under Art.
14 of Stockholm Conventions. HSS: State testing organizations for electrical
equipment in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden each apply separate standards
for electrical equipment and require individual testing In country prior to
certifying Imports.
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Dominican Republic. Qit: Certain products subject to exchange quotas; pas8enger cars valued at more than $2,000 embargoed; wide range of food items and
household goods, smaller number of manufactured goods embargoed; wide range
importable only under prepaid letter of credit; prior Import deposit of 10%1,
20%o, or 40% of f.o.b. value for 3-month period on wide range of products.
East African Community (See Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda).
Finland. QR: Global quotas on mineral tar, coal tar distillation products,
solvent gasoline, aviation gasoline, bitumen, unwrought, silver, gold, platinum;
individual licenses required for coal, coke, petroleum and shale oils, gasoline,
aviation and heating kerosene, gas-oil and fuel oils, processed foods. V&T: Turnover tax of 12.4% on almust all manufactured goods; In addition, on autos
and motorcycles; excise tax of 140% (higher of higher priced cars) of c.i.f.
duty-paid value minus 2,500 Finmiarks ($595). Excise tax on c.i.f. duty-paid
value of alcoholic beverages, confectionery, sugar, matches, auto tires, tobacco
products, mineral waters, liquid fuels, certain fats and foods. Qit: State traciIng In alcoholic beverages, crude petroleum, grains; for passenger cars from
certain bilateral trading countries, minimum (lown-paymient of 30% with 20
mo. to pay balance and, from other countries, 50% down payment with 12 mo.
to pay remainder; compound fertilizers require Ministry of Agriculture permit.
HS&S: See HS&S for Denmark.
France. Qit: Quantitative restrictions and/or licensing or crystal diodes and
triodes including transistors and parts, aircraft and parts, wine, rosin, certain
textiles, semiconductors, canned tuna, petroleum products, numerous other goods;
quota restrictions on watches, parts. V&T: Annual use tax on passenger cars
(standard U.S. cars fall in highest tax bracket liable to payment in first year of
$200; E'uropean cars generally pany $30) ; border tax of up to 33% on c~if. dutypaid value of most Industrial products, excise taxes on wvhisky, other graini spirits.
GP: Administrative practices not codified. French public sector operators effective "Buy French" policy; "absolute priority" given to procurement of domestic
products "equivalent" to offered foreign product.
IIS&S: Pharmaceutical regulations ostensibly protect public health, but also
protect domestic Industry; virtual embargo on imports of pharmaceutical specialties packaged for retail sale; severe restrictions on bulk mixtures that cannot be
easily analyzed. With few exceptions, "visa "--required before distribution of
pharmaceutical specialties packaged for retail sale is permitted-is not granted
for Imported products.
OR: State monopoly on cigarettes, other manufactured tobacco (following
move toward CXT, retail prices of U.S. cigarettes have been increase(] proportionately'nmore than on comparable domestic brands-contravening underta king
on pricing which U.S. obtained from France in 1947) ; State trading in coal,
paper for periodicals, petroleum products; tripartite accord on electronic equipment (France, W. Germany, U.K. have drawn up accord to facilitate mutual acceptability of quality certification with membership open to all EEC and EFTA
countries; It could lead to discrimination against U.S. goods) ; prohibition on
advertising whisky, other grain spirits winese, fruit-distilled spirit may be
advertised).
Gabon. QR: Licensinmg and exchange quotas for all imports. For licensing, all
trade is classified Into 3 categories-F ranc Zone and Common Market countries,
free of restrictions; Far East, imports not to exceed 10%1 of total Imports from
all countries combined during a given year; all other countries,, quotas establishedl annually on basis of lists submitted by all important importers. V&T:
Revenue tax up to 50%1 on all Imports; turnover tax of 10%1, on c.i.f. dutypaid value for all dutiable imports (certain countries exempt from customs
duties) ; additional tax of 5-15%l' on c.i.f. duty-paid value for petroleum fuels,
lubricants, firearms; arbitrary valuation on used clothing.
Germany, Fed. Rep. QR: Quotas on certain kinds of: fish, wines, fabrics,
household articles, and other Items; licenses for aill those U.S. nonagricultural
commodities In which the U.S. has a significant exporter Interest are now being
granted automatically and without limit. V&T: Value-added tax of 11%/ on
c.l.f. duty-paid value of Industrial Imports. OR: Tariff quota on pit coal, briquettes of pit coal and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal except for
bunkering of seagoing vessels, and for production of coke under processing contracts (use of Imported hard coal throughout W. Germ. Is now permitted If
qualified consumers can show that they are unable to satisy requirements by
purchases from EEC countries) ; tripartite accord on electronic equipment (see
description under OR for France).
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Ghana. QR: Licenses required for most Imports. V&T: purchase tax of 5% to
100%1 on vehicles; sales tax of 11%01 on c~if. duty-paid value for most imports; excise tax of 2 1/-75%/l a.v. on sales price which Includes c.i.f. duty-paid
value for selected luxury consumer goods. OR: Most Imports must be handled
on 180-day credit terms.
Greece. QR: Licenses required on List A items-products such as cosmetics,
textiles, TV receivers, vehicles; licenses required on List B items-such as agricultural, mining, food processing and electrical machinery and spares; used
machinery and spares except used earthmoving and roadbuilding equipment;
quota for TV receivers. V&T: Turnover tax on all Imports of 2,25-8.75%, on
c.i.f. duty-paid value (rates are 25%/ more than those on like domestic products,
and are applied on c.i.f. duty-paid value which has been uplifted by 20-50%/);
tax of 10-70%/l on c.i.f. value for luxury goods; consumption tax of 10-70% on
specific rates, or on c~if. duty-and-tax-paid value for consumer goods; discriminatory license tax and discriminatory registration tax on motor vehicles.
GP : Principle of nondiscrimination Is administratively limited (purchases in
excess of $50,000 may be limited to Greek suppliers; no international bidding
If purchases, can be made from countries with which Greece has bilateral clearIng arrangements; foreign firms may be required to bid In association with
Greek firm; guarantees of participation, performance applicable to foreign bids
may be waived for domestic firms; Law 3215/1955 grants preference of 8%1 to
Greek goods). OR: Maximum permissible length for taxis, 5m, and maximum
permissible hip., 20 (Greek hip.). State trading in cigarette paper, kerosene alcohol, matches, salt, playing cards, saccharine, petroleum products. Screen-timle
quota for motion-picture films. Limit on terms of credit, or advance cash deposit
requirements, for all Imports (requirement more severe for luxury items, less
stringent for products considered essential).
Guyana. QR: Licenses required on -alcoholic beverages, cigars, cigarettes, tobacco, extracts, mineral fuels, lubricants, toys, certain chemicals, other Items.
V&T: Special tax, for protection of hme Industries, on Imports of chairs, footwear parts.
Haiti. QR: Licenses required for various products, exchange controls on all
products; prior authorization for detergents, plastic articles, firearms & ammunition, rubber heels and soles, cotton fabrics (imports allowed only If domestic
production fails to meet local demand) ; Christmas trees, used clothing, rags,
hats, shoes, household linens and furnishings embargoed. OR: State trading in
tobacco, matches, soap, detergents, cosmetics, textiles, tires, tubes, cement, various agricultural chemicals, household appliances, wine, beer, whisky, rum, toilet
articles, non-agricultural machinery. State-licensed, private monopoly: TV sets
and parts, fish, building construction materials.
Iceland. QR: Global quotas for electric transformers, building board, certain
furniture, ladles' stockings, brooms and brushes, works of art, reconstituted wood,
fishing lines and cords, ropes; licenses required for paperboard cartons and
containers. V&T: Sales tax of 11% on c.i.f. duty-paid value for all products
except footwear, aviation gasoline, packaging, fishing equipment, aircraft; special
tax on gasoline, tubes, tires. Special foreign exchange fee of 0.5% of declared
customs value for cement, timber, reinforcement Iron for construction. foreign
exchange fee of 0.5%1 of Import price as stipulated by license for products subject
to Import licensing. OR: Prior deposit on all Imports except petroleum, fishing
gear, fertilizers, Industrial raw materials (deposit must be placed with bank
selling exchange equal to 15-25%/l of amount of foreign exchange purchased;
deposit held for at least 3 months). State trading In tobacco, fertilizers, wine
and liquor, perfumes, safety matches.
India. QR: Licensing, exchange control, quota, embargo restrictions on all
commercial Imports. Special licensing terms for capital goods, heavy electrical
plant, machine tools valued at $100,000 or more (such imports permitted If
covered by long-term foreign loans or Investments, private or governmental)
also for maintenance and replacement and purposes requiring small cash payments. V&T: Licensing fees on all commercial Imports discriminatory excise tax
on numerous products.
GP: On items purchased for public account, price preference of up to 40%/
accorded indigenous products. Administrative 'practices Include issuing bid Invitation on short deadline, failing to Identify source of financing, restricting
quotations or specs to British and Indian standards, renegotiating bids. OR:
State trading in artificial silk yarn and thread, caustic soda, soda ash, newsprint.
cement, fertilizer, petroleum products, mercury, sulfur, tractors, printing and
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textile machinery, tires and other items determined from time to time; discrimination resulting from bilateral agreements on capital goods and other Items; discriminatory Import privileges onl machine tools and onl Imports ill general; restriction. onl aipintmnent of forei gn -con trolled branches or subsidiaries.
Indonesia. QR: Exchange controls on all products; embargo on batik-motif
textiles, cigarettes, certain types of tires. V&T: Surcharge of 50-606/%based on
import duty for all except essential commodities; sales tax rates same for coniparable imported and domestically produced goods except for semi-luxury textiles
and tires; 1%/ tax on letters of credit for all products; 1/2% Import tax, on c.i.f.
duty-paid value, and %clcustoms charge, on all products; excess proft levy of 15
rupiah or 250 rupiah per U.S. dollar value on Import of a few items to which
surcharges do not apply special retribution tax on most items on GATT schedules.
OR: State trading for some essential Items; prior deposit for all products.
Ireland. QR: Licenses required for tobacco products; quotas set for superphosphates, certain hosiery and footwear, laminated springs for vehicles, spark
plugs and metal components, certain bulbs, brushes, brooms, mops. Y&T: Wholesale tax of 10%l or 15%1, or turnover tax of 21/% on c.l.f. duty-paid value for
most Imports.
Israel, QR: Licensing under quota for a few Imports (countries with which
Israel has bilateral agreements are favored In Issuing licenses for goods available from these sources). V&T: Purchase tax of 5% to over 100% on c.i.f. dutypaid value for many Imports; discriminatory purchase taxes and annual property
tax on autos; Import surcharge on numerous products. OR: "Mixing" requirements on tractors (25-80%/l of value of Imported wheeled tractors required to be
Israeli-produced) ; prior deposit of 50%l' of value on all Imports.
Italy. QR: Quotas onl tetraethyl load, ant-knock preparations, wine; licenses
required for essential oils other than terpeneless, obtained from citrus, cork and
products, certain vehicles. V&T: Turnover tax of 4%11on c.i.f. duty-paid value onl
most Imports; compensatory tax of 1.2-7.8%o on c.i.f. duty-paid value for majority
of Imports; road tax on autos; administrative service fee ( 12%) and statistical
fee (10 lira per unit) on all Imports; excise tax on cigarettes. GP: 30%1 of Government purchasing reserved to Southern Italy and Islands for development.
Ministry of Defense has recourse to foreign products only If domestic sources are
unavailable or not suitable to needs. Gov. Depts. do not In principle have relations with foreign firms-only with firms legally established In Italy. OR: Screentime quota on motion-picture films. State monopolies on cigarettes, nicotine products, salt, matches, flint, cigarette lighters.
Ivory Coast. QR: Quotas established for all Imports; goods from France,
Franc Zone countries enter freely (separate quotas apply to products from EEC
countries and to rest of world) ; licenses required for all Imports (from all
countries outside Franc Zone, EEC) ; embargo on paint, detergents, matches,
coffee-husking machines. V&T: Fiscal tax of 10-15%1 of c.i.f. value and statistical
tax of 1%1 of c.i.f. value onl all Imports; value-added tax ol" 8-43%, normally
18% of duty-paid value, and special duty of 10%o on c.i.f. value onl most imports;
arbitrary valuation for used clothing, footwear, petroleum products, soaps, radio
receivers, other Items. OR: Discriminatory pricing formula and visa requirements for pharmaceuticals.,
Jamaica. QR: Licenses required for many products, including asbestos cement
pipes, earthenware pipes, metal structural forms, tiles, roofing materials, cement
rubber products,,metal furniture, aluminum hollowware, garments, hosiery, detergents; embargo on autos with wheelbase of 116" or over, which prevents
Import of standardsized U.S. cars.
Japan. QR: Quotas established for coal, gas oils, heavy fuel and raw oils, other
petroleum oils, some chemicals and pharmaceuticals, leathers kexcel. raw) and
products, especially footwear, large turbines, office machinery Inc. digital computers and parts, other pro'ducts; automatic licensing (licenses freely granted but
Importer must submit imports for approval) for machinery, chemicals, drugs,
processed foods, other products-, license required for all Imports. V&T: Internal
tax of 150-220% on high-priced whiskies, brandies, auto (sales) tax of 15-40%
and annual road tax, of $100-$167 for large U.S.-sized cars, value uplift for customis purposes on a few imported goods, particularly parent/sub.sdiary tranlsactions.
GP: On 14 categories of goods, Including motor vehicles, electronic computers,
aircraft, machine tools, agricultural and construct i!on machinery, permission for
procurement, without open bidding granted by Cabinet Order 336 of Sept. 25, 1963.
HS&S:* Ban -on foods containing unapproved food additives. OR: State trading
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for tobacco manufactures, alcohol of 900 strength or higher; on certain iports, weights must be Indicated Ii metric measurements only ; discr!in Iiatory
credit restrictions onl all imports ; discriminatory treatment for premiums offered
by importers and exporters of several products, such ats air conditioners and
Instant curry; technical licensing reqluiremnent for heavy electrical equipment
and possibly other products; restrictions onl capital Investment manyy U.S. firms
unable to establish facilities Ii Japan from which to direct salc.s, service operations because of such restrictions; even obtaining minority interest_t Ii a Japaniese
,corporation extremely difficult).
Kenya. QR : Specific licenses required for niany products, other imports enter
under open general licenses; quotas onl certain clothing. UP'l: Overseas procuremnent for Government handled through Crown Agents, Ii London, giving British
suppliers strong advantage. OR : State trading Ii dye-in-piece fabrics, khaki drill,
colored fabrics, secondhand clothing, soap, detergents, salt, developed 35-mmn.
cinematographic films.
Korea. QR: Abolit 75 miscellaneous manufactured products embargoed. Quotas maintained on about 55 SITU classifications, including plastics, Iron and
steel structures, glass, manufactures of metal. All Imports subject to licensing,
but approval is automatic for most. V&T: Special Customs duty of 70% of "exCess" profit on Items normally dutiable at 40% or less, and 90%1 onl those
over 40% applied to most imports. Commodity tax of 2-70% of landed cost plus
applicable duty levied onl wide range of items. OR: Prior deposits of from 30150% of Import value required for most Imports.
Kuwait. QU: Emnbargoes In effect on alcoholic beverages, used trucks and
buses, spiral weld steel pipe, medicines containing cobalt salts, Industrial and
medical oxygen gas, mnagnetizers, ethyl alcohol. Insecticides must be licensed.
OR: Trade In asbestos pipe is run by a Gover nmen t-sanctioned private monopoly.
Malagasy R~epublic. QR : All Imports subject to exchlange quotas andl licensinig
Annual Import program provides quotas for specified commodities from VEEC
countries other than France; global quotas for all other countries outside the
Franc Zone. Special quotas apply to batteries for electric accumulators and
alcoholic beverages. Prior authorization required for used metal casks and
(lrumns, used clothing, alcoholic beverages, used sacks and bags. New sacks and
bags also embargoed, and partial embargo covers Imports of cement Into part of
west coast. V&T: Import tax of 0-50%1 of c.i.f. value on most Items. Consumption tax of 10-135% of cel.f. duty-paid value on tobacco, footwear and alcoholic
beverages. There Is a charge of 800 francs per metric ton on cement. GP: Procuremuent practices are featured by short notification and administrative discrimination. OR: Beer container size Is strictly regulated and beer with less than
4% alcohol Is prohibited.
Malawi. QR: Discriminatory licensing policy for some products does not require licenses from Sterling countries. GP : Overseas Jprocullloll t handled]
through Crown Agents in London, giving British suppliers strong advantage.
Malaysia. V&T: Surtax of 2%1 c.i.f. on most Imports. Trucks and buses of
non-Commnonwealth origin pay 15% registration fee; Commonwealth suppliers
pay none. GP: "Buy National" policy directs public agencies to pay up to 5%
more for domestically-made goods. QR: as many as 100 Items at any given time
temporarily subject to specific licensing or quantitative restrictions. OR: F oreign-made films subject to screen-timie quotas.
Malta. QR: Embargoes machinery for producing stockings, refrigeration machinery, motor buses, water pumps, cement floor tiles, basketware of cane,
willow or wicker, other items. Steel wool, certain items of men's and ladies'
apparel and electrical wiring accessories subject to licensing.
Mauritania. QR: All goods Imported freely from France and Franc Zone countries; special quotas for EEJC, global quotas for rest of world. V&T: All Imports
subject to fiscal tax of 10-1.5% of C-i-f. value0: Standard limporttxof2-0
of c.i.f. plus duty-pald value; turnover tax of 10-22% of c.I.f. value plus all
other taxes; amid statistical tax which is generally four CFA francs per unit.
OR: State trading In percales and guinea cloth.
Netherlands. QR: Various products subject to licensing; however, except for
coal and coke, licenses automatically granted to U.S. products. V&T: Most hnp)orts pay a Value-added fax with general rate of 12%1o: some necessities pay only
4%1. Excise taxes on tobacco products, ethyl/propyl and isopropyl. alcohol, beer,
wine, petroleum producets.
New 2zealand. QR: 32% of value of Imports subject to quotas or licensing.
Y&T: Sales tax on wide range of non-essential Items: 20% for most; 30%1 for
photo apparatus, watches, telescopes, stereoscopes, cigarette lighters; 40%/ for
,
0
,
motor vehicles, motorcycle
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Nicaragua. Qit: Prior authorization required for cotton ginning plants and
textile manufactures, industrial plants for pasteurizing milk, equipment to
slaughter cattle and hogs, rubber tires and tubes. V&T: Most products subject
to import surcharge of 30% of c.i.f. value.
Niger. QR: Most products subject to exchange quotas and( licensing from which
Franc Zone countries are exempt; being removed gradually for EEC. No license issued If goods available In Franc Zone. Country and global quotas. Prior
authorization onl plastic articles, matches and soap. V&T: Taxes onl c.i.f. value
of all imports: fiscal, 10-15%o'; statistical, 1%o'; standard, 25%1 of c.i.f. dutypaid value (10%1 for Industrial raw material and equipment) ; turnover, 10-22%.
Arbitray valuation onl used clothing. Transaction tax of 10%11(c.i.f.) on perfume,
cotton, knitted goods, aluminum household utensils. Discrimina tory excise
taxes on cigarettes.
Nigeria. QR: Maniy products subject to specific liceisig. V1&Tr Surtax of
6.75%1 of amount of duty paid on all Imports.
Norway. QR: Commnercial vessels subject to licensing. V&T: Value-added tax
of 2011 c.i.f. duty-paid value onl nearly all products (11% onl capital goods for
Investment purposes) ;Imports subject to traffic tax from which (lolestic goods
moving in Internal trade -tare exempted ; progressive nature of automobile tax
weighs more heavily onl expensive models ; trailers, buses, some motorcycles subject to 25% tax of c.i.f. dunty-paid value plus traffic tax (35% for other motor
vehicles). GP D)omnestic and EFTA bidders get preference of 15%ll on aill Governmeat purchases. Monopoly control and price fixing on pharmaceutical pr1oducts.
OR: State trading in alcohol, miedicies, fishing gear. Binding sole of all shoes
iiuist be made of single piece of natural leather, which precludes of artificial
leathers such as "corfani." IIS&S: Rigid technical standards for electrical Items.
Pakistan. QR: Licenses required for private shipments of all but 14 items onl
Free List. Many products embargoed. U.S. autos virtually embargoed, as they
must have landed c(05t of $2331 or less. V&T: Sales tax of 15%1 c.l.f. duty-paid
value onl most products, which are also charged a D~efense tax of 25%o of sale
tax. Surcharge of 25% of customs duty onl all except exempted machinery Items.
Equalization tax on landed cost of Industrial raw mnaterilals and( some other Items
from cheaper foreign sources Is equal to differ-ence 'between lowest- and highestpriced Imports. OR: Remittance restrictions onl motion picture films, and varying exchange rates apply to most other Imports. State Is sole Importer of several
metals, foods and artsilk yarns.
Peru. QR: Licenses required for all used] machinery and new textile machinery.
Indefinite embargo on many products, Including footwear, radios, refrigerators,
textiles and automobiles. Y&T: Arbitrary customs valuation system. Statistical
tax of 2% e~lf. duty-paid value (3%1 c~if. If good Is duty-exempt). All products
arriving by sea must pay a maritime freight tax of 4%l' of ocean freight charges,
Most products pay a surcharge of 10% of elif. value. GP: Government agencies
and Institutions receiving government funds prohibited from importing goods
produced domestically. OR: Prior authorization needed for pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics, toilet articles, matches.
Poland. State trading in all products; bilateral purchase agreements Influence
buying practices rather than price, quality, etc. Marketing practices restrict foreign firms' access to potential buyers.
Portugal. Qit: Global or bilateral quotas onl about 50 Items. Licenses required
for all shipments valued at more than $87.50. Prior- authorization needed for
,saccharine and foods containing saccharine. Used clothing is embargoed. lr&Tl:
Transaction tax of 7% (20% on luxuries) on 140%1 of c.i.f. duty-paid value of
most products. Progressive sales tax on autos Is particularly burdensome on higher-priced models. GP: 'Domestic and EFTA suppliers get preference on all
purchases for public account.
Rwanda. QR: All products require licenses. V&T: Fiscal tax of' 10-30%1 and
Statistical tax of 3%on elif. value for most Imports. Alcoholic beverages, petroleum, tobacco products subject to consumption tax.
Senegal. QR: Jxchange quotas allocated to all countries outside France Zone;
separate quotas for iEEC. Certicaites required for liberalized Imports,. MINatches,
somte clothing and certain construction materials embargoed. V&T: Fiscal tax
of 10-15% of ceif. value, turnover tax of 10-22%1 of elif. plus all other taxes,
statistical tax of four CFA francs apply to all Imports. Most others also subject
to standard tax of 20 or 30% of c.I.f. plus tariff plus fiscal duty plus statistical
tax. Lubricants must pay 15.5-25.5 CFA francs per liter. H-S&S: visa (which may
be denied) required for pharmaceuticals; fee for visa application Is high.
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Sierra Leone. OR: A few products require specific licenses. V&T: automobile
valuation based onl engine size, which discriminates against high horsepower
vehicles.
South Africa. OR: Most products require licenses; subject to sales tax of 5,
10 or 20%.
Southerni Rhodesia. OR: Many luxury and doniestically-produced goods
require licenses or have quotas. Light and heavy built-up commercial vehicles
embargoed.
Spain. QR - Import declaration required for all liberalized goods. License
(generally not granted) required for all used machinery and second quality
goods. Motion pictures subject to screen-time quota. Global quotas tin effect onl
-ab~out 58 categories. Others subject to bilateral import regime. V&T: Comipenisatory tax of from 3-15% on c.i.f. (luty-ipaid value. Dubbing taxes onl motion pictures (highest onl U.S1. films). Thlreatenedl "abnormal price" actions induce finporters to pay prices which cancel out a low-cost producer's advantage. Import
deposit of 20% c.i.f. onl all products held for six months without interest (Decree
Ii force through D~ec. 1,970). GP : Imports p~rohilbited from projects involving
government fund,,. Where S-panish p~rodlucts are unavailable, short bid deadlines
often have effect of excluding foreign competitors. OR : State trading In certain
types of coal, petroleum derivat ives, tobacco. Requirement that several synthetic
fib~ers must b~e Imported directly from factory discriminates against iddle-man
organizations, which must procure licenses.
Sweden. QR: Licenses retired for all automobile Imports. Y&T: Value-added
tax of 10 or 14%1 on c.i.f. duty-paid value of all Imports. Sales tax is based on the
ei.f. duty-paid value of certain rugs, gold and silver items, precious stones.
Certain furs subject to 2-10% tax of elif, duty-paid value. Toilet articles and
cosmetics pay a !ommiodity tax of 50%ll of wholesale price. MMSS: Rigid technical
standards for electrical equipment. OR: State trading Ii wvies, spirits.
Switzerland. QR: Licenses needed for trucks, cotton fabrics, jute textiles,
clothing, certain carpets, and various minerals and chemicals. Quotas for wine In
barrels. V&T: Road taxes and compulsory Insurance rates based on horsepower.
Turnover tax of 5.4%ll onl c.lf. duty-paid value of all products. OR: State trading
Ii alcoholic beverages.
Tianzania. QR: Specific licenses required for various products other Imports
enter under open general license. OR: State trading for textiles, bicycles, mnotion-leiture films, cement, matches.
Togo. OR: Licenses for all products V&T: Transaction tax of 18% of c.i.f.
value plus all taxes. Statistical tax of 1%llc.1f. value. Warehouse tax of 1% c.l.f.
value. Misal stamp tax of 3% of all duties and taxes. Special Import tax on ten
CPA francs per 100 kg. Luxury tax of 40 CFA francs on textiles, alcoholics
beverages, perfumes. Tax of 125 CPA francs per ton of tobacco manufactures,
Jute goods. Lighthouse tax of 20 CPA francs per ton. lBerthiage tax of 125-510
(TFA francs per kg.
T~rinidad and Tobaigo. QR: Domnestically-produced Items subject to strict iinport (quota, licensing, and Ii some cases prohibited Soap, detergents, paper, cemuent, lead, air conditioners, cotton fabrics and furniture strictly controlled.
TunIia. QR : Global -and bilateral quotas apply to most p~rodlucts. Licenses
required for all goods from non-Franc Zone countries. Various g;oods ar -(il
lpletely embargoed. V&T : Production tax of 15.5-19.11% onl duty-paid value of all
implort,,. Customs formality tax of 1.81% of landed c-ost of all items. Luxury
goods pay consumption tax of 7.5-25%/1 of duty-paid value aind a National D~efense
Fund tax of 10% of either consumption tax or duty, whichever is higher. P~erfume, soap, tires, petroleum products, explosives, other items subject to conisunptionl duty of 11-100%''-. Wide variety of products subject to state trading.
Tiirkey. QR : All products subject to licenisig, with sl)ec-ial consideration to
items traded with bilateral agreement countries. Quotas onl varied items. V&Tr
All goods Imported by sea pay 5%/ port tax based onl c~if. plus duty, surtax anid
customs clearance costs. All imports pay 15%l surtax onl customs duty, as well
as stani) tax of 25% of c.i.f. value. Most pay discriminatory production tax
ranging from 10-75% of c.i.f. value plus customs duty, customs surtax, por-t tax
and customs clearing expenses. Foreign motion picture flims pay a higher tax
(41%/1)
than domestic ones (25%). Automobile surtax varies according to weight
and age. OR: Tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, salt, sugar. most agricultural equipment subject to state trading. 50%7 advance deposit required for
goods onl liberation list and quota list goods imported against letter of credit.
'
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Guarantee deposits of 20, 50, 90 or 120%1, depending on Import list, required
with import application. Smaller deposit (1-10%) on goods imported under
certain Investment programs.
Uganda. QR: Specific licensing required for many products: other imports
enter under open general license; quotas established for motor cars, station
wagons, motorcycles; embargo on used clothing. GP: Overseas procurement for
Government handled through Crown Agents in London, giving British suppliers
strong advantage.
United Arab Republic (Egypt). QR: Import trade nationalized. About half
of all tariff items embargoed. Exchange allocations imposed to meet commitmnents under bilateral agreements. Y&T: Statistical tax of 1%1 c.i.f. value on
all imports except wheat. Revenue tax of 10%1 on foreign-made non-essential
goods, with 5% tax on essential food items. Pavement tax of 3%1 of sum of
customs duty, statistical tax, revenue tax and applicable excise taxes applies
to all imports. Porterage fee, also. All goods imported through UAR ports pay
marine duty of 0.2%1 of elif. value. Excise duties apply to variety of items,
mostly consumer goods.
United Kingdom. QR: License required for coal, coke, and solid fuels, but
none are issued. Quotas on cigars, jute cloth, ruin, motion picture and TV films.
GP: While no procedures have been p~ublishled, purchasing departments when
intending to place orders abroad try to find out whether the products can be
obtained onl competitive terms within the Commonwvealth. Some administrative
measure of preference Is given to firms in development districts. Preference is
also specifically given to computers of U.K. manufacture. EFTA members have
equal opportunity with domestic firms under Article 14 of the Stockholm Convention. British Admiralty requires that lumber for which tenders are invited
must originate In British Columbia. OR: Tripartite accord on electronic equipmnent (see description under OR for France).
Upper Volta. QR: License required for all goods outside Franc Zone. EEC
goods get preferential treatment. Used clothing embargoed. V&T: All imports
subject to 5-20%~ fiscal tax; temporary development tax of 10% on c.i.f.; statistical tax of 1%1 c.i.f. ; contractural tax of 2.25-25%1o; temporary maintenance tax
of 1.5%; compensatory tax of 301. OR: Medicaments not appearing In French
Codex or authorized by Central Pharmaceutical Service prohibited.
Uruguay. QR: Prior deposits of from 150-400% on private Imports exceeding
a given percent (averaging 80%1) of past levels. Three-year financing required
for most capital goods. V&T: Non-essential goods subject to surcharges of 10300%; global customs charge of 18%. All Imports pay: a port handling fee of
$.025 per 100 kilograms of gross weight or $.33 per 100 pesos of valuation; consular invoice charge of 12%1 c.i.f.; arbitrary customs valuation established for
80% of tariff items.
Yugoslavia. QR: All Imports subject either to commodity or exchange quotas,
licensing. or exchange control. OR: Commitments to buy from certain supplying
countries. End-users of raw materials and semii-mnanufacturers used In the shipbu 'ilding, electric, textile and food industries given foreign exchange for import
of these products in fixed ratio to exports.
The issue of nontari ff barriers cuts both ways. Foreign officials and( exporters
lso comlplainl about U.S. Governmiient regulations and] adlministrat ive prJactices
which allegedly restrict trade. The most commonly mentioned of these alleged
measures are set forth below.
ALLEGED U.S. NONTARIFF BARRIERS
Quantitative Restrictions : Presidential authority to impose quotas or fees onl
Imports of agricultural commodities. Such restrictions are now in effect onl wheat
and wheat flour, cotton, peanuts, and several dairy products.
Presidential authority to limit any Imports for national security reasons, currently applied only to petroleum shipments.
Sugar quota which reserves 65%1 of the national market to domestic producers.
Meat Imnport Act's prov-ision for automatic import controls once a certain level
(not yet reached) is attained.
]Restrictions onl firearms imports which are allegedly more stringcnit than
regulations onl interstate shipments or mnalil order sales.
A tariff rate quota onl brooms, whereby all imports in excess of a stipulated
number are assessed at higher rates of duty.
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Ban onl purchase of foreign-built containers by U.S. flag vessels If vessel's
operations are governed by an operating differential subsidy contract.
Provision that vessels engaged] in U.S. coastal trade must be U.S.-bulilt and
U.S.-mianned.
Under a provision of the Long-Termn Cotton Textile Agreement, the United
States controls imports of cotton textiles under separate bilateral agreements
with 24 countries which account for more than 80%l of U.S. cotton textile imports.
Imports of ermine, fox, kolinsky, marten, mink, muskrat and( weasel furskims
produced Ii the U SSR or Mainland China are banned.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 prohibits uraniumn enrichment servicing for
nuclear materials of foreign origin intended for use in a facility within or under
the jurisdiction of the United States.
Valuation Practices: U.S. system of Customs valuation provides nine different
methods of establishing the value of articles, the two most frequently used of
which employ f.o.b. values. Other countries contend that complexity of U.S. valuation provisions is Ii itself a barrier to trade, and some have proposed adoption
of the Brussels definition of value, which is the landed (c.i.f.) value.
The American Selling Price System, whereby Imported benzenoid chiemicals",
some rubber footwear, clams and certain wool knit gloves have duties assessed
onl the value of competing U.S. products rather than the value of the Imported
article.
Valuation of certain p~rodlucts on 01(1 system of appraisemlent rather than the
method established in the Customs Slimplification Act of 1956.
Other Customs and Administrative Entry Procedures: Special Customs Invoice
used to report entries valued at more than $500 requests some data which
foreign suppliers consider unnecessary and burdensome.
Tariff 'Schedules of the United States vary from the Brussels Tariff Nomuenclature, which is used lby more than 100 countries, including all our major
trading partners except Canada. Among other things,, foreigners say that TSUS
classifies items so that many parts are no longer listed with the product to which
they belong.
Special Dumping duties may be imposed] under Antidumping Act of 1921,
which by law takes precedence over International Dumping Code, to which the
United States adheres, in case of conflict.
U.S. Countervailing Duty practice provides for no injury requirement, which
is called for by GATT.
Certificates of origin are reqluiredI for importation of commodities into the
United States when goods of Comm)Inunist Chinese, North Korean or~ North Vlietnamnese origin may be involved.
U.S. practice does not fully conform to the provisions of the interniational1
convention to facilitate imports of samples. The convention limits deposits on
samples to the amount of Import duties plus 10%/, whereas the U.S. requires
,a deposit of double the estimated duties. (1U.S. rules are being revised to bring
them into line with the convention.)
Government Procurement Policy: Buy American Act of 1933 requires Federal
Government to buy only domestic materials unless (a) they are not available,
(b) their purchase would not be in the public interest, or (e) the cost would
lie unreasonable. Unreasonable is (defined as more than 601o igh-er than the
foreign bid. Another 6% is added if the material will be produced Ii a depressed
area or by a "small business." The Defense Department currently applies a 50%/,
differential due to balance-of-paymients problems.
The Department of Defense cannot buy any article of food, clothing, cotton,
wool, silk or spun s;Ilk yarn. for cartridge cloth, or synthetic and coated synthetic materials which has not b~eeni producedl i the IUited States.
Safety Standards: Regulations affecting motor vehicles, boilers and pressure
vessels, steel processes, plumbing, heating, lumber, firefighting and electrical
equipment, and Coast Guard inspection of safety equipment have all been subject
to complaint.
The Flammable Fabrics Act authorized the Federal Trade Commission to test
merchandise believed to be in violation of established requirements. (This law
applies equally to both domestic and imported products.)
Health Standards: Certain provisions of the Quarantine and Food and Drug
Law, the Wholesome Mleat Act and the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act
have been viewed as trade barriers by foreign supl~pier.
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Other Standards: Fair Packaging and Labeling Act of 10663 prescribes the
manner in which certain consumer commodities aire to be packaged and labeled.
(This law also applies equally to dlomnestic and imported products).
The namne of the country of origin must be marked In a conspicuous place on
all imports coming into this country. Exceptions are lpermfittedI, but In such cases
the container muiist. be marked.
Other Non-tariff Practices: Escape Clause actions allow the President to increase duties or otherwise restrict Imports of items found to be Injuring or
threatening to injure a domestic industry.
Imports of bottled (distilled spirits tire assessed as though they were 10) pr1oof,
so that in effect a bottle of 86 proof Scotch is assessed for an additional 14 p~roof.
Legislation preventt; the entry into the United States of more than 1,500)copies
of any English-language book authored by a U.S. citizen. It is not applicable to
books authored by-snationals of countries adhering to the Universal Copyright
Convention.
All subsidized ship construction must be done in U.S. shipyards, .9nd equipmaent
p~urchasedl must lbe of U.S. origin.
Corporations that conduct Pll of their business in the Western Hemisphere andl
(derive 95%l of their gross income from outside the United States are eligible for
certain tax rebates.
Post exchanges at earned forces bases overseas mnay enter duty-free into host
countries any goods, regardless of country of origin, and sell theimi taix-free to
authorized customers.
The President immay exclude goods imported through unfair acts, when the effect
of the acts is to destroy or substantially injure ain industry, prevent cstablilimient of an Industry, or restrain or monopolize trade in the IUn7ilted States. This
authority has been invoked once, against limports; of Furazolildone.
The Internal Revenue Service classifies sparkling cider ais at sparkling- wine.
The law sets 0.277 grains of CO2 per 100 milliliters as the upper iuit for still
wines and sparkling cider generally has more than 0.4 grains Of CO 1)(V 100
milliliters. (Once again, this law applies with equal force to foreign and domestic
products).
The above list, among other things, does not include foreignu assets coat rol
regulations, wichel apply to U.S. trade with Communist China, North Koreai, North
Vrietnamn and Cuba ; voluntary export controls imnposedl by foreign-i governments to
avoid disruption of the U.S. market ; state and] local government ineasures, and
private practices.

Senator RIMncoFPi. Now, onle of the problems we are going to haveyc,

and I am

very curious

about this, here the Vietnam War is ogoiina to

come to a. close some day, I agree that the President is trying to do
his best and we are trying to wiiid clown the Vietnamn War. Now, when
you wind clown the Vietnam War there are going to be gr~ave economic
problems in all of Southeast Asia, South Vietnam, TJhailand, Cambodia, and Laos, the whole area. I-ow are we going to work ouit ain arrangement with these countries to get them back on their economic
feet.again? What should the policy _be in the country again of these
countries, developing countries, in Southeast Asia?
Secretary STANS. I do not believe, M~r. Chairman, that, other than
what has appeared in the President's Report on the State of the World,
as it is called, there is any specific publication in this respect but I believe that subject is covered there.
I would hope that whatever efforts are made are in terms of helping
these countries to develop free enterprise type economies with private
investment, and I believe that might very well include some investments f rom the United States.
Senator RiBmcorrF. You are going to get into the same problem we
have now. 'We helped build up Japan and Japan now sends merchian-
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dise that is in competition with us, then it goes to Korea, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong, are you not going to have these other problems in these
,Southeast Asian countries -that you now have. They will go into these
items seeking the one big market in the world and that is the United
States. These are some of the dilemmas, it is the complication of these
problems.
Secretary STANS. I could not agree with you more. Trade is a two-way proposition and if we are going to sell to those countries goods of
the higher technology, road-building equipment, and airplanes and
con-lputers and chemicals and so forth, you have to buy some things
from them, and so long as wve maintain our technological advantage
we should be able to deal with those countries as their economies grow
and sell them more and more of our goods, and that would be beneficial in both respects. But I agree with you that it fits into the overall
question of our policy with respect to the multinational corporation
and particularly our policy with respect to trade problems in all of
the countries.
Senator RIBICOFF. You say ours is the most open market in the world,
and I have the impression that about 20 percent of our impgorts are
under quota, voluntary or legislated. Do you have a comprale figure
for each of the other industrial countries of what is under quota, could
you get it for us to see?
Secretary STANs. Mr. Chairman, we will take a look and see what
statistics and data we have on that. The 20 percent, of course, in the
United States is influenced very heavily by some restrictions onl agricul tural products, and by the quota on oil. Beyond that there is not so
much, but we will break down our figures for you and we will also see
what wve can get with respect to other countries.
(The following was subsequently supplied for the record:)
U.S. IMPORTS OF COMMODITIES SUBJECT TO QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS
Imports of the commodities listed below are subject to several types of quantitative restrictions which have been established for various reasons. While lImport data are provided for each of these commodities, it should be noted that
the Volume of imports is not a reliable measure of the extent or force of a quota's
restri otive effect. A heavy import volume does not necessarily indicate a highly
restrictive quota, since in most cases, the tighter the import restriction, the
smaller the volume of imports. Conversely, a large import volume could indicate
a relatively mild trade restriction. The most meaningful measure of the restrictiveness of a quota is how much more of a commodity would have been ituporteit
iii the absence of a quota. However, that is a figure extremely difficult to quantify.
It should also be noted that U.S. quotas generally are less restrictive than
those of some other countries. U.S. quotas usually consist of a ceiling based on
the level of imports occurring during a recent period, plus a growth factor so that
the net effect is not to reduce the existing volume of imports, but to limit their
expansion to some proportional share of U.S. market growth. However, in %ome
countries, the quotas can be tantamount to an embargo on imports. There are no
published ceilings and Importers are required to obtain a license to import, with
no assurance one will be issued.
There are no reliable data available on the value of imports of commodities
subject to quotas in other countries. However, for those countries whose quotas
aire more restrictive than those of the United States, the relative value of their
Imports likely would be smaller than those of the U.S.
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[in millions of dollars]
1969
1. Brooms made of broomcorn (tariff quot3)------------- ----------------------1.2
2. Buttons (from Philppines) (duty-free quota)--------------------------------,
3. Cotton textiles (ln emareet absolute quota)------------------------41 .01)
4. Hard fibre (leaf) cordage (from Philippines) (absolute quota) ---------------------1.0
5. Petroleum and petroleum products (absolt equota)-------------------------2,552.0
6. Steel (voluntary restraints) (absolute quota)-------------------------------1,742.3
7. Watches and watch movements (f rom U.S. insular possessions) (duty-free quota)--1(25. 5)
8. Cattle, weighing less than 200 pounds, or 700 pounds or more each (tariff quota) ---19.6
9. Coffee, green and soluble (International coffee agreement) (absolute quota) ----935.6
10.Coconut oil (from Philippines) (tariff quota) -------------------------------'1(21.7)
11.Cotton, raw and wastes: (absolute quota)-----------------------------------9.0
12.Dairy products (both tariff and absolute quotas)---------------------34. 7
84. 7
13. Fish (certain cod, haddock, hake, pollack, cusk, rosefish and tuna) (tariff-qquota)i_
14. Meat (voluntary restraints) (absolute quota) -------------------------------496.0
.1
15. Peanuts (abolute quota)------------------------------------------------6.9
16. Potatoes, white or Irish (tariff quota) -------------------------------------630.0
17. Sugar and sugar products (absolute quota) --------------------------------18. Tobacco and tobacco products (from Philippines) (tariff quota)-------------------1I(1.' 1)
19. Wheat and milled products (absolute quota) --------------------------------1.4

1970
1.3
401:
4 1'
0
1.1
2,6.
1 967.0
1(25.6)
20.4
1,206.9
1(21.7)
7.8
49. 5
108. 8
581.4
.1
5.3
720.0
1(1.0)
.8

Total U.S. imports under quota --------------------------------------Total U.S. imports-------------------------------------------------

6,927.5
35, 870.4

7,837.4
39, 767. 7

Imports under quota as a percentage of total imports -----------------------------

19. 3

19.7

1Not included in totals because these duty-free quotas constitute trade concessions rather than trade restrictions.
Source: Data derived from official statistics of the U.S. Departments of Commerce and Agriculture.

Senator RIBICOFF. As Secretary of Commerce, do you see a way of
,controlling or using constructively that $50 billion Eurodollar miarket? What do we do?2 Of course, it is not all our own now. It is owned
by nationals of other countries; how do we use it for the benefit of the
world economy as well as the United States?
Secretary STANS. Well, Mr. Chairman, the simplest answer I could
giv~e to that is that we have to conduct our affairs in such a way as to
earn them back. If we can build our trade balance and improve our
balance of payments we can earn those dollars back. If we can induce
,other countries to invest in businesses and plants in the United States
we will get some of those dollars back. But we cannot just command
then back, and I think what has happened in the accumulation of that
'large Sumi of money over a considerable number of years just cannot be
reversed in a very short period of time.
Senator RTBICOFF. Well, now, where do we start? I mean, the figures
given-yesterday indicating the fantastically tragic figure of $5 billion
deficit in the first quarter-where do we work this out? You have got
the import purchases-you are not going to cut off imiports-and we
kniow no matter what we say if you cut off imports you are going to
have a trade war and you are going to sell less. When we get less in
we are going to sell less; they are going to retaliate if we do not work
this out mutu1ally.
Secretary STANS. I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that none of us would
consider that first quarter figure representative of a trend for the rest
of the year. I think it had abnormal circumstances in it. I am not in
position to detail all of them. I do not think we know yet, but the
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short-term movements of money affected that very considerably, and
I would hope that our basic balance-of-payments position will slowly
and gradually improve this year as compared with last year.
Senator Ricoi'F. Well, so you have got the problem of exportsimports; you have the military expenditures of $4.8 billion. Senator
Mansfield is trying to save something; the administration is dead set
against it. So unless there are some hard negotiations there is not
much to work out there. You wind down the Vietnam war; you have
the NATO countries making larger contributions; you have got a
$4.8 billion drain on- military account. Dividends and interest on foreign investments by citizens of the United States-you cannot, (d0much
about that because we have the advantage, there, we havre got mnore coibalance
in there. That is probably one of the saving graces in our
ing
Of payments-our investments abroad.
Now, the United States tourism abroad, I see that tourists coming to
the United States spent $2.3 billion last year against our $3.9 billion
and it seems that could be an improvement. We have more foreigmei's
traveling here and spending money here than we have had in the past.
So, you have a small item there. Foreign economic aid-they say that
is mostly tied to U.S. products. I do not know where you are going to
get the miracle to get some of that $50 billion back.
Secretary STANS. Mr. Chairman, I ami convinced that outside of what
may be done by reducing our military expenditures, by ending the Vietnam war and so on, that the real answer is in our trade position, and
we have gyot to remove our own barriers.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Now you see this is-you are now coming to the
great dilemma. The great dilemma you have got here, and this is one
of the reasons for these hearings, for education for the committee, education for Congress, education for the country. You were here when
President Meany of the AFL-CIO testified. He received almost unaniimous plaudits from the members of this committee that he was hitting
the nail right on the head. This is the answer; you cannot move jobs.
But it becomes very obvious the more restrictive you become of imp~orts the more restrictive other countries will be against you.
They are not just going to sit back and let you export to them any more
if you. do not import from them. I mean, trade is a two-way street.
No'w, how do you get more trade? Mr. Meany was inconsistent. Now,
he is against expanding business with those Communists; he did not
But you have got this $16.6 billion of two-way trade
that way.
say itEastern
with
Europe. I think they would be very anxious-my understanding is-to get the high-quality American technical facilities
that you point out is the one source of comfort to us. While Europe
needs our technology intensive products, I think the whole world does
and there is a great opportunity. But if we keep, spending money for
NATO to protect the Europeans against the Eastern Europeans, and
we do not do business with them, and Western Europe, whom we pirotect, does do business with them, we are really proverbially cutting off
our nose, to spite our face. So, I am trying to fid out where do we have
an overall economic policy that takes all these factors into account to
start reversing the 20-year drain that has happened that puts us in
sort of a $48 to $49 billion negative balance of payments over this
period of 20 years.
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Secretary STANS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am sure you would agree
that this is not something that has happened in 1 year or 2 years. This
is something that has been building up, over a period of time.
Senator IRIBICOFF. That is right.
Secretar STNS. Aie are trying to now recogniize more seriously
than ever before the fact that the situation has attained dimensions
which could be classified as almost critical. We have got to do imore
to improve ouir balance of payments, andl to improve our balance of
trade. This is why the President appointed the Williams Commission.
They have been at it for over a year to analyze all aspects of this. And
there are representatives of Ilbor, business, and thie public and Governmnent onl that Commission. I ami hoping that their report, wNill be
very effective and(valuable.
Second, as you know, the ]resident a, few mouthis ago appointed,
created, the Couincil onl Econom-ic International Policy, and( a considlerable number of studies have, been putt under~way there to analyze
various aspects of this.
The D~epartment of Commnerce, before I got there and since I got
there, has made a large number of studies of this type anid has had
input, into Government councils and conside rat ion.
I think the answer is the very simple one inl Government as well as
in. our private lives-that wve frequently fail to (teal with problenis
until they become very serious. Nowv this one is very serious, and as
evidencedl by the fact that your subcommittee has been created and all
these other'things have been happening. WVe are now inl a position
where wve can organize national policies better than they have been
before in the executive branch and in the legislative branch and deal
wvithi them.
Senator RIBCOFF. IDo you think there is at definite role for Congress
in this whole economic international field?
Secretary STANS. Oh, of course. I amn sure the, administration would
wvelcomie the advice and counsel of the Congress onl any of these matters and in many cases we are going to need legislation, for certainly
it is imperative that the Cong~ress understands the situation aiid have
the same data that we have.
Senator RUIiiCOiF. I me1(an, juist this one comment because I want, to
pass this onl to the other members. I think what. has bothered so many
of us in the past-not so much in this administration, but I imagine,
so far we are going down the saine road-is that administration a fter
administration have taken actions in the trade field which have basically usurped thle role of Congress, and have been very cavalier in recogniz2,ing the basic constitutional role that Congress has to play. The
formulation of executive agreements that have avoided coining to the
Congress for confirmation, the failure to take into account congressional restrictions, and asking to be bailed out in many s9ituations
where the executive got himself involved without coining to Congress,
looking for legislation or consultation.
Senator Hansen?
Senator H-ANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Stans, I want to compliment you on your impression.I
have not yet had ain opportunity to read your prepared statement. I
certainly will do that. I would like to ask: Is not, agriculture a pro-
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tecteci industry in the United States as well as abroad, yet is it not
true that American agr~icultur~e is highly efficient?

Secretary

STANS. Well,

without (oubt American agriculture is the

most efficient in the world.
Senator HANSE N. Would it be fair to imply, or would it be fair then
to infer that protectionism per se does not always lead to inefficiency?*
Secretary STANS. I would agree with you on that, certainly.
Senator HANSEN. There appear to be too many agencies responsible
for foreign trade matters. Trreasury deals with export tax incentives,
and with laws governing unfair foreign trade practices like anticlumpThe Commerce Department handles export promotion. The State
ing.
Department seems to be concentrating in such areas as tariff preferences for less developed countries and east-west trade. The special
trade representative was set up to negotiate with foreign governments
but since the Kennedy Round this function seems to have-all but come
to ain end or to be handled directly out of the White House. Now, we
have the President's International Economic Council, which is sup
to coordinate our overall foreign policies. But it appears to be
EFosed
heavily staffed by the State Department. How does the President's
reorganization plan streamline this crazy quilt government organization dealing with foreign trade matters, and how should it, in your
opinion?
Secretary STANs. Well, I think your remarks are a pretty good endorsement of the reasons for the President's reorganization plan. It
would create a Department of Economic Affairs and one of the fundamental responsibilities of that Department would be policy and
action in the field of international trade.
The fact that these responsibilities now are in different departments
does not mean that the Government does not function but it does mean
that it does f u nation in a more clumsy, way and it takes a longer time
to get things (lone. It means that work has to be done with coordinating committees of the various departments in order to get consideration and develop policies, and many times decisions have to go to there
President on matters which the President should not have to deal
with.
Under the Department of Economic Affairs, I think we can simplify
very considerably the problem, although we will not eliminate it entirely because Treasury still will have responsibilities in international
finance, and State certainly is going to have responsibilities in international diplomacy. And all this haqs a bearing, but the reorganization
will help a .areat deal.

Senator

HANSEN.

I agree with that.

Is there a limit to the amount of U.S. productive capacity that we
can export, in your judgment?
Secretary STANs. Well, I really would not know quite how to answer
that. I certainly think there is such a limit, but it is at long way from
where we are. We could export a very large part of our goods. There
is a risk in so doing as some of the smaller countries find when they
have 50 percent of their economy depending on exports. But. certainly.
we could double, triple, or increase our exports in multiples like that
without any difficulty.

Senator

HTA N SEN. I probably

did not state my question very well,

Mr. Secretary. I did not mean to speak of export production but rather
of export of U.S. productive capacity, I am saying, I think earlier
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today there were references made to different factories that had been
purchased in this country, and I think one shoe manufacturer closed
a plant down immediately. Hle took all of the machinery including
everything, including the technology and know-how that went with it
and moved it abroad to take advantage, in his words, of lower wage
scales that existed in the country to which hie moved his plant. That is
the sort of productive capacity of which I speak.
MY question is, in your judgment, with reference to the activities
of somne multinational corporations, I would say again is there a limit
to the amount of U.S. productive capacity that we can export without
endangering our own economy here, and our standards of living and
our ability to continue as an industrial nation?
Secretary STANS. I would expect that there is such a limit. I do not
know where it is and I am not sure whether we are close to it. WXe will
know a lot more about it when we get the results of this study of
multinational corporations that we now have underway in Commerce
and we should know considerably more about how they react on the
American economy by the end of the year.
Senator HANSEN. Well, I was interested in and impressed, I might
add, by your response to a question asked by the chairman of this subcommittee. He, I think, said essentially 'how should we use these 50
billion Eurodollars, and I think someone observed, perhaps it was
you, that in the first p lace, they are not ours and I think it needs underscoring. We can talk about what we are going to do with them but
unless they care in our pockets and not in foreign countries' pockets,
I do not think we are going to have very much to say about what we,
are going to do with them and you responded as I recall, that you
thought we should find ways of trying to earn them back.
Secretary STANs. Well, I did not mean to im-rply we should try to
earn the entire $50 billion back. We can amid should earn some Of it
back but the dollars overseas are part of the official reserves in foreign
countries. They are part of the monetary system of the world. They are
at work and in that sense there is nothing wrong with their existing
in Europe. The real problem that does exist, I think, is in our balance
of payments, and the question of whether we are going to increase that
overseas supply of dollars at the rate of four or $5 billion a year.
Senator HANSEN. Do you mean to imply by your response that their
presence over there really does not pose a problem for us or for our
European friends either?

Secretary

STANS. Well,

they can at times.

Senator -l'ANSEN. Have they in the last week or so?
Secretary STANS. I do not think we know enough about the circumstances of the last week or two to be sure, but I would like to add one
item of' information on tat. There have been some inferences that
American companies, multinational corporations, have been shifting
money into Germany and causing some of the problems that arose the
last few weeks. We have made a partial study of that with approximately 20 American corporations and find -that there is no evidence
of that type of circumstance. I think the answer is to be found elsewhere.
Senator HANSEN. An instance where multinational corporations have
exacerbated the problem, you mean.
Secretary STANS. Yes, sir, I think we have to find the answer elsewhere. I think it is in the payments, the large payments, that were
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made to the oil producing countries in the firs'. quarter, perhaps it is
otfind any evidence that the miultiin
cicumtanesbutwedo
the
national corporation shifted money and contributed to that problem.
Senator HANSEN. When you spoke earlier I thought you were infernot as much of a problem as some people may think. You
ring ititwas
has been a problem in the mind of the Germans, the French
think
and the Netherlanclers?
Secretary STANS. Yes, sir, it has been, and the problem is not the
existence of the dollars but the movement of them for speculative
purposes primarily.

Senator

H-ANSENx.

And

their mnerical presence, might I add, would

that be a meaningful thing? Maybe a few dollars would be all right
but 50 billion seems to have been of some concern at least, if I read the
papers correctly, to our European friends.
Secretary STANS. I ani going to defer to George Shultz and some of
the economists on that point. It is getting a little bit out of my field.
Senator HANSEN. During the late 1960's an interagency committee
made a new survey on job production of firms with foreign investmnents. Do you happen to know what happened to that study?
Secretary STANs. No, I do not.
Senator HANSEN. I assume that there may be some valuable infor'mation in it. I would like to believe that there is. May I ask if you have
the opportunity, would you try to accelerate the release of the report
in order that we could have the findings and conclusions if it can be
reached by the study committee with regard to these issues?
Secretary STANS. We will. try to find it. Can you identify it more
than that?
Senator H-ANSEN. Let me respond to you in writing, Mr. Secretary,
and I will try to be inore specific in the study as to which I have
referred.
Secretary STANs. Fine.
Senator HANSEN. I want to say that I was pleased to have the privi-

lege of hearing your testimony. I think you have been very much a
realist, and I compliment you on your testimony.

Secretary

STANs.

Thank you.

Senator IHANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Pursuiant to the above discussion the following exchange of letters
took placee)
MAY 25, 1971.

Hon. M.NAURICE 1. STANS,
Secretary, Department of Contmerce,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Pursuing the questions I asked you (luring the hearing
before the Subcommitee on International Trade on Tuesday, May 18, let me
more fully describe the report about which I Inquired.
I amn advised that in 1967, a new census of U.S. firms with foreign affiliates
was taken. Information on 1966 was provided for employment, earnings and sales
of those, separated by company and country; and such information has never
been released.
I am further advised that the Office of Business Eiconomics has such information In addition to information on financial flows. While I am told the survey is
not complete, It would be better than nothing. And nothing Is available at this
stage for employment, at least, in other countries.
The public is not allowed to get Information of this sort by company name,
because it would obviously Interfere with the company's private competitive
Interests. But surveys of this sort are the basis of public reporting by industry;
and government, business and labor need the results of such surveys.
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Finally, it Is reported to me that the Departments of Labor and Commerce,
and the Bureau of Budget, were involved In this study.
I hope this will help you Identify the study we discussed.
Sincerely,
CLIFFORD P. HANSEN.
THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C., June 8, 1971.
Hon. CLIFFORD P. HANSEN,
U. S. Smiate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CLIFF: In response to your question raised In the May 18 hearings and
in your letter of May 25, the survey you have In mind Is the 1966 Survey of American Business Investments In Foreign Countries, which was conducted by the
Office of Business Economics in the Department of Commerce. The first phase
of this study, on the balance of payments transactions of U.S. firms with foreign
affiliates, has been completed and is now being printed. We expect to have the
report available in a matter of days and will send you one as soon as we receive
our copies.
Information on employment, sales, and on the financial statements of the foreign enterprises is Included in phase two of the study. These data have required
extensive review to make sure that each report is consistent, bo0th internally land
with the requirements of the survey. The necessity to review over 25,000 complicated forms has, unfortunately, resulted In long delays in publication of the
survey reports. However, preparation of phase two data for petroleum companies
Is In the finai stages, and we expect to send the report to the printer by October
197),. Publications on manufacturing and other Industries will follow. All the
results should be published by mid-year 1972. We will send you a copy of each
report as soon as it is available.
Sincerely,
(S)
MAURY,
omre
Sceayo
Senator RTBICOFF Senator Long.
Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask you first, if you

agree with the conclusion of our staff in this little document-and
I would like to ask that we place it in the-record at the end of the day's
hearings-that the GATT is outmoded as a basis for fair trade
today.* Do you concur with that judgment?
Secretary STANS. I am not sure T would go quite that far. T think
we need to review the entire GATT relationships to see whether the
GATT agreement is uip to date.
Senator LONG. The GATT has never been approved by Congress. It
was anl executive agreement that was made at a, time when the other
nations were wvar-torn and not competitive with us. We ait that time
were initiating a major foreign aid program to help those people
because of their disastrous economic situations. Since that time they
have grown to be very strong trading partners and in many instances
they can produce and sell cheaper than we can. We have very dr-astica lly changed circumstances.
Secretary STANS. I would agree with that; yes.
Senator LO-NG. So, it would be appropriate. for us to at least renegotiate at least some provisions in the GATT considering the way they
are being construed today?
Secretary STANS. Well, I tinik that is right. I am not quite sure
that we are wholly ready for that negotiation until we have a plan, a
plan to determine just what it is we wish to accomplish in that negotiation. I have expressed concern before in public about the mannler im
which border tax adjustments are permitted under the GATT. T tinkII
we are being disadvantaged considerably by that provision and it is
quite evident that the other countries in the GATT are not willing
*The~ docunent, "Staff Antlysis of Issues Raised by the General Agreement on Tariff."
and Trades," apmpears as appendix FIVY.(
I
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to allow us to modify our treatment of taxes under the GATT
a ;xre ement.
Now, I think that is one example of the kind of thing that we need
to determine a position on, and see whether we should initiate negotiations fora, revision of the GATT.
Senator LONG. Well, just to give you one example-we tax on one
basis and they tax on another. So we have an agreement here which
has been construed to mean they can rebate their taxes as a,subsidy to
their exports and we cannot rebate our income taxes, which are'the
principal tax that we are paying. They-a imps odrtxs
u
we cannot. Now if you wanted to have a fair agfrreement it could say,
for example, that we could breaks down our income tax into comnponents. If a company pays a, million dollars in income taxes and
produced a, million items and exported 100,000 items that he could
receive $1 in subsidy for every unit that was exported. JTust as in their
case they have an excise tax on their -products and they rebate the
excise tax they make on the product. That would be a, fair method
for negotiating at the beginning, would it not?
Secretary STANS. Certainly, it would be a proper subject of analysis.
Senator LONG. It seems to me to be fair when they tax on one basis
and we tax on another. We will rebate our taxes on ain equitable basis
on exports. If you want to rebate your taxes, that is fair, is it not?
Secretary STANs. In principle, certainly.
Se'n ator LONG. That is right, it is just, and frankly, my guess is
that this is something -you can get in at tariff negotiation if you want
to make an effort but that is something you would know more about
tlan I do. You certainly have better credentials than I do on this
subject.,
Secretary STANS. Well, we have had some discussions on rebating
of taxes on the border tax system and they have not been very fruitful. But I want to add this point, that I amn not here condemning the
GATT agreement 'as such. I think the biggest problem is not the agreement itself as much as the way the various countries interpret it and
operate under it. I think some of the other countries, the Common
Market and others, interpret it much more liberally in their favor
than we do.
Senator LONG. Right.
Mr. Secretary, I suppose we ought to get to this thing which does
upset me. I would like to insert, in addition to the staff analysis on
GATT, the Special Trade Representative's opening statement on
border taxes before an OECD group on April 30, 1968.*
Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
Mr. Secretary, what I have been hearing for years is that since
we have a favorable balance of trade, our policy is good and we must
do more of what we are doing in the trade area-expand this operation because it is only by doing this that we can afford to defend
countries allI around the world. We have a foreign aid program to give
awy wheat and do various and sundry things to help those who are
less *fortunate than we are and less able to defend themselves. That
sounded all right to me until we had a, hearing one day on a resolution by Senator Everett Dirksen, who was the Republican leader of the
Senate. He insisted there be a change in the way these figures were
*Appendix G, p. 1003.
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kept. I came there under the impression we had a f avorable, balance
of trade and after I heard the witnesses for both sides I was convinced
we~ did not have a f avorable balance of trade and that I had been
misled.
Just looking over the last 11 years from 1960 through 1970, according to our offic ial figures we haa a profit of $45 billion. Now, if we had
that much profit we could have afforded to give away $45 billion because we really were not in bad shape in 1960 when these figures
commenced.
But now, I discover that those figures leave out things that ought
to be in there and put in things that do not belong in there. For example, to cite an example I gave you, you buy an automobile from
Japan-that goes down based on what that automobile is worth at the
Japanese factory when it comes off the assembly line or at the port
of exportation. But that is not what we paid for this automobile. We
l1y9 in addition to that the cost of hauling that over to the United
States and putting it on our docks. We paid for the Japanese ship,
plus the Japanese labor, so you can add roughly about 17' percent in
the case of Japan to whatever that f.o.b. import figure was and when
you add that in your big profit reduces itself to practically nothing.
iFor example, here is an article that was printed in one of our newspapers on April 25.* It said that if you take this matter into account
this big trade surplus that we boast of would just about disappear. It
would just barely miss a deficit last year when we had these good news
announcements, saying we had a profit of $2,V00 million. Then furthermore, that figure includes all that wheat we gave away to India that
year. We do not expect to get anything back for that. I look down this
column of foreign aid, and we-let me just see what it adds u to.
That column totals up over the same period 1960 to 1970, $24.8 bil~iion.
There were roughly $25 billion of good news as though -1e were being
paid for things we gave away.
Now, I was informed in the course of these hearings it looks like we
actually did get $1.5 billion out of that. If that is what we got I would
be perfectly content to put the $1.5 billion in. But not the $24.8 billion,
because that was not going to be paid for.
You are a good businessman, and you have the credentials of a very
goodl banker. I do not think that you as a banker, would put down
there that you made money when you m-ade a contribution to charity.
,Secretary STANS. Well, Senator, I think we understand each other
fairly well on this. I would like to make some comments about it.
I (10 not really believe that this is a question of right or wrong. I
think there are different wN,, ys of showing the figures, and obviously,
there are people who will argue the point of view that you have ex-pressed. The Congressional. Record on May 11 contains information
as to just how we are arguing this, and the issue is not closed. I am
still discussing it with George Shultz, with the objective of trying to
find a way to accommodate your purposes as well as to carry on the
traditional way of reporting.
There is no fraud in the method that is now used because the fig,ures that do not appear in the computation appears somewhere else in
the balance of payments figures. We do show a figure for the cost of
ocean freight and insurance and so forth when we pay it to other
countries in the balance-of-paymnents, and the so-called GOovernment*P. 3o of tis hearing.
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financed exports appear in the capital account in the balance of
payments.
Now, my feeling is that the method of approach that you use is a
useful one, and if it results in focusing attention on the fact that we
have got to do nore to build our balance of trade, then I think it is a
very desirable result.
As to the objections of the Government's Committee on Foreign
Trade Statistics, I think George Shultz intends to give those reasons
when hie appears before this committee, and hopefully out of all of
this discussion we can find a course of action that will satisfy
everybody.
Senator HANSEN. Would the Senator yield at that point?
Senator LONG. Yes, I yield.
Senator AN N.I would just like to point out that on December 17
there was a memorandum sent to the Honorable George 1P. Shultz,
Director, Office of M~hanagemnent andl Budget, by the Secretary of
Commerce, the subject of which was reporting mnerchanidise exporting
and importing data, (and I would like to read, if I may, from that
memorandum:
In response to a request from the Senate Finance Committee, I am hereby
proposing that the Department of Commerce report monthly on annual merchandise export and Import totals on a new basis as well as continuing the present
basis of reporting. The new series to be reported are total commercial exports
and total c~if. importss*

And I want to say that I compliment the Secretary, and I deplore the
fact, along with you, Mir. Chairman, that it seems impossible as yet to
get these facts brought out in a manner that, will be more realistic and
more truthful, more honest.
Thank you for yielding.
Senator LONG. I thank the Senator.
Mr. Secret ary, it just makes a great deal of difference. I have been
reading all these good news statements, and all these proposals that
we must expand our trade because we are making a big profit in this
field, and that is the only way. we can afford this military and foreign
aid program that we are carrying on around the world.
Now, when I look at the last 12 years to which I referred Mr. Meany
a few minutes ago, I find that where we officially reported that we
made more than $12 billion; as a practical matter we lost about $14
billion. In fact, it comes nearer $15 billion. We did not miake money,
we lost money. Frankly, it sort of reminds me of that story -about the
fellow who is walking down the street-if I might just depart for at
second-his friend said, "Congratulations. I heard that your daughter
made a $100,000 on the stock market." He said,. "Ilrell, that is substantially correct." "What do you mean?" hie said. "Well," replied the
friend, "it was not a $100,000, it was a $100. It was not my daughter, it
was my son. It was not the stock marker, it was a crap game. He did
not make the money, hie lost the money."
[Laughter.]
Senator LONG. Now, that is about, the picture of our trade situation.
It is not just your administration that has published these misleading
statistics but i1ts predecessors as well. I thought that your administration was committed to correct this mess.
*Thie entire memiora ad in

referred to a ppean

ott pp. 34-15) of this hearing.
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Here is a quote from the Republican party platform the statement:
The basis for determining the value of imports and exports must be modified
to reflect the true dollar volume.

That sounded to me like Everett Dirksen participating in that Repuiblican Platform Committee and it sounds like Richard Nixon runiin on my trade platform rather than Hubert Humphrey.
Then I discussed it with you and my impression was that you agreed
with this. Then I read this article by a rather sophisticated writer obviously, from the way he wrote this story, Mr. Richard Lawrence, and
he said that you -wanted to correct this misleading presentation, but
that you were being *urged not to do so because to do so might be helpful to the protectionists. I would like to ask you, is that correct or not?
Secretary STANS. I do not think that is part of the reasoning. If it is
it has not been expressed to me, Senator.
Senator LONa. It would seem to me if we have a bad situation and we
w"-ant to get it straightened out the first think we had better do is get
our facts straight. If we do not know what we are trying to do, and we
achieve it, it will be a complete accident, not likely to happen. So, the
first think I think we should do is get our figures straight.
According to the law, the way these figures are to be published is to
be determined by you, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Chairman
of the Tariff Commission. Now, is there anyone of you three that
thinks we ought to continue to mislead the American pul~ic into thinking we are making a $2.7 billion profit when we are sustaining a $3.2
billion loss?
Secretary STANS. Senator, as I said earlier, the record is clear on the
position I have taken, and you may be arguing with the wrong man.
But the point I want to make is that there is a difference of opinion
in the administration and we are trying to work this out and hopefully, after you will hear from Mr. Shultz, either you will convert
him or he will convert you.
[Laughter.]
Senator LONG. Well now, Mir. Secretary, my impression is that
everybody in government shares this view: "They do not have enough
influence." That is my complaint and I think it is the complaint of dile
President himself and the complaint of the last buck private in the
Army-that he does not have enough influence. Because most of us
think if we had more influence, he would straighten out what is wrong.
The second thing is that people who agree with him do not have
enough influence. My impression about this matter was that you have
been trying to straighlten this out and according to this you explained
it to the President, and he agreed with you that what I am saying here
is correct. After you got through doing that, they got together an
interagency group of bureaucrats, the identity of whom I do not know,
and they proceeded to agree among themselves that this would be a
bad thing, and stopped you f rom doing that. I see you nodding, is
that correct or not?
Secretary STANS. Well, they have suggested a modified way of pro-

ceeding, as is indicated in that letter and, incidentally, I compliment
somebody on being able to get these letters [laughter] because they
are internal documents which normally would not be published, so
there is no point in my trying to kid you as to what I said or what
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George Shultz said. We are still trying to find a solution, Senator,
and I think this discussion is all very helpful. In one way or another,
the figures are, and can be made available and I hope that you will
discuss it with Mr. Shultz when hie is here.
Senator LONG. Well, now, I would like to prolong this just a little
bit longer to get this matter straightened out and to be sure I understand it. The Secretary of thealTreasury said to the Committee on
Finance that hie did not know how to go about straightening out this
very bad situation involving $50 billion of American dollars around
Europe which were giving us all sorts of problems in our international
finance, and our unfavorable situation generally, in world finance.
My statement to him was that the starting point ought to be
to get your figures straight. Let me show you how important I think
that is. An outstanding man from Japan, came by to visit me a few
months ago when the Senate was talking about restriction on textile
imports. Now that is something that you were trying to do, because
you thought that the welfare of this country required it. So did the
President and so did I. He said:
Senator, I hope that you people are not going to be so provincial and unstatesmanlike as to insist on cutting back on our exports to the United States. World
trade Is a good thing for both of us. Here is an article right here, on the front
page of the New York Times which just appeared the last day or so, and It shows
that you people have a big surplus in trade. When you have that big surplus you
ought to continue what you are doing and do more of it rather than less, otherwise you cannot continue these defense type or aid things you are doing around
the world.

I said, "My friend, that is the great big problem. It is not a profit,
it is a loss," and he said, "Senator, if that is what it is, why do you
not tell people that is what it is and negotiate with us and try to
straighten it out?"
This article by Mr. Lawrence * is substantially correct, when he said
it has finally been agreed to make these figures available somewhere.
But the problem is that the officially misleading figures are put on
the front page of the New York Times,, which is the only American
newspaper read in these foreign countries, and then you proceed to
publish and I quote, "Meanwhile, the Commerce Department has been
publishing the c.i.f. estimates and foreign aid exports in an obscure
quarterly statistical publication as a gesture to Senators."
So what you ought to be doing with all these foreign countries is
to tell them the truth about miserable foreign trade position. What
you should not be telling them, because it is not correct, is that we
have a big rosy trade surplus. That nonsense appears all around the
world, when what you should be telling them is in some little obscure
publication that can be found by the U. S. Senators only.
Now, unless we can start agreeing on what our problems is, I do not
see how we will ever arrive at the answer. Until that time we are going
to be saying, "Well, everything is great in the trade picture. All
we have to do is expand it." But that means that you increase your
losses when you should be saying, "Here, we cannot keep doing business this way.")
If you had the kind of figures I am talking about in our official
publication, you could say to Japan, just as thiis witness testified yesterday represent 'ing the Zenith Corp., "You ought to be buying
our color television sets. We are willing to buy your radios but we can
*Th~e article appears on page*3,
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put color television sets in there cheaper than you can. Let us export
the color television sets," and you w%%ould have a lot better leverage
than you would have doing it the other way around. It would seem~
to me until we start telling the entire world, including our own people what the real picture is and in a realistic sense that they can
understand, we will- never get around to correcting our situation because we are arming our adversaries with the same misinformation
that we are giving our own people.
I will not belabor you any more about that, Mr. Secretary, unless
you want to volunteer some statement on it but I do think
Secretary STANs. We read you loud and clear, Senator.
Senator LONG (continuing). That we ought to tell the whole world
what our problem is and then try to do something about it. It need
not be necessarily in the protectionist vein either. I see you are nodding, which for the record means yes.
[Laughter.]
Secretary STANs. That was a Japanese nod, which means I understand.
[Laughter.]
Senator LONG. In other words, the answer does not necessarily mean
that we have to have quotas on everything. The answer could mean
that the other fellow ought to be buying more from us. The Germans,
for example, have arranged to buy a lot of things from us which might
be produced more cheaply somewhere else. They are certainly buying
arms from us. Our trading partners around the world, our allies who
are counting on us to defend them, can help us with this burden if
they agree-that is what the problem is. Does that make sense to you
or notf
Secretary STANS. I think that does mnake sense.
Senator LONG. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Secretary I will1
not belabor you any more about this matter. I think, I probably have
been beating the wrong horse. I will renew this with Mr. Shultz.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. We do appreciate your coming here and we appreciate your continued cooperation with the committee.
Thank you very much.
Secretary STANS. Thank you very much.
(Secretary Stans' prepared statement follows. Hearing continueson page 253.)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAURICE

H.

STANS,

SECRETARY

OF COMMERCE

I very much appreciate your Invitation to appear here today to share my
thoughts with you on some of the key questions which the Congress and the
Executive Branch now face in trying to shape U.S. trade policy In the months a ld
years Immediately ahead.
In the past two years, I have visited some 28 countries In Europe, Latin AmierIca, Asia and Africa. I have exchanged views with knowledgeable officials in these
countries, both In and outside of government, on the major Issues of trade policy
that are Increasingly affecting the world's trading nations. JTust two weeks ago.
I returned from a trip to six countries in Europe, undertaken to examine some
of those Issues In greater depth.
What I have found through those discussions parallels closely the views expressed by the Chairman of this Committee in his recent report on Trade Policy
in the 1970's. Economic considerations are moving more and more into the foreground of international affairs, and in many cases have become paramount 1i the
Interlocking structure of relationships among the nations of today's world. Tile
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subject of trade merits particular attention. My experiences here and abroad
point clearly to the fact that there is real concern about t'e direction in which
national trade policies are moving. This concern Is evident on both sides of both
oceans.
For my part, I am persuaded that a forward-looking trade policy is essential
to the economic health of the world we live in, and moreover that adherence to
such a policy is in the Interest of our own domestic economic health. Any threat
to the continued flow of trade among nations is a threat to economic growth and
stability everywhere. The United States, with nearly $85 billion moving annually
In Its merchandise trade account, certainly has a prime Interest-in working toward a world in which the trade channels are kept as open as possible among all
its member countries. We cannot turn back to the arid philosophies embodied in
trade isolation and high tariff walls.
Given those facts as a basic point of departure, I have to go on to say that this
country must insure that its trade policy is realistic, that it keeps pace with the
times and i's In conformity with the changed economic power relationships in the
worldly as it now exists. I fully support the view stated In the Chairman's report,
to which I previously referred, that "today, the traditional methods and old
slogans of international trade and investment are simply not relevant when
dealing with the increased economic power of the EEC and Japan." Such Slogans,
typified in the catchwvords of "free trade", and "protectionism", are out of date in
a world market where combined export and import flows currently exceed half
a trillion dollars, and where some $120 billion of direct investment capital has
now moved across national boundaries.
International trade must be based on International cooperation, mutual, respect and an earnest regard for. the rules of non-discrimination and fair treatmnent. As the President said in his State of the World message: "Ours is the
freest and most open market in the world." But We cannot maintain the support
in this country to keep our market open to the goods of other nations unless those
nations follow a policy of true reciprocity with regard to United States exports.
Since other Administration witnesses will be discussing varous issues of interest to this Committee in the wide-ranging field of international trade and Investmnent policy, I would like to focus my remarks on some of the problems which
am'e of particular concern to the Department of Commerce.
U.S.

TRADE

AND

THE EXPORT ENVIRONMENT

As you know, the United States trade surplus has Shrunk considerably in
recent years. In 1968 and 1969, it averaged only about $1.0 billion. Last year's
surplus of $2.7 billion was a substantial Improvement. However, we expect a less
favorable result -this year, with a surplus on the order of $2.0 billion, or even
less. Such balances represent a sharp deterioration from the $4 to $7 billion
surpluses of the first half of the 1960's.
Certainly, inflation has been a factor in our lower trade surpluses. However,
a more significant factor, in my opinion, has been the adverse structural shifts
that have taken place in this country's trade patterns. Looking back at the composition of our exports and imports, we find that in goods and products that do
not involve high technology, our trade balances have deteriorated sharply as other
countries have increased the pace of their industrialization and taken quick advantage of developments in technology.
I want to show you some statistics, prepared In the Commerce Department,
that indicate significant trends In our exports and Imports. For this purpose, we
have deviated from the normal classifications of trade commodities and have
classified exports and imports into four categories:
1. Agricultural products.-Both food and nonfood items.
2. Raw materials.-Minerals, crude oil and unprocessed fuels, and other nonagricultural raw materials such as iron and steel scrap.
3. Manufactured productts not technology intensive.-Steel and other metals,
textiles and textile products, shoes, paper, and a wide variety of other industrial
and consumer goods.
4. Tech nology-intensive manufactured products.-Machinery (including computers), transportation equipment (including jet planes and automobiles), Instruments, and chemicals.
The agricultural and raw material categories are self-explanatory and need no
further elaboration. The distinction in manufacturing between products that are
or are not technology intensive is based on two specific measures-employment
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of scientific and engineering manpower and expenditures for research and development. The technology-intensive Industries account for over 80 percent of all
U.S. nondefense Industrial R & D and about 60 percent of all U.S. scientific
and engineering manpower employed In manufacturing outside the ordnance
industry.
Table 1 and Figure 1* show the trends in our foreign 'trade from the 1950's
to 1970. Agricultural exports have generally been higher than imports during
the past decade or so, with no tendency for the modest favorable balance to
change very much.
TABLE I.-TRENDS IN U.S. FOREIGN TRADE

]In billions of dollars

Agricultural products: I
Exports -----------------------------------Imports. ----------------------------------Trade balance---.--------------------------Raw materials:
Exports -----------------------------------Imports -----------------------------------Trade balance -----------------------------

1957

1964

1969

4.7
3.9

6.3
4.1

6.0
5.0

7.3
5.7

-.8

+2.2

+1.0

+1.6

3.3
5.0

3.4
5.5

4.8
8.1
-3.3

6.1
8.4
-2.3

6.2
11.7

6.8
12.9

1970

-1.7

-2. 1

4.0
2.9
+I.1

4.4
6.0
-1.6

Technology intensive:
Exports --------------------------------Imports ----------------------------------

8.8
1.6

12.1
3.1

20.6
11.3

22.6
13.0

Trade balance---------- ------------

± 7.2

+9.0

+9.3

+9.6

Manufactured products:
Not technology intensive:
Exports--------------------------------Imports--------------------------------Trade balance--------------------------

-5.5

-6.1

1includes exports of agricultural products under Public Law 430 and similar programs. It these are excluded, the trade
surpluses on agricultural products are largely eliminated.

In raw materials, there has been a persistent trade deficit which, over the
years, has widened. In 1970, however, the trade deficit in this category improved
by a billion dollars. This improvement is in all probability only temporary, related as It was to capacity shortages abroad and the economic slowdown In
the United States. The outlook Is for increasing deficits.
In manufacturing products that are not technology intensive, the trade balance has moved unfavorably for two decades. The gap was widened at an accelerating pace since the mid-1960's.
In technology-intensive manufactured products, the trade balance Improved
until the mld-1960's, when it levelled off at about $9 billion. It has not increased
out of the $9-$10 billion range because Imports of these products have been
keeping pace with exports.
This sector-by-sector approach does not reflect all factors determining our
trade performance. Business cycle developments, at 'home and abroad, are
obviously relevant. I believe, however, that this approach gives proper emphasis
to the Important structural changes in our trade position that are often overlooked.
Another major measurement of our trade deterioration is the overall erosion
of the U.S. export position in world markets. Our latest report shows that the
U.S. share of world exports of manufactured goods slipped again in 1970
to about 21 percent. That figure, compares with about 25 percent ten years ago.
The Commerce Department is particularly cognizant of the need to boost the
outflowv of sales of American goods to other countries. Although U.S. exports in
recent years have grown at a rate approaching 10 percent per year, our export
growth lags behind that of other major countries. Competition from other nations, which accord exports a high national priority, is severe and gives every indication of sharpening In the years ahead.
The strong emphasis put on exports by other nations reflects the greater eco*Fig. 1 appears~ on p. 251.
62-790-71--pt. 1-17
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nomic Importance to them of their export sectors. The average proportion of
gross national product exported by other nations Is 15 percent-nearly four
times as high as for the United States. For some major nations, this ratio is
over 30 percent. Although our exports represent a little over 4 percent overall of
ou= gross national product, that percentage is much higher in Some categories.
For example, exports represent about 20 percent of the output of commercial
transport aircraft; 28 percent of construction and minling machinery and equipmnent; and 32 percent of agricultural chemicals.
Because strong export growth, and more importantly a sustained share of
world markets, is vital to the United States, the Commerce Department last
year spent some $10 million to promote sales of manufactured goods with high
export potential. The Department maintains permanent trade centers In ma~.j
world capitals. It sponsors numerous trade exhibits in international trade fair.%
every year and takes active part In trade missions to promote sales abroad of
United States products. It provides specific marketing assistance to American
exporters who seek distribution outlets overseas or who desire major construetion or procurement contracts. It furnishes a variety of informational and other
services in support of American business and Investment in overseas markets.
However, with all those activities, the amount we spend on export promotional
efforts is small relative to the programs of many other major countries. For example, we estimate that Jap~an and the United Kingdom each spend about twice
as much as we do on export promotion. In terms of wvhat is spent per thousand
dollars of exports of manufacturers, Japan, Italy and the United Kingdom budget
three times what we do.
Valuable as our promotional programs are, their beneficial results are primarily longer term. Moreover, they can do only part of the Job. Major export increases require improved Incentives for the large companies which account for
the bulk of exports. These incentives can come only from Improving tile export
environment in a manner that will increase tile attractiveness of export opportunities available to American firms.
The United States has never seriously considered ain export environment distinct from the domestic environment. Domestic needs and other foreign policy
considerations have always outweighed export considerations. American financial, tax, labor, transportation, anti-trust, and other policies were framed to meet
the needs of a domestic and relatively isolated economy with little cognizance
of their effect on exporting. The United States can no longer afford to ignore
thle fact that the equations of International economics have changed, and that this
change has vitally affected its own economy.
Not only do ouri major competitor nations maintain more extensive export
promotion programs than the U.S.: more Importantly, they have concentrated
on Improving the export env 'ironment for their companies. They have geared
their national policies and Institutions to the needs of exporting. Their exporters receive preferred access to financing at competitive rates, direct gov ernment assistance, tax incentives, and relief from anti-trust regulations. Japan,
for example, permits accelerated depreciation on capital equipment used to
produce exports and provides a tax exemption to firms exporting technology
through licensing and technical assistance contracts. In France, special deductions from taxable Income may be allowed for the expense of establishing foreign
sales offices; and firms may exclude from taxable Income sums allocated to a
reserve to take account of special risks involved in medium-term export credits.
Many countries also provide automatic central bank discounting of export
paper at preferential rates to encourage export financing by their commercial
banks.
Last year's Administration proposal for establishing Domestic International
Sales Corporations (DISCs) in the United States would permit tax deferral
on the income of corporations formed to handle export sales of U.S. manufacturers, and would be a major step in improving the exporting environment for
U.S. firms. Similarly, the proposal now before tile Congress to exempt the
Export-Import Bank from the restrictions of budget totals and net lending
ceilings must, In my opinion, be adopted if we are to meet our exporters' most
basic requirement to compete effectively.
Greater export promotion efforts, coupled with a more aggressive and expanded program for improving the export environment, would help put Amuerican
businessmen on a more equal footing with their competitions in world export
trade.
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TRADE wITH EASTERN

EUROPE

Eastern Europe represents a market for trade which Is growing
fast. In
1970, according to our estimates, the countries of Eastern Europe
(excluding
Yugoslavia) imported $6.3 billion of goods from the industrial countries
of the
WVest,' an 18 percent increase over 1969, and a 128 percent increase
over the
last decade. Our exports to the countries of Eastern Europe last
year grew by
$100 million over the previous year and totaled about $350 million.
That total
wvas only some 5.5 percent of their imports of goods from the industrial
West
and represented a (decline of our market share over the last decade.
There are impediments in selling to Eastern Europe, some of
be difficult to overcome. There is the factor that Eastern Europe's which may
heavy trade
with Western Europe results from geographic proximity. Also,
convertible currencies in Eastern European countries operates the shortage of
to limit trade
with the Unitedi States. Ini part this shortage is due to their difficulty
i selling
Ii the Uinitedl States at the statutory tariff rates of duty
unequal comipetition with our foreign. Suppliers whose products enjoy In
most-favored-nationi
treatnlient.
One important sector where progress has been made is in export
controls.
It is our policy, In accordance with the Intent of Congress as
Export Administration Act of 1969, ". . . to encourage trade expressed in the
with which we have diplomatic or trading relations", and this Ii all countries
includes E~astern
E urope. Our 0ffice of Export Control reduced export restrictions
on more than
1,5 50 commodities from January 1970 through April 1971. Just last
month, we
announced a further relaxation of controls over the export
Rtomania. Nearly 100 entries previously on the Commodity of commodities toControl List canl.
now be shipped to that country without a validated export
license. The revipwv
and updating of our controls is continuing.
There are obviously many pros and cons involved in changing
our current.
policies on trade with Eastern Europe, particularly Ii the areas
ing, investment guarantees, andl most-f-avoredl-na tion trea tmen of export finanicgroup has recently been formed to study the subject in Some t. An interagency
depths. When the
study is completed, the Administration will have a better understanding
of the
economic factors Involved In the varous approaches that might
be taken.
I

ADJUSTMENT

ASSISTANCE

The surge Ii imports into this country in the past few years
has had an hPupact upon a whole range of domestic industries. In some
situations, American
industry and labor cannot through their own efforts satisfactorily
meet the burdens of competition by foreign producers. There are cases
where a rapid increase
of imports may disrupt ordinary marketing channels
tive ability of firms in a given industry. The resultingand destroy the competiare felt by firms,
workers, and com muni ties. Eventually they are felt by losses
whole nation.
We cannot afford to ignore this aspect of our changingthe
foreign trade position.
If we do, we are bound to lose domestic support for
ourward-looking trade
policy and endanger the gains we have made over the anl
past thirty-five years. By
the same token, the government should not pursue a policy
of accepting responsibility-for the continuation of firms which are faltering
because of poor manlagement, or which have been overtaken by changed domestic
products, or which would be Ii the same precarious position demand for their
no import injury. But we do have a strong Interest Ii helping even if there "We
are basically sound and can, with assistance, adjust to the those firms which
Imports, especially when those imports come into the country competition from
Ii sudden surges
and in a short time period.
Last year, the Administration recommended changes Ii the law
relating to adjustmeint assistance to make it more workable. These changes
enacted. American fims and workers have traditionally beenhave -not yet been
government through the legislative and executive processes thatassured by the
their interests
would be reasonably protected Ii the negotiation of
agreements and in
the implementation of legislation in the trade field. Wetrade
have recognized andl we
continue to recognize that in some cases the virtues of unrestricted
market access
must be tempered by the need to prevent serious damage and dislocation
In that
market. Our concerns in this regard have, of course, been shared
tries which have similarly provided protection for their own firmsby other counnd workers.
The basic point here is that the government does have a responsibility
to
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domestic firms and workers for actions taken In Its conduct of international trade
policy for the United States. We are obliged to provide a means whereby the
results of our trade policies can be closely' observed and relief provided where
that Is deemed wise.
Under current legislation we have some authority to 'assist firms Injured by
imports. 'Although present authority is limited, it should be noted that the Government is taking a vigorous approach to 'current adjustment assistance cases.
Prior to 1969 no firmi or group of workers was found eligible for relief against
Injurious imports,, Ibut since that time 11 firms and 31 worker groups, have been
certified as eligible for such assistance.
The present law permits only certain forms of technical, financial and tax
assistance and even here there are fairly strong limitations on the lending and
tax assistance programs. We should explore ways to Increase new Investment
by import-impacted firms and the possibilities of providing tax incentives for new
investment. For example, these might take the form of a special tax credit or a
special rapid depreciation allowance.
We also need a better, approach to the problem of raising the productivity of
U.S. industries even before they are damaged by imports. As matters now stand,
higher levels of technology and related investment in the application of that
technology are the offsets to rising domestic costs. Some kind of tax relief on
expenditures for research and development would encourage Increased R&D
and result in a greater use of technology and consequent higher productivity,
particularly in those sectors where we are losing our export advantage.
In view of the clear requirement for a more effective approach to the problem
of adjustment assistance, we have set up a Task, Force within the Commerce
Department to study a broad range of adjustment assistance issues, including
examination of Innovative ways to improve Industrial adjustment assistance,
the possibilities and limitations of Government's role In helping injured industries and firms adjust to import competition and a review of existing criteria
for certification of eligibility and procedures for handling subsequently approved
assistance proposals.
The President's budget request for FY 1972 provides for $100 million for direct
adjustment assistance funds and another $10 million in guaranty authority
which could permit up to $100 million in actual guarantees. Foreign governments take a much more vigorous and comprehensive approach than we do in
financing and facilitating adaptations and structural adjustments in their industries In the face of dynamic changes In world trade. We must find a way
to do more than we do now.
NONTARIFF 'BARRIERS

'TO TRADE

I am vitally concerned about the fact that United States, goods do not have
the same degree of opportunity to compete In foreign markets, as do foreign
products in the United States, because of existing nontariff barriers. A nontariff
measure that may have only marginally affected trade when it was coupled
with high tariff protection can become a more visible and effective barrier as a
result of reductions In the tariff, such as occurred In the Kennedy Round. Furthermore, countries may attempt to quiet the voices of injured domestic elements, appealing for compensation for loss of. tariff protection, by more assiduous
application of existing NTBs, or even the creation of new ones.
With this In mind, two years ago during my visit to'Western Europe on trade
matters, I proposed that our trading partners approach the issue of nontariff
barriers to trade on the basis of an "open table" principle. By this I meant
an honest and forthright discussion of nontariff problems that countries believe
are significant trade deterrents, including non-published administrative practices.
Since then, the GATT Committee on Trade In Industrial Products has factually
examined an Inventory of over 800 notifications submitted by individual GATT
member countries concerning one another's industrial NTBs. The Committee
has also considered various proposals for possible solutions to the major barriers.
The GATT work program for 1971 Is proceeding in three areas selected as the
most promising for meaningful progress. They are: standards, import licensing
and customs, valuation procedures. We hope that if it proves possible to deal successfully with a limited number of NTBs, such success will generate increased
willingness among governments to make the hard decisions necessary for cutting
down a broader range of NTBs.
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There Is also underway an effort In the OECD aimed at developing government purchasing guidelines In the form of a code of behavior to help assure
fair access to the public sector In the OECD countries.
In negotiations with the Japanese, we have made some gains In obtaining
removal of their Illegal quantitative restrictions, but we are still far short of
what should be achieved.
know, the President's Commission on Tnternatlonal Trade and
AsMyou woy
investment
Policy is considering the subject of nontariff barriers in Its report,
and we hope to take advantage of Its findings In resolving some of the existing
obstacles In the way of negotiations. One forward step to this end might be
for the Congress to provide the President with authority to conclude specific
agreements on an ad referendum basis. Alternatively, a general expression of
Congressional interest In speeding negotiations In this field might also be helpful.
THE MULTINATIONAL

CORPORATIONS

The emergence of the multinational corporation has been one of the most
significant developments on the economic scene since World War 11.
In 1946, the book value of U.S. direct Investments abroad stood at $7 billion,
with about half in Latin America. By 1970, our direct Investments had risen
to $77 billion, with Western Europe and Canada each having about 30 percent
of that total. While U.S. firms dominate worldwide foreign direct investment,
foreign companies have been Increasing their direct Investments substantially,
Including Investment in the United States. From a level of billionn In 1950,
foreign direct Investment In the U.S. rose to roughly $13 billion last year. A
rough estimate of the book value of direct investment by the industrial countries in all areas of the world would be in the range of $120 billion. Book value,
of course, understates the current market value of Investments.
There are some who perceive rapid growth in foreign direct investment as a
threat omi the ground that it disturbs existing relationships both within and
between countries. There are others who view the operations of the nmltinational company as a healthy development attuned to the changing structure
of today's increasingly Interdependent national economies.
There Is no doubt that we need to know much more than we do now about
the operations and ramifications of the multinational firm and its subsidiaries.
In the meantime ^we should recognize that the development of the multinational
corporation has been a beneficial force for promoting International economic
growth, supporting U.S. exports and expanding the availability of capital around
the world for productive investments.
To shed more light on the subject, the Commerce Department is now engaged
In an effort to compile a comprehensive financial profile of multinational enterprises. This will be done by means of a computerized data bank which would
permit retrieval of the kind of information we need to study specific questions
on their operations and impact. We hope to have the data bank in operation
before the end of the year.
This -concludes my prepared remarks. I would be pleased to answer any
questions that the Committee may wish to ask.

Senator RiB~icorF. TJhe committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
We have two more important witnesses, Mr. Houthakker and Mr.
Callaway.
(Whereupon,, at 12 :55 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m., this day..)
AFTERNOON

SESSION

Senator RiBICOFF. The committee will be in order.

Our first witness this afternoon is Mir. liouthakker, we welcome you
here, sir.
Mr. HO-UrTIIAKKER. Than~k you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. And you may proceed as you will.
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STATEMENT OF HIENDRIX S. IIOUTHAKKER, MEMBER, COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC ADVISElRS
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps I may start out by commending the Subcommittee'on International Trade of the Senate Finance Commiittee for organizing
thieselhearings, anid by expressinigmy appreciation for the privilege of
testifying on this important anm difficult subject. There is perhaps
no area of economics where it is harder to disentangle the national interest from the claims made by interested parties, each of whom is
generally concerned only with a small part of a large p~icture. You
have had and will have other administration witnesses before you, and
I would like to confine my pr-epared remarks to one particular aspect
of our international economic relations, namely, the problem of the
competitiveness of the United States in the world economy.
The notion of competitiveness is a, somewhat elusive one and the
question whether we are coml-petitive does not admit of a precise
answer, although some indications can he given. A-s a first approximation we may say that a nation is competitive if it is able, through
its exports and other activities, to earn the foreign exchange it needs
for imports and other purposes. In fact, if we can abstract from capital
Movements for the moment, a, nation may be called competitive if its
and
current account balance-coverig g-oods. services, trnprtto,
unilateral transfers-is zero at full employment anid ini the absence,
of quantitative restrictions. Thus, if this abstraction from capital
movements were legitimate, the Uniited States would lbe competitive
at the present time, for our current account balance has generally had
a small surplus. W'e do not yet haven figures for the first quarter
of 1971, but for 1970 as a whole thie current account surplus was $6,38
million. It is true that there are restrictions on imports from the
United States in certain foreign countries, and that we also have
restrictions on certain classes of imports. The severity of these restrictions is hard to measure, but in the aggregate they probably come
close to canceling each other out as far as the current account balance
is concerned. Consequently, if we( could con-,ider only the current
account, our export prices would not be too high, despite the fact that
wages inl the United States are much higher than wages elsewhere.
These higher wages are generally offset by our much higher productivity, which is itself the main cause of the much higher wages
prevai ling in the United States.
This preliminary assessment of our overall position does not mean
that we are competitive in all industries. If we were, we would not
need any imports, and foreigners would not have the dollars with
which to buy our exports. AV country that engages in foreign trade
usually has a cost advantage in those commodities that it exports and
a disadvantage in those that it imports, though some1timles these advantages are distored by tariffs, subsidies, and other interferences with
trade. We have a cost advantage in agricultural staples such as grains
and cotton, where our costs aire kept low by our relatively abundant
supply of land and by the skill of our farmers, but if we tried to grow
all of the coffee or bananas consumed here we would find that our
costs would be far higher than those in certain tropical countries.
Alr. I-IOUTHIAKER.
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While in the case of agricultural and other primary products the
relative cost advantages are strongly influenced by geographical and
climatic' factors, this is less true for manufactured products, where
technology and the availability of capital, skilled labor, and management are likely to be more important. This implies that in manufactured products the pattern of relative advantages is more likely
to change over time under the influence of trends in technology, tranlsport costs, consumer demand, and other factors. For many years, for
instance, the United States had a cost advantage in steel production,
which made us net exporters. lWe apparently lost this advantage
sometime in the late 1950's, when our trade baance in steel turned
negative. On the other hand, our aircraft industry appears to have
increased its cost adva ntage over the years.
These changes in the relative position of different industries sometimes cause difficult problems of adjustment. In the case of an
industry that is losing its international competitiveness an increase in
imports will be the first manifestation of what may be a, much more
deep-seated problem. Our steel industry, for instance, appears to be
handicapped, among other things, by a lack of price competition
among domestic producers. Since the demand for steel is subject to
changeover tine, output has to vary excessively if prices are not
allowed to help maintain equilibrium. This means that the industry
must have excess capacity to be able to cope with demand at its peak.
Most of the time, consequently, the industry is unable to use its capacity
to full advantage and this keeps down its productivity and raises its
costs. There tare no doubt other important factors involved in the, relative decline of our steel industry3, and I mention this particular factor
only as an example. The point I want to make is that imports not infrequentlv are blamed for developments of purely domestic origin.
In tact, there are relatively few important sectors of the economy
where imports constitute a large enough percentage of supply to affect employment and profits to a serious extent. The notion that we
aire being flooded with imports -will not bear examination. In 1967, the
last year for which comprehensive data are available, there were only
25 four-digit manufacturing industries-out of a total of about 400where imports accounted for 20 percent or more of total shipments;
these 25 industries represented only 2.5 percent of the value of domestic shipments in all manufacturing. There is no reason to think that
these figures will be very different for more recent years.
Even though the impact of imports is frequently exaggerated, it
remains true that the burden of adjustment may be too heavy for
any particular industry to bear. This is why adjustment assistance
may be necessary. In the last 2 years several groups of firms and
workers have become eligible for such assistance, but more could
be done if the law were changed. The President's trade bill of 1969
carried provisions for liberalizing it further. The great advantage of
adjustment assistance is that, while sometimes costly in the short run,
it promotes the adaptability to changing circumstances, both domestic
and worldwide, that has long been one of the main strengths of our
economy.
The argument is sometimes made that we cannot expose our workers
to foreign competition because wages are much higher in this country than abroad. Protection, according to this argument, wonld be
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necessary to maintain the real income of workers. Apart from the
difficulties of redeployment, which can be taken care. of by adjustment assistance; this argument is without merit and indeed, the reverse of the truth. Our workers get high real income not because they
are protected from foreign competition, but because they are highly
productive, at least in certain industries. As a nation we have a high
per capita real income because our output per capita is high. And
our per capita output is high, among other things, because we use
our labor force to good advantage. The fact that our wages are high
does not prevent us from being net exporters in a number of industries, because productivity is high~ there, too. If we were to keep a
larger proportion of out'labor force in low-productivity industries,
our per capita output would be reduced, and this would have an adverse effect on the real income of workers generally and of everybody else. Imports are also a significant factor in keeping domestic
prices under control by stimulating competition and cost-saving innovations, and thus benefit us as consumers.
There are, of course, cases, especially those involvNing national security, where we may deliberately want to preserve domestic incdustries in the face of a cost disadvantage. Even in those national security
cases, however, it should not be taken for granted that protection
through quotas or otherwise is necessarily fhe best solution.
So far I have abstracted from capital movements and talked only
about the current account. Much of what I have said also applies to
the more realistic situation where capital movements are present. The
principal difference is that when there are capital movements the current account balance no longer has to be zero for a country to be competitive. Depending on whether there is an inflow or an outflow of
capital, the current account balance will have to be negative or positive
to achieve overall equilibrium in the bala-nce of payments. Perhaps I
should recall at this point that the subject of balance-of-paymnents
definitions is a very complicated one, on which I do not propose to
enter at this time, in the interests of brevity.
On the capital account it is useful to distinguish between short-term
and long-term capital, and the latter can be further distinguished into
direct investment and portfolio investment. WVe have had a large and
growing outflow, of capital on direct investment account for many
years, while portfolio investment has been more erratic, with surpluses prevailing -in recent years. For the sake of simplicity I shall
ignore portfolio investment from here on, and leave short-term capital
for later discussion. The outflow of funds for direct investment purposes would then have to be offset by a surplus oni current account, but
this has not happened in recent years. In fact, it is sometimes argued
that the net outflow of direct investment funds by itself reflects a lack
of competitiveness on our part, though it may also have something to
do with the relative abundance of capital in different countries. The
net outflow of direct investment means that more American businessmren find it profitable to invest abroad than. foreign businessmen find
it profitable to invest in the United States. However, direct investment
is not always a reflection of relative cost differentials only; it may also
be the result of import restrictions, differences in management skills,
and technological advantages. Because of these several reasons more
and more of our larger corporations have become multinational. While
,i J: '
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multinational corporations may raise certain problems for Government policy, there is no reason to believe that their existence invalidates the proposition that the best interest of all countries, including
the United States, is normally served by unimpeded movement of
goods and capital. What these corporations do, in fact, is to make
within one firm the same cost comparisons that are also made by the
free market, and in so doing they promote greater efficiency in the use
of labor and capital everywhere.
I shall only say a few words about short-term capital, which is
primarily a monetary phenomenon. The willingness of individuals
and firms in different countries to give each other credit depends
primarily on relative interest rates and expectations of future changes
in exchange rates. Since the United States has a strong economy and
a wvell-organized capital market, the dollar has become the principal
reserve currency in the world. Many foreigners, both private and
official, have been willing to hold substantial amounts of dollars at
prevailing rates of interest in recent years, although occasionally
this willingness is impaired by changes in international interest rate
patterns or by fears of changes in parities.
Taking all these things-the current account, the long-term capital
account, and the normal increase in short-term liabilities to be expected
in a growing world economy-together it appears that the United
States has often had some difficulty in attaining balance, though the
shortfall has generally not been large. The large official settlements
deficits that we have had in 1970 and so far in 1971 are attributable
almost entirely to short-term capital movements of a transitory nature. but underlying this there may be a more fundamental problem
of limited magnitude. Our imports increased more than our exports
from 1964 to 1969, but the adverse effect on the current account was
offset to some extent by an improvement in earnings on U.S. investment abroad, and more recently the growth in our exports has overtaken the growth in our imports. Once the expected revival of the
domestic economy is realized; the current account may again become
less favorable, but the long-term capital account may improve. I
cannot definitely saty, therefore, that at prevailing prices and exchange
rates the United States is not competitive, but I would go so far as to
say that it is more likely that we are less than competitive than that we
are more than competitive.
In order to maintain and strengthen our competitive position in the
future it ijs of the highest importance that we keep our domestic price
level under control by appropriate fiscal and monetary policy. A continuation. of present tr-ends in prices and wages would almost certainly
aggravate our international problems, even though our rates of increase do not necessarily compare unfavorably with those in other
major countries. In addition, maintenance of a normal rate of productivity increase will obviously help our competitive position.
Finally, exchange ra tes are a significant determinant of competitiveness. Under the international ' monetary system as it has been' operated
until now there appears to be a bias toward devaluation of other currencies; moreover there is some evidence that foreign demand for
our exports does not rise as rapidly as our own demand for imports,
other factors remaining the same. Even though there is'no firm cvi-
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deuce of ain overall disequilibrium at the moment, it is, therefore necessary that the exchange rate mechanism possess sufficient flexibility to
cope. with whatever trends may emerge in the future. Greater U.S.
competitiveness leading to a stronger export performance by our industries is probably the best defense against the understandable but
shortsighted preoccupation with the transitory effects of imports that
is now so widespread.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RTBICOFF. Thank you very much, Dr. Houthakker.
Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. Doctor, you say on page 3 of your statement that
this country has a cost advantage in agricultural staples such as grain
and cotton. Do you know what the world price of cotton is at the
present time?
Mr. HoUTIIAKRER. I believe it is about 25 cents but I May be wrong.
Senator TALMADGE. The last time I checked it it was much lower
than that. Do you know what the cost production is of cotton in the
United States?
Mr. IiouiIAKKER. That varies greatly by the area we are talking
about. It is lower in some parts of the country than in others.
Senator TALMIADGE. The Department of Agriculture estimates that
the minimum cost of production in our country is about 25 cents a
pound. We could not export a, bale of cotton if we did not have the
subsidy. We could not produce any without a subsidy, so I disagree
with your statistics that we have a cost advantage on the production
of cotton, say, India, where the wage differential is maybe 10 to 1. Cotton is a high-labor product.
Now, on page 9 of your statement, you say that the large official
settlements deficits in 1970 and so far in 1971 are attributable almost
entirely to short-term capital movements of a transitory nature. Do
you know what the deficit has been on our balance of payments in the
past 20 years, Doctor?
M\lr. I-ToU'rIA11,,i?. It depends on what definition you use.
Senator TALMADGE. A liquidity basis.
Mr. H-OUTIIAKKER. On a liquidity basis, I cannot give you an accurate figure but it must be quite large.
Senator TA LMITA1)G E. $48 billion. That does not look like it is of a
transitory nature if it has been in existence for 20 consecutive years.
Mr. HoUTHARCKER. Yes, sir; but I do not think the liquidity deficit
is an appropriate measure of our overall financial position.
Senator TALMTADGE. We would not have $40 billion floating around
that the Europeans do not have any use for if there was not something
wrong.
Mr. HO0UTTAKKER. I believe the number of $50 billion mentioned a
number of times this morning is not altogether correctly interpreted.
These are not debts which we have accumulated. The E urodollar mnarket, as is true of most other financial markets, creates its own credit.
The debt of our banks to their overseas subsidiaries, which is a more
relevant reflection of our liabilities with the Eurodollar market, is
not $50 billion but less than $5 billion.
Senator TALMVADGE. Let us get to another item. I believe our gold
reserves have decreased $20 billion in the last 20 years. To what do
you attribute that?
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Mr. 1-IoITIIAKKERi,,. They are attributable to -a change in the coinposition of our total assets. Our net claims on the rest of the world have
increased very substantially in this period. W-, have less gold but we
have more productive investments abroad.
Senator TALMADGE. You (10 not think the faster we lose dollars and
the faster we lose gold the richer we get, do you, doctor?
Mr. -OTTTAIKKEIi. It depends on whether we obtain assets in return
for the dollars and gold that go out.
Senator TALMADGE. You are talking in some terms that I do not
understand.
TMr. HOUTHIKE,R. Well, maybe I can explain it.
Senator TAL-MADGE. I understand when foreigners have more money
than they hatve any need for. W1hen we cannot balance our payments
and we are retaining less gold, all the time, that is meaningful to me.
But when I get some economic theory that the more we spend the
richer we gret, I do not understand it.
Mr. HO10UTIIAKKER. I am afraid I must disagree with you there,
Senator. There are statistics published every year on the total economic position of the United States, all our assets abroad and all our
liabilities to foreigners. Those have shown at continuous and fairly
steady expansion of our net -worth in international terms. And I do
not think it is correct look only at the liabilities. These liabilities are
covered aind more than covered byouriassets abroad.
Senator 'rFALMADGE. Canl you1 quickly swap a factory for dollars?
.Mr. lfov'ri fAkEEciR. Not at short notice, but generally, the return
on a pm~~mteasset liea factory is much higher than on gold becnause gol d w ill not yield anything at all.
Senator rAL-_NADGE. One1 is a, frozen asset and the other is liquid,
is that not correct?
Mr. HOUTHAKKER. One is ain earning asset and the other is a, nonearning asset.
Senator TALMADGE. *When the bank examiners go around looking
for assets in banks, they look for immediately recoverable assets, do
they not?
Mfr. I-1oUTITAKKER. Under our banking system banks are not allowed
to own factories.
Senator TALMADGE. I agree with you. I do not think yucan consider' a factory as a liquid asset any, more than I can liquidate my farm
today for my creditors. I might find a distress sale for it, but I could
not get fair market value if I had to put it on the market immediately.
Mr. H-OUTri-IKER.

I do not think we are faced with the necessity

for liquidating our assets.
Senator TALMUADGE. I hope not, but I amn concerned about it when
our currency overseas is for practical purposes benig devalued by
our trading competitors.
You say our current account was in surplus by $638 million in 1970.
H-ow much of that was, repatriated income of U.S. corporations?
Mr. IIOUTTEARKER. I
8&-1ator' TAL AW)GE.

would have to look up the figures, sir.

About ,,1l billion, is that approximately

correct?
Mr. HOUTIIARKER. I think that would be about total earnings in'
foreign investment,, yes. How much of that was repatriated I cannot

tell you for sure.'
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Senator BENNETT.

May I?

Senator TALMADGE. I yield to the distinguished Senator from Utah.
Senator BENNE',TT. We puit into the, record 1969 figures repatriated
figures of $8.8 billion so going up to 1970 might reflect about this figure that he suggests.
Senator TALM ADGE. The staff informs me it is $9.6 billion for 1970,
so my estimate was a little high.
On page 5 of your statement, Doctor, you talk about import penetration using 1967 data. Mr. Shultz, when hie was with the Department of Labor, estimated that between 1967 and 1969 we lost 700,000
jobs because of imports. I think your 1967 figures are somewhat irreleva nt in the context of what is happened in 1971.
Mr. HOUTILAKRFER. On this comp-arison. Senator, if I maiy make a
point, the fact is that unemployment was much lower in 1969 than
in 1966. 1 believe that the 2 years would be 1966 and 1969 rather than
1967 and 1969. Otir unemployment in 1966 rate was 3.8 percent, our
unemployment rate in 1969 was 3.5 percent so there were no net jobs
lost. On the, contrary, there were jobs gained.
Senator TALIMADGE. Doctor, suppose imports of steel, textiles, and
shoes continue, to grow to the point that they would take over 50 percent of our market. Do you think those industries should be allowed
to die or do you feel it is important that we have domestic steel, textile, or shoe industries?
Mr.

HOTITHAKICI.

I

think that this is a question of national security.

It is obviously important to our national security that we have a
domestic steel industry of some size, a textile industry of some size,
and a shoe industry of some size. How exactly this size is to be determined is something that requires a lot more discussion but I would
certainly not be in favor of allowing these industries to be liquidated.
Senator TALMADGE. I believe Secretary Stans has testified that we
are losing 100,000 textile jobs a year. &t what point do you think
we ought to put a stop to forcing these 100,000 textile employees onto
relief?2
Mr. HOUITrARUER. I

do not think I can agree with the implication

that all would go on relief, but there certainly would be a point at
which we have to worry about it and this point m~ay well be now.
The President has often expressed his concern over the growth of
imports in the textile industry.
.Senator TALMADGE. Would you favor doing something about textile
imports?
.Mr. I-OUTIIAKKER. I favor corning to some agreement with exporting countries, and I favor adjustment assistance in those cases where
such agreements would not be sufficient.
Senator TALMADGE. I-low long do you think adj ustment assistance
would last? Is that not some form of burial insurance in the final
analysis?
iMr. IIOtJTIAKKE11. No, sir; the term burial insurance is sometimes
used but I do not think it is appropriate.
Senator TALMAfADGE. We have had many textile mills liquidated in
Georgia, and as a result several thousand jobs were lost last year.
What are you going to do now by way of -adjustment assistance for
a- man who may have been working in the textile industry for 40
years and may be 60 ,years old?
T r'S~4
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Mr. HOUTIIAKKER. We have had a similar problem with the textile
industry in New England. As you are aware, the textile industry
moved from New England to the Southeast around the period of
World War II or extending over a period of several years. This temporarily created very severe distress in parts of Mlassachusetts and New
Ham pshire and Maine. The strength of the economy made it possible
for other industries to establish themselves in those States. I know that
New Hampshire, which was very severely hit by the disappearance
of its major industry, now has one of the lowest unemployment rates
in the country.
Senator TALMADGE. 'We would like very much for them to have a job,
too, rather than being on welfare, but how do you create a job out, of
thin air?
Mr. HOUTI-IAKIKER. Other industries will take over if the economy
as a whole is strong enough..
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RiBicoFF. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Ilouthakker, we hear a lot about the discipline of imports in
moderating prices to consumers. On the one hand, inI times of domestic
sluggisliness, low-cost, imports are said to be healthy and they help to
make the unemployment compensation check go further, so imports
rise. On the other hand, when the economy is booming imports are said
to be healthy in that they offer consumers a wider c'hoifce of products
to select from. So again, imports rise. Thuis, imports go Up In good
times and they go up in bad. It is all clone in the namne of the consumer but the net effect inevitably is a loss of U.S. jobs. In large mecasure the American consumer and the American worker are the same
person, and I cannot imagine any of them preferring to pay for their
needs with a welfare check rather than a paycheck. Y-Tow long can we
afford to ignore this basic fact and treat the consumer as more s'acrosanct than the worker?
Mr. HOUTH-AKRKEn. Well, Senator, as you have said, consumers and
workers are generally the same people, although there are some consumers who a re not workers in a teechniiical sense of the word.
Ovrteyears, we have, of course, had expand'n mot.Te
generally rise every year. Our exports have also expanded. InI other
words, there has been a steady shift from some industries, namely,
those which are subject to import competition, to other industries,
whose exports have expanded, and unemployment as a whole hia,. not
had a rising trend even though at the moment as we all know, we have
a considerable unemployment for temporary reasons, which have nothing to do with imports.
Seator H-ANSEN4. Well, Say we have had a considerable unemp)loyment for temporary reasons. Maybe wve have, but this 'ommi-ittee,
or rather the-full com-mittee, sat last year for a considerable length
of time listening to testimony on a welfare reform bill, and'when
we talked about proposals that would make welfare aid-available to
one out of every eight persons in this country, at a cost within a
year or two that would exceed $28 billion, does this seem to you to be
a rather insignificant situation in this country, one that we can brush
off lightly and say, "It is just a temporary thing",? Is that your
feeling?
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Mr. HOUTHTARKER. No, sir; I am sure that we have a Ipermanent
problem in the area of poverty, part of which we may be able to
overcome in the long term. It will take a long time. I do not think
thiis problem is significantly related to the increased penetration of
Imports.
SenatorsHANSEN. Well now, Henry F ord testified--or I should not
shy testified but was quoted-ini the Washington Post* as saying that
each 1-percent rise in automobile imports into tis comirty can be
translated into a loss of 20,000 jobs. On that basis, with imports in the
range of 20 percent of all the cars we bought, last year, I figure that
would mean about 400,000 jobs. Using another set of figures, this
n-.~rning Mr. Mfeaniy said that there were, related to imports, some
700,000 jobs lost last year because of increasing imports. Our increase
exports accounted for about 300,000 jobs, so hie came uip with a
net figure of 400,000. We have unemployment running at over 6 percent. Is this the sort of a situation that inclines you to view with cornp)lacency our rising tide of imports in this country?
Mr. HOUTHAKKEr. Senator,

I can assure you I do not view the situ-

ation with complacency. Cocrnn the figures you just quoted, they
were discussed a few minutes ago; they refer to 1966 and 1969, if
I am not mistaken. They do not refer to 1970 and 1971.
Actually, in 1970 our exports grew more than our imports so it
would have been a positive employment effect. Between 1966 and 1969,
as I said before, our total unemployment went down, not uip. So, there
was no net job loss.
Senator HANsEN. When you were, testifying, or rather-I hiave a
release before me that. you made before the National Soybean Processors Association in San Francisco. I believe this address was delivered August 24,1970. You said on page 10 of that release:
On the other hand, our textile and shoe Industries may well be at a disadvantage because of the wages they have to pay In order to retain workers. But this
merely Indicates that American workers can be more productively employed In
other industries, which gets us back to the adjustment problem mentioned earlier.
In countries such as South Korea, on the other hand, the textile industry provides
the most productive employment that Is available there. It Is, therefore, to the
advantage of both countries If more American workers get out of the textiles and
more Korean workers get Into them. This shift also benefits American consumers
who can buy textiles more cheaply.

Now, we have heard in the last year considerable testimony, including some from Patrick Nylan, to the effect that the textile and shoe
idstries preseiit two of the best opportunities that hie knows of for
people with low skills to get a job. H~e said that with the closino- down
of the textile mills it is fair to assumie that a major number of -those
unemployed workers are going to go on relief.
Can you tell me what sort of b usiness you think they are going to
go into when they lose their jobs in the textiles and shoe business?
Mr. HOUTIIAKKER. I mentioned earlier the case of Northern New
Enigland where we have seen this phenomenon taking place, and other
industries did fill the gap.
Senator HANSEN. What is the percentage of minority groups employed there in New England?
Air. HOUTHAIKKEiR. There are very few, at least in New Hampshire
or northern Massachusetts; there are very few minority groups.
*The article referred to appears on p. 208.
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Senator HANSEN. Then this really does not address itself to the
problem about which I asked you; does it?
Mfr. IioUTHAii(Er.i, ami not familiar with the situation in the Southeast, but I believe that -if one went there one would find other indlustries are also taking the place of those that have gone out of business.
Senator HANSEN. What are those other industries?
Mr. IHOUTITAKKER. As I said, I amn not familiar with it but I will
be glad to look into it.
Senator HANSEN. Well, according to Secretary Richardson, I do not
know of any significant area-any signiificant industry-that' has
started to close its gap at till. As a matter of fact, hie tells us' that it is the
other way around, It has just been suggested that according some of
the ideas that some free traders have, the electronics industries Ight
be one in which we have excelled in the past and which would o ifer
eml-ploymnent.
Senator LONG. If I might interrupt, Senator, my understanding is
that when New England phased out of textiles, the~y moved into electroicis but the Japanese are spitting them out of that now. We had a
witness yesterday who explained the way it is going. They are going to.
lose all those electronics jobs because of the waedfeeta.Ee
those that are left, such as Zenith, are moving its plant over to Taiwan.
Af ter the electronics, what are they going to go into?
MAr. HIOUTIIAKKER. Senator, I will be glad to see what information
there is on regional development by industry, which I think is essentially the question you are asking here. You are asking what industries are taking the place of textiles in the Southeast or electronics in
the Northeast. znI am not sure whether electronics in the Northeast is
really in that much of a problem area. You are talking primarily of
things like radios whereas the electronics industry in New England is
of a somewhat different nature and, I believe, much less vulnerable to
competition, but I will be very happy to see what data there are on
that and present it.
(Additional information supplied by Mr. Houthakker follows:)
Detailed data on employment by Industry for States and smaller areas are
regularly published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, most conveniently In
Eniployment & Earnings, States and Areas, 1939-69 (Bulletin 1370-7) ; such data
are not yet available for 1970. It would not be practicable to reproduce the maiss
of information contained In this volume, but the following observations are
drawn from it and from the BLS Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1970.
Between 1964 and 1969 total nonagricultural employment In Georgia grew by
about 335,000, or at an annual rate of 5.1 percent. Employment in the textile and
apparel' Industries grew at a somewhat lower rate, yet the overall unemployment rate in Georgia declined throughout the period and remained well below the
national average. This would suggest that new Industries are taking the place
of older Industries which have been experiencing a relative decline. For example, employment in both the electrical machinery and transportation equipment industries rose by more than 10 percent annually, with the number of jobs
increasing during the period by 4,500 and 22,400 respectively.
In Louisiana, nonagricultural employment increased by some 188,000 between
19G4 and 1969, but the unemployment rate exceeded the national average, and
rose somewhat from 1966 to :1969 while the national unemployment rate eflged
downward. As In the case of Georgia the machinery and transportation equipment industries are prominent for their high growth rates, with employment
Increasing at 18 percent and 11 percent annually. Since these growth rates considerably exceeded the annual rates of increase for the United States as a whole
(4.5 and 5.7 percent respectively) it appears that certain high-growth Industries
may be shifting to areas where labor markets or other local conditions are more
favorable, thus helping to fill the gap In job opportunities left by some older In-
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dustries. None of the major nonagricultural industries in Louisiana showed a
significant decline In employment between 1964 and 1989; presumably the unsatisfactory unemployment picture is related to ain outflow of labor from
agriculture.
To analyze the consequences of the exodus of the textile Industries from Mlassachusetts and Ncw Hampshire It is necessary to consider a longer time Interval,
namely from 1947 to 1969 (earlier data are not available). In Massachusetts emnploymnent In textile mills fell from 122,100 to 33,400 (most sharply in the early
years), but total nonagricultural employment rose from 1,731,100 to 2,2.39,400,
with many Industries accounting for the increase in Jobs. In New Hampshire textile employment, which had originally accounted for nearly 14 percent of total
nonagricultural employment fell from 23,200 to 8,700, yet total nonfarm jobs rose
from 168,000 to 258,000. The electrical industry alone, which rose from only 800
Jobs In 1947 to 18,900 in 1969, more than made uip for the reduction in textile
Jobs.
Many other examples could be cited to Illustrate the point that our labor force
is sufficiently mobile and adaptable to cope with adverse trends In particular local
Industries, whether caused by domestic changes or by imports, and usually with
a gain In real Income.

Senator HANSEN. Doctor, when you get that information, not only
would this committee appreciate it, but Chairman "Wilbur Mills would
like to know about it as well as Secretary Richardson, because they
have been trying to draft a wel fare reform bill which contemplates no
net reduction in-people out of jobs in this country. As a matter of fact,
I think it contemplates a doubling of those who are going, to be eligible
for welfare and, I would say, if you can think of some place where they
are going to find jobs there will be grreftt interest throughout this entire Congress and the country as well. Because so far I have not heard
of anybody with new ideas. It seems as though on the basis of recent
developments, despite our once superior technology, that also is now
being exported. And concerning these multinational corporations-and
I am not one 114e trying. to condemn them luilaterally-but I do think
that I would like to learn more about their activities. On the basis of
what I have read and the testimony we have heard sitting as members
of this subcommittee, it seems as though more and more Companies that
have excelled technologically in this country are bowing to the inevitable. They are moving their plants abroad. They are'taking their
technology abroad to take advantage of labor that earns from a fourth
to a tenth~ as much as American workers are paid, and I do not know
what your feelings are but, as far as I am concerned, I am not one bit
interested in seeing if we can grind our American workers down to
wages like those paid in Taiwan, I would hope you might share my
fMr. IJOUTHAKEII.

Indeed I do, Senafot. I certainly would not

want to see the real income of American workers reduced. I do not
think that is going to be the result of present developments either. I
think real incomes will be increased rather than reduced.
Senator HANSEN. I probably have. taken more'than my time, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator RimcoFFi. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. As I understand it, you generally like the f ree-trade
concept. I suppose it would be fine with me if I could see where we
wind up being better off than wve were before. But here is the kind
of thing that some of us are confronted with. It is my impression, at
least the last time I looked at it, is the shipyard workers that we have
in Louisiana are, just as productive as those in Japan. In other words,
per hour, with a welding torch one of our fellows wvill weld together
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just as much steel as a Japanese worker but, of course, ours are paid
$3.50 an hour and up and theirs are paid a lot less than that, only a
fraction of that wage and, therefore, onl a cost basis we are not
competitive.
Now, I suppose we could lay those people off and put them back
to work producing rice and if we did then, of course, they would be
lucky to get $2 an hour.
Now, I guess the same general trend would apply to automobile
manufacture. I think it applies to electronics certainly, just talking
about television sets or household applicances, and it would apply. to
steel manufacturing in this Nation. All of these are high-wage industries. 1f we followed just the ordinary free-trade philosophy and
let the other fellow with the low-manufacturing costs-because of
his low-wage scale-have our advanced and sophisticated industries,
what would we be shipping the Japanese and the others who would
be providing us with our sophisticated manufactured consumer
products?
Mr. h+OUTTHAKKER. Well, Senator, you mentioned the example of
shipbuilding and it may well be that in the case of shipbuilding our
productivity is not sufficiently high to overcomle the advantage of the
Japanese. But in your own State of Louisiana, there is also a, very
large chemical industry, especially petrochemicals, which is a very
large exporter and pays high wages. In other industries our productivity is so much higher that we canl compete in the world market,
without any subsidy, I might add.
Senator LONG. Well, that chemical industry to which you make
reference would not be there if w'e were iiot producing a lot of oil in
this country. In other words, if the base product that is oinig into
whou l nt were being produced, refined, and broken elsewhere, it
wudno longer be 'economlical to produce those chemicals. I assume
you know that, do you not? The reason it is logical to produce chemiicals there 'is because the oil is being produced there.
Mr. I-IIToiIATMiEII. Yes, Sir. Actually, much of the petrochemical
industry relies on natural gas but I supposeSenator LONG. They canl produce the oil a lot cheaper over in Libya
and saudi Arabia, and Venezuela, they canl produce it cheaper and
bring it in here, so we had better acid those people to the ranks of
unemployed too. Let's get clown to the kind of jobs we could hope to.
generate. I take it that that would lbe producing soybeatns and rice.
Those are two that logically occur to me in which I think we are
competitive.
Mr. HOUTHAKKER. Senator, if I may interrupt',you, wie are coinpetitive in ptrochemicals and would be more competitive if the petrochem ical- industry were allowed to im-port more oil. They are perfectly
capable of selling onl the world market even. with our present oil
prices.

Senator LONG. Hold onl just a moment. You say we would be more
competitive if we Were all owed, the petrochemical industry were.
allowedl, to import more oil?
Mr. JJOTTIKKR. But even at the moment the petrochemical industry is a net exporter of a very large amount.
Senator LONG. Well, now, let us just back that off for a second and
run it through.
02-790-71-pt. 1-8
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If. you are speaking t~o a, Senator from Louisiana there are 11o economics to ljustify refining it and cracking it in Louisiana if you have
got to haul it down to Lottisiana and hiaul it back up to the eastern seaboard. This logical place to refine it is either tit your point prior to
shipmnent or to the point where you are landing it, so it would not mean
anyv advantage to uts. And if you are tinkin~ oftepant, the cost
of constructing it is the next big itemn. If that is what you are. thinking
about, the steel is much cheaper over there in Europe and it is much
cheaper in Japan than it is here. Logically it would be cheaper to build
the plants over there or som-e interim point than it would in the United
States. 'For the life of mne I do not see how you would find the economnics to juStify, putting a petrochemical plant in Louisiana. Our
wage scale would be every bit as high as the other fellow's wage scale
aud the cost of the, plant would be higher. There is no logic in those
plants being in Louisiana under those circumstances and I do not,
understand what would put the plant, say, even in New England when
the cost of constructing them is cheaper in Europe or in Japan or at
some interim point.
Mr. HOUTIIAKKER. Senator, the fact remains that despite all the disadvantages which you mention and which are very real ones, our petrochemical industry is a very considerable exporter, which indicates that
productivity is sufficiently high to overcome all the problems you
mention.

Senator LONG. Well, I just await with interest your analysis showing that if you go entirely to free trade that you are going to expand
by that many jobs. You might find a few but you are not going to find
any great number. If you are talking about petrochemical plants, I can
recall the day when we used to have a refinery at Baton Rouge with
9,000 workers. You can build a refinery nowadays to run as much oil
and produce as many products as we were getting out of that one, but
now we do it with a thousand workers or maybe even less than that,
300 in some cases. You will find great difficulty finding the numbers of
jobs that you are talking about. Those jobs will have to be absorbed, I
take it, in agriculture and other places.
Now, you think you could manufacture some petrochemicals which
we are manufacturing now. What else would we produce that would
help these displaced workers?
Mr. IIOUTiLAKHER. We have made considerable gains in a number
of export industries apart from chemicals. Agriculture is still a large
part of our total trade but I do not think we can emphasize that too
much because it is only-it is less than a quarter of total exports. But
we have very considerable exports in machinery, in computers in forest products, in 'quite, a large range of other things. We event, export
Someno textiles and steel. We are by no means noncompetitive in everything. We do have considerable advantages in a number of industries,
despite our high costs.
Senator LONG. My understanding about the theory of free trade is
that from a point of view of ain economic purist who believes in all-out
free trade, the answer to the $64 question is that as you go out of these
industries you have a first-class depression and your wage scales come
on down to *where your workers are working at the same wages ae
the other fellow and then you become competitive. These people
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working foi- $3.50 wind up in jobs paying 75 cents an hour, and hopefulfly, the 'T,) cents will buy you more. than the $3.50 that you are
getting now. That is what I thought the theory of free trade is. But is
that right or. wrong?
Mfr. I~PFIKE.You
'are correct to the extent of the real income is what matters. Whether workers earn $3.50 or 75 cents only
makes a difference if we know what prices they have to pay. What
matters is their re-al income, niot their money come. I believe that
misunderstanding -also ran through Mr. Mleany's testimony this morning. Mr. Ateany apparently thinks only of the number of dollars
which workers take in. It is4 much more important what they can buy
for those dollars, and there it really does not matter what thle money
wage is.
Senator Lo NG. Thank( you.
,Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have had a. chancee only to hear your statement read, Doctor
Ilouthakker, and it is deep enough and to me theoretical enough so
that it is going to take me quite a while to absorb it. But, as you read
it, it seems to me you are talking about totals aid averages and desirable situations, and we on this committee have to face the specific
problems of specific industries under specific circumstances.
In my State of Utah we have one steel mill. I~t is now 25 years old.
and it is barely alive for two reasons. The Japs can undersell 'and
underprice us and, second, the Japs do not quite play fair underi their
voluntary agreement which they were going to spread their exports
to the United States over a broad area. They have discovered this is
a hig",h-cost producer so they are concentrating their Japanese steel
in this area, and we are having a terrible time to keep it alive.
Now, it is in a small town and it is the only substantial industry
inl the town, and it would be pretty hard for me to persuade the
people of my State or of that towni that there really was no threat
froin the Japanese steel industry.
On p age 2 you say, referring to, we have discussed a lot the question of restrictions on American exports, and you say it is true that
there are restrictions onl imports from the United States in certain
foreign countries. and that we also have restrictions onl certain classes
of imports. The severity of thc-se restrictions is hard to measure but
in the aggregate, you say, they probably come close to canceling each
other out as far as the current account balance is concerned.
This is a surprising statement to me because our evidence in the
discussions we have had before this committee, would indicate that
our market is much more open than, to our competitors, and particularly our principal trading partners than their markets are open to us.
Mr. ITOtITHAKKER. Yes, Senator; I am aware of the widespread feeling, and my statement to the contrary is based on an analysis which
I believe will be very useful to the committee which was ma de by
Mir. John Renner of the State Department in a. Speech he made on
January 30, 1971. Perhaps when Mr. Samuels testifies before you he
will refer to it. Mr. Renner's analysis gives the percentage of~ trade,
both industrial and agricultural that is covered by quantitative restrictions, and my statement is based on his figures. For instance-.-
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Senator R.ICOF. WAithout, objection, would you like that statement
you are referring to go in the record at this point?
Mr. HOUTTAKKER

(continuing). Senator, my only problem is that

this is not my statement.
Senator RIBICOFF. Well, does it contain information that would be
helpful?
Mr. HOUTTIA1KER. It does indeed, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RunIC'OFF. WNithout objection, the statement that you referred
to, the statistics will go into the record so we will have it.
HOTJTHAKKER. Certainly.
BENNETT. Mr. Chairman,
Senator IRIBICOFF. I think it ought

Mr.

Senator

do you want, the entire statement?

to be.

Senator Bi3ENNE'rT. If it is a public speech made in the public it is
in the public domain.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Print the entire speech so we can see it in
perspective.
(The speech referred to follows. Hearing continues on p. 2N.)
SPEECH 13Y JOHN C. RENNER,

IRECTRl,

OFFICE: OF INTERNATIONAL TRADU,

DEPARTMENT OF STATE-NATIONAL. RESTRICTION S ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

This is a speech about facts. I propose to look briefly at the restrictions finposed on International trade by the major industrialized countries. MAy purpose
Is not to prove a preconceived case by the selective arrangement of data but to
lay bare the facts and examine their meaning. Objectivity will be limited not by
design but only by the scope awl1 nature of the available figures.
Governments use many mechanisms to control imports. International trade,
in Industrial products is restricted by tariffs, quantitative restrictions, includIng "voluntary" restraints on exports, and a wide variety of other non-tariff
barriers. Even greater Ingenuity is demonstrated by governments- in regulating the
International flow of agricultural *products.
The quality of the debate on trade policy will depend In part on our understanding of the extent and significance of these restraints on Imports.
TARIFFS ON INDUSTRIAL TRADE

It took five years, to complete the Kenrnedy Round negotiations. This wvas duie
In large measure to the difficulty of striking ani equitable deal. The aggre.rate
figures suggest that the negotiators were generally successful. As a result of the
Kennedy Round, the United States andl the INutropean Comnmunity will have
reduced their tariffs on manufactured and semni-manufactured products by .30)
percent. The United Kingdom and Japan will have reduced] their tariffs by 29
percent. Wits claim that this picture of rough equity was highlighted by the uiformity of the complaints from industries In all of the major countries.
When the Kennedy Round reductions are eomlipletCel the end of this year, Ole
average tariff rates maintained by the major industrialized countries on iimulfactured and semi-manufactured products weightedd by OECD) trade) Nvill be as
shown in the following table.
A rce:'W fariff

ratcs (peent)
Country:
8. 8
------------United States -----------------------------------8. 4
European Community ------------------------------------------10. 2
United Kindoin-----------------------------------------------10. 9
Japan ------------------------------------------------------11.0
Canada-----------------------------------------------------ae
baeaetrIf
You will note that these countries fall ittwgrus
of the United States and the European Community will 'be between 8 and I)
percent. The tariffs of Japan, Canadla, and1 the Uited Khgdoni iil be about
two points, higher, between 10 and 11 percent.
Thus; we see that the average tariff rates of the major: induistilalized countries wvill be quite comparable, with less than three points separating the lowest
and the highest rates.
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However, like all averages, these figures mask significant differences. If the
averages are broken down by Industrial sectors, one gets a different perspective
on the problem. The next table Indicates the number of the Industrial sectors
where each of the major Industrialized countries will have the highest and lowest
average tariff.
23 industrial sectors withHighest tariff

Country

European Community -----------------------------------------United States -----------------------------------------------United Kingdom--------------------------------------------------Japan-----------------------------------------------------Canada----------------------------------------- ------------

Lowest tariff
11
6
2
4
1

0
4
6
10

Relationship
+11
+2
-1
-2
-9

This sectoral analysis reveals a greater difference in the relative position of
these countries than the overall averages. When the Kennedy Round tariff cuts
are completed, the European Community will have the highest average tariff
rate in none of the Industrial sectors and the lowest in eleven sectors. The Canadiain position Is just the reverse, with the highest average In ten sectors and the
lowest in one. The United Kingdom Is In the middle, flanked on the low tariff
side by the United States and on the high tariff side by Japan.
Focusing on the most detailed common tariff breakdown, the 919 categories of
the four digit Brussels Tariff Nomenclature In the industrial sector, we get another view of the spread of the tariff rates of the major industrialized countries.
TARIFF DISTRIBUTION: PERCENTAGE OFPRODUCT CATEGORIES
Country
European Community------------------United Kingdom---------------- ----Japan----------------------------United Stales-----------------------

Less tl'an
5

5 to 10

10tol15

15 to20

More than
20

21.3
14.7
9.1
25.0

62.0
48.4
57.0
43.0

13.3
21.6
22.8
17.2

3.2
13.2
8.3
8.3

0.2
2. 1
2.8
6.5

From this picture of tariff dispersions, we see that the United States has considerably more high tariffs and somewhat more low tariffs than any of the
other countries. The tariffs of the European Community group more closely
around the general average than the other countries. Japan and the United
Kingdom have roughly comparable tariff spreads.
To round out this brief review of Industrial tariffs, we ought to look at the
highest and lowest tariff rates In the 12 industrial sectors accounting for 85
percent of OECD non-agricultural Imports.

Sector
Pulp and paper --------------------------------------------Texties---------------------------------------------------Mineral products -------------------------------------------Ores and metals--------------------------------------------Coal, petroleum, gas----------------------------------------Chemicals ------------------------------------------------Nonelectrical machinery -------------------------------------Electrical machinery-----------------------------------------Transport equipment----------------------------------------Scientific instruments-----------------------------------Footwear-------------------------------------------------Furniture----------------------------------------- -------' United Kingdom.
3Japan.
4 Canada.
a European Economic Community.
2 United States.

Highest
average
rate
(percent)
'17.8
217.7

27.6
'16.5
2310.8
310.0

310.9

'111.5
-14.0
216. 1
'422.6
417.3

Lowest
average
rate
(percent)
22.5

38.3
33.8
54.1
'.9

27.4

25.6

27.8
25.0
48.0
110.4
38.3

Point
spread
5.3
9.4
3.8
2.4
9.9
2.6
53
3.7
9.0
8. 1
12.2
9.0
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Two interesting facts emerge from this table. First, the average sectoral tariffs
of the countries with the highest rates are usually higher than 10%l and frequently higher than 15%. Second, the discrepancy between the highest and the
lowest rates is considerable in sonie sectors.
We have now looked at industrial tariffs from four different angles. What
conclusions can be drawn from this brief analysis? Although we do not have the
price data that would enable us to make a reasonably accurate estimate of the
trade Impact of the tariffs remaining after the Kennedy Round cuts are completed, several rough judgments can be made.
While general averages tire relatively low, tariff rates of the major industrialized countries ait the most detailed common level are over 10 percent very
often and over 15 percent with surprising frequency. Even higher rates are not
rare. The close grouping of the general average tariff rates of the major industrialized countries disguises considerable differencess in the sectoral tariff raite.
The spread between the lowest and the highest average rates is over 8 points in
50 percent of the major industrial sectors.
IThus, we see that the level of tariffs is higher anid the spread Is greater than
generally supposed. While successive rounds of multilateral negotiations ho.ve
reduced the relative importance of tariffs, the frequently repeated viewv that
tariffs are no longer significant is, clearly wrong.
We have also discovered several noteworthy facts about howv the tariffs of the
Industrialized countries compare with each other. C.anada has the highe:4 average tariff asid the European Community the lowest average tariff in more inidustrial sectors than the other countries. The American tariff structure has more
high and more low tariffs than any of the other countries. The tariffs of the
European Community are grouped together around its general average.
QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL TRADE
In addition to tariffs, most governments impose quantitative limitations onl
soine imports. These usually take the form of quotas imposed by the importing
country or "voluntary restraints" established by the exporting country to avoid
quotas. State trading practices are also used to limit imports. The ec-onom1ic( and
commercial consequences of limiting imports by quotas, "voluntary restraints,."
or state trading practices are the same.
The impact of quantitative restrictions on the particular product under control
is precise. But It is difficult to compare the totality of quantitative restrictions
maintained by one country with the totality maintained by other countries,. At
any point in time, hampered as wve are by insufficient data, It Is virtually inupossible to estimate the amount of trade that would have taken place in the absence of
restrictions that have been in existence for some time. However, there are several
ways of comparing quantitative restrictions that will give us a rough appreciation
of their significance.
The following table lists the number of Industrial categories subject in whole
or part to quantitative restrictions when imported from other OECD countries.
Number of categories
___________

Country

hi63

Canada------------------------

United Kingdom------------ --United States_

_

_.

----------------

-----

Europpan community------------------Japan-------------------------- --- ---- -------

2
if,

7

75
132

Percent
of total
1970 (4 digit BTN)
-

cat',gorirs

In addition,
di-cririnaor
against apan

7
2?

1
3

65
81

7
73
9 -------

67

7

8
21

1

A number of noteworthy facts arise from this table: A small but sign IftcaCn 1

proportion of the 919 industrial categories is hampered by quaintitatve restrictions. Japan employs quantitative restrictions more often than th, other
countries. JTapan has al-~o re(liirid it.- ise of ua tttierestrict ions during- the
last seven years by a considerably greater extent than the other counti-ies.
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States now maintain substantially
more quantitative restrictions than they did previously. D iscrimination against
Japan, mainly by the European Community, Is still substantial.
We can get a somewhat truer picture if we also consider the esti mated value
of the Imports of Industrial products covered by quantitative restrictions.
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iDollr amounts In billionsi
vitun of
industrial
imports subject to QR's

Country

European community ------------------ -------------------------------United Kingdom -------------------------------- ----------------------Japan---------------------------------------------------------------United States ----------------------------------------------------- ----

$0.9
.7
1.4
5.1

Percent of
Industrial
imports subject to OR's
4.3
4.7
11.4
16.5

This table should be Interpreted cautiously. Very restrictive quotas allow little
trade to flow and have little Impact on the table. At the other extreme, very large
quotas permit substantial imports and bear heavily on the table. Nonetheless, the
results have a certain impressionistic value. The quantitative restrictions of the
United States and Japan bear on a considerably greater amount of trade than
those of the European Community andl the United Kingdom.
Putting the two tables on quantitative restrictions side by side, we observe
that:
Japan's quantitative restrictions fall on the largest number of products and
affect a considerable amount of trade.
The American quantitative restrictions cover a relatively large number of
products and relate to the largest amount of trade.
The European Community's quantitative restrictions hit a relatively large number of products but pertain to a comparatively small amount of trade.
The United Kingdom's quantitative restrictions bear on a small number of
products and bear on a relatively small amount of trade.
OTHER NON-TARIFF BARRIERS
Non-tariff barriers, other than quantitative restrictions, have been in existence
for many years. Relatively few have been Introduced recently. They are now coming more into the light because of the progressive reduction of tariffs.
Some non-tariff barriers, such as regulations relating to government procurement, have been established by governments with the specific purpose of discriminating against foreign trade. Others, such as health and safety standards,
are usually created by governments to promote the well-being of its residents and
affect trade incidentally even If significantly.
All of the major industrialized countries have a multitude of such non-tariff
barriers. We can only touch on those of most importance.
Some of the foreign non-tariff barriers in the industrial sector of concern
to the United States are: Many foreign governments grant government procurement contracts by administrative decision; thus, American firms can be
and have been precluded from even bidding. Japan has a multiplicity of administrative controls on imports such as restricting the establishment of sales and
service branches, the requirement that -payment for imports must be made
according to standard terms, and a licensing system covering all imports. Most
foreign governments restrict the Importation of motion pictures. A number of
the member states of the European Community have road taxes that fall especially heavily on large automobiles. The United Kingdom, Canada and oilher
countries fimit the number of TV programs that can he imported. Several of the
member states of the European Community have increased the amount of the tax
adjustment at the frontier without similarly increasing the total incidence of
domestic taxes. There are many more but these will suffice to describe the nature
of the problem.
Foreign governments return the compliment and compllain about American
non-tariff barriers. They are seriously concerned about the absence of an injury
requirement in our countervailing duty law; most other governments have such
an injury requirement. They regret our failure to eliminate the American Selling
Price system of customs valuation and have Indicated that the termination of
ASP is the sine qua non for future negotiations on non-tariff barriers. They
urge us to eliminate the various preferences given to American firms In connection with government procurement contracts. They consider that we have not
adhered scrupulously to the International Anti-Dumping code. They complain
about some of our valuation and classification practices. This is an Indicative
rather than a comprehensive list.
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We have seen that all of the major Industrialized countries employ non-tariff
barriers to restrict trade. Quantitative restrictions can be measured but, with
the data at hand, the trade Impact of these restrictions cannot be determined
reliably. The other non-tariff barriers cannot even be measured quantitatively.
RESTRICTIONS ON AGRICULTURAL TRADE

Almost all governments support Incomes of farmers by one means or another
and control imports that might undermine these programs or otherwise threa ten
farmers' Incomes. As a consequence trade In agricultural products is subject to
relatively little International discipline and import restrictions are unusually
difficult to remove by International negotiation.
As a result of the Dillon and Kennedy Rounds of trade negotiations some
limited progress was made in the reduction of tariffs on agricultural product,,,
But the main obstacles to Increased trade In agricultural products were not
touched. Let us glance at these restrictions.
Our first task Is to decide how to classify the trade-restrictive features of the
,common agricultural policy, the newest and most comprehensive system of farm
support and protection.
The common agricultural policy of the European Community is a most effective means of protecting domestic producers from foreign competition. Under the
common agricultural policy, a farmer's income depends on tie prices he gets for
his products. The lower limits of market prices are (determined not by the play
of supply and demand but by the prices at which governmental entities agree to
purchase products that cannot be sold on the market. Intervention prices usually
are considerably higher than the prices that would otherwise prevail. These
artificially high prices cannot be undermined by lower-priced imports because of
the variable levy system of protection. The amount of the variably levy for any
product depends on the difference In price between the minimum import price
(closely related to the intervention price) and the price at whlich imports are
offered. If the offer price decreases, the variable levy Increases. hsimlports
cannot enter the European Community at less than the minimum import price.
Under this system, foreigners become residual suppliers. The size of the
residual depends on the difference between domestic production, less exports, and
consumption. The amount of production, in turn, depends on prices. Increased
prices normally can be expected to lead to increased production and lower Imp~orts and vice versa. Thus, the Internal price levels become the main determinant
of the amount of agricultural products foreigners can sell In the European
Community.
Variable levies are similar tc, quotas In that they, like quotas, prevent exporters from Increasing their sales by, lowering prices. Accordingly, in our effort to
get some reading on the comparative significance of quantitative restrictions on
agricultural trade ma'intained by the major Industrialized countries, one can In
all fairness lump quotas and variable levies, together. For the same reason, state
trading practices that limit the amount of Imports can also be included.
The following table lists the number of agricultural categories falling In 1970
entirely or partially under quantitative restrictions when Imported from other
OECD countries.
Number of
categories

Country

Canada --------------- -------------------------------- ----------United States --- ------- ----------------------- -------------- --- --United Kingdom_.- ------------------------------------- --------------Japan ---------- --------------- --------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------European community.-.

11
13
21
62
105

Percent of total
categories
(4 digit BTN)
6
7
12
35
59

The figures need no Interpretation. Theyv speak for themselves. The disparities
are obvious.
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Now let us look at the estimated trade coverage of the quantitative restrictions.
(Dollar amounts in billions]
Value of Percent of total
agricultural
agricultural
Imports subimports coyject to QR's ered by OR's

Country
United States -

------

.---------------------------------

United Kingdom --------------------- ------------------------ ----------Jap3n ----------------------------------------------------------------European community--------------------------------------------------- ---

$1.2

1.1
.8
2.6

21. b

21.9
27.9
33.7

There are two points worth noting: The percentage of Imports subject to quantitative restrictions Is very much greater in agricultural trade than in industrial
trade. The quantitative restrictions of he European Community affect considerably more trade than those of the United States.
Taken together- these last two tales point unmistakably in the same direction.
The quantitative restrictions of the European Community fall on many more
products and affect substantially more trade than those of any of the other industrialized countries.
The Japanese record, while better than the European Community, is considerably worse than the United States, the Unted Kingdom, or Canada.
IMPLICATIONS

Even after the last of the Kennedy Round tariff cuts has been made, the key
Industrialized countries will maintain substantial controls on international trade.
The tariff anid non-tariff obstacles to the international exchange of industrial
and agricultural products will still be diverse, pervasive, and significant.
Reduction of these barriers could be expected to encourage, a further expansion of trade. This 'can be said, I think, even though international trade has been
expanding faster than p~rodILe(tioni for the last 10 years and even acknowledging
that significant xnacro-ecconomic policy changes probably would affect international trade to a greater extent than modifications of restrictions.
Consideration of the possibility of reducing trade barriers bring us face to face
with another fact-even less measurable and more political than those wve have
already examined, but an Important fact, nonetheless. I refer to the coiscept of
reciprocity.
Reciprocity is the basic regulating factor in the conduct of International trade
relations; it is deeply embedded in internationally agreed rules and in the trade
policies of governments.
We are where wre are with respect to the liberalization of trade restrictions
as a result of a series of maulti-national trade negotiations in which the cr-isscross of concessions made it possible to arrive at reciprocity for all. In none of
these negotiations was It possible for any country to know precisely the extent
to which reduced Import estrictions would lead to Increased trade. Thus, the
determination of when an acceptable degree of reciprocity has been attained has
been and will continue to be primarily a political act shaped In each country by
the interplay of general ar'd particular Interests.
Unilteral action by an-' country to restrict trade changes the balance of concessions arrived at over che years and is most likely to provoke counteraction
to restore equilibrium. Internationally agreed rules, embodied In the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, outline the p,.oedures an aggrieved country can
follow to seek remedy or redress. These rules and the legitimacy they give to
authorized retaliation tend i o restrain unilateral restrictive action.
The concept of reciprocity also relates to trade liberalization. Imports benefit
the Importing country by increasing the amount and diversity of resources.
Nonetheless, futher general trade liberalization will depend on the willingness of
each of the major industrialized countries to make concessions of value to the
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others. Froiii our exaiutatioji of existing trade restrictions, w1e ha1ve discovered
that the implort restrictions of most of the countries tend to be comparatively
more Imp~ortant in one area than in another. This suggests that reciprocity would
be hard to attain in a narrowly based negotiation.
A look at the trade pattern reinforces this view. The following table shows
U.S. exports and imports In billions of dollars from January through Novemlber 1970.
European
community

United
Kingdom

Japan

Canada

Total
OECD

Total

Agricultural commodities:
U.S.exports_--------------------1.386
U.S. imports-------------------.378

.354
.033

1.070
.035

.744
.275

4.059
1. 113

6. 435
5.145

+1. 035

+. 469

Balance---------------- -----

+1.008

+. 321

Nonagricultural products:
U.S.,
exports -------------------U.S. Imports --------------------

6.222
5.630

1.920
1.977

+. 592

-. 057

7.608
6.008

2.274
2. 010

Balance---------------------Total trade:
U.S. exports -------------------U.S. imports-------------------Balance ---------------------

+1. 600

+.264

3. 112
5.352
-2.240
4. 181
5.387
-1.206

7.374
9.831

+2. 946
21. 124
24. 461

+1. 290
32. 491
31. 267

-2.457

-3.337

+1.224

8. 118
10. 106

25. 184
25. 574

38. 926
36. 411

-1.988

-. 390

±2.515

A number of points are relevant to our discussion of reciprocity. First, total
U.S. trade with the other OE~CD countries in non-agricultural products is roughly
five times greater than In agricultural products._However, the United States has
a surplus in Its agriculturalt trade with the OE~CD countries, and a deficit in
its non-agricultural trade. Thus, for the United States, agricultural exports are
more important than their comparative size would indicate. Second, trade In
non-c agricultural products between thle U.S. and other OECD countries is just
about in balance. In the first eleven months of 1970, the U.S. Imported about 15
percent more from other OECD countries than it exported to them. Third, trade
in agricultural products Is not as well-balanced. Over the same period, the
United States exported about four times as much agricultural products to other
OECD countries as It imported from them.
Thus, from the standpoint of Import restrictions and trade patterns, international reciprocity would be difficult to attain unless both tariff and( non-tariff
barriers on Industrial and agricultural trade were Included in any multilateral
effort to reduce trade barriers.

Mr. I-TOTTIIAKER. If I may :just give some relevant figures to Senator- Bennett oni industrial imports subject to quantitative restrictions,
I believe this referred to 1970 but I am not entirely sure what year it
is. For the European community the amount involved, subject to these
quantitative, restrictions was $800 million.
Senator BiE-NE'T'!'. Is that imports into the United States?
Mr. JTou'rmiKKER. That is imports into the European community.
Senator BENNETrT. European community from all sources?
M.fr. IJTOUT] k ]AKIMR
From all sources ; yes.
Senator BENNE1TT. From all sources?'
Mr. HIOUTIIAJKErui. And in our case it was $5.1 billion, more than
five, times as much. However, I should make one important qualificatwiin, and this is wniy I emphasized here it is hard to measure. Whiat
these. figures mean only what actually came in, not what would have
come in if there had been no restrictions. We do not know that but the,
fact is on those figures for industrial imports we had more trade subject to restrictions thaii the European community. Onl agricultural
imports it is somewhat different.
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Senator BENNETT. But that is a statement of the existence of a restriction. That does not quantitatively measure the burden of the
re striction.
Mr. JotTTrHIIKKEII. This is correct. I believe it would be very diffictilt to measure in any other way, but it does indicate though that
wve do have very substantial quantitative restrictions, and to get the
burden of these restrictions would be a more difficult calculation.
Senator B3ENNETT. Do you have any idea of the type of or the
specific products that are covered by these restrictions?
Mr. J-OIJTIAKKER. In the case of the United States?
Senator BENNETT. Yes. Our restrictions.
Mr. H-OUTTTAKKER. Yes, sir. We have six major quantitative restriction schemes, three agricultural and three nonagricultural. The three
agricultural ones aire sugar, beef, and dar products. The nonagiulThere also a few saler
tural ones are steel, oil, adctotetiles.
ones but. those, sir, account for the bulk of the restrictions.
Senator BENNETT. Of course, I have spent my career in the Senate
working on the sugar problem. Technically, it is a restriction. Actually, it is a method of distributing our offshore needs fairly or with
some de,.,ree of fairness, among the people who can supply us, and
the restriction operates for that purpose rather than to-well, I will
say it'another way. As long as Cuba was a free country we bought our
sugar from Cuba or practically all of it, and when Castro took over,
and we had to distribute it around the rest of the world we set up
devices by which that could be controlled.
Mr. I-IotIAKKEr., Yes, Senator, I am sure you are, right about
that. However, it is as you say, technically a restriction. Our sugar
imports are different now from what they would be if there were
no sugar law.
Senator BENNETT. Now, tell me again what the nonagricultural

restrictions are.

Mr. I-IOUTIAKKER. Steel, oil, and cotton textiles. Those are the
three very important ones. There are a few other minor ones like flatwai-e and things like that, but that is relatively small.
Senator BENNETT. I am reminded that we-the restrictions on steel

are voluntary.
Mr. IIotTHAKKER. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. And they are not a matter of law.
Mr. HOUTHARKER. Right.
Senator BENNETT. And they were imposed or at least agreed to.
Mr. IHOUTHAKIKER. That is correct.
Senator BENNETT. By our foreign trading partners.
Mr. H-oUTHARUKEIR. That is correct.
Senator BENNETT. The type of, restrictions that are imposed against
our products, do they not go to a much higher level, of a more sophisticated type of products?
Mr. I-oUTIIAKKER. In the case of Japan, Yes. In the' case of the
European community we do not have any major complaint that I am
aware of.
ISenator BENNETT. Do you have any figures on Japan? You gave us
the comparison with the European community.
Mr. IIouTHIIAKER. Yes, sir; the figure here for Japan is $1.4 billion

of 11.4 percent of industrhd imports§..,
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Senator BENNETT. What are the comparative columns of the restrictions imposed against us and imposed by us against Japan?
Mr. HOVTIIAKKER. It does not specify here against which country
these restrictions are addressed. It is done on a commodity basis soI
cannot say.
Senator BENNETT. Then, I misunderstood you; I thought the figures
you gave me earlier referred only to the European economic
community.
Mr. HOUTHARKER. No; I am sorry if I loft that misunderstanding
there. These are the total imports into four areas that are subject. to
quantitative restrictions, no matter where the quantity comes from.
Senator BENNETT. I am sorry, I had misunderstood you.
I listen to what you had to say with a great deal of interest, what
you had to syabout adjustment, and I think that has been pretty well
covered and referring back to the problem that we would face in
the city of Provo, Utah, if we had to close out the Geneva Steel, which
is the second largest employer, private emploer, in the State of Utah,
as wll
a thelarest single employer in that small community of
maybe 20,000 people. I do not know what we would do if we had to
handle this adjustment problem. I do not know where these people
would go, and it is fine theoretically to say they would be trained for
something else, and then they can go where the jobs are. But people
with homes and families and ties, and particularly those who, like myself, are getting along in years, would find it, do find it, very difficuht to
pick up and try to learn a new trade and go to a new community to
practice it.

Mr.

HOUTHAIKKEIR.

Well,

Senator, perhaps I may assure you that I

do not think that anybody is contemplating a situation in whirl) the
steel industry would be left entirely without protection since we know
that the cost level in the United States is so much higher than this
would indeed be disastrous, and steel, of course, is an industry which
is important to our national security.
Senator BENNETT. SO, rou make that distinction with steel on the
basis of national security.T

Mr. HOtTTHARKEIR.Yes, Senator.

Senator BENNETT. But if there were another industry with the same
conditions and no national security implications you would be willing
to see it closed and let these people take their chances?
Mr. HOUTHAIKKER. In the case like that adjustment assistance would
probably be a more appropriate way of dealing with it if it came to
that point.
Senator BENNETT. But Utah is not essentially an industrial State.
There is not a, broad industrial market to which these people can go,
as was the case in New England, which from time immemorial has
been an industrialized State., That is why I said in the beginning I
think these are averages and figures, ideas, theories that apply in an
ideal situation but when you get them down to practice they are
different.
Mr. Chairman, I think I have used my time.
Senator RiIBicoFF. Mr. Houthakker, in light of what you say about
the transitory character of the balance of payments crisis, would you
then say that the dollar crisis over the last few weeks is a false crisis?
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Mr. HouTHIAxuiER. It is not entirely a false crisis. It has brought to
a head certain underlying problems 'Which have been with us for P,
great many years, and to that extent it is not of a transitory nature.
Senator RIBicoFFi. What are those basic problems?
Mr. IIOOTIAKKER.

As I indicated here, there is some question of

whether we are sufficiently competitive or not. I do not state as I say
there is evidence, definite evidence, that we are not competitive. But
that if we had to decide which is the more probable statement, the
more likely to be true, then I would say that we are not fully competitive.. I believe that the events of the last few weeks, together with
other developments in the last 2 years or so, have improved our competitive position somewhat.
Senator RIBI1coFFi. Let me ask you, if the Europeans wanted to put
control on the dollars or at least, let us say, on the Eurodollars, what
could the European nations do?

Mr. IIOUTIIAKKER. Tfhe Europeans could certainly impose regulations on their banks which would make it more difficult for them to

participate in the E4'urodollar market. They could also impose regulations on their corporations so as to make it more clificult for these
corporations to borrow in the Eurodollar market. There are a number
of things which they could do but 1:he fact is that they have not so far
come to any agreement on what they might do.
Senator RIBICOFF Wiell, would vyou think it would be better for us
to make some suggestions or to work with the E uropean countries
concerning the management of the Eurodollar before they take unilateral steps on it?
Ar.
M HOUTICKEn., I am-sure that we would want to be cooperative

i any such endeavor. One difficulty which we face though that the
Europeans, especially the six members of the EEC now want to operate together and they seem to have some difficulty in arriving at a
uniform position. The difficulty is that if we tried to negotiate with
themr individually, -we might be accused of undermining the EEC. On
the other hand, they have not had much luck in formulating a common
p)osition.

Senator RIBIcoFFr. Well, they do not have luck formulating a common position because when the chips are down every nation looks out
for its basic interests.
Alr. HOTTAKiciER. That is correct, Mir. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. And while they might be a common interest what
might be a good policy for France would not necessarily be a good
policy for Ge rmany.
Mlr. I~ou'rIIAK~uaiI. That is right, so we have to move very carefully.
Senator Rincour. And is not that about the same p)ositionl as the
the members of the committee have, been having their dialog with
you, I mean, what may be theoretically correct from the textbook

point of view, just does not work out when it impinges upon Senator
Bennett's steel 'mill in Provo, or Senator Long's shipyard in Louisiana,
or Senator Talmadge's textiles in Georgia, the ballbearings in Connecticut, so it is ahlost, impossible to operate in a vacuum ini any State
or aniy nation in the world because when the chips are down every
nation looks for its own, at its own economic and political problems
that it faces.
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Mr. HOIJTHAKKEII. Yes, sir; I am sure there are very great difficulties in arriving at solutions for these particular problems, esp-ecially
when we do not have adequate means of taking care of the adjustment s
problem.
Senator IRiBicoFF. Now, I would assume from your testimony that
you would feel that an open trade war between the large trading
combinations, the Japanese, the Common Market, and ourselves,
would be an indi vidual national and a collective world disaster.
Mr. HOUTHARKER. 1 would certainly agree with that statement; yes.
Senator RiBicoriF. Now, if that were the case, what justification
is there for these trading blocs to sit back and allow a potential trade
war to develop. Should we not be getting together to try to work out,
a fairer trade policy for all countries as well as a reciprocity because
it becomes apparent that what is concerning everybody is a lack of mutuality, a lack of reciprocity, and a feeling of great national disadvantage.
Mr. HOIJTIAKKEIR. 'We have been engaged in discussions with various countries for sometime, and we have had contracts with the European Economic Community on the level of their of their Commission
and our State Department and other Government agencies. 'We have
had some discussions in GATT. We certainly would, I think, be interested in having multilateral discussions. 'We have, of course, had
discussions with the Japanese on a number of occasions, too, but, the
implication of your statement, if it is we have not done enough, I
would certainly subscribe to Vit
Senator RIBICOFF But the discussions you are talking about are
basically on a lower level where the permanent Secretariats from all
these nations get together and discuss their basic problems, but as far
as I can determine no one from the higher level, whether it is President Nixon or Prime Minister Pompidou or Prime Minister H-eathi or
Mr. Brandt, have made the suggestion that the time had come for
some top level discussions. 'We had the Kennedy round, but we have
gone so far beyond the Kennedy round, the world has changed so
rapidly, America's. pofit ion has changed so deeply since 1962, the
position of Japan arnd the Common Market have changed so much
.since 1962, that do you not feel there has been an expectation that call
the giehad to come from the United States, that all the nations in
t verdstbc
n ad "Now you, the big United States, you
come uip with proposals, you come uip with actions, you come up wVith
considerations." Why should not there be ait this stage, with the fantastic economic growth in Japan and Germany and the Common
Market, some initiatives coming from these countries. They have got
the $50 billion floating around to their advantage, as indicated by my
colleagues. You have a situation of an adverse liquidity balance of
some $48 billion during a period of 20 years. You have a situation
where now we have a great controversy domestically in this country
as to whether or not we should continue our force levels in Western
Europe to protect Europe when we are paying the costs, they have got
the dollars and they do not even pick up the cost in the balance of
payments that we are charged with.
So, do you not think the time has come for the world, and the
United States to be very clear-eyed and realistic about the change
of the economic relationship in this world and for the United States
.!'~A !IA V Y1 "", -
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to say, "The time has come for you to start having some of the give
and we have some of the take' instead of consistently having the

United States be on the giving end and never on the taking end now,
because the picture h)as changed.
Mr. IiOUTAKKCER. I think that I agree with 9,5 percent of what
you are saying; Tjhere is a very serious danger that we are drifting
into an unpleasant situation.. I (t0 not believe this is our- wish and it
is not our doing. The main difficulty centers around the EEC right
now. The EEC is very much concerned with its own internal problems
and with the problem of enlargement. Until these problems are solved"
I do niot think we can expect a great deal from the EEC looking at
it realistically. I am sure you are right that we do very much need
at multi late ral -high-level discussion, but I ami afraid that it may take
another year or so before thp. Europeans in particular, atre ready for
this.
The one statement which I amn not sure I can agree to is that in
past discussions we have always been giving more than we took. I
do not believe this can be said about the Kennedy round. Mr. Reniner's
paper also, I believe, has some data on that subject. I believe thalt
especially as far as industrial trade is concerned, the Kennedy round
worked out quite well for all sides including the United States.
Senator Rnnico)Fr. I have one final question before, we go to the next.
witness. Your solution to the problems of international adjustment
is greater exchange rate flexibility. Would not at change in exchange
rates nowv raise our oversea, defense expenditures and reduce ourll
foreign investment earnings?
Mr. IHOUTIATCER. It would raise our oversea defense expenditures
somewhat, to the extent that they take place in countries whose currencies would appreciate. They would not be increased, for instance,
in Vietnam, which is not in that category. Our earnings from oversea investment would increase, not decrease, because the foreigni currency which we earned with our investment abroad would be worth
miore in terms of dollars so that would be an offset.
Senator RIBICOFF. What justification is that for the NATO countries who have very substantial favorable dollar balances not aIssumning the dollar cost of our defense activities in NATO countries.
Mr. HoUTIIAKKER. Well, Senator, I think there are two answers to
this question. In the first place, we do have so-called offset arrangemients with a number of countries.
Senator RiBioOFrF. But not enough. There still is, while they pay
part of it, there still is a differential, I believe Secretary Connatlly
testified, it was about $800 million. I have seen a figure $800 million,
but somewhere between $800 and $900 million differential, and if Senator Mansfield's proposal would be adopted it would save this country
some $400 or $500 million. Why should not the European countries,
with all the dollars that they have, $50 billion floating around, why
should they not pick up another $500 Million of costs in dollars to
the United States for keeping American troops and dependents in
Europe?'
Mr. HOUTHI-IKKER. I believe the answer to this question, Mr. Chairman, is essentially in the area of foreign policy. But let me just try to
make one statement that could properly come from an economist;
namely, who pays the piper calls the tune.
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Senator RMBCOFF. 'Well, but that is very interesting. Are we calling
thle, tune when all is said and done? 'While we may be paying the
piper, or paying thle fiddler, they are doing the dancing and we are
doing all the perspiring"", as far as I can see.
[Lautghter.]
Senator IBIcoFF. 'We thank you very much, Dr. Houthakker. We
would like to question you some .more but we have another important
witness, and we do appreciate your coming and we hope to have you
again.
Mr. IT-TTTAKKErR. Thainkc you very much.
Sen1ator' RIBCOFF. 'Mr.Ca
tllawty! plea1se.
Senator Talmadge?
Senator TAUMADGE. Mr. Chairman. it is at pleasure indeed to welcome a former citizen of my State to the committee. Ely R. Callaway,
president of Burlington Industries.
Senator RIBToFF,. 'W~e welcome you here, Mr. Callaway. Our apologies for kceepig you so late. As you1 can see, these discussions have
be, ' very lively and provocative,'4and the committee will be with you
an11d T am sorry you had to wait so late in the afternoon. 'Will you1
proceed, sir? 'We are very pleased to have you.
STATEMENT OF ELY R. CALLAWAY, JR., PRESIDENT, BURLINGTON
INDUSTRIES, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. BUFORD BBRANDIS,
CHIEF ECONOMIST, AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE; AND ROBERT P. LYNN, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL
COUNSEL, BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES,. INC.
Mr. CALLAWAY.

Thank you, Senator Ribicoff and may I introduce

my two colleagues here. On my right is Mr. Robert Lynn, who is the
general counsel for Burlington , and on my left Dr. Buford Brandis,
who is the chief economist of the American Textile Manufacturers
Institute.
Dr. Brandis is here to give a short presentation toward the end of
my statement, specifically on the textile problem, and Mr. Lynn is here
to correct me when I say the wrong thing.
I am delighted to be here, Senator, and as each of you are, I am sure
you are tired and I am very tired. I spent all Weekend at my home in
Connecticut writing this statement.
Senator RuBicoFFp. In other words, Senator Talmadge's loss is my
gain.
Mr. CALLAWAY.

'Well, sir; I happen to be the most multinational man
here probably, because I was born in Georgia, I live in Connecticut,
and my office is in New York and most of my plants are in North
Carolina.
Senator IIANSBFN. 'Would it be fair to say that you hope to go to
'Wyoming?

[Lhu -lter.]
Mr. CALLAWAY. Senator, we do a tremendous amount of business in

Wyoming in buying our wool there.
Senator HTANSEN. I am aware of that. I am very deeply aware of it.
Mr. CA~LLAWVAY.

Thank you, and I look forward to being there.
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I have been through a series of different emotions today, you are not
going to see this in my statement. I am going to just speak extemporaneously just a minute, I have been through a series of feelings,
'first of great encouragement because I have recognized one thing that I
did not realize and that is that you Senators are more aware of the
problem that we have in American industry, and competing internationally than most businessman are, and I am very serious. This is very
encouraging to me, because the solution to the problem that we have in
American industry must start to be solved in the Congress.
Second, I have been very. depressed, and with all due respect to the
gentleman who, I am sure, is just as interested in the United States as
Iam, and who is an extremely intelligent man and dedicated, the previous speaker, has depressed me terribly, and I do not mean anything
personal by that. All I would like to say to you is that to me this is the
proof that the time is here when the United States must stop listening
to theoretical abstractions- as a solution to its business problems.
I will try to forget what I heard.
I prepared a statement and you have it. A portion of that statemnent includes a summary of one clear and very meaningful example
of the problem that American industry has long had and still has in
competing in international trade. This one example of the Nation is
the Nation's textile and apparel industry, an employer of not 2.4 million, I am sorry, and for the record, I would li1ke it corrected, it is
2.3 million. One hundred thousand people have lost their jobs since
this statistic was given to me and it should not have been given to
mne. It was the figure at the end of 11969, today's figure is 2.3 million
employed in the American textile and apparel industry.
Senator BENNETT. May I interrupt you at this point?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Pardon?
Senator BENNEMr Can you supply uls with a chart that goes back
maybe 10 years and show the progressive changes in employment in
your industry?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Of

course, we can and we will do that. Dr. Brandis

will provide that to the committee.
(The following was subsequently received for the record:)
U.S. employment in textiles and apparel [fit thousands]

Tear:

Employees

1960 -------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------1961 ----------------------------------1962 -------------------------------------------------------1963--------------------------------------------------------

1964 --------------------------------------------

7-----------

2,1158
2, 108
2, 166
2,168

2, 195

2,280
1965 -------------------------------------------------------*----------------------- 2,365
1966 --------------------------------2,357
1967 -------------------------------------------------------2,400
1968-------------------------------------------------------2,411
1969-r------------------------------------------------------2,350
1970-------------------------------------------------------2.325
1971 (April)--------------------------------------------------s ource : U.S. Department of Labor.
Mr. CALTLOWAY. 'Now, the U.S. economy really is as a whole now

threatened. What has happened to us in textiles and apparel is spreading rapidly to other industries, many industries that are basic to the
welfare of this country, just as our textile and apparel business. Our
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textile appa -el problemin is no longer only our's. WeC have got, company,
IMany -indlustries, particitirly those that. wve have always coi1id-idd
to 1)0 invul~nerable to excessive imports sin1ce the.y aie cliarar-erized
as l)0i110 of highL technology, are now losing their bus-,iness inl Amlerica,
to CN
1ssveinpo-t-s. t'I'ere, is solid evidlenice, if onle will. wfiy look -,11d
listen that within flhe 1970's, the U.S. econlomly as a1Whole, I'tcws a
nma-or threat to its well-biingr.
Thisj threat is froill excessive imports which are (lisruJtig o1u1r
markets. Th~lese are excesses which result not fromt free trade, amlongo
most nations but, froml unfair trade practices.
You all kniow that free trade sihlply (loes not exist. It i;3 true, so let
us remember it and let uts not 1 )retoend that it dloes in mnaifkmlg- uip oair
inds about what to do.
Now, a lot of people, including some in this room, are talkingc about
a trade war that is colining2,, an11d I say a t]'11(l war is here. WeC are ill
-elc
if' we try to protect ourselves in
e are losing it. An J
it -n
this trade war our competitor nations will retaiate agrains~t us. They
do not need to retaliate because continuing in their current trade practices is all they need for victory now and(in thie future.
Because, of the unfair trade practices of some of our strongest foreign competitors, many leading American businessmen are now saying openly that they cannot compete. Now, a lot of them have failed
to do that in the past because they were scared to admit to their stockholders that they had a lproblemn.
Of our foreign competitors the Japanese are singled out most often.
Evidence of this is found in the Time magazine TMay 10 issue, the
cover story. If you have not done so, I hope you will read the article
and the summary of anl all day symposium that Time had in which it
describes the experiences of 11 businessmen in their dealings with
Japan. Time entitled its cover story, "Japan Incorporated-Winning the Most Important Battle." Time and most of the business
leaders in that symposium did accurately describe the symptoms of
the illness. I was in that symposium. But Time prescribed a medicine
which, if administered, I am afraid -will kill the patient, which is the
whole economy.
In effect, Time advocated additional Japans and Time advocated
that America abandon an industry employing 2.3 million Americans.
Forbes ran a feature story depicting the difficul ties of American
businesses in competing with Japan here and abroad, and, again,
the picture comes through clearly. Yes; we do have a problem. Some
of the big international bankers aire beginning to be worried about tha
welfare of their own U.S. customers, and those I ami speaking of are
speaking out, clearly against the unfair trade practices of the EEr4C
and of Japan. The current Business W4eek, if you have read that, the
Business Week magazine highlights the steel story. So, the subject we
are discussing is very timely, it is very, real and it is very vital. Those
of us who have struggled with the import problem for years are now
encouraged that more and more of the leaders in American industry
recognize that the U.S. economy is in trouble, that something is wrong
with out trade problem, policy, and that we really do have a problem.
*American industry and American. agriculture, still produce the
world's best products; we are still the most productive Nation on
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earthi; we spIenld to0ns of )lnoney on) Iew p)Ilnis a11d eIlipmit , we a'1
still the wvotld's best iianager-S' olf business and we are goodl salesmi-en;
but we are, losing round tla'tst in our own U.S. markets and in the
markets of the w oildl. Why ? Well1, I ami going~ to try to answer at
least a, part of this question. If we find out why weare 1osilig, wvill
we be intelligent, enoi igh and courageous enough and suifflejently fi-ec
of guilt to find the solittion to the problem soon enioughrl? I tinlk you
gentlemen are going to findl in the months ahead that there is not
going to be hardly any argumenti in America as to whether or not we
do have, a p)roblemT. There is going lo be no dotlbt about thiat, unfortunately, as we go along. rfhe problem is going to be what is the
solution.
Now, it is astounding though, that a year agro, a few businessmen
like myself, a few of- us wer-e voices ini the wilderness anid we could(
not con vincee a fraction of the businessmen hlat thiey really did have
a problem. They now know it, and they will know it.
The problem is the solution, anid we all disagreeo on thlat. This is
going to be your job, it is going to requiire, the wisdoin of Job to comle
up with a solution. IVce think we have it, and I am going to give you
what we think is the solution before I finish today.
Now, before I go any further, I think that it would he helpful for
you distinguished Senators to have some knowledge about mie, my selfish interest and my company's interest, and this will at least give you
some chance to know what degree you should discount what. I have
to say.
At that Time symposium a few weeks ago I suggested thlat this be
done among all of the 11 participants. Nobody listened to me and it
was not clone. But I amn saying to you with all due respect, when you
have, at least from the business community when you have p el
come to make statements to you, it would be helpful if you knew thir
own selfish interests. I sit on councils and committees that are supposed to advise the Government and the business community as to
what the problem is, and what the solution to the problem is, and I
will tell you that with all due respect to these gentlemen, mny associates on these councils, they all have an axe to grind, as I do. But very
few of them explain it. Now, I am. going to try to give you an idea of
what my axe is.
As president of Burlington Industries, I am interested in the jobs
of our 86,000 employees and my own job. Now, within the textile and
apparel industry our problem with imports, if we can contain it reasonably well, the problem of imports, Burlington has an especially bright
future. If we cannot contain it, Burlington will not go broke, although
many will lose their jobs and the future of our company will be far
more difficult than it reasonably need be.
We in Burlington are manufacturers and merchants of nearly all
types of textiles and of furniture. Except for hosiery, we do not make
apparel. The apparel manufacturer buys 6ur fabrics, and so he is our
customer. We are interested in his welfare.
In Burlington we are probably as complex, as modern, and as efficient as is any manufacturer of any product of any type anywhere in
the world.
I say that with all due modesty.
We have 120 manufacturing Pants in the United States and 35
abroad-in Canada, Mexico, andS outh America and with heaviest
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concentration in seven countries in Europe. We very recently have
entered into a jint venture in Ja.pan-for tufted carpets-with Mitsubishi Rayon iCo. We admire andc respect our Japanese partners, so
we are not traders operating in an atmosphere of isolation we are not
a one-product company, which is sliding backward into ineficiency and
failure to keep up with the competitive world. Almost none of the
textiles we produce in our plants abroad are shi ppe-1. back into the
United States, and so we do not export jobs f roin America. We export
fabrics to the rest of the world from A mnerica, but despite our best
efforts our export business is small, only about, $30 million out of our
own total sales of $1.8 billion in 1970.
Well, that is because our foreign competitors are pretty darned effective about keeping us out of their market. It has nothing to do with
,costs.
My personal interests are, and these are not necessarily in this order,
I want to see my company grow and prosper here arid abroad.
I want to see my industry grow and prosper.
I want peace to come to the world-today.
I believe that one of the best and most real istic wairs to achieve peace
and to keep peace in the world is through trade-amiong all the nations, but trade must be carried on within fairness and equity among
all trading partners.
And I am in favor of protection-to a reasonable degree for all nations. I favor protection to the extent it is needed to p~reveint excessive
pntation of any market of any country, by ain exporting nation
woepolitical and/or economic arrangements enable that export
nation to engage in unfair trade practices. I favor protection for any
nation to the extent that it is needed to keep any market in any country
from being the victim of undue selfishness of business and/or governments wherever they may be located.
It has been my experience that many of our trading competitors
around the world have gone much too far in continuing to insist on
holding on to the trading advantages we gave, them at, the end of
World War 11, and in now developing even new and greater advantages for themselves. It has been my experience that most of the men
whom I know in business and government among our major forei gn
competitor nations do feel that they have a right to continue to have
and to hold their trading advantages, and they say something like this
to themselves over a, drink to you or when they are at home alone at
night. "America is rich, its natural resources are boundless, its towns
and its cities have never been destroyed by war-we deserve to have
whatever advantages we have in our trade practices."
.And like it or not. this is the way our foreign competitor's thinking goes and here is the root cause of the gross inequities that we know
exist when we compare our trade practices with those of major competitors in world trade communities.
To retaliate, again I say, ihey do not need to retaliate, they only need
to keep on doing what they are already doing in their tr'adeprcie
and to scare uis to death by saying, in effect.1"W(, will retail ate if you
do not -allow us to continue to take advantage of yon."
Now. is the United States really a pitiful, helpless giant? Of course
not. But, in international trade we have acted like one up to now. So
let us change. I believe that our competitors, our foreign competitors,
will not change soon enough. They like it as it is.
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Now, you gentlemen kniow about these inequities in trade practices.
I have read about them in your own staff work, the talk that Senator
Ribicoff gave on March 4, 1971, and the report to the Committee on
Finance was an excellent picture of some of the major problems the
United States faces in carrying on international trade and in summary-it is just so easy to summarize-Europe has found very effective ways, Europe ha by hook or by crook, to keep our products from
excessive penetration of their markets. They have found ways to effectively limit the Japanese-penietration of their markets. They-and
I mean particularly the EEC-have thus forced the Japanese to try
even har-der to capture the U.S. market, and all the while they have
threatened us if we do to them what they are doing to us; they are
going to retaliate.
Most of the people in the world, whether they be nations or individual consumers, buy from another person what it is in their interest to
buy, and nothing else. I believe all the business we do abroad is done
because it is in the interests of the buyer to buy it.
I do not know of any examples; maybe somebody can give them to
me, where people buy from America because they love us period. I just
do not think it hap pens. I do not think that will change a bit, and I
do not think it should change.
Now, what have the Japanese been doing? We have been talking
about Europe. What have the Japanese been doing? Well, they have
been doing everything right for themselves. The Japanese "rp extremely able people. They have developed a system of domestic and
international trade which, in my opinion, is simply unbeatable. The
heatf te ysteni-and its main strength-is that the entire Japanese nation is the equivalent of one company: Bigger and stronger and
more aggressive than any one company the world has ever known or
even thought of. This is the ultimate of all of the monopolies ever
dreamed of. Every segment of the Japanese nation, from te workers
through the businessmen, through the banker and through the trading
company, they are all in partnership with their government, working
diligently for one common purpose, to become the world's No. 1
economic power. Believe that. Don't forget it.
The American people and the American businesses are protected
by our laws from being harmed by American monopolies. For this reason, our antitrust laws are good, although I think in practice most
businessmen would agree that the antitrust laws are very often enforced or interpreted by our Government to a silly and very harmful
extreme. Even so, the fundamental purpose of these antitrust laws is
to protect Americ ans from the ravages of monopolies.
'Where are the laws which protect Americans from the ravages of
the Japanese monopoly, the most powerful and most aggressive mnonopoly ever developed? Do we really believe that the T0'ocation of this
monopoly, 10,000 miles away, makes it any less harmful to America
than if it were located in Georgia or Connecticut? Do we really believe that the Japanese monopoly was developed for any purpose
except to capture any portion of any market that we might believe
desirable for them in America or elsewhere? Of course, it was developed for that purpose, and it is working beautifully for the Japanese.
Do I resent the Japanese for having devised this brilliant monopoly?
No, I do not, although I feel that they are short-sighted to have pushed
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their advantage in America as far as they have. I have absolutely no
animosity toward the Japanese but I do deplore the fact that our G overiineont has come under these particular circumstances; failed to give
adequate pr-otection to Amlerican business and to the American people who have to date been a victim of this moi-opoly: Japan, Inc. What
is this inonepoly? How can I describe it? If I stayed here all day I
could not really do it justice. I am going to give you at picture, though,
and try to give yu just an idea of how it operates and why you cannot
compete wih it.
I will use an event -f ernly at few days ago, May 13 in Detroit. I am
going to take the liberty of using Mr. Henry Ford 11 to show you
how powerful the Japan, Inc., is, and show you many, too many very
smart anid very able business leaders, and Mr. Ford surely is one of
those, did not really know what they were up against when Japan
Inc., decided to compete,-, with them in a major way, and this is beginning' to change.
Row, on Friday, May 14, the New York Times reported on the
annual meeting of the Ford Motor Co. last week, and the Times said
in part: *
Henry Ford 11 warned today that the assault on the American market by
Imported cars was just beginning and said, "I frankly don't see how we're going
to meet the foreign comipetition-we've only seen the beginning. Walt till those
Japanese get a hold of the central part of the United States. We may be a service Nation someday because American manufacturers could not compete with
foreigners."

Now, knowing how difficult it is to be quoted accurately under such
circumstances, I suspect Mr. Ford really meant that American automobile manufacturers cannot compete with the Japanese. For instance,
the Germans, when Mr. Ford figures stand the best foreign competitor
in the U.S. market today, are a bit easier to compete against than
are the Japanese since the German manufacturers, No. 1: have
a profit motive that is more nearly like ours and the Japanese do
not; the German workers earn inuch more than do the Japanese,
and the German system, as it affects their exports, while much more
effective than ours in America, is not nearly so complete and effective
at iionopoly as the Japanese.
I will tr1y to give you one illustration ats to why the Ford Mote.
Co., which has long been recogniized as the world's greatest in mask,
production or certainly one of them; they originated it, of the highest
technology products, cannot compete profitably, profitably against
the Japanese if the Japanese make uip their minds to capture a big
portion of Ford's or- General Motors', or anybody else's business.
I -think most knowledgeable men in this American business will
agree that if Ford cannot compete with Japan, nobody can, and I am
saying p)rofitably. 1 am not saying the Japanese are going to bust
the the Ford Mlotor Co.
I will illustrate by taking a, purely hypothetical case. Now, sup-,
pose that the antitrust laws of the United States were suddenly suspended for 1 day, and for 1 day only, and that a merger of at number of our biggest and best companies which were allowed for that
day, everybody who could get together and agree to merge with each
other that day would be OK, and that the antitrust laws after that
dayv would gro back to where they were normally. Let us assume that
the only people who were able, smart enough, to get; togetl?,(-' into a
*Article appears at p. 20%.,
7 ~I
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merger that day were the ones you see here: General Motors, Chrysler,
Standard Oil of New Jersey, Atlantic-Richfield, the Chase Bank,
Bank of America, U.S. Steel, Kennecott Copper and Peabody Coal,
IBM, RCA, Sears Roebuck, J. C. Perne, and Burlington.
Now, let us assume that this new giant corporation, which is legal
because the law said in that one day they could do it, this giant goes
to its government and says:
Look, Uncle Sam, we would like to capture a big part of Ford Motor Co.'s
business, Will you help us? Will you let us fix prices? Will you give us total protection against Imports into our own markets while we are doing whatever we
need to do to put the Fort Motor Co. out of business?
And let us assume Uncle Sam says to this company which I have
named American Monopoly, Inc., the Government says to American
Monopoly:
Okay, we will cooperate; we will help you; in fact we will be your financial
partner if you have any trouble doing what you are trying to do. Go ahead.
Now, under all of these assumptions how long would the Ford
Motor Co. lastI As long as 10 yearsI Well, let uts ask Mr. Ford. How
long will any company last,? And what, I am trying to say is that the
U. S econonii' is the equivalent of the Ford Motor Co. in this particular hypothetical case, It is comiparable to what we aire facing in coinpeting4 with *Jilpan because they tire a master monopoly.
Nowv, we (t0 have laws in this country that lprolbit an American
Monopoly, Ilic., f romn existing, and that is good. American business
could not compete with it, and tile American people would lose much
ini tile process.
But, we do have such a inonopoly-in. fact, an even stronger one than
mly hypothetical ont-competing against American industry right
here in our own market, and that monopoly, Japan Inc., has as the
number one purpose the desire to capture at very substantial portion
of the richest market in thle world: the U.S. market. Our laws and our
trade policies are not adequate to counter the obvious competitive advantages in Japan, Inc., and you knowv I haven't mentioned one word
about cost. Yet. Up to nowv it has nothing to do with cost.
The Japanese have developed for themselves laws and rules and
regulations, which, when combined with their political, economic and
social structures and their domestic and international trade practices,
enables them to accomplish their purpose.
On the other hand, our laws and~rules and regulations, our domestic and international trade policies and practices, and our political,
economic and social structure, and our stanard of living, all of these
factors combined and separate tend to make this United States unable
to compete with Japan, Inc., or with any other nation which might
develop an equally effective system.
So here is the problem. How do we solve itI
We develop total system of monopoly the same as Japan's? Of
course not. America is too far down the road-taking a completely
different route.
But, do we abandon our antitrust laws so our companies can band
together and withstand the power and trading tactics of Japan, Inc.?V
No, for the antitrust basic philosophy is go( for American business
in solving its own domestic problems, and it is good, for the American
people.
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Can we persuade the Japanese to change they system to any substantial degree f I feel sure that we absolutely cannot . There is not a.
realistic chance in the world, in my opinion, of doing that in the next
10 years.
Should we let Japan, and other nations which adopt a similar system, take the best part of our United States markets for industrial
products? Should America become a nation of farmers, retailers and
servicesI Of course not. And to whom would we sell our servicesI Wo
would pay the bills and how would they. do itf Mass consumption
depends on jobs, millions of them, and this means mass production.
If we want to drop to the bottom of the ladder economically in the,
world, if we really want to do that, then let-us let other nations take
away our industrial business, and nobody in his right mind wants to
do that.
Should we, as a general 1)raetice, embargo or very severely limit
from Japan or other nations? No, not imyopinion. Japan
imports
and all nations should have a fair chance to obai and to hold a
reasonable share of the American market based upon the merit of the
product. and its fa ir p rice,, not subsidized. A reasonable flowv of inports into the United States is healthy for business. I believe that, aind
it certainly is good for our consumers, it reasonable flow.
So, having r-ejected all of these alternatives, 1 suggest wve do the
following things:
Number one: Let, us tell the American people the facts about what
is happening, along thie lines of Senator Fong this morning. Let us
tell thiem what thle fpacts are, no matter what the facts are. Let's don't
mislead them and the American businessmen are very guilty of this.
We have top businessmen in -this country who are misleading' the
American people into letting them think we do not have a probe ein
with imports, and very often it is because they, the individual businessman, does not have the problem in his own company.
Now, let us tell our peoIple'these things, that serious trade problems
have been caused by the development and expansion of the Common
Market.
That there are gross inequities in the GATT rules.
Europe systematically excludes imp~fts from Jaipan
That Westernt
and from the less developed countries.
That Japan is the most highly protected market in the wQrld; that
Japan often sells its products to its own people at considerably igher
prices than they sell the same or similar products in t his Athen da, ancd
a lot of people in this country think this Iis good for them, but it is
ve1ty- short-sighted. It is just as short-sighted as it coen be,,:becadise it
costs America ns jobs. That is all.
Let us tell our people that U.S. companies cannot dwvn rItore than
50 percent of a company in Japan.
We spent 18 months negotiating our deal in Japan, and we finally
get 50 per-cent. And the strongest industrial corporation in the world,
General Motors, spent a helluva long time--;excuse me-trying to makea deal in Japan, and they got a joint deal with 35 percent.
SLet us tell our people that the greadisparity betw~ieiA wage rates
and working conditions throughout the world tends to make the-United
States the dumping ground 'for goods which are produced abroad
under conditions that are illegal in thie united States.
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Let us tell them that the remedies that are available to United States
industries which are injured by excessive imports resulting from unfair
trade practices, are not adequate to compensate for our competitive
disadvantages. And I am sure a lot of you will disagree with me on
that, but I will try to tell you what I think on it.
Last -week the Bureau of Customs announced its beginning of an
investigation of a complaint filed by Burlington charging that certain
.Japanese worsted fabrics are being dumped in the United States. We
hanve got a good case. We gathered our own evidence over a period of
months, and I am confident that the pr oceeding will end in an assessment of additional duties as provided by U.S. law.
Now. most companies in this country cannot do that. It cost us an
awful lot of money. We have got stafks that are great, that a lot of
people cannot afford, and we dug up the information over there in
.Japan, and the U.S. Government hasn't got the people over there to
do it. We had to do it.
So, first of all, you have got to get the evidence, and I am saying it
takes a big giant company like us even to find the evidence. What are
the little companies going to doI They haven't got a chance to even get
the evidence to p rove they have been injured.
. n any case, let me make it clear a positive finding of dumping and
injury i n the Burlington case will apply only to a very limited find
slpeceic worsted fabric involved. It won't affect any other types of
fabrics or textile products that we make and, of course, it will not
affect the import of apparel made from the same type of fabric, so it
is vey limited.
Let' us inform our people that the major economic threat to the
United States is from the Far East, because that is what we thing it
is.

Although I share the frustration and concern now broadly developing over the extension of Common Market membership which tends to
make the Common Market even more protectionist, and although the
Common Market represent43 a fundamental contradiction of the free
trade doctrine and GATT principle, I do not, share the view that
the next major trade effort of the United States should be another
round with the Common Market. I assume that the proponents of
such a round would plan to persuade the Common Market to dieiriantle or restructure its organization and/or its plans.
Let us tell the Americans that the United Sates no longer has a
monopoly on scientific development ability, on productivity, on manapement skills, and on salesmanship. It has been at least 20 years
since we did have such a monopoly, if we ever did. Unfortunately, our
trade, current trade policy, however, assumes that we still do have
such a monopoly on brainpower in this area. Well, this is very unreal
and as a matter of fact, it is the height of egotism.
Let us advise our people that the most-favored-nation principle
has -bien a great handicap, and that the principle is obsolete and
probably already dead. There is no incentive for developed nations to
trade tariff reductions if Japan, with its low costs and its brilliant
monopolistic system reaps the benefit of the deal through the application of the most-favordnation principle.
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Le tus tell our people that there are serious limitations in adjustment assistance. I heard heore today that the Adjustment Assistance
progrnni of this country run: anywhere from $100 to $200 million; is
that right? That is what we have got to put in it; that is what we
put in.
Burlington's payroll alone last.year was $540 million, one company
out of one industry
We should fairly; and honestly view adjustment assistance for what
it is and not claim for it values that it cannot produce. As a solution
to American industry and workers which may be seriously affected by
low cost, monopolistic import competition, as a solution to those
people, it is useless on any large scale.
LNOW, if you do not believe, just lW's suggest that we make some
trial determinations as to how adjustment assistance could operate as
anl effective instrument to restore large-scttle business enterprises and
their worker,; to industrial viability.
Well, you have got 5 million people unemployed in this country
anyway. Somebody said that an industry like textiles canl do what it
did back at the turn of the cent ury and through to the forties, you
know; they moved south, aind then somehow or other industries come
into New England, fill them uip, and everybody is happy.
Well, I think the only thing wrong with that argument is that times
are different. It is possible, and it did happen (luringf those days when
America. was in the clear lead that it was as a seller of lproducts to
the world, and the other industrial nations were not developed, that
we could hafve that; we couldl let industries go offshore, down. south,
anywhere and we could fill uip the gap.
Well, the next move for the textile business, gentlemen, is not to
some oflier part of the United States. The next move of the textile
and apparel business can only be offshore.
The trouble is that the rest of the world today is smart enough to
make products for themselves and sell them here in this market suifficiently so wve do not~ have the markets to produce the goods, to hire
the people, to ill uip the gaps.
Finally, let us talk to them realistically about the chances for removal of nontariff barriers which are so prevalent in other nations.
We have got to recognize it will take years and years to remove some
of these. To go back to mly point where I said what the foreigners
really honestly feel in their hearts is they have got the right to these
advantages that they have-nowv we are talking about men's motives,
and what you are dealing with is a problem to convince people to be
unselfish, and I would hate to have that job, to convince people to be
sufficiently unselfish to get on even an equal trading basis with us. I
could not do it, and we tried.I
These feelings are so deeply rooted in the self-interest and social
andl legislative life of the nations involved, that is why yoit have, a (difficult time and Secretary Stans saidl it this morning: "You know we are
on this, but progress is slow." Of course it is.
worin
In
meantime,
so far as I know,. nothing is proposed to be done
to deal soon enough wtthwosngimat
of excessive imports
upon our domestic industries and workers. Some people are talking
about, you know, blandly, it will take 25 years. If this is the solution to
the American economic problem iii international trade, few of us will
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agree that we have the resources to wait that long. We just are not tlaet,
rich as a Nation, gentlemen, and in the imperfect world of nations,
peoples and ideals, the perfect world of attitude and practice requisite
to the smooth f unctioning of the doctrinaire free trade will conitiniue to
be elusive, and in the process of waiting for that (lay the United
States munst have the courage and -%he resolution to solve its own.
problems.
Now, having told our people in this country about these 12 pointsand I would like to correct the record because, unfortunately I referred to 10 points there, because I~hlad not thought of the. extra two
when I wrote that (down, so it is now 12 points that I have given youhaving done that, informed our people about these things wve should
ask the Congress to enact new trade legislation which wi il recognize
the trade advantages which we have eit 1ir given to our foreign comhave allowed them to gain. This new trade legislation should
petitors orprocedures
establish
under which the United States will be able to
solve its own economic problems if our- foreign competitors (to not
give us reasonable and meaningful cooperatibni.
This legislation should permit the United States to deal with excessive levels of imports through. the establishment of quotas, tariffs, or
any other such devices appropriate to meet the particular threat. The
legislation proposed would not be materially different from the trade
bill which passed the House last year.
When such legislation is enacted the United States should undertake to convene the GATT nations for the purpose of modernizing and
updating GATTs rules so that the inequities and the unfairness of the
,present arrangement will be removed.
Secretary Stans said this morning when he was trying to do these
things, it would be great if this Congress expresses its feeling to help
resolve the problems. We suggest this is the way for the Congress to
strength to the economy of this country and st rength to the peogive,
ple who are negotiating for us throughout the world. Maybe someday
we can call the GATT agreement, General Agreement onl Fair Trade,
and we can call it the GAFT.
Nowv, at the point and upto this point I have talked about iternational problems and the U.S. import situation in terms of the whole
U.S. economy. I did so because Ithought it, was important that thle
broad view of potential damage to all American industry and its workers should first be portrayed.
Coming, as I do, from the textile industry which has been particularly affected by excessive imports primarily from the Far Enst,, I
would now like to make a brief presentation of tfhe specifics of the iiiport situation.
Now, gentlemen, Dr. Brandis will take not more than 10 minutes to
go through the-ge charts and after that, right after that I will then.
close up very promptly.
Dr. BRANDIs. Mr. Chairman, I am ging to move this easel because I think it will be a little easier for the committee. I am sorry
about the afftdience, but we just cannot get the whole thing visible
everywhere.
Senator HANSON. If it would be helpful-off the record, Mr.
Chairman.
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(Discussion off the record.)
Senator LONG. If I were te Japanese I would be laughing all the
way to the bank about this situation. I would try to keep a straight
face when I talked to the American people. But after this N~ation went
over there and blasted down their factories and burned their cities,
distorted their economy, then did 10 times its much to help France,
England, and others as we did for Japan, they now emerge and bdint
of hard work, build themselves up to where there is a p ject of Japan
becoming the number one economic p Owelocarh.Iwudtyo
keep a straight face in talking to these fool Americans. But while I
was at it I would just be going on right ahecad looking after the selfinterest of my Nation just as fast as I could.
Senator RmincoFF. I am just curious. I wanted to vommei'rt. It is very
1
apparent to me that YOU are a manl of perception and lwi1iiw n1
you have had interest and dealings throughout the world, and iii the
process you probably met the leading businessmen and negotiators of
all nations of the world.
How do you appraise the comparative caliber of American Governmnent negotiators with Japanese, German, French, and British negotiators when it comes to all these trade and economic matters internationally?
Mr.

CAiLLAWAT.

Well

it. is a very penetrating question, Senator. I

hate to admit it, but I think they outtrade us at every turn and they
make us look pretty bad, buit it is no different from the businessmen
trading against the Japanese. They outtrade us ait every turn, and this
is very hard to figure out. I think perhaps it hans something to do with
the sense of guilt that I was talking about.
Our people in our Government, in our State Department particularly, you know, you have got to be-you have got to have a lot of
guts ii! this country to admit to the State Department that you ate
for protection; you have to hang your head. They think you are
unpatriotic.
We have a feeling that we do not deserve to be equal, and so when
you negotiate against someone who really agrees with you thaft you
do not deserve to be equal, lie does not let you be equal, and that is
what is happening.
Our negotiators are outtraded, our Government negotiators, without any question, are outtraded.
Senator TALMADOE. Will the chairman yield ait that point, because
hie knows that lie and I and other members of this committee were appointed as observers to the Kennedy Round in Geneva. Our Congressional duties required our presence here in Washington. I think I made
two trip to Geneva very hurriedly. I believe the chanirmafn made two
trips; I believe other members of this committee made approximately
the, same number.
One thing I observed was that the foreign negotiators were .in constant contact with the ablest brains from their country available.
Mr. OALLOWAY. Yes.

Senator TALMADGE. However, our businessmen were not even permitted to go to Geneva. They were unwelcome. Their advice was
unsought. our country did not want them in the way. We went to
get an agreement at any cost. We did not want expert advice when wd
sought the agreement.
Mr. CALLAWAY. They shut us out.
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Senator

TALMADGIE.

Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes,

It has been the policy of our Government.
sir.

Senator TALMADGE. I hate to admit it, but it is true. We wanted to
deal in ignorance.
Mr. CALIJAWAY. That is an accurate description, Senator.
Dr. RNDISGentlmenthe first chart 11simply reveals the terrible
size of our deficit coming from the textile-apparel area alone. Prior

to 1958 a surplus, last. year $1,600,000,000 deficit. It will be substan-

tiall higher this year for our textile imports in the first, quarter went
up 4 pecet approximately from the sam perI last year.
You can see how, despite the fact on this chart we have had controls
under the GAIT of cotton textile trade; wve have administered these
controls liberally, and our imports are now twice what they were
when the controls were instituted.
Now, our wvool problem has been constant recently after expanding
during the 1960's and is a very large part of our balance of payments
great growth in the imports, as in domestic production,
The
problem.
as been in
the manmade fiber area, and this is simply, as we seo here,
this has simple gone- ri ght off the chart, and in the most immediate
statistical month, whichi is March of 1971, our imports of. inanmande
fiber textile products were uip 77 percent.
Senator Rimicoi.v. Sir, for the purpose of the recordDr. PUANDIns. Yes, sir.
Senator RiBicrFr continuinggr. You are in the trade. You always
use the words "muanmade fiber." I may kniow~ itDr. BIIANDIS. Yes.
Senator RIBICOi'F (continuing). But the average person may not.
Name for us the fabrics of manmade fiber. Is that nylon-

Dr. B3RANDis. Yes, sir; and polyester-

Senator RiBicoFF (continuing). Just for the purpose of the record.
Dr. BRANDis. (continuing). Yes, sir. Rayons andMr. CALLAWAY. It

is everything except cotton and wool.

Senator RhimcoFF. Is a manmade fiber?

Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, sir i made by the chemical industry.
Dr. BRANDTS. (continuing). The chemical industry manufactures

these manmade fibers.
Senator RiJIicoFF. What percentage of the fabrics today in the
United States and the world are manmade fibers, as against wool and
cotton, the percentageI
Dr. Bat~NDis. In the United States our consumption of manmade
fibers is about 60 percent of our total consumption.
Senator RiBicoFF. So that has exceeded natural fiber.
Dr. BRANDxs. Yes, sir; yes, sir and in the world as a whole the percentage would not be that high, but it is rapidly growing in all of the
developed countries.
You see the manmade fiber imports here in the last year of the
1960's passed our cotton imports, you see. Manmade fiber imports
growing right through the roof here relative to cotton.
Senator RIB1jICOFF. Is there still even though manmade fibers continue to growv
I The charts referred to. during tiliiM Presentation ii )jtr on pp. 3122 -:320.
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Senator RIBICOFF (continuing). Is there a basic demand frqm the
consluner for cotton and wool?
Dl'. I3JANDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAL1,AWAY. Always; yes, It is holding its own.
Senator RiBicoFF. I do not like any synthetic, whether it is a shirt
or a suit; I do not like synthetics. I like wool or cotton. Are there
Al.CLAWAY. Yes, you are not alone.
Seinator ]inicorr (coniiitig) Who still want the natural fiber?,
M!r. CALALAWAY. I think both the wool and the cotton fiber consump,tion is this countr-y is static; it is holding its own; it is just not growing. The manmade fiber is growing rapildly, but there are, you know,
it is just-both cotton and wool still have 40 percent of the market,
Senator R1iJIW-oFF. Forty p~ercenltI
Mr. CALLAWVAY. Forty percent.
Senator RiBiICOrF. Anffthat is about static?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, and we predict it will remain static for another
4 or 5 years.
Dr. ]3RANDIS. Senator, we have talked about productivity here in
output. We have heard a learned economist pronounce on this earlier.
The fact is that in the United Kingdom, at year or so ago, an independent survey was commissioned, trying to find the relative position of
the United Kingdom textile industry to the industries around the
worldly. They found that the pr1odutctivity in the United States--this is
physical productivity, apart from money wages or-anything, the physical roductivity-was three times higher thniwainetrte
British industry or in the Japanese industry.
So that this is at modern industry relative to our competitors.
We are productive, we are efficient; wve can be more so; we hope
to be more so, but we have not gotten into this problem because of
inlefficipcitey is the miesstage of this 'chav't.
Here is a problem to which others have referred earlier. These are
Bureaui of Labor Statistics wvage comparisons derived from our own
labor attache's around the world'and are, of course, money wages without fringe benefits. If you added fringe benefits here they would vary
tremendously as percentages in all of these countries, but still the
relative relationship would not be too much different, I suspect. In
other words, the United States costs in hourly earnings in cents per
hour, aire far higher than any of our competitive countries.
S enator Rinicorp'. $2.48.
Di'. lBRANDIS. It, has gone up since this chart was drawn, but relativ e to the same periods of time last year.
Senator IhBicoFF. Japan 45, Hong Kong 31.
Dr. BRANDIs. Hong Kong 81i Japan 45, India 15, Taiwan 11, Pakistan 11.
Senator HANSEN. What is the data that you showv based on?
Dri - BRANDIS. It is based on the embassy's labor attach6s report,
based on the 190 figures from most of these countries.
Senator HANSEN. It might be important for the record to identify it.
-
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Dr. 13IAWDIS. Yes, all of these, if we had current data from these
other countries it would all be somewhat higher, as would our scale
here.
Senator HAxsEN. This is around 1909?

Dr. BIIANDIS. Yes, sir.

Senator HlANsEN. 'Thank you.
Senator RmiBoFF.. I-lave you weighted by time and a half?
Dr. BRANDIS. No, sir.
SenatorRIBICOFF. So the chances are that while you have time and
a half or you have a 40-hour week in the United States you might
have 50, 60, or 70 hour weeks at straight wages in those other
countries.

Dr. BRANDIS. Yes, sir,

Senator RiBicorr~. Child labor.
Dr. BnANDis. Precisely'.
Mr.

CALLAWAY.

Yes, sir.

Senator TALBIADOE. Other benefitsT Social security benefits.
Mr. CALLAWAY. It has been very hard to obtain the statistics, including f ringe benefits. We want to do it because we want to know
the facts, and we are working oni it, but we have not been able to do
it. I told Dr. lBrandis today at lunch since wve operate plants in so
many different nations we are going to provide at least our experience
-with the fringe benefits and th oilsecurity and everything else
here versus there.
Dr. BIIANDmM. As much hail p as we can.
Senator Riemcoirp. I think~ this commiiittee has an obligation to ask
the statl to consult inunediately with the Labor IDepartiuent., They
have the obligation to supply us and the people of this country with
the up-to-date statistics contalinig the factors in question that we
have to have in order to make our judgment, and Itrust the staff
can get that together. It should be our obligation; not yours.
Mr. CALLAWAY. Thank you, sir.
Dr. BRANDis. Thank yout, sir.
(Trhe following information wvas subsequently obtained by the staff
f romi the ])epartmnent of Labor:)
U.8. LDaIARTn:NT OF LABOR,
BvimAU op LABOR STATIxs,

Reference No. 520.
Air. ROBIERT BEST,-

lVa8liington, D.C.

Cominittee on Pittance, U.S. Sen ate,
Wa8hlngton, D.C.
DEAR MR. BEST: Enclosed are the data you requested on published average
hourly. earnings of wage workers in manufacturing In major Industrial countries over the 1960 to 1070 period and our estimates of additional labor costs
not covered by the regularly available earnings series. Our estimates of additional
labor costs are available only for certain years. Although ratios of additional
labor costs to the available earnings data nornially do not change Substantially
from year to year, the changes are substantial, for at least sonic countries, over
the full 1060 to 1970 period.
Sincerely yours,
GEOFREaY H1. MOORE, Oommieoner.
Enclosures.
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1965,
PUBLISHED AVERAGE
HOURLY EARNINGS OFWAGE
WORKERS
IN MANUFACTURING, 10COUNTRIES, 1960,
PERHOUR
WORKED
TO PUBLISHED
AND 1970; AND RATIO OFADDITIONAL COMPENSATION ORLABOR COST
EARNINGS, SELECTED
YEARS
Published average hourly
earnings I

County and year

National
currency
unit

Exchange rats
(national
currency
units per National
U.S.
dollar currency

Ratio of
Ratio of
additional
additional
compensation I
labor costI
per hour
per hour
worked to
worked to
published
published
earnings earnings
U.S.dollars
(percent)
(Percent)

Stts.........Dollar................................
NDt
195..............do....... .................. 1970............. do...............................
Canada:
1960............. Canadian
.9697
1.79
dollar.
1.0811
2.12
1965................do ....
3.01
1.0461
i9*''0................do ....
Japan:
93.3
19660............ Yen.......... 360
163.3
1965
............... do ....... 360
197). .............do ....... 360
1331.8
Belgium:
1960
........... Belgian franc.
50
29.59
11965............... do .....
s
43.387
1970.... ..........
do.. ..
0
'o63.25
France:
1960
........... French
fraonc.
4.937
2.59
4.937
3.63
1965................do ....
1970
............... do ....
5,554
'5.66
Germany:
1960.......... .Deutsche
4.20
2.62
mark.
4.00
4.12
1965
............... do ....
1970................do ....
3.66
#5.77
Italy:
232
1960
...........
r...
o......
625
3J
1965
............... do ....... 225
1970
...............
do ....... 625
u.9
Nestriands:
17
190..
.......Guilder....
3.80
1970
............... do ....
3.62
04.56
Sweden:5.17
5.32
1960
........... Kronea....
7.87
5.17
............... do ....
1965
1970 ............... do ....
5.17
12.03
United Kingdom:
.....
85.7
65.5
1960 ............ Pence
86.8
1965............... do
8...
5.7
132.3
100.0
1970
............... do ....

.....
.1a21

(4)

i

(4)

3.36

'22

1.85
1.96
2.88

(4)

(4)

'17
fil8

(4)
(0)

.45
'.92
.59

(4)

(26

1
413

$16

1057

1062

1117(4()
.52

.74
'1.02
.62
1.03
$1.58

.37
.2

(4)

(4)

'37

'41

(4)

17
(4

4
'1.26()(4
1.03(4
6 2
1.52
2.33
" 26
.76
1.01
411
1.32
$1116

(M

(4)

'82
(4)

IV
61316

I Published earnings donot represent the same items of labor cost Ineach country because of differences Inthe treatment
of various supplementary benefits. Earnings generally refer to gross cash payments to wage earners before deductions for
taxes and social security, and Include overtime pay-shift differentials; regular bonuses and premiums, and cost of living
allowances. Holiday, vacation, and sick leave paybonuses not paid regularly each payperiod, ando~liesupplementary
benefits are Included bysome countries, excluded byothers, The earnings data are per paidhour for some couhtrles. per
hour worked for other countries.
ICompensation refers to allpayments made byemployers directly to their emtoyees, before deductions of any type,
programs and private welfare plans for the benefit of employees.
required Insurance
to legally
contributions
Elussrnplojer
abrcs
cues,
In addition
to compensation,
employer expenditures for such items astraining; recruitment; the cost
of canteens medical services, and various other welfare facilities and services; and payroll taxes for general revenue
purposes. 1'he
figures on supplementary compensation and supplementary labor costs asla percent of published hourly
eannsare
the best estimates currently available to the Bureau. Estimated supplements fr Sweden were derived from
Sdihanalyses of labor costs. The estimates for all other countries are based on labor cost or labor compensation surveys.
31959.
4Not available.
'1966,
5 1968,
1967.
6Preliminary estimate.
10 eriesent 1966
estimates, adjusted for termination of 5 percent payroll tax asof December 1968.
1 Second
quarter.
u Excludes private welfare expenditures, such asprivate pension plans.
IsOther labor costs Include payroll tax only, Tax introduced Jan. 1,1969.
141964.
13Data
relate to Great Britain,
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AVERAGE
HOURLY EARNINGS OFWAGE
WORKERS
IN MANUFACTURING. 10COUNTRIES. 1960-70
Country

Cut"'nc
unit

1960

United States..Dollar. 2.26
Canada.......... do. 1.79
Japan'I......... Yen-..93.3
Belgium I....Franc.. 29.59
France' .......... do.... 2.59
Germany......D.M.... 2.62
Italy'.......... Lira.232
Netherlands I..Guilder.. 1.77
Sweden....Krona ... 5.32
UnitednKindom'1 Pence ... 65.5

1961 1962 1963 1964
2.32
1.83
103.8
30.76
2.79
2.90
248
2.02
5.73
(69.8)

2.39 2.46
1.88, 1.95
117.7 131.5
.798 35.66
3. 3 329
3.23
3.46
286
334
2.21
2.37
6.17 6.69
(72.8) (75.8)

2.53
2.02
146.1
39.85
3.46
3.74
371
2.68
7.17
(81.5)

1965 1966 1967 1968

1969 1970

2.61 2.72 2.83 3.01 3.19
3.36
7,12 .25 2.40 2.58 2.7!9
3.01
163.3 182.8 205.2 240.4 266. '331.6
43.38 47.69 50.89 53.54 56.46 '63.25
3.63 3.9 4.12 4.56 514 45.66
4.1 4.42 4.60 4.79 5.28 45.77
38
40
426
44
489
1599
2.95 3.21 3.47 3.76 4.18 44.56
7.87 8.48 9. 0 1.87 10.79 12.03
86.8 93.6 97.2 10.4 114.1 132.3

Including summer and end-of-year bonuses.
aPreliminary estimate.
aAverage hourly earnings for October 1961were 31.01
francs 'ut& for 1960refer to October; data beginning with
1961refer to April and October each year.
4April.
' Average hourly earnings fo, all Inutyfor September 1964
*ere 3.49 francs. Data prior to 1964
reier to ali Industries
and September each year; databeginning with 19I refer to manufacturing and March and September each year
IAverage hourly earnings for 1965were 399lire according to the old earnings series, In 1965a new series with an
exfllded survey sample was Introduced.
IAvertio hourly earnings for October 1964
were 2.72 guilder. Data prior to 1964
refer to October
each
year.Dalebeginning with 1964 refert
to April and October each
year.
workers Average
mae
of
adult
trends In earnings
based on thes
are estimates
to 88.7
1964
1961
In parenrtheses
9Figures
hourly
earnings
for Octoberfor1965
are
pence.
Data for 1910refer to October; databeginning with 1964refer to April
and October each year.
Note on earnings definition: Unless otherwise Indicated below. average
hourly earnings refer to gross
cash paymetsf
before deductions for tax"s and social security, Including overtime payand shift dlflerentils, regular bonuses andpromiums. and oost-of-living adjustmenta. but excluding Irregular bonuses (bonuses not paideach
payperiod), family allowances, and the value of-payments In kind.
AVERAGE
HOURLY EARNINGS OFWAGEWORKERS
INMANUFACTURING, 10COUNTRIES, ANNUAL AVERAGES
1960- 69
AND SEMIANNUAL AVERAGES
1968-70
United Stales:
Earnings: Include pay for time not worked and calculated per hour paid.
Industry: Manufacturing
Workers: Production reatted wageworkers.
Sample: All establishments.
Survey: Monthly.
Canada:
Earnings: Include pay for time not worked and calculated per hour paid.
Industry: Manufacturing.
Workers: Wageworkers.
Sample: Establishments employing 15workers or more.
Survey: Monthly.
Japan:
Earnings: Include summer and and-of-year bonuses and family allowances paid byemployer. Include payfor
time not worked and calculated par hour worked.
Industry: Manufacturing
Workeis: Production refled wageworkers. Casual and temporary workers excluded.
Sample: Establishments employing 30 regular workers or more.
Survey: Monthly.
Belgium:
Earnings: Include family allowances paidbyemployer. Include payfor time not worked~and calculated per hour
paid.
Industry: Manufacturing.
Workers: Wageworkers.
Sample: Esablishments employing 10workers or more.
Survey: April and October. October only In 1960.
France:
Earnings: Exclude payfor time not worked end calculated per hour worked.
Industry: Manufacturing, Include mining, construction, transportation (excluding government enterprises),
trade, and some services prior to 1964.
Workers: Wag
eworkers.
Sample: Establishments employing 10workers or more.
Survey: March and September. September only prior to 1964.
Germany:
Earnings: Include family allowances paid byemployer and value of payments In kind. Include pay for time
not worked and calculated per hour paid.
Industry: Manufacturing.
Workers: Wageworkers. Exclude workers absent from work more than 3 days due to sickness, accident, or
person I reasons.
Sample: Establishments employing-10 workers or more.
Survey: Quarterly,
Italy:
Earnings: Exclude regular bonuses; include the value of payments Inkind. Exclude payfor time not worked
and calculated per hour worked.
Industry: Manufacturing.
Workers: Wagieworkers.
Sample: Establishments employing 10workers or more.
Survey: Quarterly.
62-700-71-pt. 1-20
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AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OFWAGEWORKERS IN MANUFACTURING. 10 COUNTRIES, ANNUAL AVERAGES
1968-70-Contlnued
1060-69 AND SEMIANNUAL AVERAGES
Netherlands:
Earnings: Include pay for time not worked and calculated per hour paid.
Industry: Manufacturing.
Workers: Wageworkers.
10workers or more.
Sample: Establishments empgloyIng
Survey: April and October. October only prior to 1964.
Sweden:
Earnings: Include family allowances paidbyemployer. Exclude payfor time not worked and calculated per
hour worked.
Industry: Manufacturing, mining and quarrying.
Workers: Wageworkera.
Sample: All establishments.
Su rvey: Monthly. Quarterly prior to 1968.United Kingdom:
-Earnings: Include Irregular bonuses prorated. Include payfor time not worked and calculated per hour paid.
Industry: Manufacturing.
Workers: Wageworkers. Exclude part-time workers.
Sample: All establishments.
Survey: April and October. October only In 1960.
Sources: National publications; ILO Bulletin of Labour Statistics; and EECsocial statistics series "Gains horaires et
dunes du travail."

We ti'e also told that. our AN'aqe gap problem is temnDr' htI.
p~or'ary because wages tire rising rapidly in, or' example, in Japan,
as. of course they are. Using the samie data source we mentioned earlier,
we find that-in'1960 there* was a gap) of $1.44 between United States
a11( and Jap~anese textile wages. In 1970 both wag rates had gone
uper substantially, but thle gap was $1.98, so tat tl fpi o
nttt'1'0w1111g. On the ('ontraI'y, at least, vis-at-1is Jal-atl is wide1(nin~g.
Senator Rilcori'. I anll just curiouDr. IIIIANDis. Yes, sir.
Senator Riuucoi-'v (continuing). I cannot got quite clearDri. BllAXm)S.

All right, sir-.

Senator Rinxcopr (continuing). If the Japanese wage is 45 cents an
hour, and even if they worked the 50-hour work week, it is something
like $20.
IDr. BRlANDIS. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOrr. Where (d0the Japanese generate the wherewithal
to buy all those cars and Hondas and television sets, because thle standard of living is going up in Japan, and they are buying these things;
are they not?
Dr. &ItNDIS.Yes, sir'.
Senator RIBnCOFF. Where aire they getting the purchasing capacity
to increase their consumptionI
Mr. CALJLAWAY. 'Well, everything-let uts take housing for instance;
it is so cheap. The housing for most of the industrial workers is providedi, and that is one of the fringe benefits that we &uinnot measure on
the cost that they have. And furthermore, their own people really do
not consume that much. They have a tremendous export liuisiniess.
That is where they got their money. They do not pay their people
enough like we do.
This, you know, this is one reason that the Japanese market is not
all that desirable-because the purchasing power on a very large scale
just is not there.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, but we keep talking about how the Japanese
are excluding usMr. CALLAAWAY. Yes.
Senator RinicoF7 (continuing). From going in. If they do not have
the purchasing power, what are we going in forI
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Mr. CALLAWAY. I did not say it did not exist ait all, and it is desirable
to have a part of it, but relative to the purchasing power of this
country it is small.
Dr. Bit~xins. If I could add just one thought to that: The Japanese
have a different economic and social structure substantially thankl we
do. As Mr. Callaway w~as talking earlier about their. the Japan monolpoly sort of arrangement, aif in many instances there is almost
a family connection between the work force and the employer. Many
fringe benefits of the sod that were just mentioned, but bey-ond thA
the. Japanese have the highest savings rate in the world. The-' itre gehnerating a tremendous growth rate induistrially. and this, f~eding onl
itself, starting at a very low consumption level at the end of the war,
has made them, as you indicate, quite correctly, sir, increasingly afflu,ent: Many cars, everybody hans a television iset. It is; a different conomic structure and n, different, social structure. 'They are nakinggreat, progress.
Welhave niot had in the textile mnill industry at very, substant ial wage
increase-I am sorry, price increase. Ouir wales4, the blue1 line, have
gone up) very rap~idly. Th'le prices tit wholesale hanve be-en virtually
constant. III the apparel industry the picture is; not. quite that goodl.
The combined textile andl appareol indlex would be upl inaybe T or 8
percent over'the period since t 1melate l9t0'sSo we have had-and the wage indexes would be about the samne
rate, whielh is abotit 00 percent. So we have, this reflects atgaill, our~
productivity.
keep within the 10 minutes. because I know vou gentlemni
'Pirying
have
manytoquesitionus of Mr. Callaway, this just shows tAhe prices relintive to genl)11 p~rices. We hanve ha1d, as [I say, practically Ito price
changes in the textile industry, while total prices inl general wenit up1
15gprenlt over the 100's.
Now the profit. rate has been very low--our proft rate has been very
low, roughly hmttf of that of industry generally.
Senator lbnicorr. WiVfle 1'e is putting that, together, how would you1
suggest, as anl international businessman, that the United Sttes should,
be represented initernat ionally onl the negotiating level, onl the economic
attack ics inthieiembassy . how wouldd you l)r0P05 to Presidlent Nixon or
any President that he organlize the econlomlic, inltern'lati onal economic
sector of this Nation ?
Mr. CALLAWvAY. Senator, I would like to comment, onl that. I wonder if
you would mind if I asked Mr. Lynn to make, to give uts his opinion oil
that. Even more than I have he has been involved directly inl these
specifics and I believe hie will give you something very meaningful.
Senator RhuncomF. I think this is very important because this is where,
if we are going to have new policies, either executive or legislative, or.
ganization is policy. You can pass any law or you canl have any intention ,but, if you are not organized to put it into effect it is meningless.
Mr. CALLIAWAY. l Ilt, sir'.
Senator Ruuicorr. ow should our Government organize itself to
take-give us the fair- shake, just that: the fair shake of economic
matters internationallyI
Mr. LYNN. Well, I do not know as I can really give an answer to
that, but I can attempt to give some general observations.
I think in the order of things, particularly in the 20th. Century,
most governments have felt that they had to rely upon the inte-
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lectuals in. the development of theoretical practices in the field of
economics and international. trade, and I think that going back, as
you know, here in the Congress, back into the late- 1920's, there was
apprehension that the requirements of the world in which we live, the
put on Anieicin society, our trade, p)olicy called for the,
pressures
development of a progressive free trade policy which the United
States would irndvtake to establish to lead the world, into, and you,
know the Trade Agreements Act of 1934 wvas the first stop in that
direction.
Then in 1948 we established the GATT. It was established on U.S.
initiatives, and this is part of this problem-this concern that the
U.S. has to develop and plod along these intellectual concepts that it
has imposed upon the world.
We are held in hostage to our owvn ideologies in the field of international trade. We established tile GATT in 1948. We recognized we
were powerful and rich and mnost of the rest of the world were pretty
sick and poor. We permitted a number of exceptions to the GATT iii
that time period. We hecar them today in this hearing; we hear
questions.

Senator Long, for example, asks why shouldn't the other nations
agree that these reasonable things be done. Why can't we convene
GATT? Why can't they have an understanding of these things?
The fact of the matter is that they are not going to volunteer to
do these things.
Now, in the meantime the whole execution of a trade policy continues to be put in the hands of theorists, who arec, in turn, tied into
the demand put upon the United States as an international power,
and the execution of a -trade policy is niot really on the basis of an
economic doctrine; it is on the basis of international power politics,
and what it is felt the United States has to do from time to time to
carry out its mission of world leadership;
So, in the context of a dedication to that policy, and lacking the
freedom or the will to retreat from it or change it the United States
will never let business people or people whoY take a pragmatic or
practical view get involved in the execution of the policy, because the
policy is something which is ideology.
So, yo come to things like the Kennedy Round, and you get over
there and you have the Trade Negotiator's Office, and this and that,
and the business people come around with--their concern, and they
get chased off and the computers take over, and the people from .S
Trade Negotiator's Office, or the State Department, people who are
dedicated; they are honest people; they think they are doing the
right thing, but really they do not know much about commercial
transactions.
It is incredible, some of the lack of understanding that we have
on the part of people who are undertaking to negotiate commercial
arrangements for the United States, who do not understand the
elements of commercial business transactions.
So, when you try to get in on these things, you get pushed off.
So, in answer to your question: why aren't they in on it; I think
it would be great for the United States, if they did have some business people in, and even though Mr. Callaway pointed out that he
had a self-interest, I still thik in the business community there is
just as much patriotism, just as much -objectivity, and you can get
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business people who can make a contribution, but they have not been
welcome up to this time for the reasons I have stated.
SenatoryRIICOFF. I want-to make this comment, and I think the one
thing that got me started in my interest in this was when talking
to ou~r chairman-and I will always be grateful to him. When I sald
I wanted to look into the trade matters and I went to Europe I was
being hit all over by the statement that the President made in his
U.S. foreign policy speech in 1970, and I read it, and the staff has
excerpted it in' its paper:
Our support for the strengthening and broadening of the European community
has not diminished.'We recognize that our interests will necessarily be affected
by Europe's evolution, and we may have to make sacrifices In the common Intere-,t. We consider that the possible economic price of a truly unified Europe Is outw(olgihec in- the gain of' tihe politico i vltailtyn the WVest as a whole.

In other words, the President-and I think I know who put this
in-the man who put this into the President's speech has not the
slightest understanding of economics and what is iviilved-and this
was a charter to every country in the world that our political objectives for European unity, and whatever global strategy we had were
paramount and we would be willinig to sacrifice ouir economic interests,
,and we really gave them a go-ahead.
Now, my feeling is that the President,, with all due respect to him,
had not the slightest'idea what was in'that speech. But you talk to
tniibody in Europe. and our economic attaches, and they will tell
you that whiei the Pres.idenit made that statement this was open sesame
and American economic interests were fair game.
Now. I think one of the greatest problems we have in this commnittee is a very pragmatic one, and I think, s pliticians, we are praginatic, and you have to work in the political orbit, is how do yrou,
in general, no matter what the theories are, no matter what my thinking is and no matter what Senator Talmadge's thinking is, on the basis
of -a trade, we may agree or disagree, but I think we all agree that
in the economic ie ld that the United States must have from now on
the best and the toughest and the smnartest, men this country can have!
if not, wve are up the creek, no matter what laws we pass.
Mr. CALLAWAY.

Yes, sir.

n (Iw~r
no matter what theories wve adopt if we do
Senato
not have the type of men that qualify to represent us.
M~r. CALLANWAY. May I comment on. that just once more because it
is so vital, the point that you brought up and I could not agree with
you more., We must have greatly sklled, able people in the positions
where the niegotiating'is done, right. And I agree with Mr. Lynn that
at least a'part of those people should be businessmen. That does not
mean that all businessmen are that smart but there are some smart
ones and there are some what are realistic enough and sufficiently gouid
negotiators to be effective.
R~owever, it is like everything else. The tone is set by the boss, and
the attitudes, as you so aptly described, as a result of the President's
talk, the attitudes were pretty much along the line hie set.
Now, the boss in U.S. trade, as far as I am concerned, is the Congress, and the boss, the Congress must set the tone. It -muststudySenator RiwcoFF. We have not.
Mr. CALLAWAY. Pardon?
Senator RIBICOFF. The Congress has not.

3W2
Mr.

CALLAWAY.

All right, sir.I

Senator RIBICOFF. The Congress has not assumed its responsibility.
I meanSenator TALMADGE. If the Chairman will yield at that point. The
Constitution gives us that power, but we have delegated it to the President of the United States.
Senator RiBicoFF. That is right.
Senator TALMADGE. In turn the President of the United States delegates. that power through a Special Trade Representative that he.
appoints.
Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, sir. All right, sir, but is it not the obligation
of the Congress to enact trade legislation, new trade legislation T
Senator TrALMADGE. I agree.
Mr. CALLAWAY. All right. Then this new trade legislation which
you can enact., Congress can set the tone for the country. What are the
interests of the United States economically in international trade, and
we ask that that be done, and the message will get across pretty well.,
because no matter hlow able and effective and articulate the negotiator
may be, unless his boss has given him the message he is going to be in
a vacuum. Really we will get no-where inl my opinion, in changing anything in the GATT, no matter how great the inequities are, unless the
Congress expresses its will.
Senator TALMADGE. As a matter of fact, the rules of the GATT are
honored in its breaches more than in its observance; are they not?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, sir.

Senator TALMADGE. The GATT rules themselves, authorize a country running a deficit onl its trade and its balance of payments to take
action to correct them by quotas or otherwise;, is that not correct?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, sir.

Senator TALMADGE. So we are not even complying with the GATT
rules tojrotect ourselves; are we?
Mr ALLAAY.- No, and England is the best, a good example inl 1965.
They di~not care, anything about the GATT rules. They put on some
temporary and very special duties and it helped solve their problem.
Senator RIBICOFF. YOU See, we never, Congress has never approved
GATT. It has never been presented to us, and while Congress is not
vested with authority to neg~fiate, under tile Constitution we do have
the plenary authority to regulate commerce with foreign nations. The
constitution gives that to Congress.
As Senator Talmadge has indicated, we have abdicated. Now, this
is tile problem that I think we have as U.S. Senators. We have an obligation. We have abdicated our responsibility. We have delegated our
authority, and have never supervised or done anything with the authority we have deleted.
Now, it's always -wien I see Congressmen and Senators standing up
and hollering and shouting and squawking, this is a problem for th'e
last 40 years-since 1933, I think, Congress has failed to recognize that
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the Government of this country is a two-way street as far as Pennsylvania Avenue is concerned. One end is the President and the other end
is Congress. But we come outside of the negative. We have very seldom
been willing to undertake the initiatives that have to be taken, and unless we are wilnto take the initiatives, it comes with very poor grace
for us to kick the Executives around if we are unwilling to do our part
that the constitution has delegated to us.

Senator TALMADOE.

Mr.

Chairman, if I may interrupt at this point,

we ought to insert in the record article XIX of GATT, which permits
a country to impose import restrictions on products of industries
seriously injured by increased imports and article XII of GATT
which permits the use of quotas to protect the country's balance of
payments position.
I ask unanimous consent that this a rticle XIX and article X1I to.
GATT be inserted at this point in the record.
Senator RTBicor.P. Without objection it is so ordered.
(The articles referred to follow:)
ARTICLE X1I
RESTRICTIONS TO SAFEGUARD THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article X1, any ContractIng party, In order to safeguard its external financial position and Its balance
of payments, may restrict the quantity or value of mnerchandise permitted to be
Imported, subject to the provisions of the following paragraphs of this Article.
2. (a) Import restrictions Instituted, maintained or intensitled by a contracting
party-under this Article shall not exceed those necessary:
Iniit.,
(I) to forestall the Imminent threat of, or to stop, a serious (ele
monetary reserves, or
(ii) In the case of a contracting party with very low monetary reserves,
to achieve a reasonable rate of increase In Its reserves.
Due regard shall be paid In either case to any special factors which may be
affecting the reserves of such contracting party or Its need for reserves, Includling
where special external credits or other resources are available to it, the need
to provide for the appropriate use of such credits or resources.
(b) Contracting parties applying restrictions under sub-paragraph (a) of this
paragraph shall progressively relax them as such conditions linipove, maintaining
then only to the extent that the conditions specified in that sub-paragraph still
Justify their application. They shall eliminate the restrictions when conditions
would no longer justify, their Institution or maintenance under that subparagraph.
3. (a) Contracting parties undertake, In carrying out their domestic policies,
to pay due regard to the need for Maintaining or restoring equilibrium in their
balance of payments on a sound and lasting basis, and to the desirability of
avoiding an uneconomic employment of productive resources. They recognizAe that
In order to achieve. these ends, It Is desirable so far as possible to adopt measures
which expand rather than contract international trade.
(b) Contracting parties applying restrictions under this Article may determine
the Incidence of the restrictions on Imports of different products or classes of
products in such a, way as to give priority to the Importation of those productt,
which are more essential.
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(c) Contracting parties applying restrictions under this Article undertake:
(1) to avoid unnecessary damage to the commercial or economic Interests
of any other contracting party;
(ii) not to apply restrictions so as to prevent unreasonably the Importation
of any description of goods In minimum, commercial quantities the exclusion
of which would impair regular channels of trade; and
(III) not to apply restrictions which would prevent the Importation of
commercial samples or prevent compliance with patent, trade mark, copyright, or similar procedures.
(d) The contracting parties recognize that, as a result of domestic policies
directed towards the achievement and maintenance of full and productive employmnent or towards the development of economic resources, a contracting party
may experience a high level of demand for Imports Involving a threat to its nionetary reserves of the sort referred to in paragraph 2 iA) of this Article. Accordhigly, a contracting party otherwise complying with the provisions of this Article
shall not be required to withdraw or modify restrictions on the ground that a
change in those policies would render unnecessary restrictions which It is applylag under this Article.
4. (a) Any contracting party applying new restrictions (or raising the general
level of its existing restrictions by a substantial intensification of the measures
app~iliedl under this Article shall immediately after Instituting or intensifying such
restrictions (or, in circumstances in which prior conisultation is practicable. before doing so) consult with the Contracting Partieq as to the nature of Its balance of payments diffculties, alternative corrective measures which may be
available, and the possible effect of the restrictions on the economies of other
contracting parties.
(b) On a date to be determined by them, the Contracting Parties shall review
all restrictions still applied under this Article on that date. Beginning one year
after that date, contracting parties applying Import restrictions under this Article
shall enter Into consultations of the type provided for In sub-paragraph (a) of
this paragraph with the Contracting Parties annually.
(c) (i) If, in the course of consultations with a contracting party under subparagraph (a) or (b) above, the Contracting Parties find that the restrictions
are not consistent with the provisions of this Article or with those of Article
XIII (subject to the provisions of Article XIV), they shall indicate the nature
of the Inconsistency and may advise that the restrictions be suitably modified.
(11) If, however, as a result of the consultations, the Contracting Parties determine that the restrictions are being applied In a manner Involving an Inconsistency of a serious nature with the provisions of this Article or with those of
Article XIII (subject to the provisions of Article XIV) and that damage to the
trade of any contracting party Is caused or threatened thereby, they shall so Inform the contracting party applying the restrictions and shall make appropriate
recommendations for securing conformity with such provisions within a specified
period of time. If such contracting party does not comply with these recommendations within the specified period, the Contracting Parties may release any
contracting party the trade of which Is adversely affected by the restrictions
from such obligations under this Agreement towards the contracting party applyIng the restrictions as they determine to be appropriate In the circumstances .
(d) The Contracting Parties shall Invite any contracting party which Is applyIna restrictions under this Article to enter Into consultations with them at the
request of any contracting party which can establish a prima face case that
the restrictions are Inconsistent with the provisions of this Article or with those
of Article XIII (subject to the provisions of Article XIV) and that Its trade Is
adlversely affected thereby. However, no such' invitation shall be Issued unless
time Contracting Parties have ascertained that direct discussions between the
contracting parties concerned have not been successful. If, as a result of the consultations with the Contracting Parties, no agreement Is reached and they determine thsit the ro-strictions nre beintt applied inconsistently with such provisions,
and that damiiage to the trade of the contracting party Initiating the procedure
Is caused or threatened thereby, they shall recommend the withdrawal or modification of th e restrictions. If the restrictions are not withdrawn or modified withIn such time as the Contracting Parties may prescribe, they may release the
contracting party initiating the procedure from such obligations under this
Agreement towards the contracting party applying the restrictions as they determifne to b~e appropriate In -thecircumstances.

(e) In proceeding under this paragraph$ the Contracting P~arties shall have
due regard to any special eternal factors adversely affecting the export trade
of the contracting party applying restrictions.
(f) p]etertiftlations. Under thiis paragraph Shall be rendered expeditiously and,
If, possible, withn sixty days 4f the initiation of the consultations.
15.If there Is- a persistent and widespread application of Import restrictions
iind&i this Article, indicating the existence of a general disequilibrium which Is
restricting'International ttaddi, the Contracting Parties shall initiate dscussions
to consider whether other measures might be taken, either by those contracting
Vfirtiles the balances of payments of which are under pressure or by those the
baa~ces of payments of wl4ch are tending to be exceptionally favourable, or by
any appropriate intergovernmental organization, to remove the underlying causes
6f the disequilibrium. On the Invitatidn' of the Contracting Parties, contracting
parties sihall participate In such discussions.
AaTX6LE XIX
EMERGENCY ACTI07ON XIIMPORTS OF PARTICULAR PRODUCTS
1(a) If, as a result of unforeseen developments and of the effect of the obligations Incurred by a contracting party under this Agreement, including tariff concessions, ainy product is being Imported Into the territory of that contracting party
In such increased quantities and under such conditions as to cause or threaten
serious Injury to domestic producers In that territory of like or directly competitive products, the contracting party shall be free, In respect of such product, and
to the extent and'-for such time as may be necessary to-prevent or remedy such
injury, to suspend the obligation in whole or In part or to withdraw or modify
the concession.
,(b) If any product, which Is the subject of a concession with respect to a
preference, Is being Imported Into the territory of a contracting party in the circumstances set forth In sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, so as to cause or
threaten serious injury to domestic producers of like or directly competitive
products In the territory of a contracting party which receives or received such
preference, the importing contracting, party shall be free, If that other contracting
party so requests, to suspend the relevant obligation in whole or In part or to
withdraw or modify' the-concession In respect of the product, to the extent and
for such, time as may. be necessary to prevent or remedy such Injury.
S2. Before ainy contracting party ishall take action pursuant to the provisions
of paragrapA of this Article, It sliall give notice in writing to the CONTRACTING
~A1~TI~S s far in ftdvahee as may be practicable and shall afford the
CONTRACTING PARTIES and those contracting parties having it substantial
interist. as exportes 'of the product concerned an opportunity to consult with It
14 restpectf the proposed action. W~hon ich notice Is givenl In relation to a conesstit with, respect t9 a I feecQ, tl~e notice shall, name the contracting party
hie as requested the actioern I citical circumstance,-, 'where delay would
e~A daihoe iihihit Nonlilbe difficult'to repair, action under paragraph 1 of
th1isrticle nna, be takenf..pi~vistoiialty, without prior, consultation, on the condition that consult.ptillni shall be etfeetedA inedhitely after taking such action.
8,
giepuk~jt amopt hepinterpsted contracting tpa~tles with respect to
,he
l omWotreache, tjecatactini darty Nwhich proposes to take or eon.
tinii tii'&A~tWfldid, nt erthil~s, be: free toido s~o,and if such'action is taken
or continued, ithd affeeteid coitnactIng pates shall then be free, not later than
A~nety d0ar0.afZt sueb-aotion is taken. to afspeud,. upon'the expiraion of thirty
days from the day~oA' )yIc4,wYFtt"n not ce. q~ sviei suspe~sion Is received by the
go"fATING*PA~TII,1 the applicatin o'the trade of the contracting party
tA
kng'uu4 1 wketi16yM, IWU caise, envisaged Ifi ptiragraph'.lI(b) of this Article,
to the trii14 of-the contracting, party requesting stch, action,,of suich substantially
eqnivslftt 911essions 0; okbo; obligations under this Agreement the suspefision
9fVwlJh tbts,,,
TR~P',lGgRIgo
~ot ~is~lprove.
(b)' Notwithstcnin thLe provilops' of sub-pa ragraph (a,) of this paragrapih,
whetrh'Atlonis taken wnir ihi
2 oftfil 'Article without prior consultation and causes or threatens serious Injury in the territory of a contracting party
to the; dolflesttc. producers of products affected by !the action,, that contracting
party, slitll, wlnere~delay would cause, damage difficult to repair, be free to sun-.
pem~d, upon the taking of the action and. throughout the period of consultation,
such concessions 'o Other oliligatonA as mady be necessary to prevent or remedy
the Injury.
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Mr. CALLAWAY. Should we go ahead now for a couple of minutesI

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes.
Dr. BRAVIDI5. I only have two more charts I want to show you please,
Senators. First is the fact that in the textile industry we ha at the
end of last year 14.3 percent black employees. This was a growth from
3.3 percent in 1960, Comparably there were 10.1 percent last year in
manufaeturing industry as a whole who are black.
The last chart:. this is an industry scattered around the country in
the 50 States, mostly located in smaller towns. Sixty-one percent of
all the textile jobs are in nonmetropolitan areas. This is the reverse
of the situation with manufacturing generally, and this underlines
the difficulty of applying the theory of adjustment assistance on any
large scale to this type of an industry.
That is the conclusion of the chart presentation and I am glad
that we did not do any more in ury to the Senate with the collapse of
this easel than we did. I hope that we did not break anything.
Thiank you.
Mr. CALLAWAY.

Gentlemen, we have just a little bit more, and I

would like to depart from my text just a second to disabuse you of
some of the cliches that can be so damaging. Like, for instatn6~, the
point that you have been trying to make all day, Senator and I am sure
for a long time, that we really do have a favorable balance of trade.
You are going to hear as you go along that Japan is really not going
to be a real problem on textiles and apparel in Te future; that Japan'i
wage, rates are going up so high that it will no longer be able to have a
textile industry. That sounds like what is happening in this country,
some people say.
is this: Japan will probably begin to import
~~
But~~
haishpeng
substantial
amounts
of txtiles in the next 3, 4, or 5 years, and on that
surface that-well, then. they are not going to be a threat any more.
Well, that is not true. They are going to import textiles from Korea
and Taiw an, and all over the Far East and the Pacific area in plants
that they own.
In other words, they are making the investments themselves, and I
do not care where the Japanese- ant are located, they have the advantage of the Japanese system, and the only thing they are going to
do is to get stronger. They are going to put up more and more garment
and textile plants all over the Pacific -Far East and ship them back
here into their own country, into America, and so forth.
Now, to conclude here, f am sure that some of you, in your minds,
have wondered why-we did not accept the Japanese voluntary propretty good solution to the textile problem. Well, in essence,
posal
Iwill1 as
tella you we did not do it because it was not any good, because it
would have made us worse off than we were without it.
Early in March the Japanese Textile Federation announced that
the Japanese textile industry was undertaking a unilateral program
to limit, future exports of certain textile and apparel products to the
Ujnitedl States. The details *of that arrangement are set forth in the
attached text, and I would like to make that a part of my statement,
the teyf of the Japanese Federation's declaration.
As the announced plan fell far short of theyequirements of. a workable arrangement to deal with the problem, the import problem of
the American textile and apparel industries, it was Promptly rejected
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by the industry leadership. It just would not do any good. It was also
rejected by President Nixon. In his statement on March 11, 1971, the
President rejected this unilateral program of the3 Japanese Textile
Federation as falling short of the terms essential to the United States
in the following significant respects-I will not read that. It is on my
list here, and it will b part of the record.
I think the President's reasons why the Japanese textile industry
arrangements are inadequate and unacceptable, are clear and correct,
and I could not improve upon the President's judgment as to the unacceptability of the voluntary Japanese industry proposal.
In closing I would like to join with others in this industry in an
appeal to the President and to the Congress for the development of
eorceable gvrmn-ogvrmnarneetskeyed to global
apparel goods. All of this should be done in the context of a fair and
reasonable base. And an equitable sharing in the increased demand in
the domestic market between domestic production and imports. Anything short of this will not work.
And so,' distinguished Senators, we throw the ball into your lap to
enact new trade legislation that will protect the interests of the Americnpole and the American economy in a fair and reasonable way,
andam now feeling a whole lot better than I did when I started
my talk, and I want to thank you very much on behalf of the- whole
textile business, the apparel business, and all American industry for
what you have done today in having these hearings and in the next
few days.
Thank you very much.
I will be glad to answer any other questions.
Senator RiBICOFF. Mr. Callaway you are a. very impressive man. I
yield to the distinguished Senator from Georgia, the IlIoine State Senator, even thougI am your Senator, for questions.
Senator TALKADOE. I have no questions. I want to thank Mr. Callaway for making one of the most brilliant statements that I have ever
heard. It is comprehensive and thorough. I am convinced that if the
American people get this information they will respond.
Unfortunately we have had problems in trying to protect American jobs since Jf have been in the U.S. Senate. We have had to fight
the State Department; we have had to fight other Senators; we have
had to fig-ht foreign countries and thus far we have not been able to
get an effective piece of legislation through both bodies of the Congress.
We passed a bill in the Senate twice. The House conferees were
completely intransigent when we met with them. Last year the House
sent us abill too late for the Congress to get effective action in the
Senate agans the threat of a filibuster.
Now, the people who passed the bill through Ways and Means last
year have taken the position they do not want a bill this year so we are
on the horns of a dilemma. I think what we must do is to present to the
American people the facts and if the American people respond through
their elected representatives in the House and Senate, I believe we can
get effective action.
Thank you very much.Mr. CALLAWAY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator RrBicoFF. Senator Hansen.
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Senator HANSEN. Thank you$ Mr. Chairman. 1, too, want to. add my
expression of great admiration to you, Mr. CallawiiyF, and to your associates for having presented a very comprehensive and incisive, ptate-,
ment as regards the present sad state of American f'oreigfi eco noxue
policy. I think you put, your finger right, on the trouble ad the di..
lemma when you called attention to tis inherited. sense of gut that
wve seem to have following the' throes of World War 'II. We -seem to,
search diligently for ways to give away our wealth.
Depite the fact that we cotiue some. $150 billon to a rebuildinF of the wor" after World War II, to friend and foe alike, there,
still seem to be a number of apologists in this count ry who. '7r 'With
the State Department, and'this is true whether it-is under aN, publi-.
can or a Democrat in the White House. They seem to proceed on the'
premise that no cost is too great in order to achieve a political objecif we have unemployment in this country we, will simply
tive;
make that
provisions to increase benefits and to give help to distressed industries and to workingmen, not thinking about how, to rfeemploy
I
.,
them but simply to give them enough to keep them quiet.
I think it high time that we take a look forward instead of reflecting'
always backward as we seem so often to have done. And to'take'a firm
sight on our situation now and to determine if we do intend to' keep
this country in a position that I think reflects great encouragement to
the rest of the world as we maintain a standard of living here in this
Nation characterized by freedom and opportunity as we have it. It
seems to me we can make a very significant contribution to the lessfortunate people by showing how wel this kind of system can work.
If we are going to demonstrate that in a believable fashion for the6
rest of the world, most certainly we have got to make it work here. I
compliment you-again.
Mr. CALLAWAY.'Thank you.

Senator Rm~com. Senator Long.
Senator Lox.- First, let me congratulate and thank the chairman
of this Trade Subcommittee for the generosity' that he ha" demn-nstrated toward his 'members by placing himself last on the list, of
those who interrogate their witnesses. Thatis most gracious of 66~ chairinan, and I want to thank hiim for that courtesy. I will try'to abide by'
it more often myself when I pr idio'over'.the full coniftte6.,
I think the chairman has doie-a fne 'job, to in arranging a balanced slate 'of witnesses so that I'e hia,& a chanc to hean'f both sides bfl,
an argument. I wil to. ask, the *itpess just about 'one 'of'two things.
I'Vidnifo
' d'
tte'
I think you have made. I h k6ent~fere,
sevralthigs about 4hat yqui have sid in ~ flrkA' lic6 yopi'started
out by admitting frank),v 'Whlat your p6smtio.if ijtlia *hk 'yoitrfier-,
est it. I think wel 'wbuld be a ldt ee ~if 1'eveOrybod: would
that-tell us just what thy haVe ,1fni nd. -'Y6ui(Wt hir thme "U'dience,
when I asked, witnesses Oai~iek ' ay' aboti.what- In' gi as the
every ur
deliberately fraudiLh1nt tra~d'stiftitio tditeAlin~
ter. Just plick'ip itl New'
ii8an ''eA
iWrk
nnh there 1,0
the new fraudulent, "good newss. Ann6w~iii-eAi that ofi'e Oiifi *0
have achieved a great gairi*in our fofeign trade', arid' ai n6w sayowif
anothefsb6rplus that looks as though we will make, Iet s sky) ,qb
million this year.
Now, by putting in things that d'otbelong thIere and leaing
out things that do, that is what they prmlaim.
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You are a trading mani; you (10 both importing and exporting Let
'me just ask you what it is costing us in trade and1in balance of payments. Whic is a proper figure to put down for a Toyota: (1) what
it costs when you have paidl the Jlapanese for-the automobile, and the
Japanese ship and Japanese labor to lay it down in San Francisco, or
(2) what it costs at the end of the Japanese assembly line in Tokyo or
somewhere in Japan? What do you think would be the proper figure?

As you said this morning, it should be a couple of

Mr. CALL~AWAY-.

hundred dollars more.
Senator LONG. In other words, what you are paying includes the
Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, Sir.
Senator LONG. But now only 4 percent of this cargo is going in our
own flag vessels. If wve take the freialht into calculation that makes a
great difference a nd f urthermore, wi~at does it do for our trade when
we give away $400 million of wheat to India. Can you explain to me
how that benefits the Treasury of the United StatesI
Mr. CALLAWAY. No; no.
Senator LoNG. Someone attempted to confuse this matter by making

reference to some loans that wits repaid to us. Well, it is true there
have been some loans that were made in some parts of the foreign-aid
program, especially some on the earlier parts Where it was clearly
intended that the lon was to be repaid,, and tile people didn't repay it.
Mr. CALLAWAV. Yes.
Senator Lox)o. Nowv, when we make a loan we expect to have repaid
perhaps we should put that. down ag a loan that is to be repaid. But.
all these logns, at least Public, Law 480 loans, for example, those that
w!e provide, as gifts when we give them, and do not expect to be repaid, should not be put down as part of a favorable balance of trade,
Should they?
-Mr.CIALLA WAY.

No, sir; of course not.

Senator Lowo. To me it i's utterly ridiculous and calls for the people
who are doing that to exp lain their Motives.
Now, let'.ine just, read the first two, paragraphs from this firticle
from ths fellow, Mr. Lawrence, who seems to be a pretty sophisticated
writer:.
Akcb~irdNixomi reportedly has approved. a new way of reportiag U.S balance
of payments, payments that would show tlhe country a score of deficits, rather
than surpluses, but the top aides are balking.'They- are said to fear the new
N
procedure, wbtid bl serve -the protectiofht cauge.1'

It 'ftd1vAya seemed tom
me that truth if3 truth, nd. it ought to be available iiomftter.1vhoAt hoidsor who it hurts.
Cih"yoti etplai{ to ine 'the p~urp6se .6d 'tlieso people in w41nting to
denl' uR'a fWi siidtmn~ent -of wFhahr ,we arb making br losing money?
Mr:CLLAiWAvY Well, I'tliik the bekt answer that I 6an'give isat
I think, ihd 1 think iit is,because they woulld, love to 'set back just 61Actly."What they *aid: the prdtectiorit Inio'Io1.en~t. T1~hy would et
S;6 at'l o.Wel o cn'eI would bc6uf~to me 'that while it
ia true th it this information might hel some pro'tectjohists, it it also
trti th~t' they ciin ser've as Iev~raoe totdemand Tha"t th~e Japantse open
'Up their mnarkots, for the ktile of Anmerican goods. That doesihot conflict -with the idea of a free trade; does it I
I

;e'oipietiearticle

appears on pagIe~ 30.
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Mr. CALLAWAY. No.
Senator LONG. Conceivably the use of the truth might advance free

trade.
Mr. CALLJAWAY. Of course.
Senator LONG. Now, furthermore, nobody argued about the fact that
we have a balance-of-payments problem, and most people agree that
the liquidity ri(vthod is a more realistic basis of measurin that. This
bdy a
Nation is in tei:rible, shape in its balance of payments.
argued about that. That is how it is, and everybody has recognize that,
and it continues to be so, so much so that you and I don't know whether
next month or even next week when you go to Europe you can pay for
your hotel bill in dollars; that is correct, is it not?
Mr. CALI.,WAY. Yes,

sir.

Senator Lo.-;(. All right.
Now, here we are, the greatest free power and the leader of the
capitalistic world, and now we have a currency that a man cannot even
use to buy a hotel room for the night. That is about the way we stand
with these sorts of profligate policies we have been following.
I do not mind being generous ifwe can afford to be generous. But I
do not like to be playing Santa Claus when we ought to take off our
Santa Claus costume and put on a set of overalls and go to work to
try to earn something.
Do you think it would help us in negotiating with our trade partners
around the world if, instead of publishing some fraudulent statistics to
mislead the American people and to mislead our friends and allies and
make them think we are a lot richer than we are, and we are making
a big profit when instead we are losing money if we would publish the
honest facts to show that we did not gain .45 billion during the last
11 years in foreign trade. We lost $6 billion. Do you think that would
help us to solve our problemI
Mr. CALLAWAY. Senator Long, T think it would help.,That is not the
main reason I would do it. I would do it' because it is the truth, number
one. I happen to think that it coincides in such a way that it can be
used as a bargaining tool, and I think we-are digging our own gravesby telling something that is not true to make something look better than
it is,' and you are insulting your competitors, actually, because if you
tell the truth you probably are going to get further as a team than if
you tell them something that senot true.
I think it is a great disservice to the American people'and to the
American economy as a whole, and it is an insult to our competitors,
our foreign'competitors, to put out any information that is not true.
Senator Lom;. Well, I quite agree with you. I think of just, two
situations that occur to me. One of the outstanding members of the
Japanese Government called on me for a social viisit to express a
view and a hope that I would be a statesman rather than a provincial,
unpatriotic, inconsiderate citizen'of the woria by tryin to cut down on
Japanese imports. He presented me with the quayrr y"cood news"
announcement on the front page of the New York Times,,thiat we had
a~hetradexsplnd t this outstanding Japanese citizen that we did
not have a, surplus; we were running in the red, he said:
Well, If that is the case, why don't jou explain that to our government and
to people around the world and then, perhaps, we can work something out to
help accommodate you with your problem.
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Well, if you proclaim to the whole wide world that you made a $40
billion profit when you have a $0 billion loss you cannot expect much
cooperation from them I would think.
Then I can recall a President of the United States met with the
President of Mexico. He was on our soil and we honored him by asking him to be the concluding speaker, and I sat there and listened to
him lecture us for a solid hour about how we should take the overall
view, and. that we should not be provincial, should not think about
sectional interests, but about the overall good of our country and the
overall good of the world. I am sure nobody ever informed that poor,
sweet man that we 'Were not getting rich; that we were going broke.
We could not keep up and that if -we tried to continue to trade that
way he would not want our American dollars because they would not
be any good. But, as long as we insist on making available to himand the only American paper he reads now down there in."Mexico is
the New York Times-a bunch of fraudulent figures and statistics,
these fraudulent "good news" announcements, can you blame him for
thinking that the Senator from Louisiana is being provincial if lie
were trying to save your industry I
Mr. LALLAWAY. INo, sir.
Senator LONG. le would think I was placingr the selfish interests of
the textile people ahead of the overall good of the country.
1 know some people who hope to build a textile mill in~ Louisiana
and hire some people. Up until this day, at least, we do not have
enough jobs to worry about the textile industry, but I can see that you
people have a problem and it is part of thle overall national problem.
That is why I feel I should vote to try to save some of your industry
for you, andlI have done that.
Mr. CALLAWAy. Right.
Senator LoNa. But I would certainly urge you to try to do what you

can and to continue to see that people become aware of some of this.
If I make my speh about these fraudulent trade statistics often
enough, after a while it will become common knowledge.
I used to hear from some Senators and former Senators that you
had to make a speech not one time, but four or five times to expect
Senators to even become aware of it. You catch one little group on
the floor one time and another little group somewhere else. I am
the information is gradually getting around, and
say that
leased to
pSenator
with thanks and blessings, is getting enough cabinet
Ribicoff,
Members up here so-that we will get a chance to bringj this matter to
their attention. By gradually hammering away at thiis issue we will
begin togain some understanding of this problem.
Ithank you for your very fine statement. I want to thank you, Mr.
Chairman, Senator Ribicoffv for the fine Job you are doing here and
above all for the very extreme courtesy that you have extended to all
of youi committee members.
Senator RiBicon'. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Callaay ajut * crious. Isn't there some reasonable compromise possible with Japan I You have got the Millg proposal - you have the
Japanese proposal; you'hav~e got the President. Isn't there some plan
that cotild7be worked out that could make this thing work?
Mr. CALLAWAYr. I think it is possible, Senator, and we are certainlyhave been and are--now open to a fair and -reasonable workable
arrangement.
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Our suggestions to you in our text here is that. we, in effect, have
laws that say get together on at voluntary basis, hut if you do not, you
ha1ve to. So we aire not against at voluntary one, What we must have,
tbough, is something that is really meaningful, that binds the Governtrieni of .Japan and binds the governments of -the other nations
in vol red.
Senator Ibisicoriy. Shouldn't we lring-I think, after all, the United
States was sucked in pretty good in GATT. The Europeans restricted
hcwi-melves to about 5 percent of Japanese production and put the
pressure on thie United States to take about 50 percent, and the Europeans can point their finger at the United States.
Again, as I indicated, I asked questions 'of some of the other witnesses. Don't you think the time has come for a new realistic face-toface round of discussions and agreements between the large trading
nations in the worldI
Mr. CALLAWAY.

We think only if the-Congress expresses its will.

Mr. CALLAWAY.

Well, I can see no reason in the world why the

Senator Rmncoirr. In other words, you think that Congress should
tak e the initiative in expressing its wiill of what should take place?
Mr. Callaway. Yes, sir. I think the Congress represents the people
of America and it passes laws in the interest of the American people
a nd the economy, and the Congress must study this problem sufficiently
to become knowledgable and- aware of what the solution is of any
questions.
Senator Riniconr'. In such discussions, do you feel that Members of
Congress or the Senate should be involved in these negotiations?
Mr. CALLAWAY. I do not think so; no.
Senator Rnatcorr. Not the day-to-day negotiations, but to understand what is going on. I would rather have Herman Talmadge and
Russell Long be there when this thing is cut up than anybody in the
executive branch I know.
Members of the House and Senate should not be observers .to, become
informed on the problem and the solutions to it. Of course not. To that
extent, fine, in helping the Congress to make up its mind as to what
to do.
But, in speaking as one man and one company I see certainly, nothing
wVronjg in the Congressmen and Senators being involved in the proceed
ings of the situation enough to become aware of what the -problems are
and what to do.
Senator Rniicorr. I did not quite understand what you said but
I get the impression that the rise of Taiwan, Hong.Kongz%South KRoreat
as textile manufacturers are basically Japanese operati"ons-,not indigenous.
Mr. CALLAWAY. They' are Japanee owned,XIani not sure of the
exact facts, but the Japanese own a, oubotantial part. of tli. cointhe textile mills, and the garment manufacturing plants in
paniscuntries.
those
fit
Senator Rnucon.. I see.,

Now, the thing that concerns me is something abo'~~yu nw
and the thoughts and ideas. I comme~nd
a9gn
by your instalation on Sixth Avenue 'wh jre;DntniIs
Yo~stu o~~
sample mill.
Mr. CALLAWAY. TheiMill.
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Senator Rmicon'. And I mee the the kids coming out-school chil1dren-with these shopping bags full of samples. r have not gone in
myself, but I have watched on the sidewalk. The next time I am in
Rew York I will go in.
Mr. CALLAWAY. I hope you will.
Senator RiBaicoFF. Go down that treadmill and see how it works.
Mr. CALLJAWAY. Wonderful.
Senator RiBicoFF. I try to learn as much as I -can abotit everything

in this country. I will read Women's Wear and Vogue magazines,
and I see your ads, and I follow what you do. But I noticed in recent
years'that the United States, has really taken a back seat in style. I
mean,.you find when you go in the department stores and seecie ads,
and Pierre Cardin, he is designing suits for men and Pucci and Gucci,
their styles for women's cloths, and they seem to be the pacesetters
and you do not see American names much any more. In talking to Mr.
Wright, I think back in the television industry, it seems to me they
went through what the automobile industry went through.
I remember talking as much as 10 years ago to the automobile manufacturers about why weren't they introducing a small car into the
American scene and they were saying:
Oh, the Americans want a big showy automobile and we are selling all these
ears and we are making much more profit on selling -the car for $8,000 and
$4,000 Instead of selling for $1,60 or $1,800. Why should we!

They were not concerned about it until they woke uip to the fact
that they were losing a very substantial part of the market.
Mr. CALLAWAY. 'Yes, sir.
Senator RIicorF. When you explained to them why that may be..
trute, but America is becoming a two-car family and the Missus just
Wants to go down to the shopping center or just buy groceries or take
the kids down to the school, she wants cheap transportation and maintenance and overall costs. Well, they were doing so well they did not
bother until they woke up to this problem.
Now, the television industry ran into this--the radio industry first.
The Japanese made these small transistors, and people or kids wowi
carrying them around in their coat pockets and they were taking them
out to picnics and to ball games, and people had them in their bedrooms and in their offices, and the U1nited States was making big radio
sets and woke up and found out that the JTapanese had taken the transistors and then probably all the table-model radios.
The television people came out and it was a great industry, and
everybody wanted a television set, and they were selling for $400, $500,
$600, and they did not want to bother with that sm4ll set because they
could make all the big ones they wanted.
Well, I want a small set in my bedroom, on my little table. The only
one I could find of that size would be it Sony. I could not find an
American set. So I know I have got a Sony in my bedroom and there
is another small Sony in the library.
So the United States, they were still selling those big sets, and then
they started to sell color television. Everyboy wanted color television,
selling for $600. Why should they worry about a $225 or a $280 set.
And Sony comes up With its small color tlevision set and the American public goes and buys them.
Now, the thing that bothers me is where is this foresight and Initiative in American design, American styling, that allows them to be
62-790 0-71-pt. 1-21
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euchred out of a market because of this failure to understand the obligation to have a full line up and downI You do not have-to make a
profit on everything in your line as long as you have the.line, and your
wNholeslers and your retailers could have a Burligtn line or a Zenith
line or an RCA line or a Ford line that went al the wvay from the
bottom all the way to the top of the line.
Nowv, here again, haven't, we manufacturers-we have brilliant
businessmen but haven't we been backward and haven't we failed to
see the market and sense the marketI I am just curious about this.
Mr. CALLAWAY. Well, let me talk about the area I know most about
and that is your comments on the textile-apparel fashions. It is true
that you see a lot of publicity on the Pierre Cardins and the designers
of that type, and they are valuable and they are good. It represents a
very tiny fraction of a fraction of a fraction of 1 percent of the business that is done in this country and it is healthy. We are not complaining about that. We do not worry. Actually it helps us. It helps us
sell our products.
Trhe real point is that on textile and apparel imports the great,
great majority are staple items rather than the high-fahion items.
The high-fashion items represent "Bubkes." We are complaining about
the subsidized giant quantities of staples, shirts, pants, fabrics, and so
forth, that come in from abroad. I think that-as you note in my statement, I say that imports can be healthy for American business and
good for thie American people.
In the sense that you are saying that it will sometimes stimulate the
American manufacturers who don't ever claim to do a perfect job,
but it will stimulate them to do a better job, both in style and quality
and every other way, and it is a matter of degree. 'We are arguing
about degrees of imports that are subsidized. I happen to think that
by and large the American businessman is really very smart, and while
he may be a little behind some of his fine competitors in style and
design at times. I think that over the long run he will catch up.
I think the automobile industry, for instance, now is really going
to find a way to make a better small minicar and produce it over here,
I hope, in this country, for the American people.
I would not say that we have anything except things r gain from
imports if they are contained to a, reasonable degree, and if they are
not subsidized. But in our own industry, the answer is that the great,
great bulk of all the textile imports are staple items.
Senator RmicorF. Well, we thank you very much. My apologies
for keeping you so long and so late.
Mr. CALLAWAY. It was a privilege, Senator.
(Mr. Callawvay's prepared statement -with attachments follow:)
STATEMENT OF ELY R. CALLAWAY, JR., PRESIDENT, BuRawxwON INDUSTRIES, INC.
Mr. Chairman Ribicoff, distinguished Senators, I am honored to be here today.
Thank you for inviting me. May I commend this Committee for this attempt to
have a meaningful and objective dialogue on this Immensely important subject.International Trade and the problems the United States is having, and Is likely
to have, In Its dealings in this area.
I have prepared a statement, and you have it. A portion of that statement
includes a summary of one clear and very meaningful example of the problem
American industry has long had, and still has, in competing in International
trade.
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This one example is the nation's Textile and Apparel Industry-an employer
of 2,400,000 Americans. Later In my presentation, I will cite some of the specifics
of the textile-apparel import problem. I will refer to our proposed remedy for
this problem.
The U.S. economy as a whole is now threatened. What has happened In textiles
and apparel io spreading rapidly to other Industries--many Industries which
are basic to the welfare of America, just as is the textile and apparel business.
Our textile-apparel problem is no longer ours alone. We have "company "--unfortunately.
Many industries-particularly those which we have always considered to be
invulnerable to excessive Imports because they are characterized as being of
"high technology"-are now losing their business In America to excessive imports. There Is solid evidence--if one will only look-that within the 1970's the
U.S. economy as a whole faces a major threat to its well being.
This threat is from excessive Imports disrupting our markets. These are excesses which result .ot from free trade among nations, but from unfair trade
practices. Free trade simply does not exist.
Many predict that a trade war Is coming. I say that a trade war Is here-we
are In It, and we are losing It.
Many predict that If we try to protect ourselves In this trade war our competitor nations will retaliate against us. I say that they don't need to retaliatethe current attack In their current trade practices is all they need for victory
now and In the future.
Because of the unfair trade practices of some of our strongest foreign competitors, many leading American businessmen are now saying openly that they
cannot compete. Of our foreign competitors the Japanese are singled out most
often. Evidence of this is found In Time magazine, May 10 Issue-the cover story.
If you have not done so, please read this article-and the summary of the all-day
symposium in which they describe the experiences of eleven businessmen In their
dealings with Japan. Time entitled Its cover story "Japan, Inc.--Winning the
Most Important Battle".
Time Magazine, and most of the business leaders participating in the symposium, did accurately describe the symptons of the Illness. I participated in that
symposium. But, Time prescribed a medicine which, if administered, will kill the
patient-in my opinion. In effect they advocated additional "Japans".
Parbea Magazine, on May 1, ran a feature story depicting the difficulties American business Is having in competing with Japanese firms-here and abroad.
Again the picture came through clearly-"yes" we do have a problem. Some parts
of the problem were described by the heads of two of the best managed comnpanies In the world-the DuPont Co. and Zenith Radio Corp.
Some of the big International bankers In the United States are now beginning
to be worried about some of their U.S. customers and are speaking out clearly
against the unfair trkde practices of the EEC and of Japan.
The current Buei~eee Weeko Magazine highlights the problems the steel industry is having In competing In international trade.
And so, the subject- we are discussing here is very timely and very- vital. Those
of us who have struggled with the Import problem for years are now encouraged
that more and more of the leaders In American industry recognize that the U.S.
economy Is in trouble, and that something is wrong, with our trade policy.
American Industry and American agriculture still produce the world's best
products; we are still the most productive Nation .on earth; we spend tons of
money on new plant and equipment; we are still the world's best managers of
business; and we are good salesmen. But we are losing ground-fast-in our own
U.S. markets and In the markets of the world. Why? I'll attempt ait least a part
of this question. If we find out why we are losing, will we be Intelligent enough
and courageous enough to find the solution to the problem-soon enough? As
we go along In the months ahead, I think you'll find that an agreement--even
among business leaders--as to proper solution to the problem is the biggest bone
of contention.
Before going further, I think that you should have some knowledge about me,
my selfish Interest, and my company's interest. This will at least give you some
chance to know the degree to which you should discount the points I'll try to
make. A few weeks ago at the all-day symposium on problems in International
trade sponsored by Time magazine, I proposed that we 11 participants first
Identify our own self interests. I must not have spoken loud enough In making
that suggetion-in any event what I suggested wasn't done. But I do feel that
some meaningful identity of the speakers is essential to the kind of constructive
dialogue which you obviously are attempting here.
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So-if I may take a moment-I'll describe my own interests.
1. As president of Burlington Industries, I amt interested In the jobs of our
86,000 employees-and my own Job.
If we can reasonably contain our own problem with Imports in our field,
Burlington has an especially bright future. If we cannot contain it, Burlington
will not go "broke", although many may lose their jobs and the future of our
company will be more difficult than it reasonably need be.
We In Burlington are manufacturers and merchants of nearly all types of
textiles and of furniture. Except for hosiery, we do not make apparel. The
apparel' manufacturer buys our fabrics, and so he is our customer. We are
Interested in his welfare.
In Burlington, we are probably as complex, as modern, and as efficient as Is
any manufacturer of any product of any type anywhere in the world. We have
120 manufacturing plants In the United States and 85 abroad-in Canada,
Mexico, and South American and with heaviest concentration in seven countries in Europe. We very recently have entered Into a joint venture- In Japanfor tufted carpets-with Mitsubishi Rayon Co. We admire and respect our
,&apanese partners.
And so, we are not traders operating in an atmosphere of Isolation. We are not
ai one-product company which is sliding backward due to inefficiency and failure
to keep up with the competitive world. Almost none of the textiles we produce in
our plants abroad are shipped back into the United States, and so we do not export
jo~bs f rom America. WVe export fabrics to the rest of the world, but despite our best
efforts our export business is small-only about $30 million out of our own total
sales of $1.8 billion In 1970.
2. My personal interests are (not necessarily in this order)Y:
(a) I want to see my company grow and prosper-here and abroad.
(b) I want to see my Industry grow and prosper.
(c) I want peace to come to the world-today.
(d) I believe that one of the best and most realistic ways to achieve peace and
to keel) peace In the world Is through trade-among all nations. But trade must
be carried on with fairness and equity among all trading partners.
(e) I anm In favor of protection-to a reasonable degree for all nations. I favor
protection to the extent that It is needed to prevent excessive penetration (of any
market of any country) by an exporting nation whose political and/or economic
arrangements enable that exporting nation to engage in unfair trade practices. I
favor protection for any nation to the extent that it Is needed to keep any market
In any country from being the victim of undue selfishness of businesses and/or
governments--wherever they way be located.
It has been my experience that many of our trading competitors around the
world have gone much too far In continuing to Insist on holding on to the trading
a1dVantages we gave them at the end of World War 1I, and In-now developing
even new and greater advantages for themselves. It has been my experience that
most of the men whom I know In business and government among the major
foreign competitor nations (10 feel that they have a right to continue to have and
to hold their trading advantages. "America is rich, its natural resources are
boundless, its towns and Its cities have never been destroyed by wvar-we deserve
to have-whatever advantages we have In our trade practices."
Like it or not-believe it or not-this Is the way our-foreign competitors' thinkIng goes and here is the root cause of the gross inequities wve know exist when we
compare our trade practices with those of our major competitors in wvorld trade
today.
Retaliate? They don't need to retaliate. They only need to keep on doing what
they're already doing In their trade practices-and to scare us to death by saying
In effect, "We'll retaliate-if you don't allow us to continue to take advantage
or you." Is the United States a "pitiful, helpless giant"? No-but In International
trade we've acted like one-up to now. Let's; change. For I believe that they-our
coinpetitors-wlll not change-soon enough. They like It as It is.
You gentlemen know about these inequities in trade practices. I don't need to
give you -the detailss. Some of them were described accurately and fully by your
own staff In its analysis of "certain Issued" raised by the GATT-report dated
IDeeemiber 19, 1970. Further, Senator Ribicoff's March 4, 1071 report to the Committee on Finance entitled, "Trade Policies In the 1970's" gives an excellent picture of some of the major problemF4 the U~nited States faces In carrying on Inter.
national trade.
In summary, Europe has; found very effective ways, by "hook or by crook," to
keel) our products from excessive penetration of their markets; they have found
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ways to effectively limit the Japanese penetration of their markets; they (particularly the EEC) have thus forced the Japanese to try even harder to capture
the U.S. market; and all the while they have threatened us if we do to them
what they are doing to us. They have bought from us only those things that are
In their self-interest to buy, and this will continue, I predict.
And what have the Japanese been doing? They have been doing everything
right-for themselves!I The Japanese are extremely able people and they have
developed a system of domestic and International trade which, In my opinion is
unbeatable. The heart of the system-and Its main strength-is that the entire
Japanese nation is the-equivalent of one company-bigger and stronger and more
aggressive than any one company the world has ever known (or even thought of).
This Is the ultimate of all the monopolies ever dreamed of. Every segment of the
Japanese nation-from the workers, through the business executive, the banker,
the trading company-all are In partnership with their government-working
diligently for one common purpose-to become the world's No. 1 economic power.
The American people and American businesses are protected by our laws from
being harmed by American monopolies. For this reason, our antitrust laws are
good (although, in practice, I think most businessmen In the United States feel
strongly that our antitrust laws are often enforced and/or interpreted by our
Government to a silly and very harmful extreme). Even so, the fundamental
purpose of these laws Is to protect Americans from the ravages of monopolies.
Where are the laws which protect Americans from the ravages of the most
powerful-and the most aggressive-monopoly ever devised? Do we really believe that the location of this monopoly-1,OG miles away-makes It any less
harmful to America than If it were located In Georgia or Connecticut? Do we
really believe that the Japanese monopoly was developed for any purpose except
to capture any portion of any major market that might be desirable for them in
America or elsewhere? Of course it was developed for that purpose-and It's
working!I Beautifully!I For the Japanese.
Do I resent the Japanese for having devised this brilliant monopoly? No, I do
not. Although I feel that they are short-sighted to have pushed their advantage
In America as far as they have, I hold absolutely no animosity toward them. But
I do deplore the fact that our own Government has--under these particular circumstances-failed to give adequate protection to American, businesses and to
the American people who have to date been a victim of this monopoly, Japan, Inc.
What is this monopoly-howv can I describe It? I cannot do it justice, even if
I took my entire allotted time to do so. Therefore, as a picture for those who
may not be aware, I'll use an event of only a few days ago-May 13, in Detroit.
I'm going to take the liberty of using Air. Henry Ford 2d to show you how powerful the Japan, Inc., monopoly Is, and to show you that many-too many-very
smart and very able business leaders (and Mr. Ford surely Is one of those)
do not really know what they are up against when Japan, Inc., decides to compete with them in a major way. But this Is beginning to change-additional
business leaders nearly every week are beginning to see that Japan, Inc. really
is, or soon can be, a real problem for them.
On Friday, May 14, The New York Times report on the annual meeting of the
Ford Motor Co.-stated In part:
"Henry Ford II warned today that the assault on the American market by
Imported -cars was just beginning and said, I frankly don't see how we're going
to meet the foreign competition * * *. We've only seen the beginning. Wait till
those Japanese get a hold of the central part of the United States * * . We may
be a service nation some day!I
because American manufacturers -could not
compete with foreigners."
Knowing how dimelult it Is to be quoted accurately under such circumstances,
I suspect that Mr. Ford really meant that American AUtomoKie manufacturers
cannot compete with the Japanese. For Instance, the Germans, Mr. Ford's biggest
and best foreign competitor in the U.S. market to date, are a bit easier to compete against than are the Japanese since German manufacturers have a profit
motive more nearly like ours, their workers earn much more than do the Japanese, and the German "system" as it affects their exports-while far more effective than America's system-is not nearly so complete and effective a monopoly
as Is the Japanese monopoly.
Let me give you one Illustration as to why Ford Motor Co. (long recognized
as one of the world's- -greatest In mass production of the highest technology
products) cannot compete profitably against the Japanese If the Japanese make.
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up their minds to capture a big portion of Ford's business. I think most
knowledgeable men in industry will agree that If Ford cannot compete with
Japan-no one can.
I'll Illustrate by taking a purely hypothetical case. Suppose that the antitrust laws of the United States were suddenly suspended for only 1Ldlay, and
that a merger of a number of our biggest and best companies were allowed.
Assume that only this one giant merger were permissabie and that the next
day all other companies in the United States would again be subject to our
normal antitrust laws. Assume now that a new corporation is formed-let's call
it "American Monopoly, Inc"-and that it Is a result of a merger of the following companies which had banded together during that i-day moratorium I
mentionedGeneral Motors, Chrysler Corporation, Standard Oil of New Jersey, AtlanticRichfield, The Chase Bank, Bank of America, U.S. Steel, Kennecott Copper (and
Peabody Coal), IBM, RCA, Sears Roebuck, J. C. Penney, and Burlington
Industries!
And-let's assume that this new giant goes to the U.S. Government and says
"We would like to capture a big part of Ford Motor Co.'s business. Will you
help us? Will you let us "1fix" prices-will you give us total protection against
imports into our own markets while we are doing whatever we need to do In
capturing Ford's business?"
Assume Uncle Sam says to American Monopoly, Inc.--"Yes, we will help you,
we will cooperate, In fact we'll be your financial partner in case you run into
difficulty In the process-go ahead 1"'
Now-under all of these assumptions--how long would the Ford Motor (3o.
last? As long as 10 years? Let's ask-Mr. Ford.
Of course we are fortunate that in America our antitrust laws won't allow
an "American Monopoly, Inc." to exist. American business could not compete
with such a monopoly, and the American people would lose much in the process.
But-we do have such a monopoly-in fact an even stronger one than my
hypothetical one--competing against American industry right here In our own
market! And that monopoly-Japan, Inc.-has as its number one purpose the desire to capture a very substantial portion of the richest market In the Worldthe U.S. market. Our laws and our trade policies are not adequate to counter
the obvious -competitive advantages In "Japan, Inc."
The Japanese have developed for themselves laws and rules and regulations,
which when combined with their poliical economic and social structure, and
their domestic and International trade practices, enables them to accomplish
their purpose.
On the other hand; our laws and rules and regulations, our domestic and international trade polcy and practices, and our political, economic and social
structure and our standard of living-all of these factors combined and separately tend to make the U.S. unable to compete with "Japan, Inc.," or with ainy
other nation which might develop as an equally effective system.
So-here's the problem.-Hlow do we solve It?
Do we develop a total system of monopoly the same as Japan's? Of course
not. America Is too far down the road-taking a completely different route.
Do we abandon our antitrust laws so that our companies can band together
and withstand the power and trading tactics of Japan, Inc.? No-for the antitrust basic philosophy is good for American business In solving its own domestic
economic problems and It Is good for the American people.
Can we persuade the Japanese to change their system to any substantial
degree? I feel sure we cannot-there's not a realistic chance of doing this-within the next 10 years.
Should we then let Japan-and other nations which adopt a similar systemtake the best part of our U.S. markets for Industrial products? Should America, become a nation of farmers, retailers, and services? Certainly not. To whom
would we sell our services-how would anyone pay the bills? Mass consumption depends on jobx-millions of them. And this means mass production. If
we do want to drop to the bottom of the ladder economically, then we should
let some other nation (R) take away our Industrial business. Let's not do that.
Should we, as a general practice, embargo or very severely limit Imports
from Japan or other nations? No. l1apan'and all nations should have a fair
chance to obtain and to hold a reasonab1 share of the American marketbaited on the merit of the liroduct and its fair (not subsidized) price. A reasonable flow of Imports Into the United States Is healthy for business, and good
for our consumers.
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So, having rejected all of these alternatives, I suggest that we do the following things.
A. We should tell the American people the-facts about the Inequities we face
In carrying on international trade under current trade policy.
We should inform our people:
1. That serious trade problems have been caused by the development and expansion of the Common Market.
2. That there are gross inequities In the GAIT rules.
&.That WVestern Europe systematically excludes Imports from Japan and
from the less developed countries.
4. That Japan Is the most highly protected market in the world. As a consequence, Japan often sells products to its own people at considerably higher prices
than they sell the same or similar product to Americans. Americans lose by this
practice--because we lose our Jobs as a result,
5. That U.S. companies- cannot own more than 50 percent of a company In
JTapan.
8. That the great disparity between wage rates and working conditions
throughout the world tends to make the United States the "dumping ground"
for goods which are produced abroad under conditions that are Illegal In the
United States.
7. That the remedies that are available to U.S. Industries Injured by excessive
Imports resulting from unfair trade practices are not adequate to compensate for
our competitive disadvantages.
Just lar~t week the Bureau of Customs announced that it is beginning an investiga b)n of a complaint filed by my company charging that certain Japanese
worsted fabrIcs are being "dumped" In the United States. We have an excellent
ease, we gathered our own evidence over a period of _many months, and rm confident the proceeding will end io an assessment of additional duties as prov'ided by U.S. law. Mfost companies In America do not have the resources to
gather the necessary evidence for such a proceeding-and neither Is the U.S.
Government In a position to do the preliminary fact finding In this type of case.
In any case, let me make It clear that a positive finding of dumping and Injury
In the Burlington case will apply only to the limited and specific worsted fabrics
Involved. It will not affect Imports of apparel made of the same type of fabric.
8. Let us Inform our people that the major economic threat to the United
States is from the Par East.
Although I share the concern and frustration now broadly developing over the
extension of Common Market membership which tends to make the Common
Market even more protectionist and although the Common Market represents a
fundamental contradiction of the free trade doctrine and GATTJ principle, I do
not share -the view that the next major trade'effort of the United States should
be another "round" with the Common Market. I assume that the proponents of
such a round would plan to persuade the Common Market to dismantle or restructure Its organizations and/or Its plans.
9. We should tell Americans that the U.S. no longer has a monopoly on scientific development ability, on productivity, on management skills, and on salesmanship. It has been at least 20 years since we did have such a monopoly-if,
indeed, we ever did have. Unfortunately, our current trade policy assumes we
still have such a great advantage In these areas. This is unreal and the height
of egotism.
10. We should advise our people that the most favored- nation principle -has
been a great handicap-that the principle Is obsolete, and Is probably already
dead. There io no Incentive for developed nations to trade tariff reductions if
JTapan, with -its low costs and Its-brilliant monopolistic system, reaps the benefit
of the deal through the application of the MWN principle.
11. And let's tell our people that there are serious limitations In adjustment
assistance. We should fairly and honestly view Adjustment Assistance for what
it ts and not claim for values that it cannot produce. Adjustment Assistance,
as a solution to American Industry and workers which may be seriously affected
by low-cost monopolistic Import competition, is useless on any large scale. I
would suggest some trial determinations be made as to how adjustment assistance- could operate as an effective Instrument to restore large scale business
enterprisqes and their workers to Industrial viability. Many 4f us strongly feel
that adjustment assistance, claimed by some to be an effective, method of dealing with excessive import competition should now be shown for what It to- temporary etpedieiit, useful only In Isolated, short term cases. It is merely another
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form of temporary public welfare-and only an effective form of "burial Insurance" for Individual companies.
12. And finally, let its talk to them realistically about the chances for removal
of nontariff barriers which are so prevalent in other nations. We must recognize
that it will take years and years to remove some of these and that others will
never disappear, because they are so deeply rooted In the self Interest and In the
social and legislative life of the nations Involved. Many propose that the United
States, as Its next major trade effort, should undertake the initiative to discuss
the removal of nontariff barriers. Meanwhile, so far as I know, nothing is proposed to be done to deal soon enough with the worsening impact of excessive
imports upon our domestic industries and workers. Seven then some blandly admit
that it might, perhaps, take as long as 25 years before any substantial progress
would be made towards removal of nontariff barriers.
If this be the solution to the American problem in International trade, few of
us would agree that we have the resources to wait that long. In any Imperfect
world of nations, peoples and Ideals, the perfect world of attitude and practice
requisite to the smooth functioning of doctrinaire free trade will continue to be
Illusive. In the process of waiting for that day, the United States must have the
courage and resolution to solve its own problems.
B. Having Informed our people on these 12 points, we should ask the Congress to enact new trade legislation which will recognize the trade advantages
which we have either given to our foreign competitors or have allowed them to
gain. This new trade legislation should establish procedures under which the
United States will be able to solve its own economic problems If our foreign competitors do not give us reasonable and meaningful cooperation. This legislation
should permit the United States to deal with excessive levels of Imports through
the establishment of quotas, tariffs, or any such other devices appropriate to
meet the particular threat. The legislation proposed would not be materially
different from the Trade Bill which passed the House last year.
When such legislation Is enacted, the United States should undertake to convene the GATT nations for the purpose of modernizing and updating Its rules so
that the Inequities and unfairness of the present arrangement will be removed.
(Let us then call that agreement, the general agreement on fair trade-the
GATT.)
To this point I have talked about the International trade problem and the
U.S. Import situation In terms of -the U.S. economy, the U.S. Industry at large.
I did so because I thought It was important that the broad view of potential
damage to all American industry and its workers should first be portrayed.
Coming as I do from the textile-industry which has been particularly affected
by excessive Imports from the Far East, I would now like to make a brief presentation of the specifics of the import situation applicable to the textile and
apparel Industries of the United States. In so doing, I will make reference to
some large charts here. I have also distributed some smaller black and white
versions of these charts to each member of the committee which I hope will
assist In following my chart presentation.
Starting In 1958, U.S. textile imports have steadily Increased with a particularly strong surge developing since 1967. As U.S. textile exports remain
relatively stable during ihat period the textile import/export trade of the U.S.
as of the end of 1970 (chart 1) was In deficit by $1.6 billion.
These imports, yarn through apparel, are shown by fiber delineation on chart 2.
Cotton textile Imports (which have been under International control since 1961
pursuant to the Short Terma Cotton Textile Agreement and its successor, the
Long Term Cotton Textile Arrangement, LTA) have approximately doubled
since 1981. In recent years the rate of Increase of U.S. wool tex -tile Imports has
slowed although Imports of wool textiles continue at an extremely high level,
26 percent of domestic consumption of wool fiber. Manmade fibers textiles and
apparel, which entered the United States In relatively small quantities in 1961
have mounted steadily, particularly so during the past 8 years. As the chart
entitled "Imports of Manmades Exceed Cotton" shows, Imports are now substantially larger both In volume and dollar value than the quota-controlled
cotton textile Imports. Considering market acceptance, based on superior performance of certain fabrics made either of 100 percent manmade fibers or of
blends of manmade and natural fibers, Imports of those fabrics are certain to
continue to increase dramatically unless regulated.
As against the claim that the American textile industry is inemcient, the
chart "Labor Productivity in 1967" shows that productivity in the American
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textile Industry Is far superior to that of any other textile producing nation.
This ts particularly so in the case of Japan and Hong Kong.
The chart entitled "Wovld Textile Wages" shows how the productivity edge of
the American industry is overcome by the wage advantages of our major foreign
competitors. For example, U.S. textile Industry average hourly wages are more
than flye times higher than those of Japan, eight times higher than those of
Hong Kong and 22 times moni than paid In Korea.
The chart "U.S.-Japan Wage Gap Widening" unhappily shows the gap between United States and Japan wages is widening to the disadvantage of the
American producers. Whereas this gap gave an advantage to Japan In 1962 of
$1.44 per hour, In 1970 that advantage had now Increased to $1.98 per hour.
The chart "Textile Wage and Price Index" shows that despite substantial wage
Increases in the domestic textile industry the wholesale price Index of the Industry's products has remained at the 1957-59 level. This very convincingly refutes the argument that textile Import controls are or will be Inflationary to
the disadvantage of the American consumer. The record Is just the opposite;
dramatically so In the case of cotton textiles products which have not increased
since 1961 despite the LTA controls. The chart "11970 Wholesale Prices" describes
the performance of domestic textile price as against those for all United States
manufactured commodities during the same period. Textile prime have been
less Inflationary than those of any other Industry; In an industry (textiles and
apparel) with a combined GNP In excess of $86 billion. The chart "Industry
Profit Rate" shows the meager return on sales and equity of textile mill establishments as against those of all United States manufacturing.
The next chart shows the overall importance of the textile/apparel industry
to the national economy. These Industries account for 2.4 million American jobs,
have an annual payroll of $10.8 billion and pay Federal, State and local taxes
of $2.5 billion. One in eight of-all United States manufacturing jobs Is In textiles
and apparel.
The performance of the textile Industry as a minority employer as shown
by the next chart Is also outstanding, both In trend and when compared with
all manufacturing Industry. The textile industry Is also an Important employer
of female labor.
The textile Industry with approximately 60 percent of Its manufacturing establishments located in small towns and rural areas relieves the large urban areas
from the heavy burden of social and welfare costs which are compounded when
unemployed workers and families move from rural areas and small towns to big
urban areas. On the other hand, approximately 80 percent of all manufacturing
Jobs in industries (other tha 'n textiles) are located in urban metropolitan areas
where the problems of rising costs for education, welfare and governmental servIces pose almost Insoluble problems.
The textile and apparel Industry Io a large purchaser and user of goods and
services supplied by other American industries. It annually purchases fibers havIng a value of $4 billion, invests In plants and equipment at a cost of $570 million,
purchases packaging materials at a cost of $240 million, chemicals and dye stuffs
at a cost of $60 million, power and fuel at a cost of $420 million and trucking
services at a cost'of approximately $100 million. So it cannot be denied that the
textile Induotry, Is an lIportant, we believe, essential segment of our national
economy. If, the Nation were to.'lose these industries or If they were to be
seriously crippled the national cost would be extremely high and the dislocations
-of people and the resulting social and political' problems would be immense.
Cutiously, advocates of adjustment assistance as a panaceat which will heal
the wounds of Injured Industries would logically regard the textile and apparel
Industries as precisely the type of Industries Into which capital and labor troubled
by Import competition might move after collapse of their initial business enterprises If we did not hav6-a domestic textile and apparel Industry It would be
smart to Invent one.
Early In March the Japan Textile Federation announced that the Japanese
textile Industry was undertaking a unilateral program to limit future exports
of certain textile and apparel products to the United States. The details of that
arrangement are set forth in the attached text of the Japanese Federation's
declaration. As the announced plan fell far short of the requirements of a workable arrangement to deal with the import problem of the American textile and
apparel industries It was promptly rejected by the Industry leadership. It was
also rejected by President Nixon In his statement of March 11, 1971. The President rejected this unilateral program of the Japan Textile Federation as falling
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"short of the terms essential to the United States in the following significant
respects:
"Only one overall ceiling for all cotton, wool and manmade fiber fabric and
apparel textiles Is provided, with only a general undertaking by the Japanese
industry 'to prevent undue distortions of the present pattern of trade.' This
allows concentration on specific categories which could result In these categories
growing many times faster than the overall limits.
"The overall ceiling would be based on imports from Japan in the year endIng March 81, 1971, plus a growth factor. During the 2 years that we have been
negotiating with the government of Japan, Imports of manmade fiber textile
products have greatly Increased, and in January 1971 they entered this country
at at recordbreaking level. Moreover, the program magnifies the potential growth
of the sensitive categories by including in the base, exports of cotton products
which are already limited by agreement and which have been declining."
I think the President's reasons why the Japanese textile Industry arrangement
Is Inadequate and unacceptable are clear and correct. I could not improve upon
the President's judgment as to the unacceptability of the voluntary Japanese
Industry proposals.
In closing I join with others In this industry In an appeal to the President and
the Congress for the development of enforceable government-to-government arrangements keyed to global coverage with suitable category delineation of
specific textile and apparel products. All of this should be done In the context
of a fair and reasonable base period and an equitable sharing In the increased
demand In the domestic market between domestic production and imports.
Anything short of that will not work.
I thank you for your courtesy and attention, I will be pleaded to answer any
questions you may have.
ELY R. CALLAWAY, Jr.
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TEXT OF JAPANESE FEDERATION DEOLARATION

The Japan Textile Federation will follow legal procedures required by Japanese law to control exports t0 the United States of all textile produces. In making
this declaration, the Textile Federation emphasizes that these restraints are not
to be construed as an admission that Its exports of textile produces to the United
States are causing serious Injury or market disruption.
If the pending textile Issue between tihe United States and Japan Is left unsolved, trade protectionism In the United States will be encouraged which
will cause a worldwvide chain reaction resulting in an unfortunate situation for
both countries. This will pose a serious threat to free trade throughout the world.
In order to prevent this situation and to solve the textile Issue which has become a political problem and also to maintain and promote the political and
economic relationship between the United States and Japan, the textile Industry
of Japan has decided to take this action from an overall viewpoint. The textile
Issue has been negotiated between the Governments of the United States and
Japan for a prolonged period but the Textile Federation trusts that by this declaration such negotiations need not be continued. The Textile Federation further
wishes to make It clear that this restraint is niot be construed as a precedent
for similar action with regard to any other market for Japanese textile product
exports, and trusts that these actions will not be understood as a precedent for
other products being exported from Japan.
The restrictions will be applied as follows:
1. Coverage. Restrictions will be applied to the aggregate total, excluding raw
materials, of the cotton textile products restrained pursuant to the present bilateral agreement between the United States and Japan, as amended, man-made
fiber textile products and wool textile products. The restrictions, shall not at this
time include any yarns. This exclusion of yarn may be reconsidered If there Is
it change in circumstances.
2. Base. The base for calculating restraints shall be the aggregate total of
ports from Japan for the first 12-month period In the 15-month period Immediately preceding the commencement of the restraints, as set forth in paragraph 3
below, the cotton textile products, man-made fiber textile products and wool textile products to be at this time covered In paragraph 1.
3. Duration. Restrictions will be enforced from the first calendar month following a three month preparation period after the date of this declaration and
will continue for 36 months. In the event that other nations, accounting for a
substantial proportion of exports of textile products to the United States, do not
enforce similar restrictions (taking Into account differing circumstances In such
nations). Enforcement by Japan will be from the first calendar month after the
date such countries pit In force such restrictions.
62-790 0-71-pt. 1-22
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4. Quota quantities (Measured on a physical basis).
(A) The quota for the first 12 month period of restraint will be the base as
set forth above in paragraph 2, Increased by 5 percent.
(B) The quota for the second 12-month period shall be the quota for the
first 12-month period increased by 8 percent.
(C) The quota for the third 12-month period shall be the quota for the second
12-month period increased by86 percent.
5. Surveillance. In order to prevent undue distortions of the 'present pattern
of trade, the federation will exercise strict surveillance and take remedial
action If necessary.
_
(1.Reservations. The federation reserves the right to modify or terminate the
above voluntary restrictions In the following circumstances:
(A) In the event that the United States Imposes any general quota on textile
product Imports by legislation or administrative action or imposes new or higher
duties on textile product imports generally or takes any other action generally
restricting the Import of textile products Into the United States," except that In
the event the United States imposes higher rates of duty or other Import restrictions on particular textile products by legislation or administrative action subject
to Article XIX, or other appropriate provisions of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, the federation reserves the right only to modify (but not to
terminate) the above voluntary restrictions;
(B) In the event that there is a major change of circumstances affecting
International economic conditions and foreign trade generally or textile trade
In particular; and
(C) In the event that Japan finds Itself In an extremely disadvantageous
position if nations not enforcing similar export -eontrols substantially increase
textile exports to the United States and do not adopt similar export restrictions.
7. This declaration will be enforced i~n such a way as not to infringe the
domestic laws of the United States and Japan.
8. Nothing in this declaration shall affect the operation of the present bilateral
agreement on cotton between the United States and Japan, as amended.
Tnic Wrnm~ Housz STATEMENT BY THE PUESDENT
For 2 years, this administration has attempted to negotiate a voluntary agreement with the Government of Japan curtailing the excessive wool and manmade
fiber textile Imports from Japan. The United States has sought to be as flexible
as possible concerning the details of an agreement while consistently adhering
to certain basic principles which we consider essential to any agreement designed
to curb these excessive imports. These principles are reflected In the following
terms which have been presented to the Japanese Ambassador by the U.S.
negotiator in meetings through January of this year:
A limited number of categories of particularly sensitive products, covering
about one-half of those Imports, would be assigned specific import ceilings.
The ceilings would be based upon Imports from Japan in 1989 plus a reasonable
growth factor. Shifting of Imports among these categories would be permitted
so as to reflect changing conditions In the U.S. market, subject to limitations to
avoid excessive concentration In any of these sensitive categories.
If Imports from Japan of any other category exceed the 1970 Import level
plus a more liberal growth factor, the United States could request consultation
with Japan,- and impose specific limitations If a mutually satisfactory solution
was not reached.
On Monday, ,following discussions between Its Washington representative
and the Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, the Japan Textile
Federation announced that the Japanese textile industry Is undertaking a unilateral program -to-limit, future exports of textile products to the United States.
At the same time, the Government of Japan Issued a public statement endorsibig
this unorthodox action by a private Japanese group and terminating Its negotiations with the United States Government. On Its face, this unilateral program
falls short of the terms essential to the United States In the following significant
respects:
Only one overall ceiling for all cotton, Wool and manmade fiber fabric and
apparel textiles Is provided, with only a general undertaking by the Japanese
Industry "to prevent undue distortions of the present pattern of trade." This
allows concentration on specific categories, which could'result in these categories
growing many times faster than the overall limits.

The overall ceiling would be based on imports from Japan in the year ending
March 81, 1971, plus a growth factor. During the two years -that we have been
negotiating with the Government -of Japan, imports of manmade fiber -textile
products have greatly increased, and in January 1971 they entered this country
at a record-breaking level. Moreover, the program magnifies the potential growth
of the sensitive categories by Including In the base exports of cotton products
which are already limited by agreement and which have been declining.
The deficiencies in the Japanese industry program make It clear that It will
not result In an acceptable solution. It is well known that I would prefer a
negotiated agreement to solve this problem. The maneuver of the Japanese Industry, now apparently ratified by the Government of Japan, has effectively
precluded further meaningful government to government negotiations, the resumption of which this country would welcome.
Consequently, I will strongly support the textile quota provisions of -the legislation now pending before the Congress, H.R. 20, a bill passed by the House Representatives last year and reintroduced this year by Chairman Mills and Congressman Byrnes of the Ways and Means Committee.
At -thesame time I am directing the Secretary of Commerce to monitor Imports
of wool and manmade fiber textile products from Japan on a monthly basis. I am
Instructing that this monitoring begin immediately, with the results, Including
an analysis of any differences from what would have been the results under the
terms we presented, to be made available to the entire Congress.
Under the circumstances and in order to provide the relief necessary for U.S.
textile workers and businesses this Government must now give the fullest consideration to the other alternative solutions to the textile problem.

Senator Rimonr. The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at 9:30. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 4 :55-p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to resume at
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday, May 19,1971.)
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U.S. SENATE,
SuWcO3MrM1EE ON INTERNATIONiAL TRADE
OF THE. COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Waehington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9.30 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Abraham Ribicoff presiding.
Present: Senators Ribicoff, Anderson, Fuibright, Bennett, Fannin,
and Hansen.
Senator RIBicoFF. The committee will be in order.
Our first witness today is the Honorable George Ball. I am always
]lad to see Mr. Ball, whio has a distinguished record in the service of
this country. It has been my privile re over the years to work with
Mr. Ball in various capacities, and while the record of men working
in foreign affairs is always a contingent and uncertain one, I think
history wil show that George Ball is probably more right than wrong
and hasa very good batting average when you look at the past and
its relationship to the future.
We welcome you here, Mr. Ball, and I do appreciate your starting
earlier than 10 o'clock.
Will you proceedI
STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. BALL, SENIOR MANAGING DIRECTOR,
LEHMAN BROTHERS, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. BALL. Thank youivery much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is George W. Ball. Although I am a senior managing.
director of Lehman Bros., Inc., an investment banking firm, Tam.appearing before the committee this morning in my individual
Tocomment intelligently on the questions that I have been askedto address, I would like to refer briefly to the period of the second
World War and the years immediately thereafter. One consequence
of a great war is that it disrupts~not only the social and political life
of nations, but also their financial and commercial institutions and
relations. Thus, when the war was finally ended, the currencies of the
major trading nations were entangled in an iron web of controls,
while the movement of goods across national boundaries was hobbled
by quantitative restrictions and-trade barriers of every kind.
..As the Nation least disrupted by war, America.took the lead in working with the other major nations t6 bring about a set of ground rules
and institutions that, over the years, has resulted in largely freeing
both currencies and trade. The International Monetary Fund which
has made it possible to induce most major nations this side of ie Iron
(333)
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Curtain to abolish currency controls, was established during the last
months of the war in 1944, following the famous conference at Bretton
Woods. However, we were slower in creating the institutions for the
liberalization of trade.
*There was first a conference at Havana in 1947 which proved abortive but laterwe were able to develop the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, or the GATT. Through a series of reciprocal trade agree.
ments conducted under GATT auspices, we now 'have a world in which
trade, if net free, is subject to a pogressively diminishing set of
obstructions.
I have mentioned the JIMF -and the GATT together, since it is, I
think, important that the committee bear in mind the close relation.
the intimate interaction between international monetary 'policy
sIp
an d trade policy.
Since the creation of the IMF and GATT, the world has, of course,
undergone radical changes. Nations devastated by war have recovered
and-particularly in the ce of West Germany and Japan-have attained heights of production and prsprty never dreamed of in nre
war days. Meanwhile, our own endlressinvolvemnent in Southeast ASIR
has tended to discourage the American people and to cause many to
set of assumptions on -which we have been operating
the whole
uestion
qo1r
the past
quarter century-ssumptions- with regard not only to
military and political power, but *lso to financial and commercial
policy.
Of all the changes that have taken place in the structure of our
world system of trade and production, two deserve special notice.
The first is the evolution of the European Economic Community.
The second is the fantastic and, I think for most of us, quite unexpected, progress of Japan.
Central 'to the conception of the European Economic Cammunity is
a customs union--'or, its it is called, a common market~-hat has been
progressively created during a period of transition. ToOay goods move
freely across national boundaries within the area occupieA by six countries: WestGermnany, -France, Italy and the Benelux countries: Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembtourg. In addition, the Treaty of
Rome--the organic document of the community-provided for a set of
ingtitutions--an executive, a court and a kind of rudimentary parliament-with the hope that they might. ultimately evolve into the institutions of a full fledged political confederation or federation.
As the first step in that evolution the founding fathers of the community envisaged the achievement-of full economic-integration and,
therefore, -provided in the treaty for the harmonization of tax and
social legislation, for mutual help in case of financial difficulties,and a
whole series of other measures'essential to the merging of the economies of the member states;
The principal economic and financial effects of the community on thte
United States have related primarily to trade and investment. As one
might expet,? the creation of thb Common Market -hashad -bothtradedeflecting and trade-creating consequences. Its trade-deflecting effects
have been limited to the pro6ducts of rather narrow economic sectors;
its trade-creating effects have involved a wide spcrum.
That the creation of the Common M~karket has greatly contributed
to the rapidly growing prosperity of the member nations is no longer
open to challenge, and the United States -has clearly shared in that

prosperity by. the'expansion of its own trade and investment. During
that 12 year period from 1958, when the Treaty of Rome became effective, until 1970, our exports to the Community increased by 193.5
percent, or nearly threefold, from $2.9 billion to $8.4 billion. This
substantially exceeded the rate of increase of our trade with nations
outside the* Community, as is shown by the fact that, during that
period, our exports to the Community increased from 16 percent to
19.5 percent of our total world exports.
In other words they became a larger part of the pie. Moreover during the entire decade from 1960 through 1970, our trade with the
Community has netted an average surplus of $2 billion annually. In
fact, in 1970 that surplus amounted to $2.4 billion.
Our trade with the Community has been in many ways the single
most important item in our balance of payments and, for commercial
reasons alone, we should be happy -thatthis major European initiative
has worked out so well. Yet th e Common Market has created considerable apprehension, particularly in American agrricultural circles.
In view of the fact that almost all nations have national agricultural
programs calling for government interference through price supports,
or subsidies, or some other device, agriculture has always proved a
-particularly troublesome problem in international trade. Nevertheless,
the Community could not move toward anything aproahing economic integration without developing a common po icy for agriculture. The complexity of this task wa enormous, involving as it did
the agreement of six'nations.:
I remember on several occasions, for example, Chancellor Erhard
saying tom htigriculture we are all sinners as far as the purity
ofotodox international trade policy was concerned.
Nevertheless, without a common agricultural policy, the Community
could not move toward anything approaching economic integration,
which was one of its main objectives. And in attempting to reach a
compromise the technicians were under enormous pressure to devise a
system that protected the least efficient producers, which necessarily
involved limiting access to the market for the lower cost production
of efficient producing areas, such as the United States.
The so-called -common agricultural policy that has resulted is, thus,
something of a monstrosity. It has be en widely criticized not only
outside but also inside the Community- -while American agricultural
interests, particularly feed grain procicers, have been deeply concerned that the common agricultural policy might result in the Arying
I.
up of a legitimate part of their exports.
So far the results, at least in statistical terms, have been far from
catastrophic.
During the 12 years from 1958 to 1970 our total agricultural exports
to the Common Market countries rose from $821 million to $1 558
million. This increase, by slightly less than double, while less t'hn
the increase in our total trade to the C~mmunity, which has tripled, is
still consistent with the growth in our. worldwide agricultural exports.Nevertheless, our -agricultural export to the Common Market have
decreased by about 15 percent since the peak year of 1966 when they
amounted to $1.9 billion. Yet to attribute this entirely to the Common
Market's agricultural -policy would. I think, be -an error, since during
the same period our fameprsto the rest of the world also fell off
by roughly the same percentage. It would appear that the principal
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reason for this quite unhappy development is that,'while food con-.
sumption has not risen in economically advanced countries new
methods of farming, the so-called Greeni Revolution, have lea to a
major jump in world agricultural production, not only in the less
developed countries, but also in WNestern Europe and Japan.
Thus we find worldwide agricultural productivity increasing by
about 7 percent per year in recent years, at a time when consumption
has been increasing by less than 8 percent.
Thus, though I do not wish to be in a position of trying to defend
the Community's common agricultural policy as anything other than
the unattractive result of a complex exercise in compromise-and
something -which I think is boundt to change as time goes on for the
better-I do not believe that it is likely to p rove quite as catastrophic
as is sometimes suggested. Certainly time should tend to mitigie
problem, at least in part, since European consumers do not like hih
food prices and the expenditures the governments have to ma
to maintain the program are extremely onerous.
Meanwhile, the least efficient producers, whose lack of productivity
has inflated the level of protection, are rapidly being forced out of
the market. This is particularly true in Germany which has the most
inefficient agriculture, where, in many cases, the farms are very small
indeed and where agriculture has been largely manual. Industrial
* overemployment in Germany, which has been at feature of the economy
in the last few years, has brought about a rapid shift of workers away
from the farms to the factory, thus forcing the mechanization of
agriculture.
-And we have the interesting phenomenon-which we are so familiar
with in the United States--of the percentage of the labor force in
agriculture throughout the whole Common Market being diminished
ev-ery year very rapidly.
Meaniwhile there has been a good deal of concern in farm circles
in the United States as to the possible adverse effects on our agricultural exports that may result if the United Kingdom joins the Common Market, since Britain is the largest single food-importing nation
in the world.
Yet fed grains are the only farm product that is more highly protected in the European Community than in Britain, while for other
products we are now sending to Britain, the level of Common Market
protection is either lower or about the same.
So again I would suspect some of these apprehensions have been
smwat overstated.
Let me say one other thing while I am on this point and that is that,
since Britain is an importing nation as far as agriculture is concerned,
I think its influence once it gains membership in the Community will
very definitely be on the side of moving away 'from the present cum
bersome and protectionist agricultural -policy toward a more liberal
policy which would in thelong runi;be of considerable help to our own
agricultural producers.
Besides its effect -on our trade, of course, the development of the
Europeatn'Community has had a major effect on our overseas investments. Direct investment by United States firms in the Community
from 1958, when the Treaty of Rome went into effect, to 1969 increfflSa
more than five times, while United States investments elsewhere hawve"
only doubled in the same period.
-
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So many American firms -have found it profitable to produce in the
Community in order to exploit the gotential of a great mass market
that it is hardly surprising that this as produced a certain amount of
on the European side. Since today American firms in the
&grtumblingr
Cmmunity account for about one-seventh of ill new industrial investments, fears have been expressed that American firms would tend to
dominate key sectors of European industrial life, turning Europe into
a kind of American economic colony.
At the same time, I think in all fairness it must be said that Europe
has profited greatly from American investment not only in the economic activity it -has created, but -also in the know-how iand management skills that Americans have taken to Europe. Thus, more and more
Europehtns are coming to understand that the intelligent way -forEuropeans to prevent an excessive American interest is not by interposing
obstacles, to investments, but rather by rationalizing and modernizing
and restructuring -theirown industry so that it can hold Its own against
American competiti on.
By and large, our own-country has profited immensely from the investment of our companies in sources of production in the European
Community and elsewhere, In 1969, for example, the net flow of funds
improved our balance of payments by $5.6 lullion and, since most investments in Europe are made either out of retained earnings or overseas borrowings in Eurodollars or other Eurocurrencies, the benefit to
the U.S. balance of payments is net. The total overseas investment of
Amoerican companies around the world amounts to over $70 billion,.
and I can't overestimate the value of this as a source of continuing
revenue.
To give a rather fanciful illustration of what this may mean, I recall a passage in a book by John Maynard Keynes, in which he recalled_
the booty taken from Spanish galleons on one voyage of Sir Francis
Drake's vessel, the Golden Hind, in 1580. Keynes notes that with this
booty Queen Elizabeth paid off the entire British national debt, then
invested the remaining £42,000 in what later became the East India
Co. He calculates that had she invested that 42,000 pounds in a security
bearing compound interest at 3.5 percent, it would in 1930 have
amounted to over £4 billion-or almost the exact amount of the total
'
British overseas assets at that time.
Though I am not taking nearly such a long view today as the four
centuries to which John Mynard Keynes was referring, there is no
doubt that our investments overseas will, over the years ahead, prove
a great continuing benefit to our balance of payments.
-Senator FULBplIGHT. Did you say how much of that is from Japan,
how much of that investment of $70 billion is in Japan?
Mr. BALL. Only a very small amount because we have not been permitted to invest in Japan in any free manner at all. There were some
early yen-based investments where some American companies were
able to acquire up to 100-percent ownership in companies but this
hasn't been true now for a long time, "and investments at the present
time are subject to enormous restrictions, so that while the Japanese
are liberalizing they certainly are not liberalizing rapidly enough.
I am not talking this morning about taking quite as long a- view as
the four centuries that John Maynard Keynes was talking about but
I do want to suggest to the committee that these investments we are

building up are important assets of the United States, and that over
time thiey are going to make a very--real contribution to our own
economic well-being.
Nevertheless, in spite of the economic consequences of this it would,
I think, be a serious mistake for us to approach the development of
the European Community primarily in terms of its economic, its
financial consequences for the United States. Far more important to
us, it seems to me, is the political promise it holds, since in solving
common economic and financial problems, the member nations would
be compelled, almost of necessity, to forge the political links that
could in time bring about some form of confederation or federation.
Unhappily, that process was largely suspended during the years
from 1968 down to perhaps last year, to; the time at least when General
De Gaulle retired as President of France. During that period France
pursued what, I regard as a very narrow nationalistic role and imposed
impediments toward any serious progress toward political unity.
recently, however, Britatin has again applied for entry into Europe
and the next few weeks-I think sometime this summer-we should
be able to tell whether an arrangement can be worked out to make it
possible-to bring her exceptional political and financial talents to bear
on the building of Europe. tm samjrtrigpit
nfci
Solregrd the present tm samjrtrigpit
nfci
my view, the decision that is going to be made this summer could prove
to be the most important political decision of the century.
If Britain does join Europe, we are likely to witness a resurgence
of the drive toward the creation of a modern European entity that will
increasingly develp politIa as well as econoi capbilities. I can
think of nothing that would contribute more to a stable and secure
world than the evolution -of a strong Western Europe that could act
with a common will and speak with a common voice.
If, on the other hand, the current negotiations should fail, then my
prognosis is by no means so bright.
Ioong as a great illusionist,
General De Gaulle, occupied the Elysee Palace as the President of
France, he was able to obscure the realities of relative power by the
evocation of French grandeur. But it has long been clear that, once
the general disappeared from the scene, the French people would
awaken to the harsh fact that West Germany not only had a larger
population than France but a greater industrial capacity. And, as a
new generation of Germans came to power, they would necessarily be
inclined to pursue far more assertive policies than has been the case
with German leaders for the past quarter century. Already, o.f course,
this is happening -with Chancellor Brandt's probing of the East
through his Ostpolitik and'already there are signs of apprehension
in France at being left alone in Europe to face an increasingly more
confident Germany, which is the reason, I am convinced, 'why V~rench
policy within the past few days as shown a far greater hospitality
toward British entry than had betn the case up to now., Only Britain
has the political ana economic weight to serve as a counterbalance to
burgeoning German strength andltus make possible stable and effective European structure.
Thus, I cannot overemphasize the importance of the decision in
London and the capitals of Europe that is likely to be made in the
next few weeks, for if Britain does not enter Europe, then not only are
we likely to witness an insecure and progressively more introspective

France, but forces of fragmentation may well be set loose -with dangerous implications for the long pull.
.I go very often to Italy, and I shall be there again on Monday.
Already I iee signs that the Italians are beginning to feel the doubts
and fears of a Mediterraneain nation whose shores are no longer woahed
b-y an exclusively Western sa.while, without the-consolidating effect
of British participation in Europe, Germnaniys Western ties may
generation is increasingly atweaker asofa annew
prgesvly
grow
linkage.
Eastern
promise
teilsory
tractedy
Theatato of the East is a phenomenon that has been familiar
in German history since the beginning. There have always been two
schools of thought in Germany: Thosewho held to an Eastern policy
and those who held to a Western policy and the advocates of the
Eastern policy historically have almost always won this intramural
debate. Thus it is very important for the security of the Western
world and, I would suggest, for the security of the whole world, that
German links with the West be reinforced as much as possible, and I1
know of no way to do this more effectively than through the development of political unity in Europe.
That we -as Americans should fear a Europe expanded to include
Britain and, perhaps certain other of the EFTA countries seems to
me quite foolish for not only politically but economically nothing
coul be more healthy than the emergence of a new great power in
-the world-a power committed to the same general philosophy of
individual liberty and freedom of trade and business that is our common heritage.
Recently I have heard a great deal of alarmist talk of the dangers
of monetary unity in Europe, and particularly in a Europe that might
include Britain, but we should not fear but rather applaud the greater
strength and stability which this would- create. I do not at all understand, for example, the concern that the dollar would be in jeopardy
if the Europeans were to achieve a common'currency or even to move
toward a greater concerting of policy in monetary matters. Certainly
the dollar would benefit by the greater stability that this would bring
about, just as America would benefit by the greater prosperity of a
I
larger - urope.
Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that I have been astonished within the
last few days at the interpretation that many Americans and, I must
say, much of the American press have put on the actions taken during
the monetary crisis within the past fortnight. Certainly the decisions
made'by the German Austrian, Swiss, Dutch, and, Belgian Governments to float or revaiue their currencies were anything but an attack
on the dollar. They were politically courageous decisions taken at some
political risk to the governments involved. They were the responsible actions that surplus countries should take under the circumstances.
Far from being aimed at undercutting the dollar, they provided effective support for the dollar, while at the same time improving the competitive position of our exports and thus contributing to the mitigation
of the continuing deficits in our payments balance.
Let me turn briefly now to the second problem I mentioned at the
outset of this statement--the problem of fitting Japan, a nation with
habits and practices, history 'and traditions, institutions and' attitudes far different from those of the West into a world trading
system and at world monetary, structure, that has been shaped in re-

sponse to Western needs, by Western nations and in accord with WVestern practices. That this is an important problem I need hardly tell this
committee. Japan is now the third industrial power in the world-, with
a GNP greater than that of West Germany and a growth rate unparalleledi industrial history.
As a major trading nation, Japan is an effective competitor in many
areas of production, and her impact on world markets is growing.
It is as a potential importer and consumer, however, that Japan
poses the most important problems. For Japan, far more than a great
trading nation , is an enormous potential market.
This again is a matter of wide misunderstanding. There is a common assumption that Japan, like Great Britain in the 19th century is
an island nation that lives by importing raw materials, transforming
them and selling them on the markets of the world. In fact, Japan s
imports and exports each average only about 10 percent of its gross
national product, while comparative figures for Western Germany
are 28 percent in the ame of exports and 20 percent in the case of imports. Ifthe common assumption- were indeed true, if Japan were,
for example, a nation like HMolland where imports and exports each
exceed 45 percent of the gross national product, the situation would
be quits different. Japan would still be a force in world trade, but,
without the solid base of a great national market reserved largely for
her own industry, she would not pose anything like the same problem
for the world trading system that she does today.
To be sure, Japan has achieved less self-sufficiency than we have in
this country since our exports and imports are each only 5 to 6 percent
of our gross national product, but her prosperity still rests fundamentally on the rapid development and expansion of her domestic market-a market of 100 million people.
Unhappily however, she has not yet gained the requisite self-confidence to o pen that market to the gqods and capital of other nations to
anything like the degree that the requirements of an expanding trading world require, or, for that matter, the degree to which other great
nations permit. No doubt there are several reasons for this. Presumably one element is a very considerable residue of the experience of
isolation that Japan pursued as a national policy during the Tokugawa period, which lasted until the 18701s, a period lasting several
hundred years when Japan completely shut herself off from the world.
That experience also goes far to explain the nation-centered attitude
'which is the mainspring of her economic system.
Thus major JApanes operations do not regard themselves as
private enterprise seking profit half so much as they regard themselves as instrument of a national purpose so they sometimes invade

markets with very small margins of profit, primarily to achieve a

purpose which the Japanese Government has set for itself.
Here I think, again, we tend to be confused by our own terminology.
Though both the United States an4 Japan are widely regarded as having capitalist economies, neither economic system resembles the classical model. If Adam%Smith were to come back to earth today he
would be quite as ampized by Detroit as by Tokyo; and'Karl ?arx
would find that each nation had, in its own way, made nonsense of
his dark prophecies. In each case a peculiar economic system has
evolved from the special circumstances of a peculiar national experience. In each case it has gained its distinguishing shape from-dis-
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parate intellectual and moral force. Because of the breakneck speed
of Japan's industrial growth, it is easy to overlook the fact that she
has moved from essentially a feudal system hermetically sealed off
from the rest of the world to the third most powerful industrial
country in only 100 years. What this reflects is a massive collective
drive by the Japanese people to move Japan into the modern worlda team effort incomprehensible in terms of our own individualistic
experience. Except for the Soviet Union, no other huge nation has
ever transformed its society and structure more quickly or more drastically; yet the Soviet achievement is in many ways much -less im.pressive not only because of the vastly greater national resources at
its command, but because it achieved its objectives only by the brutal
use of force.
Yet, impressive as may be the Japanese evolution from. feudalism
to industrial preeminence, it is, in social terms, -as yet an incomplete
process. It is not easy Ito identify in our industrial life the exploitative
drive of 19th century America, but Japanese industry is today still
heavily marked by traces of its feudalism origin.
The problem that Japan poses for us today is preeminently a practical one-how to persuade the Japanese to speed the pace of liberalization both with respect to -trade and investment, since her present trading practices are definitely out of step with those of other great trading
nations.
As a nation desperately lacking in indigenous raw material resources, Japan is quite naturally making almost frenetic efforts to gain
control of such resources around the world, energetically exploring
for oils, prospecting for minerals, and tying up ore and energy supplies with long-term contracts. Yet this drive puts in even sharper
relief the inadequate pace of Japan's progrs toward the liberalization of trade and investment, for unless the Japanese market is open
t~o the manufacturers of the world at a time when Japan is herself
acquiring control over raw material sources, the necessary inference
is a move toward autarky.
Consider, for example, the composition of Japanese imports so
heavily weighted with raw materials. Thus, highly industrialized as,
we are, the United States sends -two-thirds of its exports to Japan in
the form of raw materials, while accepting in return imports that consist two-thirds of manufactured goods. That, after all, is the patterr
for an underdeveloped country, 'not for the world's mo-at-powerfu
economy.
The measures and tactics necessary to persuade Japan to alter her
trading and investment practice require the most skillful and consistent diplomacy-and, over the years unhappily, the United StateKS
in its dealings with .Japan has been anything but consistent We have
pushed Japan simultaneously to accept our-goods and, by means of
what we euphemistically call voluntary agreements, we have pushed
her -to reduce the volume of goods phe sends to us. At the moment
Japanese industry has agreed to limit exports of 15 to 20 widely differing products to the U.S. market. Ini fact, the pressures that our own
Government have recently brought on the Japanese Government and
.Japanese industry have been directed with far more vigor toward trying to persuade the Japanese to limit certain of their exports to us
than to open their market to our goods and investment.
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Sooner or later, if we are ever to succeed in persuading our Japanese
friends to achieve that degree of liberalization required by an expandig trading world, we must cure ourselves of such schizophrenia be.
cause our efforts tend to reenforce the protectionist elements in .Tapan
rather than those w~ho are advocating liberalization and, I think it
goes without saying we should concentrate on achieving liberalization.
In addition, we, should seek to deal with Japan on trade matters
more through multilateral than bilateral negotiations. The problems
presented b;y the very special situation of Japan are problems not
merely for the United States but for the whole trading world, and I
think we would do well to bear this in mind at all times.
For if wye, undertake by ourselves to work out special arrangements
with .Japan on a bilateral basis, as we have been doing, not only will
we bear the full onus of the bruised feelings that will result, but we
are likely to distort and complicate trade patterns in a manner that
will not 16e healthy for anyone.
*Mr. Chairman, these are only two of the major problems that seem to
-me to confront the world of trade and finance to ay-the transformation of world commerce which has resulted from the creation of the European Economic Com~munity and the dramatic economic advancement
of Japan. I hope these observations have been of some use to the committee and I would be happy to develop in colloquy any further points
that you may have.
Senator RiBaicoFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Ball.
Senator Hansen.
Senator HANsrr;. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ball, as you doubtless are aware, I was denied the privilege of
hearing all of your statement. I certainly will read all of it. I ow
how highly recommended you come before this committee, and we
appreciate your appearance here.
IDo you believe this motivation of the multinational firms going
abroad is different for Europe, than it would be, say, for- the Far
East where the wage differential is really tremendous. jI other words,
do you think they go into Europe because of the growth and dynamism
of the Common Mfarket with its common external tariff, whereas they
oint Taiwan and South Korea mainly to tako-advantage of cheap
Mr. BALL. I think they go into Europe because it is a new, rapidly
growing mass market. It is the only new mass market that has come
on the world*scene since the development of the American market in
the-latter 19th century and early 20th century. They gothr pi
marily because the customers are there, because there is skilled labor
available because there is a sophisticated economic structure which
permits taem to operatei in a manner that they are generally familiar
wiith.'
. -I think it is a perfectly normal and natural thing that they should
-dothis.
When multinational companies go to Taiwan, when they go toSouth Korea, when they igo to Singapore, for example, they go not so
much for the market, which up to ihs time is still an underdeveloe
market, they because they can find, particularly- in labor-intensive
operations, a labor force which is educable, and which is certainly far
I
cheaper than they pay for elsewhere.
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This is a perfectly normal operation of economic laws. Businessmen
where the factors of production are most advantageous to
'to places
go
whether it be labor in the Far East or whether it be facilities of
them,
other kinds, or availability of capital or whatever in other markets.
Senator HANSEN. Is it fair to infer from what you have just said
that their motivation results from what appear to be the most obvious
oppotunities for maiga profit?
Mr. ALL.That is ri gn
Senator HANsEN. T~fe British lived for years off of "their overseas
investment earnings, but those earnings were viewed as the most obnoxious aspects of colonialism, by many, ridding the colonies of their
resources and income.
The Europeans tend to view investment as a challenge to their
independence. Do you think that with all the excess dollars in Europe
there is danger of nationalism and, if so, what will happen to our
balance of payments if that should reassert itselfI
Mr. BALL. there have been some evidences of national concern. The
government has been more vocal in France than elsewhere as to where
certain investments should be permitted.
On the other hand, the Europeans recognize the value of the Americans coming to Europe and establishing sources of production. There
was one classical case a few years ago where the French Government
was grumbling about the degree of involvement of the American automobile firms and was discouraging American investment, but when
one of the major American companies proposed to invest in Germnany
the Government was unhappy that they didn't invest in France. And
we had a recent situation in France where there was a question as to
whether there should be an investment in eastern France or an investment near Bordeaux and the problem got involved in a French political argument because the gentleman who was running from Bordeaux was very proud of the fact that he had induced the American
company to come there.
So I think that there is much more sound and fury than anything
very realistic, and I don't foresee the development of the kind of nationalism that would seriously interfere with the backflow of money
to the United States or would seriously interfere with further Amencan investments in Europe.
As an investment banker, I sp end a good deal of time working on
investments by. Americans in Europe or by Europeans in the United
States. There is a considerable reverse flow taking p lace right now,
as you have probably noticed, and I think this is likely to develop. It
is perfectly normal and indeed a very healthy aspect of the world
scene.
Senator HANSEN. I appreciate the fact that the statement you have
just made represents your thoughts and not necessarily that of the
company with which you are associated, but I would like to ask, if I
may, just a question about Lehman .Bros., Inc. I assume from what
little Iknow that a major share of their business does concern itself
with investments and ofttimes investments that span the-boundaries
of 'different countries; is this right?
Mr. BALL. No. Fundamentally we are an underwriting house, one of
the two or three most important underwriting houses in the country.
Senator HANsEN. I see.

Mr. BALL. And the great bulk of our business is the underwriting
of securities by American firms on the American capital market. We
have a wide range of other activities as well. But our activities in the
international area, as is the case with most major American firms, are
margial to our total business.
Ofcourse, we like to do it when we can.
Senator HANSEN. One final question, Mr. Chairman. Rightly or
wrongly, a lot of Americans are concerned, as you know perhaps better
than I with recent events in Europe, and they are likewise concerned
with ie trend of economic affairs in the Far East, and I think this
interest has manifested itself in different ways. I happen to attribute
some of the support that I find extant in the country today for the
Mansfield resolution to reflect this concern and anxiety and frustration that Americans are experiencing as the see their country -and
their-dollars the subject of intense interest and some reaction in European capitals as well as in other parts of the world.
Let me ask you, would it be in the interest of our Government today
to adopt the Mansfield resolutionI
Mr. BALL No, in my view it definitely would not. I1have been writing ather extensively on this subject lately.
From the point of view which you mentioned, which is of course
only one of the considerations involved the budgetary costs of the
maintenance of our forces in Europe are not a substantial item. In
fact, a case could be made that we can maintain forces more cheaply
in- Europe than we can maintain them at home. So unless the proposal
is to reduce the total American force level all over the world-in which
case you are not talking about bringing the men home and stationing
them here but bringing the men home and demobilizing then-r-there
is no budgetary advantage at all. In fact there is a budgetary disadvantage because, as a strategic reserve to be used anywhere in the
world, the force can be maintained in Europe, as I say, at probably
a lower cost than here, and some of the budgetary costs as well as
the balance-of-paiyments effects are compensate for by the Germans.
The cost, to the extent that there is one in financial or 'economic
terms, is the burden that is imposed on the balance of payments, which
has tended to be rather exaggerated. Given the offset arrangements
that now exist, it amounts, net, to somewhere between $500 and $900
million a year.
Now our total balance-of-payments deficit on the official settlements
basis for 1970 was something over $10 billion. For the first quarter of,
this year it was something over $5 billion.
Of course, these figures are more alarmist than they should be be.
cause a great part of the deficit simply reflects a disparity of interest
rates on the two sides of the Atlantic.
Nevertheless, the. way to solve our balance-of-payments problem is
not to run the major political risk, or pay the political costs, that
would be involved in bringing our troops home- particularly not
through the method in which Senator Mansfield would propose to do
it-but by solving the problem of Vietnam, getting out of there, which
is imposing a fantastic drain on our balance of payments, and by
stopping inflation.
What creates our major problems as far as the balance of payments
,are concerned is simply the fact that we have an inflation rate that is
-
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Iiigher than that which exists in most other countries and this is causIDj us the trouble.
enator HANSEN. For. those of us old enough to remember the days
age,
and year-s of World War 'II -don't y6~bn tathtpriuar
the
of
part
necessary:
the
commit
to
perfectly'willizig
be
would
group
GN P, in perpetulit -toward the paying' for 'our military presence mElreif
I
Te could avoid yet another world. war.
Mr. BALL.11Well, certainly, in those bermis- I-would entirely agree
with you, Senator. ButI doil-t think it needs to be done in perpetuity
anid there is an opportunity that is 'opening for us, which has not
existed before bsed on the indication s nbw~coiii out of -the Soviet
Tuni'6h, -thaf Moscow lb"%eriousl ' interested ;in trying. to -negotiate a
*

mutual force reduction.

.

,

*.
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Now, this is a very complicated problem..4 have spent a certain
amount of time looking at it in the past, but-it irisy be useful to refer
biiefly to what has happened in this connection.The first serious proposals on our side for a balanced, -fore 'reduction were in 1958, made in 1958 at the Reykjavik ministerial conference of NATO. They wereImade as I recahl,,?n about-June of 1968
in a'-declaration of' pupshic.h is-very much w-orth referring to
now. This was on behalf (if NATO as a' whole. Nothing -happened to
this declaration for the reason that in August of 1968 the Ozechoslovakian crisis occurred,,troops and tanks moved* into Prague and
it was impossible to carry on any negotiations with the Soviet &~ion
for a substantial peridd iftei that. Nevertheless, at each subsequent
ministerial meeting of NATO'there has *been' a restatement of a
western interest in this, but it was only with the 24th Party Congress
iii Moscow and the March 30 speech of Chiairman Brezhnev followed
b'V the statements that havoc been made'within the past few days, even
stronger *and more encouraging, that a real'opportunity seemed to be
opening where we could get down-to a serious negotation.
Therefore, whatever one -might 'think about the apprQach .that
Senator Mansfield has recomT.nended in -his' resolution, this'certaifily
1
would be the vrong time to take.
i
Senator HAwsEN. Thank you,-Mr. Chairmain.
Senator Rmiconr. Senator Fuibright. Senator FuuBiG~HT. Mr. Secretary, it brings back old times to see
you back up on the Hill testifying and supporting the administration.'
You have been consistent in that attitude for a long time.
The other day the Secretary of the Treasury said he considered our
financial situation very serious: Do you considerit seriousI
;ior
Mr. BALL. Well, I consider it serious because we have two
problems, Vietnam and inflation, and they are interrelated,; and I thn~k
we have to solve the problIem of inflation and I think we have'to solve
the problem of Vietnam.
.Once we do that there is nothing inherently unhealth about our
situation, and we should move back ±owat-d a more sta'le position
veyquickly.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is your -position that the troops in Europe
have no influence upon our inflation.
Mr. BALL. No, I don't think they contribute to inflation at all.
Senator FuLBRoIIT. They don't contribute.
I think at the top of page 13 you say you were "astonished at the
interpretation that many Americans put on the action during the
.

.'!
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monetary* crisis within-the past fortnight., Certainly the decisions,"
and so on, I *bn't read it all. I think that you interpret at least what
some Americans felt. -It was not by, any. means resentment -at the
G.ermans and- Swiss and others. The way!I inerpete it, and a number of others, was that this action which they took was a reflection
up~on our own, pdlicies- sThis is a symptom of the. trouble that we are
in as a result of a long period of excessive military expenditures all
over the world; hot only in Germany or Vietnam but in some 2,000
military, bases in. practically every 'section of the world. You are
familiar with the number of military bases we have around the world,
and there are about .875 major bases, and around 2,000 small ones, a
major base being. at: least a -hundred acres, 250 men,, and $5. million
investment-which is no small, base.
But I think the reaction here was that this was an essentially dramatic recognition by Europe that -our policies are6 dissastrous to the
United States and, therefore, tp the western community as a whole,
and they are reacting to that',
They are, saying, "You cannot go on carrying -this enormous imbalance in your, international payments." I think that is what it says.
Not that they are 9being-mean and nasty or anything elsie to us. Thiey
are- just saying, "Look, you have 1, quit being so improvident and
extravagant."
Mr. BALL. I don't disagree with that,.Senator, and perhaps I should
hav~e been'more precise in.my comments.
.I have detected in certain quarters a kind of resentment, a feeling
'on the part of, some Americans that tLe Europeans. are taking advantage of our discomfiture.

:Senator FvuzuonTr. Those are tho~ ones who think we ought to look

at this as friends and not business "'because we saved you from the
Germanis," saying, -"You ought to be grateful and you -should forgive
us all of our financial sins because we have be~h your savios."~
That is not really a proper consideration..
It is, a human attitude that since we have been friends they ouht
to forgive us our failures and our delinquencies. But it is gotten ~byond that now. They really, I think, are doingr us a favor ini raisi a
sin that we ought not to pursue this improvidient policy indefinitely
an Twe ought to put our house in order, and that is what I think they
are saying.
Mr. BALI..Well, the problemSenator Fuu5Iuoir. These people are concerned about stability, as
is anybody When. they see their most powerful friend being a fool,
that it is a
rous to them I think.
Mr. BALLz continuing). 'We have created something, Senator, which
nobody knows quite how to deal width. We have created a Eurocurrency market which is something almost new in the world. It is new
in the world because it is something that nobody has been familiar
-with. It is a demand-and-supply market.
It is a free market. It is a market that is presided over by no central
bank-

-

Senator FULERwiGHT. I am aware of that.Mr. BAuL (continuig). As the lender of last resort.
The result is that whatever occurs internally in a particular country, in its financial affairs, is reflected immediately in its impact on
all other countries. We are at a crossroads where nations can go one
-
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of two ways. They can insulate themselves, by controls'of 'one kind or
another, from the effects that are felt throughout the Eurocurreno
market. This the German Government steadfastly refused to do, whiz.
was very much to their credit because they were under pressures from
certain elements in Germany to impose controls and try to insulate
their economy.
Instead they took, what I think was a very proper action fora surplus country: they floated the deutsche mark.
One of the lessons we get out of this is that the surplus countries are
beginning to wake up to -their responsibilities more than they have in
the post. They have a responsibility to make adjustments as well as
deficit countries. All of them have done so with the exception of Japan
and it is sad that therp hasn't been a similar action taken with respect
to the yen.
.But that is one of the problems we face. Now, you are absolutely
right in saying that there is a considerable disquiet in Europe about
the existence of this great market. What will'ultimately come of it I
don't know. It isn't merely a matter of the American deficit. There are
various technical problems that contribute to this.
For example, whenever a European central bank intervenes by buying dollars, if there are too many dollars around, it takes those dllars
into its reserves and it almost immediately puts them back in the Eurodollar market in order to get the advantage of the short-term high
rates. The result is a multiplier effect. At least $6 billion of the $0
billion that 'are in the Eurodollar currency market are being counted
twice. We 'have technical problems to solve which, over time, if the
right policies are followed, should very much mitigate the problems
currently being presented.
Now on the question of the U.S. balance of payments let me say only
this that our Iasic balance has been running for the last few-years
fairiy steadily at about $2 billion.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Payments or tradeI

Mr. BALL. No, our basic balance of payments, and by the basic balance of payments I mean current account transactions plus long-term
capital movements, both public anid private.
What swells the'balance 'of payments is primarily the disparity in
interest rates, and why we get this very big effect is that the Federal
Reserve, in order to stimulate the American economy, has reduced interest rates in the United States4 substantially below levels where they
exist elsewhere. The result is that there has been a flow of dollars away
from the short-term money market in New York and toward Europe.
Senator FULBIGHT. Are you saying that over the past several years
our balance of payments have been a deficit only at the average of $1
billion a yearV
Mr. BALL. The average since 1965 spoal
oei h
mo
$2 billion.5ispoblmoeitharaf
Senator FurLBBonT. What is the cumulative deficit over the last 20
years, leaving out these short-term moves of "hot" money from one
country to another
Mr. -BAU.. The average of the basic deficit since 1951 is not far different from what we are now runnin
Senator Foummojni. Where did ttis $50 bil lion, Euro dollars, come
from if it didn't accumulate from our deficitI
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Mr. BALL. Some of it has been created. by- financial operations of
central banks, and is arbitrarily created.
Senattor'FuLERioUT. I know it does to *some extent. All I want is
one. nartirow question: Are you saying in'the last 20 years our balance
o4 Payments .on the 'average has been only $1 billion a yearI
Mr. BALL. I misspoke myself. I think the average is closer to $2
billion.
Senator RIBICOFF. I wonder,&M. Secretary; we have a pamphlet
you could, use while you are discussing it with. Senator Fulbrigh t
which indicates for the last 20 years our liquidity basis deficit is $40
billion and there is another chart indicating g our official reserve transaction balance, and this might help you i you saw these two charts.
Mr. BALL. Yes, of course the difference-I
Senator FuLBRIGHT. I wvon't argue with 'you any further. I don't
know that it proves anything rather substantial. Many people believe
that the Euiropeans think they have financed us by accumulating and
keeping these reserves, they have financed to a great extent our
deficit, whether it arises from the war, military expenditures, or from
investment in their countries. In other words, we bought control of
the plants in Western Europe and the European's are financing our
investments to a high degree, and I only want to make this point.
Not only in Euirope, but in any country, private business wants the
Government not only to maintain troops to protect it as in Europe,
but to give guariiptees, to their investments and to give large aid prorams wherever 'they 'help, because this pooe tblt
n h
health of the American investor. This is a very natural private enterprise motive. Everybody in business wants'his business to be stable,
protected, anfd profitable. I don't quarrel with the motives or the purposes of this.
But it seems to me ihe'duty 'of the Congress, and its primary responsibility 'Is$to look beyond the health of the particular private
business and to look at the health of the country as a;-whble, and we
must weigh against these consider nations what' is going on 'within the
.I IN
United States.
What seems to be so impossible to project in public discussions is
that what we are eoncernedt with is not just Europe by itself in a compartment alone-and would, it be nic9 to do this or do thvit for an~y
other neimhbor-but the relaitiveeffet of tbia'oveirworked'iword "Iorities"7-is it more important to us to keep the troops in-Europe and
to do all of this or is it to'begin to look after-the demand of our own
economyI
This is true whether you are talking about Vietnam or whether yo~u
are talking about South America or you are talking bout troops in
Europe.If everything were fine at home, and we, like that mythical
man
ho as verthig, were Just looking for something to Ao with
our excess funds, I would have no objection to keeping thes troops in
Europe indefinitely.
y~nmc
aete
a
It maikes them happy, the' oi't have to,pay mc aete
a
about half' as Much of thei &P for their defenses as we do, and it
makes the prospects for a profitable investment better. General Motors
owni the Opel Co.; it is going to' be -moreprofitable if they don't have
tonpy as much taxes to Germany as they dohere. Over there they are
not burdened by the taxes and, high wages and all the difficulties we
have.
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If I were a private businessmanrif I were in your busi
'
ol
agree with you a hundred percent.
But as a Senator with some obligations, to the citizens of Arkaiisa6,
at least, I don't agree *With you. I have to think of the interests of my
constituents and the people here when I see that they ciinhot get money
for sewer and water systems, they. have educational funds -which are
cut, they have practically everything of a domestic natureceut back,
and, priority is given to the, maintenance of 2,00 bases all over the
.
world.,
I don't know of a single important base- that the U.S. Government
has voluntarily closed in the last 20 years. Every one that we have
closed has been because the host country has insisted'that we close'it.
We will never do it. The generals ania admirals ox ambassadors in
respective countries all think it is important. They never find it is time
to get out because in effect it belittles their own position, I suppose, and
it is hum an nature and I don't quarrel with th~m.'
I do quarrel with the Congresst 'ifwe
let these' people. influence our
judgment over the needs 'of our own constituents.
That is really what it comes down to.,
I read 'your article, a most persuasive piece, in the morning Post
aout troops to Europe. They have been th ere 25 years. There never
has been a time when it was timely. You and your colleagues have
always said it is untimely. We have had this matter up before. Ten
years ago Senator Mansfield proposed it. We have had two series of
hearings in the Foreign Relations Committee., The arguments each
time were exactly the ones you make: it is niot timely. It would disturb
the Europeans, it,would encourage this and that. From your point of
view a s an international banker it makes everything nice'; it doesn't
complicate your investments or your clients' investments in Germany
at all.
It helps them. Tt would be disturbing. But I just can't believe this
is in the interest of my constituents.
As a matter of fact, I could go on and say that I think the Mansfield
amendment has contributed to the drawing together of -Eastern and
Western Europeans. You don't accept it-none of the administration
does-but it doesn't seem to me to -be just coincidental that just as we
are talking about this in the Congress that the French have had a
change of heart and said maybe they had better Move to let the British
in the Common Market.
I am not so sure that-your psychological analysis is a correct one.
I don't think it is your responsibility tolook at this 'from the point of
view of my constituents in Arkansas. I am not quarreling with you
at all in that sense. I am only saying that from my point of view there
are other priorities.
Mr. BALL. Senator, "is let me say I qjuite'explicitly disassociated
my role here this morning from that of bing an investment banker.
Senator FULRiom. But you-can't do that. You are an investment
banker. I can't disassociate my role fxom being a Senator and an elected
reprsnaie from Arkansas, no mAtter what I say.
Mr. BALU~I think you will recall, Senator, the views I expressed
since I have become an investment banker were exactly the same views
I expressed when I was Under Secretary of State.
Senator FULERIGHT. That is correct.
Mr. BALL. When I was representing your constituency.
-,
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Senator Ftriwuanzr You represented not my constituents but represented the then administration and I have been unable to see the
slightest difference between tis .administration's and the prior
administration's attitude toward either this or Vietnam.
Mr. BALL. let me' say also if It were a question of a real tradeoff
I think it would be different, problem but I don't'think you will
build a single sewer in Arkansas by pulling a soldier back from
Europe unless you are prepared to go the whole way, and try to
solve the budgetary problem by a reduction of total forces.
Senator Frumuom. Indeed I am. We have looked int6_ this whole
foreign base matter. I can sa.y the same thing about Japan. Here is
Japan7-you have described it better than I can-with the highest
growth rate. They are the best off financially, yet we have got 50,0
troops there. We have spent nearly a billion dollars in Ja
pain
their defense bill. Of course they love us for it. When the Secretary
of
State goes to Japan they applaud him. He said the other day he cannot
understand when he went abroad people applaud him and had parades
and all the children come out.- When he goes around here the people
of America don't. Well, we are the 'ones who are paying the bill,
and the Japanese, of course, love it.
Every, one of them loves it- if we pay their bills. I would love it
if someone would pay, my bills,, all my taxes. What a nice economic
situation if you would pay all my income tax every year.
,
.Mr. BALL. Senator, I am not at all unsympathetic with your desire
to reduce forces.
Senator FuLBRIoHT. All over; this just happens to be the one before
Us.
.
1
.Mr. BALL. -As you verTy well know, I was very firmly opposed to
our entry into this ~horrible quagmire in Southeast Asia from the
begining.
Senator FuLDRTGHT. Much worse than you thought it would be.
Mr. BALL It was, although I must say, I will tell you exactly how
wrong I was:Senator FuiLnmoir. Yes.
Mr. BALL. I predicted in, 1961 that we would have 800,000 men in
the rice paddies and Jungle s in 5 years time, and I missed it by 250,000.
Senator Ruuonp. I think, if we can have the Senator's indulgence
we have given you twice the 10 an~d while we sat to 5 o'clock every
night, I think'today we will be unable to do so because there will bes
vo es starting at .about 12 m. so I -am going to, confine the committee
to 10 minutes from now on in.,
Senator FULERIGHT. It is the chairman's dutyto call me toorder.'
Senator Rrwoo~r. I wouldn't do that. You vmre'going too good.'
Senator Fannin.
Senator 1FAxxI~r Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Secretary, it
is good to see you here this morningI would just say one thing before
getting started. If you could h~ve been in Japan yesterday or the day
before you would have heard, &,different story 'from the standpoint of
the Japanese* wanting our troops-to stay when they were discussing
Okinawa.'

But, Mr. Ball, the discussions that we had with the Japanese consisted principally of trade and, of course, textiles was uppermost. The
overall discussions from our standpoint were whether or not GATT
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as presently structured is adequate for the international trade i1A the
corning decade or we could say even today. How do you feel abour. that.
Mr.BAT-. Obviously all human institutions can be6 perfected. GATT,
by and large, provides a structure which is as good as any I can think
of. When people talk about GATT being inadequate, Ithink very
often they arebeimig to wonder whether the whole system of most
favored nation trade whiich has been the one that we have been pursuing for 25 years, whether that should be reexamined. i
I would 'be against it. What we have achieved' by opening up
markets and -liberalizing trade and letting trade' move according to
economic forces has been highly valuable thing andlIdon't know
how you change GATT fundamentally without departing from that
principle, andl think it would be quite dangerous to.dolit.
Senator FANNIN. Unfortunately we have not been able to have the
flexibility of adjustment. Let's just take the Japanese for instance,
the way they have flooded'our market with cars, witl rates going
down to 3 percent next year.
And then; on electronics, here we have their merchandise coming in
at 6 percent, the same'I merchandise going to Japan is 24; in oter
words, they manufacture: at a much lower cost than we do, and still
GATT is supposed to attempt'to adjust for those differences, but, in
fact, it is adjusting the wrong way.
Mr. BALL. I agree with you- entirely, that the Japanese are not playing by the rules while other trading countries are, including the United
States. I think -that this can only be cured, however, by making it
necessary for the Japanese to comply with the rules rather tan
changing the rules.7
Senator FANNIN. I would agree, butcomplying-with the present
rules would not be adequate.
Mr. BALL. If they complied with the p resent rules they would have
to gect rid of many of the restrictions which they now have.
Senator FAN*iNr. Then we have the free-trading 'area, like the
Euro pean Economic Community, and I wouldlk to go into that a
l ittle later but they do not abide by the MFN provision..
.Mr. BALL. Senator, I would, with 'respect, challenge that. I think
you will find that, so far as,-either the European C-ommon'Market
or the EFTA countries are concerned, their record of compliance'is
not all that bad. We commit our sins, too, from time to time. Senator FANN. Let's just take their tax base, and how they get
away with the difference in direct tax or indirect tax, and we know
that France for instance, with a-23-percent tax involved, .value-added
,tax, and withl that deducted do you consider that fair#
Mr. BAiL. Well that is a technical -problem which we havien't beehi
able to solve yet, but it is fundamentally a technical problem. What
happens is this. The European countries have a system of value-added
taxes; thus when goods are imported -from foreign countries, they
make an adjustment to put them on ;&parity with goods -internially
produced. There is no discriminatory element as such.'Now, we would make that adj ustmnent if it weren't for the-fact that
the bulk of our revenues are raised by income taxes. and nobody knows
what specific. burden is borne by 'specific products. The problem is
one that is going to have to be solved as a technical problem.
Senator FANNIN. I realize that. But I; think that we have 'Just
let these problems slide by., We 6tarted'out inr 1947 with a $10 billion
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surplus in trade and we have not really, Attempted, 'whichl I think is
necessary, to make these changes, so as a result Of it we are, suffering
very baaly. Some*of our industriesare going unWder, and we have a
very serious situation. You know they say the'Japanese are guilty
-of unfair labor practices, they like to work hard and that is something
that we have to recognize, that we are just in a period, I think, of
adjustment ourselves, not recognizing the- tremendous competition
that we have in so inany,of' these industries. We have just taken it
'for granted we had that leadership, jst like the automotive industry
and that of course is changinga with the Japanese, now producing over
3 million cars a year. -I a m just wondering if we can sit back and
allow them full access to our markets while they are closing off their
markets to us and, of course, they -say, "we want you to have access
to certain markets" but those markets are -usually non-labor-oriented
I'
.
industries.
Mr. BALL. Senator Finnin, I agree with you entirely that Japan
poses a very serious problem and Irthink it, is a problem that has to
be dealt -with. I recommended in, my -statement that it not be dealt
with on a bilateral basis between the United States and Japan because
it poses the same -problem for all the major industrialized nations that
compose the world's trading system. However, I would make a clear
distinction between Japan, which is proceeding toward liberalization
far' more slowly than other 'nations, and the -European community.
If you look at the statistics of the evolution .of our trade with the
European community, you find that our exports to the European
community have grown three times since 1958, which suggests that
the accusation that there is very much inequity as far as their trade'
barriers are concerned really. doesn't stand up.
Senator FAwrnwz. I can say this, I can give you illustrations. For
example, the citrus problem in my own State. Tunisia and Morocco
get an 80 percent relief from tariff, Israel and, let's see, Spain gets a
40-percent relief 'from tariff. This is. all involved in the European
Economic Community program.
Mr. BALL. That is a legitimate criticism of the community that they
have worked out special treaties. of association. Now actually, you
know the U.S. Government has been toying for a long time with some
kind of special concessions to Latin America. I think it would be a
mistake myself to see the world get sliced up into those kinds of apple
slices.
Senator FANNIN. They are just power blocs, are they notI
Mr. Bmai. I beg your pardon.,
Senator FANNIN. They just become, power blocs. When you have a
free trading area agreement and you are closing out others, don't you
think that it becomes apower bloc.
Mr. BALL Well, againSenator F&NIUN. Any industry.
Mr. BALL I-make a distinction between the nations which are members, say, of the European Economic Community, which has aspirations toward real political unity; and those nations that make treaties
of association with the economic community such as Israel or the former African possessions of France. I don't think that they have a case
for such special arrangements, and if 'they persist in the practice we
may ourselves be driven into a situation where, so far as Latin America is concerned we-have to make special arrangements.
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.1 think that would be undesirable. We tried to negotiate with the
Europeans for phasing out the whole preferential system and we
didn't finally succeed. B1ut I think that there is a good deal to be said
for phasing it out.
- Senator VNi;
Do you think if the British are' admitted to the
EEC that this will perhaps have an effect on the attitude that we have
now, that they will be more forward 'looking and perhaps westward
lookin~
Mr. tALL. Iam personally convinced of it, Senator. I think you will
find on the British side a great desire to liberalize as much as possible
because they have been historic illy a world trading nation. Their
influence within the community will be very much in that direction.
The British have a real talent for the recognition of an accomplished
fact and once they become members they will begin to thinking European terms. You will find British politicians seeing their future
within the framework of a larger political unit in Europe and generalprogress in that direction.
SePnator FANNINv. These countries have the protection of an umbrella, so far as nuclear warfare is concerned, and I was just wondering if with the British entry, we~will have some influence in regard to
political and negotiating affairs.
M r. BALL. Whether anything will come of a combined nuclear arrangement with Britain and Prance within the community I doubt
it very much. For one thing there is the problem of the McMahon Act
which prevents the British from contributing much of their know-how
-to such an arrangement and the political problems are -of very real
concern there.
But I am very much convinced that if Britain does enter there will
be a much more stable situation in LEurope and that over time the
British can play a much larger role, carry a much larger burden.
Senator FANNiN. That was the feeling I had and I- just wondered
if voun substantiated it. The West Europeans do a thriving business
wiih the East. Do you believe American subsidiaries in Western Europe
should be allowed to trade with Eastern Europe while their parent
corporations, in the United States are- forbidden in many productsI
Mir. BALL. Let me say the extraterritorial application of our own
laws is one of the most abrasive things that we try to do. We find ourselves in an impossible position where we say to a subsidiary of American. company in Europe "you can't do what your competitors in
Europe can do."
i.
Now, my solution to the problem is a very simple one. I think we
ought to go very far to liberalize our own rules with regard to trading
with the-east because I think they are largely self-defeating in their
present form.
Senator FANNiN. Thank you very much.:
Senator Rrexcom. Mr. Secretary, from~ your ex-perience in the field
of diplomacy and finance and also as a banker, am I correct in assuming
that the .$50 billion Eurodollar. fund h4{, been -used -over recent years
for short-term investments where people were Playing the interest
rates and speculation in currency va lues and making their money that
way,.
Mr. BALL.Well, it has also been used for long-term investment. I do
not have exact figures, but a considerable part of that money has been
u to aital investment use through long-term and medium-tem
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The money has been used by American companies who wanted to
make investments in Europe on a long-term basis. It has been used by
European companies. Then there has been a certain part of it which
has been withdrawn for use by the American banks. At a time when
the Federal Reserve was still maintaining Regulation Q-which is
a regulation that keeps the American commercial banks from paying
more than a certain rate of interest for the money that they- needthe -foreign branches of the American banks were borrowing heavily
in the Eurodollar market in order to bring the money back where it
could be used in meeting commitments under theit own lines of credit.
Senator Rmico~r. This was basically short term..
Mr. BALL. That was basically short-term money and overnight
money to a considerable extent.
Senator RniBicoFF. Isn't the bulk of the Eurodollar being used for
short-term investment purposes?1
Mr. BALL. Well, it changes. It is a very fluctuating market. Sometimes there is a great deal of long-term money available. Other times
the holders of the dollars decide that theyv want to put them out on
short term and it depends on the differential in the rate structure.
Do you think, if the Eurodollar fund keeps buildRicov"i.
*Senator
ing
up as it
has during the past 10 years, that the European nations
will allow this Eurodoilar fund to go unmolested or do you think they
will start to try to put some regulation into it.
Mr. BALrL. I think there may be a move toward regulation-and I
think we shouldn't be unhappy if there were a move toward regulation. What it might amount to would be a kind of an international
central bank superimposed on the top of the Euro fund, because so
long 'as it remains an unregulated supply and demand market it accentuates the effect of one country's problems for the others.
Senator RmicoFr. Isn't this a case eventually, I can't help but feel,
that the European countries will do so, shouldn't the United States
start having, a hand- in determining how that, Eurodollar fund will
be used or what rules and regulations should go intq effect or do you
think'it should just be a unilateral action by the European central
banks.
Mr. BALLT. No; I. don't think in the nature of things it could be a
urdilateral act-ion because- there are too many countries involved. I
think that-and the technical problems are very considerable here,
but there have been a. number of studies made about the possibility
of some kind of international or multinational -central bank which
would have jurisdiction over this fund, would. serve as. a lender of
last resort and bring some kind of regulation. to it,
*Senator Rico~:.Do you think from your experience, which goes
over so many years, that the time is overdue for a high level conference of the major trading nations of the world to determine basic
philosophical ends or principles in the field of international trade, in
the fl~ld of investment, in te field of money. Do you think we should
be looking -forward toward that?1;1
Mr. BALLT. Well, actually we hkve this opportunity every fall. You
know
asfaras onetr poiy'and international financial policy is
concerned, the meeting -of the Bank and Fund brings together all of
th 'ese nations at the very top-level, because the representatives present
are the Ministers'of Finance and the Secretary of the Treasury and so
on,. so that there is really, no need to have a special meeting., In fact,
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there would be real disadvantages in a special meeting because it would
create kind of a crisis atmosphere. There is no _i~al difficulty- in being
able to talk together and actually the Bank and Fund meetings are a
perfect forum for this. 1:don't -think anybody has any dramatic solutions because we are dealing' inan area of policy where the doctors
do really disagree to a very considerable extent and are only gradually
sorting out new theories and new ideas about how all of this should be
handled.
Senator RmiBcoFF. Do you think the attitude should be let's muddle
through this one too and take our chances.
Mr. BALL. I don't think it is a matter of muddling through. I think
there should be a great deal of advanced thinking and I think there is
considerable amount gon on. I don't think it has reached the stage
however where there is sufficient agreement on these matters that a
special conference would be justified or indeed that there can be definite
agreements arrived at even at the Bank and Fund meetings that would
be very far reaching.
We have made progress. I mean the SDR's, the special drawing
rights, were a real breakthrough in my judgment. The two-tier system
which the whole- world depends on now, this was, a very real
breakthrough.
I don't think that this is a situation where there has been no progress.
I think there has been substantial progress.
Senator Rmicon'. I read some of the articles by you, and you are an
advocate of the multinational corporation, you believeAit has a positive
role to play economically, politically and socially in the worldI
Mr. BALL. That is right.
Senator Rrexcon'. But do you think that the multinational corporation should float around like the Eurodollar is floating around or do
you think someone has to have some control or should have some control. Should there be some rules and regulations-by somebody or some
country or any group of countries concerning the multinational
corporationI
Mr. BALL. About 4 years ago, Mr. Chairman, in London, at a meeting
of the CBI, the Confederation of British Industries. I made at speec
in which I put forth the proposition that at some point in the future,
as the multinational corporations develop we should envisage the crea-,~
tion of a kind of multinational companies act, which would be created
by treaty, which would have a supervisory board drawn from all of
th sgatory governments, and which would set the rules and regulations under which the multinational companies would operate.
It would impose restrictions on the operations of the multinational
corporations, but it would also limit the degree to which nation states
could interfere in their operations.
Let me say that the British industrialists who were there that night
didn't 'exactly throw their black bowl 8rs in the air at the idea, but
similar ideas are floating around in the public domain right no~w and
I think at some point we are very likely to come to something oi this
sort.

-

Senator Rmicorr. Would you be good enough to send us a copy of
your statement 4 years agoI
Mr. BALL. Surely.
Senator RumxcoP7. If you would like to update it.
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Air. BALL.. Actually I have updated it and Icasedyuamr
modern version.cnsedyuamr
Senator RiBICOFF. More modern version, and I will put it in the
record at this point because it seems to me that the multinational
corporation as well as the Eurodollar are problems we all have to
adesourselves to.
Material supplied by the witness follows. Hearing continues on p.
ADDRies ny How. GEORoE W. BALL, PARtTNER, LEHMAN Bios., NEW YORK CIry, IN
iNEW YORKC AT PACE COLLZGE--SOMR%IMPLICATIONS OF THE WORLD COMPANY
I propose to *approach the subject of the "Internationalization of business" by
considering what I shall arbitrarily call the "world company." This terminology
seems to me more descriptive and less awkward than such expressions as the
"International" or "moul t Inational"!corporation or company.
A "world company," as I use the term, Is a corporation, organized under the
laws of a domiciliary country, that characteristically engages in some Industrial
activity or activities and that meets two standards:_
First, it does business all over the world-or at least In substantially all nonCommunist areas-obtaining Its capital and procuring its raw materials wherever they are available under the most advantageous conditions, producing
wherever Its goods can be most efficiently manufactured, and selling Its products
in all the markets of the world; and
Second, the management of the world company shapes Its policies not in terms
of national economies but of the overall world economy.
As thus defined, the world company Is perhaps more archetypal than real, but
more and more corporations are approaching the prescribed standards and there
will be even more tomorrow, since the evolution of the world company responds
to needs that are every day becoming more acute.
At a time when the demand for goods of every kind is multiplying almost at
a geometric rate while world resources remain finite, we must find the means to
use those resources'with a maximum of efficiency and a minimum of waste or
face a Malthusian debacle on a global scale. It is to this end that the world com-pany makes Its unique contribution by enabling men, for the first time In history,
to deploy resources freely throughout the world In accordance with principles
of comparative advantage measured by the objective standard of -profit

--

The Inarticulate premise of the world company Is that the political boundaries
of nation states are too narrow and constrictive to provide adequate scope for
modern world economic activities. In a thoroughly pragmatic spirit businessmen
have improvished the institution they need to shake free from strangling political Impediments. To serve the global activities of modern business they have
exploited and extended the fiction of the corporation-that artificial person
which lawyers invented so that entrepreneurs could do business with limited liability and could thus mobilize capital from diverse financial sources.
Originally the corporation was conceived as a privilege granted by the State
to serve Its own political purposes, but over the years the widespread acceptance
of the Institution has enabled giant corporations to roam the world with substantial freedom, producing and selling their goods In a multiplicity of national
markets, and begetting corporate offspring of various nationalities in unlimited
numbers.
Today we are just beginning to realize the potential of this emancipated corporate person. For more than half a century a handful of great companies have
bought, produced and sold goods around the world. But since the Second World
War, their number has multiplied manyteld. Today a large and rapidly expandIng roster of companies Is engaged In trapisforming the raw materials produced
In one group of countries with the labor and plant facilities In others to manufacture goods It can sell In third country markets--and, with the benefit of Instant communications, quick transport, computers and modern managerial techniques, Is reshufflng resources and altering the pattern on almost a month-tomonth basis In response to shifting costs, prices and availabilities.
In-these terms the world company provides mankind with an instrument of
high value. Our task In. these proceedings, as I see It, is to consider how and to
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what extent we can best preserve and advance that value within the present and
prospective world political structure without excessive loss to other values in
which many men place considerable store.
To be productive we must begin our Inquiry by explicitly recognizing the lack
of phasing between the development of the world company-a concept responding
to modern needs-and the continued existence of an archaic political structure
of nation states, mostly small or of only medium size, which Is evolving only at
glacier pace in response to new world requirements of scope and scale. This lack
of phasing is responsible for most of the problems confronting the world company,
which, In broad terms, can best be considered with respect to two sets of
relationships.
The first concerns relations between the government of the country In which
a world company is organized and the governments of the various host states In
-. which It operates. For a variety of reasons-such as the desire to prevent eVasion
of Its own laws or the wish to extend Its own jurisdiction as far as possibledomiciliary governments frequently seek to control activities of world companies
even though those activities take place outside their geographic boundaries.
Although the extraterritorial application of national laws-which sometimes
embody unshared national prejudices-is Inherently abrasive, bureaucracies are
frequently obtuse about it. My own Government created a sense of Ioutrage,
particularly In Ottawa, when It tries-unwisely, I think-to restrict foreign
subsidiaries of American companies In their dealings with Red China. Our
Canadian friends understandably resented this-though, to be quite fair about It,
they have, In their turn, not always shown maximum sensitivity In their treatment of American companies. Today the United States Government Is again
stretching the principle by requiring the repatriation of a substantial part of the
monies that foreign subsidiaries of American companies earn In various parts
of the world, thus creating anxiety among governments which permit free movement of funds that countries restricting the repatriation of earnings may benefit
unjustly.
Much more serious problems surround the second type of relationship-that
between a world corporation and the governments of the host states in which It
does business. Traditional International good manners would require that the
corporation be accorded "national treatment", which means that It should be
permftted to enjoy the same privileges, and be required to accept the same
responsibilities, as any citizen of the host state. The Government of the United
States Is a party to forty-four Treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
or similar treaties which Incorporate this principle.
Abstractly stated, this Is sound doctrine, yet sometimes, because it does not
fully respond to reality, It Is honored more in the breach than the observance.
No words in a treaty can alter the fact that the absentee management of a world
company wIll not view Its problems wIthin the same frame of reference as a
host government The concern of a corporate management is with the total operation of a wide-ranging enterrise, only part of whose activities take place In the
host state. The responsibility of a local government, on the other hand, is for the
health and progress of the national economy to which the world company frequently contributes only a very small share; In addition, It Is subject to emotions
of national pride, to pressures from local Interests claiming special advantages,
and-if It Is the government of a newly Independent state-to an almost pathological -fear of foreign economic dominance that might lead. to what is mystically referred to as neo-colonialism.
Obviously the world company creates quite different problems for the new,
poor nations of the 'Southern Hemisphere than for the industrialized countries
of the North. Since a world company Is more likely to be the dominant element
of economic power In a small nation thanV a large one, the prosperity of many
less-developed countries Is left heavily dependent on decisions made by managements of world companies located five or six thousand miles away. When-as Is
so often the cas-an extractive Industry Is Involved, the problem Is given an
additional emotional overlay by the -fact that the world company diisposes of
what Is traditionally regarded as the national patrimony.
Problems of this kind have been brought Into sharper relief as countries just
emerging into Industrialization have begun to make national development plans.
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Often one of the principal assumptions underpinning a four- or five-year plan i5
an estimate that a world -company will do more of Its business In the host country
than the distant management, In fact, Intends.
Because -these problems are part of the uneasy context of Nortb-South relations, they are confused by a wide range of tangential Issues. For purposes of our
discussion, therefore, we would probably be well advised to put prime emphasis
on the less cluttered problems encountered and created by world companies in
the industrialized nations of the Northern Hemisphere.

IV
Even here, the context tends to confuse the' answers. The fact that, at least
for the time-being, most world companies are domiciled in America is a significant political element. that Infects economic arrangement* with national jealousies and resentments. In a world bemused by symbols, some otherwise
sophisticated Europeans have been tempted by the cliche of "American economic
imperialismn". If, as I believe, the world company has a great potential for good
as an Instrument for efficiently utilizing resources, there need certainly be no
apologies for the sensible and vigorous way American industry has organized
Itself to serve an expanding world economy. What American entrepreneurs are
doing, as I see It, is exactly what European Industrialists should be doing if
the conditions existed In Europe that would make this possible.
Hopefully, these conditions are In the making. Next summer, for the first time
In history, goods will move with full freedom throughout six nations of Western
Europe to serve the needs of 200 million people. Nor is this the end of the process
since, -in spite of the counter winds of nationalism blowing with gale force from
one European -capital, I bave no doubt that within a -few months or a year, the
European Community will be expanded to Include Great Britain and very likely
several other important European trading nations.,
Yes, great as Is the achievement up to this point, It still1 falls far short of
what Is nee(ded.L I do not believe that European busineags will be able to hold its
own under the conditions of the future unless an environment is created that
will make Europe a seed bed for new world coxnpan~ies. Preoccupation with the
so-called

"technological

gap"

and

concern

at

the

so-called

"American

Invasion"

reflect little more than the fact that many American companies possess the size
and resources necessary to play an efficient world role while most European
enterprises do not.
tUntil Europe achieves greater political unity, I doubt, however, that European business will be able to make adequate progress toward a more ample
structure. It ds deeply disappointing, for example, that, with the Treaty of
Rome already ten years old, social, fiscal and legal complications still make
mergers across national lines difficult, if not Impossible. Yet, until such International concentration does take place and a modern structure of enterprise is
created, few European companies'will achieve the scope and resources needed to
serve our modern world economy with full efficiency.
I would hope therefore that the lesson in M. Servan-Schrieber's recent book "Le
Defi Americain" will be taken to heart and that the so-called !!American inxiinslon"
will be regarded not as a threat but as an. incentive to the achievement of a modern structure of European enterprise
Such a development would be welcomed In the United States, where nothing
could be healthier than a European counter invasion. If European companiesat the same time great world companies-were presently busy buying American
corporations, and establishing production _sources In Detroit and Pittsborgh and
Kalamazoo, It would be to everyone's advantage. It would mix more eggs In the
political omelette, while the counter flow of European direct Investment capital
would help significantly In bringing the American balance of payments into
equilibrium.
I believe,' therefore, that the development of a modern structure of enterprise
In Europe-which is probably not possible without greater political unity-is far
the best way to ease the problems of the world company In the advanced nations.
To be sure, some special difficulties would remain In certain geographic areas
or Industrial sectors. Resistance might still be encountered were world companies
to dominate, those types -of Industry psychologically associated with national
pride--such as automobiles and computers. And In Japan, where a whole Industrial economy Is balanced precariously on a tiny capital base by the subtle operation -of "administrative guidance," fears would probably persist that world companies under absentee management might not show full sensitivity to all the
.I
unwritten rules.I

To realize the full promise of the world company, it is not enough for us to
liberalize world trade (we have been making significant progress In that direction
for the past thirty years), Including the free movement of capital (here my own
government has recently backslid). We will also need to find Nways to assure
peaceful co-existence between two overlapping circles of authority-corporate
I
managements, and local host governments.-,.
This problem should not, however, prove beyond the wit of m~an; the Roman
church, as M. Jacques de Foucier reminds us, developed a form, of co-existence
with nation states that lasted for -centuries, and Professor Raymond Vernon has
recalled also the overlapping sovereignties of the governments of Europe and
the House of Rothschild.
I doubt, however, that owe can gain much wisdom from those analogies. 'We
are going to have to search for some mew and different 'techniques to fit the
world company Into the existing political environment..-)
A limited amount can be accomplished, of -course, by Improved corporate
diplomacy-Over the past few years many world companies have sought, by
trying to establish themselves as useful citizens of host countries, to mitigate
the prejudices and fears they might otherwise engender. Most of their thinking
has been In terms of protective coloring. Should not the world company take
local partners? Should It not list the shares of Its subsidiaries on local exchanges, employ local managers, and try to behave as though Its corporate
children were national companies of host countries which only distantly acknowledged their absentee parents?
Ideas such as these have been adopted with varying degrees of success. Efforts
to achieve a local Identity should not be rejected out of band, though clearly they
are more suited to certain types of corporate activity than to others.
Yet, in many cases, the costs of seeking recognition as a local citizen can be
excessive. The peculiar genius of the world company stems from Its ability to
view the world economy from a single point of vantage and to deploy resources
without regard to national origin In response to a common set of economic
standards. It Is the disadvantage of local partners that they are, In a sense,
enemies of such mobility, since their judgments are based on benefits to the 'local
subsidiary rather than on the Interests of the world enterprise as a whole. Put
another way, the scope of their thinking 4s defined by the national economy
rather than the world economy.
. This fundamental difference In attitude Is almost certain to produce conflicts
over corporate policy affecting a wide spectrum of issues that can be reconciled
only through an accommodation of interests at some -cost to the full efficiency
of the world company.I!
Conflicts, -for example, are likely to occur with respect to dividend policy.
A local partner may wish earnings distributed while the management of the
world company may wish to plow them back-or vice versa. Or a local partner
may wish particular facilities expanded, while the world company finds It more
profitable to sell or abandon them. Finally, the management of a world company
may well find itself wishing to serve the market of a neighboring country not
by production In the host country but through subsidiaries located elsewhere.
VI.
Since the device of local partners is almost certain, therefore, to hobble the
ability of managements to gear their decisions freely to the world economy, its
Indiscriminate use should not be encouraged. Instead-rather than attempting
to develop a whole congeries of national personalities for subsidiaries of the
world company-it might be wiser to approach the problem centrally. by Internationalizing or denationalizing the parent
Such a suggestion finds re-enforcement when one considers the problem on a
philosophical level as a case study In the legitimacy of power. Where does one
find a legitimate base for the power of corporate managements to make decisions
that can profoundly affect the, economic life -of nations to whose governments
.*
.1.
-*
they have only limited -responsibility?' ,
Ever since the publication, in the early 1930's, of Berle and Means' classic
cornof
great
Industrial.
ownership
control
from
study of the divorcement of
panics, Americans have puzzled over the problem of legitimacy In the domestic
context. Whence do corporate managements (which are In practice frequently
-self-perpetuating) derive the right to make decisions affecting not only the In-
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articulate mass of shareholders but the economic welfare of whole -communities
and the pocketbooks of consumers?
This question is far -from simple even In domestic terms; when translated to
the level of world operations it acquires additional layers of complexity. Within
our own national boundaries, an Industrial corporation Is kept under substantial
regulation not only by State laws and regulatory agencies but by The Federal
Government. For a world company, however, there Is no overriding political
authority to oversee. the totality of Its operations nor-and this Is even more
Important-4s there any organic arrangement to prevent national governments
from Interfering with the fulfillment of Its role In world commerce In the same
way that the United States Oonstitution--enforced by the Federal judiciarylimits the power of the States to interfere with the fulfillment of the domestic
company's role In interstate commerce.
Let me be quite clear. I am not proposing a Federal governmental structure
at the world level, or anything like dt; 'I have spent too much of -my life on
the exposed steppes of diplomacy and International -politics to have any faith
In such ethereal designs. Yet, if -we begin modestly, there is no reason why world
companies might not be accorded some form of denationalized status by a multilateral treaty.
VII
The essence of -the suggestion Is that those artificial persons, which I have
referred to as world companies, should become quite literally citizens of the
world. What this Implies Is the establishment by treaty of something in the nature
of an international companies law, administered by a body made up of representatives drawn from signatory countries, who would not only exercise normal
domiciliary supervision but would also enforce the kinds of arrangements that
are normally Included in treaties of establishment.
Such an International companies law could set limits, for example, on the restrictions that signatory states might be permitted to Impose on companies established under Its sanction. The operatli- standard defining those limits would be
the freedom needed to preserve and protect the central principle of assuring the
most efficient use of world resources.
In suggesting the possibility of a multilateral treaty of this kind, I would
sqtrongly urge against enmeshing It -in the machinery of the United Nations or
even, in the first instance, attempting to gain signatories outside the small circle
of industrialized nations. Like the GATT It would be regarded primarily as a
mechanism for creating a code of rules among the major trading nations, reservIng the possibility that, over the years, it might provide a world cha rter as more
and more of the less-developed countries adhered to Its provisions.
Obviously such an international company would have a central base of operations. It would not like Mohammad's coffin, be suspended In the air, since it is
clearly necessary that there be a. single profit center. And Its operations In Its
home country would, of course, be subject to local law to the extent that the
organic treaty did not contain overriding regulations.
I recognize, of -course, that a company will not become effectively a c~itizen1 of
the -world merely by a legal laying on of, hands. It requires something more than
an international companies law to validate Its passport; the enterprise must In
fact become International. This means among other things that share ownership
in the parent must be widely dispersed so that the company cannot be regarded as
the exclusive Instrument of a parthiuiar nation which, in view, of the underdeveloped state of most national calital markets, even In economically advanced
countries, Is not likely to occur very soon. But, over the long pull, as, In more and
more countries savings are effectively mobilized for investment, companies should
assume ain Increasingly denationalized character, while we might, at the same
time, expect a gradual Internationalizing of boards of directors and parent company managements.
I offer these suggestions In'tentatfte and speculative terms, recognizing that
these are not the only means through which a solution may be sought. One can
envisage an international treaty, for example, directed solely at resolving jurisdictional conflicts or limiting national restrictions on trade and Investment. Yet
an international companies act, as I see It, has iutrinsic merits. It offers the best
means I can think of to-preserve for all society the great potential of the world
corporation.
Nor Is such a proposal, after all, far beyond the realm of present-day contemplation. It Is merely an adaptation In a larger arena of what is likely to be created
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within the next few years in Europe: A Common companies law for the European
Economic Community together with a body of regulations to be administered by
the European Economic Commission.
Conceived In these terms a world companies law could serve a vital economic
purpose; yet, at the same time, its larger political Implications should not be
wholly Ignored. Freeing world business from national interference through the
creation of new world instrumentalities would. Inevitably, over time, point up the
Inadequacy of our political arrangements. At least in a small way It might thus
serve to stimulate mankind to close the gap between the-hrchaic political structure
of the world and the vision of commerce that vault beyond confining national
boundaries to exploit the full promise of the world economy.

Senator RIBICOFF. I have 2 more miinutes so I am going to ask you the
final question.'
Since you believe thatour defense posture should remain the same in
Europe-you are against the so-calledMansfield amendment-and you
feel that it is all right for us to continue the financial burden of these
troops in the balance of payments, where do you think there should be
some give by the European countries who are prosperous and who
have these large dollarlbalances toward lessening the dollar balances.
Where should that direction come from?
M r. BALL. You' mean lessening the drain?
Senator Rmicon'. Lessening the drain upon the American dollar.
Mr. BALL. Well, I think quite a lot of progress has been made already
in this'direction through the offset arrangements we have with the
Germstins. Germany should pay more than it is paying and I think there
should be a very definite effort on our part to see that it not only contributes more, so far as the balance-of-payments problem is concerned,
but makes a larger budgetary contribution than it does.
Senator Rnmlcopr. In other words, the cost of supporting the 150,000
men Senator Mansfield wants to cut, from a balance of 'payments point
of view, comes to some $400 million. That would sort of even out what
the dollar drain would be. For the life of me,IT can't understand why
a nation as prosperous -as Germany, with its Jarge, reserve balance of
dollars-and the nuclear umbrella over her which it wants more than
any other country-why Germany can't afford to pay that $400 million
*inaddition, to remedy our dollar imbalance.
Mr. BALL. I agree with you, Senator. I think that the German contribution should be'substantially enlarged in that respect.
1. want to tAank you very much, Secretary BalL
I 'Senator
wish we RiBicorF.
could keep ,you later but we happen to have one lof those
short emergency days and I do appreciate your 'coming.
Mr. BALL. Thank you.
Senator RvBicoFF. Thank you.
We appreciate your coming here, Air. Pisar. I know you personally.
I have the highest respect for you. I consider you probably the outstanding. expert in the problems of East-West trade.
I say it referring to your book, "Coexistence and Commerce, and
I am fascinated over the fact that a book of this character and nature
can become a world best seller. You wiite clearly, your points are crystal clear, and in behalf of the FinanceWCommittee I want to thank you
for coming all the way over from Paris here to give us the benefit of
your thoughts.
My apologies, too, that we can't give you more time because the first
vote will probably come at 12 o'clock today Sowill you please proceed,
Mr. PisarI
62-790-71-pt. 1-24
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STATEMENT OF SAMUEL PISAR, ATTORNEY
Thank you, Mr. Chairman for your kind words.
I have a short written statement for the record. With your permission, in my oral remarks I would like to stay fairly close to that
statement.
Senator Rniiconp. Certainly.
'Mr. PisAR. Later, if youvwish, I would be glad to enlarge any part
of it that you may consider of interest.
Senator Ricom. All right.
Mr. PIwi. Mr. Chaian if I 'were to give a title to my statement
I would call it "A World Without Blc, without economic blocs. If
I were to give it a subtitle, I -would call it "The Grand Design Revisited." And as -I listened to Senator Fulbright's questioning of Mr.
George Ball, I was tempted to call it, in the context of our ifar flung
and costlT military establishment of today, "Our Neglected Weapons
of Peace.
Permit me to start 'with words that are harshly critical, even though
I hope to get on toportions that are constructive as well.
I am of the, opinion that after years of unparalleled progress our
foreign economic policy in a rapidly chan 0ng 'world has become stale
incoherent and counter-productive. I say tns from convictions born oi
the rather unique perspective of an American lawyer practicing in the
heart of the Common Market and an observer of trade relations between the West's private enterprise and the Easts state enterprise
Systems.
I speak for no client, and no sneial-interest, but in a strictly private
capacity from personal belief an~observation.
A decade ago, President John F. Kennedy conceived ftn ambitious
positive policy toward the West.
Its hallmark was " the grand design'." In shap ing the monmta
trade legislation of 1962 the United States hoped to create, in partnership with an outward looking EC-and England on the inside-a
growing Atlantic community &inimatedby a spirit of openness toward
'is members and to other, less prosperous economies. That design,
Mr. Chairman, has failed. It has failed -because our foreign partners
would not cooperate. It has failed more painfully, because 'we were
deflected from our original ais to stress military over economic diplomacy. In conisequence we have witnessed %drift toward "blockism"
and a slow degeneration of the international trade and monetary structure so laboriously constructed and enshrined in the GAIT and the
IMF.
Two decades ago we conceived an ambitious negative policy toward'
the East. Its ha lmark was selective embargo. In acetivating extensive
port. controls, discriminatory import restzictions and sever trading
with the enemy laws, we bope~i to arrest the economic and military
progress of Communist nations That. design has also failed. It has
failed because long-terma embairgoes are a two-edged weapon. If an
upstart colony like Rhodesia, with the weight of world opinion- lined
up against b~r cannot Ibe brought to heel by means of this type, how
futile is it to attempt to subdue the Soviet Union or Mainland China.
As a result, today the United States faces two huge blocs: one in
Western Europe, the other in Eastern Europe-as well as a mammoth industrial power in East Asia. The first block fears our, alleged
-Mr. PISAR.
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economic hegemony, the second, our alleged military imperialism.
Both are repeatedly overcome by bureaucratic paralysis dictated by
the political interests of their most conservative states, and by diplomatic preoccupations arising from their own cornplex interrelationships. Yet the leverage we have to safeguarI market acess to these
blocs and to their pet associated areas, s dwindled from the time
when we were the chief, almost solitary, architect of global designs.
Within the West, we can only welcome as a giant step toward world
peace and stability -the evolution of a community: that is making
Europe cohesive and strong. But we must also face up to the fact
that the course which an enlared Common Market may take remains
uncertain. It is a delusion of power and idealism stemming from the
inspirational vision of the Karshall plan to expect an evolution in
accordance with our own hopes. Certainly,- we cannot retreat in isolation and disappointment, for Western Europe remains central to our
interests. The notion of an Atlantic partnership remains a valid notion, aind the time is ripe for new, hard-nosed initiatives to influence
its evolution while it is still stirring in its embryo. In particular, we
must bear in mind, and remind -others,that the EEC owes its present
dynamism and prosperity not to inward looking narcissism, but to
a buoyant continental market pragmiatically created by private enterprise from the inside and the outide, and that a great deal of the
stimulus came from the so-called "American challenge."
Within the East among the Comecon group of nations which constitute Europe's " 6 ther.Common Market," the same economic buoyancy is nowhere in sight. Comparing that region 'with the EEC Japan
and the United States itself, we find nothing to validate Khrushchev's
gloomy prediction about the superiority of his system over ours, .precisely because in his system business activity has been crushed under
the monolithic weight of state policies. Long seemingly impervious to
change, from within and without, this most parochial and dangerous
bloc of all is beginning to strain under the impact of national aspirations, the lure of Western technology and the attraction of the world
market.
The Soviet Union is now engiaed in external commercial operations
on a larger scale in terms of volume, variety and geograhy, than at
any time since t e Bolshevik Revolution. The smallergeast Eropean
countries are even more deeply involved in economic dealings with the
.West. As for. China it is a remarkable fact its foreign trade has
reversed course from 80 percent with fellow communist states in the
early 1960s, to 80 percent with the capitalist world today.
In response to these developments our allies have long drifted away
from the mooig of American policy. Western Europe approaches
the East in termof the economic and cultural indivisibility of the
continent, rather than its ideological cleavage. Although roughly comn.parable to us in size, the Commoni Market now enjoys 10 times more
trade with the East than we do, muchmore than can be explained on
the basis of mere geographic poimity: aa sas e
n
e
in the exchange of goods and in *new forms of economic cooperation
with the Soviet Union, in addition to being Chinaes foremost trading
.partner. In short, our most powerful industrial competitors roam the
Communist markets as a, rivate hunting presrespliaod
and services which the U.9. Government canesrv suplyin gloods
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while business transactions coveted by Americnn firmns are tortured on
a rack of legislative and administrative restrictions, to the obvious
prejudice'of our precarious balance of payments.
.Mr. Chairman, all conventional tools of national policy, it seeins to
me, tools which interfere with the natural flow of international business, are rapidly becoming anachronistic, both here and abroad. The
-State itself, even a strong one, as the recent monetary storm in Germany h~as shown, is no longer a defendable economic entity. Everywhere, inexorable forces push toward a single, unified world'economy,
in disregard of national frontiers, and even ideological boundaries.
-In the West, the multinational corporation, the Eurodollar, the dissemination of technology and the growth of rapid communications are
the instruments of this trend, and a foretaste of what the future will
be like. In the East, capitalist private enterprises and- Communist state
enterprises aire beginning to form joint ventures for mutual profit
through a dogma-shattering development that might be called the
"transideological corporation."
Inside this vast and shifting landscape our posture as a nation, as a
leader of nations, has become awkward, if not embarrassing. We are
reacting to international economic and financial developments in makeshift fashion, without a consensus on where we wish to go, hoping for
things that have not been, and probably cannot be achieved. The current monetary crisis suggests that other countries look upon us as a
creditor looks upon a debtor. For Europeans, the dollar has become the
object of an erratic love and hate affair. They welcome it as the fuel of
trade and investment, and they despise it as tiii6 harbinger of inflation
commanded from afar.
Mr. Chairman, they are afraid of it, and afraid for it.Unavoidably, the main focus of our economic policy will be upon
action at, home and interaction with the West, Japan included. But the
problems of our domestic economic -adjustment and the continuous
squabbles with our closest -alliesshould not obscure our -longterm interest in the arena of East-West relationships. For here lie not only potentially vast -and hungry markets but also an unprecedented opportunity
to supplement the thermonuclear -standoff with a "businessman's
peace"--the peace we can best afford-across the weakening ideological ramparts of Eastern Europe. More than our far-flung and costly
Military Establishiment-which, alas, we must not, we dare not, yet
mantle-it is the tender weapon of our- superior r capacity for
economic progress that will prevail in the historic contest with
communism.
It, may-be -acl iche, but perhaps one worth repeating, that if we are to
lead again, if we are to avoid catastrophic conswiences for thbe world,
economy and for western unity, we must first bring order to our own
house. We must overcome the aberrations 'which have been forced upon
us and which go against the national grain-misbegotten military
involvements abroad and etifii~ bureaucratic inertia a home. Above
all. we must return to basic American principles, reconvince ourselves
and others that we are a Nation of traders and pragmatists, that we
still believe in business efficiency, sound management principles, profitability, free competition and unencumbered international trade. Permit me to put it this way, Mr. Chairman: If the essential strength of
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this country does not -lie in the fiber of its proven business traditiois,
where. is it?
.Among other things, this means controlling the impulse to subsidize
with ,public. funds uneconomic industrial ventures and spectacular
prsige projects. I say this is an observer of the other economies, the
Communist economies Otherwise we will blur the crucial separation
between political and economic responsibility, as has been done to their
sorrow, by -the socialist systems. It means curbing the temptation to
restrict commerce with ote atos if we are not to dri' them into
militaristic diversions, or communism's e~iger economic embrace. It
means inviting outside investments into our economy, as we have for
years, been solicited to invest abroad, mid avoiding overregulation of
our currency flows which encourage foreign investors and depositors
of funds to seek safer environments elsewhere.
It. means taking the initiative to open a sincere dialog with allied
nations that have a common desire to shore up the postwar trade and
monetary structure which has supported 25 years of reconstruction
and progress. It means getting others to reopen the gates of their markets to emergent nations and to share with us in the responsibility of
lielping Japan find a stable and proper place in the world e4donomy.,
In an area which I have recently observed at particularly close
range, it means abolishing the self-defeating prohibition on peaceful
trade with China, conforming it, to our policies toward the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, and scaling down those policies, that is to
say aill the restrictive economic practices vis-a-vis nonibellig~rent Communist countries -to a level of strategiic controls that our trade-conscious allies-1nations for whom for i gn trade means much more than
for us-can be expected to observe. Spcfia* itmans freeing oiqr
business community from excessive export limitations, restraints on
the provisions of normal supplier credits-I am of course referring to
the current restrictions on the Export-Import Bank-and discrimina:
tion against the entry of desired goods-Ij am referring to the denials
of m-ost-favored nation treatment which the President today does not
have the power to extend even if he wanted to.
In an- age of balanced atomic terror,*it means participating in the
development of constructive ground rules for coexistence, commerce
and competition between the world's two Contrasting, bxit durable economic systems-i capitalism and communism.
In a larger sense, it means recapturing the lost momentum of leadership-a. task which carries heavy responsibilities, risks and even sacrifices, but also untold 6-portAnities~ -in the context of expanding
international trade and in ustnal cooperation.
Senator RiBIcoFF. Thank you, Mr. Pisar, for a most significant
statement.
Secretary Samuels- I noticed you come in. I want to thank you
very much for your cooperation in allowing Mr. Pisar to go on'because he has to return torfight to Paris, and I am most appreciative.
I don't want to take .yonr time. As I see the'situation we enter a series
of votes -beinning at 12 o'clock'which means the rhythm 6f the
committee is going to b6 broken. I don't want to see you snpending your,
time here. I would like to give you some alternatives. We could start
tomorrow morning at 9:30 and allow you to be the ffiit witness if your
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schedule would allow, or you could come at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon but the committee is more than anxious to accommodate to your
scheule. Do you think it would be possible for you to come here at
9:30 so you don't have to hang around hereI
Mr. SjAMUM.S. I would prefer the 9:80, Senator.
Senator RiBicoFF. Thank you for your cooperation. The committee
is most appreciative and you will be the first witness tomorrow morning at 9:30.
Mr. SAMtnE.s Thank you very much.
Senator RircopF. Thank you very much.
Mr. Pisar, the multinational corporation and the transideological
corporation, as you call it, are they forces for good or evilI
.Mr. PISAR. Mr. -Chairman; it is a mixed bag. I believe that on balance
they are a force for good, but it depends on how governments, statesmen, and -corporate management will 9At to make certain that they
become forces for good.
Nobw allow me to be more specific. At the moment what I call the
transideological corporation is certainly a force for good, for peace. It
stggers the imagination, Mr. Chairman, that capitalist private enterprise would join -forces with Communist state enterprise to form
jointly operated businesses.'
Senator Rniicon'. Where is thisI What corporations, American
corporations, are in partnership with Communists?
Mr. PISAIR. Unfortun ately there are no, A merican corporations that
participate. There may be a number of offshore subidiaries of American corporations that participate but there are German corporations,
English, French that are -joined with Yugoslavian, with Rumanian,
and with Hungarian enterprises. Occasionally in the East, but more
often in the West they form joint companies. The equity is equally
divided -and the management is equally divided and the common objective is essentially capitalist. That is a force for peace. When this
sort of thing starts happening, ideology begins to crumble. The partners in Ciae venture ere interested that the venture should continue and
as a result, they are interested in maintaining the peace. This sort 0i
relationship between E!ast and West is still embryonic, but it is beginof relationships, man-to-mans firm-to-firm,
to si n a web,
ing
inustry-t-ndustry,
that makes for stability; and in tis sense for us,
for the West, the transideological corporation is an excellent
development.
I suppose a witness before the Soviet Parliament in Moscow might
answer the question somewhat differently.
Senator Rmicori. 1Eam jiust curious, lio-v d& the Europeans control
their dealings in trade with the EastI American firms are hamstrung
in selling to the East. We have a big defense umbrella around the West
I think the figures show -that in -1969 the total trade between the socalled free -world and the East. was $16 billion. We did $440 million.
How do the Western European countries do business with the East?
Mr. PisAyt. Well, the Western~ European countries have gone off in s
completely senarate direction fromn our own on this subject. They have
certain 'lawvs that control the movement of goods both ways. For example. the Common Market decided -some years ago that they must not
make themselves dependent on the supply of Soviet oil. They, there-
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fore, limited their imports of that commodity to a defined ceiling. They
cooperate to some extent in our strategic limitations, on export to the,
East. As you know, the Cocom Committee, which is an offshoot of
NATO and which includes Japan? meets continuously to decide on 8,
multinational basis what. commodities, what goods are strategic and
should not be sold to the East, and what may -besold. That list of strategic commodities, is far shorter than the communodity list maintained
by the United Stat~es itself..
The result is that the Europeans are not 'violating any laws or any
agreements in shipping more than we do, but for us the result is that
certan doubtful commodities we still consider strategic, the Europeans
ship anyway, and American enterprises lose out in the process.'
The most dramatic example of this is the Ford example. You will
recall last year Mr. Henry Ford went to Moscow aid was asked
whether he would not consider building the Kama River truck plant.
HeTlooked upo it as a business proposition but when he returned home
Secretary,7Melvin Laird suggested to the press that he would not like
to see any such trucks on the Ho Clhi Minh Trail-an understandable
reaction for a Secretary of Defense.
It so happens that not, a single truck could have come off the assembly line'bre 1975. But what makes the episode even more significant
and paradoxical is that'no sooner did Mr. Ford withdraw, than our
allies, Mercedes-Benz in Germany, Renault in France, Leyland Motors
in England started to fall over each other to obtain the same contract.
Now, here the United States is in a position where it helps to defend
Europe with six divisions-I believe, approximately 800,000 GIswith the cost to the balance of payments that are- being discussed by
the Senate today, yet American business cannot participate in a transaction of this kind. But the allies whom we ltelp to protect at our costs
are free to do so. I am not saying this as iCeriticism-it is an implied
criticism, of course-but as a paradox. It proves our policy is indeed
..
incoherent.
Senator Rinmoon'. Let me ask you; you say Russia and other Coin-munist countries are uttracte by Western technology. But yet if the
Russians can get to the moon, produce nuclear bombs and be first in
flyVing a supersonic transport why are Russia and the East so far behnd the West?
Mr. PISAR. -This is again one of those strange paradoxes. They are
very much behind. The trouble with -their economies is that they are
uneven. They have put the best scientists on a priority basis into space
technology, 'into defense technology. They have excellent scientists,
I ,..
there is no doubt about it.
But where they fail is that somehow, something happens between
the lab where the scientist works and the plant, -which produces for the
market, and 'the consumer. What is wrong is that their economy is very
rigid. Some bureaucrats in Moscow sit down and plan out wha will be
produced 5 years in advance. When -they do so, they do not know what
the consum~rwill accept. Most Rubsiaiis are simply sick and tired of
two or three gray coats, two 6r thrie pairs of shoes that are always in
the same style-'and in the same color'. The COommu nists have never ben
able to develop a workable mechanism between the consumer in the
market and production in the plant. Their production establishment
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is not paced by the market. There is, therefore, .a contradiction and
because of 'this the economy is not able to develop on a wide front. It
shot forth in one area where the state is pushing tunt it -fallsbehind in
other areas.
They arfe very much behind in the chemical, the Petrochemical, the
industries. One of the great Soviet nuclear scientists, the
plastics
famous Mr. Andrei Sakharov-with two other scientists-wrote a
letter last year to the Russian Troika, Mr. Brezhnev, Mr. Podgorny,
and Mr. Kosygin and said:
We are fa r behind the West. We will never catch up with the United States.

we are behind 10 years In the chemical industry, In mining. And as far as the
computer Industry Is concerned, we live In another age.,

The only way, he counseled, to get momentum into the economy was
to democratize their society. ISomehow, economics today are tied up
with personal freedom, if .1may go as-far as to say that. If a famous
author cannot write, Solzhenitsyn, the Nobel Prize winner; if a famous
musician, Rostro~ovich, cannot play; if the young historian, Amairik,
has to go to Siberia to serve 3 years because he dared to have written
vision of Soviet society in 1984, then the scientist cannot easily experiment, the inventor cannot easily invent, and the plant manager cannot
easily innovate4:There is not that open, democratic fermentation of
ideas that you need in this day of galloping technology that we are
livingr in today.
Senator Rimicoi. I think -your words ought, to be spread on the
front page of every newspaper and every classroom in the world to
see the consequences of the difference between Soviet society aind American society.
I have one more question, I have 2 more minutes and my 10 minutes
are up.' I have been told, and this is ironic, that originally the Soviet
Union was the one that'started the Eurodollar market. Do you know
anything about thatI
Mr. PISAAR.

I think I know a little bit about it, and I have to take

you for a brief momentinto the background.
The Soviet Union has porsieyreturned into the world market
after Stalin's death. It is not easy for them because they do not have
dollars, hard currency. They have established or reactivated recently
a number of banks in the West. For example, in London, the Moscow
Narodny Bank, which is a chartered bank in the city of London and
where most People speak with an Oxford accent, is a hundred percent
owned by the Soviet Government. The Commercial Bank for Northern
Europe in Paris -is a similar bank fully owned by the Soviet Government, and in 1966 the Soviet Union formed a bank in-Zurich, the Wosschod Bank. They are at the present time negotiating with the Germans
to create a bank in Frankfurt. They have a bank in -Teheranand they
have a branch of the Moscow Narodny Bank in Beirut.
What do -thesebanks doI These banks are deeply involved in'financing East-West trade. But they are also behaving like normal bankers.
They 'have u balance sheet. They have a portfolio. They have shoriterm money from cash deposits!. and they invest. I know of situations
where they have recently underwritten. londs, p3ossibly even common
stocks of western capitalistinstitutions. As a matter of fact, I -was
told, but I do not have the evidence, that -theywere caught sitting with
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a lot of Penn Central p aper. [Laughter.] These are Commnunist banks
owned by the state but behaving like capitalists.
Coming back to the Eurodollar question, it is a fact, I -believe that
they were the first. They decided that holding gold was pointless. The
Eurodollars were earning fine rates of interest, so they drew quantities
from the central banks and loaned them out to earn interest. You can
check this out, Mr. Chairman, I was not involved in these. early transaction but I have discussed the subject -withthe chairman of the Moscowy 'arodny Bank -and 'he boasts aboutit. In the first day of operations they traded something like $80 million 'worth of Eurodollars.
Then everybody else followed the fashion.
Senator RmiBcoii.- will have some more questions I will submit in~
writing. This is very fascinating but my -timehas run out. I mean, you
are a very provocative -witness.
Senator Fannin.

-

-

Senator FANNiN;. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pisar, I certainly commend you for a very thought-provoking
statement. You state we have witnessed a slow degeneration of the
international trade structure. What would you recommend we do to
improve GAT or some international trade organization and would
you tie this also with the IMFI
Mr. PISARi I cannot pretend, sir to be an expert in all of these areas,
The focus of my testimony is on the,East-West relationship. But having observed -developments from the inside of the Common Market I
am somewhat depressed that we have. in the last years allowed a degeneration of the GATT. It is not our fault alone. I believe the Common Market, for example, has been at fault, too, and I am a supporter
of the Common Market. I think it is an essential counterpoise to the
Communist bloc in Europe. But there has been a drift toward what I
have called blocism, whereby the internal tariff is disappearing the
external tariff is not going down nearly as fast, and then all kinds
of associated areas are a added to this bloc on a preferred outsidetariff basis. Thus Greece has favored status -for its tobacco, French
north Africa has a favored situation for some of its specialty products.
And further arrangements of this type have been negotiated with other
areas. All of this makes for ~a weakening of the GAT itself, harmful
in the long term, I think, to ourselves to Japan, whom we cannot accommodate indefinitely in our market alone, and even to the Comnmnist
economies. One of the greatest opponents of the. Common Market is
Russia. It does not like it for political and strategic reasons and because
it tends to keep out the agricultural p reduce of the Cojixxunist countries that were traditionally exported to that area, just as much as it
tends to keep out American frozen chicken.;
Now, -in the monetary field again the analysis, I think, is simple. It
has degenerated largely, I believe, because we donot seem to be concerned much with international monetary upheavals. I suppose we are
a little, but basically they do not seem to trouble our leaders. If the
Germ an mark floats upward, and if the Swiss mark, the Austrian schilling, or the Dutch guil der are valued upward, we tend- to congratulate
ourselves in Washington and say, well, this will mean that American
exports will increase, and that the exports of these countries to the
United States will decrease, and we will thus improve our balance of
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payments., Now, these short-term advantages may exist, but I think
they are theoretical. What we have to be concerned with i§ the entire
structure. How many crign of this kind can we haveI And as they accumulate over the years; I think the structure will collapse.
sow, as to a remedyI would not presume to offer a cornp lete set of
concrete recommendations, but if you can tolerate it, I will say this.
At the-moment our reciprocal trade legislation is expired. The rade
Expansion Act of 1962 ended in 1967, I believe. I think we need new
legislation, global tariff negotiating legislation that would equip the
wih bagaiingpower and lAtirik we shou!d call for a new
exectiv
initiative to -bargain with the emergent economic blocs and with othercountries, not only in a narrow sense on customs duties, but on many
other restrictions that exist, that are less visible and that are becoming,
as I have tried to intimate, anachronistic. The same approach is needed
toward the international monetary structure, the International Monetary Fund. By not doing anything, by letting the Europeans stew
among themselves, we are in a very precarious situation. They look
upn us as a person holding a promissory note looks upon his debtor.
Ilefeels if he turns in his note and tries to collect he may undermine
the debtor completely and collect only 50 cents on the dollar. But if he
holds on further, maybe thins will sette -down and hbe will collect 100
ceifts on the dollar. I think this is the dilemma the foreign countries
face on their side of this storm.
Do I understand you to say we are overcontrolled
Senator FAMr.
perhaps in the way we handle our business communityI I noticed in
Japan, that they have very strict controls but they have strong trade
I
1 - :
promotional ideas.
For instance, they even determine whicirfirms are going to export,
which ones can sell -Inthe domestic market. I noticed, one of our groups
was trying to buy-a-new attachment to his camera, and they said, "No;that camera is made in Japan but it cannot be sold in Japan." Are we
really-neeting their coiijetitive positions when we restrict our corporations to the extent that we have in the past?f
Mr. PISAR. I1do feel, Senator that we are on the way to becoming
what is for us overcontrolled. We all believe in private enterprise and
this does not require any reassertion. I am sure that none of us beieve
in wild private enterprise. Regulations are necessary. But what I wan
concerned with in my -comment on this -aspect is that we seem to increasingly be adding statutes and regulations in the international trade
and investment field that make the environment very complex for our
business community and for other.
Let me start with the others first. In over regulating the dollar outflows-and I suppose some regulations are needed-we are again dealing with a two-adged weapon. We aft frightening many investors from
abroad, many depositors of funds that have been tradftionally putting
their money into American banks in, dollars, because this is where it
was safe.. WVe are frightening them. with the specter of exchange control, which they have observed inmot ter economies, and particularly in postwar Europe, even today in France, and they are saying to
themselves, "The United States seems to be going in the direction of
over regulation, of exchange control. We must anticipate further prohibitions and restrictions. One day when we are sitting there with our
money we may not be able to take it out as freely as we-tought."1 This
.
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tends to discourage, I believe, the inflow of investment funds from
abroad, and it discourages the maintenance of deposits in dollar currencies in the United States. As to other aspects of over regulation, the
best example is the East-West situation. If Rumania were to approach
an American company today to buy a piece of equipment, andt if the
Commerce Department were to say Atis not at all strategic, you can go
ahead and sell it, the Export-Import Bank would refuse to provide the
normal 5-year credit because under the terms of the Fino amendment
1
it cannot.
But if that American company happens to have a subsidiary in England or France that can manufacture the same goods, the English or
French equivalents of the Import-Export Bank will supply the credit
with great delight. The result is that by these U.-S. regulations over
regulations, we are in fact discouraging export from the United states.
Our balance of payments suffers a irecet detriment and our credit
policy stands defeated, because the stuff is geting there anyway. These
are two concrete examples that perhaps helps to shed a little light.
Senator FANNIN. I have several questions but I will not have time,
.Mr. Pisar, but I understand we have given Poland the most-favorednation treatment for many years and yet th at country h as as repressive
a political structure as any country in Eastern Europe with the exception of Albania. Does this indicate that giving MFN treatment to countries in the East will not lead to any special liberalization or do you
think Poland is a special caseI
Mr. PISAr. No; I do not think it is a special case. But it is a complex
case. Polish trade with us has increased as a result of this action we
have taken. Yet there certainly has not been much political liberalization until recently. In December of last year and January of this year
workers went down into the street to rebel because they were not paid
sufficient wages, housewives went out into the streets to rebel because
they could not get any consumer goods even if they-had money to pay
for them. I think we should help Poland integrate into, the world
market. -If we are to sell them nonstratecric technology to manufacture
consumer goods, we must give them. a c~fance to pay for it, otherwise
bu. By giving them. nudge in this direction we are making theycannt
thei-r situate
ion more complex,'because. by responding to pressures
from the consumer that are so evident, we are feeding their revolution
of rising expectations. Now, ,of course, it is very tempting to say if the
Communist countries are living on a volcano, as Polish events seem to
suggest, if we keep them tight and poor, they will explode, Why should
we not sit back an xpl 6it th
ttation, lthem stew~in their own
juice. Unfortunately it is that simple. Russia 'has demonstrated many
times when any of dihe satellite countries become stormy, it moves h2
with the Red krmy and restores its version of law and order. I think
what we must do is signal Poland and the other countries that those
to reform, who want to start producing consumer
whothewant
Ppeople
gos, are
people
that we are willing' to deal wiith. Otherwise their
generals, their metal eaters will. -besallg to them, "You are a bunch
of naive eggheads. Every time you try*'to deal with the West, it, will
kick you in the teeth."
I am expressing myself in shorthand, but I think this is my argument for encouraging extension of MFN privileges, fo6r loosening them
up so that they can gradually comeback into Te world market. and
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reform their institutions and start catering to their consumers who are
now really breathing down their necks.
Senator FA-NNiN. In Yugoslavia there was a different result, there
was liberalization. I am sorry we do not have time, Mr. Chairman, I
realize we do not have time.
Thank you very much.
Senator RniBcorr. Senator Anderson.,
Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you,NMr. Chairman.
'Assuming complete liberalization of trade with the East, Air. Pisar,
what sort of products might we flticil)atei selling to them, what
might they sell to us,. and what might you estimate thle volume of this
trade potential to be?
Air. PISAR. I do not think 'we would have a huge amount of trade
with them. By liberalizing, I assume you agree, we do not mean abolishing all strategic restrictions. We must maintain some. We must
only make them realistic.
A liberalization of our trade will not significantly increase the
movement of physical commodities from the United states to these
counfries. The West Europeans are closer, they have fewer political
problems, fewer transportation mid. insurance problems. They can
.spply such goods mu~h more easily and cheaply than we can. 'What
the Communist countries want and need desperatey, however, is technology technology to start manufacturing consumer goods.:In this
area I iUow from -personal experience that they want nothing but the
best, and the. best is 'in the United States. They know it and they
admit' it.
Even when they try to get it from Western Europe, often they find
that the know-how Western European firms wish to sell them is controlled by American patent licenses, and our Department of Commerce has control over that also. I believe that they would have a
strong motivation to come to our market to buy packages of technology, sophisticated equimet patent licenses, engineering knowhow. Indeed, they aire buying a fot of this right now.
This is the area where .I envisage the greatest potentiaf'benefit for
American firms.
Now, to quantify this is difficult. If you were to take into consideration sales of this type from the YJ.S. companies, and if you
were to take into consideration sales from American-controlled subsidiaries in, -Western Europe and Japan, including American knowhow, and patent licenses. I would make a guess. It is nothing but a
guess, but perhaps an educated one. The total could r-each $2 billion
in the seventies.
On the' other side of the equation it is a little more complicated.
They do not have unlimited hard currency to pay us. Occasionally
they sell gold, but only in emerg .ncies when they have to 'buy agri-.
cultural products because there has'been a bad harvest. So, what they
are doing now is trying to bring their technological know-how to the
market, and they have some. For example they have the world's best
hydroelectric generators. Yoix may recall liey 'bid for such generators
on the 0Jdoley Dam in the State of Washington. They have a very
advanced steel -smelting process. They have advanced diamond drilling equipment for the oil industry, and then, of course, they have an
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entire range of traditional agricultural products which they have been
selling in the past. These are indications of what they are trying to do
to earn in the world market the exchange they need to buy the technology they desire. Of course, ultimately they will request credits.
Som
ofourallesEnland, for example, think nothing today givin z them 12- 'ear credits, even longer, on a turnkey plastics or chiemica _plant. INe do not give them any credit at fill at the moment, any
credit to speak of that is, because of the Export-Import Bank Act
restrictions and because of the Johnson Act of 1934. But ats the political situation settles down a little more, I think with the thermonuclear
standoff we have, it probably will, because they are not strong enough
to knock us out and we are not strong enough to knock them out, so
you have a stalemate in a stabilizing situation where you hear of transideological corporations, Russians trading in Eurodollars and holding
west-ern bonds, we might be disposed to give them the same type of
credits that our allies are giving them. That would definitely increase
our exports.
Senator H-ANSEN. Well, I understand that under the Berne Union
Agreement the United States and other countries have generally
agreed. to limit their ( redit terms of 5 years on sales to the east.
And also vou have already indicated some of these other countries
including 'Britain, having gone into credit arrangements extending
12 years, did you say?
Mr. PisAR. Yes, sir.
Senator HANSEN.o It seems strange to me that these countries in
Western Europe do not seem to abide by their gentleman's agreement.
Could you Iell uts something about the Berne agreement and its actual
effects
Mr. PISAJI. The Berne agreement has been in force for a long time.
It was not primarily concerned with East-Wlest relations. The basis
of it. was a, desire by all of the industrialized western countries to
standardize. their export credit and export insurance procedures.
For the type of facilities that are provided by the Export-Import
Bank here. and by its opposite numbers. Coface in France, Hermes'
in Germany ECGD in England, the theory was to standardize in
some way.--Yf one country breaks the line in giving more generous
export credit or insurance, it will drive a wedge into the export business of the others. It'was thus agreed in the IM'Os, that credits to
Communist countries should not exceed 5 years in their maturities,
because giving money for longer than fivre-ytears would be like giving
aid. There w-as no reason why the West at that stage in the cold war
should give the Communist countries economic aid.
That worked well for a while but in 1964 and 1965 the line began
to crack. Germany, England anA Japan almost simultaneously, after
having criticized and pressured the United States to give them a]liffle
more leeway, decided to move away fro0m the 5-year limit. They first
moved to a 6. and 7-year limit. 'But being anxious to exprt and
feeling that the cold war was watming up, or cooling off Ishould
say, they decided they could afford to give longer term credits. And,
of course, the Russians knew how to play on the competitive aspect,
and to play up one country against another. Gradually the 5-year line
disappeared to a point which it is not only inconsistent 'With our
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position, but given the current restrictions in the Export-Import Act
that were introduced in 1968 we can'hardly give any credit ait all.
Senator HANSEN. I think my time is up, r. Chairman.
Senator RiBICOpF. HIow about China? Do they need our tradeI Do
they want our trade? Can it ever have any significance to us, because
aprently this iceberg is cracking. Where do you see us going or
whr do you think we ought to go with ChinaI
'Mr. PISAR. Mr. Chairman, I would not want to answer you in the
context of what has come to be known as ping-pong diplomacy. I do
not understand that kind of diplomacy and I am a little afraid of it.
When people'p lay pinjg-pong they inevitably smile, and you never
know what is behiinda those smiles. But looking at the more concrete
evidence we have, it is a startling fact that today 80 percent of China's
trade is with the capitalist West and not with the Communist East,
whereas in the early 1960's, it was the reverse. Now, how did this come
about? The Russians were industrializing China. China puchased
from the Russians in the late fifties and the early sixties2 a kinds of
plants and installations and infrastructures that were designed to help
them make that leap forward that Mao Tse-tung was talking about.
But once they started to abuse each'other over who spoke for the
purity of Communist doctrine, the Russians got worried-and they
abruptly cut off most supplies. Many of the very expensive plants that
the Russians had built in China never became operational because the
Russians refused to supply the turnkey. The result is that all of that
expensive material is rotting in the rain, and the Chinese will never
trust the Russians again.
Being people that, know bow to 6~ndle dialectics, the Chinese are
now entering a phase where Russia was in 1925 when they asked
Henry ord, the grandfather, to come find help them build an automobile industry. The Chinese are quite likely to come to the United
States, probably operating from a&Canadian base in the beginning,
and invite some of our major companies to sell them American equipment and know-how.
It is interesting to note, Mr. Chairman, that the basic telecommunication equipment and transportation eguipment'of China is American from beore 1949, when the Communists took over. This wats never
replaced. It would be very easy for -them to say to American companies, "We need your spare parts, we need to update the system,
which is basically an American system." Now, should we or should
we not respond? It is a delicate question. I believe we should. Nothirwg
too strategic in a military sense perhaps, but anything that helps them
build up-tbeir economy. The people that should be most worried about
our selling this type o! technologyv to China are not so much ourselves
but Russia, because they are right there, next door.
It is a strange game of ping-pong whereby not the two players but
the bystander can lose out.
Senator Rreico*7. I am just curious. I do not think you quite answered Senator Hansen. You talked about other nations of the West[
extending credits to the East and China, but eventually, credit arrangements-have to be liquida ted too, so you have to look forward
to -thepayment correlatively in goods or in hard currency. How would
the East and China pay the West in goods or hard currency that the
West would need or could use? What type of goodsV
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Mr. PIBAR. China, strangely enough, has generally been paIn% for
its purchases in dollars, in convertible currencies. But the Cinee ave
many goods that they have traditionally exported to the world market
and to the United States. I do not think they have much gold. But
they have some silver. They have a vast array of metals, particularly
mercury. They have silk, they have a famous line of tapestries that
used tobring in considerable amount. Theyare animportant factor
in fur exports. We embargo today, by speciallegislation various types
of furs from Communist countries, incluing China. I believe I ma~y
be off on my figures, that this item used to run $50 million in
imports before the embargo. The~y could supply the Chinese community of the United States, including Chinese restaurants. This is also
a significant factor. Now, I am not looking forward to the day when
we will go to a Chinese restaurant, ask for a fortune cookie and finda slogan out of Mao Tse-tung's little red book. But all of these exports could accumulate, enable them to restore their exports to the
UntdStates and to other countries to what it used to be before 1949.
They have many other things to sell which I have not enumerated.
Senator RiBiconF. What would the United States be able to take
from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union?
:Mr. PIsAR. From Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union? Well, exports of Hungarian salami, Polish vodka and Russian caviar would
not do it. As I have tried to indicate earlier--excuse me.
Senator HANsEN. Rhodesian cobalt.
Mr. PISAR. Rhodesian cobalt. Of course, the Russians are selling to
us commodities which I am sure we would consider strategic, and
which we will not buy from Rhodesia, as you say sir, because of the
United Naitions embargo. But the Russians are delighted to sell it to
us, and they have no strategic restrictions on it. They also have manganese and chrome. But most of all the Russians, the Czechis, the
East Germans have no mean industrial establishment. They have developed a number of patents that they have registered in the United
States and elsewhere in the West in thelast years. These patents are
often sought after by American and Western companies. And there
are, of course, the standard exports. Oil is not a large export. We
were afraid in the late, 1950's that there would be a Russian oil offensie and that this would be disruptive for the Western oil industries,
and for Western defense requirements. As it turns out they will probably need to import oil by 1975. There is the possibility that they
will learn how to sell certain types of consumer goods. There is a
strong trend along these lines on the p art of the-Hungarians Rumanians and even the Russians today. For example, the Soviet Union
has purchased a department store in Brussel. It sells to the consumer,
like Sak's Fifth Avenue, a variety of Russian goods. This is a new
type of outlet into the Western consumer market.
They are orgnzg similar ventures via transideological corporations, if you lie. In Germany -theHungarians are takingieuity participation in German distribution networks -and signing ong-termn
agreements with German companies that sell to the consumer. It will
take them a very long time before they can respond to the sophistication of the Western markets. They know little or nothing about colors,
about designs, about packaging, but they are willing to learn. Whereas
this means that in the future they may turn out to be competitors to
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Western countries, we have to make a choice, If 'we want them to be
peaceful, if we want them to be in the world market, in the family of
nations, we have to give them a chance to integrate themselves. 'That
is one of the dilemmas we are facing.
Senator RuiIoFF. Senator Fannin.

Senator

FANNIN.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Pisar, in your statement on page 8 you say, "It means getting
others to reopen the gates of their market to emerging nations and
to share in the responsibility of helping Japan find a stable place in
the woild economy."1
Japan, as I vi5'ved it, -we happened -tohave been over there, a group
of IMfembers of Congress, just returned, in fact just returned today,
but. -we observed their great desire of getting into the China market.
Thev are there now, as you explained I think yoli said about 800
mill ion a year in the mrkeAting area. What do you; feel will take place
if we do establish a relationship with China as far as the trading
lpotentiality and our competition with the Japanese? In other -words,
we did not have a market there to the extent that the Japanese have,
as you say, because of their proximity to them. Do you feel that that
will preclu~de the United States having a large market in China?
'Mr. PirAI I think that inevitably Japan will be our main comnpetitor, because it has a lot of technology that the Chinese want, and that
they might otherwise buy here. What would happen, .1 believe, is the
following, Senator: First of all, if we opened up toward China and
China toward ourselves, it would enable the Japanese to sell even more
than they are selling today to the Chinese market. The reasons are
p)sychiological and diplomatic. The Japanese were very uncomfortable
for years. First of all, they were selling to Taiwani and to South
Korea, enemy Nos. 1 and 2, respectively, about as much as they were
selling to the mainland. The United states was looking over their
shoulders and they felt uncomfortable thinking, "'We should not
too far because Wlashiington does not like it, and there may even go
be
react-ions among the American public, which is our main market." So
they were very, very careful about the way they were addressing the
Chinese market.
Now that we seem to be opening up to China and vice versa they will
feel much more relaxed to make at dtermined drive to sell to 07hina.
Senator FANNIN. The machinery including automotive equi ment
and electronics: Trhat all will be a great fatr htIamwnering.
about the problem we are having now with textiles. Here we are in
the textile and apparel industries taking about 50 percent of all the
Japanese exports while the European countries are taking about 5.
Now, this would not necessarily open a market for those products,
would it., in ChinaI
Mr. PIsAR. NO.
Senator FANNIN. Because it would be the other way around, would
it not?
Mr. PISAIR.

The Chinese would not buy Japanese consumer goods.

What they would want to buy is mainly Japanese khow-how and
equipment to manufacture such goodsSenlator FAN NIN (interrupting). Yes.
Mr. PxsARn (continuing). Of -inferior quality, of course, and most
of all for the local market. It is a theoretical proposition, but one day,
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possibly, for *other markets. In my statement, what I had ini mind
was that in the Common M~arket today and this is true of many European countries they have tariff scedules divided into three p arts:
one for themselves, one for other countries and one for Japan. Japan
is discriminatedd against.
Senator FAN~NIN. I realIize that.
'Mr. PJSAR. And this is, a problem, I think, for us, because if they
would only relax a little and take in more Japanese products we
would not have to carry the tremendous Japanese burden ourselves.
Senlator FANNIN. That has put great presure on the United States
but. of course, they negotiated those arrangements to get into GAT1f
and to make it possible for them to get into the American market to
the extent they h ave.
.\r. PISAR. Yes.

Senator FANNIN. And I am just wondering how we are going. to
correct this becauseNwe, cannot continue to let all of these countries,
including the European countries flood our country with machinery,
equipment, and automobiles-an all with very low tariffs-and we
do not have the opportunity to get into some of these markets and
we must be realistic about it. Sur-ely we can sell a certain number of
cars in Japan but we cannot compete with their small car like the
Toyota, Datsun, and those cars, anTdI think we have to recognize that.
Sgo. in lockiing tit those markets, we must take into consideration what
we hiave the ability to manufacture competitively, and-that is why
I am worried about how this overall world trade program is going
to continue to operate unless we do have some drastic. changes in
GATT.I
Mr. PISAR. The only way we can get these changes, Senator, is not
by doing what we are doing today: reacting to commercial and economic events outside. We do not have a policy. I am sorry to express
myself so strongly. 'What wve need is a new initiative to get everybody
be~ind the table, to start talking more than the inere idea,1lism we have
talked about in the past. We were well intentioned; we had the MHarshall plan; we encouraged the creation of the Common Market. All
of this was important and significant, and use ful, and I praise it. Now
we must start a dialog which is a little different, which is hard-nosed,
which tries to influence the evolution of the things we have encouraged
because our own situation is changing all the time. That evolution hias
to do with lowering the external tariff, with giving more accommodation to Japan, with eliminating the invisible discriminations and restrictions that exist. I am certain the Europeans have some legitimate
complaints against us, too. But the initiative must now come from
here.
Senator FANIN. We have great problems in this country with the
dollar, with our economy and-all, but our greatest problem, as I see
it. in the future will be furnishing jobs for our people, and o many
of our programs are, orien-ted, as I said earlier, to nonlabor products.
That is what we aire up against with the Japanese. Most of their purchases from us-I would say 75 pecnt or more--are not high labor
oriented products, and we cannot"bein just an agrarian economy. We
are told by some of the Japanese that we could furnish food and fiber.
Well, we cannot go back to just the type of an economy that would be
furnishing food and fiber and'exist -in this overall world economy.
82-790-71-pt. 1-25
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Mr. PISAR. Sir, if I may be permitted another footnote I understand
Chat the cost of labor in Japan is rising very rapidly. i( do not have
first-hand experience but a few weeks ago I was Ad to debate in
public wvith Herman Kahn, the futurologist on Japan. He treated me
to an instant 2-hour education. The point that was made is that Japanese prices and Japanese labor costs were rising very fast, and that
the Japanese were now setting up in South Korea to build television
sets, because it is no longer economical to build them in Japan itself.
That is a good sign, our own labor unions appear to be troubled by the
multinational corporations which are internationalizing the production process, increasing by manufacturing in other markets and in
this way probably exporting jobs. The approach they seem to be developing is to get the European and Japanese trade unioniceaders to
speak uip,to create pressure on their own employers to improve wages
and working conditions. This trend, which in social terms is a hiealthiy
one, would help to equalize the discrepancy that still exists. It is another way of combatting our problem, not by protectionist means, but
by means which are socially useful an which I think the vast masses
of workers in other countries can only welcome.
Senator FANNIN. You -nre correct. We observed in the last week
what is happening in Japan. They had a railroad strike this week.
They have had other strikes, but the unions do not have the ability
to regulate the economy to the extent they do here in this country,
and, of course, that could be both good and bad. But their economy
eonoY than ours, as you know better thaI,
isf acontolld
mre
and this is why I ain so vitally concerned over how we can work out
these problems with their type of government being so vastly different
from ours.
Thank you.

Senator

RuIBcoFF.

For the members of this committee, my under-!

standing is that the vote on the Nelson amendment has been extended
to 12:30, so we have a few more minutes. Do you have any further
questions, Senator Hansen?
Senator HAN sEN. Yes, thank you, Senator.

First of all, Tet me express my appreciation to you, sir, for follow-

had posed and which I was not able
ing up the line of qusingI
to pursue because of time limitations. -You qulite rightly observed, Dr.
.Pisar, that Japan's wages are rising over there. too am aware of
that. I was interested in the presentation made yesterday by Ely R.
Callaway, the president of Burlington Industries. IHle points out that,
despite the fact that wages are rising in Japan, there is today a greater
dollar spread than was true just a few years ago. If I miay, I will
find the precise chart. In 1960 in the textile industry, for instance,
the typical American worker earned $1.01 an hour. At that time his
counterpart in Japan earned 17 cents which represented a differential
of $1.44 an hour. In 1970, 10 years later, American workers in this
industry, earned $2.43 an hour. In Japan the Japanese worker earned
45 cents an hour. So, while h6 had advanced proportionately more
rapidly than had his American* 'counterpart, the net spread broadened
dol larivise to $1.98 an hour and, because of this fact, Mr. Callaway
observed that his company was indeed moving to the East-to Taiwan,
I believe-in order to take advantage of that great spread between
what an American worker was earning and what they could get the
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same job done for over there. Just as earlier we were informed by Mr.
Wright of the Zenith Cor*p. that they, too, were forced to rco
pragmatically with the facts of life, anda start constructing radios and
television,' sets in the Far East because of the great disparity between
skilled, -able, competent workmen who could be6 employed there for far
less than they were able to employ people here..
I am very much concerned about this and while I agree with you
completely. that we ought to take the long view and try to see what
woufl be in our long-range best interests in order to achieve that
utopian situation in which we might have world peace, I think there'
is the practical consideration that we have got to face up to in tis
country of how long will American workers-be willing to trade a job
for a welfare check in order that we can let the rest of the world catch
up u-nd share in the greater benefits that we all can produce. I amnot too sure that this administration or any other administration,
whatever it may be in this country, will be able to survive a situation
that results in a steady loss of jobs. Secretary Stans of the Commerce
Department told members of this committee some several months ago
that had -%e produced all of the items that were imported into this
country last year it would have required the efforts of 21/1 million fulltime workers. This last year, I understand, we have hQ a net loss of
jobs-this may have been in the textile industry-of about 300,000 or
400,000. I think the figures were that what we imported accounted for
some 700,000 jobs, and what we exported accounted for 300,000, so
,that we had a net loss of 400,000. And one of the most serious consequences of this arises from the fact that this particular industry,
the textile industry, is the business in this country 'that is able' to take
into its ranks people with practically no merchantable skills. It is the
black and the other minority groups that have been able 'to find a job
here. When we contempt ate an increase in welfare payments that could
double what the Federal Government pays out now, I am constrained
to ask myself the questions: "How long can we tolerate this situation
in order to achieve stability and a higher standard of living about
the world, all of which contributes to worldwide peace? How long can
we go on doing it?" I would like to ask you if you would like to ask
you if yo would like to comment on thatI
Mr. PISAR. Senator, I share some of your concerns. Indeed, we have
a problem. But I have to start with my own ren'ises. I am, of course,
in favor of unim peded international trade, ow, while sharingy your
concerns, I am also encouraged, as I look at the European situation
vis-a-vis the American situation. If I may make an analogy with what
you have said about the United States vis-a-vis Japan, a tr the last
world war Europe was devastated. They needed everything, and the
wages paid were dismal. I believe that you would find a paralel in the
comiparisons you have made with Japan, if you were 'to compareI
American wages in the last 15-20 years with Western European wages.
But, sir, look at what happened. RTe 1 U'ropeans have been inching up
very rapidly. In Germany there is h~o comparison between what a
worker used to earn 15 years ago, 10 years ago, and today. The same is
true, to a lesser extent in France, England, and Italy. thesee countries
have been raising their standards. The conditions of the workers have
improved, and their real wages have been going up, often very rapidly.
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.So, this seems to be an inexorable trend and I think it is happening
with Japan also.
,N ow, the problem with Japan is not only to determine that they are
creating dislocations in this country with their exports, perhaps dislocations where it hurtsmsayohaejt
xlid
btwt
to do about it.
msa
o aejs
xliebtwa
,Looking at the situation from my own area of alleged expertise, I
would say this. To close our market to Japan would be inconceivable.
We must rather hel fin oult o aa lehr.Isy
inconceivable, and I would like to paint a grim portrait, not because we,
must frighten ourselves with the Coimmunist ghost all the time. That
can be exaggerated,- too. But if we were to close our market to Japan,
I would envisage a situation where Japan with its know-how, with
Mainland China, labor, and with the natural resources of Siberia-and
they are negotiating now to bring Siberian copper and nickel and
other metals to the world market--could create very serious problems
for the world econoiny, and for U.S. companies competing in the out-.
side market. I think tha woul be mrfrgtning than some of the
dislocations that we are now *suffering an or which we must find
.I
adjustments both here and abroad.
Senator Hy;NspN. Thank you, Air. Chairman.
SeaoI
ANI.Bt
Mr. Pisar, that doe!§-iot entitle the Japanese
to continue with the inequitable arrangement we have with them now
on their products corning into our country under such low tariffs and
then they raise barriers ,to our products. Are we not entitled t6 have
st least equal treatment on tariffs?.
Mir, PISAR..With.Japam4?

Senator FANxiN. Yes, with Japan.

Mr. PIs*Ai.' I would certainly say so. In fact, I think Japan, with.
,out any doubt, isstill one of the most protectionist western economies.
Senator FANNiN. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Pi9Am. And I say this not only in terms of imports into Japan,
but the way they treat American investments. An American company
canl invest in Western Europe, it can buy equity, it can acquire control.
But in Japan this has not been possible and, even though they are
liberalizing, I understand that this liberalization is a very, very ilow
and limited one, and I hope that it will gather a little momentum to
establish the reciprocity you speak of.
Senator FANNIN. Under their present thinking it is going to be
very limited.
Mr. PISAP. Yes; so it would seem.

Senator

FAiNiN. Unfortubatel..

Senator AiIBicoFY. Mr. Pisar, this committee aind I are grateful to
you for coming over from Paris at your own experse to give us the
benefit of your views. I would like tonmake. the observation, in a conversation with Mr. Best of our staff, that you are one of the few-men
who can combine deep philosophical understanding of -all these problems with a pragmatic outlook, that you dovetail philosophy with
practicality, and we are grateful to you.
The committee will stand adjourned until 9:30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12:-25 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at :30 a.m., Thursday, Mfay 20,1971.)

FOREIGN TRADE
THURSDAY, MAY 20, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUB~COMMTTE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
OF THE CoMrmiTEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
'Die subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Abraham Ribicoff presiding.
Present: Senators Ribicoff, Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Fannin,
Bennett, and Hansen.
Also present: Senator Chles.
Senator RiBicoFF. The subcommittee will be in order.
Our first witness will be the Honorable Nathaniel Samuels, Deputy
Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. Mr. Samuels, again
I want to express my appreciation for your understanding of our problem yesterday, but as far as you were concerned you won such a good
victory that it was probably worth it to you.
STATEMENT OF HON. NATHIANIEL SAMUELS, DEPUTY UNDER
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
Mr. SAMUEFLS. WVell, I understood your problem," and there wvas no
difficulty about it, and I was glad for the victory.
Senator RiBicoFF. Why don't you proceed as you will, sir.
Mr. SAMUELms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we very much appreciate and welcome the establishment of the Trade Subcommitt,26 of the Senate Finance Committee.
Its creation certainly is a reflection of tile importance placed on dealing
with the vital and urgent problems that we have in the foreign economic;
field, particularly in the trade field. I am very grateful for this
opprtuityto appear here today.
I would like to direct my remarks today first, to our economic relations with the developed world and seconca, to our economic relations
with the developing countries. I shah then comment briefly -on the outlook for trade with Communist countries and, finally, I shall say something about certain of the international economic organizations in
which the United States participates and which bear on trade policies
and practices.
I would like to preface my remarks, how ever, with the fundamentalobservation that the international economy has,. overall, served the
United', States well throughout the post-World War II period, as
reflected in the unprecedentedI growth in trade and investment. Be(381)
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tween 1950 and 1970, our exports quadrupled from $11 billion to $43
billion while foreign direct investment abroad for purposes of manufacture in other markets increased six times. Our domestic economy
has expanded steadily during this period at a rate unparalleled in this
century.
Recently, though-, these oplhievements have been obscured by the
high level of our imports, particularly in a few types of proatucts,
rising from a total of $9 billion to $40 -billion between 1950 and 1970,
and bythe adverse effects o4~ us of certain restrictive trade policies
of Japan and the Europe)an Community. These are problems which are
receiving our urgent attention and the Department of 'State has been
relentless in its efforts to convince our t.-nding partners th~at their
actions have profound effects on our policies.
A major development in the international economy over the past 2
decades has been the growing interdependence of the highly industrialized countries. Western Europe. North America, and Japan, together constitute 64 percent of world output. We are blinked together
economnically by international trade, by multinational companies and
by capital markets that transcend national borders. All industrialized
societies are the 'beneficiaries of these economic linkages and at the
.same time all face difficult problem's of controlling inflation, miain'taining full employment anid growth, and combating environmental
hazards:
Turning first to Europe, her economic and political integration
hUs long been a major4 objective of U.S. foreign policy. Recent public
discussion of our rlAitions with the European Comun-ity, however,,,
has tended to get out of perspective by an overemnpha-4is on the p~roblems created rather than the benefits gained by us. The European Community is a' liberal institution in two major areas and a highly
Protectionist one in a third. Industrial tariffs of the European Community are, on the average, relatively low, slightly lower than our own
average industrial tarifs. Moreover, the Community has pursued a
very open and 'liberal policy on the inflow of investment. Agriculture,
however, is the 'area in which the Community follows a protectionist
policy, Overall, we are running i smurplus on our balance of trade with
the ominunity which in 1070 wvas about $1.8 billion.
Let me try to give a picture of the agricultural problem. Europe is
exprincing at the present time the severe structural adjustment of
tehoogicAl advance in agricultural production that began in the
United States'several decades earlier; farmers as a share of the labor
force in the Common Market have'declined from about 25, percent in
1-)55 to 13 perceiht todmySenator RiBibOpF. I Wonder if you have the figure, or Senator Talmadge kn-vs what'te percentage, of the'labor force in this country
is whi6h is'a'griculturid, a s a sidelighit?
Senator TiLiiADE., 4.7 percent of the.. people in the United St ntes
farm for a living.
*The communitfiis already haA this decline from about 25 peent
to 13 p.ercefit today, and, the decline is intended to -continue further,
halvingg a-gain during the -coming decade They'see their pr6blem as
one of-an orderly cliang6in structure under it protective unibrella.
Our 6nm should be toi ensure that this major agricultural transform-ation in Europe takes place without'serious disruption to our own lower
"
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cost farm exports whfich have traditionally found a market in Europe.
The administration is determined to protect the interesid of American
farmers and can be counted on to seek modification 'of policies and
practices that are disadvantageous to us while, of course, not'losing
obsolete agricultural
sight of the need for Europe to revamp. its $A
structure.N
In order to keep our agricultural trade problems in perspective, let
me point out that our agicultural exports to the European comnmunity in 1970 were $1.8 billion, virtually equal in dollar amount to
the highest level reached by us since the community was established,
namely the level reached in 1966. From 1966 to 1969, when the present community agricultural policy became effective, our agricultural
exports, particularly grains, fell about $300 million, but rose again in
1970 to the 1966 level. The composition of our agricultural exports has
changed, and what we have lost in grain we have made upin soybeans.
There is a tendency to forget that tb ard-won struggle by the U.S.
Government to obtain a zero duty on soybeans from the European
community has been of great benefit to bur farm community. We tend
to hear what we do not acvcomplish and very little about what we do.
Now, looking to futu-re United gtates-European economic relations,
I see a number of important issues that will demand our attention.
Tariffs are still significant in many instances 'even though overall
they constitute. only a moderate barrier to trade compared to 10 or 20
years ago. An enlarged European Community, which would include
the elimination of tariffs between the present six members and the
four new applicants, particularly Great Britnin, would put American
exporters at a new competitive disadvantage in these markets. Mutual
tariff reductions phased over a re. sonable period of time would-be-one
way of reducing or eliminating this effect of the Common Market
enlargement.
The accession of the new members to the European Community is
likely to have a moderating effect on the protectionist levels of Community agricultural policiy,-and as the economic and social transformation of Europpan agriculture takes place the problem of agricultural
protection may in the years ahead recede iu its importance for the
Community. however, the problem of agricultural protection in many
countries, including our own, and the trade effects from it; will probably have to be dealt with by greater coordination of 'domestic
agricultural policies, incldn p rice support systems, land use, and
management, and a number of other techniques.
Other issues, which will probably assume relatively greater im-.
portance as Europ e takes further steps toward full economici integration include monetary union, industrial policies to develop particular
industries or regions, and closer coordination of tax, transportation,
and environmental policies. The precise effect of these'developments
on Amewrican -interests is not yet clear. Wh at is clear ji the ever more
prelving need to consult closely with one another and 't seek joint
Soluttions to joint problems.
.t
sit
. 4i1n11
Tixaio.he
aynamisg
Turnig to Japan, we have a more complex
creaWe seri.9iiscomp tiof the Japanese'economy in ricqut yas
tive' problems *forus but Vias been a sou6rce o6f 'strength in Asija. About,
a third of J'apaiis -trade is. with other Aslin countries, and',the 6m0k of
I
Japan's expanding foreign aid g6oes to this area: '
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A stable Asia will also depend on the continuing prosperous economic relationship between the United States and JApan. In 1970 the
trade between Japan and the United States totaled over $101/2 billion in exports and im orts second only to our trade with Canada.
Japan buys from the Unite States about a third of its imports, inchuding over $1 billion in farm products last year, and we buy about a
third of Japan's exports. On hal ance, we import from Japan more in
dollar amount than we export to her, with the consequence that the
surplus in trade that we enjoy with the European Community is offset
by our deficit in trade with Ja~pan.
We have let no opportunity pass to press Japan to open its markets to our exporters and investors. We expect that by September of
this year, the total number of items on the Japanese quota list will
be down to about 80 from 165, 3 years ago. Even these are much
too many, however, and constitute barriers to U.S. exports wbieh we
continue to oppose. The administration is concentrating especial
on the Japanese quantitative restrictions on high technology pro
ucts-such as large computers, light aircraft, and navigational equipmenit,-where the competitive position of American industry is extraordinarily strong and on which we have increasingly to depend to
balance our payments.
On the import side of the ledger we have particularly difficult problems arising out of our trading relationships with Japan. Every effort
is underway to resolve the textile problem on a voluntary basis and
to persuade the Japanese to apply restraints in a satisfaeory manner.
There are a few other specific items on which practical cooperation
between us could mitigate excessively disruptive effects on our trade,
but overall we must look to Japan to liberalize access to her markets
for our exports and we must improve our own competitive strength if
we are to reduce the imbalance in our trade account.
U.S. investments in Japan are over $1 billion, mostly in manufactorin g. Although Japan has taken some steps- to relax its controls on foreigr investment, many obstacles still remain. The battery
of restrictions on the establishment of subsidiaries remains formidable. You may be assured that the administration will continue to
press the Japanese for more Iliberal treatment of direct foreign
investment.
Japan is now entering a new stage of economic development. Labor
shortages have begun, to apper and industrial wages have risen
sharply-recently at an annual rate of some 17 percent. This is leading
to a gradual shift of Japanese production away from traditional laborintensive industries. The familiar problems of inflation, urbanization,
and pollution are confronting Japanese authorities in a similar, and in
many respects, a more intensive way than in this country.
I?would like now to turn to the less developed world. U.S. economic, relations with developing countries are to a large degree. an
extension of our collaborative efforts among industrialized countries.
In many areas of policy-trade, investment, direct foreign assistane--an effective response to the needs of the developing countries
ean only be achiieved if the industrialized countries act in concert.
This fact underlies a basic distinction in our foreign economic policy: relations between industrialized 'and developing countries operate
under a different set of principles than relations among the fully com-
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The fact that Britain anud thle othert hree appiat ileu'wti
theo Euiropean agricutural policy is dishiucit a disadvantage for thle
I "llitetd Stattc.. and there is no obsc-uring that point. However, there are
Iwo or(thnrethingatthst would result, in the near or later future. In tho
first place, we havoe certain rights with itrpect to agricultural imports
epeirg tile British inarket, rights that wo had originally under thle
GiATT, which~ will be cxervitm hi e against the Eurolwan oNiniunity.
After the ondargyent takes place, negotiations will have to pusue
Ixtweess tile ulled #%te. slid the entire Et'uropean community to
achliev'e compeniat ion in trade matters for thle loss Ithat we will suffer
tiveortiling to our G~ATT rights. We have GAfI1 rights against thle
('0111111 i 11y1Which have 644en1held i i 1gwn41sp arising -out(,of its original forntton tut well :w; rights of ;iceeto tolUnited1 ingdoum market.
~"eatr T4m~:A~;:.Will you yield ait that point t Thoy are already
violating GA'' rules inl an inlstaitnees, andinsofar all I know they
ha ve made no comnpensat ion whatever for it,
.111.
S fuELS Senator, whether or not they are violating GAIT
lia is lmater on which there areshea'p difference of views.
Svinator T~M4~~ Do theyt not give lpreftrential treat iwnelt, to some
viml~olners to thle exclusion of othe'sf I s that not the entire theory of
the ('omnon Market ?
Mr. SAME.tu
s. in our view that, is a violation of the GATr. flow(over, therm are two sidts, to thle problems sincee there are provisions in
the G'ATT, Snator, maimly article 24, which provide for five trade
11r1111 and Cuistoms unions, slid for arrangements leading to tlwie things
whichpewrit etxceptions frontthle Ordinatry Mrus. It eetom1es a very
comie1plex (guest ionl on Which honest men Cani differ as to whether there
is or Is inot, a violation of the GATT.11We )have taken the position that
it numberXII of ('omnmllunityI developmnents are a violat ion of (iATT, especially the preferential *trading areas as they exist with some 'of thle
Mfellite'ramaeanl and African cotmntries. 11eo are presing very hatrd for
solut joins to these-problems. Theo solut ions are not simple to conlie by,
bumt we Are pre'm4ng very hard *inthis respect, and we would hope t114.
within the next 3 or 4"years some deve lopments will have ocetrred
which would largely neutralize or to some extent, we hope, eliminate
the effects of the preferent ial trading areas.
For examp~le. tho problem that bothers uis the most in this preferential trading situt~lion, and I think Senator Fannin is veryi familiar
withI this as it. affects citrus, is that thle countries which are b~lneficiaries
or p~artners~ in these, arrangements give rever-so preferences to the
European ("onununity countries. We are trying to get them to elimiinato these reverse preferences becaulsethey 11are advense to our export
interests. W1e think that by 197.1 when the arrangements have to be
renegotiated 1*etween the Europ)ean Community and the Associated
A friceami cotant ries which have preferential] arrangements we will be
able-

Senator TAm,3..Fm;u, Ts it. not true that. we suspended our rights underi

the Dillon Rouind in 1962 and more recently

itB

In

Mr. SAMUEL&s11Wi RSIsOIded certain ri glhtS but have not lost them.

Spnator

TAu3Awz. How can we suspend thiemi and retaint themI
M11r. S.AM uyLs. We suspended the aJppl icatioti of thein.
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are we going to jpresrve thein if they Ny,
i'.
Senator TAM1AMlXlow
OK, go aheatl, we are not going to complaini, aiid how canl you comle
back in court1 and may that we are coinplaiminif I
Mr. SAMUMNVINW(6R1entl, 8Senator, We reAflrinw(I with~ the British, or
rather they reaflirnetm ie exitieuice of tlw-se rights in reject to our
ace% to thoir market. for' agricultural exl)rts. We coulk lst*ifs
rights to sevk atradie conipwv-4ifion frm the voinmunity when the
enlargemnent takes laU'.
Senator 'I.M.MAMM. NOW, I judge froin your statement. that you
favor a granting of certain p~referential tariff rights to undevelo ,pedt
countries?
.Ir1. SAMr.U.Yes, sir.
Senator TAm.MADNom. It is mny uderstanding that under thie schemue
that hifs been tlevis&'t by 11,urope and #Japan, t hey grant certain p~referential rights but also adopt a quota systemn which will be a limitat ionl
of bxtelit~s of those rights.
Mr. SAMrvJS. Yes, Senator. They havep a tariff quota system. lit
other words. the way it would work under their systeiis that thle

comi) 11(lit ies su1bject, toJpreferenices would colle in aluty free upI to a
certain limit. Ran3 above that. limit, thle normal MIFN WHYi1 would aJ)p)ly.

Thle European Community has indicated that they will apply trl
MFN
utyhoweer, nly gainst a list of sensiive products anid not
against al products that.comie in. The main difference between their
system and ours if; that we would have a,zero tluth on all items subject
to thle general scheme, but. with built-in exceptions, such as textiles,
shoes, Ixeti'oIcuinantI petroleum products, for which nlo preferential
entry would be given.
Senator TALMADO1P. But, I get from your response that we indeed
intend to follow the same p lan ats the Jaliailese and the European Conmmunity, or will ours be different?
Mr. SAMUELS. Ours will be different in the respect I just mentioned.
Senator TALMAnOE. Could it not have thle result, as we already have
in textiles and in other areas, that it will make us the dumping grounds
for the cheap imports while the Europeans and Jap~anese canll rotect.
an d defend themnsel vesI
Mr. SA3rvU-F.S.

Sir-, to the fullest extent possible, this would not be

true. First, as to textiles, they are an exception under our generalized
preference scheme andl would not be imported duty-free rate. The
m
any excep~Europeans and Japanese, on the other hand, have not iade
tions onl these items, although the Jfapanese, of course, aire producers
of textiles;. But we have taken out such items as textiles, and shoes
as far as our-preference scheme is concerned.
Nobodyv canl tell for certain whether one scheme will be more liberal
than another. We are of the belief that they r bu ol~rabl
in thle effects they will have in the countries involved. However, since
no one can truly tell the trade effect at this point, the industrialized
countries have agreed to set uip monitoring machinery in OECD to we
what the effects aire, so that. each year we call examine the results and
modify the systems according There isageeral understanding
among the induistrialized countries in going ahead with these p reference systems, that thle burden on themi should be comparable for- all.
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Senator rmI mme.Whait. il ia
tring to get, ft, Mr. Sev~v, isy .
this: As youa know, tile United Sutate; of Aieica t tke-i *)oie 1t)io j
Venit of the exports of the .111 paiieNw textile.4 inlthle world. 'Ihle "1l'Aiplli
010o0lfec omullity takes 0onl%, .0 ert'it. They have defended zand
protected thleillselvies1, iand we 'llave Ilot. I liiiidreds of thousands (if
Ami-rimus today are walking tiltse eel
s
I neployed, driiwiiig wel..
fare, uand drawing iailcinjphoynwilt eoilieiisatioiiliectiu~sie of Ult ii livy.
What. I have beeui trying to find out is Whether or icoL, we are 'going
to exitlnd that policy evenly further ad saty, we tire going to be bug, we
uare going to beognerous
-1131(1 dgloriouls, 111nd yolu ShipJit IS,aiti we will
take it, fnd!tile ti jpi1Lb 1111d(1.irojwalsiii(4133('oilltuto protect theml*-eivesf Is t hat going to be ia fuirt her. expanded policy (I

Ml-. SD ~us
evidedlv niot, Sena1itor. 'Ther-e Isis no que-sltionsIb-out
it, and1(1I think we have taken every stt'ji we can to prevent that f-olit.
1koccur;'jegl rIt Is LIto possilIe 1(l11t (uIll#
ei w til-t
urnoutto Iwo le.v;
iiIeillk
t11an t he l11u1oplmas. pomssillIdv
,111)*
on~ie icallbe ent irely Sure"Ni~ttii
kM.I~ni IiuI 11ii)lVwitlit to take at good hard look ait
thlat legislationl. l'ecalN' evcii he I1%4o;11oltliltig like that pr-oposed
We Ond 1up)thelIi lser, 3and(1 ot I Ile 9:61m4,1.
'4itlto0crpHii"'. Ihitink 'youi venrVieueli.
Senior Fitimin, before %()tousnk ia quest iou I Want to take this Opport nity of thanking the eut ire s5ixlw(iiuittee for. its vI ilt i lited illIestIint; tleesv hearlings. I pi'rsm ill v hav~e beteuithrilled. ('hairnuInl
I,4or. lat theileep interest of till of 1t( lee
iii('iK'sof the Sl)('olnlmitteo
whol would comle here (lily inl5:111daiy out. 111 $ti'ldornling find(
afternIoonl. It is file iinporiiit subject. 4and(1I1thiniktill of uts van make
at 4contribuition to the Sae111(1 lthieco011111V.
S.'iiatoe 1Traniln.
Mr. Secrt'tary, I tujpjreclats Ievery1111011i yoii Staiteenut and thle
vo)Iiiilits you 11iveto ende. and thee lrie4i13g5 that we 1had(. You say
t hat, tile I )e ail ii'nt of State (l "es not Shasire tilie att it ude of gloom
mid( doom1311(1
smt
A iei-ican iniduistry.. Anlerean labor and Ali-- JIIeai
*tgriviliiture that per-vades so mluch of thle talkc one hears along Some

of olr. 'eopie. IAt eliyou (10) hear it atgreat deal because T feel it is
tletuialv exi sting.gtiand I think if youi would go out nt tlk to sm
of tieleKop~le t hat arte closing Some of their hiltst, and losing their
jobis that youl will find thtt different facts, if youl will drive along
th :a'-treef s of W~ash~ington. D.C., al11(1 ount tile number of foreign
ar,1111 then(drive along tile streets; of Tokyo Bnd try to find all
Ana(bi'ralcar,14I think A-outwill understan(l jut;.4what is lhapplening.
Fulle
)ro it is 11 Im.iunerstanding that the State Department is the only
31fur('IlV thatt1held up11)tile approval of plac(inlLr tile citrus issue Onlthe.
Mr.

r1.unms. Senator Fannin. thle question of whether or how to

fret i~lt isfilet ion oil tile cit ratis i-swue is to some tlegreck a question of judg-

Illenl aig to whati re tile 1m1steetive tactics. There is absolutely nto
(tis;griiVull'i~t Within the GIovernment, Onlthle necessity of gettnge11cti
ivati-oll of this Situation, an1d(1I think we have I-tlsoii to believe tiusit,
NIIIIC sill stall progre's l]Its hei made. We may have sonuc )iopo5:tl
conming from thle Ei'Iloheati ll omunlity within the nlext few weeks.
Whethw,' thei'lt,
oal willIhe stat isfp'ctorv 1I(10 not kniow yet, blase
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%VeI atve I 1loI tnld wheItlit
fiIis. Ililt, ini outr viw, to Ill ieI tisII ilet terItotI heI
(;A'fl' Itn it vit
V
t (OIifi' I It tit 1011I wit I ii i ii'iiibu'i'-of GATT onlI)i

*.-Il elt right Ilow ImIight tIlurn ouAt toho te wlemateIi
11IMr
for us, WheIoreIts bVy ltolotilltiloll We tore
still
conlideililt
et"1111ngeot a11stuit abi
itisiaige tit. t I t ukI I litI is thIei oil (Iittoronce, one of tacetims
Seniatir FJNxix. AMr. SetiMry, you m-~y 10.4thle whole arrmlige-

knw eacty what You are talking tabout. Uecauiso if
f I ont

wes limi Vt' Jot l o't.
of tihe arnenetwe
havoc tried to 11ak1e ill
retoent. vear.; thien 1 11a1m
uninfornied. We st-ill continue to lower thep
tan-iffs onforebign carls. 1.1.4yepirlit was - .I low o31,f going downt to :1

Ilext year, and111 Mum we trmy to get
con r.:.c, it is,

atdiffeorenlt

cviii's.

into t hte ot her counlties, of

~(1~,it is 11,or 12 j*'i'c&'it, ill thle Fu~x'

t11iiiilila WQ
%eheld'
11(1(IVp'jtheirii'4h1ad. 1amido now theb.'t-1111 projivle
It Vdl* 1111101 clealj)t' t1J11111 ".e(vItl. AlIso.,1I111n1J11t wonlderingwhat iwe
tire going to (to about orxl?
regarding the qluestiont of GArIVV nd
MVN Vyou to~itIto belit've .MFN Is the p,,..,1,,
(.etofl- til~s

D) you' still fetal that wiay?
to.. trd.
.Nil. SA3IUMS. Yes, I think by and larpyt' it still eals
Senatot' F.%-xix. If the 04111n110i Mar'ket, b~y definiitiont is the
amlitiuluesis of this prinicipail.
ih~
Mr. SAMEC.
soft it s the (011n110o1 Market p ivhas(deviated
fromip
he ost favored tiitotmi Ipi'icille. we
oiit'0)post'(l it, 1111(
opposed it stronIgly. lit thle case of tile Citrus situation this is p~recisely

thit g-olunds onl whichl we have done it.. 'We have insisted il a return'i to
.1 1'X inlflte citi tA ~situnat ion.
Senator FANNIN. 'Well.'Mi'. &Seci'e1ta. this country Its beenflod
with electronic products. with a tariff of 6 pei'cit.1and(1we. aretirying
to get our products inl these other countries, for instance, ill Jaltia at
24 pe'rcentt to start with, find all of the nontariff barriers. and why do
we continue letting thtemnimphort into our country? Why is it.that we are
Continuing at, this low I-ate?
Mr. Sxmum~s. I think we have two choices. Senator, as a, general
uuatter of policy. One is we call react to this by shutting out. the imports.
rihlit is one pss)ibe 1policy and one has to calculate the benefits and
the cost to us of (loing it. 'tile other policy is to press to get. the tariffs
lowered, and by and large the tariffs have been) going (down, throughouit the worldl tiider'the last, round of tariff ne(gotiaition)S.Thie questionI is
whether we should continue ill the future with it poicy of fur-ther

multilateral reductions of tariffs. Thle average

levqFel

Ii tariffs, leaving

out .Japan which is I think very highly restrictive and where our
major01 problem exists. is now inl the 90 10. 11 percent ranllge. 'We harpenl
to have, tariffs onl a. variety of products which are substantially ugh ,
and.i soicewichl are low, bitt our overall level is about. thle same as the
11'utropean level and, inl fact, is slightly higher onl the average.
Senator F
NI.Onlthle average? but. not. onttile labor oriented
Items coining in.,and that. is thle problem we are worried about.
M r.Svis.
Onlthle specific Items, Senlator, we have a certain mun11her of things that. causes a special dlific'ulty. There is no juestionl. and
I am expressing a personal view, that we leave special (liflWIelties with,
taking thle casp' of .Japan. electronics, new automobiles and textiles. in
thle textile case we have tried to deal willtithe problem oint voluntary
basis. So foir we have niot~ had anything like the success we tink "IS
f
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necessary to deal with this problem so as; to restraint imports at least
for a period in which we could he! our own industry adjust and
become more competitive. I assume t nit we would all agree that the
purpose of trade restriction is not, to have then perinanenltly imbedlded
in all economy, and thereby weaken theo economy%with higher costs,
but to give ourselves the opportunity to make t le necessary adijustInents to be more coin pet it lye.
.Now, there are otli er itircus like textiles, and1(1ptrhaps one or two

others where certain voluntary arran11gemlenits would Ssei to be ap propriate, if we Couldl negot iate themi. My own 1)(01-80118 view is that there

miay be such possiilties to hiell) iniigate the import problems, proiied in the ineantimeo we here iIn the UnAited States ateWO undertaiking the
economic t ransforin tit ons that. will inake our industry able to comlpete. If they are not able to (10 that. we have a, very serious internal
problems.
Senator FA NNIN. Mr. Secretary, I agree with Tou, we must take
action within this country to improve our competitive strength, and
this is vital. But our cnm panies are going bankrupt. We have people
out of jobs as a result of these imports, and you go into most tiiiy townl
in America today, and you go to t lie foreign car dealer, and hie islighly
successful; rand you talk to all of the other dealers and they are getting
by, and In many instances that is just about the wail you see i. was in1
town in Kansas the other day and they? said wiel,'the Toyota dealer
had made a million dollars in the last 18 months, and the other earl
dealers, the General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler, and those, they were
having a hard time getting b.
fr. SAUL.IsupcSnator,
one of the difficulties in the car
field is that we came to the smatll car business late. To build a, small
car in this country, in a way and at a price to appeal to the educated
American public is not something that the automobile companies call
do in 1, or 2, or 3 years. The foreigners have been doing this for some
time and have hadI a place in this market for smaller cars, have been
there for some years, and are reaping tile advantagfes Of thlis. I
think in the automobile field we have a particular problems, but I am
really not all tilat pessimistic that the automobile companies in this
country are not going to be able to deal witihtis problem in due course.
Senator FAININ . We have not beenl able to to date, because of tile
way the Japanese have handled the situation. They ihave practically
subsidize lle automobile industry. We are talking about people tihat
are out of jobs in all Industries and I am greatly concerned about that)
an~d I just feel we must improve GATT to correct this problem. Now,
wilat procedures do you want to follow to improve GAI1T?
Air. S 1ArUETAMs. Well sir, my own view is tilat the fundamental structure of GATT is still entirely applicable to a trading world that would
suit American interests. I think that there are a lot of matters we
ought to look at, and reeXamine in tile GA&TT. I have talked with the
Secretary General of G.ATL from time to time about tilis problem and
I think lie does not disagree that we have gzot to look at our procedures
for stepping up the possibility of rectifying damages and injustices
that arise from trade developments. The procedures are long and time
consuming, and I think tis is one of the great difficulties. Mixat these
rectifications may or may not be nobody can say without pretty pro.
13 AJIAVA Y40X !4
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t a feelfound examination of all of the elements and I think theis'
lt to takeagd look at tis.
ing among many peole that. we ough
$enator FANNIN. Mr. Secetry Iagrec%, lningou sure, that we would
all like to have your profound judginent on the channgt* that should
comes about. We are in trouble in ouir 'ctinomny, serious trouble as far
as I can see, and I do not share yoi olptiisill because maybe I am
too close to thle picturIe.
, if WPe once begin to 'aiKO 1MVr01th11 1 Wou1l
Mr. 8AMUTItA~. 1*1o
say' Procedulrallproblenis with the (iAIT~ there would inevitably tie
all lin ds of demliandsl for dianges on the parts of ot her count ries. 'llwre
were written into thie 0AIV somte %veryispeial privileges for the
United States.
Senator IPAxxix. I wish you would tell us about that.
Mfri SAmuc~is. 'Ilie countervailing duty provisions that we have in
the United States are acceptable under' the GA'J' becattse we had it
prior to thie formation of G AIT, but. if we were%to open up the rulei
of GAITL I think every other country would deitand that we give
that 111).
Senator FANN',x.
The countervailing duties have not meant. i'erv'
much to thie United States as far as the enforcement is concerned, anl
we let it drag on, and on, and on, but mny time is uip. But, I would
appreciate very much if you would give us your thinking on time
changes that should be brought about to correct some of our problems,
changes in GATTJ.
Thank you very much.
(Subsequent to the above discussion the following communicat ion
was received bky the subcommitteee)
1)V.PUTY UN1.8ECRSI~ETARY OF STATE,

FOR FHuwoxomi

AVPAIUS.

Wee?. hegion, D.C.. June 18. 1971.

Hon. AaauiiAm A. Risicorv,
U.S. Senate.

Di.An SHvAToitRRinicoyip: During moy appearance before your subcommittee onl

trade policy oil May 20. Senator Fiunn asked why the Departmtent of State

was still opiposinig equalization of tariffs.
lit response, I want to emphasize first that the Depatrtmnent of State Is not
now and lion not been opposed lit principle to equaliization of tariffs. Tairiffs are
unequal for other reasons. in nmany cases, tariff structures reflect the relative
efficiencies of countries' economies, with high cost Industries receiving higher
protection and more eftlcient Industries relatively little prctection. The Comnmon
Market tariff was lit fact originally tile result of averaging orli:.weticaliy the
notional tariffs that existed lit member states prior to the formation of file
C~ilulntn Market.
Tariff negotiations tip to the Kennedy Round were based on equivalent overall concessions, but the selection of Items were chosen on a produlct-byJirodu(.t
basis and differed from one country to another. The considerations of relative
efliciency mentioned above-whilch were In the case of the United States giveit
iogislatlve status In such concepts as the "peril point'-led to very untevens
patterns of tariff reduction.
While the leading participants In the Kennedy Round made their tariff eiut-m
onl a "linear" or acrossthe-board basis, In fact each country excepted soic
sensitive products from tariff reduction. AnM, oven where linear cuts were made,
the previous uneven pattern of protection on the same lproduct.,.9s between
nations, wats preserved, although the absolute differences were reduced. For
example, before die Kennedy Round,.tMe Common Market tariff on autos wi's
22,5o and the U.S. tariff 0.5%,1, or a 16.5% difference; after the Kennedy Hound
cuts, thle rates will become 11%/ andl 3%, or a spread of 8%/.
lin sumi, there remain a number of disparities lin tariff levels. It Is by no means
true that In every case, or even In most cases, the U.S. tariff Is the lower. For
62-70-71-pt. 1-268~~
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Seta tot' II ticrr."Seinator Haut-vu.
. harm .I wmit to take inoh', it
Senstt~fl' IAXNSK.N. 1haik you,
I Sus1owu ha lready been (ldotte Mr. Spewtury, tbat you were here
v'esrday, aid sait, here very patlinly thi-ough tho liearmi wand are
bactk here zaggainl this us1ornin11g. I knlow we till appre4'ilte thlt fact thilt
You arev a busy mall too.
:11
:itvery muchlliiiteivsted *111youi.te.4t intony: Tlilt foitilIltelv was
bt havin 1.eiir
notable tobe here aitthle legIilllig of theleargn
what. little I have 4iiwe I have iseii here I would1(like to atsk ot this-Hlemi,%IFord 11. tile Ipri-t1lvsit of Foird Mtiltot ('o.. wdlS titttd
here inl i1;ne1Ppr-ominent papers jus.t last week its savilig thatt for.elWhi
I perveent of imports inl thek automobile linie that i'oime iito thisco(fff r
theev i;a iet lo: t f Amewricalnjobi; equalliig 2)(,000. It hli eeti ted Iied to herinl the last. day or,,t wo that we probably will have 20pr
cent, of domestic cat-*sales revpiv~wutetd by foreign hmniucturei-A this
Veal'. Th~lat would C0111, according to my figurles, to 400,000 umem*
l,

l)lovedl workers*

Silo. IWright, thle pr-esdelt, of the MeIthI('orp., testified thint his
company, whiii huhs long dominated ini the electroi~inhdustry,
paticulalyN with television al radio, is moving onie of Is major
Plants 0to'aiwanl. lie poitited out that. T believe it. was with respect
to iratio or- the TV~ sets that would sell for around $90 to $110, or
soi place inl thattrange, thley-could produce a quality pr-oduct equally.
as good iii every rieslpect as they are able to make inh this country iii
TJaiwanl. ship it hack over here and get it, here oni the spot, ini their
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*o'oalor LuxtI, i.Bt if we are doig all we call, and tMtigrso little
rniuluhen£Iwiai had boitcr chngo~ our 'aoy of doing butsinezs.
Now, Rob Ke~rr used to sit onl tisW eommitteo and lie would be thlt
Chliim iti tho God Lord had let hiiii aurvivo a little longer, andt[I
expmWtlto o rv idser himi for iaay nmorm~~r.lewol aemd
1d Iho used to Itsistil l1i,4An t ite tory of GuIm"i
a4~r~
giaitian,
ttl114o pooplua lHe would expliihow (Aulliver,' without
livr ant
g
ialiptei, Wtit to Sleepj, aimd 0110 imoriing
shuJopwtimlg whiat W" i* i~to
11d tiled him dowm n 1d thwy kept himitero until
a lot, of I Ittleiople ha10
Ito 14MINe4od to 41o tiwir bid thI"g they would theni and only theln let hii
upAnIthe d to ut4rih"Tmle Satn's 8situationl. Now, here wo am,
11(41 is a chitat providkod to ull$1b the Trvasilry, anld I fill)sure you
would agiee with it beV41us&' it is8 ollicial (iov1.11emit tStatistics showing
)how Anvo 19alt) otiir position went from in terms of U.S. liquid l'mabilitie*d to forvigovirs of $9 billion Up to $48 billion, and our tC$.'iwe
Maiits went down trout $2 billion down to about, $11 billion. We have
beeilti lei domiiitstpowerl. There has heeii pructivallytothinlg that
tlwso people who Ilatcqiredft
all of our iis~ots produce that, we#are
n1"t eCipabl e of Im'odvimig. k0"morythinig they are shipping to its iSstulr
tha11t we culul produce.
Now, I ait not tulkimig about these little I4a iii eouii1tiis that Ship lis
our eotte andh banianas. Wo hav a favorable trade balance with theil,
anld prilably mught to be helping th11(m11anlyway. BuM our able, friendly
t-radimig patiluwis *inthe free' world whom; we lielpeod to rebuild a,warto101 e4tuA011iy haveOgonls eallow, And whure A%
Pwere in a position to
eall the sigumis mid my~ what the deal had to beM with theml, With theml
slipping its not bang we could ntot produce here, and us being ill it 6t ionl to providoemwiui anytinlg tlwi' m'tiquimd, and that most of which
they went' unable to provide for tleieuscolve;, it would senli to 111 as
thuhWe could vasily take Cane of this 'Nat iouis interests if put all of
our' power tit onef plave anild requlire that Whoever is handling that look
after Amnenivazs iusrems Now, doei that make Ksse to you r
Mr. S~tAus Well, Senjator, I would like to reiterate again tha
Onl thle Japantl'-o situation we just could not be more Ill agreement
abot*eruusessof
te
hepro ilemi and how import Ant it i to 1ress
Japan to elliminato thle barriers she has set UP Oil 1111orts and1( investiments oil a whole v-ariety of things. We think we C ae made somie
pmtty substantial jprogm~ss, butfar from what. is necessary. Now,
KtIts 'true that the whole Jap)an~ese economic and social structure is
suich that, they are able to operate inii uison anid with a unity of
direction) that'is not possible in thle kind of freer society that we run
in this country and that we tlesire. Xow, to say, that the solutio
to our problems with Japan IPA
to adopt thle kind of system they have,
is I think for America slightly iuurealistie an1d(1Iamh not sure neesm.rihy
solution ait all.
Senator Ioxo Well now, lot 1i18 Just.1-gIvyOU a simple illustration
of something I uiideistaiud, at least I t I iiik y understand something
about it. %
Mr. S txviA.Sure.
Seniator TAist). We will be* looking ac the SuigariAct sonietime $003)
Now, when we buy that sugar we are paying those people at good price.
but t heytore stilf selhiig it to Us for a. cheaper price than we could
Jproduce it here ourselves, oimd we are doing them a favor to buy
*$'su~e 401 of ma1315ip1U.

4O~2
it tit t le j)ritoc we (10. Blitt, we(1 ti ot do0 this, lbut if We wanted to we

Sultv Culdl, antd tile%-wolid be willing to Cooperate, we coli tell
tho-seo jw-ovic now took~, if you are going to sell that sugar into this
market, to thle United States, we could produce1('eit, tll for otir441v'es,
but we can buy it more ('Iealply from you, but if you 81e0going to
sell thle 81r-ril.In) us, You Iare roing to have to buyv our. farm mcIIIhinlery
froml tile Fnited Sttoes, ando frilyh, bet ween u11:,
those people c'Otte
to myIoffhce looking me 11und 111alig thle point that they vould buy

their: farm nn1111shlnerycheaperoie..01pliel-vpseo, but thleyar-e huynligit,
froml uts, so that i.,;onle reasonl to suggest to us t hat weP ought 'to uyi
their sugar. We do not dto it. biu toe ertainly could. What if'we dtdo?

What %wouldhe the 1ma1t et' We are giving mOw~l ita voted price, zItid
whNT 01houldthle%,not- buylOur farm machin-11"lery ?
you onl
a
nattor, I am not goillg to argue jgajinst
Mr ~U~S
these things. I think t here are somei sit lnat is, and whelt her, it applies
to this particular one or not, I would not be prepared to say, whore
we are going to have to bo more diffloult,
Senlator Loxa. Let mue just give you a siitiple example. All we
would have to (10 to put anything you want. to inl the Jalpanee market,
and all y-oul want to p~ut ill there an*1d enter that m1arkcet, competfitively,
would &sejust to say you cannot ship any steel into our market unless
youl let us sell 0aNyt'hinlg We Canlproduce and sell ceper tham01111you in
v'our market, and that is all there is to it inl mIy mind. We will gjo 0overl
ed o
aint out. That is the endo of it. We do nott need the Toyoa
have to have theml. They are nice cars. but we do not]have to have
them, anld we (10 lnot have to hanve the IOatsuln. and we do0lnt have to
have thle steel inl any shape or formn whatever. Wet do not lieed anly of
those products, hut we could use them, but we (-anlget by without any
ofit. HIow in the world would you know that it would not work if
von have never even tried it? 1fmean, that is mly react ion to it. It
sveems to me as though what N-1h)ave (lne with Japanl is to lay,(downi
just, like Gulliv'er did. and the (liffervee wats that, he was asleep and
you ))a( your eves opent while You laid down antI they tied Its
(howil.00
Mr. S4MUUcS'. YOU 1areoSlgg(Stinlg that I Wits 1aleep With My Ceye$
opl)CI ?

Senator Loxo. And proceed like 0Gulliver. to plead with those Iw'o1)le to let. You ulp whenl as a practical matter all you01 had to (10 was just
assert your p)ower' to begin with, and to me thMat is just pre~tty~
.Now. before youl caie here vonl were with a largeT investment, firil ?
Mr. S;~Mr'Em.s. That is right.
Senator LomG. What company was that?

Mr. SAxutus. Kuhn, Loeb.

Senator joxo;. Somebody gave mne the impression that somI)ody
must be making some money oni all of this foolishness. and manybe
Kuhn. Loeb knows how. and thley- arc good citizens. and good . nwlricanls, an1d we iteed their brilliance and, expert ise', I)Ut I 11an i familiar.
with the situation that we have in Louisiana. where we hatve" to absorb
imports coming in to the extent thatt we are about to destroy our enire
econiomiy in Louisiana, and I tried to get a resolution to try to gret this
thing on some basis so that we could live and at the same time absorb
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rva11SOtlilh'tiiottiit of tllimpjorts, alld(1thlinext thing I would know
I woilil get itresolti on out. of the chamber of commerce advot-atiing
thbit we do no0thinig to limit aill imptjorts. Well, frankly, t hat was do.
St roying our evoitony. so 1 tI'iQ( to fitid out wh'lo wasB iVsi)oiiiblt' for
it

Ilhis resoluitioul froml the chamber of vonunere and

I found they ap-

vlutev.
'oniitedsli Iand about the only people interested inl being
(oil thIi' oiiiiittee were aitcouple of fellows 1win) were freight exjpediter$s.
and ittose' fellows were making it fortune ouit of Louisianak whilo we
$011'

weegoingrbankrupt zandlputtinglug Ott!'pt'~lvoout of work.
thlat Comittee Wits. ilot c'omiposed of the rltutkI-11tt0-file people withigi

the State who ha yet the $tilte's interest lit heart. but1 were peoplIe who
weIre limited to onle special deal, anld this is whereI-oil would br1inig
t hit oile big ship inl 1nd(Idis-pte about rAmAlerican Workers With
a single Sd) i 11 Mli
111tillthle
d
isoii you atre doing it is beeanis-Psome
giuy. someiv little fellow. is Iakilig IA~,H fee out of thant. Now. I
would think thant at sonic point we had better start looking at the
overallII national interest. Now. I know you are going to do what you
canl to help the NXixonl ad Iitlitaionl to Succeed. and there alre mlanly
r1spets inl which I give them good points.
.P7hiank the Lord we' did nlot have Fortas as Chief ,Justice, anld 11arroen) on there to eas(t a (peciding vote where Wewolid Iha\,eturned loose
(10 mur11derers to go out inl this country. InI that, respect. they did so-00
thing good. And I applaud the President for his courageous policy
not to just turn tail anld 1run1libt to Conme out of Vietnlaml with honor.
But. I think vout people better start (doing at whole lot better job
about thiq econom'iy of ours. 1*01 have a6 levi'lt of the, people tuteiploved. You have it (town Hjow where you cannot pay your hotel bill
m Gleneva with Aniei dollars. and'yuaei
oiinta
h
forciuzners for their ownt selfish adlvautage canl tell uts, or thhik they
oughr tto be alile to telllus. ]how muchinItere4t We out tto leabeto
elharge. Our people are being dlrivenl out of lbtiis. (outof their ownt
market by a producer that will not let. us bell inl thuir market whenl
we are the low-cost p~roduceri. And you p~eop~le are going to have to
start asserting your authority to look after this Nation's interest,
unules %youlwant somebody else to go in onl Pennsylvanian Avenute and
doing the same thing, and. if you1 will (10W.iT, will help you.
Mr..
s. I appreciate'it.
Mr. Chairman, miay I make it comment here? You know, the Department of State, is, of course,;, thle iutt. of everybody's critie-ismlonl every
probblemu. I eonlic from the olitside and~ I amRifot atlbureaulerat,here byv
pro~fesioit, but T have observed that one reason that the Dopartmenit
of State is a buItt of everybody.,N's ei'itisiiis
a perfectly legitimate
One, anld all undersanldiale One:Ailylbody looks atanly givenl problem
from the standpoint of his own interest. aund his responsibility to his
cEonstituiencev. to his in)(lustry "or a farmer to his farmloecuipatiout itid
'o (i. 'The10I)epat'tmenlt of State onl the other haimimst, tlCessarilv
look ait problems at thie overall national interest, anld not in any' One

'This is the heart and difhctltv of our problem. Now, take the .Japane(SCI problems. 1 (10 nlot wianlt to ilefeitd thle JapanleSe 111111111 respectSeuttor Lo\xu(. Defend them? They),(10 not ne llyn detending, they
are looking after .Japan Very well.p
JJ3Aj:,w~,A Y2u~ T'~
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Mr.*S.4Ivis. That. is right an(d I agree. The point. I want to miakie,

however, concerns thle restrictions on ouir exports to their market whichl

we are alighting very hard to eliminate, and eliminate as fast as po.

sible. All- the Jaipanese Ihave' to (10, for any measure that, we take
that, they regard as seriously adverse or unfair to them *intheir eyes,
is to dtei(
ituy some whetat- front('antda or Australia ats a Sub1st iSince they are at major importer.
tuto for what (t(; buy from us.&.
Senator LoMI. how arethey going to payS for it, when we quit buying
their steel and their electronles friom thiem?
They8s1llto 1m111Ny Other countries.
Mr. SAMLIF...11.
8k'natorToo. Theyh6 buy allI of theircotton from Mexico. (10they not).
Mr. SAINIU,:i.I do not know. I know they buy some,
Senator Loxa. I understand that they buy all of their cotton from
Mrexico.
Mr. S.Atr. IT wish we could -sell them 11o01-0Americanl cotton.
Senator Low;. Look, they have $1,400 million annual surplus in
tradi:f with uts. They are not Ship ping uts anything that we cannot
ettrehere wit good wages for American workers. If we just
Innim
sa,%y that, we are not happy by the way things are going, we are not
going to trade with you onl this basis for a few years, who would get
thef worst, of it, uis orothem?
We eliminate $1.4 billion mniuts. and they lose $1.4 billion pluts.
Now, that is where we stand, is it.not?
Mr'. SAMrEJ.S. Well, 1I1am not suire it. is quite as simple as that, Sell.
ator. T think if we would analyze4 it, we would find that, an awful lot
of people in this countryv would find that, they would go broke under
that. situation if it happened, and I dto not think-I appreciate you
puitrnug this in the extrvee
Senator Loxa. 1Well. I know there is this guty that is making a $1,044
fee off of the ship while we lose .500 jobs. and ii great deal of the nmey
from that. is needed to support our schools in Louisiana.
Mr. S.%ti-cuis. I personallyfeSntr we will beV
able to IprotC.'
the .4 or $15 billion of exports we have-( to .JaIpan. whichi include somle
pretty important items and1 very Important industries, and at thesame
timn I think we will be able to achieve somec suece.&s in dealing with
the import problems.
Our worst. import problem with .Japan I ami confident we will be
able to work out..
Senator Loxo. All I am saying is that I have yet to see where this
Nattion could have even musteed the courage to make the first. move
to insist on looking after our national interest. Now. I attended an
overseas confervee and obse-ried it, and it,had to (10 with laws of Ithe
sea, and the conferencelbroke up in a way Completely uu1satisfactory'
to the United States because the Caiiadigjns pulled the rug out, from
under us. They wedre not. happy about the situation because they
thought they Inight, lose somie fish, and they could otherwise Catch)
these fish. and among thme American group, if we had -said now, aill
right, now, so Canada is destroying our position in order to catei a,
few more fish, and where (10 you think they are going to sell all those
fish ?
Right here in the United States, and if we had the courage to say
well. sir, if that is thme way it is goin to be we are not going to buyv
any fish from You, and that would have been the end of 'ithat"fool ish-
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ne.s. But, no, sir, we just. lot them do that. to uts, a great, big kick in the
pants, and you are rubbing your rear end for a week because it hurts
so bad, and never once getting around to saying well, gee, if you (10
that. to me I amn not going t'El the (Ittin hsh, and1( pardon my Ian..
guage, but if you just take that, attitude with thein and plainly dto
11at least it
business that Way~ that, Would solve thle whole prolem
~ou otfge
seciiis to me1 it won Id.And, I seeC you nodd~ing, andl if y01 N
with me, at least you iiilderstsin(I whilt. I am1 s4;4yiig and frank y I
think those peokple would respect its. I know they uadnire their own)
people when their people stand up for their country, and I think they
believe it would be quite natural, andl quite heath, for AmificanIs to
stand up for America, and having looked after thi's Nation's interest,
and cared for our people, and our industries, and our investments,
then proceed

to sayl now having provided for a full economy for

America, lot us see what, we canl do consistent with that to help this
follow with his problem.
Senator Runconr. Mr. Samnuals, of course you have learned today
what the other 99 inibers of thie Senate know, never start slugging
toe to toe with Senator Long. You cannot winl.
3Mr. SAMUELS. I knew that, Of Course.
Senator Rinjico??. But on the point, not as colorfully as Senator Lsong
put. it, the point you make, let us take it one point ?urther. It is true
that the State Depa rtmnent does have the overall responsibility for the
AmiericanL osition internationally? and if this is the case, what have
we gained internationally or lpoltically, purposefully or incidentally
from either Japan or Canada in recent years, because of our allowing
them to attain such a favorabi3 balance of trade in their favor as
against us? What can you point to as a definite gain for U.S. foreign
p~olicyI
Mrj. S,&xuxL6. Well, to go outside of tlhe econoficSenator RHIicoFF. Any field, because I think this is one of the great
problenis we are concerned with. I think throughout tile committee
there is a general concern that year in and year out the State lDepartment sacrifices American economic interest for political benefits.
Now, if tlhat is the case, what political benefits have we achieved
from thie two bi countries that have the favorable end of tile trade
balances with uO
Mr. SAMuELS. I think,]NMr. Chairman, that certainly on the Japanese
side in this postwar period, Japan's emergence as a major power in
Asia is an important element in trying to bring a stable situation in
Asia, and particularly as the Vietnam war comes to an end, as the
Nixon Doctrine comes into effect, having ain important, strong, powerfill ally in the Far East is going to be a matter of paramount
importance.
~Senator RiBIco!'. Well, is that just due to tile trade, because in the
final analysis, the Japanese havre made no contribution to Vietnam, and
if I were the Japanese, I do not blame them-they are the beneficiaries
of our expenditures-a&few years ago I was in Saigon, and if there
was one thing you saw, and nothing else, 'it was that every street in
Saigon was just janmmed packed fulIVof Japanese Hondas. One of our
problems in our balance of payments results from the Vietnam war and
the money we spend there, ana tile Jap~anese have been the beneficiaries,
of course. We are not going to be able to stop Japani's acquiring the
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major posit ion it is Ito%%. It 3$ju.ht U:1otlit irv wit It lot of drive ItIld lieyv
11W U it llitry 'with I t lot of iilit'lligC1Wtive 111 1 IiQ(v ha~ve' powerI'1and, of
voiitse, t hey fire general ng jealoulsites agaimist
t he1Itis'* just like we
P

It ve.

11iOjNIN Ower-fid h111t longel etrattes ji' li.tI$ (10il the ie'opie it does
bule's
411~ wi.
i
Wohe
limle
t(10W
lint. I 111111,k pa iiof ')Ill r ol delil is (liht
IftI Iv IIit iou'I- feeI I1II lS j va lI ISvt o wnr-dlS (IhtoIeIni t ed
I,tI (-1t II
j(111I I

*Stlt
niespower amidldwine:s. bgn'v.
Ihe .J1a n-ne'ow are reapimig
that fromu I hir neliight "IrsIm..et-1 wt. (of IvIl.'ppowetr, I
ntill
,'anhItuI
ats to Whalt WPh it'ie
llieved(1frotii.J1Pn il it-r (:11n101:1that WO, call J~llit
1111(d we havye hui yen dheoivi f
to 111)(I say liwi'ztuvwe ha ve(boe i,
these advanlta ge>. t here amile pJlustesfor the U nited Stales ill thle3ye-1r
Mr'. S~mmm.Mr. C( lim'iii, it do n(1
uot look 1k
tilthistI
i tdr~
w41vemOl givilnir 1tilem t"'ii
ebvnvth ,- inl order to get, J)olitit)hbellefIts ilil'ettli. lWe have not followed it policy of (Ieilubrately givilmo
11Japitn ally ('collilliv )'i(tt.We
ld do
(10 Killrlitdeaul after th~e war to
. aiijatiit to get (liti t~i feet, tt'ile oe't)ughi,anld we think polite4a11'
that VQI'ven important.,'Thei'pout lelil en tha
it have been (lerixvl
front 1 flflapans el"(rgeui('('allani'mportant eouiiti'y ill the Mll.r En't hve
Ot'etIi'il . ttmlis lleficiatI to uIt-1)(4111311 )3pa1;11!;
iit' ''iilt its evolonmy
an11d haIs 1bee able+6to l:111rt
ll liij)Oi'tit bco)IltCrole ill (ht
li 1rea.
H er' trile Witli Asia. itsI ws
vI *ivi!4
~abouita third of hlci'total
trade and is very important for tile' Stalility of that whole '(ii
H owever',(the fact that this j)(diti('aly dv';irahle develoiniteit has oe'I'11'l't'(lis no r('a.-zn w01vwe SlIotildl not zst'rt our tld.'~bintfrest IldrIiilI'z
'Japi) nand 5s-eem't them!ver"Y vigrou~isly. Te is Ino Conflict involvedI
here. where welhav-e to giv-e imponekto ge-tthe other.
I might al~zo point out that we havc lbven presssing thep lapannese to
tatke upl more ffrthe All) burden inl the For East, which t Wev hatve
n' ast is tnow. Onl it per Capita jn'reeiitdonle. Iheir AIl) (fflor'till the 14Far
age of gross national product. ill cssof 0our.ownt, and we are, encouriaiging thOis aInd wold like to .4-e them (10 mnore. W~e njust take into
account also. thiat is onl the defense side, it is true (hat there have been
thle siubst a ittia I .a panes bvinefits. enlormlouls ben'lefits; front the fact that
they have not had a. olefetse bur(l. Nowl we eatll take tile position, as
We do. ftint Awe vanlt Japan to ftake 1)Ilp ore and 1more-Pof a (lefelise
l)1tl'(eiiliin the Far Ea-t B. tI is becomes 11matter of policy.1how m111t.11
of the defense burden (10 von wfunt theml to take ? 1)o voni want to gro
to tle point \w'!e thle Japalneise feel that they hllu1st lwcollie a filiclea r )Ip'ow rOt;?10

Now, I do not want to ".Pt into tlie~ze oulplicated l)olitien]tleistiollS.
but, I merely want to point out that thenare atVariety o)f considet'aSenator RjisICoI'i. That is ri ,ght. Butt see. wvhnt bothers me is that ialmost.4 every Other nation inltile world ties its diplomacey to Peonomnies.
and we are tying our diplomacy, to geopolitics as I listeni to you, and as
you indicated. Ini my talks to mauny, ninny of the able economic attach's that I mecet ariounid the world-theyaomnndror lrdition-I findI they are disspiritcd. theyircr able but di slpiritcd mnen
andoil
inl talking
to them,
theirattetiltt'9nto
reports get
aboe ense,
assistant.
secretary,
andthat,
not.veryv
manyseldom
people(10 pay
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ni,1016Ian d what happens
th0111, and beeItIM$4' We arVe ot i'ert~tod i '
is this L!V15i ll itto it I 'IVidltts $jetbcl.
A Id tiI re
I (t ts IpoIivy sl~koecI.t tIi' Iresident silktes
411-141 h tin
ll-..j.&tOW~.u
We n-441giIYA6 Oi'tti or Ime.rvet swill t&vvtrity iJedIll'
m"
we
,it mo bait-ttoo mIhl
I i stNiriilt t4 II firo 414li
i ~t-trnst. We io.I llet

fi o.

Now~, 'w'leit 1'rve.Itlvn Nimo i 111(ikthat StiIllttI
;ilil S11tv he did
realize what. w~as going oil. 'I'll(" resident, utvto 3 1411111-eck to
I'VQI'
WestA'nEropean vi)llill
oNIV IHLo, lWys.
huld
1.114
(if)d
allv hing oU %i
Wtt
Ii t111ike y ui'
'551toii,'
s
1111tlif tlit& iited states
teeth, we ilto WlltiV to take it."
e'
QIolii&' kick ., it'
to t~dll
iSgilir
.Now. its I go ifllck1; tthis
staitet'ivilt
llI it'IX'dluus t I lithattthe' tittellitlit
wils put(ill the prec'it'ut i Iicaueby 1avery brtwill iutt111111.who wits
very' Imiportant. bhut who hits 1h lteI' Itt rtiImiti"-eitse' (iiiit %vodd-l
wide basis, land lie uuhnilits it. Ilhe Is Ihut .an11 1Oit0ilist i1111d So heewitWe:1
Withlt~-.k
hee rave (ttononmlitproblemuts,
ep
we are beingrolitim tetd,Iwe Iare
nlOt

bieg oiitildd(, and (,liP1resitiilt really' give's it todivieu(t ntaSil ver'
j~ltli tel', I'iW'L'
(tt
let0111-' Irde represollaot ives stalit
eitgot at illig with

thle 1"urIopeatus. or with thle Jitpitese. 0r1 uttyody else, they will say
"lllook, that is Americitn polic, lit([ttiley throwV it right into yu
Nowhi slitteniu'nit is used agrain4 tie Unlited states, interest tinte
ne.
Now. another thing a long)(ft he mille line. thle President. ill his sunte
me:tsagep makes the stateuliaent 0

1ti1d tune agalin. Nowv, tillt illei'$

Tto beija 'ttli

eu'istern IIeisjvik
'rt'Nut im'is lto Iluti'rvto te dir expo ri t ruin;: .
rilnu-1111t' 14) iveul &deveu'oehinvtitiid*11tN ertmt( gr.wth, 1. Ow'11rusihanv.
l~V40
rouaanted 1114. United State~s too it lorisgrattu "lukth would li-Ii t.sew~
coutries Improve their necs to uilu't- xpaintuiug markets tift(he' Industrial woprd.
and 1111tS r

,Now, I know that Senator Talmadlge and 1, iand I think most. of the
mtemibers of this committee have been deeply concerned with so-called
executive agrveenents, that. the executive Citers into, and it comes to
the Congreoss as a fait, accomupli and we take it or leave it. rteiv ii
not much we canl (to about. it. You are not goil
to repudiate the
President, and the Nation, and this is as wthi t to Canadianl auto
agreement. that has had this (istrous
consequtence, ats pointedly out. by
the other two Senators, and I know that. Senator Talmadge and Iihiave
been talking about thege executive agreemlents all along.
Now, this indicates to ine that th'e exLXcutiveo has entered into sonme
executive agreements ill respect to tariff 1preferentces for less developed~
countries. Have you entered uito Such executive agreement that we are
ullfhy going to have to face now?
Mm'.
to 18vmlumis. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator lliicomr What does this statement imean, of thie President
"I have comnmittedh the United States to a program which w~ill help
these Countries limproVe their acces.-:s to the expanding mar11kets of thle
industrial world?'
Mfr. SAvmumIs. Mfr. Chairman, the President. has committed himsef
to a prograill Which lie pr'oposes to Submit to the Congre.s, and thpe
has never been any quest.-ion about that, and in all of the (isclussioius
with foreign countries to set, 11ip a scheme for genieralized preferences,
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it has beeni made thoroughly clear to tem that it. is all subject to thie
III roval of the Congres.
~lf(1 RuiciF.Soyou
hi
wee, the statement of tile Prsidet
tin
ths
whait. bothers mne, "I have eomuinitt(Xd the United Sa
not that. I have committed myself. You wee, I think thle State Depart.
moent. and thle President. will iniss soviet lingvC'ry important, from thlat.
vote yesterday: It is true that the Mansie resolution wits beaten and
by alag majority, but if youl follow that. dol~to you will find that
there is'a.deep quens aot our policy. T know many men who
voted against.,Ctio Mansfield reolution, yet1 who tire deeply disturbed
at our balance of payments and our carrying t he ent ir load, and theo
adverse liquidity Latance we are suffering, the' $5 bllhion plus of paymoent. different ia'] for thle fli-st, quarter, tind I (10 believe t.J mt, you tire
really facing very grave problems if you take fliat. as at defeat, or as a
victor-y instoatdl o? a warning of mnuch more conflict, to come within thle
country and thieCongressof theUnited States.0
Now, I know that. ono of thle most ardent, defenders of your position
cameo to me after defending the position of the President very deepl!y,
and hie said, "I think you are on thle right, track, Abe, and I would like
to sit down withIliyou and work out. a proposal that. sort of incorporates
what. you are talking about,"
I think, lie said, thalit the atmosphere here is such thant we cannot
do it, but. I just. give this to you as an indication of the thinking of
the U.S. Seinte. and I think from long experience, thme President
-should be aware of this attitude and the responsibilities of this branch
of Government.. But I think manyr people in the executive branch are
not aware of it, of the responsiility of the legislative branch, who
rejreseit thie people, who go to the 1)eople for election, and who have
Now,

you listened to it, and I listened very carefully to questions,

some of thle sharpest. questions that youl wee reti ng on economic
matters which were coming from men who A voted again-st. the
M1ansfield resolution, but even though they voted against theMansfield
resolution, from their questions it became verobvious to me that
they are deeply disturbed with economic factors, and theyj are deeply
disturbed over the fact. that, thle United States is getting the worst
end of the deal.
Now, I listened to the questions of Senator Fannin and Senators
Bennett and Hansen, and they voted with the President yesterday,
but it is obvious to me that. they are disturbed at these economic
factors.
Senator BENNEr. ay I comment?
I hope the impression ioes not go out that this problem was created
when Nixon was elected.
Senator Rniicon7. Oh, no. I mean, I think if the Senator willI yield,
I have been on this committee with the Senator for 8 years, and I do
not think during this entire 8 years I have made a statement, either
in executive session or on the floor, or taken a position that was partisan
in nature. I think the Senator will realize that.
After all we are talking about a balance-of-payments deficit of
$48 billion itween the 1950's and the 1970's, and during that period
the Democrats were in office many, many of those years.

I dit) iot, think that we arev ever talking about tils ais

rNil* itt's

was
I hd ii'i: hinik %,tiltwv,lim t hi'te ipteit
it
'totiki~lo
it) hd C.,e1utiiiticd-~it wals this
g1ong1tltthat it wals thits Ir'sitlet vho
'th
tgrc-,a11nd4il lt'e days whell livt
Pre.b,40 t1who was igeIorin lit'
tvs.hey'
he(i
W0ee 011I1k,111PrsitIIl'iits~liko )artt%,i V116e4)v t v*'(I tlt#
iiuli.
with
(.1111141d.1"it
11113
they
itigred %he (oi;'~.too.
ti 'iittW
l
IlittIig' aiti
I thii il tht ti1 orioitlgm
iIIQ 11
ti
ril.. Ideii
ait:it() l cigt'nolt. We thloughit1 'tl'titcis .Johnson wiu
sultves-Calait
wrmg, 111d we Idd1n0t ii-Siae to Say tilhtlt floor that we thmight
Il't-sitlenit 1*Johnson 'ais wrong.0
~IbI St',wht
Vlt 111~'' i itt'4tt0iti, of!atIt ides t hat survi vts
tilt' lresitiolt, and1 I Ohink tis is what fits h- en IImtherinig the Sewii
-il
ou ayte itpolivy onl til
atti front lLouisifiaa uid anyothers, tl
sinl
t)lli)ilg httt't'ti it'ritc that is st roulge, h11a1 N ttejohivof ny
Pre-sidlent of the11t'ued $WAttes. bwvaulse it 4out liVes MWLtnVamill4Illtat iln.
Set-11or J.$. .selt'n r. %%,toar, talkinigaboult lidi1,1otle IiaM'o thait
allty one party is nlot vcayiabit'of ceatinlg by1%it.*elf.
oit
;4vilat or'BE NMa,ll. Mr. ( "lii-111n. von have natde fteO'
161Is ita jo .1cii
for It'. I just waited It clvar that we under64-ttnidth
that has takeit ialonig tlum to growv, anld there are times whenl it WAS beenl
jiggt'aVOWtted01there111-Ct inws*;WhIIV1tittenIjI)W$ l)MVPye64,4'1madle t solve
it without too imch sucecess.
Of oul. rt't'ssl
.s Who0 were
1We0 are j uit tile C1rrent i~t
S.;)t'$
circuntweo
arv
oroiking
tne,'
the
same
Iproblem,
and
working onl
.4tancets int which one party controls the W1hite Hiouse' and the other
patyt contrmis tilie ('ongrioss.1.1gli
Senator Rmiucorv. But I think what is trying
orto be achieved, gthr
from the questions around the table, anld I;)% gratitudeh again to C'hair.
mn1au Long for constitution~ this siuheonillittete. is the rezlizti'oll that
this is all over-all problem for fte' xecuttirt' and the Congress, and
that C"ongress has lx'em ignored over the years ini trade matters, and
%Vto believe to tile detrintent of thet# enltire" Nationl.
Now, all of these econontic chickens tare coiig home to roost. ad
inl delving into these prioblems1t, pilllicly, opeitly, juttinig it oiltilte
It ionlatll t'114 1-1d abroad
table. the great issues that conlfronlt this Na
in tilet econlomlic field. what we are saying to tile' txeclitiv(' branchl is we
wamtt to be Jtelpfitl. Outr objective is thleSae
Our objecive is thle long-rangeW viability of thle Uttited States ats
it Nation, mitd we look around att(t we woo th4 other niationis deellv coilcerned with economic matters. Ecoomic matters being given priniitcy
int ever industrial country in tthe World, an(I we. wake 11p to valize that
We are laggingf behind. in trade, in ntdustrv.. ilt investmlenlt, ill money,
antd to ster t ito humiliation of the dollar, which for aill of tlte~e o.4.otd
or ears
Th h seit the arbiter, has beent the strong currvoeseail
taking the back seat.
till(
wl gv
Now, we are tintg to work this out, and mnay
this a(Iiiimistratiott great credit for it, whent these hearings were anltotnccd, not everybody was invited, anttipractically evei.'yone ill this
administration that hd a. role int econtomtics and trade matters called
and asked for the opportunity to be heard, which indicates to me that
tltis administration is becoinig concernedI with econoittic problems,
02-790-71--pt. 1-27
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~ole thritstof U.S. 1policy twer
WWIss.~Vl, 1 think (to he
of equaizing ta~ifts a;s such,
iuttr
ait
nt
hautsk&'n
sv$illituE,
getting rid of thent
gradually
tl
lout of phiithiiig theil down
04cr%wherv1
tiarvitd. Ileyond that, there is
de lr
I 'ihilik this141.i 60,4011the Whiu
ettvof reve'slilg thant trend Iand what it would
a lijlvl tof the d
nuidly *Itn~.I.h1 thittli it would take aitlong timie to go ito "it,but,
if I 1111 6401, 1*;1to ill11te wholo existing Mtincture of agrevilitcts Which
w"11113fel ivtolved il ii hnge's inlth.ve eaiv~utliDS straide relatioulshiiA
vouvciiiel. Oher eoutra v, ouldi
lit which rightA awil liatilitivs are tv
to rtaliate in one way'ornother,
pr
14Wi~,
111'hi
havoerighti io nako
andl if ve really want to start goin na padfahmio hi
jog arrttugvmvnu%t-rt her 'than jutttrying to rwduevoor eiiiit tar41iffs
slnd tho variety of other tusido JIlarilwrst it would bring uts back to the
ehaoid klind of trade blituti o whand lbfoiv we entered thle poswar

Mr.
tho

What wotiuldIv woiw~ thant what. is happening to.
Svitalor
to putih. this, hut vou say ttthis point Japanl,
inwsui
inut,
day? I do
trin lg position,' hacked upll)by it comfortable
a
strvung
"JapanIlinl
$d1.3 billion of international rv.,erves We 1110ittins that, thig strength
doci' nut klitulSVIUM iouhilnce ill thleworld's trading systemu"
fthe imbalances right, now with, our country, "and
WVelIt 'it;is ning
*o I will iitst puI.h tho poinit-now, hut I wish WeeCoutll get a r-coml)
010.thestato epajurtilelit, Oiltrying to straightens Out
11404dagotionf
thc
11*4 11kri INs.
te coilipanliesthtt.Aplproatlte State
Now, 1 ay4tVqializo AC411il
Iopa'imisunt And the Dih'patnwnt of C('oniiiwrm msid l5 to bO0nd
agaiwit what. is it. now, 0 percent, for them to gt. their products iii
and 2.4 persentd for uts to get. our products in their countryv. I
would a irtciate it.
Thliu.vott very much.
SttorlurIincttr% 'iator BJnntiet?
.Senator li:NxxiV1. I appreciate the fact that. y-oi have opened ulp
(lt, coining OW i)uwtig. I realize that. we hanve other witness..,
hut I wonder if it would he wiseo to aAk the State IDepartuieut to give
those of uts who planl to go to Pais a careful briefing on the thn'(
h
cainiltellignl
that are comiing iup)at that. meeting so thlatwe
Jteily0T)
go
we
before
disetuasioijs
lie
t
inl
itto
ici
part
1
serve ait id
Mr. S.pn.is. tienator, we would certainly be delighted to do that.
('uiicer.'ing a congressional (delegation, we have had somne (isviissioln
gutugtis ortitnized, we Tnve talked to .Seertary Ro Sasitn
OLH~u
WO are t r'yniig io get tN10 thingi finalized, niow that.thMafmhIued
iment matter is over, which has take so nmuchi time of his anld oth)ersj
of its.
0 ut, if therm is to be a congreivsioual delegation at. the OECD meetmlg we would like very niucli to brief the delegation who wouldJgo.
It would 10. a privileile for its, anid we will certainly see flhat, this is
Wile inl adequate timle.
Senator 11iiimwvr. Well, I think that. I would consult. with you for
a date sufliiently ini advauwe, ketoping in mind there will he ;ivexcess
over Memtorial flav, so it. probably would he inemssary to have this
after, either iiext week or after Memorial Day.
Oter,
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You tire probably not, ready yet, your-selIves.
Mr. SA4mvris. At ual'111, we fire m)tile midst. now of comp~letingfthIe
aigeuda and getting it worked out.
Semitor' 1immywor. Whenm you ateeready, and we only hanve at few
-l-Z;
o it 4 miroblvl would Itha e to 1)e like say I thhik our rve.s isst-111orTheo

271t of May to Junle 1.

Senator 1miuctirr. I thhik the oly ojportiity would he lIkeIun
~I per-sonally plant to go over Ike to Jhune 3 or 4, my-tlf, ani I
think Senatorbelnnett has to go out to Utah*
Aenaitor lwxNxlirr. I would get. there Onl thlemmn of thle 'tit
11g11s
ad get there tth
ie last minute.
senator Itlmtorv. So, if we have anl opportunlity,ths would Ix
.1umle ., or sometihing.
M r .ry.ls.
I will be inllurpethenl, hutcetaiily Illy colleagues
Wi IQew t o it tht you are adequately and fully briefed.
senators Hilttttotr. W'e Canl o10mei~thIg over there before it starts.
r
I will be inl touch With yolu. NMyA utuder411nditigr,
too0, somlething,
is thot theybut
haiuve not compt to an agenda,they Re still workitg 0on
it. 4-o thley- h1Ve nothing to brief uts onl.
Senator Brix'rr. As %)oon as there is anything, anud IThfinik we lose
muchel of thle effetiveness of our trip if we go over cold.ami thou etifl
inlto atmeeting room to hear tliscussicioil which we have nio barkgroun11d.
.N . tItmsWeagrep fully, Setuators.
Senator Rinicorr. Thank you very much.
I would like to ask, Seniator (huesw, (10 you have a question ?
STATEMENT OF HON. LAWTON CHUMS A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF FLORIDA
Setiator Citit.E$. I did want to ask jut.4 one question, if I might, Mr.
I wanit to sf-ay that I appreciate very mitch thtie opportunlity to part Iiipate.
Senator Rinrcomr Delighted to have you, sir,

Senator 0imys. I was happy to havep had thle olplortun-ity to have
breakfast. with M.Nr. Samnuels the other mourning, anid it was jinot Penjoyalile that I noticed ini your statement you say:
The' admnisht ration i t teterllInedt to protet- the Interests of .Americaii farn,-

ens and can
uuu e counted on to r44ic modl fleaIIon of tioltiles and tpractI(es that are'
disadviautfgeonls to tit; White, of courtie. not losing sight of thweiee for Hurolmtt rt-vampIijits obstilete agricult ural strut are,

11hat is anl iiutt'rest that I have gotten into inl connlectionl with) the

Agriculture Committee, mtid some hearings that, we have held Collcerituiiathle Jreferenttial treatment that hats been, granted to Mtorocco,
anid Tunisia, Israel, and Spain) by the Commo nMarket countries
on citrus.
I wonder if you could give me any fther elucidationi as to what
thle depatment. has doneinl regard to these p~articuilar' matters of
preferential treatment?
1[r. !RA3&VEJIVell, We have opposed these vigorously, as I )ohited
out to the committee, at every turn.
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We Are urging thle ('onitnitliy to tro back to tit(*MF'N lprinceiple
and not, to have thle 1reftvutin trad at-an~eients. We reewo, rilte
they'hiave political pjbltth lt'tt
ritt'll.; of ttheirt'ehttiobttshtij)witi tile
Nortth African cotrtties atnd agr'ecitents with lack A frivait t'()1t11
fries that. rut to 1975, and we would ike to hanve these agrempneits
J)Itzs4Yd out by dl tht en.We are bringing atgreat dell or pressure
oil thle A frwa it1 countries, 0IIteinsel yes, antd onlthle Muditerranleaut
vounit tie-SIas well as Oilttite REuropeanls, to Insist onl their being phased
out by then, and suloititt for thle preferential trading areis "thle genlcrti %44d preferencees systemcut whereby everybody is treated equally withI.
olt reverse jtreferettees and aill of the disztdvantatgces that. flow frontl
Ithese j)referenlt ild t rading areas.
bI tertptos o there is hardly at (jIlest ion onl which tiee itlis beenl more
bi~telies ofliscu.;sliolt bet wecti(the F11.ttopeaut (Commntity anud outrselviss than tihis particlar
i.one. Beyond tht,.youl know, what shztll we
(10, goto wort wit itEnrol 14.or with Afriea ?
Setoator t'uturs. WetIl, no. sir: but eventi ithin thie framework of
GA,1 itseQlf, ats well ats thle other statultol) autthiorizat ions that we
have, there, is 11111h that. tttl~t
be le and tlfint has not beeit (lott0.
Mr.
SML
e S'fztor,
na
ott the GAWIf, !as 1Itmeitionted here earlier
it is at question of )ttlgmtettt its to whlat is thle most effective way of
dealing with thlee ('rs case, anld of getting thet*Sait isfaeotiolt we are
seeking.

Now, it, may be thtat, at soic point we wouil have to have at com-

ple'te coilf onhuaion Oil thii subject illthle GAIlT, but, we maty lose,
you know, in the GATT. It is (quitepossible, that, a majority *Of tite
;'otitttries will disagree withltus, amtd our interpretation of the. GAT
r'les,. We Itave beenl aware" of this possibility, and I would like to
avoid a situation of that sort. We have felt 01tatpribssre Otl thle Euro1)(4111 ('omimttity to negotiate a1Solution, even t it re~ires ateertaitt
ztitoultt of p~atience Ott o11 ttrs, is.; more likely to arrive ait thte kind
of solution you air looking for than taking the riskil of atconfrontationi ithie UGA'I. At times it is vCI'v htard for tts to realize itt the
Untitedl States that onl these subjects nlot everybody ligt-ves with us,
attd that. our if your have to have aut interpret at ion of tlte GATT may
lose. I would hope that wve could avoidl that risk. Now, if j,,mAt want
its to take that. route, attd if we were to lose, I hope you would not
hold thle State Department responsible.
Senator (,mis. Mr'. Samnuels, I think if yott will look to theleslu-81tiott that camle oult, of this committee expr-essing the settsc of the Senlate
oil this question. you would twe exact ly what we would like yott to dto.
What the Senate would like, the po.s;Itioiithttat we woutld ifke you to
take, vmuldl le to press for this.
Otn the way back from thle breakfast Wedtiesdav, the other ttotititig,
a mmitber of iii were talking Ii the car, and I waks saying that- it was
kinid of like when we have two boys -whIo ge toLtcget with their dlogs.
and they st4art tvxolling thle tirtules of their dogs. and the question
that one of them atlwvaysasks of the other one, will your dog tight ?
Ando I tiink that is the question that the Senate is as~king. youi know.
(10 we haven: doff that will tight.
Mr'. RSAturs. Well, Senator, to come upl to late and Answer your'
quesion, I think we have fought pretty hard. We murleist:1d thaitithe
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Euiropeant Community lisis a proposal to offer us on citrus. We have no
idea about tile contents or whte r it is at all sit isfnctor~y. There is*It
mlekktilqg Of lie EIlX'Qj)Collintillity-U.S. Cionsutative Grouip in
"el) Ineet'ing, when presu11mabhlyN they will
June, Illst following thl
thle
table,
although I have been urging (lurig the
lmt. this offer on
past, few div that if they have atproposal they give it. to us prompt ly
tinmedat.l., 4.4that wo could reviet by that tim'e rat her than wait unt"i
thteit to iceivo thle pro MOa.
WveIhIa ve011],A)o)hearit iit. thle Eliropeaui community PeOIplo feel that.
if we are going to dis-cuss a proposal onl citrus in order to mitigate
the p~roblemn oftanige to Our interest. from thle preferential arrangvmtent, they would like to deal with it, on a package basis together with
RoOIother' illatters concerning restriction'slby tre IUnited1 States, and
itot (ll withI citrus alone. TI]had in my office "thle dny before yesterday
rriesentatives of One of the major 1441ropeanl colitries involved inl
this eitruis matter, and I made the point very strongly that if thepy insist Onl doing that, they will losze, even if thiey have a good pr0J)0sal, all
of thle political benefits of having come to anl arrangement with uis onl
one outstanding matter, and showing that thle Commnity and OurSelves canl settle Something, even though the issue, while te~rribly important to the citrus interests, not a matter of wvar and penWc. Let
us settle something, and not get, this mixed tip in over-all negotiations
on) what we are going to do about shoes or something else.
T hope that they take that to heart and] will come up with a citrus
proposal, and nottry to make it a bargaining arrangement. with other
restrictions that they feel we are about to take against them1.
This is where we stand.
Now, if thie proposal is not. satisfactory and we get into difficulties,
r think we ill hare to review the question of whether we go onl to
the GATT. And 'if we lose, and I do not say we will lose although the
danger-4iss, we wiill have tried very hard to avoid that clanger.
Senator ("ixgv. We have tried so0 hard that, we aire *in three seasons now, we havre gone throtigh three seasons and we are no further
now, but we keep geting nothing.
Mfr. SAMrn T.S. 1My suggestion. Senator, is that. we take a look at, what
they h)Ito to propose, assluming they have something to propoe andl
if it is not satisfactory e ill have to reiew then what. the technique and next tactical steps should be. But there is no quesion in
our minds about the need to got satisfaction.
Senator Cjiirmv. Thank voll.
Senator Rinworv.'Mr. ;amuels, may I say that. you do the State
Department and the Secretary and the President a great credit.
Youad averydifficult cross-examination, and also some statements, but vou acquitted yourself vicy well, and wve are delighted to
have you, and again our thanks for your understanding of our position yesterday.
Mr. Sxxur~rs. Thank von, Mr. Chairmann, and all of the members
of the committee, and m~uy I say just one final word, 'Mr. Chairman?
Senator RTTcoJ-p. Yes.
M,%r. SAM3trMS. I sense very much and very well this keen desire and]
very understandable one onl the part of thie Congress and this coinmittee in particular to have at close relationship, not simply wi-ith tho
Executive as a whole, but with thle State Department in paricular.
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As far as we are Cconel, and1( I have found this to be true on tile
day thaft. I C411ne1% we are very.
part of all of myll:c Ileaglue from the01
sensiivo to thilsand very senstive to the importaiie of it, And you
cant bo (1uito assumed that in econonue matters~ you will get every )aSt.
ounce of cooperation foin tile Department of Stato. We welcome tile
opportunity to consult withI you collectively or individually.
If we do not sm4i1llinlth
)ftl'imnt to tjppreciate the impor-tane
of any particular problem, it is onl t because we are rating to the
total, and as we seo it, to thle overal pirblcilna of tile (overninent,
and to all of the different iterests in the country that are involved,
But this is done with absolute good will, and we tire prepared to
inteuisify this consultation and reationship with you in every conlceivable' espect.h
it've
WeO welcome it., enjoy~ it, and we think we can be otmiti.
Senator Rinicor.Wel thank you very inuchl for your offer, and
may I asureil you Oil behalf of the conunl'itee that we accept. it, and
we will be more than pjlOe"d and be available to you at. any ime.
Thank 3you very mutch.
Mr. 8A.ArURr.S.

'['hank you.

(Mr.* Samutel's lrelaarcd statement follows. Hearig continues oil
lpag4-2;i.)
pJPimIE-)
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Ar'.mts

I would like to direct my remarks today, first, to our economic relations with
the devolopeti world and, second, to our economic relations with thle developing
v&untrivs. I shall then. comment briefly oi thle outlook for trade with voulimit
countries and, finally, I shall say somtething about certain of the internlatiol
et-nmomk' organimzts In which the United4 States participates and which bear
onl trade policlies and practIces.
I would like to preface my remarks 1 however,, with the fundamental ob..eryntin that the Internaational economy has, overall, served the United States well
throughout thle pst-World W'ar 11 period, ats reflected inthtie unprecedented
growth fin trade andi investment. Between 1950O and 1970, our exports quadirupled
front $11 billion to $43 billion while foreign direct Investment. abroad for purIk";es of manufacture In other umrkets increased six times. Our domestic ectiaauaay
has expandcnid steadily during this period at a rate unparalleled In this century.
Recently, thought, thtuse achievements have bet-i obscured by the high level of
our Imports, piarticularly fit a few types of products, risig fromt a total of %1A.
billion to $40 billion between 1950 and 1970, and by thle adverse effects onl us
of certain restrictive trade olicies of Japan anid the Europeati Coumuity.
TVhese tare problems which are receiving our urgent attention andI the D~eportmet of State has been relentless In Its efforts to convince our trading piartnters
that. their actions have profound effects on our policies.
A major development finthle international economy over the past two decades
has beenta te growing interdepexndene of the highly Industrialized countries.
Western Europe, 'North America, andi Japan, together constitute 64%-cof world
outp~ut. We are linked together economically by International trade, by multintational companies and by capital markets that tran snd national borders. All
Industrialized societies are the beneficiaries of these economic linkages and1( at
the same timoe all face difficult problems of controlling inflation, niintauiig
full employment and growth, and combatting environmental hazard&.
Turning first to Hurope, her economic and political Integration has. long been
a major objective of United States foreign policy. Recent public discussion of
our relations with the Europe-an Community, however, has tended to get out
of pesrspxective by anl overemphansis onl tile plrolblemts created rather than thle
benefits gained by us. The European Community Is a liberal Institution fin two
Major areas and a highly protectlinist one In a thIrd. Industrial tariffs of the
European Community aire, onl the average, relatively low, Slightly lower than
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(str own aoreiIndustrial tariffs. 'Moreover, thip('ounmuinity ling puratted I very
401M.1 11141
n lirl
141111-V'fill1fli nfloo ivsin.Aurb'uvurein. latwwer. Is flt
str'a fit whic'helip oitinity follows ia protet-linist ipolic..Overall. wet, re
rining it suirls on our isaluatie of I mdt, willitMe Voinmid~y which fit 1970
wals abuit PA
$.billion.
TA'! mni, try to givto ia picture of flip agrietultral probli-m. Eroipiii
l experie-nelnit
at thep preent time fthe severe structural adjustment of te('hijologietil advance iIn
iogricul utral protiu'tion t hat liegon it inph nited ls sseveralucil toe,;
et
arlepr:
firrot nn asharnt'of the lalor force In fthe Commnon Market Ihave uleelineti (roin
4114011t 2.11% InINNl,; to l3e;" today, anti will likely deelluep again by about half
litM
tecoiingrdecade. They see their problem not one of n orderly Change In
structure tinder a p~rotective unibrelia. Our alim should lipe to ensutre thant tin
major agricultural transformation In Europe takes place without serious dIsrupion to our own lower eost farm exports which have traditiontily F0111it
ntittrku't lit Europe. The Administration fit determined to orotwct thit(nterexts of
Amerivan farmers nt can lie counited On to seek modification of policies and
pra('ties ftint are disadvantagreous. to ust while, of course, not losing slight of
the need for Europe to revamp Its obsolete agricultural structure.
In order to keep our agricultural trade problems In perspiective. letiw tuoluabt
out( that our agricultural exports to the European Coinmunity In 1070 were M1.A
billion, virtually equal In dollar amount to the highest level reached fir ussince
thep Community was establishepl, namely the level reached In 1900 From 1900
to 196. when the present Community agricultural policy became effective, our
agricultural exports. particularly grains. fell about $300 million. but rose again
In 197A to the 190 level. The composition of our agricultural exports has changed.
andi what we have lost In grain we have made up In soybeans. There is a tendency
to forget that the hard won struggle hy the P.S. Government to obtain a zero
dutly on soybiens from the European C'omumunity has been of great. benefit to
our farm community.
Now, looking to future T...Eurolwan economic relations, I se a number (of
iiuuiortant Issues that will demand our attention.
'Pariffs are still significant In mnyrInstances even though overall they con.
stimute only a moderate barrier to trade compared to ten or twenty years aigo. An
enlarged European communityy . which would Include the elimination of tariffs
between thep present six members and the four new applicants. palrtit-11arly (;re'-t
Britain. would put American exporters at a new competitive disadvantage in
the-se market. Mutual tariff reductions phased over a reasonable period of
timep would le one way of reducing' or elliminating this effect of the Commilon
Market enlargement.
The accession of the new members to the European Community lit likely to
have a moderating effect on the protectionist levels of Community agricultural
policy, and ast the eeononife and social transformation of European agriculture
takes place the problem of agricultural protection may In the yearn ahead recede
lin Its Implortance for the Community. However, the problem of agricultural
protection In many countries. including our own, and the trade eects from It.
will probably have to he dealt with by greater coordination of domestic agricul.
tural policies. Including price support systems, land use and niagemnt. andl a
number of other techniques.
Other Issues. which will probably assume relatively greater Importance an
Europe takes further steps toward full economic Integration Include mnetlaryv
union. industrial policies to develop particular Industries or regions. and ltlser
coordination of tax, transportation, and environmental policies. The precise effect
of these developments on American Interests Is not yet clear. Whant Is clear Is
the ever more pressing need to consult closely with one another and to seek joint
solutions to joint problems.
Turning to .apan, we hare a, more ('oilex situat-ion. The dynamismn of thve
Jajmnese economy In recent years hant created serious competitive problems for
us but has been a source of strength lin Asia. About a third of Japan's trade Is
with other Asiuii cmmutrie,-. and the bu'lk of .lapan'-s cpumding foreli n a i s
to this a ron.
A stable Asia will also (lenend on the contluinig lrosix'rouus economic rein.
tionshh.t betwiven the(United States and1 Japan. ltn 1970 the trade between J.aiian
and tMe MUieStates totaled ovor $1014 hailini intu'xmorN ovaid inmortgs 'w'od
onli' to our t roe with ('und-i. .Thi in uvqfromt the United 9-t ates about fa third tof
Its linlw)rt'z. ineltiding over $Mbillion In farm products lavt year, and we buy about
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a third

of Japan's exports. Oil balauve, we Import from Japan wore lit dollar
amount than we export to her,. Wili the voistqeqlive that the surplus In trade
that wo enjoy with the European C'omnau~ity Is offset by our defill ith trade
Wili Japan.
We have let no opportunity pa"s to press Japtin to open Its markets to our
exptrlers and Investors. We expwet ltat by it'jtembt-r of this year, the total
number of Items on the Japanese qjiuota list will li- down to about .41 from
122 two years aigo. Poven theseo are muctol o many, however, and vonsitlute laarHrits to U.S. exports which we continue to oppose. Thev Administration is; conlcentrating exlwvially oil the Jaipanese qlutatitative' restrictions onl high technology poroducts-suelh as large computers light. airt-raft, and navigtional viluip.
nn'nt-wwero the vouilwctitive position of Ainerivan Inustry Is ext ratirdiarily
strong and on WilhttWe have inewreasingly to dependu to balance our payments.
Onl the import, side of the ledger we have twirticularly difficult. probiemg arisig
out oif our trading relationships Withi Japani. FE4very effort Is under waiy to resolve
le Japanese, to apply
the textile problem onl a voluntary basis and to jK'trsuadeth
restraints In a satisfactory wnner. There are a few other special' Itemss oil

which tpracticatl cooperation between us could mitigate excessively disruptive
effects onl our trade, hut overall we must look to Japan to liberalize avv'sq to her
markets for our exports and wit must Improve our own competitive strength If
we are to reduce the imbalnce In our trade account.
I .S. Investments In Japan are over $1 billion, mostly In manufacturing. Al.
though Japan has taken some steps to relax Its controls on foreign Investment,
many obstacles still remain. The battery of restrictions onl the tostablislunent of
subisidiaries remains formildable. You may he at--sur-d1 that the Administration
will continue to press the Japanese for more liberal treatmnent.tif direed fortoign

Invest mment.
Japain io now entering a new stage of e-conomic development. Labor shotrtages
have begun to appear and Industrial wages have risesi sharply--revently at an
annual rate of somne 17%. This Is leading to atgradual shift of Japanetse pro.
duction away front traditional labor-intensive industries. The familiar problems
oft Inflation, urbanization, and pollution are confronting Japanese authorities in
a similar and lit many respects a more Intensive way than In this country.
At this poimat Japan Is litia strong trading position, backed up by atcomfortable
$1.3 billion of International reKerves.. We must insure that this strength dues
not cause serious Imbalance Iin the world trading systein.

I would like now to turn to the less developed world. U.S. economic relations

with developing countries are to a large degree n extension of our collaborative
efforts among Industrialized countrie-s. Iin many areas of poliy-tradeP, Invest-

went, direct foreign assistanct-an effective response to the needs of the dleveloplug countries can only be achieved If the Industrialized countries act in conce-rt.

This fact underlies a basic distinction lin our foreign economic policy: relations
biet-ween Industrialized and developing countries operate under it different set
of principles than, relations among the fully competitive Industrialized countries.
Capital exports to the developing countries, together with the technology necesRary to utilize It, will be required If the development potential of these areas is
to bie realized. The key to successful development In many cases Is to accomplish this transfer of capital and technology without, on the one hand, saddling
the less developed countries with overwhelming foreign debt repayment schedtiles or, onl the other hand, creating a situation whereby foreign ownership or
control In key sectors of the economy threatens their capacity to control their
own economic priorities and social structure.
One metans to accelerate the developmentt process Is to give thie developing eoulltries greater access to the markets of the developed countries for their exlx1rts.

To this end the Industrialized countries are seeking to Implement generalized
tariff preferences for the developing countries. lin simplest terms there would

lie two tariff levels In effect: the miost-fa vored-nat Ion system would apply for
trade among Industrialized countries, and either full or limited duty free
status wvouldi apply for most Industrial products and !zoine agricultural prod(luct.s, with certain notable exceptions Imported fromt developing countries. The
NEuropewan (Comumunity and Japan will be implementing their tariff preference
seemes soeptlime between July and October oif this year; we will be submitting
legislation to the Congress lit the near future seeking to Implement our prefere'mce prolsal.
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WViti, regard to tile outlook for trade with thle ('olinunist countries, the Presid(t'I itiade It, clear I I ls report to the Conigress of February 25, 1971 on U-8.
Foreign P1olicy for the 1970-s that tile U.S. Is prepared to se thle People's Republic
of(hii play a constructive role In thle family Of nations, 110ittai that, he
continued to believe that praetical mteasures onl our part will, over time, make
evident to thle leaders Ili Poking that we are preptired for a serious dialogue. lie
551(1 that Iinfthe coming year hie wouldI examine what further steps we might
take to c'reaite broader opportunities for Cettcts between thle Chintese andi
Ioples
America am
Ont April 14. thep President announced a number of further measures to relax
direct trade and travel controls towardthie People's Republic of China. IDetiled4
annuaneenets were made oil certain of thexv measures on 'May 7. Jn coning
wveeks. after completion of high level review, there will be further announeniptis with reslIeet to thep arrangemients for permitting direct trade--exports
und limports-with the People's Republic of China.
Wh'Iile these steps may not lead Immediately to a large volume of trade, It Is
rva-'onflhle to expect that, given a favorable attitude on thip part of Peking. there
could twe a gradual resumption of historic trade between the United Stott's anti
thip Peop.le's IRepublicof (China.
V.18. trade with thep Soviet Union and thep countries of Eastern Europe tinst;t'in
tiheroli1111yd somlewbat and expanded over the past two years. Under the E-xport
Administ ratilon Act of 1909 there has been gradual reduction of 13.8. controls
osver ,omstreteaic exports to these areas. During 1970 U.S1. exports to thep
Soviet Union and thep other Eattern Europecan countries (except Yugoslavia)
amounited to &$3Mmillion, a considerable Increase over 11909.
exports to these countries reached $115
During the first quarter of 1971.I.
ml~itn as compared with$2 million (luring the samne eriod of 190. There Is
n export surplus In this trade exchange, and there Is continuing evidence that
thle Soviet Union and thle other countries of Na~stern Hurope have n active
trade Interest Iin purchasing a range of normal Industrial equipment and
technology. Ithe overall pattern (of Soviet and East. European lpurclin&'s. however, continues to show the purchase of American farm products and raw
materials as the largest major category.
Finally, an Important factor In the International trading system Is thep role
of International economic organizations%. Over time past 25 years there has
developed a network of International organizations In the economic field that
have assumed a growing responsibility for maintaining a stable and prosperous
world economy. These is some misconception, however, as to what these organizations4 are or are not capable of achieving, They are certainly no substitute for the responsibility and the power of sovereign nations to make policy
decisions or to take necessary action, In the trade field, the GIA'1V sets out
a number ofrunles and procedures for the conduct of International trade. Thle
INMP provides similar functions for the Internationali monetary system. while
thep WNorld Rank. the United Nations Development Programi, and regional (levelopielit banks have, In addition to technical functions, substantial funds for
development which they administer directly.
There aire two related questions that are consistently before us In trying
to Improve the functioning of International organi;-ations: are we, within thle
existing framework of these organizations. Jursuilug our Interests inl the most
effective way; and, more basic, Is there a need to modify the legal or procedlual structure of these organizations, In view of changed circumstances?
Onl the trade side, the GATT has proven a far more durable and useful Inst rument than originally conceived. It Is true that the formation of a huge trading
entity suh anithie European Community, AItli a rp~twork of preferential ngreements with other countries, was not conceived Iin quite the way Ini which It has
developedl when the OATT' was organized In 1918. However, let us bear In mind
that the GATT' put order Into a trading situation that wvas very unsatisfactory.
and that Its fundamental principles of most-favo'ted-natlon treatment has helped
create the conditions of unparalleled growth Iin world trade. We should seek to
Improve Its operations. particularly Its time-consuming procedures, in order that
It may conform wherever necessary to the evolving realities of the 7N. Any
effort. however, to change the basic rules would Inevitably raise a demand on the
part of other countries that we give up the advantages to us written Into the
GATT.
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Tito finial question 1Show to conitlille to derive thle btqfiis of iiwrvaiiug filteriisttoiial trade and Inv'estment fit an ema ot rapid tir-ltol oglesaI change,, while
miiiing (isrup~tve effects to donktdic ecouiumes. Thersn 31)o siple iwer11II
to Okla question, bit(t erininly the wioIn~i not to regreso toward Inward.
looking lprotivt~isIt ic3iesV that proved so digistrous tiuthIe past
cisttig of
I would suggest a geoneriul taroach to world ecoi*uhiJIL' problemsts
three elements:
I. A sharply stepped-up International C&KordlullJUI of national econole oltKli.
dles, 1mrticuIrly among thle Idustrial1i4'd countries. I take note10tit this regard
of thie next OhX'D iminiterial 13et'lJg of Junue 7 and3(18 over which S$ecretury tif

Stato Rogers will jrealde for thle 10th annual mee'tinlg of that organization). Til

riiwn. As. you
it
Is tht(, irst time ntAmericanl $ecrotary of Sto us acbias
,inderway withuin tOw OFA' t')1deleriuimo
kn~ow, ',Mr.Ctirin. distcussioinw 3r
ai1 1l''~iaisifor iooh~init
whoather It would be desiraible to wtt u t *1tihSis
ahead to fthe trade *113(1relatted problem of fthe 701*- tindtla"siIting thegovvro.
itteuit (to deal In cotcrl with $433131'of lthe uitiaos to twiellyour roulittneIts
de'otiI ts tattentionti 11thMemoe arus.
0). The formu~llattion of a coiuaireiensive program for as~fs
our own3 initus.
t ries to ndtjust adequately to chiang~lg Interntiol t coolKtiive conditiios, Matr.
trading p(tteriltiS tchology and Inves~lt ent ange rapidly
kets, production,
I3~rgid, igh cost, elenientss. we must
today. hasend of building Into our mity
use a variety of techniques f13 tile w(3y of tax fincentives, fiwestluen~t aissisflaue.
COUS3AdIdtlIt i&ns. re-t raining of worket B, e. to he'j)lpIstriali sectors anttscauauit.
Improve thei r prodtutivity a.1n( thits
lies, not simply Indilvidual cljdneto
their eompitj'itveIness, or to shift their c'aiital and houman remourees to iiore
sophisticated4 Industrial activity. 'iThis wvill require a major governmental ipohie.
iolve a cooperative effort toetweeC ile government and the
dleciion and1( woulInv
private sector.
3. Theo lost, but most iiraportant elleent In Improving our trade PoositIon Is to
pursue policies thint wifltmoderate In)ternl tIntlatitounry forces fit the context of
a growing economy. Iufltitoi i; a major contributing factor to thie high level tof
ImJports. n()(1Is hairinfuil to our exports bay Incre'asing the costs of our prtx113ets.
Inflation goes to the heart of our competitive p~roblem.
Let me say, gentlemen, that the Departmnat of Mtate (oes mnot share thie attitud-,c
of gloomn and doom aoutt American Industry, Amnerit-an labor nd Americn gri.
culture that pervades so mutch of the talk one hears anmong sine of our pe~'jple.
This Is a great country, ant economic giant: Its exports. both Ind~ustriall and agricultural. and Its inregtinuts are at record levels. It tile less dIeioed
*11cauutrites
hitt e development problems, tile nutrializted countries, Includinlg our own.

hlave re-development. problems. This Is part and partel of tile process of change.
$0 much of the criticism we bear fit some quarters reflects a lack of confdence In
ourselves that Is not characteristic of this coujtry-antd hopiefully Is a jussilla

phenomenon In our history. We hare tserious nt urgent problems. and insofar as
their allevitionl or solution depends o*1 the policies of other countries we shall
relentlessly seek chng-es hut, I hope, we shall (10 so Intelligently. Insoifur as our
problems arise alit of the need for Internal adljustmnentsf, we are confident tha1t, as
In thle past, God %willhelp those who help themselves.

Senator RiniCOFF. Secretary Paimby.
MNr. Ptlilly. we weicoImtCyou here. Tile cilairinan of tils sitlwomniittee is probably tile least kn.-owledgeable man on tile entire committee
when it. comes to tigicultural problems. WeP have tile Chairmnan of thle
Agricultural Coinmittee, and men who are deeply familiar With and
knowledgeable in tis entire field.

However, T do realize the 'ery, Very important role that a gricultiirt
playi in our Whole trade picture, and I also recognize tihat inite coming
years tihat. agriculture is going to be pretty much on the firing line in
all possible negotiations and have many implications with) the enlarge;
ment of the Common Market.
So, what you have to say, aid your advice, will be most im portant in
j.Pat Iuuiby,ftand
WeW ek'onie y!011tCeV,i.
*the work of this ('oninifttee
3-o11canI continued as you will.
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$4'niatmur ltimos
i ht.uoT'7 tvilo Rogiw~llioba tioeI oitiroll tyiia
b

lv

S4-iot;.r 11ics~v.e

Ottly diotribee'ttei1114w

Wh1'at tits they ido wit the funded tthey coi.m ftDo

eend* to thet faruen~if How tin u);'y districeeto

Mr.,P mt411. Welt. Mr. ('iatimmuthe
i,. fund is ueiwd for s vtornli jur.
14141.0e tiM4 (of the bet.. o ttte lilts
lb
t t tittfOttotiteiy lit.'
Ols fisr
fulll$
th. e ttrimbtb~.of *?eI*ltixiiai~j 1fs or,,to utetir
Itorintieoy,

Se' m~or Runort.

,they take thaet filtd. 0t14 how do tey 01141

vx4irlKWso alte. o whomfI
,Atr. 11.)4ety. iTo all dt-iAin-jua geraetly,. 4%g
s xttiitupte is that,
Ci4to ('oeaue.'ao1ity it; vtry tuueele in at surpitns i;iton Minsoft whetst1. mid
itsaa itt tv'11 0r. ~billa"galutit 6 a3'1)gur11j "tcetIsitutatieon.
S ti.tliu 4mi aet'ad.
ehr their svstium to ake at paytttl'ut to their
c'M04-1i to(wilvwhet$othird mitry tdeijtiouns cutideoof (t o om
11101111oI ",ldOw it4ut joseor the seuhsitdy if; suffiliient to nezke up the
f,1lit't

fiift-ive te1

w eeel.world wheat rri.eOr the Jpri'e thot. would allow

It*' gra in tCo move its cucupativet to Ithe art iiilh iternalI prime

Senior lbstue.ivu'r. lWet, in other words. let ns satv the world priee
wuulitl edI $1.01. They Ociarge' ntAeneriesit or (attadiln or a New Zvatlantd exorter 77 evtis. mid they take it eeito at pool. tend they 11W (1thi9
Iwou for te largrt prime main in i-Sh'u'eeutny. or JFraittv, or whtint'r mmetIry it is to gt'hI his eie for.
11' Sells it. to thfe ('oee.:umiot Moree'.t for $:2.37, and theii they take it
eviltt Wtt or bucrk and they t'lI tthi at megu'itt1 for $1.60 to (lit outside
Mur. 'P-0titutyt

11110111 iti

JTo fill.Outside colunti', oteetlt
htte
lvI
~t
h xetta
hyaei

lct iota.

,64nauhitr 1tllpiwre. Wh11t I attn vcuriouls 1about. if there ittsu'h a market,
y!'did ntot. the United States or ('aiadei or Aitstra Iiii. or
utres m-11Nr
wy. (ing
they tiot. sell t hot grainl
tot I ]w hi ml vomtsryfor 9,1.60 and itot, )o v thloo mai1-6177vecnts?*
'Ihut t 11V bce diela and S-tupid. wu as I told you. I anm the least,
litumeewhnlje itn thiti field, mid(1I1wmnt, to know something about it.
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Mr.
e.l
iv. XNo. Mr. ('111,111141, f1 44arts good qtes-t
p
iois. you tildel
m~li ilt e world trad1(ing eoieniv
i tlifit o0111-ri'111i0(Iif I iMay
st lek fi ton,osttrI~t1' Uu. rr. 'Mwk tto one ft thao~ t Vhave tlte 1killuefigure.
Mr'.
li~nv. IIIIIIouo "041
rn s ilfrewt'o move t111%ny market In tho
11,('OnE tot At tfids~ ou111 Ii'att
world e1cc't it1S40unde1(r thl'Nport

t radelrs arv fie to lell

that

corn1to any buyiner i ile worklitltte('rhi-

vago prive. It, it afret' grill'. there is no sustii'~ involvedt, and Ino G(ovi'rmiinci10t invtolvemnent. This corni van go to anuN- place inl the world, and
we do not spe4ify whlereit t'UI rjo orvcannot go.
rt
Now. flt&i question is whitl we notrest rit-1 it, from goinlr tothle
('onnunity
vtAnd il Iurnl seni' COthe thudl Ot1'.'V martstk . ?- tKliQv
that is wil'hat oU 4said I
Senator

ltimttcry~.

11WhIy

I I at just curious why would a third counl-

Iry market, buythis 1E.uttopeuiu orn I Is there something about It'uropanl corn , thaitit is more consistent. with their tuates or eating habits?
Mr. PAUIYu. No, ald (thi$ is implortanit. through thle use of export

subsidies thle(Conmmission officials make lEutrojwakn

corn attractive to

t he iumoring count ries, or puttU ing it v'eri' S11111) ySenator Riuworil. liut we pay for it, huasicalloy the United Stattes 01,
('a1iada, Wlk0Vver-(loeS this, they itay for this basically ?
Mr. NPaLMBY es.
Senator 'TI lMA1M;EP Wolid thle Chair-manl yield at this point ?
Senator Rticuti. I would bevlhapp~y to.
Senator T.x.%m.1. I mant, to secv "ifthis situation is correct anld 0a
acce
(ldescrip~tion
of t hat variable I10%. policy.
Is it not true that a couple of years ago we slitum~el a lot of wheat
to HEurlopean count ties, )ahIa igh
4 lllevy to get. it siupped into HEurope.
amid at the same time they took. that high levy useitas fan export
subsid N to ship whent. to Rtedl (hinaf at, that time, at favorable prices
Mi'r. 1,4.mny. That is correct.
Senator Tm AiKxn. So Ii iefect the American tax payers or whent
proulcers wvere paying a Subsidy Ed) thle Furopean market to s&'Il whent.
to lied China. Is thIat. not correct
Mr. PAL

SenSIIIAtorTalimdge,

I would want you to utii(erstati(1

that it was not the U.S. wheat that movedI, it was thle Softer V'ariety
inl thle(Commiunity that moved to the third 'ouiiti'ies, mainland Chinit
anld elsewhere.
Senator
Wf~ our wheat wtent ill, and it is our' money
4 m~sI.~ell,
that pa id the vi'aible levi', was it, tot?
Mr. PAIm.Mmw1. It is thl European Imp~orter' who palys thle variable
levy. Ile buyls from usa at thle world pr-ice and then mustjpayv the tliffflren*lvp betweenl that price aldlthtreishold price to the E~C.
senator lllncovv. IThis is onle of thle things that bothers mle, and
I have bween tying
'l
to grope for more iind irstanitdng. Whyti? You know.
fo'getiiMg this Chtina thing, putting that, aside. C"anada s.oldl wheat. diwtyto lied Chin.We re ntot dleprivinig Red China of wihent. As
Sena;torl. 1mdge sat 1s5 we are really sulbsi(lizing it. butt Eutrope'ati
coitiiit)
d sell that. wheat to Redl China. so wv could we not sell
wheat to China directly ? W~e couldI if that w ere niot the national policy
again-st Itradlilg with China, which !;eems; to be a breakdown.
Mm'. 1Ru.MN.I
On
)I the (iin point if we (lid not hai've the problems we
doi and if they 'were killing lies, priumlh'w '111sl otet
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ht file
On the'vatrialble levyN point. I would want to inike. it. lrt'ha
persons that. really si trer Or payxttle bill are thle HEuropeanl coniitui'..
You understand this 77 ceuts cones from the Eutropean consinei's.
The European impjor'ter pays the levy and1( the higher pritve of feed
ingreivieri($, illIllhs case corn , results inllugher-priced feed and higherprtivedlanimial pr'odutst.
Senator Rinucxv. 'Now, to bring it, home1 to thle HEropeanl con8sutuers-, this variable levy, And this subsidy, What, does that add to a
pound of meat. or a loaf of bread thie Euiroj icun has to payl , or i f
Hly(lid not. have this polic of thle subsidy, with a dii6etntitil,
whutt does that make a loaf otbread or at pound of meat cost onl the
housewife's table in E7urope?
Mr. PAIAHIW. Mr. Chirmanl.I 1 1we have mnade a good mnanly sttilies,
as you would expect. I would like to answer it. this way: It ifs our
judgnwn that.thle higher prices that, the conlsumers- in 1741uro)play'
1 eaulse of thle common agricultural policy, a main) element of Which
is the variable levy system, that that, policy adds somewhere around
VI billion to $7 billion to their food costs, and that. is strictly over
the counter.
Now, there are additional costs, expenditures required to pay
for thle common agricultural Policy. That figure is not. unlike thie
other figure I gave I-oil; nmely, around $6 billion to $7 billion.
Senator Rnircovr. I know those figures. but you know the priolemlf
when you try to translate billions of dollars, to dollars and cents
household the figures just gogigle the average person's mind, aland
hie does not. know how heo is being htit. Did your economists in thle
Department of Agriculture, have they broken this down to what
it costs for at loaf of bread or a pound of meat.?
Mr'. PAJ,%-.MY.
r. Chairman, not to mny knowledge.
Senator Rinrcorp. On the housewife. to')her on her table.
Mfr. PALuny. I can be quite sure that it. would not take mitelh of an
effort to supply this figure to you. It is merely q matter of iti'netie.
Senator fl JBCOYP. It would-be easy, because T understand that, this
is a very grave internal economic problems to all of those countries.
They arep trying to satisfy some 10, or 12., or 15 percent. of the popu.laton
ho re armrsyetyou have acontinuious rising cost of living,
especially in foodstuffs in all of these countries, and there is a great.
unhappinem and dissatisfaction with the populat ion as Whole.
AndI nijus0
crius what,.is this Costing the housewife for a
loaf of bread or a pound of meat.?
MrI. PALmius. I would like, with your permission, to come b)A to
you with some figures oil this, and will try to make it as practical
Senator RJiniCOVP. That is what I want. And with) that I would be
dlelighited to yield.
nom
(The Depar-tment subsequently submitted the following noia
tion:)
Basild on the cralulations presented1 by Krtuer and Berioston,' It Is estilided
that the Common Agrictiltural Policy rest i n an added cost to Mth onismer
of about 8 cents a pmund ($180/11T) for pork. 13 cents a pound ($292/51T) for
bweef amndi 2 cents a pound for bread (based on $40/MT added Cost for wheat Htour),
I'Cosit

of the Common Agricultural Policy to The European Community" by Georre I.

Kruer and Byron Dernston. Fordgn A griklural Trade of the (Unlled States, October 1969.
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Itirsivally. fleruiston undu Kruer comnputed thie cxeessi consumer costsa for major
ngriultural eounttioiltes tno the tliffervisee betweiisthe 1airotqbeI5 oWuniuiII
lonr(Ituiter iriveAsand (lie world privis. It shld hnot eduit that tik IItotholt of (-Idvuhititus eoin,.are sthe jmoxiu (itfite emuiv~sr under the Cowunion Agricultural
P1olivy with huut po it nthe aim-itstv of any agrictuihiral prie t supports.
It. does not coupare the Commoni Agrcultural Polley with previously existig
nastuil suitimrt programiLs
(lit the tassles of thle average retail prIves fit Paries and Munleh fit Aprl-May
19~, these estuteti added costs would no'iflntf fr atio 0 ltrcent (ifflthe pork
prItio, 10 petrvesat of the beef prlce, and 12.5 percent of the bread price.

Senator Fxxx Thtank you very much, .Chiran
Se~refiv
la11111y, iWthlere any filfnatcing itvolved wheat we are
talking about the saile to the third countries? In Other words. for thle
Europent ecomnic community making the stils, arev they doing ally
financing that we are not permitted to do tinder our export-import.
bankiang arrangement011s
referred
Ml.. rmint. VTewhtentathN-is to mainland (Ctina,whichlt;
to, ats I recall, wats patially fintanced.
It. was partially paid for through atbilateral arrangements with pri'
ittarily ter agrIcultural items from maintland Chia. As far, as sales
to other third couattrie~s are concerned, yes, quite often there is Sonme
finaatcimtg ijivolvede
But. we(do have some financing to ianty Countries.
Senator FAX I.N. But, intsonic at-pas wve are not; permitted ?
.'.PAdMIY. 11"(1are rest rited, Of courIse6.
Senator Fn
80l1t1o10'casesWO have the10right to mAe tte Sale
but. atottina awe it. asI untderst and it?
Mr. PAI,3ruv. Yes.
Senator Fxxxix. Thtantk yoil, Mr. chiairmaat81.
Mr. PmxI.rIy. If I mafy Continue on1,tMen:
'9Oat
ComnliilityN ret-ogaulzes that4 it-S policy of reklyng
hligh prices lor farmn support as atot, working. It Germnan'y. for CXaiulel
internal subsidies to farmers have beent granttedI since 1965 as a response
to Income losses result ing fromn the reductions in German grain price and
the Georman mark revaluat iot.
For some years now 3fr. Mausliolt.. the architect, of thte EC's coinmnot policy,'has tried to suppleanent price policy with policies of
structural reform involving payments to farmers. lie tas been only
partly Ssacemssful.
Oate of his majior problems is tlte fact. that all decisions of thte EC
Coutteil in Agriclture must be unanimous. Tits, onte country can
block action oa i ty prmoblean. This leads at besJt to ilationiflutd at. worst
to logrolling onl sUCIt matters as; price anid reform. Italy's coanseat to
higher corni prices wantted by Germnaaty is bought by 04:ra1111n consent
to higher rice prices waitted)1w Italy, for exampIle. Ta thl cases. Out,id upirsoe. Inactioan. ot course, cuts botht ways and is someti'e
all advantage to outsiders. EC producer support prices hand not been
increased for 3 years, but this year interiial pressutres were severe and
producer supIor-t; prices for mllost. Products were inlcreasedl.
United Kiigdotat entry to the EC would hteighten the need for
reform. Like the EC, theYTUK is a major market for world agriculture.
Total UKI imports of agricultural products aiottnte(1 to $5.6 billion
last yer h
nited States supplied $450 million of this. mostly int
grants and tobacco.0
The United Kingdom traditionally hats had lower agricultural prices
than most of the countries on thie Cntinent, and until mey recently

The Euaropeatl
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9evi
ai.pri'~Iqo

ido

hadl it had itvery

st11

h

ltted hutngdlom ti.4S's ellI'ew it
lTha'll~t is. fthp internal or
ke't pite for muos4tg''it111
ilt
i1$t(%~or'Il
w
jiepPr~odiiet s
l. 01 lt tiod-it litie.,,Iuildipd the farmer Is ghit apIN1center fire oftIf
maenit by%-the go64ern1 ilt, to itako III) the diflitrne between nht lie
receives frm t helipnailwt amil )re-0. JIOdle' tit'tite1prive,
A toounsid('')ernb tiiiomt tof wor'k itslbeeni donte ht hi i and1ouitside
of gwrm 'l tlnet , to try to "Is.t~.4Mt he impact oil IUited Kingdom pInuiltioli, oI
1si ItIptloilllmortsatnd exports of ('xtt1(Iig to 016 VUnited

Kingdlom thlip,('otumloi Agricutlturall policy of the EC. Thle reSullt of
till of thii work is dstuiei. M11y11%.
eivei' Ntr toulIe tlienil fol.
Olt~d'
1lil
ii.'r-'~l~
ili
iiteyof pr(Iucts-ulep'sthe EC'
k%;ttge
its*policy. It is si gnifielit.t0that two of the 1n111ot' negotiating
problms for the United Kingdom) are puvsei-vinw for its traditional
of thle IUnited King-lom stigiti' 11t1d
Suippliers iat
Cuelrential
Iuttetr matket-t-both
of least.
whichPart
would otheprwise be taken over I' itsQ
new pllrterq. T1 1.)
oucsp, the major' adverfe imnet %wIllbe oil giaing
tid tobacco, although other ji-roducts will be affectedalo The ro.waus lalize
re
tEhis system entails heavy burdens for' everyone, and we
liopoR that. United Kingdom c'ntr'i would lead~ to its reform. We hope
that thep recent agrecument whieli we entered into with the U'nited
Kingdomi carriyinig forward our' GATT rights onl grain will help make
possible npeeded reforms.
Thlis is not to isa that agi'icult uial tradle prolelms with thle United
Kingdom would disappi) WpI retileT'Uited Kingdom ntot. to join the
EC. Onl the contraryA.. Sinee 1961- the IUnited Kingdom onl its own has
bxeelnWn
movi na from its traditional policies,.. For a v-ariety of rcas41115 it has been shifingr toward anl EC type of policy and awaya from
tile (leeuy payments system. With tile recent coming to power of the
e'olservat ive t11ovei'niet this shift has been aecelera1tedl. Thuls, we
'moild in) ant'v ent be facing unfavorable and restrictive changes in
I nited 1Kiugdoul agricultural policy.
Agriculturlal policy jptlllns are not imliteol to Europe. TApanis
1ag'iltull1 policy hlas ledl to a most. troublesome rice sur'pluts. High
stlport pt'iees; have contr1ib~utedl to iticrea.e"I'oductionl fat' outrunting uses. Jpan's rice suIpport price was this year' raised to over $390
p~er ton. Byv way of contrast, the U.S. rice slipport. price is $107 per
toni. JIaIuail' stock%of rie are greater than estimated total world trade
inl I-ice in 1970.
.Jap~an liau. also (delayed remloving its restrictive quotas onilmorts
far too lon1g. There1is no0 justification at. all for the continued quotas onl
fresh grapefruit, onl citrus juices and a number of other products.
Xevt'tie~~.T will readily acknowledge that JIapan is a good, large
and growing market for IT.S. agricultural products, and a bright spot,
for fultulr r!owthl.
MOSTTvOJIi)-N

T
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R

T~he shift from mu ItilateralIisin based onl most-favored-niationl
treatment to regionialism or, bilateralism is of serious conlcern to Its in
agriculture. It is not difficult to see whly this should be so. We must
Compete withl other.exporters in practically everyagricultural product
we sell anid our competitive position is l)ase-d strongly onl price. Think

a minute about. our major crops.
.1i
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(ra1iils-We comtellwt
ithimada111(1, Auistralii.tihe 114".the Soviet
1nlioit, South AfMrivia. Thatilanld, Argenitinla anld others.
ONl, oiseeds anld 1110al8-01 oupetjtitors
arev too manly to na11110-thle jprollvers of pali sunt11fow-ei'$~'l,ed vttO1W4ee(I, ishlnleails (0Pl'a
I-it pe-stet ld1(1so oi.
('it 's-01i' tcompjetitors5 are 1Irael. Itaitly. spatill, M01(Wv0. ''u,. isill.
South1 Afrien a ilK . land others.
41'.obaiCo-Our major com i peitor het'e-llhodesilt-ias lK.4-t out of
the nmrket, for some years, Eut there is Ito lock of conipet itionl from
( a na(la. bidin, ot her'A frit'a producerts. Souit KorePa1and Greece.
Ill fact, th('re is n0tia product, that colits to miiicll ic) h Wwe0tinot
cam jit
t6111'l. When 0111' Competitor is givemlita price ladvoaagehe
1181111N
-lis he sale. Although fll MFN has never bveen a reallity
Imeca use of the(('omlnon01weaIt h preferences' 5yst4el, b14'0l)(pp relations
with its colonies anld 0o1r own J)Weferences with Cuba anldtile Phillip.

pies, the GMTT barred the extensions of these p~referentces 1111(1 $01igiit
to move the world toward full MEN. ExwejptiOns Were made for full
Cuistomus 111110115alitd frep t radte arevas.

Th'le cevationl of tile 14C inl 1957 signlilicamitly chanlgeti this direct ionl,
even though the F#C did inl fatty mnuet the ('1ATTr test,11asi t ustomst
As atrII-alt of thitinmerghig of the Six, the 11"F1'A t'omitries created
theiri own fiee trade arell. Sullbseunt 1%ly
rgionail preferent ill I I'rangeitielits were extenlded to th(iedvtlojpilI4 world. with U.S. S11 potty. 111(
led to thle Ct'eatioil of tiht$, Lt in Amknerican Frewe Tiide Area, t1ie(Centralt

A nit'rican ('omnion Market aid others.
So, (It11iig tile post 110 Years tile ' hat$ widiened its lprefl'ilt in I
trade bloc, associatinig CGreeco fand Turkey. It. has replaced former
F4rench A rican preferences;witi IfE('i)1lftoretole. It, has itetrotifteci
strlictly prefteent iai a lrallgelleuts with it m~iiin. Morocco. 'Spainl,
Israel, and other' Mediterranean nid A frican countries. 1 have itwitI ioiied th it'1pilaiti'geneitt Ilegotilitiolts. If thcse atre suctcessful, tile problem of the renlaultig FWTA counties must be faced. MostIhave a]relads 5mid(they'wilit, Somiie form of lprfereitial association. British
Coiiinonwealtil developing COlillttiies wanlt pl'feliltl
access to ally
Common Mariket ilhl(ing tile UK.
The original Common Ma rket SRix was thle 0onlyregionlblock which
met tle GAXTT tests for ctistoms iniolts and free trade areas.

As tile decade has15 progresed, tthe GATPT consistency of tile arralilgeielts enitemel into lils beconme increasingly tenuous a;11(1 threautemts tite

basis for M1FN.
f would like to very (jiickly review our U.S. Import policy for agricultural commnoditie; because quite often we are accused ol having it
remaiing

rest rict ionist policy onl the lmportat ion of agriculttural commiiodities
and, of course, we fare ilot without 0111. restrictioits, 1111(1 we are" not

without 0111. pm'blels. Bult import of the0 agriclttrl ll'oducts inlto tile. United States amounted to $-5.7 billing Ill 1970. Of this, it, is signiiifemt. thiat $3.15 billion were directly competitive with U.S. pl'oduction. And tile questions is: H-ow have we handled these 1)robleitts?
As a. case i point, horicultural products ' nnport8nbro
f
horticultural products from M.2exico-fresh and frozen strawberries
al fre-sh tomatoes, Clcuumbers and IpeIpler-latve increased sharply y
inl recent year's. Mexico now is the second largest exporter of agricultural cominotiies to this country.
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Senlatot'r1111ubrr. 11,1o is thie first, Jplple'e?
Mr[1. P-ml IIY. Braz~il.

Ill 1970~. impixs were oatit revordl hight level for eachl of these. o'
Inlprodlue'ig these crops
t'8
a -rS
t iclt ul item MeXIVo p &'44sse
hbtc1iW4' of lower labor Costs :111(1 genlerl-v imore favor-able celimantict
apitlnl 11nd know-how haive aided inl the expanision
Colt ioii. ..
of MexiCetu illd(1sh. 'yv and prollni-'( to aid ful her growth.. it is likely
111h1t il)Oti . of 111(41e eProduv11ts from Mexico will canit ilm) to inl(1WVA$k 111141 thU( isrulptiol)5 illthe 1U.S. marke'lt. frIom ile Stilldl)oilt of
~ie illerevsiniglvevidlOn.
both
MIt
1N~uc (.60111 prie ~Will lcI
U.S. Officials hav-e enlglge(1 inljoinlt nwetings witl) fi-xivall officials
rle increasingly trends of horicltrll-i
I 1111Y
inl an)etrol to regulate fie
t
tise of at(liott here is to con1tinlue
Ini;)01t!4 We believe the desii'ilbl
to work with Mexican officials to avoidl undue market, disrutption.
MR~AT

luipoirts of vcertain chilled or frozen umalets, primilari ly beef a111(1 untoi, have been suibject. to volunt(ary restricts negotiate lwih jin-.
cipitl export~iig ('oitri'siC51ce the last. quarter, of 1908. Product's
included] within the restraints are those specified in tho AMeat. Import
lAe~W enacted ill 1961.
Thle re4 Illi it pixgugra has worked reasonably well. There was a
major loophole inl the programs last, year because trmshipileults of
Australiati and New Zealand meat through Cainada were not subject to
restraiiits. However, thlis lool)ho10 wats closed byv the Secretary of A-gricuk nure in mid-1970 and r'eminfs closed.
For 19710,thle estimate of imports based onl the voluntary restraint
programs was 1,160 million pounds. Actual imports were a, few million
pounds below the estimate. Although the responsibility for enforcing
restrafint, levels rvsts With thle foreign counitiy, agreements with those
eolintries t'ermiit the Unlited States to npl)PlVimport controls if thevse
are needled to enforce restraint, levels. This' authority has beo ele(11gated by thle President to the. Secretary of Agricultu'tre In 1970, thle
ontol ml)rt$ from five countries
Secetay eirlatonsto
lsl~~l
w) llnit appeared that. they might exceed their individual restraint
levels. It is sig))i fleanIt. to recognize that Onl total imports of meat last
Year of all types, including animals, amounted to about $1.1 billion
thdflat this is in true competition with our own industry.
For 1971, the Secretary fina1;estimated imports at 1,0milo
POUnlds-t-he same level as tile final estimate for 1970. As was thle case
in 1970, this estimate is based on voluntary restraint, arrangements
bky thll rincipal exporting countries.
Dairy products, we agaifl-andl this is noteworthy, I think-hand
at sharp readjustment. in world butter stocks that has removedl the
burdensome surpluses that denmoralized the butter market. over thle
past several years. This was thle result of lower production in Western
'Europe and *in New Zealand whichi suffered a severe drought. Nevertheless, it has be-en necessary for the Uniited States to take additional
steps under thle authority o( section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, as amended, to hold imports of certain dairy products to reasonable levels. Thle President lproclaim~ed quotas effective Januar~y 1, 1971,
on four dairy products which were circumventing. our impllort controls and interfering with price-support programs; ice cream, animal
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feeds containing milkc (calf relahcrs), low fat. chocolate Cr'umb, and1(
low fat manufacturing cheese. All ofthese jprodIucts were relatively
now~~ iteisiill international tml-de (and(1were ulsed manfinly b
'cesws
'~ow mendv.lythe President,(lir(Iete(l (thoTariff V('o1inis~ion to
investigate wilhthe controls should be imposed onl imports of certaini
cheeses which are not. now uder quota if thle f.o.b. price is 47 cmnts
pebr 1)011(1 or more in order to prevent. material interferene with thie
prtice 1)l!rt. jrogi'a I for milk.
We mamflntailo11r agricultural imp~ort. system is relatively liberal.
Yet. all too Isre( gently we face thle charges that, thle Unlited Stateg Ias
mnuch as any (ier count ry, maintains st ridt control over its agricultural imports und1lel. tzpctiom 2-2, and that thle United States is free to
coninu
to(10thi b reasons of a waiver-givenl the Unlited States bit
the Contracting Parties to the GAIT in 195.5. Our section 22 waiver
ha"s beenl raised as anl excuse for,continuedI restrictive policies of other
lnat 10118.

Thes chargepsame erroneous and~ misleading. In most. instance8, the
error is the result of lack of n('curatle information, both on fthe extent.
and natture of our import controls imuder section 22 and thle naturle of
the wectin 22 waiver.
Iuljpo1't ('Ohtrols limiting thle quantity Which foreign countrties canl
sell ini the U.S. market are applied on only five 'ommiodities- Cotton,
wheat and wheat flour1. peanuts. certain dairy prmoducts. and sugar.
Sugarr is controlled uindler the Sugar Act. wifle im1port controls oil
the other four prodJucts are controlled muner 1authority of section.
Imp)orts of fresh., chilled or frozen beef and veal11 may be subject to
Control lnler the Meat Imphort Act of 1964, but as T have noted have
beemi limited hby the voluntary mresaint. Jprograms. The (domesticpro'(Iiction of till Ithese conimodities, except (hliry products and imeat, is
likewise controlled. Eveni though imports are regulated, about 40
pei'cetit of IT.S. sllgn *i i*~rtd
All other agricultural imports of the United States which include
1)ork, Jamb, poultry, a large variety of canned meat jprodlucts, wines,
vegetable oils, fruits and iogetablei, tobacco, and feed grains, to mnention only a few *in which there is major U.S. production aire permitted
unrestricted entry into the country and are subject to only fixed and
generally moderato tariffs.
Signi(1ant features of the section 22 lnaw are frequently overlooked
or misunderstood. In thle first place, the authority i limfted in Scop~e.
Import controls mnay not. be imp~osedI to protect. 1domiestic production,
as in the case of other countrie, but. only to protect price support and
other programs of thle Department of Agriculture. Even thl e existence
of a progtjun does not mean the automatic appllication of import
controls. For example, wye have price-support and production restraints for feed rais, rice, and for tobacco, but there are no import
controls beyond fied import dutiess. There must be a.showing that
impilorts will materially interfere or render the program ineffective.
Experience over thle last 30 years shows this conditions of the statute
is not easily miet.
Further, there is no "lautomaticity"o h apiain fipr
controls on 11icuilturial impIIorts tindler section 22. The action is taken
by thle Presiden~lt after thorough invest igat ion, including public hear-s
ings by an, independent agency-thieTari ff Commission.
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Toact, requires also that, a ture of thle U.S. mllrket b uuiade
available for foreign 5ttppiC$. Existing Illtlindel' seCt ion --02Well
iliu-ttilt(0 this. 110( nueh pulieized eonit rol.;of duin impis still
4IM14from 200 peiveit to 4(0 1wpeent of tho
petrmit, for ertin cheeses
( 1 tllnt it ies entered di(luring a P111or1, eprentat ivt' period.
Also, in the el~As of wheat, cottonl. and peauts (itswelasur
under thle Sugat' Act ), the (lonlest it product ion is likewise restilluined,
When l oliestt. uproducers tink reqir-ed to cut back in lteir prodt 101)ion
it is not, all 1111 il'rrle for initer'nationail trade likewise to impose a

limit. oil tho amount .lieli may bemar111keted inl the United
Thi-; is it mcogniz.ed priniple iii the GATT.

One of thle njor linucertinties inl the future tradinz

tae

World is fihe

role to be played bly the developing eountt'ie.s. The Unitted States hals
(lone0 more Whili',Other nation in history'to Raiht the mrooiti 1111tion*v-with food, with technical help, with financial aid. Yet our
people have mixed feelings about o1ur. obligaltions to theml-and1 their
future pl]ac in thle global System.
Ts thip developing world'soon to become ia major market ? Is-it pottm-

tili0amaorcixi~titorf Or is it simply a burden-to be~ regarded
in hiumnlitairian terms rather tilan economic? None of these, is an
adlequate hypothesis. alt-houigh examples canl be found to supp1 ort all
three.
Thl elated problem of world hunger is also puzl~*ing. tied uip P' it
is with such utttlredictalbles as populat ion growth1 and sulelt imllmrahies as tuste and custom. In the public mind, we haove gone from
one ext reme1 to another in a half (lozen yeants-from ai world of star-vaion to a,world of plenty.
Tn 1965 and 1966.11.1nusually lKw)t' grain crops were reeot'dee1 backi
to back it) some countries, notably India. WeP heard dirm predictions
of world starvation, and all -out* production was being urged. This
country did(, it) fact, move huge qIuanttities of grail)'to India 1)11(

Pakistan, to meet a real and serious emergency.
ie lbetter'0again,
But in subltseouent years, crop webatiwt' changed forth
new wheat andl rice vat'ieties were inltrodutced. and there re-sulted a
genlerally iimprovedl food situation in Asia-tue G0-reen Revolution. SO
the petiduluti of public mood has swung the other way. The optimnists

haove taken over. You hepar the view that. not onitlva we wotn the
higwet' warl, thle developinge countries mafy well take Over mo1st4 of the
jol) Of SupplyinLa food and fiber to world Imarkcets.
Today. with the beiiefit of perspective, we can see that thip trthl lies
somewhere between tihe extremps of psmnm and optimism. There
was 110 real basis for thle extreme lwssinhmsnll of a few years ag11(o. Yet,
While munch p111"IhS l)Qel Made ill food productiono. thP enient
warl againsucillngerr is far-from over.
In trying to evaluate the lw!e41-t erm inumlieitions of tile Greenl
Revolution, yon find both lhopeful and(1 ot-s(.-hopefuIIImd icatitius'...
Onl thephoieful side, it is well to remember that, tile Asian crop
failures of 196.1 and 1966 werev the rult of extraordinary circumstaiies-a (ltoulght (lisiister. For a dozemi Acal s pr'ecediniiht time.
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tilits lie vlojltiv-0, Coml(1's II f

iveree
-'lweve inan1.11iig fivtit' agri.v'fII WillIi 111441
avellf..
111Iy an aIivt'? ago of :1 j1tlitit
votuntlPOIlioiIf
txtptlait Jmlt growilh, ,1441.;tliIt iitte't it tutu )I(IJ't yea 's liid it'
(,

l1l1ilippiuie--11-toiv eontaiiig mi ll nnai701 million tuptli. Prnutirt toll iniiiles 111v up shlarplyv

ecnint red wit It

197--* .

(nithile (Ss h)opefull S4idt;1tile faletthat 1no wideswaek' ''voditiioll
'ii ti.in
00t4,114f110011 111111s8Of 111 th e lvlt..
hals m-euiT('tl, Iin per" 'v a
tlg Wor'll. Ilitilalst d(llyear's'. food lproducetion measuivd oi atper
(411pitil 1)s15 lihas filtielup 3KIV(It
ein
i .1ti inAmeric'a Iand UWst .Asille

111d"I'he feNO

15 plv(il't

in Afrivat.

tiht
there voltillues to he nlile)humg1lavrin fthe world.
11p Grel-el evohlti 101 notwit hstaninitg. 'Iwo-thiids of 0t iewor'ld's
'I''l1ge diet is not ladequain
$11termls
l'tQEplel%(% iiveit
(Oitries w"et' tile
of mit nitiot. At Itest. we(- all(expet (inht U.S. vegenvzey help will INO
i aion, for a longy time to colle.
11 11 (W(o
T'RAMI1 Ast) Am,

ft prOt
~imutIily milder' Public Law
The 1.s. foodI aid programs. t'arit'
-1846 mout intue to he aoi important tool of OUV intenluuitiom101 policy. 13ut,
there has heeii a definitee decline in Public Law 490) shipuienttis. dong
with1 thle increase inl commercial sales. fixn(the early yearsA of thaltt nfrai-middle lO50's-iwci' one-f bird of OUt'e exports('Otwsist('( of ffood
aid. This fiscal year,'.ttle pr'op)ortiontis (downto 13 pweent. Tile rensons
are several:
There has been some le-4s~eling inl requirenlentR, (11e to improved Crops1~
inl Asia. Outlays for Publie Law 480 have beemi redlueed, as a resljlt
tthle lbudget. Too, Public Law 49 terms hanve hard-vJ
of other Ipv&surilt'
ened : Congress hats directed that by the end of 1971 the programs be
shifted entirely to a dollar basis, and we are well oil the way to (lint,
objective.
It is also worth noting that other developed countries hanve moved increasingly into food aid. Canada, with its lar-ge wheat stocks, has
lbronalenMd its concessional Jprogr'uil. apall has a jprograim of food aidi.
largely with surplus rice. The European Community and Auptraliat
have also divertedl some of their surpluses to developing countries.
,Asagriculftre is strengthened in the developing countries, what, will
tis mlean to the United State-it Will thle developing countries be
customers? Or will they be ('omlet itors ?
It would seem thant, in the long runi, we will benefit from this kind
of growth in the developing countries. The reason is that improved
farim production will permit overall economic growth. And( emioomic
rrowth will give those Countries the ability to inease imports of
those agricultural products which they cannot produce efliciently but
which we canl sutlply with ease.
There are examples to show that rapidly developing countries
tend to increase imports while slowly growing countries continue to
rely on domiesic production, even thboulgh it is costly and inefficient
India is a country that halsa long way to go lit economic growth.
In recent Nrears of good grain production, India has cut back on upports
of U.S. wteat. But as India's general economy is strengthened, helped
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. No. wto have tnut - fre1ijiiligAil(vil1 andwweat
this biltiterid gramll Igrtoemldit; till

Mr Pur

g~oeig ~what
Ilitts Britai.4u11is

olKiout, Wt4 ua~rv~d wihtheis VniwtI Kitigdomthat theY emiild p1'-oeedt
w~ith. their iiiliuiii, new ;uuliilun htjee1prwet"Mheile emue Jdly
111( wot
w iivguted withIst teit
lower level of pie thaii they 11111
g1'vituiltoly I1IIgii d m
theytl Vwere goitig onw ee,, witli
We .iI*;4)gt iigroi'eets frosithem t hat our duti'.fgr'e ijldillgN will
l1W 1114141 IIh'fI p#10~4 1111(l111mifl it10tN0-itiv (lemilelt 1'll0,1111wa eprovisiohi
we aire' fruetot iieg)t il'wit
Ii them. or itider r iIit'e 1,4. paritiijd
!Iprlvitio ffth(l
VJ7. At thatt OIlu oit.W'~0lid 11111u1)those himi-.
mi.4 1111o t~e~ho
mifilliwe have w('
eComunity that have heenl
Eel foret ~lllh$Pt Ofyeaml'- ,Silile401061$.
St44lmiteor M1t11('*vipt
ud
~l
ou laJhinlto nito what you lt111 b
Mr. F~i-mny- All right. It is nothing more or he&w thanu a coitmietual
S-4'llttor fitictwvr.

Mr
'Iw', P er.

(if dlity.

T.hat,

I nnderstmid.
eo'
'rn i tutu013'whet t et hat, marke'thfre

ieut~r 'I'I)lmmmot:. Mr. ('hsini-jan, would %,ou yield at, that point ?

%4#usmtur 1tuueeejp. I would
44mator

Tmmm

a

I

hbej hlllsdto.

it not trule ftat

196t2 we ftifeltat n(rgridtt 1"C '.

it with th~e Brit140
Mre. Puml. 11$.

uliii'ig thi illoni around in
and we have renthv forfeited

Siaiiuo:' vois ant wrong inl your terminology.

Thei

,44'14luutor fA;xiirl. Wehtat is Ithe dif1fteeie
? Ihow eaut I go Into V0ourt
HIMued
111k)u
*41miseililig I uj.ne?
Mr'. 11.1mu. Senuto,'. the ( ifert'llee is thisg basiefcafllad 11101144
W4 411:411 141tbhes e'llsIet
ij ter 1a11dlprove to youl. :a1lwl eievi un' I
We
w~le
to01181il"1Q14lNU)1ijewlit
a
smiethiiiigrdiffereil.
14#iintir TIt-tir-r. I hatve ucot pratietdluilli a JlnI ilw. hut there
w14tl to Ilee a 1ovtrlgseof Invihes. iand let woeii19652 And 19,71, :tlnioz
44't1lV4jlf#Wilio(
-ldtip(11
ottrinle of' llitips fapplied.
St'iatr A
P -tt.1:
ilcirl hy lweuIiWClv (dealing with thtosu
piqljlte %hvlarc
lo hailrIdhihied. I'liV do not ago theOre with sOill idurla
Idell (of doing good. thmy go there for aldvanitia, And( they rt it.
r.t PAI..ssw. Seinuor Talimidgm.e this is not witotwr'
u
was iryinm to relate to you what we W110tilhe dialog~ to be, "Ind that is
It) Jiumpt.a1l 0of4flie l iiqs
touvthel',
t~l1ill
anen'lari-rildtV(M)IliiiityV
111d to ;weuxtinte with their sit thit* timli *iillmlt itwitifuil nmtutn11er.
1110e filing fillit. would hI^ I would istinlize,'shortly or immdinip)N1,
after thle "aees~oion nefrotifoii had Ixen eeimpleted,'and I hope thie4
binlding aent*.igf
8+4411101' RtIII.rrIVIT 1 going to let, Senator Talmadge questii. T
nme through eet that the figure you alsojgoing to give me, and I
Would like to have another 6fiure. if I eon 41, thle average o
e
family in the Conmmon Market.count ries of thle Common Agricultural
Ply.What thep total bill is per family for food levsuise of their

prog10ra in.

Mr

A .S i.Very~ well, we will (10 thle het we eon.
4#11Iolld' ThnscovrP. T all)Suireyou have got. a givat agricultural econlo1114IA who understands (that.
Mr, IPltmti1. We linve innumerable figure, I think.

AY" 11IAVA Y1'.)Vi
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Senator Riuictoiv. I think it, is important, for you, and I think it is
important for us to have those figures.
(The D department submiuent ly stibiuit ted thle following in forma.
tionl:)
a.,egretlIN) sirr~w it the3w Imwt'tof flit#('osmioun .4r5('lund 1ollcy (
frud iprit-e mij.ort yst-i) on the avt'nige food cwt per (uilly, the total eust
it#i tilt'mulwirs(#7 141114m) wits dividmi by lthe nnbemr (offauallims (00.3 tilSIlota). Thea result Is S$110 family (for 11W6), which IN iinrIMiun 10 jwmret't of
O1w uavrage fltitly food budgC-t.

80nator' TI'AMN. Mr. SeCr-etary, I want; to Congratulate 3,1oio
your statement. I wish I could say thiat the State Department, had bellIt
as~ realistic in trying to look after' our trade programs its miuch Its the
Agriculture Department, but I Cannot. I wish I could be as 110 efuIII is
you are that something that we have already forfeited couhk be IVgainied in trading with such iardboaled i'alists as the Euaropeatti Ecotionuit!(omiunuuhity.

Your DIepartnment has supplied figures showing the U.S. export of
agricultural products which is stibject, to the Europetan var'iabliel evy
has gone (down)from $642 million in 1966 to $1.54 million in 1970.
("til yoluppU~jly the committee, for the record, with a legal memoran(lull *from your Department as to whether the variable levy1 system of
the European CommUnity is consistent with GAT1T?
Mr. PALMB1Y. Yes, sir we would be leased to do that.
Senator TAJmADOF Nlr. Chairman, I ask that be inserted at this
point.
Senlator Bitlicori'. Withoutt objeetionl.
(The following table was suppjlied for the record:)
U.S. AGRICULTURAL TRADE WITH THlE EEC. 1965-70
tin millions of dollarsi

year
195 .....----... .. ...
1966....
1967_ .. .. .. .... .. . .. ...:... ..
----.--............
196.$ .........
1969...................... _
1970't.......... ....................... ~.

Valiable
levy I
626
64?
9
475
340
464

Exports
tonvaruable
levy
$50
9??
931
892
929

1,105

Total

Im ot.
IOtal

1,476
1.%64
1,460
1,361
1,76936
1.559

270
306
331
36?
419

Includes l(wderans, wheat end flour,.rde. beel and veal, pork. poultry and e*Us. dairy products and edible lard.
iProliminary.

Senator TALIAInov..hat do you think is going to happen to our
exports to Great Britain if and wlin they join the Common Market?
0Our studies show, and wie have undertaken a rather
Mr.I PA1L3111.
elaborate study under at contract with Michigan State Univeiity~, and
tt the best,.aa study of that nature is full of assumptions, it is futll of
ausstmptions as;regards what happens to the inflationary pral in the
Continent. and in the UnMited Kingdom, but shoVinall othi111s aside.
it would look to us that our graim exports to the Uni-ted Kingdom will
stiftrt rather' (ramlaticle ly and drastically.,
Thi~r- has been at very fine corn market for uts for a long, long time.
It is our oldest corn market, In reality.
Secojad, for our tobacco market, it will certainly suffer if the United
Kingdom is brougAt under the ('onmon Mfarket, the commu-on agricultural policy for tobacco.
EfCP AVI BL
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t heve are se verill othler' items 1and, of course. one of tII(ili aging
is (ltt18itemis, mid(1I1can men~itionI otlici's, latd is imiothle~. TW
'liese
will l)Q slbje'.1,of coKliI'$, to tile broader'policy, 1111(1 wco(1011(1go Oil
and oiloil these citlis that we thiick iwill be tilr('1e(1.
Now. you knowv, theorelicithly, 1111(1 it is nottill thieory, there1iv
solie reA l ierits InI it, thle theory is that, With fimlla111rged conunitly.
with it 1101v rejIosperous
18 Euro~e 0that the l)lying power' will be illi'ivitsed d 11tlhat we. will veSt'Q ublstat itil increase in demand for Sonme
of the. higher priepd food items s gwe see ill this country., nmePI11ing
hlighet' (Jlility,Ii('ult" potilti'v. 1and those types of food1 items. If that
is the case, thenl, of *Course,(lenhllid~could conceivably increase, ats it
hison the conineW. itd1( over a,period of time we could see ait siiinjt ion of more normal trade patterns,
Sentii' rT.IM AIX;EP. What, jpreciselyj, is thle policy of tile I )epart ient
NOW~h.

with regard to negotiating the veriuilble levy system.
,I '. I ALi11 1Y'.Senator TalImadge, regarding thevile
O levy Sy-Stei
which, of course, is a hit of atmonster as filr,-1it the world trit(linig
community is concerned, it. has been the policy of out- country, Oeen
though we have talked about. it a good 1many11,tunles, to regard it, as
one of the costs inherent, with uniting thle contfinent.
Now. I can get into many debates ats to whether this system is neeessarlv to unlite the Continent, although I call explain to you that. there
have been many policy people in our Nation and(1in Eur oe who )hav
felt, that this was a necessary adjunct to harmonizing Eulrope.
Senator TALJMADGE. .Mr. secretary, T think the chairman wants to
recess for lunch now. He has informed me that lie would like to reconvene at 2 o'clock, if it suits you. I think our questions will be relatively brief.
MAfr. PAMpry. Th is is sat isfactory.
Senator TALMADGE. And then 'we will proceed with the other two
witnesses.
Senator Rnmoor. The committee will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 1 :05 p.m. the hearing was recessed to reconvene at
2 p.m. this same day.)
AT-FRNOON SESSION

Senator TALMADGE,. The subcommittee will please come to order.
Mr. Secretary, the President has indicated that agricultural exports will be increased from the present level of approximiately 7.2
billion, to $10 billion annually. IWhatsteps to implement the 'resident's announced itentind you envisin
STATEMENT OF' HON. CLARENCE D. PALMBY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND COMMODITY PROGRAMS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRIOULTURY 1-Resumed
Mr. PALMJIY. Senator Talmadge, we intend to do more of what we
have been doing in recent years. We1%
see a continued growth for our
agricultural products in thie Japanese market, and I will come -back
to that in just a minute, as well as other markets in the rFar East,
and whether we finally make this $10 billion-and I think it is a good
goal-and the speed at which we do accomplish this goal, isgingto
to determined to quite an extent by how wellI we can in the European
sector help shape that agriculture policy toward a more trade-oriented
attitude.
-

.
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Now, if I (cou11( go hack to Jajjtt for just a minute. We are nlow at

a billion dollar lev-el. We had, a billionl one-hundred million there last

Year. We like to, within the Department, make the comment, that. this
was thle first. billion dollarr market, and we like to make the comment,
that, this wiill he our' first,$2.) billion market. Now, we think (hat is not.
idle (Ireaillnlg, because tile commlodities inl which re ar1- doing well
inl that market are soybeans, feed grains, wheat, and to a somewhat,
lesser' extent,, cot ton mni tobacco. And the %veryforms tbthave1% allowed
the Conl sumIlpt ion of anlitial lprOdlets to increase rapidly, as; wel at;thle
vegetable oils, those forces are still there and that peconlomibomin
and their per capita intake of meat and pouiltriy and poultry products
is still very low inl comparison to our country. If .Japan continues to
he thle Isuppilier of mnyindulst iil items that slite has been illthle pastf
and with her gross natioal product increasing aftithe rate that it is,
we cannot see huti what this ought. to turn into a $2 billion market,
for uts and we (10 not, thinkit is idle dreaming, with this kind of tratilQ
pat tern taking place inl the world.
Senator TA4LMAIX;E. You mentioned grains and tobacco specifical lv
inl yottr testimony as items on) which the European E conoinie Comtminit iei policies hutrt our exports. Are there any others?
Mi1'. P111~iY. Yes, there itre several other's. We aill know the poult ry
problem that' we hav-e had. Thle truth is we have about. los.ttlte potultry
market in thle community and we seldom refer to it any more andl
probably this is titlufortunalte, because we do remove tilte Cpinjhsis from
the problem we have? had onl poiultry. We are still the most efficient
priodut(crs of pltyitlt' iOte world, bit't we are locked oitt of the jpotttry
market. inl thle(Comntity. W1e, of course, do not have thlepotultry
market iii the I nite(I King(Iom. They have announced their initentionl
to Commence a. lev.).system )Onl polftrin. Great. Britain, by thle way.
It is a well-kno'n 'fact that, we have a p~rob~lem with citr"us and(]we
e"Xpect thatiundler thle.Common agriculture policy, we will have anl
nereasing nutmber of problems with many cannedl fruits, veg'etal es,
this type of thing.
Anid I should hasten to say, also with rice. It is one that we again
have not. been mlentioningr reguilarly which we should. They have
increased their internal p'?ries slml)tintially onl rice. meaninig that
ot11 rlice is subjected to an increasingly higher lery. So our rive is hv
iing more difficitlty to compete in thle ('ommimnity.
Senator TuAlMyU Why are tar-iffs levied on practically all of our
agricultural items bitt not onl those of thle European Community?.
Mi'. PAiJMIWr~. It goes hack that following Wor'ld War TI. as I understand what htapp~ened. we were1prepared to give up1 more thanl we got
from thle European countries and the same ('anl he said of elsewhere
around tile world. So we (lid agree to binding ditty free or at a very
low levy thle imports of many of the conmmoditiesi coining Into this
country . And because the Comi-moit agriculture policy wias being (develope(I and because the rest. of the world was inl a state of recovery,
we simply (lid not make the demands onl them. 'Wfe(lid make Some Coinimitments that now appear to be hurting our old trade pattern.
Senator TArLrMMxJE. Thank youth. Mr. Secretary.
Senator FanninV
Senator FANNJNx. Thank yott, AMr. Chairman.
Secretary Paimbyr. I commend you for a very excellent Statement
and for your great help inl answering some of the questions that we
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lmvo before us. I?was wondering, onixige 25, you refer to changes that,
you would suggest for reform onilIGTT. AWith all of thie problems
w(v hanve. would it; be easier to negotiatee a w'hole new set of rules?
Afr. PAI.3MBY. Senator Fannin, with the attitude in thle world fit th
moment' berlin one fo stsemingly moving toward regionalism and within
the great. influence of internalor related problems, it would be in my
judgment, that; it; would be very difficult; to negotiate a,new charter or at
new code of rules internationally to trade by. That is whyv it; seems to
mue tliat we as a nation would be well advisedi to use whA we already
have, and to uisp, it more effectively, and then if it would develop thlat
we find that it;is anl outmoded agreenient, then at; least; we would htave#
attempted to exercise the authorities we have under OAT!. And I
think t1-,at,before we talk about discarding this one and attempting to
negotiate a new one, we would be well advisvd to se what more we.
cani get f romn this one.
0Stonator F'x I' Te reason T asked that question is thant I w%,is just
InI "Japan this last weebk-in fact. I came back yesterdayv-and wheni we

talked to the JIapanese. they were very insistent that we stay wit Ithie

(ATrulies. nhev seede to thoiinktat the were abiding byrthe(
(1AT' i'ies and kept Iallcin~x aboutt free ti rede. We4 tried to explains to
theil that they,% did not have freet trade. Senator Belhmion hafs been
iwgtim'sted inl geil igzthe feeder ceattle shipped by air to thle Orient. Then
tl~w Jlpanle s ulddenly c111)u with it tariff of just about thle cost; of
the, feeder cattle in thle Unitedl States. Tit fact. I have heard that they
pXpressed thle amlounlt of $12:i'and.T Ind iatelegramn that Senator Belllmn had received frontI theml. So I talked to themt about, it at flint time.
Later onin
l our-sessions. they camine baek and said. well. their would
re.'omi1sidler this matter. Wh"Iether thle%- will or not. T do not; know. But
aItltough they Were, insisting that we abide by GAT'L to the extent
that it givePs theni that protection, we were insisting that. GAT'r was so
inequitable. For instancwe. regar11ding automotive equipmnt-they
bring it. into this country for 31/9 perent-it was 41/ 1Iast year. going
downt to 31,2 next year-aind they have a levy ilp to 17/ percent.
Mr. PRuiniv. You11see.Sa.
there are~ a COlile of facets to this.
No. 1. the Calf iillustration iillustrates very well what happens in thme
trading climate bottweem thle two countries when we have no bindings
onl what thle lev omr the tariff will bet. So the p~attern hafs developed
with .Jalan. at least to a great; degree. that; is removal of a quota,
which Of ('our1Se is thle ultima"Ite in prIotection: the removal of thle quota.
thien establishment of anl unrealistically high tariff level. and then.
hopefully. from there onl. a lowering of the levy Or tariff.
Another facet that seems to have a real bearing Onl our*relations with
JTapan is the citrus probhem which you understand so) well, with the
Community'i. And as of this (late. which was discussed this morning
with Secretary.N Samnulels. We are still aIttemlpting to handle this biliterally- within the Communmity. As of this moment. we have not taken thle

problem to thle Contractng Parties of the GATT in Geneva.
Now, I (,an share the observation with
eeiswee
1n
nm
opinion. it ))as some influence onl world trading patterns. Thiat is that
the Japanese are very- much aware of our not; exercising thle full
strenlg) i1of GATT at this point as regards citrus in the EC. AWe are
verT anxious tha t the Ja panes~e remove their quota oilgrapefruit, which
they hiave promised to do. But they now have extended the date for-
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Ward as to when they are going to (10 it. This, in1our11opiionl, is InI yinlat ion of GA'PT. Buit what I aml trying to say is that it, makes it ditlh.
cult. for then as a country, became thle membelxrs ofthDithea
coiwstituieney there, too, to take act ion that would fur'ther imprIove thle
t ridinig climate whenl it Appe'ars that wema not bieias ser-iouls as we
might to be o01'('0111( be uinder GTATTinii (ealig with anlother country
or groupil of countries. Anid this is a kind of nih)-off effect. which we are
seei tig.
Senator FAxnNIN. Mr. Secretary,. they. brought that onl. But. I still
(oali spee)how we canl work tinder GTAI' if we doinot have any greit ei
of ecprciyis inl order, 'MFMr, we talkc
enforcement lesrs
hfanlldling tile pi'olhleml. But 1unless we
wys
these
diteen
about all
caiu rePally br-ing force to hler. very little is aiecomJplished.
Now. wVe. of courIse, ca n brine llI) 0111' (eaIiligs with t hem Onl elect ronwe(IltilJelt. where they n i ilfor.(1 per-cent. 1a8 1say. and we Canl-

no0t even get.01our elpectronic equipment into their' countries onl manyv
itenis. but it 'is '24 percent if we do0. We could1( have trade oirs in thatt
relationship).(Canl we (10 that with aill these free trading areas and all
these ot her circumstances to contend with ?
MrI. PmT.mJy. I wish I knew'tall the. fllsw('l' to whit yoil are raising.
because you havepjut. your finger Onl thle real problem. MNy only comlment onl it. would be that ne. there is somenie tter do('uilt, iniless
there are 'onle bettei'r ol.es that ('an b Ievelom~d. I still hiesit ate to Say
that (TAT? is dead. WVe may find out sometime that it is no longer a
trully effective ilist I'lIlnnt. Buit I still aml of thle oplinion that we olught
to t rv to fret iorte out of what the jlreseiit agreement jlrovides for than
we ha ve beep doing.
Senator F~Nx Well. I wholeheartedly agree. Thle' problem is to
what extent can we depend on GATT, and then to what extentcanl we
get support from the different (departmentsof Giovernmilent ? I amlljulst
wondering whether the State Department has limited your expansion
of trade under GAT?
Mr. P.iay. Well, you know in establishing a policy in the execiutive branch of thle Government that there are many forces that mulst
of niecessityI come into play. And of course, as anl'avid agriculturist.
youi realliz , that 1, nwselfand thle Department and thle Secretary of
Agriculture, oftentimeps want to do something a bit tougher than perImps thle entire executive branch canl afford to have done. So there are
many- forces that come into play. T guess that. Is the best. answer T coin
giVe youl.
Senator FAN X. I. remember one force that colie into play when wve
wee onidering thle trade bill last'. rT had some. of thle farmers
that were coming upt who raise sovbeanls who were saying that, this
would eause. a trade war and that they would suffer. 11Vell, to mle, th~ey

Are, buying soybeans from our country. T think, because they can buy
them a(Ivantageousl' and because we have the sul)lply. Is that. not true
Mfr. PLm.mIm t is true, but I amn of the school of thought that it
would be viey easy. particulaiv for thle Coninent, thle Cominuuii11ty. to
take action against.our so ba~ilnyiuewould be sufficiently str-ong
to provoke such action. Thep reason is quite simple *inthat otur'soybeans
do enter the Community f ree of duty ats well as our soybean mal, and
we. have a very fine meal market. in'the Community. Onep reason whivy
beans and neal enter the C'ommunity at thie'record level that, they do
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at thoe ient, time i leafuse"their ceriuil prices are high in relate ion to
mnead and Soybean ,prices. So ill formilfting feed, the coulipuiter sim~ly~
reaches for More igh plroteinl feed ingred intsuch as18soybean iiaetd1.
ASo to that extent, thle high grain pricfes actually do0 work towardin
creas11ing thei r import. of soyl WalliS 13(1soybfileal U.
So I say to yoIta heeare.anyof
V
the leaders in thle Community
tihat are somewhat embarrassed aiboult" this heavy importation of beanls
which, asg I say, is llroulght about to a de rree throu;Igh their ownv policies.
So there is anl inhinat ion to want to find something to correct what. they
fthik is 1131 abnlormality.
S'mitorI 1A
ItoWehave, as Nyou1knomu. this very serious problems
withl the inldustr'ial equ~ipmen~t coinDing into this Country at, suchll)OW
rate and this is all atresult of not taking action several years ago. S-o
I cannot see ]low they could afford( to makep trouble over nit item like
SOybeains when they hanve so nmehi involved ill other trade,1 items.
Mr. PALMJI1Y. Iell, T guess I would comment. this way. thant quite
often, actions that a sovereign government take quite oftenl(10 not
necessarily makie economics sense atthle time. I thinki we, too, Canl be
lput, 'l inthat ctegory at times.
Senator F .Nxi,.. Yes; I realize that we have 1h11( thoie veiny Serious~
problems, even whien we are talking about certain agriculltur~al items
thant are not ats lalor-orientedl as tile items that we are importing from
those countries. I think that, is what is giving us great trouble. This
is so true in thle case of .Iapan. where ab)ouIt 75 percent of 0111. exports
to them are not. high cost labor-oriented, whereas their products comning into our1 country are just that.
IVell, thank you very much).
Senator Rmicori (pr-esiding). Senator Andersoni?

Senator Axmitsox.

'No.

Senator Rmnicorrj.. Senator Bennett?
Senator fl .r mv. T have no questions. thank you.
Senator Runicomr h. Paimby. T want to thank you vmiy mil).
I simveryimpressed with you mid1(- our testimony. As r listenl to youl.
it, occuris to me that in)thinesv overall trade iiegotiuit ionis. I would hope
that. whoever is in chrre would not confine 'and break it down on a
compartmental basis. While I know you have anl important role to play
in agriculture, it. would seem to me 'that. throughout our Government,
there is a group of JUi) nin tile various departments, suchl as yourself,
who have the perspective and the understanding that should( be part
of anl overall negotiating team for everything. not just forl your11 owin
particular field. Because they are all inte*rrelatedl and T tinkl*-it is very
important to have a topnotch teamn operating in tile entire spectrulm
of our national trade interests.
Mfr. PAL311Y. NMr. Chairman, if T could make juist a comment onl what
you said1. and I appreciate. greatly what you said. M.Nv comment is thait
we must as a Nation consider agriculture with industrial items and
vice versa. Because if we again, or if we continue to attempt to isolate
agriculture products as being something 'separ-ate, Something Special.
to beJput, over to thle side. I think as a, Nation. we lose. Or-putting it,
very simply. ill fthat agriculture is truly commercial, particularly inl
thloseP items in which we ))aye anl econlomllic comparative advantage in
production. we must. in1future negotiations. insist,.ftint our ciistonwi'
countries and( our' competing countries, our customer and comp)etin~g
Countries, subject their farmers to til~eCompetitive system as we Sub-
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0111' inlltstrv to the compjetiive svstt'if. If we (10 niot, I think we
11re going to find yourselves In anlImpo0sile ittittti0?i. And you ecaln

ject

I think it
be sure that, we Ilre doing thle best,we (canltoasr-n
is.being r-lt her well received in thle executive branchll-that agrietilt ulre
tmtst be in thle pot with thle rest of them.
Senator' Rinrcovv. There is no qutest ion. Frankly. I have grave
doubts about, 0our entire agriiltulre policy. I VeIlmy friend. Secretir
Freeman in the, room. I Imight Say thle 61onlhash words I ever lim"I
with Orville Freemaniiiu's whten T voted-'I think I was one of t wo
whlo voted against a couplle of agrit'ilu'il prougnrailpproprilations'.
I think hep thought, I was a pretty stupjid guy and I dlid not. know nuwhel
abllt afgricultulre, coining from tile State of ConnltaeltI yol know.
and how coulld I dto81uch a thing.
But T have felt that agriculture is one of o)ill great positive sets
and liere is where we are so effeeive andl effict atnd we call pt'o(tive
so well and( there is so much of the world that we couldI feed fithatnot
only foot orselves, bittfot' the rest of the world, 1)th from a business
mtmndloint. and a humanitarian standpjoint. there Is a,bigger'IrOle. Buit
as I sit here aind our own mnemblers. we make oit appraisal of thle w~itese.theil' Comparativ'e knowledge. drive, and perspective, and youi
itnptesi me very greatly. Ini my conversations with people inl (harg('e.
I woutld like. I *would hope that they would gather together the teim
of the. besqt we. have and not confitue them just, to this mantiwho is only
going to handle, agriculture and this man who will only- handle fish
lmitst5anl this man w~ho wvilOnly handle ball lIeaiigs or r'adio sets
Or' automobiles.
We are very grateful to yout,'Mr. Pahnlby, and I hope that from time
to time, this committee will have thle opportunlity to Consult with You
ftit rthem'.
Mr. P.ma.iry. Youth canll besure I anm at vouir disposal and I think yout
are performning a great service to talk ahouit trade problems ttl i)ulli'Iy,
AndllItthanIk yout.
Senator RJiWioJF. lWell. what we. are trying to do is educate our,seves. I will be. candid with youi, there is -so itchl we do not. know.
And ITlhope, it) tle process, the jpttblie is learning a little more. too, and
there is not a day tAt goes by, speaking fot' myself, that, I (10omnot learn
something.
'1'liank you. NPimbi.
Sentator m'Rncopp. As I titnderstanmd, Am' Brooks anud Mr. Freeman
were having a. Conference between themselves as to whuo would be tile
next witness. Out. of that conference, who emerged ?

r. Brooks.

Yoit are welcome lucre. 4Mr. Brooks. I understand you are another
'onstituenlt of thie Senator from Geor'gia. lie brminig all these Georgians here an lihe brings pretty effecive men, I will tell you.
Nt-natoi rAL l;.3fir. Chuit na1, it. Is a great. lleastre to welcome
to tihe committee not only my distinguished constiituent, but a very
Yarm personal frimend~ over a long p~erimod of years. Mr. 1). 11. Brooks
is one of thle most able agricultural mlen Ii our Nation. lie is
thoroughly familiar. withevr facet of agi'ictltutre from production
to marketing and I am hionored to hare him appear- before ouir suibcommittee. today.
Senator' Riicovr.MrI. Brooks, thank you tot' coming. Will you proceedl at Your own pace, sir?
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STATEMENT OF D. W. BROOKS* CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, GOLD
KIST, INC.
.1I'. llt(mm1( hank

you. Nit. Chairman.
MY 1nam1e is 1). W." Brooks. I am) chairmlall of thle board of Gold
lust, Inc. Gold Kist. Inc., is a farmer cooperative that markets a tiumtber of farmn commodities for its mnembers, including cottonl, gramn'
soybeans, peanu1ts, pea
),oultriy,
('atiolh. and recently we lhavet
started marketing somne pork and beef for'our members. 'ehv
more than 1.50,000 farmer members. Although our largestmeildbershij)
if; concent rated in Georgia, Alabama. and Flor~ida, we have some mem hers for the different commodities sturt-ing In Virginia and continuing
its fa r west as A rizona.
Since we expoK t a izable quantity of several of thle coitoditii's
that we handle for our- memnbers, we hav-e for at number of years had
an intense interest, in international t radIe in farm commonlities. In
addition to marketing the above ProdIucts for o11r. members, We have
also0 furnished theml farina plroduction supplies in order to increase their
efficiency and lower their cost, of production. We have also carried onl
a very intensive research program forlou11', members.
Fortunately. our members have been able to Increase their prIoduct ivil y per farmert'fatn average rate of a pprox imatelyv 8 I)Cet'C'
pe(,r year' during the past. 25 yetirs, whiph is some three imnes as rapid
as industry in this country hias been able to increase its productivity.
Con1sefjnth', we have b(4'ome 1w fartite )most efflient producers of
many agricuiltural products that the. world hans even kniown. Because of
this tremendous increase in efficiency. which is still continuing, we
have b~een able to supply large quantities of agricultural products to
the export market at, relatively checap prices.
III thle case of some of our eommo1111l it ies. our efficiencies have developed ait such a ralpidl rate that even during the terrible inflation periodl
we have experienced for the past 25 Years we hanve actuallir beent able
to lower prices. Although this has been extremely good for the consimers of this countryand for the buyers of our lptoduct.9 overseas,
unfortunately at times our efficiency has created overproduction and
the pries which we have beent able t obtain for our members have not
always been sufficient. to maintain a. fair standard of living for them.
It isfor this' reason01 that, we have been especially anxious to maintain
export markets for our members in orde~r tht. they might benefit f rom
th is tremendous increase in efficiency f rout year' to year.
As one ilustration of th above fact, the price of broilers *in north
Georgia, some 20 years ago was as high as 35 cents per l)otnd. Today
the. priice is 12 cents per pound. Twelve cents is below the cost of pr6(luction, even with a tremendous increase in efficiency. This means that
wye are only obtaining approximately one- dird of what we obtained
for broilers 20 years ago. If we could obtain even half of what we
obtained from 'broiler's 20 years ago. our members would he very

prtosperous11.

This is rather remarkable in view of the fact that, these growers were
formerly small cotton growers who generally owned their own small
faris and had very low incomes. Since the acreage allotments given
to them under the cottoni acreage control laws were very often 3, or
less than 10 acres per farm, they had no chance to produce enough cot-
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I-oi to have a 1ig.1g sale of living. ('onseqjuently. we worked w~ith ese(
members, switching theml to l)1oile's, and they bet'a1nw by far tile1m1o4
elent producers of broilers the world inhs ever known, producing tho~
Iinst~~olty imeat at the lowest cost that had been exprned
Through research and education we were able tolzree thle time
to p~rodutce a 3-pound bird fr-om 14 weeks to 7 weeks, and reducefthe
tunounit of feed INrequired to 1)IodII(e a1)01111( of (IeliciOlIR, protein richl
Jpoultrv meat from 41/,.p pounds(l per p~ound of meat to 2 to 21/, pounds11
of feed to prode 1Ipound of mnat . We did this without any Governmmnt. subsidif or-diriect Government aid.
11e' became. so 'fhflept that we (cide(d we could fur-nish broilers
not only to consumers ill this country but. thlit we could also furnish
theml munch. cheaper thlan they could possibly be obtained elsewhere by
cnsumer1pis in other parllts of thep world. lherefore, we developed a won(lerf il export market for this product.
I~nfrtuntey, we soon had great difficulty because of tar-iff barriers which were ised against ius. For exAmlple. in) the Common
Market through fle sutpplementa r levy system and the variable levy
system, they raw-ed the tariff onl our pr1oduc~t between 12 and 14
cents per 1)11(.'fusi
ffect put us out of thle common market.
We complained to Presidenut Kennedy concerning this, p~ointing out
that we had never asked the Government. for any hell) except to keep)
thep markets open for us. Tie was very cooperative and did everything
bue cold to helr usts hanve this policy chan11ged in) the 011ommo1 nMrket,
b~ut unfort Inalttely, apparently through the efforts of France under
(Grairl de, Gaill', this did not work out. So we. in effect, were put out
of thle Common Market with this particular p~roduct.
Now I want to stop tliere and make one explanation. President
Kennedy went all out to help) us and we finally had, as you recall. thle
chicken war in which levies were imposed onl imports from these
countries-that is, onl Volkswagen trucks and wine, and so forth. But
uifoituately, we as poultry pr1oducers (did not get. any of that and
(1l(1 not, get any benefit. It came into the Treasury of this. country', iuit
wve did not get ainy benefit.
To make thing.4 worse, with this 12- to 14-cent protection, the Common Mfarket. developed a broiler' industry that although not. nearly as
efhoinent as ours, has at times furnisu'd broilers not, only to the
Common Market, Nit has also competed with uts very Severely in
other countries through a system of export. subsidy wherebly they take

thle prc f their broilers, whlich is extremely high asF coumared to Ours
inl a, free market, and pay enough subsidy to export these broilers to

other couintrie.
Wefeebl that tianle policies of this kind nmust be strongly resisted
1w our Government. W~e feel that in any future negotiations with ntot.
oly thle Common Mfarket, but with other countries, every effort should
be made to prevent nations or- groups of nations from raising great
barriers to imports andl then using these barriers to increase pr-o~luction,
nd then use. subsidies to take markets away from American far-mers
when American farmers are far more efficient. In minopinin, Amfericanl farmers will continue to be far more efficient in the foreseeable

future.
This problem with the Common Market has naturally given us$great.
concern about the entrance of Britatin into this market. At present
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will Slse(10kntowledge iiiid CJ''QIQof (ihe QxJ)Ott4er5 1and(imJoliri'
of tlits ('ounti'y in devel fingOrt'll 3)i5
The rev(eJ ll evlUoet of good will bet weenl this ('41111r1U1-y1
lIU1%ISf133111 the('jossibilit v of Soe?'OIW 0Oj)Obii~g of trade with 13111ii)land~ C hina t'e11S "Withii'it,a(t bulst sollij e(Jefor tiddit jouial t t1ide
inl the Worlid. Alhbough 110110 of lus have 1)0031 allowed to go into
11a10nl11nd Chia for mtally years, those of us who t rade inl the World
m111arke tavucess to ia great,deal of information from timei to time.
We(0 knlow, for examl.ple, 1that (luring 1969), 1960, 19)61, and inlto he
spring 196-2). mainland (China wain'Il(ItspeI'ate need of ra in anod
food.1 Intlking with it number)PI of refugees coming oult o0-('hina at
hat-. t ine. it, seemed to me,0 they were only gett ing 1,20) to0 1,1500
(411
hormes Of food a a f
tedort
idb t
0 Ii,
to10doubt WouIl
lai' been iln exeeflent market. for mnaly Amenrican agricultural
jn'od ucts4.
I ftin c4mfldelt' that inl tho vyears 111)041(, (111 to manly types of disa st rs in a1191u111u0r11a111idlo'n' productivity in agriculture, particularly
ill th0 Con111uu11nist W~orld, Wit]) the reopening of trading door1s to theP
'MUM1uini-St World thereI-0ill bM chan)ceS for 1us to export substantially
agricliturla products to these countries. Futrther'more, I confidently
believe that,.I rade between the countries of every kind hins a. tendency
to)opeii toot's of conunntation and lesset thchances of war.
lIuhave not tried to be too $J)CciIWIfeints statement, bO('*lt15 I have
11Iisuied thit tbis committeee Could obtain al the Statistics you want
with refervece to agricultural exports. I have a great manly Statistics
available shiowinig 0ou1expots of the(lilrerseIt. crops and also exports
to tho differenit.counltries by years, as we have tlied to keep tIii) with
thtese very carefully to be certaini that we in Gold Kist are obtaining
01111 fudll hav of these markets. I have not. included any f hse i
moy statement. because I felt that. ll) these figures were available to tbe
committee upon retquest, to thle different departments of Government.
Iowev'er, if there, is any additional specific information this coiniiite would like to have', will be glad to try to obtain such informatioii for you. Also, if you have juestions, I will try to answer theml to
thle best of my Irnowledge and a bility.
I want to thank you for the privilege of 'appearing before this
Committee.
Senator RrnmcowF. Thank you very much, Mr. Brooks.
Senator 'Talmadge?
Senator I'ALMA00Jr. Thank you, Mr. Chairmtan. I do not haove anly
qtuetious. I think his statemnen'tbits been very clear and very concise.
I (1o want, to compliment M r. Brooks on hig statement, not only the
brevity thereof but thle thoroughness thereof. I concur fully that in
any trade negotiations, we ought to have people experience inthle
field doig the dealing. I was utterly appalled when Ivwenet to Geneva,
duinig the Kennedy'round as an observer for this committee. Of
C01111.31 HmyTSenatorlial duties reqire most of my time here in Washinlgtln. WBut Whenever I went there, I found that people with cxpet'ence in business andinidustry n gricltuewii o nynttee
lbut, wero not welcomied thiv. Our1negotiators Were1peop~le 4Who vepr-eseitted the Government and had little or no knowledge in that field
and I found that the best economic brains of Europe and tile re-st, of
02-71t0 -71---pt-1- --- 30
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Oute world were there to 11(1 ise their negotiators. And I thloughit it
wits going to be a (I istr andl it was.
Senator' Rimwojr. Senator Fannin ?
Stsuatoi' FANNIN. 11111111Cyou,, Nir. ('1i11n
Ur. .lXNe
ks, thlis it; itve'ry excellent statement. I am glad to know
yout OpfrtoitOitle State of Arizona'.
UMr. BRnOOKS. W~ell, we tire gettilig out tOwe.
Senator FA~INx. Good, fine. I hiofp you jptit, theso finle-pr) ties
ill operation thiere. 1(do not wanltyou to p~ut theil in priletice, thioughi
to such niti extentini;tatto(Iay, you say, thle prive of broilers is 12 cents,
whichi is bePlow the cost. of lprodutcti6,n. What do you do, makce money
Mr. BROOKS. IT1 fort un 1tely, we cannot do that. All you (-an do is

hope you get ia turn in the mlarket. It has been thle worst disaster' in

broilers we have over had for 12 mionthis now. And of course, it hias
been aggravatedI by the low prico of pork. As yfou know, we had aittreinendou i-senR'1so pork pr1oduIciO tio nI diatmarket has depressed
other meat miarkcets, including broilers.
Senator FAN NIN. Well, very seriously, I am wondering what you
think is going to happen as far ais our very efficient farmers withi
their new techionles. nlew equipment, and fill Moving into other countries and thien Aldpping back into the United States? Are von fearful
that is going to have the effiet it hans had a%far, as manufacturing is
concerned?2
Mfr. BiROOKS. Well, we might. have someo of that. but. I (10 not thiink
will ha-ve it. nearly to the extent thnt, we have in industry. I think agriculture is so efficient in this country and our cost; is so low, we have
been able to lick this production cost. You see, industry in this country has only been able to increase about 2.5 percent per year per worker.
B0t in agriculture. welhave been increasing 8 percent. a year. So we. have
offset some of this cost problem that industry has had, because our
productiityN in agriculture has been much faster.
Senator FANNIN. Well, I appreciate your thought. I happen to have
been in business in Mexico before I went into politics and observed
what has happened there with some of our very efficient farmers and
citrus growers going into MNexico. They have lower cos..t labor, they have
lower coqt* land, they have lower cost water. It is going to bo 'pretty
difficult for us to compete with that if they continue this. That is why
I am wonderin-T thiink you realize some of them have gone downoh
because of the low labor cost. and because of the problems we are having now in unionization of labor. Do you think that is going to be a
p~rl.oleflfor you?
Mr. BROOKS. I think fithatit will be to some extent, particularly 'in
the west. Now. some of your cotton growers inl California and maybe
from Arizona hanve gone to Australia, for example. I was down in
Australia not too long ago and they are moving down them,.
But we have had that kind of experience in Mexico for a long time.
You remember one of the largest cotton firms in this country went
into MNexico.
Seniator FANN. Addison-Clayton.
Mr. BROOKS. Yes, but still it did not pay out as well as maybe they
had anticipated for the long pull. So I think we have the problem and
it is goi ng to be nagging at us all through the years.
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lidt 1 do ntot think it, is; as intense as it is in industry. For example,
tlivve nianufactrrs-and of course, I see these plants going in inl
Taijx'i, Hong Kong, and all thee countries where we are puing inl
plotts. But they have skilled labor at low cost. But we have been able
of that thiroughi this tremendous increase n r
to ovei'ei tlSute
ductivity here in this country.
Senator FANNIN. Well, I'am certainly proud of your optimism and
1 would trust, that the matter's will work out as you jproject. But I know
thlat speaking of Mexico, our cotton that is going from Mexico into
Japan is quite at factor and when people start saying that we are going
to start. a trade war by notgin head and leting all of these tin1p~orts conme in from 1lapan aniod l go into Mexico and find out that
thiey are very restrictive onl importsa from these other countries and
protecting their own industry but still they are selling' that cotton in
Tnuan, I(10 not think it holds the frighteniing effect tTat some think.
Mr. Bitooics. I fully agree that-for example, In vegetables, the totuato growers are havingr a terrible time in this country because of
tomatoes coming out of Mexico. It is a very difficult problem. I think
we aire 'going to have. plenty of that, but. still do not think it will
be quite'as bad in agricultureo as it will in industry. I think we have a
better chance to survive with our efficiencies than industry has.
Now, if industry in this country could increase their p~roduictivity
per worker, we might have a chance of advising in dustry, buit so far we
inavo not done it.
Senator FAN.NiN. That is right. 11" have antitrust laws and have
many, obstacles here that do retard some of our development, whereas
InI .apani, they really sponsor these conglomerates or whatever' we
would like to Call them a;d they are just practically nation-control led.
Doyou think that we should apply antitrust laws to the companies
that are Shipping products into the United States? InI other words, if
they are selling costlier in Tokyo, for instance, than they are selling
in Washington, D.C., or in your hometown, should the antitrust laws
apply to them that apply to our industries?
AMrI. Bltooxis. That ought to conic under the antidumping laws that
we are, supposed to have in this country, but I am not sure they are
al ways enforced. Now, I thinkc there is a question of antitrust developIng overseas, because they a're not under' the strict antitrust laws that
we have here. I think the Congress somewhere might want to take a
look at that one in dealing overseas.
Sen atoir FAXNNN. Yes; but antidumping would not provide treble
damages. Often there is a.delay for a year or two before a decision is
rendered on the matter of dumping, and in the meantime, they have
shipped inillions upon millions of dollars of equipment into this counltry. That is why I asked if you think 'it would be wise to have antitrulstlaws alpply.
Mfr. BROOKS." I do not quite see now ]how you are going to have anl
antitrust law applied to a company overseas.
Senator FN iNx. Well1, i f th ey a re shipping in here, they are operating in this country, so theyr are subject to our laws.
[Ir. BOOKcs. IWell, that is a field in which I have not really explored
too much and I would not know.
.Senator FANNviN. You have mentioned some of these other matters,
so I thoughtI Y*~AlAyr4(^2' T3ti
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Mr. itoos,
Ithin funamenall, our,real problems ll deal ing over
the world like We have to (1o reglilat'ly is tOldt.we put inl thleMar-shall
Phil), Which wa itS
Ip 1and Lood.
SPnatorl' ANXIN 1X.
SureV.

A1t6. lilmouts. Blnt somelhow thle peoples of the World still think we
olight to have thie Marlshiall Plan1 in find we have to somewhere say,
stop. thaI~t we Itow ititist l)IYOme haritd tra'fders. Tlhat is tihl rtIsoiI Why I
Willtedl to get, Someld of our- business people into Solm, of

t IPe'

ne(Igotialtions.

illthle l .elihedy 1-011i)(, as Setitot lflTlmadge' lioV5, 11l
of tile Isielt~Jjeopk' il t) rope knew whatwits going 01) fill(] We (11(
Now, ('ve))

not know anyjting inl this country. Tiewyefonot
SpiatlT.
ANA .X1, .,111 9lly iel]d fat, that-pOint? In fact., thle onlly
waly I knew What Wall goinig0on, fand I was onle of th01p0enaivs
was when one of Imy friends8Would get informiat ion from onep of his
hlusinless friends inl Europo fand Wold(]pas it along to mie.
Mr. Muoms. Yes.1"Wel
stl.lsaythat is it very un1fair Way 14) negotiate
trade. Ihat is the reason l hyI$.said I think we ought to have a seplto
trading board, ,No. 1. And Xo. 2. blusitless lWOlel('who have real technica-l knowledge inl this field ought to be Iiiwought into these iwegotititiotis

Senator' FANNSIX. Very good. I agree With .1ou11Wholehleartedl.
Than~k you, Mr. Chirlmanl.
Setmato* Rinicori.. I just. have one (julest ioni. Youi noted] in v'our statemletit. sir, that Chin~a might lbe anl excellent market for aglt
ultila
pl~lt' . From yourCi xpeieWiv Wwhat type of agricultural pro(Ilicts
could we senid to Chinia. and1(1wllat. would you suggest. we get, back Al)

M\r. Bitooics. Well, they have had to buly grain,4ot course, 118 YOU
know, from the other countries of the worldly. We could not, sell them,
at least(directly. It might have worked around( some Way. But before
Chinla. becaile 0Commun11ist, they bought even cotton, for example. We
utsed to export considerable cotton to Cinia. But with 700 million
1)e0p)1e11and with anl agriculture that is hianginig by a thread pro(Iuctionlwise, very close to the level of huniger conlstanitl Y, there will be maniy

Products that will 01)011.
Now., they are making a good many industrial products-I m'leanl
handmade articles aind things like that. For example, if You go to Honig
Kotng and you go through the shops there aildso onl, it is fantastic thle
nmnber of articles that 'are coming out of Red China today. I am surie
there are many of those kinds of thig htthycnfnd1
mre
for to get dollars or pounds sterling.
inotubewhNrmow
Senator RTJIWOFF. You are going to runi iotobewihyu
w
Setmator Talmadge if they are poing
g
to start sending itn apparel. They
are hlavin'g enough troiible with the Jap~anese, tile Tfaiw'anese, thle
Koreanis, and so onl. Do not try makinga them shipMr.B~o~s.I a takitg aoutjewelry itetus, items of that. kind
that come out of tllere, thantthle lhamdwo'k is really beautiful. It, is
~very nice, and tile price, of course, is extremely cheap. So I am sure
that once the doors are open-it is hard to sit hiere atd know, because
China lias beenf closed too long to all of us who have been itl world
markets. It is hard to spll out tile exact thing. But a country tlhat
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large, with 725mltlion people oil the verge of St arvat ion, there Itre

just b)01111(1to be Ilillie's wi e

vW(aClhI
export lot.S of prloducts to theill.

Senator 1I1l('i. Well, wv doo tPPIi'eite yourl, elp) illCmn
be(for'e t0)(".)Rommittee Iandti 11i11iks foril llof its.
Mr.'. Buoons. 11ha111(1.vernu11ch.
('W 11)'Olwoil1ittQ44 Sil SV(iitelit ly' Iv('ived the following Commun111i-

valt iou frol)M r. Brooks :)

Goi.o Kim, I.Nc.,
Senot(or Attir tiior

('1
1~snn, ~Ilvofnlfldlcv'ott Intiernaiol
PriiTde, Scie i
aic
le C('odie
I
,
Sct-nfe O.1flce RIil(iflg, 11'aisu ngpIon, A1.)C
I)ec. S11;YNATOR RJ01TTcvJust. atInote to thank you forl th10jprivilegeofitiap.

jn'arlng loeforp your (ininiittee with reference to itrainltradle.
'llfo:'iuna11telyv, 1I3had(1)ad to fly most of the night In order to reach W~aslaingtou, for the
hearing. ( mnsequentfly, by (its- (hue I was onl the( stand lin the afternoon I was at
Ittle tired from t14o nuch traveling and too little sleep.
There were atfew ploin~ts that I wiiitte to make withl the committeee.
First, mnany of the nations of the world still think ifi tertt) of (lte Unifted
Stateti as the dispenser of Marshall Plan funds. As necessary as the Marshall
Plan wias, ltha(lay has long since passed. We must become tough and hard
ti'itders now, or we will not survive lit the economic struggle that we aill have
to maitke.
Second. (li te State D~epartment, cannot (10 the tough, hard bargaining 0that
mulst. he (one if we are to survive lit the economic race. Consequt~ently, In any
negotiations, we should have a separate setup to do tile negotiating.
Third, the people from business and from agriculture who have 1had( pracetical1
experience fin foreign trade should be on the negotiating team. Although I was
supposed to be an adviser for agriculture oin the Kennedy Round, It was so sec'retivt' about wh'lat actually was being done and what was being negotiated that
the only way I could get any real Information was through some of my offices
overeas. Apparently the business pm~ple and people who were Involved fintsgriculture and agribusiness seemed to he able to get full Information and no doubtt
were being used by their governments In the negotiations. So I think we must
(10 likewise If we are to winl.
Fourth, we should look very closely at some changes fin out- antitrust laws Ill
dealingg with foreign trade. Our antitrust laws have been, excellent;lint tis
country and have been very helpful, but. when you are dealing with a country
like Japan, where you have a great cohesion of business and government. youl
are at a real disadvantage lin trying to negotiate agreements. We should, therefore', explore some way for Industry and agriculture fin this country to be usedi
fin negotiations of foreign situations without being subject to the present antitruist laws,.
If England goes Into the Common Market, as nowv seenis p~robable, agriculture
could have a very difficult time lin this country. When I left the University as
a professor, and organized Cotton Producers Association, which Is now Gold
Kist, the per capita Income of farmers lin the state of Georgia was $72 for at
year's work. We Immediately realized that; we ha(d to use every mneants to sell
our prodlucts. not only In this country, but throughout the world. If we wer-e
to survive, and certainly If we were to Imnprov'e our Income level. W~e have
done thism as diligently as; possible for 38 years. I certainly hope that; our ('onlgress will not; let; the markets of the world close onl us without vigorous andI
sincere effort to keep them open.
I was very inuelh impressed wiith your (questionswithl reference to the prices
that. the Ipe lin the Common Market were hanvinig to pay for food. They are
having to pay unbelievable prices because of their present variable levy System,
and we canl only hope that time will make it possible for uts to compete again
In that market with our agricultural products.
Although I fully realize that Senator Talmadge was kind enough to ask You
to permit me to testify, I know from many years of experience In AWa sington
that a chairman of a committee Is the most powerful person In Washiington.
Generally, nothing happens unless the chairman Is agreeable. Consequently, I was
also deeply appreciative to you for the privilege of coming and testifying.
Yours sint'eiely.
D. Al. BROOKcS.
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Senator Rimnir. Secretary Freemant. We want, to thank you for
your patience. These have lbeenl long, full dafys, its you cafll see, having
saft here. We are (lelightedl to hatve you. YouIwereQ f1 great G(ov'ernor,
a great. Secre-tary of Agriculture, anid now youl are President, of isiness Internationail. So you go from Step to step. We are lightedd to
htave you here.
'Yo ity proceed 1its yoti will, Orville.
STATEMENT OF ORVILLE L. FREEMAN, PRESIDENT, BUSINESS
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Mr. Fjteirmmv. I will ptlrtlpll'ase 1)part, of this its T go along, if I
mlay, Mr. Chairmanil. I thank yC
ouJ for Your1'courtesy. MHay I comment
niot. onlmly patience which yOU01 are,so geermouls to suggest hbut, onlthat1
of thle Conmttee. 1 have ben more t Imu impressed with thle turnout
of this commilittee, with the intense inter-est it hits exhibitedl. I cannot
remember attime, and( I have been befor-e this committee once or
twice before, when thle committee haRS met this long inl the afternoon
anid the questioning hits been p~erceptivye.
1 111n1grateful to y,,Mr. Chairman, 1110(1 3ott 1111(1ChairmanL onlg
and all thle memlbvrs of thle committee are. to he highly comlmIlend(ed
for having established the subcommittee to direct the attention of
thcunr to the. need for a U.S. foreign econonlic pol ic.
Since before WolId War 11 thle Unitedl States hals not 112 it coherPtt economic foreign p'olicy,. The Secretaries of State have selom
eonsi(lered the broad policy consequences of economic actions 1111(1
Presidents have failedl to give international economics anything like
the time and attention they have dlevotedl to military 1111(1diplomlatic
problems. The truth is that the machinery of thle U.S. Governmllenlt
is so organized that the President seldomi, if ever, has presented to
him adequately thle international economic consequences of (lecisions
he must make. This I witnessedI at first handle as a Cabinet Officer, wh-o
struggled for 8 years to get economic inputs to the (lecisionmaking
table.
Because our econonice. as (listinguished' from our political, objectives were not given balanced attention, opp)ortun~ities were missed
and mistakes were made, For example. many of the protectioist. inwar-d-looking mercantile 1)01icies of thle European Economnic Communlility. such as thle common agricultural pol icyanid its application,
might' have been moderated or even eliminated if thle United States
had had a consistent economic p)olicy and thle machinery to implement
it. Instead, the political leaders of Europe followed whJat proved to
be for then a correct strategy. They made the U7nited States submit
to whatever economic concessions they demanded as essential to advane thleJpolitical objective of building the community.
For
the last 20 years. legitimate UT.S. economic interethaebn
uimneceMSSarilly sacrificed again and again to short-range political, mlilitatry goals.
As we enter the decade of the seventies, Ipowerf il forces of economic
change make it imperative that thle United States have a consistent,
coherent. economic policy and thle machinery to carry it out. For twothirds of the world's people, the majority of them impoverished, who
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live inl the dlevelop~ing %world,eoiiomic' grow~thi which '(4jllilQ5 Clipittil,
technlology and tic''ss to world markets is atpolitical imjprative. Thle
lnjite(l 61katt's iS1no l1onr tile'wold's Irgest
la
trading 1unit; the( EE11C,
with only six of at projected 1) couitit is, hatsalrltead~y passed uts. New
ttechnologry anl(l Capital olIlity sparking rav1 idly expanlding multinational corIporatiols is ailtering tile 5l)bpe o nationall inlterestsOil
1)th thle tradelQ 1111 the investmenwlt front, .111p01 is moving 1111fast,
MNodern1communic111jation efllcient 13'trianlsinits scientific and' technical
in foi'n iation Aroundly the world (Teat tug new mauirkets, intenlsifying
(onipetitii)and1(1tlIJ'(tteni g established ecouiom ic interests. Dome;stic
special-linterest groups react defensively aind end til) working Against
international cooperation. All over th;e world, business, labor and
11gricuilt are forces jincreasinlgly expect their governments to malltiIipulate
nat ional economies to insu re "ftiull employment, and prIosperity regaridhtsss of tile effect oil other count ries and the world at~ large. f-larald 13.
Mat m-1gren inl a recent pa per p~ubl ished by the Overseas Development
Council dlescrib~ed this pI ieiiomepuoui as a riesurgenlco of merc ut i Iisa)l
with each counitry trying to reduce i lIpoi'ts. stimulate holue produiction. and promote exports, passing the costs of its domestic policies
Inl eeyWay possible onto other countries. It. is a highly disruptive
force ill internaftionlft,'dft ionls.
IUnderlying these powerful economic forces is atcruel anidd(hngrious patlradox fthat economic policymakers ust cosider-the ptiradox
of a world where miany people are enjoying more of the good things
ini life that ever before, while at the samne time greater inunlrs are
living inl abject mi11sery and (deprivaioni than at any time iii history.
Charles Dickenis' (lescription o the 19th centurlyas"hbetotie
anid the worst of times" fits what is taking placee around the world
today.
Sice World War 11, tremendous economic growth has taken place.
Gross global product (the global version of GNP) has climbed steadily. Thle rate ini recent years-sonic 4-5 Jpernt yearly-is un1paralleed. As a result, there are today more peoJ)le who live longer, healthier lives, are better fed, clothed anid housed, anld work fewer hours at
mutch less arduous labor with more leisure than ever before inl history.
This unparalleled standard of living has beeni made possible becue
modern maniagement ha)is become increasingly able, all over the world,
to harness science anid technlology, direction it. to the production awl
distribution of ani increasing volume of goods and services. Onc; of the
new institutions which has made it possible to mobilize constructively
the growing power manl has at his disposal is the niultutational
corporation.
13y definitioni, a multhinaionmal company is one that looks ait the
entire world as anl area of operations, and acts that way. It sear-Ches
everywhere ini the world for niew technology, talented people, new
processes, raw materials, ideas anil capital. It thinks of thle entire
world as its market and it strives to serve customers everywhere. It
lproduices goods or renders services wherever they cani be econlomlically
Iproduiced or rendered to serve onle or more markets at a profit.
These international companies have demonstrated great dyniamism
anid adaptive power ini responding to what might be described as an
emerging world economy-the product of modern communications anid
traiislortation, which has shrunk the world from the size of a balloons
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thle Sizei of it grap~e. Feigulres are ]less thanl exact. but, the Miost, :;olid
('st iiates indiliato It ttile level of product ion Of multinat ionall coyjporations hlts reachedl$45o billion (more than thie (Ni of any countirv illthle world ot her t11111 tile 1United States), of Which thle United
Sllttesillultinfat ionl Io )ipiIW5deliverl'lilt ostiiimlted $2,3 ilio it
e U nited
ya.Th is level of out puttby A llelivact IICOI11Jl)iesCS ltl
States is 1110100 than fourl, IW;s 17.,1. expor-ts. It rests oil all investment
to

of $110 billion and carries a net w~orthI of approximately $1;7()bihhioll.
It ret urned to thle United States inl19)70 thrlonijhl dividends, interest.
royailflties. and fees $7,14(0 million. Its nwt conltri'lmu ion to ouir balance
of*payments for 1970 at $3,640 million was $1,50() million more than1
I lle ll1;('l1111ili' QxIortl i ll-is. It wolltiv(' leell double this figure
if records of ex1)orts to sublsidiaries had been kept aftert 196,15, whenl
suiehi

(ixpJolIs

1fl(llh()ul

o $402() million.

Senator RimIorip. I wonder where you got, those figures. This is the
first; time I have seve them,
Mr 1F0JUM0
.Thy cantle from the records wve have inl the library
of Business International. Most of then are Sourced in the UT.S.
Department of Commerce.
Senatot' Rinicorir. The Department. of Commerce canl afirm these
figures?
Mrt. FREEMAN. Yes.
senlatol.r BJJOFFI. I thinki they are ver-y significant. It is thle first
tinme I have seen thent brought together.
Mr. FJEmpmm.
'We will be happy to provide.thle data.
Senator Rmictirr. Would You please, for the record?
Mfr. Fn1Rm#3AxV. Yes. Sir': I WOuld be very happy to, Mfr. Chairman.
(The information referred to follows:)
BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL.,

XYew York-, N.Y., Mall 21, 1.071.

lioni. Aitmw~.~ tmRnjeoie,
rigaitran of the fSubcommittee of(ifte16h rnaie Finance Com i 111c.
U.N. Seniate, lI'ashl ton. D.C.

DEvAR AhJE.: You run at very good commit tee meeting. I enjoyed the sessiondlly (of it onl thi 20th1-very mnueh. I'm thoroughly imuprexsed with lit, parielpotion01 of the Committee members and their deep Interest. I'm sure mutch good
will co.me of thjes hearings. I (ho appreciate your kind comments and courtesy
h~anchmle to present iny
where I' m rznllyv concerned. I had hoped to laiet
testimony to the whole Subcommilttee, but circumstances dicta ted otherwsw".
Coming onl late fintile day, I'm not at all sure that I did a very effective Job of
jiresenitig Inforimtion wichl I hope will he helpful to the Subcommuittee. As I
iIWet loned to you before, I'mi concerned that the Importance of American Inve1;tmacnt ablroald will not. be fully recognized fit formulating the forelgo..econonie
podicy of the VS. There Is anl understandable tendency to focusm strongly onl trade
*111( to consider Investnment as only ancillary to trade. I hope that ilny testimnty
will serve fin a sinali measure to ighlighit ithimportance of what I believe to be
an emerging world economy, amid the part that multinational corpora t fins tire
playing andl will play Ill It.
The source (if the balance of paymnen~sts gres that you asked about on palp 4
(of may testlimony wats Surreyi of Current Buiness, 3)ublsbed by thle Department
of Commerce. issue of Maorch 1971. We will carry forward thle research l)roj.vt
wiche I describe beginning on page 14 which, If preliminary Indications fire
borne out. will show quite clearly thait Investment abroad, rather tMan costing
lthe tUnited States Jobs and weakening ouir balance of payments position, does
ePcactly the contrary. There Is a very understandable tendency to focus on anl
Industry or a particular plant where changes are taking pl~ace. to the exclusion

till
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of oll overall effect oil tile etvoulon, wlikli ii icy itore thim i(jons~litm for tip.
jOncei~. If Teseufl'h IIqr$otil(wbmt~ut iirs to 1thul
terioratlou litt ai jirtiiiiir
Caise Oi l lmpLi(l-tiheat. Investment, abrucid hus setiffiekntlly Itsertunbeemplofytatee-thu focuetof i-i tiou lit our polivy, theni, 0iouhl
ment w~ithi thtie ul
loo nlot to 1111h11ililvestileut but to try to cutiou I the hock of ndJuetuivut for Mhow
ly nt.
11(1work it-it'lo who taeht
ieties wid
Induettrieta, L'ominJuidIIIII'8
feted sind shouldn't have to hear fthp burden salone.
I would be pleased to diseneats our reMicdi d Itst findig wit you and the
C'omiulttee

forimilly or inforimilly

whenever

tnuully

coiiveuleti.Also, Abe. If

you and thie Commtittee or any members of thip('4.anitee would find it ur-eful
Ito hanve informal eteesiouwithItsome (of tho cdilef
etltvuo lliveri (of mu11l
nnt ionilcoerpora tion where tho worlihg exioiene of pa rtkuclar eumpieicall
lip exainled Illaephwe 'would be (delighited to imie immurnnvuie. A relaxedl
dtinner mid ovenhlig (of dietissiNon ioght be very helpful lit b 'kgroumlitig
(if your ('onunt ee memberss.
Flimully, inay I sty ftint where trtle lIt eonierilld I fInd myself In VhulstieIat11
agreement with whint I siwiwto be thelipe 'netttillaof the ('0iceeiu1ttoo 110thefie 1144
tliiiutc went forward :.(IM That teflip "ited Miltes lhasdone a stirwr , ob
ol
lit neJgotlintiDis over (tie lutst 20 years, giving away it great dealt more thailwe
got so filrnttrntle access
oiveeriawd, (2) That theoI 'tilted iStates h111ats
ot fesforeed aitfair trndto policy wii'htdrequires (tt' (oldis; to lvivll)pto tiAT i d
other operating lnterutomeii trotting rules, cmid flint ftip' tiwme is ome for ci Io
firmly mid with deterniiinatiou insist fthat other 'omntric-P& omeply with flhe "rutles
oif the game." Ili order to accomplithl (1) and (2), 1 believe Ot Owth('111lt44
States shoutiltake tlhp lendIll
inopenling new negotititiost whieh iWould telsi. ill.
mie

(luitle it massive effort Ito inotlernte inotriff barriers nd opeu iltp investeswnt
worldIwide. NuietirifT barriers, satti
yu rte ell vnre, reachih ut int hfliimtionail ectonioie polielps fof most counitriel;, cciiiwIll tie very 1dlfli'allt to expome
mid intueelorate. Nonetheless, tlip proa.'tsgs should beagi.n, *1514 sould lotgies withi
strong support and(1let erselimnt io for ituprovenmemet.
Again. Abe, tank you for your courtesy. Warmest piersonal regardsi.

Sliterely yours.

Mrz. FicrrAxN. ItteI'll oa
l01i ZitliOiof product ionl of thi's igit ce1de
hats Comei abouitlwctitise its effective. It, Works. It, illvolves a 11ajorl
extemisionl of thle econloilieS of scale anld nittitttgeieiit" inlvolvinig high
levels of capital a111( advanced organizations skills which ititik possible
thle efficient uIse of science and techniologyv. Thle growth rate of pl"~Iic'.
tionl by interntttioiial corpor-ations habf ween high and remarlkablly
stedysince 19-50, at it level of 10 peivcent. 1h1 '
iip tS With it iitui;nteornati"inaIlized Output rise illthe western1 developed countries litE a
muich wom1N modest rate of 4 permsiL
Ironically and pas'adoxicalhJy at the saner'p time that tint emergiing
world economy has made it possible for more people to have it "Notter"
thoul ever beforeinl history, the n11umber of jeoJple liviniglin abject,
l)OVeCt nfld miseryI has grownl even fustei'. It. is eStiiitttd that twothirds'of thie worlds people go to bed hmngryv or mnderouarshed.
Hundreds of millions of people all over, the world amre rrowdtiig iii(
urlbanl areas. Capital cities Il the developing countries nre growinglit
6-4 percent a,year, doubling in size every 10 oir 12 years. This bringsi
inl its train Stagfel'i 1 problems of 811111m. helth, cr-im uicn iueilploymnwnt. Thle *litedStates, it is JlrOjI~ed, will Itieedt*12 million
additional jobs to overcome imem Aoynlwnt in111the next yA rs1.'Non('ommnilist IJpoor count ries inl the Os mu11st clilswup Withl IT170 million
additional jobs. Seventy-five million people inl tbe W).( 1](41 third
World are Iuneloyed todav, accor-ding to a reent survey.
This iiiserl-l)e S'it nation is )lot onlly apiitihiigly inhuae, it 11hr1411t.
ens the stability of the entire worldly.
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111. FuIEIcM.N. At",tiSis)Oilit, it, is, Ifl. Chairmanl

but these coli-

panlies ('011(1be asked if tils (could go ill the reCori. 'Ph(10do have
s011 problem),
Jo
pWtftillitily ill 01ther Counitries Where theyToperalte,
wl1Q1'4flthly are sometiiies licelused, youl see, of not coW ltingl to thle
well -1)ill " of thle vt'oti'l werethey j(''-telll
l erelcoiit iuig
to thm el'l-beinig of tile IUnited States. So a1,4
of nlow, thO figures are
Sena ~toi' Hi nwtovir. Thanlk you.
Mi'.V~t:1~~x.Inl titnP, the Social anROnWomi iieedMAS OfthW wold's

voitsuiner, i nehidin g the Americaiiconsumer, will force comiiiapis to

produco goods inl ti IC heapest. possileCplace assuiliing goveriniets
eccetmue
1to fight, fagainlst. monopolies. Soi80'01'9Olhttt ',110 matter' wht
ii-ight. be the desires of American-niational executives of Americanlba"Sed conpllies, they will have to take decisions that-, are the most
c'fllcitiolus forl their ONIown
co uy's profitability if niot survival.
T1hie queSionl theit arises: Ita.single orl near-sinlgle world market. is
Il j'ocees of being created as ii direct result, of technological change
and if companies will have to takceivestment decisions onl the basis
of economic i'at.ioility atert,
tinalstieCgoids,
)m
won't, 1)epjle
l~ehut
liu r bdl--us these changes ini uwestimnt.and production
ovvuir? Of Course, th0 answer is yes. People are already being hurt.
by thle,-, Chanfes, nid it does no goodl to say that people have always
beenl Il]Iu-ilrt. byI
C WI e helast.
lt p
The real quIestion is whant to do about, it. There are three possibilities:
(1) Attempt to lpret'erit. thte change creating thlelproblem; (2) attempt
to limit. the choice of adjustmnt.;and (3) create assistant programs
to help those most critically hurt by the adjustment process.
Wespoiise onw is both unilikelly to occur mni almost impossible to
effet1. Ierhaps it. could be carried out if it. were possible to make reSer-ch illega , to p)1'eeiet the development of niew products and services, to e(iid all international travel aid communications (at least for
Americanis), and so onl. Thle technological 'revolutionprobably has a
jlng wily to go. ('omiiwtictioits imjprovenlents are nowhere near the
enld of the road. While faster travel is ini some doubt at this point,
suJpersonie aircraft is already in thle air. And these pmresures for
making people thinki of thewieves more anid more as world ciizenls
rather thaita nntionals of a single country may be dwarfed by thle need
for world regimes to meet, the pollution threat; regulate the oceans anid
splico, and meet other problems that djefy strictly national solutions.
Resj1onse two hats mainy supporters inl every country of the world.
The' seek to keep the foreignier out of their: markets. They may be
willing to Ilse only1 limited mleanls to isolate their economies from the
economiies of others, or they may bei willingz to use anly means. Their call
for iceased harriers to tle imp~ort of goods-tariffs, quotas, anlything.
They cll for (Iiseliminaftio against thie foreign firm whevr105
sihh
Whle theywill supp~ort. elimnination of nontarifT barriers iii gejieral. they will ppose eluniinationof any barriers that; light hurt any.
body Wi~h in their1'counitrly.
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Tihno does noQt pernita detailedd. review of thle efficacy of such policies.
Each -one of the proposals and arguments for them under response
two requires very lengthy and careful analysis. But a generalization
can be made:. Efforts to thwart technological development can at bestOnly delay the results- and then at great cost. E ven with no additional
techinological development, the,changes already wrought are sufficient
to alter man's tlhiking to it degree that makes response two highly
questionable.
There is only one hiealthy'and fair response to the situation The
development of systems to , low the most serious forms of injury
resulting fromthle adjustmn!t process and the establishment of liberual
adjustment assistance programs to cushiion changes. When imports
increase within a dramnatic and damaging suddenness because of the,
application of new science and technology, the level must be moderated.
'I'is can best be done through some ind of international mechanism,
for many countries around the world are and will increasingly be,
subjected to sudden influxes of imports whiich1 threaten comnmunities,
industries and workers as thte pace of change continues to accelerate.
To my knowledge, no seriotis discussions hiave been held-let alone
negotiations-to try to develop an international mechanism to meet
this p~roblem. I suggest that. this committee give serious attention to
the practicality ofthe United States taking the lead to open such
discussions on an international not just a bilateral basis.
Ini addition to some kind ol international system to regulate an
overlly rapid increase of imports, there is a need in the domestic area
for a workable adjustment assistkince program. The current syrstemn
in the United States is horribly inadequate. It needs wide lihieralization to make the criteria for assistance more realistic and to make
the assistance provided more "Meaningful and helpful in the adjustment proess.
Perriaps somethiing could be learned from the experience of American agriculture so far as a transition and adjustment program is
concerned. The last 20 years hiave witnessed a massive adjustment
in American agriculture. Today, fewer than five percent of our peopie feed the balance of the population more cheaply and better in
relation to take-home pay than any people at any time in thle history
of matnkind. Millions of people have moved from agriculture to work
in industry, providing manpower for the high Amierican standard of
living. At the same time, American agriculture has been moving
gradually to the production of thie commodities and products where
w"e are most efficient t, responding to changing worldwi de and domestic
demand. The United States tod ay has 90lpercent of the world's soybean market. Our domination of that market grows. While we are
not qenite as dominant where feed grains are concerned, our exports
grow steadily in both sorghlum and corn. 'We produce these commodities at a hiih rate of effiiency and are able to compete worldwide
without Government intervention. The same is true in the case of a
number of specialty commodities-,fruIts and vegetables and poultry
and mets-where our export markets grow steadily.
Onl the other hand, there are certain comnmoditie.s where we are not
as competitive and in which it is likely, in the future, our world
market position will worsen. These include cotton, rice, and wheat.
The current year is an excellent agricultural export year for almost
02-700-71-pt. 1-81
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everIy commodity, but in Clhe long run it is likely that our competitive
to worsen as it has In the
commodities will continue the
these
in
Position
farmers who produce
abandoned
not
havre
last decade. Yet, wve
Quite the contrary,
change.
sudden
these comimodties to the force of
as a matter of national policy, we have made payments to farmers
to hold up their income while thle adjustment process takes place. There
were, of course, other reasons for commodity programs in addition
to cushionling the adjustment for producers.
It hats been the policy of this country to contain its enormous agi
culture productive capacity rather than turn it loose throughout theio
world, which would have had a sharp price-de )ressing, deflationary
effect on our domestic economy and the worl d ingneral. If other
countries, particularly the European community, had been as enlightened in their approach to the problems of agriculture, many of
the strains which th e world is seekingf to absorb and accommodate
now could have been avoidled. Nonetheless, the point I make is that
where agiiculturo is concerned, a major adjustment process hias been
taking place for the last 20 years. Production and export of the commifl'itesw~here we are most competitive is increasing. Production in)
other commodities where we are less competitive is slackening. In
the process, we hiave cushioned the impact with a major adjustment
programn-to wit, our commodity farm programs.
I suggest to this committee that a hard look at what has taken
place in agriculture might be useful in seeking to develop a sound
adjustment. progr-am where industry and its workers are concerned.
Finally, I would suggest~ to the committee that i great deal of the
lpresenit. U.S. balance oft'rade and balance of Vayminets stemn from the
need for a.more realIistic exchange rate iyis-a-vis the currencies of most
other industiizb~ed countries. A part, and i some product lines a
large part, of the problem of import competition in the American mark44et is the result of exchange rates that in effect suibsidize the import of
goods into the United States and penalize the export of American
goods. A more realistic exchange rate for the dollar would help relieve
a portion of the adjustment p~roblem.
Incidentally, in that light, it. is interesting to take a look and see that
our total. exports have been increasing very steadily the last 3 or 4
'eai's, going up almost $3 billion a year, which ha~s been greater than
in the peiod immediately preceding that. Our problem in the balance
of trade has not been in ouir exports, which have held up very well.
It has been in our imports. Out' imports are in significant part, in my
judlgmnent, because our money is over-valued, with the net result that
we are facing tin fair competitionl.
Mr. Chairman, it is clear that economic issues will be dominant in
foreign a ffairs for the balance of this century. I appreciate very much
having had the opportunity to set forth to tdis distingushed comimittee somIle of the economic and political forces that Igbeclieve, must. be
considered if we are to shape at coherent national economic olicy? with
thienew and improved machinery of government and thle con1sultative
f rainework necessary to carry it out.
Senator TAr-AD~OP (presiding). Senator F14anninI
Senator FA~NNix. Thlank you, Mfr. Chairman.
Mfr. Secretary, we are very p~leasedl to hav11e you with us this afterniooni. I remember the privilege of traveling in sontli America through
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some of the plantations when we were looking at their crops. That was
just before You took office and we discussed somne of these problems.
I can recall' talking about the rainfall that they had there and why

their crops were so bountiful.

I do say this, that I agree withl you as far as the mul1tinlational Comnpa~nies may produce greater volume and profit S. But I just can't agree
that we canl give first consideration to profits; I think we mulst give
first consideration to pe(ole. I certainly have not witnessed what you
have said coming about with the companies that I have been involvedI
with in my own State and some around the Nation. We have had
testimony hlerelkin the last few (lay.s dithat wophll not. be in agreement
With your thought that these conipaics going overseas would still
lproduie greater jobs here inlthle United S-tates. The Zenlith Corp. is
one. The gentleman who is chairman of the l)oaid, I have talked with
hint about this problem. In fact, he has worked for years trying to
get changes mafde inl the tariffs%
where li could get the Japanes market
and wve could have equal tariffs onl their ln-odticts in this mnarkcet. We
have said if we could have it about 15 pei'ett both ways, let them
open their markets to Us anl we would openlour markets to then, as
we have, thle Zenith Corp. would not needle too to Taiwan. But thle
chairlmanl of thle board, Jose )h S. Wright, con 1(I not. achieve that objective, so they did move to Taiwan. He wrote a JetAer to the Secretary
of Comimerce that when they get into fll] production in Taiwan, about
#30 verent of their employees here in one plant will have their jobs
in jeopardy.
Ao then' we have the exeI)(inic4 of the coniplaiiies like Motorola,
General Electric,. Westinghouse, Bell and Howell. I just can't agree
with your analysis of w~hnit hals lhappeIned, in things like watches and
shoes. I just. do not follow that, Rrfi. Secretary.
Mr. FRhEMAN. WNell, it is clear that in a number of companies where
they have moved, let us say, to Taiwan anil other p laces, part of thle
tranitin poces i unerwy to meet corn pt it'io. And it has involved
thle employment of foreign nationals and inl some instances, it mlay
very well Involve in that particular country the need, as I have tried
to point out., for anl ad just nient here inl the IJnited States. But in terms
of the total picture of what is taking place, why, I think the records
will show rather clearly and dramiatIc-ally that investment abroad has
resulted in a strong increase of exports andl also a very significant
increase in employment with in thee UnitedI States.
Senator FAXNNTN. I would aR Ce With YOU in many instances and I
caii take some concrete examples, when some of our companies have
gone into the Europ~ean area and established plants for sales in that
market. That is a (differentmatter than the ones that hafve gonle in like
thle Zenith Corp. and others that are going into Taiwan, into Korea,
and their volume is perhaps 90 percent back into thle United States.
I cannot see how that is going to help us onl meeting our problem
wNith job)s.
Mr. FnRMANs. The question is a tradeoff. When changes of this kind
are taking place, as technology goes forward-there is nothing new
about ths a aii, of course, is facing it herself very strongly. Japan
financed hier initial industrial revolution, so-called, primiarily onl silkc.
Today Japan is out of the silk business. Theyl% canl no longer compete.
Japan herself is having somec very serious textile problems in somie
of these countries. There are any i'nmber of examples where this kiind
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of changes is going to take place all over the world. Stich changes are
thle maiin relisoil the world hius advanced as rapidly economlical ly Is it
has in the )list, '20 years. ;A. far itstdhe Western World is conieriled,
we collectively have never had it so good. We have neOver had So niuch
prosperit y, so imuchi pro~hutionl, and so many changes.
Senator FANN!.Well, we have never hadu so inuch unemployment
to contendl witli, andl as f ar ats 1 can see, there is not very miuch hope of
redlcing that unemnploymnent.
Mr. 14vitiuaN. 1gaither, Senator, you aire assumling 0ttithe unlemlploy-mnent is caused by the fact that soic jobs, because of advancing
technology, halve beven lost. 1 remember very well, as I ami sure yolt
do1 the lonig-timne (lelato about automation iind tdit automation was
going to wreck jobs. n'iat. (lid not happenn,
S01itor FANNIN. NIo, I would not infer that at all, Mr. Seereftry,.
I would not even thiink of making that connection. I am talking about
jobs-I could pick iny own State, I could pick the elmairman's State of
Conlliecicut, 1 could 0pick nmany other Statos where we hafve actually
had job dismissals when thle p1 ant establishes their production oversefi$.

Mr. FREIEMAN. No questionn about this. You could identify tiny numiibem'. The only point 1 make is that in thie overall and collectively, the
result of this process has been to increase jobs, not to decrease jobs.
Senator FANNi N.Increase jobs worldwideI
Air. FitEE3[AN. Within the United States.
Senator FAXX I . I cannot agree with you on that. The Labor Departmient estimates that 700,000 jobs have been lost to imports since
1907 and 400,000 have been occasioned by exports.
Air. FREEMAN. 'Thatis 300,000 difference.
Senator FANNiN. That is a loss of 300,000.
Mir. FuRAN. Let's take a look at a specific company, for example,
Caterpillar. Caterpillar runs ads in the idwest that their investments abroad have resulted in an increase in employment of 40,000
people in the Caterpillar Co.
Senator FANINLN. Well, you are picking out a company that certainly
is very unique. Of course, the tremendous amount of their volume is
going into Russia and other places in the world where we have not had
the access for other exports.
Now, here is what Mir. Ford has said, Henry Ford 11. Ford talked,
about imports in response to somebody's question. He said, for every 1
percent increase in reign sales, U.S. jobs decrease by 20,000.
1 certainly agree with the thought you have as far as meeting worldwide comnpetition and what we can do. But all I would like fromi you
is to give us your wise judgment on what we can do about jobs in this
country.
Mr. F4REIUMAN. Well, in the first place, I do not think thaft the fact

that we have 5 percent unemployment in this country, which is abominableSenator F.ANNIN. Six percent.
Mr. F REIEMAN

(continuing). Is caused by investment abroad or that

any significant amount of that is caused by overseas investment. I think
quite to the contrry. I think we have a whole host ofproblemns in an
iniifatio"nary economy resulting in deflation and a inn0idemsionl.
Senator FANNiN. How is this going to turn around? Vages go up,
productivity is not increased in this country. We have just had a steady
increase in wages without an increase in productivity. If you take the
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construction industry-and you call turn it 0)l around because it is all
relative to manufacturing, because when one wage goes up, the other
is going to follow-22 percent increase in construction wages in the last
year
Af r. FjtvR.%MAN. Certainly, there is aqeto f u optitive posi-0'
tion in terms of produictivaiy. There is a question of whether we tave
been making adequate capital investments to Mtay onl top, to heep 01our
)osit ion of superiority worldwide and to support and carry what has
lwel a high vare st ructuire within this couintry~ compared to the rest of'
the Avorld, T1tflink in part, our ability to invest and Jlroduce abroad has
contrilbutedl to meeting the problem', the danger of pricing ourselves
ow- of cert ain market s.
Sellt 0' ANNJ.WeTll. the ibig Jproll1. thought, Mr. Secretary."I
would just say this, that looking at it from the10standpoint of the future
and the chancesi for employment with our people. 1 ain very coneriied
that we ore taking a (lirection whepreby we are priceing yourselves uto
these miiirkets. I agree Onl these multinlationl corpora ti onls.that the
way to compete from ft standpoint of lpr0615 and volumeo certainly is
i))et in t hat manner. But. that does not answer our problem of jobs.
So that is I think, dhe greatest riskc we take in continuing this proieess,
that we aire still going ts. have high])Inemj)lOynlent.
Mfr. FRtEEMAN. I would only repeat; mnore research is needed. and
Busgineos International is going to be doing more. The very limited
research we have been able to undertake solar is ovei'whol1iil ,iglyli
support of the conclusion I have stated. I think the basic probeM s not
to try to resriet investment abroad. T think that would be eounterp~rodulctive. The basic problem 'Is to try to ease the pain of adjustments which take place.
Senator FAN'JIN. I agreeonilthaft when We try"tofadju1st with What
is goin)9 on in our relationship) to Japan. They' are not operating as
just, private Companies or they are ;wlt in the samle category of aetivity as we are when we talk about even the eoinglom~erato," because
they are almost government controlled. lDo you not agree that. we
are up against the problem there that. they decide what they are going
to make, whether they are going to export it or whether they aire going
to sell it. locally. These are the problems, as I see, that we are up against.
We must recognize it and must take steps to coun1ternet it.
That is another problem. I certainly agree that in
Mr. FnXtx
termis of carrying forward tile laws, the reguflaions onl the books,
enforcing tile agreements and insisting thatt there should be reciprocal
relationships and that the U.S. should get as well ats give, why, I
could not feel more strongly, and as I hope mny 01pening reilmarks
here made clear this is something that we. haove not done because tClo
political in tile past has dominated the economic. And I am sure this
committee is going to make a real contribution in clarifying that.
Thme rules are there to be livedl by. I think our Government ought to
make it very clear without browbeating or threatening inayw,
but. make it very clear that we tire U0om19 to Insist onl compliance with
GATT, we are going to insist that suth1)tings as dumping, Such things
as export subsidies, at whole list of things that we could name, in
which we have not gotten as much as we hlove given, in which we have
failed to, in effect, protect and promote our own trading units, that
this hus to change,
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Well, TI hlohiai't 4d; Nagree wNith youl. T have in.
Senator' Fx~x.
tr iy to bring
tr i(lU'ed legislafioli il 0111131 Itemiiiyou havIlVO iii('ilt i
this abllt.
Mr. 1FitulicMAx. B1~iIr)o ot,01 tlilikt his call best) bhenmpC(isih(41 by
1(1limit s I014,ttIo going to ti'igg(P i'dAllia4 ions.
(stablisihing q(is and
]'Xkomuioc l)Ililgvs C4110t, be stoIpivd, iistemil we mu11st. adjust t to 1so
that. ar1-oinevitable.
Sejutitox' FAN-NEN~. 1111111I iil'O IHI lt0((0 i l gi~hit ion iS to blwin
albolt eay avof Iiiiiiliiig 011ou it(ervaiing (lilt le.4So t hat the se wi
bo3 lprocepsed ill anllorderly manner , the ant i-dum1pinig laws will be enforved inl anlordely nianle111vr, al;d)t here. 'viilnot. W),long wilug
Jpeiio(g 1s.
Thoe11r-0theapproaches t0li1t, Ithink are priefetial.
MIfr. FltrrioM. ITqu ito agree.
SOnatOr ANNN. Of NcourSP, I-oil now, h111ti lie att i de has dovel014So uch in t-his vounltry that; you (10 not. have%. to work. Tha11t. is
athhe
v,00 71piaJlae'so ar guilty of 1unfairlab11or pract ies; they
thel
y
is one of 010lthngsAwe have to coutpcn Iwith).
11a1rd.
th'lis
workI
1 do0 atplIeciate thle opporIt unity of having 1,ou1ajpear before Itha
suciinte.I;is cci aily 11 p~i l'ilege for'1u;. 1 thank you foxr your

iFl

Senator TALINrADOx. Mr0. Se'eta,'v, it is a jpletisI3Oo have you back
before one of oulri commllittees again). 'elcomle.
I judge from your tostimiony that. you think all Is vell with our
Is that
COliiiaO and1(1 fsnd 34trfttde policies at. tile jrex 'ttimlie.
corret?

Mr.
SM1na1-to'~AxAMM. What; (10 you think WeOught.01CtI0do about; it.?
Fr~p-

%#No.

Mr. FilZA.One of the things thinki we ought to do is to demand
that there Should be recliprocal relat ions and that-, Other countries in the
'1l ~a'Ic4 ntwr
wold, who inl many cass ave engagdi
with 11heir agreements, ought to be stopped in such prime.
not ntnt
ticQ-. We ought to ingis,t that. they live by thle 'les, treat'ies, and agreenuswits ex~actlyvai; we Should live by 01h1m.
Sunatox' TAmimwat. You memtii it, is disct'im intox'y if theyhave estab.lished vaxriab~le levy and x'1te fSystkimi5 and have ta'-iffs of 171/2 percentc whereas our is zero.
M11'. FnME-MAxN. It. certainly is discr'iminatorI~,f it is inl violation of
GATT andl( we have not agx'eed)to it.
Senator TAvummJ~. All right" whalt; Should We do thera? Iitilesses
have0 ('o1e before uls, they agree with ouir 1point. Thepy Saythe.J1 IT.S.
mpith
the other countries inl effect. have said, g~o
votests,
1lakce.
do(youIhinik we ought t, to (10 thenI
Whatand
Mr. 14'ipcx:m.%N. I thinkc the United States ought to take a lead ill reopenliing lnorotiations looking toward thle eliminlationl of gs Imanly )ar.'
I-lei's Nvox'hf~ide-amd I atithinking pilticiularly now of nontfax'ff
har-rier's, of aill tileiemaze of reiit rielionls Ont fra4l a whole host, of
diffeirent. practices Ithact111e0takciing placei'-oluld file worl-anld oil
alli overall collective basis, set, a stagfe anld(call for inlternlationaI l et ion1
to eliminate these restrictions and to ret at. lime ma07e of inequit ies,
some of Which are (detrimental to 0133' best, 1int-sts and have grown
ill) over thle past, 20,years. At lthe moment, we have cexinin crommit meits
agreements we havnle gotiated that canl Only be adjusted *1ila orderly
and equitable fashion.
?J 1A

IPIA

/

-,-ir
~Vik
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Would yoll ug,'huthiltt 't.leltiling 'N fiuldililifil
SenaIftorTf ''~,tl(1. 8r
fs
flitily wrong with itii l it iou W1W1'42''mite 111111w4.' of pumivit (%)-i111
Os
$b~ ib1iota
iV*li
pas~ -() VQZ$eillsvl iWdint14i-'III41)1,11 i Ive
lu 1i, fl%vInt
%%'f
eq1,4 or1(111ie'I nid i e,
~
;1 aX ltiv igure
is ot.II he

iteiid
toil )11i1 lls t hiut we Jtlve Itid, fill iiiuWof t~lill-1AO~~N'tl
1)tht'oldof une.
Ww f ,111o filid14)t' Iloo.
SPIMtor' TALiMAIM41% Now, it's gd II to

Aro

1 mit 10 'elni, (oni 1
wa of dtoefif, I (l tv ~tve. 11l11t 11du1lr Ig'e
ytou Iim
('.1 F. lNItI, 911)(4 itivilf of 01t, goods wo 1itu)(1nirf iille )Qill forige.91
bot illitz. ,o I 110 expoti lig ennui ry WINtOe 1l(411it of It aned N1Wio,

Similtor TmoiuM

pae( nt'olW hecthing. Voetll 1hd labout %01Pgreat

glort's of people bulildinlg
Seintr'iiiitni

111111 i~O'1~4I1 1 flartve wit Iiwhilt, yotu
ilit htonIIIth1Wo CIXllaI
1mIIVsaiditL) I 1W d

11

f)11

bhaivo ('i rued uior'i' ill int'eot ilid di vitdendoliV01111
to ottt going flow of ealpilda. I waont to reld a Stnteenit from (leorgo
1'Ik:
v
MN~eanly's est itlitoltleilt'Iier intho
"TAI, 111 vil ile1 ';iijd' of W'4lt ill tis $ )InoiIIs ill t4of'11i$of U.S.
t e.$.
I I(&tiogy. 1and1 'V. . I. 1)tt'itiig 1114% ileaif
foreign11 Vl Will,
I
invtitQttiwil4

W'Nig
relt

(I'ltillpil''M bbefore tl1101 i~~'W rys lttl( 1pIIing ("oineeaaittlp, Williamn
Sllet~cev o)1-ow be1W
blttA I., itlerit U.S. Sh hoeilt. 11nd ilen'
1n4'dlifttdy Shut It dowil. lie toIl Vito aneuittve144 1 shiplwd fWhp htts (~lies
IMP
tents. atndl(th0 Inanittgviiiiei 11(1' imeh of Itho eheer to Europe an1d1
meuit, for one masou : Thet liibor where I itm now milaking igte slIows is h
mintt an01 hour compared to $3 n hour f lint, I wats paying. 1vivor is a
aNet lte
v~rfevt, exomplo of where I v~yok everth~tiiig Amn-im

ab11(1ndthtat is extietly wthy I bjought.' it.t to
H OW dlops t111T1. neii uf
M.FREI~1MAN. Wel that, part wnlar ilitW411e, lanti this could lbe
istextile"sits
revittA din sonip other aesve'rneperhups somin
wel--certsinily ill t11 Fshort run tim-h it velopiilent ouite oht'jomsl,
ieoltt'nint ivo to tis e
did not, bensvfit. uis. Ivit bv the atune toketh
what? Should WeOhtti)11111 1 1Oii f shoes ittthe016UnitkAIS1towt
imports of text liers into the 1.7u0(441181 teri I UVhere does that t rail1 lead
US?111t, ig10ftrAil wAts tried to 1itide
'01abefore.
Senator 'J'Ammm)m. I do fnot -M-n%,we' ottl 11iti'ae allyI'vipot'ted
shoes. But; I Nly it ought not, to reach thOe extentit Iht it d'est royx thIe
ca pacity of A inpriwan business (to employ peopJle to tanftcr
WhiaE tare you going to(do Witli those Shock workerl ThPt OwthemOil
wl fare?1
Mr. F'tt1IAN. TIhis is the Vbrust, of what I I t1ieol to sutl', Ithat the
real basic j)1ohlLifl Ris ot. to try to pJvPC m)ovemen~tof ,ajdItal and
Jpeoplo Aned t4wht11ology, bit, whenit it il01miovsll vI $J)0115to 1 tc 1tt1d

it Can prHOdue more tfiiientiv. toe twCjts
ment, of the Comnutn111ities and Ii ICJpeople and tile buftetess Inv~oved
that, arehurt by that change shouldI bo a 1high at inol IPriority. 1We'
shoudlie prepared to give them real assisittee and not, expect, a par.
CondI~it lig

lilICItdeWieh

icuhir community o1' industry or a coAnin group of workers to carry

the entire cost., Sundry cost. of djustment 'IsA cost. that, society it~'lf
should bear.
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FOREIGN TRADE
FRIDAY, MAY 21, 1971
SUBCO.r3rIMjI.l1, ON IN'rEMNA'rIONAr, TitADnI
01? THIE C030I1vfl7HR ON F INANCE,

'F'lle siuheoinlilif~ In et , p~ -il t.,n to re'ss, at, 9 :35 11:m., in room 2'221,
New Semitte Office Bid]ti g, Swiitoi AI)J'iamll Ribicoir presiding.
I 'I'solit: Seiiatois Rtibicoll, (presidingf), 1-111d Fannin.
Senator Ritcoi'i. Tu coiituttee %v'iI be i order.
Our first wvitniess is Gecorge Shilz rightfiflly referred to as one of
tho most imnportanit m1el inl this ad iilist(ration.
From1f my experiive with youl, Secretary Slltz, at m1ost able one0,
too. So wifl you give us your testiiiioiiy, please?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE P. SHULTZ, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Wr. Siluu4 'rz. 1Thank11 youl, Ifr. (Thu irnmn, Senatfor Faninit. I appre.

yoli' ('01)iIWeui. alhld app)reciatec t'hI(. ojpp01'tUlitiy to ajppei' 111(d
ill lily testilulioly
jItIie
take pat ii; iese hearings. I. wol d like to elipai
the aditnistratijon's plans for improving the coordliatiOn find( the
cohli'Ct1('C ill o111 iternlatiomia 1 coIIoi1I ic pol icy.
FIst, I would like l'ielly to S11IInIni'e. some ma-11jor trenlds and their
('iIltA

implivationls, manly of whli.ch have ))Cell discussedl in detail lby previous
( t iell tti.to t[ihe SO) Ject of how we would 0x 'eetto dval
Wvitles5Q-11 11
mnore effectivel V with thie complex'(jttestiomis they po0se. MIy latter remarks will focis maily onl the President's new'Council, on International. Economic Policy-why it was created1, liow it w~ill operate, and
what we ecx)Ct of it.,
The wou'fd ecoiomy has (ltanged a. great (leal] over thev. past, two
decades. Froiri the late 1040'.s amid early 1950s-when many of our

1)01 icies4 and ln(ost of ott r att itides onl international economics affairs
were iormned-t() the l)1esenf;-whlem these 1)01icies and attitudes oftenl
seem hiadmtiqate r irm'levant--the elhatges are, strik ig.
First, the United States clearly is no longer the single dominant
world economic power, in parit by our own choice. From 1950 to 1970,
world product increased more thian fourfold, while our share of that
product declied from more than 40 percent to about 30 percent. Put
another way, during this period,~ output in the rest of the world grew
hafaana at as inl thle United States$, fueled in amjor way b u
sulbstantial foreign assistance program in the early years: Starting with
our mutual effort to rebuild economics ravaged 'by war, we have seen
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Japan and the European communities make major advances. Today
they represent a combined productive power -which rivals our own.
This implies that we no longer have the broad freedom to act unilaterally in international economic affairs, but must both compete and cooperate with these increasingly strong trading partners.
Let me emphasize this point-forlit implies a significant change in
the attitudes and the style which have governed our international
economic policies for inoro than two decades. We alhall have to refurbish and revitalize our tradition of being fair hard-bargainling Yankee
tratders, I should underscore what some will r'egaird ats obvious: The
Yankee trader is interested in expanding tra~le through fair and
opezi competition, not in erecting barriers that make tI'a(101e more d if ficult. Our partners must recognize that Op)CH competition is a two-way
street. The challenge to the United States in this period is to mlake
clear to the,)se trading piartnels-in Eu rope, Japanl, and elsewlheethat farfUreater benefits will flow to fill of 11s from o1t wardl-lookillg,
o~lbned actions in at thriVina world economy, than iilit,be gained
froin a pr'eoccupationi with self -servim ig, begga -ynIorlOie.
Our own examlple, inl wordl and deed, will, help to serve this Putrlpose,
especcially if that example is buttressed by hard bargaining in pursuit
ofoilur onI interests.
ssm-ond, our, foreignl Iconomic pol icy haIs becomeP increasingly importalt inl its own ri gi it.. Much1 of tli4 policy inl thle early 19M0'S mlay
fairly ie said to have served in support of our foreignl policy 01nd
natio(nanIol ur!it golIs. WeV
were willuIIII g to alce[t sulstuntia] evoiomnic
costs forn the1P sui)(v of reeonstrindfg luid revitaIlizing the( free world.
Today, of course, the balamice huts shiifted(, and we have at 1more rest tictive orange of alternatives. In many cases, these involve hard choices
bet ween sometimes conflietinF security, economic, and other forei gn
anld (lnestic policy goals. -'he cner-gence of malijor ecolnomnricuully
coil)et itivo pOWO'rs rI' ses thelsta11kes Con side rabl y, find weo are forced t'o
rei'('t5Q miini i More carefll -nld with greater pr1ecisioni when possiIble-theo costs, gains, and longrun implications of our foreign eonoin1ic p~olicy Choices.
''lhird, and1 by far the most fundamental to an understanding of the
curr-ient environmilent, is the uillP ecedentecl degree to which more1- thanl
100 (diverse national economies tire now linked by worldwide flows of
trade, capital, aind new concepts, technological tmnd othierwise. World
trade has increased evin more rapidly than. world output, implying
that producers andl eonsumeors in world markets are finding their
needIs better served. Form the standpIoint of our national welfare
strengthening our sales abroad allows us to provide mnore jobs and
better wages ifor Americin workers, while increasing our, purchases of
fore ign,1)1.odiict-s widens the choices for our consumers andlielps assiniro
them lower prices through competition. We know that to restrict our
imports risks renewing inflationlary pressures and calli imperil our
opportunities for expanding export ae.
The gains we enjoy today stand in sharp contrast to the events of
the inter-war period when trade suffered at the hands of cutthroat
nationatlistic practices. The culmination was a series of competitive
devaluations antd exceedingly restrictive trade practices during the
Great Depression. In 1958, convertibility reopened channels whereby
the gains from trade could be enjoyed.

I.2h f~v
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Iii an international environment of increase interdependence mnd,
competition, national problems of economic adjuftstment have become
far more acute. A number of factors have heightened economic and
political f rictions with our' tradling partn('Is-tflip striking mobil ity of
capital, management, and finished goods;. the drastic changes in rates
of foreign mar-ket penetration; techinological progress racing ahiead of
the free market's ablility to real locate resources, especially in'the nit i.cultural sectors; andl the absence of rules of the gam( hich
ieIl ar- Ijtimately enforceable onl nattional governments. Serious problems ar-ise
when governments attempt to Intervene in theo market with taxes,
tariffs, subsidies, quotas, controls, regulations, and similar pol icies
designed to obstruct or bypass the adljustmeint processes required by
increased international econlomic inlt('gratioii. Nevertheoless, we slioiil'l
not let the discomfort of these wiobleins cause ius to lose sight of the
basic desirability of policies wuihwill expand worldly trade onl anl
equitable basis.
FEstablishing adaptable but consistent national pol icies for oprtn
within the (13'nainic envir-oinywit I have just (describedl as oviouisly
a major clia ilengo. Indeed, one of thie unfortunate featurv.s of our
postwar foreign econioic! )olivy has1. been01 a too frequent inability to
avoid taking shoirtrun and parochial actions of debat abl)e effectiveness to (l('al within issues whichi arve hronic and frequlently interrelated.
The problem may be traced to und('rstaiidable (Iifficitities in recognizing long-teri tretids, but it, has also been thie fault of inadeqa
ute
poli ymaliuuginahiinery.
On1 anly given international economic issue, there is at wide variety
of views, reflectiuig (Iiffheent Pel'51)ect ives anld interests. Our1 inechaifnisms for resolving differences in those view+-and for establishiing
long-range pl~oicli against wvhiehi specific, issues canl be reevaluatedbave beenll somewhat less than reliable. IDespitej 0!' perhlaps because
of, theo involvement in international economic affei rs of some 00 (departments, agencies, boards, groups, committees, commissionls, and
councils, we have for' some timeo needed a single, high-level, overall instrument for coordination. TJhere is needle for more rapid responses, to
emerging ise,1848 and for greater consistency among policies which
may impinge onl eaich other. Mfore fundamentally, however, we need a
clearer vision of our lonigruni objectives and hlow they may best be
vai'ous jpol iey coc
served b1)3'
Whi l hs (discussioni is at at high level of generalit y, it would bo too
timle consumlling todty to explore, the many ispeiic issiie\g which have
been (lisellssed l ie, previous4 (a.s of test-iniony. I mnust add, however,
thiat in our international economic, affairs, thi failure-. to generalize
and to perceive SpOcific, issues inl atlarger context' has Sometimes led to
the adoption of conflicting policies whiich require extensive patchwork.
Actions takeon over the past deeadle in tho name ofbancofpyet
improvement, for example, collectively illustrate this general problem.
TilI", COORDJINATINO MId UANISIN

As you kinw, thie Ppresident nmovedl to fill thie gap in -January of this
year by creating time Couiici I on Jnitem'naitionafl E4.conomiic Policy. At
that time hie named Mr. Peter (G. lk'temson, chairman and chief e'xecuitive officer of thie Bell & Howell Corp., to serve as both Executive
Director of thie Council and As,;isttmnt to theo President for Interniational Economic Affairs.
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The specific p)urposes of the Council, which the President chairs,
are these:
First, to achieve consistency between domestic and foreign
economic policy;
Second, to liwovide a clear top-level focus for the full range of
international economic policy issues, deal~ig with the various
trade, investment, financial, aind bal ance-of-payinents policies as a
coherent whole. T'is will include considleratilon of the ittornati onal economic aspects of essentially foreign lpolicY issues, suchl
as foreign aid anld (lfelse, 1tinder. the general policy guidance of
thle Nationll Security Counlcil ; and
Th"lir1 1 to inaintain close coordination of international economic
policy Nvitii basic forelin pollcy objectives.
Mlemlberiship of thle CouilI reflects'the widlespr'ead ivol veiinent ini
foreign economic, affairs to which I referred previously. In additionl
to thlel Secretarius of State, Trel-asr'y A gricitiltui'e, (! inmmeree, and
Labor, Council m-femlbers also include '1 e Chafirmnan of the Counciil of
Econoinic, Advisers, the President's Assistalnt, for Na~tiol Securlity
Affirst*the Execuitive, Di rector of thle D onliestic Cotinci I, the Presi(lent's Speciatl 'TradeRepreseiitati ye, Anilniissado-it-Liarge Daiv id Af.
Kennedy, anid the Director' of thle 0111cc of MAnalltgemnenlt 1111(1 'Budget.
Mfany of youl have Ilet P~eter Petersonl who, 11s 14xecutive, Direct or,
is a key m111n in1 0he Counlcil's operattions. Acting with ready access
to and'direction fr'om the Pr'esident, hie will provide, leaders~ldp anild
at sense of (lireation for the bung-ranige, itcltmvil es of thie Council, will
overseeO its dlay-to-dlay opera1i otus, develop i tug the a reiida a mid supporting malterils' for Counceil mnleetings 1111(1 setting its conitmi]I ing wvot k
p)rog1'alsi. Froml' timei to time, lhe wil he setting tipl ad hoc fiask groups
on special toJpiG5, which mnay ilu1( al)1rolpriato rep~resentationi from
agencies which ar'e not regular memiber-s of the (Couneil. Ile, will have
the support and assistance of Council uenibers and others in bringing
to bear resources from aill lini1ts of the Goverpnment on theo problems
identified for review, Ile will be supported by at small statif in thle
Executive 0ffice, of the, President.
in short, it will be his job to hfell) the Pm'esilnt assure. thle coherence

and complleteness of our forei an conom01,1c polic-ymaking process. To

meet, its objectives effectively, the Council will also need at mechatnisin
to insure that thle President~s international economic lpolicies atre carried out. This folbowup will 1)e supplied by anl operattionlsgroup chaired
by at Stteo IDeparttnent representative. "Thle, Operations Group will
beo responsible, for coordinatigGovernmnent actions whenl necessary
InI su, )port of policy decisions. Itwill also Carry ouit reviews of operaitional problems lbriought on by the acetionis of Aoreign governments or
by ia jor nut eriiational ecotiomic devebopmlemits. In matny, cases, thle
Operations, Group, at tile Executive Director's request, will conduct
thle lpreliininiai'y study of an issue which will later be considered for
policy action by the Council.
W1hat I hatve described, of course, is the way we expect, thle Council
will operate to meet thle objectives assigned it by the President. There
maty certaiinly b)~e departures from thiis plan ats w~e log some experience,
but so far we believe it is working well. .The Council anid the Operations
Group) have held their first meetings. A plan will be developed soon
for consolidating a large number of the current groups and committee having special responsibilities into the overall Council srcue
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At present the Council hias underway or will soon initiate policy-onientedl studies in many of the areas discussed before this subcommittee
during the week, including the comprehensive studies requested by the
subcommittee in Senator Ribicoff'Is letter of April 21. The Cojicil

has served as a coordinating point on several recent actions involving
the interaction of foreign an d domestic economic policies And as you
mnay kniow, A mbassador Kennedy is now in E urope to discuss at very
high levels some of our current (dlicult ple1ms in international
trade, with at view to finding satisfactory anld constructive solutions.
T'he President ainounced this' assignenlt t;Il connection with his niamliig of Mr. Kennedy to the Council tt its. first ineetig. Finally, a major
event for the Coiii' work program will bo tCho report of thle 1.residmt' Commission on 1International Trade and Investment Policy,
available its early as next month. We expect thle Cotmniswhichl may be(1
sion's rejport to set fori'ta. imitmbei of imij ortnt, prioposals.1 geared to
the niew iiitei'iiitioiiil 'conoiiIc envirioiiiieii 1 (1iscissed earlier.
As you can appreciate, t- this oar]l (l ate we, 11ic still speaking chiefly
of time Clounlcil's potentdial rat her tlIfan its pe r flrlince. 'What I have
tried to Convey to you today is tholie ry great needle for a Council on
ToInterntionial 'Econoiieic1 olicy, anid, iii thle fa11ce of thallt need, what we
believe to be the C ouncil's considerable, promise, for (leop)iimg at Cohliieet polieic approachl to on11r lit ('iiial't ioilmal econloillic relations.
f would b4 happy to try to iiiSWC1 fii), quest ions you mlay have.
lc~you very lmch, Mli-. 14iult',N. f amil some.
Senator ]Iiicor. Thank
hav~lt puzzled by stait enlients oil foreignl 1)o1icy which aippam'eitl y coin-.
mlit, t 11( Un ite-d'States to programs w lilii e itever beemi studied by
the Congress. Let, me give, you anl examp~le.
Onl ago 47 of time Pres'ident's statement onl U.S. foreign policy for

the 1970's,1leStates:

1
e1or(X)t (lings
To hielp oftiq wesHternf lICieidI('IP mitionq to lin(r('aHe thet
devl'olont~t of eoloitt gr~ot it, 1 11111c ('0111find( timu (,ottribult to hlitt tv
Ilitited( tile United1 StIl (' to it p~rogramtt %viiici wou'Ol( iolit t 11(5 counitries~ huIjtove
thou' access to tite eximmtitintg itiarets oif time hI(iist rinhlizeo worm,.

Now, hlow can the P~resident commit the United States to a basic

policy if it is never piesenuted to the Congress and thle Congress has
n10wer ruled on it or voted on it.
Mr. SilUmiZ. Of Course8, to the eXtenlt that We 11re operating withiin
the framework of the laws find within the fraine or offth e atppropriat ions, that is the framework of the Presidlent's actions.
Senator Rii morr. You see, what hals been bothering tlhis commit-

tee for a long time is a series of executive agreements which have
commiitted the United St ates find then oveor the years, Presidents
come to the Congress and say, nlow, you emumot eilii'i'a:1ss the President,
lie made this itremelit-hke the C'anadian Automobile Agreement for

onle, the GATT agreements for the other. Nowv, do you not think
that with the esponlsbility that, Conlgress has, before there are anly
basic agreements, Congress, should be consulted within its constitultional right?
.Mr. Sitriq~z. I do not cliim to hafve studied thiis in detail, hut T had
the Impression that on the auto agreement and the Kennedy round
negotiations there wvas a. great del of consultation and theseo were
lnot surprising developments.
,Senator Rhmicor . Ithlifk thecy were pretty-
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Mr. Siuirz. In fact, there is a program, a special adjiustment assistance program in connection with the auto agreement, that is a little
different from the general program that Congress enacted.
Senator Rimicovpi. Yoit were not here and it was not President Nixon,
so the criticism can't be leveled at you and the President. It was a
previous President who committed the United States. But as I recall,
the Canadian Automobile Agreement wats a fatit accompli-am I not
right? The staff says yes. Thiis caused a great deal of debate and I
hafve been very intrigued to see in this morning's press that Prime
Minister Trudeau hafs said hie, wants to enter into agreements within thle
Soviet'Union to lessen the, iniftluence the U nited Statvs hafs with Canada, right across the border. And of course, the Canadian automobile
agreements have led to at fantastic bitaane-of- payments deficit between
the United States and Canada in favor of C anada.
Mr. Siaimrz. I think thle general problem of negotiation is certainly
a difficultt one. I will just draw on my observations in thle field of labor
relations and collective lbargahinig. It is very hard to have negotiations
that do not have a person directiiig then that has some discretion and
who negotiates not completely in a fishi bowl, where everytinig is

debated and every. negotiatig position is described in advance-in
effect, given away In adlvahl(lt. I Just (to )lot think you canl really coniduct negotiations that way.
Senator Rilucoriv. But you seep the problem we havte here is that up
to now, there hias not been a policy, an economic policy. You seem to
indicate that youi recogniize thlis, with all these, agencies having at 1-ole,
and you want to) overcome and correct it. But if you (10 not have at
policy and there is no basic consultation, you will nothiave, Of course,
during the GATT negotiations, there were observers-I wats one. But
there was an intermittent trip to Geneva, it was really surface, both
with the I-ouse and the Senate.
My feeling is that the mood as you recognize in the Congress at the
is such that Congress will (Iefinitely look with a jaun.
Present
diced eyetime
oin any
agreement that is entered into without consultation
with Congress. T w outld hlope thant the Exectifve would avoid embarrassment to make an executive agreement, and find that heo could nlot
lput it across- in the Seite in thie future. T think it is something that is
worth considerig from the executive branch standpoint, looking
forward to atreal comtity with the Congress on these issues.
IMli. Smiuzrz. I tihik that is at fair point. At tile same time, I think
the other side of that coin is thaf if thle only way for thle United States
to conduct negotiations on anytinig is 6~ do it with at kcind of futll

opennfess aild with thle Conlgre6ss voting onl each negotiating positions
and so onl, there will niot bW any agreemienits, because you simply canilt
conduct negotiations that way; it is impos4sibl.
Senator ltiincovip. I recogniize thant, an(1 I dto niot think it is the right
of Congress or thle (duty of Conigress or at vise policy for Congress to
be lookdig over the executive branch at each poinlt of thle negotiations.
But T (10 not think thiat oive ani agreement Itas been reachlid before
thero is consultation, it should lbe presented as a fait accompli. You
will find there wats great unhiappiniess and great debate in thle ('lnacili-Aincricin auttomobile agreement tuid( I would guess on similar
agro('luenlts. Without. somew conlsultation with Congress, you1 are going

to find Congress really obstreperous on these. I just lay this out as a
caveat for the future.
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.Now, we-have had a deficit in ouir balance of patyments ever since

1950, with two exemptions. I think that cumulatiely, these deficits

total $48 billion-V)us and over the same period, our sol stock declined
nis
r have inby some $13.5 bi lion and our liquid liabilities of fo
creased from $7 billion to $44 hill ion. What dto you thinkllC it is going to
take to put our own house InI order to eliminate these deficits? I realize
you! are not going to be able to do it overnight, but how dto you see the
united States doing it? I mean you say do6 not touch thle problem of
trade, do not touch Military expenTjditure-s, fore in aid, wvhich is anl important atid. But whore dto we turn this arollildl, MI-,Shiuit,?
Mr. Siivur'z. Well, as we approachl that nd other problems inl thle
international arena, wo have to be willing to touch all the areas that
youl mentioned. Quito thle Contrary to sityiiig that we should not touch
anything, we should be conscious of aill thlese areas Iand others-suich ats
Ilonletatry arranl ginents-and try to look onl them not as individual
on their own, solely onl their own merits or demerits,
thiat astn
pieces
but rather
an integrated set of thigs that relate to each other.
For exami)le, .1 believe it is the ca'se that over tho last 10 years,
rouigly, other curl'endi('s-- (10 not sity every other cur-renicy, but other
curren1cies0 of ouir trading partners--halve on'the average devalued with
respect to the (1011am'. Thatt makes it more diflicult for uts to export and
more likely that we will import Therefore, time changes iii these rates
between the dollar and othei' calrreulcies have anl effect onl trade. We
look at certain aspects of trade aind we act its if those relpresunt competitive cost problems that mu'e indlepemd('ut of what it going onl in exchantge rattes. We haVe to get over that.
At thle same time we have to avoid falling into thle reverse trap of
Negarding international m1onletary mIatters ats set off by themselves not
relatted to anything else and try to pull these pieces aill together, relate
them to each other, and Come out with at coherent strategy amid policy
to which individual iteuums canl be related. I am tryin tot e responlsive
to your point, and basically agreeing with it. I thiik that this is thle
whole purpose of thle nmew council, to draw these threads together and
see if wve cannot make, sense of then.
Senator 11muicoio. T go hack for a inutte to your statement about
you cannot consult Congress onl negotiations. As You Stated, thle oper-

ations group of the Counicil is chaired by the State 1)epartnemt. Froml
your Operation ats it llniler and coordinator, dlop's this not reflect
the divorce of plann jug from operation? Is this not giving back to
the state Department thle real power to imake foreign economic decisionls that, tie Council wits supposed to have?

Lot ime give you til example of what bothers me. When I went
abroad in January to Study thle problems of trade, this statteent of
the iPresideut was eonsAwtly thrown imp) to nip., thle P~resident's U.S.
foreign policy for 1070, the Sew Strategy for Peace, Ile says:

Our support for streingilenitig and broadeinug of the IHuropeetn (oznilwity
has( not dliiinshed. We recogiz that our interests will ilecessarily be lYectv-d
by Europe's evolution and we may bave to make sacrifices In the common Inter-

o'st. Wve (coIIsIer tbat tile iios~ibie econoink' pice or' it trulyv unified IRtirop~e i.outweighed by thle gain In thle political vitality of tile West as a whole.

TIn othor words, again, this is standard State Dep)artinent policy:
As long as5 W03 can work ouit oti) political lprolo1.q, iet mis4 forget tile

pm'obletus. As I indlicatedl ill the phrase 1Iluzed ill lily report
to this committee, it. is that while we are concerned with NATfO battle
economics
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plans, the Germians are concerned about orders for Volkswagens and
the Japanese with orders for Sony television sets.
Now, tinder these circumstances, youlhave recognized that there is
a Wie'd to coordinate economic policy. I do not know whether you agree
with uim or ntot, but thie next 25 years of what I call ecopolitics will

have mluech more to say ill the future of nations ftan geop~olitics in

rela1tionl With onle ano1th;er. Yet YOU have Mr. Kissengel, 1)r.RKissenlger,
he has about 1.h0 1rofmSsionials and Mfr. Petoion, as I undersblind, fias
about 10 professionals. And also, these 10 professionals aire pot hidethey are drawn front vari'ouls aigencies with thle State
)lidelf, -buiit(loil
J])eI
l t'i fg. So how is Mr. Peterson set up1 to really have
)rl I ment
somle ('loult inl the econloice field if his staff is ba~sicall y State, I-JepirtInitn sltlfl l1(he haes suich atsmall hanldfulI of men01 to work withl, whle
lDr. Kissemigem' hats 1-10? Not, that it lot' of people necessarily do it better'
job.
mr. SHiULTrZ. Well, your11 q rst ion covers a number of things, and I

will See if 10ca1 doal wth eacl separately.
First, of alil, the estimate of the iibet' of people onl the NSC staff
is onl the high side. I do not, heive those numbers, but I Would like to
make, an insertion in Ilie record, if I may, on just hlow large the staff
of thme NSO is.
followingwg information was subsequently received for the
record :)
Am of May 21, 1971, tp'oersofelml mtoir of time Nattional Security Colinrind totnmted

62,

has m)et
Mr. Snur.Seconld, I would like, to say thlat a1nybody who11
Pete Pe'terson0 will not sell him Short. Hie is4 a very able, effective person
and Av'ill take goodl Care. of himself.
Third, I would just refei' to thep second poit that T made in the
background manteriahl onl page 3 in myX testimony, which I thlink states
Very Hiuch tie lPresideiit's view. It saild "Our foreigni economic policy
has ,become increasingly implor'tant in its own. righit."1
TJhen I tried to trace through the fact that as we move from the
war-ravaged stage in which we were helping other economnies to the
lpositioil, that we are in nlow, the relative importance of different kinds
of objectives hans changed. 1 think that as we look to the future, we are
gongto seiternational e'conomlic matters given a very high priority
III this Council; its formation in effect stands for thant. rThe word
"icounicil"t rather than committeee" was chosen by the President del iberately to give it the same base as the Domestic Council and the National Security Council. Thie State D~epartment is very inuch at part of
this and very imich onl board ats fat' as things that theC Council is doing.
How the Council staff will develop, of course, remains to be seen.
Pete Peterson hans been considering hlow it might best develop and
we will be bringing a proposal to the Congress onl that matter.
Thell uiotionl here, however, is not to build tip a large executive office
stall', but rather', to see if we cannot Make much better use than now
is the Case of the very, extensive Stallin g that there is throughout thle
executive agencies andl departments and have the Council bring these
people together ini various ways and make use of those resources. That
is thie route that we want to try to follows. In other words, T expect that

the stair of this Counicil will b~e small, and it is my observation that a

small nttmber of very good people will usually make much more of an
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impact than a lar-go number' of people who are dr giig around. So I
think that the prospects here, are quite good and thiat"Pete's role will

be important.
Of course, the key is the P1resident's very strong interest and his
Chairmanship of the Council. Ife, is going to run11 it.
Senator Rini1coqp. Senator Fannin?
Senator FAN NIN. Thlank you, Mr. Chairman.
MNr. Shultz4 , I adlmire your statement, goals and objectives, and I
c0mmnleli(1 you foir what you have done l)elrsonllY. Butt I ain vitally
concerned about what is'iactually hlappenling. You a1re tatlkinlg about
hatr1d-bar-gi inlg, that we should be hard-barigaining traders, I thinkil
you sta~ted.
M11r. Siiur~rz. Well, 1 think we 111-trying to Say, let's chan11ge the
image of the(United Stattes fromt Sanft (1aus, who is very nice, to our
ige of thle Yminkee Trader.
SNItatoPPANNIN. I1agreeO With you Whoh'heINrtedlIy, but in ily Ilm ited
ti-rave Is-I Just caine back fromt -tbiapn-1.hava observed thatt we are
Inot doing tlilt, U(llIlid thalt thelietate Depa i-i unt. continues to be at
very Soft touchl. I have oberdfint,"for' n1nn1y vears, anld I still feel
it,
i.; the Catso. 1Here we( havV'o r('prevsvhiatl ye f the State Departnit who gaive the imi-ession that we do iiot even have at problem. Aniot her sliggested nlot pliten g at case ol tlhe (GATlTagen1da becaise we
11111y lose it division:; Iteims flk tht,. The ciast, is ono of' the most clearCit viases %Ve hunl'e had1( and1 if %%'o (.1uintot will this calse I wanlt to koo
1011t, we' (.1a1 winl. 'It is a simple mnltte, of Citrus; stidI lie does liot feel
it should hv placed onl the ('
genda. It seemls thalt thle State IDepartmient
(tooi not, wan1t, to 11d
niake chage-' inl GATT heeuls we may not receive
lieeo ossionls thait we should re~ceive. I111i1t very Ccoied ats to why
Nve cannot mak11e it issue of thle great, dill'u'eintlah nlowk inl tariffs that
are. ajl pniuoiber
ndet (AIere
we have at 0-percenit tariff coining1
iii, and at 24-perent tariff if %%,(
try to get into thle Japanese market,
hut of Course, We cannot get ill, because there are other bitrriei's. Whatt
is your' ideat atsto what to doa about GATT7?

ATr. SHlULTZ. Well1, as at genl't propositionl, I think our stan,1ce has1.
of looinhg toward our interests, bargaining for

to be very muoh one'

those inlte'rest's, putting our econlomlic interests high Onl tile scatle 111
onig
with other aspects of our na1tionail policies. That is thle thrust that

stands behind this Council. Thait is wimtt we aire going to try to do. liegatrclig the notion of not tainhg up somietlhig because, it in' git be
aibratsive or hlit, some raw nerves we are just goig to have to tackle thle
attitude, well, that is too bad. W0 are going toli ave to look to our
interest.
Senator FANNIN. How soon are we going to take that attitude?
Mrp. Siiur1 'rz. Well, we are in thle process of taking it.
Senator F ANNIN. I have not observed that. Japan hits become what
I call a coordinated machine togtbenefits ait any price and our gayernmient has not assisted in our ability to talke this position.
Mr. SHUYLTZ. I think there is a lot to be desired in the nature of our
economic relationships with Japan and we are taking that uip in the
Council.

Senator FANNIN. Would You feel that the Com1llies Importing into
this country should be under the same, antitrust laws that our cornpanies are, inder?
.*, ',.,~
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Mr. Siiuijrz. I do not think we can impose our laws on the domestic
situation of some other country, no.
Senator FANNIN. Why can ve, not if they are shipping into our' couintrV t ' a dvantage of our trade, competing with our businesses?
they not be subject to the same Jaws?
WyMr. should
Sitiuz. I-ow other countries want to organize themselves for
operating their internal economy andl conducting their own economic
orations is their right, just as we would not accep nobody tellIn g us to adopt some sort of internal policy. We havyeto operate our
policies as we see thI('n for' our best interests andl to bargain with others
about their impact onl us.
Senator FANNIN. When we go into Jap~an, we operate ats they so
determine.
Mr. SiivrTjz. That is different. T think that we have to say, now, here
tire the rules and r('gul ationls thiat yon are imposing on us, and ifr we
find them onerous mnd we can p in that down, that is the sort of thing
we want to talkc about. And It tin k th ere are many onerous conditions,
placed upon our' firms in Jajpani.
Senator FANNIN, That is right, and of course, we have let it slide.

Now, understand, I ami not'stating that this administration is at
fault, but they -have continued these programs; and that is why r feel
that wve must, retllv, comIplainl about what is happening. The Congress,
I know, has not akted either, and I am concerned about that. I imi'e
tried to get legislation through that, would help correct this and we
have not been able to do so.
Mr.. SJ1111'"rz. Well, whenl countries pbiace what, we think are onerouls
burdens 011 o11r firmns which operate or trade in that country, it seems
to mte we should bargitin hard about the problems. If we feel that
the situation is unfair, we should say so and see if we can do somethin about it.
Senailftor FANNIN. Well, I hope that that is the p~olicy. I consider
you the manager of our Government, so I hope that that is'tile policy
you develop.
Mir. Siturnv,4. You mentioned the GATT and tile GATrT rules. Of
course, one of the problems you have with any kind of control mnehanlism is the ability of 11iny lpaiticipait, in anly control 11eehlanisti b
if hie (does nlot agree with it, to figure out, subtle ways to get ai'oun11l
it. There, are all sorts of ways of not violat ing anly Of the rules, bt
nevei'theles., achieving at resuIlt that. would, in effect, violate the riles.
That is the sort of thing we hatve, to get aft er.
Senator FANNIN. Wll, the free trading aRe-019yOu take thle Eur1opeain Economic Community. They practically igiiored tile GATT in
many instances or they Jiiyt ben able to workl ar'ounid it, Japa~lll has..
been able to work around it. But we still give those countries considerations under GATT. That is what amazes inc.
Mfr. Siiiurz. Well, everybody has 11is point, to ide mntai'nished and(
eveiryb~ody has his wealcnv'sQes, and1( we- (10, too. Bit I think the general
pooit*ons that I would put, to you1 are, first thtas youllo over
tile his9toi'y of the post-W1orld War 11 economic dove Iopmnen ts in the
world, you se a, major change taking place. 'Ns, thatt change hans takemi
place, certain outlooks towvard our economic policycagen
think we haive reached at point where we are uindlrgolnig such at Chane
That seems to inc to be appropriate and~ thlat i in at way what tis
Council is all about.
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Senator FANNIN, We were talking about concessions under GATVT.

We have the countervailing dutty provisions which is included in
the GATT. It is my understanding timt the Treasury Depatmient hias
catses 2 or 3 years old ulnder this provision1 yet, ref-uses to take anly
action. Is this the attitude of this adniinistration?
,IrI. Siitir,'z. Well, I (10 not know thie eases thiat you are referi'ing
to and I presumeo you put, these questions to Secretary Connally.
Whiatever he said I w~ill rest on.
'4enator FANNIN. WelliT haveP written to you about them and I
hanve not hiad any success in getting the, typ~e of action I feel should
be forthcoming.
Mr. Simirz. I will look at them.
Senator FANNIN. You say that many studies are now taking place
in the area of foreign economic policy. Do you feel these studies will
culminate in a major legislative, proposal to deal with foreign econoie policy as at cornt wliolo rather tlian separate pieces of an
Ai. r~'.
Well, certainly, the objectives is to develop that kind
of coherent strategy and police-y. What will comne out, of it and what
kind of legislative proposals Avill be jItmde, I would not prejudge. We
aire just gefting into this. I would not want to mnako any kcind of statement on that. We look forward to the Williamns Comm ittee findings
and reconinmnndations. We will study those, is well ats other things that
we tire doing on our own ]took.
I ))ight say that I agree Very muchel within t0o comment that the
Clia irmamin was Inaking, thiat, on) coninmiissionl rel,)oi;t, our hope is that
they state their views frankly and1( clearl y and if clar ity means at cci'tamn amount of dissent, that is aill right. It is better to wee what the
)rolblems are and what somie of the points of view are than to have a
highly generalized report that does not really tell you very much.
Senator FANNIN. I would just like to bring into prop~er focus what
your thoughts aire. I do not meoan to be repetitious. 1Buit %-ou mentioned
on page 5 of- your, statement the absence of rules of thie 'ine in international) trade and you also enphasiAe the need for firiness. ])o you
think it is time to establish newv international trnde rules with varying
rules of international faii'nesis? Perhaps it is time to replace this, like
some of the things in CIATO
Mr. Sniuurz. r certainly ~wotuld not jlump to thant conclusion, but I
thlink Ave do hilve to recogih'.e that, we hanve work to (d0 either to maintain the fairness and workability of current institutions or, if that cannot lie done, to change them around.
1et me say, also, that because we have certain criticisms to make
now (lops not meann that everything is bad. Actually, things have
worked reasonably well and I do not think that you turn your back on
something that has worked until you are pretty sure you have someth ing that is generally bettor.
Senaittor FANNIN. 1 do not know how it could be much worse.
Mlr. Sciiurin'z. JuNs because soinethig is new (does not mean it is
better.

Senator

FANNIN. I

have really been very disappointed with what is

happening and as I stated earlier, I have been vitally concerned. I
have read and listened some, to the testimony; I have read aill of it.
But I am vitally concerned with the attitude that we do not have a
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real trade problem and if we, do0, that is call be cuired by placing more
workers onl welfare through thec adjustment assistance poramls. I
just feel that 'this is a lost, caulse.
hewepaeioepople onl we)fare because of unemploylnent, we are addig to ouir costs of dloig
business; We ar'e adllig to our liability -to Comipete with the other
countries of the wvorld1.
As I said, returniing to JTap)an, there they have less9 than 1 per('ent
uneniploye1. Of course, they'll ave full] employment, overly hiill inl our
wayv of comiplittlig it. Bult 1 julst feel tha't If we (10 not revognlize these
problems, if the ad ministration is not aware of theni, thenii nothing is
going to be (bite all)tt it.
Mi'. Si I II.'I'. Seilttit01, 1 hiave to say T (10 niot, agree ait. all that lie
purpose of adjulstmentl assistance is to pult people oil welfare. The purpose of iidj list in1014t assitititee is to pt people in jobs, to help them makce
adjtigtments 01' shifts due to itviltnltioliil trade (leveloliileiits. Blit.
workers have to shift andl firms have to shift dute to manyv other 1(111(1
of developments. It is just this' ability to 1)e mobile, broailly spe)(inig,
of tlhe 11.5. ('conoiiiy tha iits 11111(10 It Stich lli great, "coiloinlY.

So the whole plil)ostt of atdjtlstilieiit assistance is just to

recogize,

first, thatt we all benefit-I think thait is at fact, that We should )lot- lose
sight of hiere--that we all benefit firom trade. It hats been a greatt thing
fOi' thle I Tn it ed St ilttS 1111d lfor' the world. O therwise, it would niot he
takdig place onl the sce a lit it. is.
1Nit (lieie 1tv soicleoIlek
Se
an1d some)( fi rins that, fire (1isalliitge(l
b-Ny
it" oil atInloliitarv basis, wlieit. their particular jot) or 1iisiess gets
Ilii. So it', behooves thev (voiiitiility its it. whole, whii(hl bl'ifil5, ill ('fQ
to provide somle of those benefits. to hielj) those inj'iire(1 111111W adIjustIll( . '11'hilt
is the liii )05(' involved.
SPcnii tP l1"AN NIN. ' 'lI, it is not1 It 1110111Viit a i balSis Whenl tIw
iC c ipiuty goes ouft of butsinevss. I ligi'e to atcertain ('xteilt, wev itui1st bulild
world trade. I amn very much favor of that, aild(I want to sutppor't anly
pi'ograiln that, will he lp uts inl comlpetinig throughout the world. B3it.
whe(n youl were Sertiyof L~aboir, I believe the lDepartminet itade it
stud that shows 700,000 jobs were lost to impilorts froml 1967 to 11MI
whlile 1oo,w00 were gainedi b~y exports. Our unemploy)men~t lilts skyTha t (do yo
1'ockeotel over the ]last, few yeai's. N1
thinikwe canl do that
w~ill 1ploy
the un1eiillpWe1 steelworkcer,' the employed textile
worker, the( tlileinl1ployed Shoe wvorker or the 1uiiefinloyed elvetronlic
worker?
Mr. Siturlrz. The ability of the Ainirican economy to ('xhanld anid
ci'eate 10new jobs lils beeil very impressive over the (leeadles. T thinkl
it is just as vital, just as able to do that, now as it always has been. So
fits some inlulstI'ies (lel mle inl imlportancee-anld I do no't me)anl by that
to say that I thlinkl tihidlustlies you have lialel will declie in mum1)0itatnle-bittt as indlisti'ies d(10 eelinle, nw things will Spring U ii)ew
jo0). opportunities will spil('I
, ne
HW business opportuniities will
spring tit). We1 want to provhtft te kind of enviroinment where people

canl take advantage of time new opp)ortimities. They will he there if we
give tileecoiinmylalf a chatnce.
Senator FANiNp. The feelings d.(erive fi'oin mevetinig with tile JTapanose officials aind with their businessmen is that we'cannot compete
in the markets we are talking about, but we can compete in producing
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food and fiber, so we should go baec to anl agrarian economy. I do not
think the United States is ready to (10 tbat, buit that is just about the
attitude that some of these other countries are taking.
They were talking about our imp orts into their country, but they aire
nonlabor oriented imports. In otfIier words, about 765 percent of' our
imports into .Jalpan are nonflalor-orientedl, or very slight hdbor-oriente(1, where their exports from tht voiitiy infIo the Unied States tire'
almost all laIbor-oricnted pr1oduIcts, 'hiUs 15 what really 'onWcrns meV,
that we start weighing Om:i exports against the imlports. Do youI not
thinki that the first, conlsideraition mus1.t. be froml thle stanldpoint of jobs
that, are going to be produced or lost?
Mr. Siriurz. I think ouir first consideration is to maintain a healthy,
expanding domestic. economy. Wiet we halve at helt'hy, expandingng dowIestic economy thalt, hits i'easolillly stilble, pi(em then wvithinl thalt
fI'i'lAveo,'k, wve wil I lhe libIlet-oo 1 el0111 j)1')e.ilts wvith relative eas..o
T (Io not thi k there is 1111v (jlIgvl' m-bitever. of o111' beconming n
itgi'ai'ianl soc!iety. We re t(' hea(*Illt ligIn iful soviety ill the world. 01me
of the1mlai'vels 0of the wvor'ld is tiit we aire Il~lh' to feed1 not. only our.Selves buIt llans' Ot her' p eople, with a very Sma111l frac'tion1 of 0111.'p1)0)11
1at ion wvork i ig onl l rus.
Senator I4NI.Thalt is not nily 1'PColim ediUW 01 h
e eoefl
agrarianl Society.
1(aiitt
VI)(Oleii
Mir. Sti vr: T (10 not th ink t here is aity (illiget of it, even i f ill fllf

consul tat ion Withi the fill] Congress, we.P decided thalt is whait We
wiiiited to (10. We could uiot (10 it.
wve brag so iuitch ouit wvithI 4.7 percent of I 11o
Selnator FAN
emplloyees in tile eottuitt'y, m~ p1'odulv' id11 this food ailtd fiber'. At thle
Sile ii~p, wve mu1st recogrilize. thil 01 exports liiiv
'.ew('T't00%iiivbent
.ti'outig inl those products 1111(1 we 11re v'ery p~laSed thalt tlvh ltv(n eej
B~ut T think that. when we avIe imik 11g a ('otijplt iison of export's a mid int.But

p~orts, we niulst takle into conlsideraitionl thle flbor involved.

MAr. Sir
(etainily,
ol
aind inl thlat, conle('tionl, it is interesting to
note that our Str'ongest eklpomt position tends to be in the high teehnol
ogy industries.
R-1 100m' FAN?;IN. T have not been awatre, of thant.
Mr. SImIuriz. Yes; that is the catse. T think it suggests the importancep
of ma1fintiinli t lie position of the Unlited Sttsonl the leain~ilg c(&re
of seinee aind technology and paying attenifon to what weo (10 inl thle
fields of research and (lvelopmentil , not, Only a s far as G'ovem'nment
progias aire ecnleerned, but also in thle wayv in which 0111' policies
impact, Onl thle private Sector aind (,eoura'lge or, duscoiun'age private flirmls
to itni'te reseai'ch and development,. That is an Important part;
of 0111' total nicture.
Senator FANNIN,-. Yes; we have exp~ortedl imch more te'mology and
of colu'se, there are many countries of the world now thant Ar'e even
('halhenginig uts iti
technology. So whenl we Say, that ouri highly tech-.
nological products, or the technically priolucec prtodulcts hiave beetiit
major source of our exports, T juist, cant agree~with that without seeingf the figures. Nit. T will check on the figures.
Mm'I. S IiJTz. Well, if T could, T would like to prtov'ide a table. onl
-

this and jut it in the, record if Tmay.
Senator FANNIN. Very good. Thankc you.
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(The table referred to followvs:)
TRENDS IN U.S.FOREIGN TRADE
[In billions of dollori

Agricultural products:
sportss . . ... . ... . ... . .. . .. . ..

1957

1984

1989

4.7
3.9

6.3
4.1

5.9
4.9

1-2.2

+1.0

Trade balance ................................
Rawmaterials:
Exports .......................................
Imports .......................................

+.

Trade balance.................................

-17

fInports
pots ..........................................
..........................................

4.0
2.9

Trade balance ...................................

+1. 1

ManufaetIu
red prod ucts tech nology Inten sive:121
Exports................. .........................
Imports........................... ...............

8.8
1.6
+7.2

Trade balance.................................

3,4
5.5

3.3
5.0

-2.1
4.4
610
-1.6

4.8
811

1970
1
5
+-1.5
6.1
P4

-3.3
82
11.7

.8
12.9

-5.5

-6.1

1.
3.1

206
06
11.3

2.
2.
13.0

+9.0

+9.3

+9.6

Source: Department ofCommerce.
WP1ylp
sm)eIfoi' U IIIIc( ,I'. Mr'. Scli1111 z, iln thlestalf (1' poil tiif w
1Afiy 14, 1971, thepy have raised a number of issues that, are basically
within the c'oin p)(tenvIc of the executive branch. T mevan we o n)ot have
a,140tIf with the knowledge t~o be ab1)1 to gather themn. Let mec jlist read
it couple of paragraphs to see if you (d0 not think it is worthwhile to
enlist the assistance of the executiive branach to get this information.
Whiat kind of education retraining, and adjustment assistance, Would
1)0 Ilecessfti'y to shift eun1pioyment displaced by imports to more lucrative and competitive areas I We do not know, for example, what the
employment characteristics are of those, laid off because of imports,
incluiing age, location, education, earning power. Answers to these
questions atre ne0cessatry if intelligent policy is to be set. The Departtmnent of Labor should'undertakce studies to provide these answers.
The Department of Latbor has yet to do the difficult studies analyses
necessary to assess the degree to which imports and exports have affected Americani jobs on an industry and a regional basis, We don't
know enough about the job qualifications of the worker displaced by
whether alternative employment is available.
to understand
imports
Tis should
be a major concern before a concessions is granted. Unfortunately it rarely is.
I think the problem that T think wve have, whether it is in this country or any other country in the world, is that we can all be theoretical.
We can be theoretical protectionists or theoretical fair traders. But
when the chips aire down, every,, natioit, every State, every Congressman, every Senator, rand even the President. must address himself to
the political imply icat~ons of a change ini trade pol Icy. It is all well an d
godto say that some other nation can produce goods cheaper and
betrso le them do it and let the other region adjust and change.
But if you have a region or at city or at town where an industry has
*Appendix 13, p. 885.
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been preeminent and is the basis of the economy of that region and
you have workers wvho are 45 or 50 who 'Willbe displaced, who have

lived for generations in that area, you have a manufacturer, if he is
displaced and put out of business, it is all right to say there is an adjustmnent assistance. But try to figure out, where is hie going to get the
capital to go into a new business? How long is it going to take him to
get the machinery and the designs to go into new business? How long
is it going to take him to train his employees? So when everything is
said and done, you get away from the theories and you have the very,
very practical problem of what do you do?
You can see in this last crisis abroad, the Common Market is supp~osed to he united, but whlen it came down, when the chips were down,
Geimany and France split as to what their policy should be. The
Germans had their own inflationary problems and the cost of living
to their employees and what you would do with their farmers, what
would the F rench do with their farmers, so they could not unite on a

common policy. And there would be the differences.

T think you will find that to be the case in every instance. The problem we have in textiles-again, you are up ag ainst the problem that
there are hug e regions in this country where the basic industrial econ-

omy is baseTd on textiles. So yo awlltteJalpanese or the Koreans or the Tpaiwanese or the people from H-ong Kong p ut textiles

into this market. But nobody is doing the long-range planning. if
we are going to have to readjust ourselves, how do you plan for readjuistment? If you are going to have to readjust, do you adjust overnight or do youi phase out, over a period of 5, 10, 15, or even 25 years?
Now, I wonder whether, if our committee staff got together some of
these basic questions that bother us to help make policy, and if we sent
them to you, if you would send themn around to the diferent Departments in; the executive branch to see if they could not get that information. Not only do I think we need it, 'but I think the President
should have it and I think Mr. Peterson should have it.
Mr. SHULi.Tz. Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to do that, and I agree
with the general thrust of exploring and getting a better understand-

ing of what adjustment assistance of various kinds can do, what the
problem is, wha possible things can be done about it, and so on. As you

well know, in the 1962 Trade TExpansion Act, there was an adjustment

assistance provision and that provision was never used until the Nixon
administration. It has been used a number of times since then for a

relatively small number of firms and workers.
I would say with respect to this area, that we are sort of in our infancy in understan ding it and seeing how adjustment assistance can
be made to work. So that is something that we want to work on and
will be very pleased to work with the committee and the committee
sta ff on.
Senator Rmcor'. I think -it is going to be important in the days
ahead. It is pretty hard to take a manufacturer and the head of a
company, maybe in his fifties, and suddenly you tell him, well, we will
I ve you some adjustment assistance and you make a new industry. He

fi going to throw up his hands. I can see a big multinational company
that has its research and planning, tries to watch the market and shifts
from product to product, location to location. It has the depth, the
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ability. But many
it has the stajr-withi-it
anddisplaced
has the capital
power,
that are
just cdo not have that power.
of theseitindustries
And of course, the employees, you just can't take and shift and throw
people around. They get set inl their ways, even though we aire a mobile
people and 5 million people move every year. But you take the basic
Industries, people have been there for generations.
Sometimes it would be better off for a community to diversify. I
recall inl my own State of Connecticut when D~anbury was basically a
hat city ana all they did was inanuifacture hats. When the hat industry
closedl (ownl they thought it was the worst thing that ever hlappeniec.
Today Danbury is p)robably one of the most prosperous towns in the
country. It has4 fantastic cflversification of all kinds of industry and
the people of Danb~ury are much better off than they were when Danbury was a hat town.
pow, I can see there are certain industries that the community would
1)0 a lot better off. I think one of the greatest tragedies is to 'have a
community tied up to one industry. But the prol)lcm is it is a. lit-ormiss operation and there hias to be long-range planning. I think one
of Mr. Peterson's jobs, if lie is going to coordinate, is to try to pinpoint
for the future what industries- are going to go under, because either
domestic competition or international competitin the attrition rate
is greater every year. But suddenly there is a fae comlibcas
many industries c'Io not have the imagination and the foresight to plan
so far ahecad.
Mr. Sui4 rz. If I might make a few comments on all that.
Senator 11,113copri. Certainly.
Mr. SJIuLTZ. I suppose it is true in Danbury that at the time of the
demise of the hat industry, people thought it was a terrible tragedy.
Senator RIBICOFFP. They certainly did.
Mr. Si-iuLTz. It was a great issue, and as it turned out, it has been a
healthy thing for the town. I think that is a sort of marker for the fact
that whenever a change comes along, for whatever reason, there is a
tendency to view it as a tragedy, at least by many people. And yet over
a period of time, the thing that really saves us, the thimig that gives us
a high and rising standard of living is this change and the capacity to
change. We have to nurture that very, very careully.
Id(o not knowv quite whether I agree with you or not in the statements that you have made. If what you have in mind by way of adjustment programing is that before any change can take place, we must
iiave an accepted plan that tells howv 'everything is going to come out,
what is going to happen to the company, -what is going to happen to
each worker and so forthi-hen I do not think we will get. very much
change if we have that kind of condition. I do not know whether you
meant that.
Senator Rinicorr. No.
Mr. Sirurzz. I will say I am niot 'a planned economy person at all.
I (to not, really think that works. Where I would put m1y best. is on goodl
processes anc'1 a healthy environment for those processes to work in.
Then I think that change can take place. Certainly, there are govern.
mental obligations to put good processes into place anid this is somethin we must work out.
senlator RnmICOP~F. I think you and I look alike on it.
How do you feel about the *possibility of more East and West trade
with Eastern European countries, the Soviet Union, aind China?
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What is your own personal attitude? I am not asking you to bind
the adiniistration. Do you think as anl economist, this is something
we should be lookingf to2
Mr. Siitrz. Wel, I0 think as at general prop~ositioni, the broader
the horizons of our trade, just from anl economic stand J)Oift, thie better' we are going to be; that is, the more markets we have access to
for our exports and the more opportunities for diversified goods our
conlsumIeris haIve, the better off We are economically.
A.t the same time, 1 would say that East-West trade is verly much
a, subject in which economic conisiderationis, security considerations,
and IToreign policy considerations come together, and I would not
want to milake any statement or jutdguient about it whatever out of
that total context.'It is not economic considerations alone that are invol vedi here, obviously
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Shultz, Senator Long hiad been looking forward to talking with youi with great anticipation, but hie had to be in
Louiisiana today.
Mr. SHULT
4 'Z. I am disappointed, because I was looking forward
to it.
Senator RiBmcoFy. I think hie is, too. But hie left a few questions for
me to ask you in his behalf. So now I am Senator Long for a few
minutes.
Can you define what your role is in this administration's foreign1
economic policy machine? For example, Senator Long has put in tile
record a letter from you to Mr. Stans which, in effect, vetoes a proposal which Mr. Shins made to the President about collecting c.i.f.
statistics and which the President approved and directed Mr. Staiis
to implement. I am curious as to hlow you happened to get a veto
p~ow~er over the President.
Mr. SHIULTZ. I am curious to know that, too. I do not recall it hav-~
ing happened.
What the President directed was anl intensive study of the statistical1 basis for our balance-of-payments publications and that has been
conducted. As you know, there are a number of agencies involved in
this.
The role of the Office of Management and Budget is to coordinate
such a study onl a Government- wide basis to see that the views of the
interested agencies and departments are made known and to see that
there is a good discussion of the subject.
The result of this intensive review is a change in the wvay the statistics will be published, and I believe it will be implemented on June 30,
structuring the balance-of-payments data in a different fashion, putting things together in a little different way, drawing somec additional
balances that wve think will be useful. I do not mean to imply by that,
however,9 that the result of this process is agreement Onl the two points$
one affecting the import and, the other export statistics, that Senator
Long wanted.
B~ut essentially, the President ordered anl intensive review. That
review has been conducted very intensively in wide ranging executive
department consultation, -and we think that a. constructive result has
come out of it.
Senator Rmcorr'. I gather from your letter to M1fr. Stans that -youdo
recognize that there is a vlid place for ana4lytJial purpose for having
"Af 110:~
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CIF-valued imports. Would you object to the Bureau of Customs
collecting CIF data on each industry so that we can get a true picture
of where we stand in trade, not only in an overall sense, but with each
trading partner and for each commodity?
Mr. Siirnmz Well, I thinkc the question of how we got adequate data
to deal statistically as distinct from conceptually with the CIFJ
question is something we want very much to work on. We encourage
the Commerce Department to comIe forward with proposals, and by
encourage I mean we would encourage presenting it as a budget. proposition. Then the Congress would have to review whether it thinks
the expenditure of money for that purpose is justified.
I might say that as at general impression, particularly with respect
to some of t6e informational statistics I was concerned'albout when I
was Secretary of Labor, we have not, had a, great, deal of luck in persuading Congiress to help us strengthen international statistics of various kinds. I hope that one of the outcomes of hearings like this, in
which people have their attention drawn to these proble ms, will be that
we will he able to get at sounder mnd broader statistical base.
Let mne just say that the CIF matter is just an example of the ronceptual problems that one faces. If what you aire interested in is the
price of an imported commodity to compare, With the price of a domestically produced commodlity. then you wnnt to knjow what that imported price is ait the point o6f delivery in the Uniti-d States -oin ared
with the domestically produced item at that point of delivery. Therefore. you want to know the CIF; you also want to know some things
in addition to CIF. You want the duties.- you want the internal transportation costs within the United States ini order to make that kind of
competitive comparison to show where we stand. You have to include
those transportation. insurance, and other kinds of costs.
At the same time. if what you are interested in is whrlt the balance
of payments is., the flows of money for goods haec and forth, then one
has to recognize that part of that'price. that I mentioned is paid to the
United States and not to foreign countries. So it is not proprely ineluded in balance-of-payments statistics.
That is true of over-thie- ocean transportation aind insurance, just as
it is obviously the case with internal transportation. So there is a
disentangling problem that is not adequatly handled, in our opinion, by the surveys that have been made ole'what the insurance and
frei ght amou nt to.at various points in time.
Senator Rlfflcov~r. Now, in the Trade Act of 1970, this committee
provided for the collection of CIF data on all imports. A bill I recently introduced would accomplish the same result, As you may not
be aware, section 484(e) of the Tariff Act provides the authority to
the Treasury and Commerce Departments and the Tariff Commission to collect economic data on imports. Why has not this authority
been invoked to collect CIF im port data?
Mr. SnTuTz.

That is a precise question and I will. get a pre-

cise answer for you. I wonfl imagine that appropriations to carry
it out have something to do with it.
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I would like to make it clear thiat we are in no way objecting or
trying to hold back onl thte collection. of more adequate statistics to
understand what, is going oil in international trade. We are all for it.
'We do not, think that we hiavo thea statistical base now to move a category over from here to there and~ say we have a new anld solid partition. AWe don't iaVC that at the p)I'CSCjlt time.
(The fol lowing was suibsequontly received for the record :)
c'olectloi of c.i.f. Jinport data0 would1 require bo0th administrative changes and

additional budgetary resources In the Departinents of Coinmerce and T1reasury.
A ivnI~mitry estimate of the wiimtiil costs of s11(1 dalt coll~wtioii Is about $2
inili. Thme Office of .sma mgitent id Budget hasn been (iscmussitig with the De-

partament of Commnerce the development of an appropriate program for such data
collectionm.
Senator RiJIicoI'. You mentioned in your letter to Secretary Stans
that, with regard to your calculation of imports c.i.f., a significant
portion of these chres is paid to U.S. fiims and therefore does not
represent anl international payment. It is mny understanding that American ships carry only about 6 percent of U.S. trade. Just what did you
mean by your statement about at significant part is paid to U.S. firms?
'What (10 you consider to be significant?
Mr. Sjiurz. Well, the figures that T hiave, and these are estimates,
aire that the tonnage is about 5 percent; the Senator had 6 percent.
Say 5 or 6 percent, in that range. By valuie, which is what we are talking 'about in our balance-of-payments statistics, it is about 20 percent.
I consider 20 percent to be significant. Now, that varies. The reasons
for the variations are clear, and they show why it is not so easy to
take a few surveys and make sonic estimates and then, on the basis of
that, put out a statistical series.
You are going to have variations from one time period to another
because the mix of products being imported will change and the ratio
of transportation costs and insurance costs to the value of the product
varies according to the product. So if you have a changing mix of
Products, you are going to have a changing c.i.f. It is not standard.
By the same tok-en, the transportation cost from a country that is
twice as far away is going to be more than one that is close to you.
Therefore, if the mix of country of origin changes, your transportation
costs are going to change.
So to this extent, yrou have to have inuch more measurability if you
aire going to do a prope)(r job onl this sub ject.
Senator RJiBicoFFi. Is that not why you hanve to have the data by
the Customis Bureau to indicate just wl'hat it is costing you ?
M'Nr. S.irizz. That is one way in. which it mlightf be done. As I understand it, we place ouir duties on the value at the point of shipment.
That is the datat which are easy and economic for us to collect. That is
thep reason we have the data on this basis.
Now, what is involved in adding onl to that value at the point of
cuistomls and hlow mnueh difficulty it will cause I do not know.
Senator IRIBICOFF. 1'Well, without, objection at this point, we will place
in the record at list of foreign countries which report'imports on a
c.i.f. basis and the relations hi1 ) between the entered value and c.i.f.
value.
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(The information referred to follows:)
FOREION COUNTRIES WHICH REPORT IMPORTS ON

C.I.F.

BASIS

LATIN AMERICAN REPUBLICS,

Guatemala
Haiti

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
El Salvador

Honduras
Mexico

Nicaragua
Peru

Uruguay
OTHER WESTERN HEMISPHERIC

Jamaica
Leeward and Windward Islands
Mfartinique
Surinamn
Trinidad and Tobago

Bahiamas
Barbados
British Honduras
Gunadeloupe
Guyana

WESTERN EUROPE

Netherlands
Norwvay
Portugal
Spain
Swveden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
Yugoslavia

Austria
Belgium and Luxembourg
IDennmark
Finland
France
Germany, Federal Republic of

Greece
Ieeland
Ireland
Italy

COMMUNIST AREAS IN EUROPE
Hungary
NEAR EAST

Lebanon
Malta
So uthiern Yemen
Syria
United Arab Republic (Egypt)

Cyplrus
E4thiopia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan

1/11

Y90%.) f(".j
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PAR EAST

1Brunei
Burma
Cambodia
Ceylon
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Laos

Ml aysia
Pakistan
philippines
saibabl
Stirawa k
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailland
1111,111, Rep. of
OCEANIA

New Caledonia

New Zealand
AFRCA

Afars and Issas (French)
Algeria
Angola
MNor~occo
Mfozamnbique
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Niger
01h1d
Nigeria
Con1go (Brazzaville)
IIliOI
Congo (Kinshiasa)
Saio Tomei and Principe
Da homey
Senegal
Gabon
Sierra Leone
Gambia
So1ma11ia
Ghana
Sudan
Ivory Coast
Tanzania
Kenmmya
To~go
Liberia
Tunisia
Libya
Ugqa(f
Maltigasy
Upper'Volta
IMali
Zanzibar
Source: Official trade statistics of listed countries, United Nations.

PRODUCTS,
1969-70
RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN
THlEENTERED
VALUE
ANDC.I.F.VALUE,
BYCOUNTRY
ANDU.S.PORTOFENTRY,
FORSELECTED
ILLUSTRATIVE

Productdescription

Dateof entry

Portof entry

Supplying country

Datoonautos......... .... .................. .... May 1969............. Baltimore........-.. Japan-..... .. .....
Datsuntrucks............. ....
....... -.... June 1969
........... LosAngeles
..............
do..............
Datsuntrucks.. .................
.....................-............
do.................
do .............
Triumrphautos........
... -..................
July1
1969............
Baltimore............Urited
Kingdom..
Auto parts,Datsun...........
.......
...........
-Soptemrber 1969
Ne Yk.......... JapwYorn......
.......
Radioparts ......-............ ...............
October1969..............
do......... .....West
norims-n-y
.
Electricalparts..... ...............
...........
-Novemrber 1969
........... do.................
do-............
Presumves.- ............
........................
Junre
1969
...............
do........ ......United Kingdons...
Woronos
boots......................................
do...................... ........ -,Japan.....-.-.......
Cheese.,....
...............
.................
October1969..............
do ..............
North Ireland..
Bottle caps................................... ...... do ..................
do ..............
Portugal.............
Unmbrellas.- ..............
......................... do .. ................ do ..............
Japan..............
Slainlosssteeltablespoons............ ............. January 1970.......Los Angeles
...... ....... do.............
do......... ........ do.............
Polyester
fabric.............................
.... .... do..................
Electrolytic
tinplate............................--..... do ..................
do ........ ......... do ..............
EdamandGoudta
choeue............................ November1969...........
do..............
Holland .............
Woolfloorcoverings.. .....................
....... January1970
.............
do........ ...... WentGermany....
Hinges(stool)....
................................
Docem
bor 1969
............
do........ ...... UnitedlKi'rgdamn....
do.............. .... do..............
.............
January 1970
film................................... ......... ...........
Plpester
Mooicycles....................
do .................
do ..............
Japan...............
I Exciudtes
duly andhandlingchargesat the U.S.port.

Source:U.S.Tariff Commission.

Entered
value
fob.

Ocean
freight
end
Insurance

C.t1.F.
value
U'S.port
at entry.

$30,785
26,910
93,800
8,612
8,187
2 486
3,691
764
4,086
417
2,780
1,426
2,475
15,785
7,867
2,502
1,005
1,650
2,501
89,491

$4,700
1,726
14,049
610
1,068
64
110
54
648
46
492
49
147
607
481
373
69
89
183
4,748

$35,485
28,636
107,849
9,222
7
258
2,550
3,801
818
4,732
463
3,1272
1,475
2,622
16,392
8,348
2,1875
1,074
1,739
2,684
94,239

Ratioof
C.I.F.
valueto
entered
value
Percent
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Senator RiBicoFF. Thank you, Mr. Shultz.
Senator Fannin?

Mr. SHULTZ. Could I make one comment on that?
Senator RiBICOFF. Certainly.
Mr. SHUJLTZ. Reco~nizing that there are many nations

that do it
on a c.i.f. basis, I think it is worth noting that recently, the British
and French have discontinued the c.i.f. basis, Canada, Austr'alia, and
others are on a f.o.b. basis. Canada, I believe, is our biggest trading
partner. So it is not as though the experience is all one way.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Shuiltz, the statement that I made about the
exports of agricultural products and all as compared with high technology products, I can see was wrong, entirely wrong. But it was based
on information given to us and if you take 1969 to 1970, that, would be
true, our, increase was about 15 percent on agricultural products as
against about a little over 10 percent on the highly technological
products or machinery, equipment and all.
Mr. SHUTLTZ. Well, our agricultural industry is very efficient.
Senator FANNIN. That is right. If we look back over the years, that
has not been true as far as the percentages are concerned. So we do
have the inform-ation we requested of you, but I do appreciate your
offer to furnish that information. I did make a mistake in that regard,
but I was basing it on the period 1969-70 and on the increases during
that time.
We had a very, I think, beneficial witness yesterday as far as that
is concerned from the Department of Agriculture that was emphasizing the increase in our exports of agricultural products and our
ability to compete in those other markets as compared to our ability to
compete on many of their items such as industrial items.
But I do thank you.
Senator RiBico1r. Thank you very much. We are going to take a
short recess. I just want to make one comment before Ileave.
Senator Fannin and I must go to the floor to answer a live quorum.
We will take a recess for 5 minutes after this comment.
Yesterday, Mr. Palmby of the Department of Agriculture was before us. He was a most impressive, knowledgeable witness. The thought
occurs to me that in problems of trade and negotiation on a worldwide
basis, why do we have to confine our people to compartments? If you
find somebody in another department of the Government who seems
to have really topnotch qualifications and interspective, why can't he
be used on an overall trade team? I would commend to you searching
through other devartinents of the Government, not merely State or
Mr. Peterson's, department and not just to confine a man like
Mr. Paimby to Agriculture. Hle is good and knowledgeable.
It is just a comment of management that I make to you, sir.
Mr. Siiturz. I welcome that comment and I agree with it. It is
with that thinking in mind that. we have thought this new council
should not try to build up a big staff and do ever ything for itself, hut
rather to search out and find the best talent that we have and then to
get it to ork ith some coordination from the Council. Our thought is
to use people like Mr. Palmby, not only in his specialized area, but to
get his talents to work on others as well.
Senator RmiucoFF. I think one of the dangers, and I am sure you are
aware of it, is to make sure that a department who wants to geti rid of
e2-790 0-71-pt. 1-33
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somebody and who things they have at weak sister is to try to palm

them off on somebody like Mr. Peterson. I think this is going to be

one of the problems MIi. Peterson has, to make sure hie gets who hie
wants, not somebody another department wants to get rid of.
Mr. Siuirz. Mr. Peterson is a very good judge of people and I
think he will look for the best.
Senator Rinwiorp. Thank you very much, Mr. Shultz.
The committee will stand in recess for 5 minutes. Then the next
witness will be Mr. Borchi.
(Recess.)
Senator Riicorp. The committee will be in order.
Our next, witness is Mir. Fred J. Borch, Chairman of the Board of
the General Electric Co. We welcome you here, sir. I sup pose that if
anyone has had experience on at practical basis on trade, both internally
and externally, it is your company, sir, and. we do appreciate your
coming here to give us the benefit of your views.
Will you proceed at your own pace, sir.
STATEMENT OF FRED 3. BORCH, CR{AIRXAN OF THE BOARD,
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Mr. Bononi. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Fannin. It is a real pleasure, obviously, for me to be here and to talk
on a subject that is near' and dear to our hearts.
I think I should make it clear, I will speak primarily to our deteriorating trade balance and discuss what I beliee to be a significant reason for it. I will be speaking as an individual observer, and'
not as a member of the President's Commission on Internatiohitl
Trade and Investment Policy.
I will address myself to two main points:
1. The structural differences between other industrial nations
and ours that reflect their higher priorities with regard to international trade.
2. The extent to which these structural differences, such as in.
centives for investment to improve productivity, put the United,
States at a disadvantage relative to, our trading partners.
Obviously, if the United States is going to have ainy kind of equilibrium in our balance of payments we've got to have a trade and
investment balance sufficient to cover all the other imbalances that
spring from military expenditures abroad, U.S. tourists abroad, foreign economic aid, and so on.
Equally obvious, at least to me, is that the U.S. approach, the institutional bias of our country's policies and practices toward inter'national trade is different from other industrial countries-they may
not be right, and we mapy not be wrong--but we are different.
For one thiing, and it is the one that accounts for at lot of other
things, international trade is given a very high policy priority in
most other countries, It is given a very low policy priority in our
structure. I am glud to see tat it is the intent of this commifteeto
address the international economic problems of the United States
with a priority fitting in our judgment, their gravity.
The U.S. trade and investment position is not exactly weak, as Mr.
Shultz pointed out-any nation whose industry and agriculture con-
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sistently run a multibillion dollar positive balance is not in a weak
economic position. Trhe problem is that the surplus would be substantially greater to cover our overall deficit-if all industrial countries were oper-ating under the same basic ground rules.
Whiat changes in the 1960's--what real ities of the 1970's--account
for the drastic slippagre in the U.S. trade balance since 1964?
We have, all of uts, heard repeatedly that the majo cause has been
our domestic inflation-we are not keeping our house in order-that
this inflation sucks imports into the country at a. growing jpace, while
it prices us out of the world's market by ra pid increases in our production costs. Such an explanation is facile, and has the virtue of
simplicity. But if inflation is the correct explanation then all else
being equal,. there should be similar worsening trade balance effects
in oter major industrial countries, also plagued by inflation. Yet I
have statistics that show plainly an equal or much higher rate of inflation occurring among most of the major industrial nations-including
our biggest trading partners-while their trade balances have either
improved or escaped our rate of deterioration.
Thus, considering our slower rate of inflation in an inflationary
world, all else being equal, our exports to these major trading partners
should have risen at a faster pace than our imports from them, if one
accepts the simple theory that relative rates of inflation are the basic
culprits. But the reverse has been the case, in fact. I must conclude,
therefore, that all else has not been equal. Granting that our trade
balance would be healthier in the absence of a domestic inflation, the
performance of other inflationary economies suggests that other causes
lie at the root of our deteriorating trade balances. Rising prices for
from wage increases not offset byproduc-.
oiods
and services result
goltinraeadi
industrial country-Japan included-*
tivit
iceesaninomajor
have these wage increases been accompanied by fully commensurate
increases in productivity.'
I believe that the important factors to which this committee is
addressing itself the trade distorting practices by which other governments seek to attain their international eocnomic objectives, are a significanit cause of our declining trade balance. Wit tariffs since the
Kennedy round a lesser hindrance to trade, these nontariff distortions
have grown increasingly significant durin the sixties and their exercise has become increasingly sophisticated. Some-such as concessionary financing, indirect or direct subsidies, rebates of indirect taxes,
and rapid depreciation-have the effect of artificially reducing export
prices. Others-such as higher border taxes, special levies against agricultural commodities, "Buy-National" procurement policies for nonmilitary goods, quotas and*license requirements, and other barriers to
imports-have the effect of artificially raising prices of imports or
flatly barring imports in order to protect domestic producers.
These conditions have been visible to many of us for a number of
years, but as a nation we are very late in recognizing them. In the
statistics which I will present here, the influence c~an be fairly drawn
that we have been badly outmaneuvered on the trade front.
Iin testimony last year before the Joint Economic Committee I pointed out the connection between the growth in the services sectorw-which by i667 In this country had
Increased to 150 percent of the working population versus Indlustry at 30~ percent, and
agriculture at fl percent-to lower productivity and rising living costs. Thus, sectors of
relatively low productIvitp are fold ed In with those of relatively high productivity, and
are In effect folded Into manufacturing costs at the bargaining table.
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If I might, with your indulgence, I would like to call your attention
to exhibit. A in the attachments at the end of these remarks. These are
cast in index numbers. This shows the change in Iprice, export levels
and consumer price levels for the, United Stittes and six major industrial countries over the last decade. It is quite an elaborate table of
IMF data.
To ptthe situation in at little closer focus than exhibit A, I've had
three tab'lles p~relpared which more graphically illustrate this situation.
If you will now turn to tables I and 11, in e.xliib~it 1B, these compared
what happened to domestic price indices and export, price indlices f romi
each of the seven countries during two distinct periods-namely, in
1960-641 and in 1964 through 1,970, when we had our sharper period
of inflation.
Column B3 puts the various national inflation rates in perspective for
the 1964-70 period, the period whleni the U.S. trade balance slipped
so seriously.
Cohumnis 1B and E to me rather dramatically illustrate that rises in
domestic price levels are not necessarily reflected in commensurate rises
in export price levels. The 1U.S. export price index seems obviously
to have beeni affected by our domesticc inflation ; but .Japan, the United
Kingdom, and France (and Italy during the, 1,960 thr-ough. 1970 period) with higher inflation rates managed to hold increases in export
price levels to rates one-half or less than our.
I-low could this 1)e done? In such economies, where diversified exports
account for a significant share of the total manufactures, this is p~ossible only when governments help exporting industries at the expense
of their domestic consumers.
Now, if you will please turn to table 111, it is designed to show the
excess rate of increase in domestic price levels over the growth of export prices for each of the seven countries over three points in timethat is, 1960, 1964,970.
Column G indicates that, in 1960, all countries' export price indices
were relatively higher than the domestic price indices-with the
Japanese and Italian indices very appreciably higher.
Column HI for 1964 shows a near statistical equilibrium, but with
domestic price trends generally slightly steeper than export price
trends.
Column I shows the dramatic change that took Iplace between 1964
and 1970 with domestic price indexes from 16 percent to 33 percent
higher than export price indices in Japan, Italy, United Kingdom, and
France.
Senator Rinoo0F.F. Let Me Say to you now, what you are pointing out
here is very significant. No one elselhas pointed it out up until nowv. Do
our governmental agencies not know, or have knowledge of what you
are telling us?
Mr. JBonci. I do not knowv, Senator. I did make this information
available to Pete Peterson, quite recently.
Senator RiBICOFF. I mean between 1964 and 1970 when the shift was
taking place, the Department of Commerce, D~epartment of Agriculture, Department of Labor, State, did they have all of this
information?
Mr. Boiwur. The information, of course, was available. They are
IMF statistics. Perhaps it was a little more important for Genieral

EXPORT AND DOMESTIC CONSUMER PRICE INDICES
for
THE UNITED STATES AND MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES
(1963=10O)

U. S.

Canada

Japan

Year

Exp

Don

Exp

1960

99

96

a

96

1961

101

97

104

1962

100

98

1963

100

1964

101

France

DOn

EXP

102

82

99

97

98

87

100

98

98

100

100

100

101

101

102

104

103

103

1966

107

106

1967

110

1968

111

1969
1970

'1965

Germany

DmM Ix

Italy

Dom~I IWp

DOMi

U. K.

I xp--

89 '93

91

102

83

95

91

100

91

98

94

98

84

96

94

93

99

95

100

97

98

93

97

98

100

100

100

100b

100

100

100

100

100

100

101

104

104

103

100

102

101

106

102

103

104

101

112

105

106

102

106

102

111

'104

108

107

108

101

117

108

109

103

110

101

113

108

112

109

109

112

101

122

107

112

102

111

102

118

108

115

114

113

117

102

129

106

117

101

113

101

119

101

121

115

120

116

122

105

136

109

124

104

116

105

122

105

127

122

127

123

126

110

146

111

131

114

120

110

128

112

135

J

Source:

Dom IExp

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, various issues.

a Component parts of Canadian export index changed in 1961; on previous index, value
for 1960 would be 109.
b Statistical base-for the French domestic index changed in 1963 and following years.
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EXHIBIT B
Table I
% Increase in D-omestfc Price Indices
Country

A. 1960-1964

B. 1964-1970

C. 1960-1970

Japan
Italy
U.K.France

27%
28
13
16

40%
21
31
27'

78%
54
48
47

Germany
Canada
U.S.

12
6
5

18
24
26

32
31
32

Table 11

% Increase in Expor
D. 1960-1964

Price Indices

E. 1964-1970

F. 1960-1970

7
5

9
9
10
7

8
8
18
12

7
-3
2

14
22
21

23
18
23

Japan
Italy
U.K.
France

-1

Germany
Canada*
U.S.

Table III
Excess of Domestic Price Inaices over Export Price Indices
(expressed in %)

Japan
Italy
U.K.
France
Germany
Canada*
U.S.

*

G - 1960

H. 1964

1. 1970

-20
-19
-4
-10

+3
+5
+1
-1

+33
+16
+21
+18

+2

+5
+2
+4

-2
-7
-3

Because of a statistical change in the Canadian export
index in 1961, and following, in the case of Canada
the 1961 figure is used instead of 1960.
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Electric to stay on top of these things than it has been for other folks,
but these things have been occurring for quite some time.
Senator RiIICOFF. I am sorry to interrupt you, but it is a point I
wanted to make.
Mr. Bonon. With such patterns apparent in the ability of some of
this countries' major trading partners to insulate their export pricing
fromt their domestic economies, it appears obvious to me that it is
dangerous simplification to generalize that inflation, by itself, is
the cause of our own trade balance problem. The answer, I suggest,
is more complicated.
Senator Rmiuco1r'. I would suggest that; the staff senid a copy of Mr.
Borch's testimony to every Government witness which has been before uts this week.
(Clerks' Note: This was done at the direction of the chairman.
Replies from the Departments of Commerce and State, and the Council of Economic Advisers appears ats appendix D, p. 943.)
Mr. Boni-i. The figures, of course, do not prove by themselves that
this dampening of export prices occurred because of'systematic adoption of economic measures intended to distort fair trade and operate
inequitably against U.S flims at home aind abroad. But in the experience of General Electric, as a competitior here in the United
States, and in many markets overseas, we have seen this to be precisely
the result.
Each major industrial country has its own technique, in particular
combinations, for pushing exports and limiting or barring imports.
Some clearly f avor specific products for export, at the expense of others
in their domestic economies. Most have industries which they protect
from the rigors and challenges of international comnpetition-specialty
electronics, communications gear, and heavy electrical equipment, and
I would add steel and a number of others are among their particular
favorites.
In looking around for an explanation for this discrepancy between
domestic and export prices-which one must admit is quite an economic phlenom-enon-some haive pointed to relative increases in productivity. Such increases are highly desirable, here as well as abroad,
and would account for an improvement in exports. And we know that
in some foreign countries, notably Japan, the productivity increase
has been suibstantial. But it would be naive to explain these figures
wholly onl the basis of increased productivity even in the case of
Japanl, and certainly in the case of France, Italy', and the U.K.*
I am convinced on the basis of all the evid-ee I have sen, that
the answer is that we have been out-maneuvered on the international
economic front. I refer to the combination of export rebates, dual
structures, indirect export subsidies, import restrictilted tax
pricing,
barriers, restrictive procurement policies for national
tions, nontariff'
governments and the like, which we face in international competition.
Our trading partners like to point out that we, too, have import and
trade barriers and this we must admit. On the other hand, the statistics live just cited indicate quite clearly, at least to me, that our
restrictions hiave not been near the order of magnitude of theirs as
*Certainly the effects of Import restrictions which these major trading partners employ
In maintaining high prices for agricultural products result solely from impediments to
free, fair trade and have little or nothing to do with relative unit labor costs.
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borne out by the fact that our domestic prices and our export p rices
aire in much greater equilibrium. IIn short., we have n~ot been able to
so successfully shield our export prices from tihe effect of inflation
nor to restrict imports to the same degree. I think the time hafs come
when we can no longer view this situation with complacency. The
recent currency crises, as well as a. host of other indications, tell us
that we cannot continue to maintain free trade unless it becomes
fair as well as free.
Now, I would like to give just one example of an area where foreign
governments have been alert to provide their manufacturers with an
advantage that our Government has not provided.
I refer to the use of investment credit-type allowance and accelerated depreciation policies to reduce income taxes for the purpose of
encouraging capital investment, and to provide an incentive for the
renewal aind modernization of factories. The purpose is to increase
productivity, lower costs, and thus stimulate export business.
Recently the Treatsury, at the request of the IHouse Ways and Means
Committee, provided information about, the aspects of foreign income
tax structures that encourage exports. I attach to my statement an
excerpt from the Treasury's reply, giving such data for .Japan.
(Exhibit C referred to follows:)
Exhibit C
EXCERPTS FROM MEMORANDUM OF U.S. TREASURY SUBMITTED TO 1hOUSE WAYS AND
MEANS COMMITTEE, MAY 13, 1970. HEARING ON TARIFF AN!) TRADE PROPOSALS.
91ST CONG., 2ND SESS., P. 548
JAPAN

Direct Income tax Incentives relating to exports fall uinder four general
categories:
1. Accelerated depreciation
2. Reserve for development of overseas market
3. Export allowances, and
4. Entertainment expenses.

Accelerated depreciationin ease of export sates
A. A corporation Is allowed a tax deduction for accelerated depreciation based
on export sales made in the immediately preceding year. Thle amount or tidditional depreciation is4 computed by applying the ratio of export sales over total
sales to matximum oi0rdi nary depreeia tion avail able. In other words, If export
salem are 30% of total sales, ordinary depreciation Is Increased by 30%/. Ordinary
depreciation IS ait generous rates in the first p~lace.
B. The aforementioned increase in ordilnary (depreciation Is further Increased
by 80%/l If -the company is recognized as a type "A" export contributing corporation or 30%1 If a corporation is recognized as it type "B" export conlt ributinlg
corporation.
If at corporation slatisfles 1)0th of the following two conditions, such a corIporation will be recognized as anl "A" export contrilutig corporation If condition (1) Is satisfied, but (2) is4 not, the corporation will be recogniizedI as a "B"
export contributing corporation:
(1) The first condition is that export sales for the immediately preceding
year Increased 1%/ or more over export sales for the year immediately prior
to that year.
(2) The second condition Is that the ratio of export sales to total revenue
for the Immediately preceding year exceeds such ratio for the year immediately prior to that year, or the Increase in exports as a percentage exceeds
% of the nation's Increase In exports, also stated as a percentage.
In other words, the factor used to establish whether or not a company Is entitled to the extra depreciation over and above that provided by merely having
exports Includes consideration for both the amount of the Increase in exports
and the ratio of exports to total sales
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For example: Assuming a percentage of export sales against total revenue or
the preceding year of 80%.
Rank of corporation
(A)

(B)

Other

Maximum ordinary depreciation-----------------------------.....
Rate of accelerated depreciation (percent)--------------------------..
Accelerated depreciation---------------------------------.......

100,000
128
128,000

100,000
104
0104,000

100,000
80
80, 000

Total------------------------------------------.......

228, 000

204,000

180,000_

1160 percent multiplied by 80 percent.
1130
percent multiplied by 80 percent.

Th'le speciall depreciation reserve" must lbe restored to taxable Income in each
of the next .4uc('eediilg ten years at a minimum rate of 10% of the amount credit
to the reserve. Thus, the relief is at deferral of taxes and increased cash flow.
Re8crve for development of ovOr8ea8 rnarkct
A. A corporation Is allowed a tax deduction f'or a reserve for development
of overseas markets to the extent of 1.5%1' (in case export of goods purchased
from other, 1.1%/ If capital is more than V-100 illhionI) ot the export, Sales In thle

Immediatte p)recediing year. The rates are Increased( from 1.5%A to 2.4% for U type
"A" export contributing corporation, and to 1.9601 for a type "B", Thle same
conditions as those mentioned previously govern the type "A" or "B" classi4fication.
There Is a decrease In these rates if the export Is of goods p~urchlased from
others and an Increase If the corporation Is capitalized at less than VY100 million.
B. The reserve is required to be restored to Inco~me, for tax purposes, at the
rate of 20%/ of the amount originally provided, in each of the next succeeding
five years. Thus, this provision represents a tax deferral intvchn "Ism. 'rilts reserve
is not deductible for enterprise tax p)urp~oses.

Boaport allowance
A corporation may take an Income deduction to the extent of tile amount

computed by applying various percentages to certain consideration earned to
foreign currency during each qualified current accounting period. In most cases,
the maximum deduction is9 50% of taxable Income for the period.
A. 20%o of the consideration for rendering services regarding survey,
and/or research, planning, advise, drawings, supervision or Inspection for
construction of manufacturing facilities, etc., which require scientific technical knowledge.
13. 30%ll of the consideration for transfer of motion picture films, copyrightm and .30%l' of motion Ilicture distribution revenue earned abroad.
C. 70% of the consideration for transfer and/or supplying of Industrial
technology, know-how, etc., created by a corporation.
1). 3%llof the consideration for freight revenue on certain overseas export
ship oiperatioJ.s andl repairing, processing or construction services.
Although deduction is not allowed for enterprise tax purposes, this Item
represents a pe-rmanent tax savings.

Mr. l3oRcur. I will not go into detail here but it shows that by a combination of cost allowances and accelerated depreciation, wAich increase ats export levels increase, reserves for development of export
markets, and exort allowances, Japan has used its tax structures to
aid its international trade. Other countries all have similar incentivethough perhaps not to the same degree.
I might ad lib here that Japan in the last 5 years has increased its
manufacturing capacit by an investment rate of 30 percent a year.
Senator RIBICOFF. What is ours?
Mr. BORGH. More recently, it has been flat. I think the highest I can
ever recall is an increase of something like 16 or 17 percent, perhaps
back in 1965, but this is phenomenal.
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Now, in the face of this condition, what has our own Governmvent
been doing in this area to help the U.S. balance of trade? To answer
this question, I would like to refer to data recently made available. by
the President's Task Force on Business Taxation.
(Exhibit D referred to follows:)
EXHIBIT D.-COST RECOVERY ALLOWANCES FOR MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN LEADING INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES
Aggregate cost recovery allowances
(percentage of cost 'of asset)
1st taxable
year

1st 3 taxable
years

1st 7 taxable
years

20.0
Belgium----------------------------------------------.......
Canada-----------------------------------------------.......
20.0
31.3
France-----------------------------------------------.......
20.0
Italy------------------------------------------------........
34.5
Japan------------------------------------------------.......
28.0
Lxembourg-------------------------------------------.......
10.0
Netherlands--------------------------------------------.......
30.0
Sweden----------------------------------------------.......
15.0
Switzerland--------------------------------------------......
United Kingdom I--...................
57.8
Western Germany----------------------------------------....16.7

48.8
48.8
67.5
65.0
56.9
60.4
42.4
65.7
58.4
78.1
49.6

89.0
79.0
94.9
100.0
81.4
101.9
77. 1
100.
90.0
102.1
88.8

Average percentages----------------------------------....
United States:
Pre-1969 tax treatment----------------------------------....
Post.1969 tax treatment----------------------------------....
Task force proposal------------------------------------.....
ADR----------------------------------------------.....

25.8

58.3

91.3

21.7
7.7
10.2
14.0

47.9
33.9
50. 1
44.0

80.1
66. 1
88.0
76.0

I Does not reflect changes In United Kingdom as of October 1970.

Source: Report of the President's Task Force on Business Taxation. AOR figures supplied by NAM staff In conjunction
with the U.S.Treasury.

These figures show that aggregate cost-recovery allowance, ichidigboth initial cost allowances and depreciation, given by 11 countries,
and the United States. Tn the case of machieyadeqimn h
data are given for three pros in the life of an asset: Tle first year,
the first 3 years, and thezfrst 7 years of useful life.
The present U.S. law, shown as "Post 1969 Tax Treatment,"! falls
far short of the average percentage of cost recovery given in the 11
foreign countries:

The present U.S. rules allow an average recovery of 7.7 percent in

the first year, as compared with an average of 25.8 percent for the

foreign countries listed.
At the end of .3years, our rules allow an average recovery of 33.9
percent, as compared with an average of 158.3 percent for our foreign
competitors.
Finally, ait the end of 7 years, the U.S. cost-recovery averages 66.1
percent compared with a foreign average of 91.3 percent.

You will note by reference to the pre-1969 treatment, that prior to the
1969 repeal of the investment tax credit, the gap between U.S. businiess and their foreign competitors was much narrower.
I think our lack of concern with our international economic problem,
is illustrated by the fa,% that in 1969, at the height of our diffculties.
with our export trade balance, the Government repealed a major incentive to greater productivity.
Happily, that is not the whole story, for I hasten to add that in January of this year, the administration proposed a relaxation of the
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strictures governing the choice of useful lives for machinery and equip.
ment, and the substitution of the AI)R, or asset depreciation range
system.
The effect. of this system is indicated by the bottom line on exhibit
1) as these figures show, ADR would be a substantial improvement over
the present systemn-but we still have not regained the ground we lost
in 1.969 with the repeal of the investment tax credit. For example, the
recovery ait the end of the first year under AI)R would average 14 percent, as compared with 21.7 percent when the investment tax credit was
available.
Therefore, while ADR is a step in the right direction, it does not
provide the favorable climate foi' productivity increases afforded by
(ither the lpre-1969 U.S. law, or by the policies of our foreign trading
patrtn~ers.
I commend to your attention the recommendation of the President's
task force on business taxation. The effect that this would have is
shown on the next-to-last, line of exhibit 1). While not quite ats generous
ats the foreign treatment, there is an improvement over ADR in later
years.
And that is only one illustration of the differences in tax treatment.
In conclusion, I must say that many of the charges we hear about
exporting jobs are quite incomprehensible to me. Those of you whio
have been following the Lockheed story must know my preferences
for American solutions-*those that provide the maximum U1.S. jobs
with the optimum market basket for the U.S. consumers,. We prefer
to serve the American market as far as possible with American goods
made with U.S. labor in U.S. factories. We establish factories overseas also, to serve those foreign markets with ouir products, when it
is not possible or economic to do it with exports. These factories return dividends to the United States and are customers for U.S. exports
of, componentsg, and many workers in the United States are employed
manufacturing those export components. Regrettably, we have also
been increasingly finding ourselves in a position of being unable to
compete for the 11.5. market with 1U.S. manufacture--and are faced
with the alternatives of giving uip the business entirely, or moving
offshore. We prefer moving offshore, to giving uip a business in order
to inaintain the jobs5 of the General E4
lectric people engaged in designing, engineering, and distributing the product in this market.
To complain that manufacturing abroad therefore is the exportation of jobs5 is nonsense. "What should form the substance of the complaint i's not the fact of foreign competition-which is as inevitable
as domestic competion-but the fact of unfair foreign competition..
T am going to refrain, going to try to refrain~, I guess, from specific
recommendations here this morning since that is 'the role of the Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy, of which I am
a -member. I would, however, like to say that I regard the establishment of at central international economic policy body, the Council on
International Economic Policy, under Pete Peterson, as an immediate
adjunct to the Office of the Presqident as a very important step.
Some of us have been proposing this for many years.
As lan American businesman, I would dbserve that we have had two
very important deficiencies in this country: (1) We have not had an
international economic policy, and the fragmented steps we have taken
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have been of a far too low order of priority in the national scheme of
thiings; (2) we have not., ats (10 other countries, screened every pros1)ectlvo change inl our domesticc policy against the impact it will have
onl our- international economic l)05tI'L'.
Other countries have done bo0th of these things infinitely more successfully thae Nv e.
I sincerel y h1lpe the work of this committee. will contribute to at more
selective overall U.S. p)ositionl oil international trade and investment
p~olicy.
Thank you.
I would like to comiplimient Senator Long and you, Senator Ribicoff,
for establishing this commnit tee, which ats far ats I know, is the first
time this has been done iii the modern erai, an1 express my thanks
to youl.
Senator Rrmc,,or. TIhaink you very much. Your testimony is very
provocative lbeca-use it has opienedl up to uts at few additional areas for
Tuannciu s, hiow inany plants does General Electric have abroad?
Mr. Boitcij. I think N4' have something like 200 in this country,
and 1 (10 not know the figures, Senator, b)ut I would say 15.5 offshore.
Senator RuIBICOvm. H-ow many employees inl your offshore plants?
Mr. JBoncur. We have about 295,000 1 think att the latest count in
this country, 1111d p~erhaps 70,000 offshore. IDo ainy of my associates
wvishi to quarrel with the numbers?
Senator Riumicopto. What has been the emplloyment situation of produtiom workers making electronic prlodulcts over the last 5 years [it
htomne and abroad ?
Mr. lBoncii. I do net. have the figures available to mie, Senator, but
Icanl assure you thecy have increased abroad aind reduced in this
country.
Senator Rw131oPF. In other words, you have increased abroad and
reduced in this country?
Mr. Boim. Right.
Senator RiumICOFI. Trle other day, or at few weeks ago, I was in
Florida, and I was there an(l saw at GE table model radio which I
thought wvas the best looking, most effective radio I have ever seen.
Mr. lmicn. Thank you.
Senator Rmicovv. I bad never seen one(, like this, and I said to my
coinpanno I will bet anv imloinit of nioney it11
ismd1n*Jpno
see,1 and hie said, oh no, it sa.Ns GE, and I turned it around and there
was a little thing that said Japan. I am curiouts,,a radio like that, was
that manufactured( by one of your own companies, or is that somebody in .Japan that manufactures that for you?
Mr. lBoncii. If it said Japtin, it meaint that, there were Japanese coilnponents in it. We, I think aire the last radio manufacturers in this
countr y.
Senator RbjBcorF.

In other words, that radio was p)rob~ably made

abroad.
Mr. Boltcii. The whole radio business has essentially moved off.
shore, the industry has moved offshore.
Senator Ricovir. Including the GE radio business?

Mr. BoneI. We have now moved, too. We were the last.
Senator RiBicoFF. I am just curious to know, with a radio like that,
was it designed in this country?

BEST COPY AVAII ABI E
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Mr. Bonc ir. Oh, yes.

Senator T111TCO1FF. You designed it here?
Mr. Bltieli. Yes.
Senator Ru~ucoi.i-. It wvas manufactured abroad, but designed here..
Mr. Boncif. This wats my reference t~o staying in business rather
than abdicating' the business.
Sen1ato01rITCOP. Iii other words, youi found tlmat if GE wats going
to sell radios at all that you could niot make it here?
Mr. Bowcii. That is right,.
Senator RIBiCOPP. What did youi finid when you had to make that
decision, anid it must have been a very tough (lecision to makeMr. IBoiwir. It wvas at touigh, (lecisionl.
Senator Uinicorr. Whiat dlid yopl find the differential in cost was,
forgetting FOB anid CIF, to dleliv'er to at store, in Wasinigton, let us
say, if it were, mainufactured inl the-. United States or manufactured in
Jaipan?
mr.. Boitcu. The mnifacturingcssoe there are sufficiently
low-thiat wve can compete writh anybody whio manufactures offshore.
Evenl within thle freight, wve found out fltat the total costs from U~tica
to Newv York City, were idgher than the total costs from thie Far East
to New York Cit..
Senator IRnIITCOP. Come, again With thaft?
Mr. ]3oici r. Yes, the full costs from TTticat, New York to New York
City were hligher than the full] costs from the Far East to New York
city.
Senator Riincoi.v. Well, I mean maybe T am stupid, but this is
really a new fact for me. H-ow do youi explain it? T mean this is somefluing that is really revealing.
Mr. Boitcui. I amn no expert, Senator, onl sippiii~r costs, but T under.stand that the costs are very much greater to ship from the United
States to the Far East, than thie costs to shiip from thle Far East to thec
Uniited States.
Senator R111TCOFF. Would thatt be beca-i-se of Uniited States ships, or
would you still ship- in Japaniese bott-oms to the Far East, or from the
Farl East to thev. United States inl Jfaanese bottoms?
Mr. Boiulii. Yes, but there aire shiipping schedules and rates with
which Tam niot. familiar whbichi could cause tile results.
Senator 1Ruucom'F'. Whichl also would be harmful reaction to your
tr'ide policy?
Mr. BOII('T. It affects no0t onl1y raldios, it affects at broad spectrum of
prlodulcts, yes indeed, Seniator.
(Mr. Boreh subsequently subnmittedl thle following adlditiolial
1ma1teril:)
Mased oi busiess strategy studies condlucted over tile past tell years of thme
relative s4trenmgois andi wveaknegses of IT.S. manufaeturei's inl facig the threat

of .Japanese competition In our own diomestic consume r electroic markets. It was
determined that thle dlifferenitial inl freight costs would niot be enough to offset
relatively higher IIIanufaetilre and1(assembly ('osts. ag
m.Inldeed, It wvas: possiblmssuming builk sipment from Yokohamna to New Yorkc City thaut thle rates, inight
he roughly comparable, or Inl certain cases Involving special slmnts
af small
(ililtities from Iutica to New York City might actually be lower. Thie clculattions were IasedI onl assumptions, about the discounts from time conference rate
available for foreign manufacturers shipping Inl foreign bottoms.
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Senator RIBICOFF. I wonder if the committee staff could get toethier for us the backup material along the line as brought out by
r. Borch.*
Now, hlow many, before you moved your radio business ab~roadl, how
many employees in GE were engaged in manufacturing radios?
Mr. lloitm. I would have to guess at this, perhaps two or three thiousand, Senator.
Senator Ruuoor P.Three thousand?
Mr. Boitc it. Two or three thousand, I think.
Senator RIimoFF. Well, they might have been shifted to another
product, but basically those were jobs'lost.
Mr. Boncir. Those were jobs lost.
Senator Rimcopp'. What is happening with your TV business?
Mr. Boitctr. It is being very b hurt, Senator, anld we see exactly
the sa-me trend here, withi exception to date of the console, TV; that is,
the big floxr model set. But, I think today half of the Nairk and white
sets today fire belig ilorted-and the percentag,I know that is increasing.. And] thie percentage on the sinall col1orse;ts is growing at a
very rapid rate, and I believe at the latest count it was about 30 Percent in that Uirea, from almost nothing 5 years ago. So, the trend lines
are ~Lflowinlg thle same pattern.
Senator RuuicoFF.%The trend lines are going the same way?
Mt'. Bonci. The same way.
Senator RnuicorF. And other manufacturers, American manu-

facturers of television are manufacturing their sets abroad too?
Mr. Boncii. Sanie thing, yes.

Senator RiIIIcoFF . And thle freight problem?
Mr. BoRCIL.Same thing.
Senator' Rimicoi'. Now, you are persuasive in your explanation that

the basic trade problems are not caused by inflation and 1 wm glad you
explained that to us but by the array of nontarid barriers and subsidiaries employed by other governments in relation to our own.
How would you suggest that we deal with this? How would we negoti-

ate and strengthen our bargaining position in your opinion?
Mr. IBonwmi. Well this is a matter that I can assure you has received
iutensive study on the part of the Commission.

Senator Rnucoir. I~orgetting the Commissioii, I just want to know

what Mr. IBorcoh's attitude and opinionl IS.

Mr. Boicii. All right, I will give you. my opinion, which 1 should
hasten to add is not shared completely withthe other members of the

Commission.
Senator RImciCOFF That is all right. I just want to be frank with you.
Mr. Williams and part of his staff happened to just visit with me this
morning before these hearings, and Mr. Shultz alluded to it. I
told him this, that from mny experience over many years in the executive branch and in tme Congress, I have wvatchied the Presidential Commissionis with great amusement, and there are very few Congressional

Commissions that have ever amounted to anything, and I have been on
some myself. Tfhe objective has been al ways to gt at unanimous report.
So consequently there, is always this grayingdown of a sharp differential of opinioni, and you would get a report that really was meaning*.See app. P, page 085.
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less. I would hope, that this problem was so important that the Williams
Commission would allow a majority, and minority reports or individuial views, just~ like the Supreme Court or Congress of the United States.
We have many controversial issues atnd there are the majority or the
minority report, and there aire additional views, because unless the
President and the Congress and the country can see nakedly what the
issues and the problems and the thinking might be, it is impossible for
uts to make in my oinion, an intelligent judgment and come to an
intelligent conclusin. And I told Mr. Williams that I thought that the
best thing that lie could do for the P~resident and the country is not to
try to gray down and get at unanimous report, and I hope you would
abide by it.
Mr. 3onii. I assure you that at the first p~lenary meeting of this
Commission before wve 4got in bulsiness this subject was thoroughly
covered, and the dissent procedures thoroughly outlined, aind Mr.
William-'s ground rules aire perfectly satisfactory or many of uts would
not have served on the Commission at all.
I-ow, I have been very concerned personally with the procedures in
GATT. Your staff paper* outlined in considerable detni 1mtany of the

frustrations that. we face here, and I think, that however, we must
recognize as a country that we, the United States, are responsible for a
great many of these deviations from the G'ATT rules and procedures
and enforcement.
We in the United States, when the British had their problem, we
prevailed on the other members of GATT not to apply the enforcement procedure, but to let these import duties and surcharges and rebates on exports apply to help them out of their problem, and innumerable cases where we now complain about GATT not enforcing, not
doing this, we were at least partially responsible in this country for
twisting other members of GATT to get them to go along with these
things. N ow we are reaping the benefit of this.
I th ink today with the widespread violations of GAIT, their voting
procedure, which requires very cumbersome difficulties in the voting
Procedure to fliid a country ini violation of GATT rules, makes te
current procedures relatively ineffective. When you come uip against
a combination of countries whlo have worked very harmoniously together until the, last week or so, namely the 4E0 countries in Europe.
they have the voting ability, and as'they extend their preferential
treatment, not, only -to the Mtediterranean, but down into Africa and
now into the Caribbean if England comes into thme Market, you 'have
a situation here now where very frankly wve do not have. the. votes, even
if we have the rightness of our,position. And the approach that Geor'ge
Shiultz talked about, to have "Iliard bargaining" is intriguing, but in
myV judgment somewhat theoretical, because when one is bargaining
things that they have already done, and you try to get them to remove
those things, they want something in return, and so would you and I
if we had a fait a~ccompli and now they asked us8 to give this uip. They
want something in return.
Now. what is that something in return? 'What is'thiat Something in
return that is going'to help the fundamental situation? So, the. prob-

Jein really, I believe, is that we should use the existing world mecha-

n isms, GAPTr, OECD and IMF. They are in place, they have routines
established, they have their meetings, and they are organized on-going
*Appendix C, p. 917.
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bodies. I think we should work as hard as we can to strengthen them
and not to tear them down and replace them, tiny of them.
I do believe, as George Shultz said, however, that we should look
for at combination of interest between some of these. We have taken
monetary issues onl the one side, trade issues onl the other, aind never
the twai have,( met. And as George indicated so completely these must
be looked lit in thie same context because changes in excialuge rates
themselves would obviate at great many of these, Inequities we see today. If, for example, the JapanlieSe were to re(Waluate thie yen 20 pera chflerence ithe relative trade balances we
(
~
~
cent
finid yuwudseqite
today;
but
ths tings obviously have got to be thie subject of
conlsi(lrb fe negotiation.
.My concern is that it would take 5)years with thle best of intent onl
our patrt, and thle best of intent onl theirs, to really make at fundamental
change in the, situation in which the Uniited States now finds itself.
Senttor Ri~IcI-'F. Well, if it is going to take 5 years, then we should
start now to try to set uip the inechan-lism to get it going, instead of
waiting for the further deterioration with all thle major trading partniers.
Mr.. Bolicim. 1 have at concern, Senator, that 5 years from nlow our
situation will be sufficiently worse that we cannot let 5 years go by.
And then you aisk: Well, hlow can wve really get at this? I am afraid
that I come to the fact that given their prIeoccul1pation today with the
EEC, the extension of it to including England, the preferential tariffs
extending to the, Mediterranean an;d into Africa, and subsequently
to the Caribbean within what the En.jjglishi will bring into the picture-all of these things are going to adversely effect the U.S. interest. And
ye nder the GAT rules these are nonnegotiable. I mean, the GATT
rules l)rovide oumstonm unions and( free trade areas as being ][)erfectly
legal and authentic, and so we watch) what we had considered to be
our market gradually deteriorate. S0l what we are quarreling about
are the basic lpremises on which these. international institutions would
stand, and as George Shultz said, 25 years ago, that was the right
framework, the Marshall Plan and all of this."
Today we are in an onti relyv different, position, and I frankly despair
at ainy ability through inter-national negotiations to bring anything
about of the type you and I think we would like to see, short of unilateral action onl thle part, of thle United States.
Senator Ruiicolv. Are you afridd of that?
Mr. Boitcmi. No, this is not very receptively received by those folks
who, inl the last analysis, are going to have to negotiate, but I say
that the lever, the only strength that the United States, has today, inl
relation to its trading pattern-s is just one thing, and that is the basic
attractiveness of the U.S. market.
Senator IRimu1COnF. And we should uise that?
Mr. oioi. That is thle only thing, senator, that we have to use, in
lInv option.

Senator Rimicoi,'r. I know that froin a trading standpoint, if, let us
saty, thieJapanese w~ho had a 1.2 or 1.3 bill ion trade surplus, and Canada
about the same, they are not going to lbe very anxious to lose that.
Mr. Bonouf. No, thiey are not.
Senator RIBICOFF'. And that gives uts a lot of leverage.
Mr. BoRcti. Right. I should add here, too, Senator, something that
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T am not sure has come out in hearings to this point, that when we got
all1 upset about Jatpan, I think we have, got to recognize that the)
have managed thoir affairs very well indeed, and I think they get fuT
marks for thie wvay they have managed their economy and the job they
have done with their industry. On the other hand, I think one of the
main problems that the United States; faces, ats a result, is the fact
that the Europeans for some strange reason do not have Toyotas or
JDatsuns, they do not have Jatpanese electronics, except to at very minor
degree, and this is by their use of the "grandfather clause;' tinder
GATIT. As at result of this I believe that something like 3 percent of
the EEC's trade is with Japan, versus at very much higher percent
for the United States. Whatt I atm suggesting is that if we, and.Japan,
could collaborate here to open ii
uthe Common Market to Japanese
products, the pressure would b~e off the Jalpanese to put. so uch in this
market. So, it does require at multilatteraul consideration, but uinfor'tunately wAe at the moment are not in the strongest possible position as
we have discussed before.
Senator RiBIcOF. Would you say that Government industry is
closer in other countries on international trade matters; and in what
specific ways could the U.S. Government-industry cooperation be made
more effective?
Mr. Boncir. I am going to assume, Senator, that was not a facetious
question.
Senator RIBITCOFF. I am very serious.
Mr. Boton. I can add that I know of no country where there is less
cooperation and working together on the international trade front than
in the United States.
I ca~n say this, if I might be a little bit facetious myself, that ono*
of our executives who was in charge of international operations some
years ago had a very strong practice--when we were doing business,
and trying to get export business in other countries--because lie happened to be on the board of our Canadian General Electric, he would
not use the U.S. Embassy but would use the Canadian Embassy to
give him- the help that hie needed to get to know people, and to influence them to give uts business.
Now, this is, ats I say, a minor point, but is indicative of the way
that other countries have structured themselves. And I came back to
what I consider the most critcal thing; while we have been preoccupied, and correctly so, in geopolitical arenas, as you call it, Senator, the
others have been' preoccupied in the eco-area, that you referred to,
which I think is very good. Therefore, their top priorities, or one of
their very high priorities has been in the international trade situation,
and we have not even had a national policy on it. So, I think while I can
say that cooperation between industry and Government on the international trade front has been minimal, I am not critical of the Government in this regard. It has not been considered very important. So,
industry has been left to fight its own battle, industry and agriculture.
But I think agr-iculture has had more help than industryr y has had
there, and pretty effective help, too.
Senator RIBIcOFF. Now, your comments on tax treatment in other
countries are very important. Do you find it difficult to get this thought
across to either the executive branch or to Congress?
;82-790 O-71-pt. 1-34
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Mr. Boncit. Senator, here you put an industrialist in a very difficult
positioni. I would be the last one to suggest that U.S. tax policy should
be designed for the 7 percent of our GNP that is involved in'international trade, and saying, wvell, we will let the 9.3 perewit, suffer.
That is domestic. The other countries, T might add, have followed
more the latter policy. In other words, their tax structures are specifically set up to help thiem in their ownl international trade, and Tthink
the numbers reflect that they are lperfectly will ing to have their domestic consumers pay the price. He is pitying prices, today, substantially
higher than he would be if their tax structures were different, and so
they have a philosophy here which I do not think the United States
should have.
So, T think our, tax structures are pretty good. All I am saying is
that theirs is much more effective fromt the standpoit of international
trade. The TVA tax, the value added tax they have in Europe is a
very good example, and if I may refresh your memory for at moment,
the hist time that Germiany revalued, you recall the ultimate, revaluationi wats about, 9 percent f or that general area a few years ago, the
first Step thIa the Glermans took at that point was to reducee their. value
added tax that applied to imports about 4 points.
Now, this indicates that the value added tax there, and the treatment
on imports, additional charges, and export rebates is at pretty effective
little tIg; but~ I am not recommending that the United States substitute its corporate income tax,, but the other wvay airoundl.
But I think it is something down the road. T tink the United States
will want to take this into consideration because this places ius at a
tremendous disadvantage, and if the other fellows will not repeal
theirs we ought to look at it with at least a little more attention than
wve have.
Senator RimcoI'F. Now, you say that you have 70,000 employees in
plants abroad, so you must be as the Cha4irman of the Board aware of
trends in the tinking and philosophy in foreign countries, Are you
concerned about possible changes in industrial policy in relations
abroad which might affect American corporation doing business there?

Do we need an international code of regulations of multinational
corporations on the treatment of foreign investments? This is a very,
very big field.
Mr. JBoncir. It is a very difficult one-, Seniator, wnd I think the time
is coming when we definite ely will. All Amnerican idu~triali'sts wereto say shocked and horrified is to Put it, rather mildly-when a report,
an unofficial report called the Colonina report was issued about a year'
ago.
Senator RinicoFF. What report?
Mr. Boitcn. The Colonna report, which recoinmended treatment for
European-basid companies that disadvantaged UT.S.-owned companies

based in Europe vary substantially. A number of uts. acting inclividu'ally, made representation to the governments of these. other Countries
eIxpressig our, concern about this, and the report has been "dropped."
But, I think it is indicative of the type of thinking that can very well
prevail, and I think in our own protection, yes, it is something that
we should look at, and seek to have. Well, today, the international
covenants in the OECD provide for equal treatment irrespective of
nationalities. The Colonna report was recommending a departure from
that basic principle which all of the industrial countries have signed,
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so today the rules of the game are clearly and explicitly set forth,
Senator.
MY concern is, if we see a drifting away f rom those rules, that would
be my concern. The rules of the game are pretty well stated today.
Senator' Riiucopp'.

In other words, it has become apparent that on

the international table tire potentially explosive, important, and big
issues, the multinational corporation, monetary policy, trade policy,

investment policy, aiid as you say, these changes are taking place and
it will take at long time to try t4) get, ani understanding b~ecatuse of the
complie-ations, so somebody should take thle initiative, and pretty
soon, to get something started in these fields?
Mr. Bojicii, I hope that some of the agricultural experts who testified before you, Senator, expressed their concern about the inclusion
of England in the Common Market and( its impact on a griculitural exports into England, because thle pap~ers, the pr'ess is very clear' onl
this, that the prices of food in Englanid will go up 18 to 20 percent,
and whether the Eniglish consumrrer going to go al1on with Parliatment I do not know, bult that is a condition to get in. Now, with thle
Euxiopeim trade barriers onl agricultur-al products, where we are
the most efficient by far of ainy country in the wvorldl, where we are
statistically increasingly being shut ouit, where their consumer pays
higher prices and thlis, of course, counts in part for the discrepancies
between export, prices andl domestic prices, these import, restrictions,
the immed iac of tihis concerni to our agricultural friends is right now,
right now, bCause I think even-Senator Ricorr. 'Well, I know in.January, when I was abroad there
4is

was not a person in any country, whether they were for or against
England, coming into the Comm~on Market that did not, agree that it
would mean two things, anl immediate decline in American agricultural products to England, andI also a relative rise in price to the
consumer. And I asked Mr. Paliby yesterday, and apparently they
never figured it out, and while they do know what, it would cost,I
would like to relate it, this cost to a 'housewife onl a loaf of bread and
a pound of meat, and what her monthly grocery bill would be.
I think this is where we aire (deficient,ini getting across the story of
these variable levies, what they will cost to the consumer, and if we
are subsidizig $8 to $11 billion, and no one really has a figure on the
value of food, and you have the problem of inflation, and wages being
earned by any of your European countries, even the most prosperous
ones, cannot com-pare anywhere near the wage return that the A menicall worker gets, and if the price of food gtso
high, you know-I
was surprised to go in and see the price olf foo anyplace in Europe,
and to compare it, even within an expensive restaurant in thle United
States, I mean they are right down to the nose. You pay just as much
for a meal there, and even those restaurants that yov gro into that are
not one of these three star restaurants, posh1, and you get a check there,
and for a European or an American it was darn high, and you wonder
hlow the average worker maybe who earns $25 or $30 at week, how he
canl even lput bread onl his table, so there are basic internal problems
that they are going to have to face.
Mr. IBoncir. You'know, Senator, this is very interesting and some of
us have facetiously said from time to time that we ought to run full
page ads in the newspapers and call attention to the people in the
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foreign country who do not understand what is gigo.
We had an.
interesting ana4 fascinating experience, you know, when thie United
States found that Japan was guilty of clumping TV's in thle United
States, and they had one horrible year in 1970) because it held up
exports to the Inited States.. But, even more, the Japanese, when they
readl this in the paper, the Japanese consmnriers Iboycotted them when
they heard the news, so the consumers do have some voice..
senator Rinwovi-. T have some more questions, but. I want to turn
this over to Senator Fannin, und then T will come back with a few
More.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Borch, I want to
complliment you for your 'highly pragmatic statement, it is very
sound, although we mahy have some areas of disagreement, especially
about what we aire going to do about employment in this country.
I do feel that you have brought out that ii1 we could have all industrial countries operating under the same basic rules it would alleviate
myaniy of the problems that we now have.
Now, what do yom think can be done if we do not have a complete
revision of GAT1I to control the expanding-of this problem?
Mr. Boncit. Tf we were in a position, Senator Fannin, to devalue, to
change the value of our own currency, unilaterally, and other couintries have., but we are the only countr-y in the wor~d as I understand
who cannot do this-if we cannot do this and the other countries
will not revalue, and there aire not too many of them thaft shouldSenator FANNIN. The Japatnese p)rinCipally?
Mr. Boicir. Principally lhe, Japanese,, and if they would nlot revalue,
and we do not have in our arsenal of weapons things they could do to
make their adjustments unilaterally, we seek other means.
I mean, what other things could we do? The Congress considered
last Year a whole series of import quotas and restrictions. Personally,
I think Roger Ahilbrantidt and I diffr a little bit on this, but spreading
this all the way across the economic community, I do not think it is a
healthful thing to do.
I would much rather do everything we could to maintain trade as
wide open as possible, 'but try to balance the situation, and the only
way I can think of doing this is by the imposition unilaterally of Ian
adiied import dutty, and an. exlport reb~ate. Now, this again is illegal,
except the quotas, strangely enough are legal under GAIVP to, adjust
your balance of payments, but there are considerable difference of
opinions by the experts as to whether the unilateral imposition. of
this sort of thing is right or not.
But, it has thle advantage of letting the trade adjust, itself under
free market conditions without specifically limiting by Iprodlucrt line
or by sector. In addition to that, however , whieme our- employment
situation is badly hurt, like on, ste'-el, or Onl textiles, shoes, thlingUs of
this kind, I think youlave got to suipplemenit this by an arrangement
which permits the forieigui's to share in the growthi of the, market,
and I thinkkthe steel and textile industries have played their programs
out here pretty effectively. But, I do not think we are going to get
there by hoping the problem will g,)o away.
Senator FANNIN. I agree with youi, anid I also agree that we have
brought a great deal of this problem upon. ourselves.
But, do you think that the starting. of the "Buy American" p~oliCy
might bring to their attention the seriousness of our situation fin this
country, and of our determination?
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Mr. Bonon-. Lot me divert for a momen1Ct and come back to that,
Senator. No. 1, some of my friends say that the reason the Japanese
program is so successful is because General MacArthur, when hie
broke up the five major trading groups there had to find something
else to p ut in its place, so hie put in the best plan and program ever
invented anywhere, aind the Japanese are now benefiting from some
of this U.S. invention in this. This -maybe a rather provincial position.
No. 2, we must bear in mind when we talk about the European community today that our balance of trade with them overall is favorable,
and the net of investments and the return from investments plus trade
are favorable, but it has got to 'be more than favorable to cover our
military expenditures, our aid programs and all of this sort of thing.
So,9 each of the European countries looks at us, and we have the
favorable trade balance, and they say, look, you have got a favorable
'trade balance, and why do you want to do thIis to us? This is a, very
persuasive argument on their part.
Then, at the same time, they say get your house in order, with the
currency and inflation and all of that sort of thing, which I do not think
is much more than propaganda.
No. 3, with respect to Buy America, you open up an entirely different subject here, Senator Fannin. We are victims in the I1nited
States in two ways of nationalistic procurement policies on the part
of other countries that are very, very effective. We currently have in
this country, as you know, a Buy America Act where if the Government
buys anything it is a 6-percent differential generally, and if it is in
the distressed areas it is 13 percent, but 6 percent is it. That is the
statute on our books, everybody knows it, and it is wide open.
Now, on the same basis, TVA, just to give you an example which
is near to my heart, under law, must put that 6-percent differential in,
and then if the price is lower, then they buy. So, TVA is one of the
greatest of purchasers of foreign electrical equipment in the world, if
not the largest purchaser of foreign electrical equipment in the world
today, and TVA h as to do it by UT.S. law.
Now, let me turn the coin around. In England and France, and I
will just pick two here, there is quite a different situation. There is no
open bidding procedure. The Central Electricity Board in England,
which is a Governmient-owned utility, sits down with two groups of
manufacturers, one on switchigear and one on transformers, and there
are four or five manufacturers in England in each. The record of the
proceedings in the Restrictive Practices Court indicates the agreeinent. between the Government, and these -two groups is that they will
make 162/%percent on their investment, and the prices will reflects this,
and they divide sales between the four' manufacturers, and that is that.
There is no bidding, no outsider even knows when the orders are
going to be placed. U.S. industry, therefore, cannot go in there and
offer its equipment for sale. Thie result of this policy-and that is their
business; they are a sovereign country and they can do exactly what
they want to do-the result of this policy and'its subsidiary effect is
often lost until one studies it as we have per force had to.
As the result of the guarantee of profit on their domestic business
they have their fixed costs completely covered on their domestic business. They are then able to price products for sale to TVA and Bonneville and so forth in the United States at prices we figure vary between
30 and 40 percent below what they are charging in England.
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Now, you say, well, another dumping procedure. Well, the dumpprocedure has been filed, but, you are dealing with the British
ing~n
Goernment, and the extent to which you are able to (ret hard facts on
this, as I am sure you would say, is problematical. §o, my own conviction is on how do we deal with this problem so as not to have a buy
America policy. I would not mind if the buy America policy were
removed fromvthie books and there were substituted, at policy that if
the other countries have the same kind of competing bidding system
as TVA has, and I put TVA down as a yardstick hiere-wide open, no0
buy America, no 6 percent, nothing-because then we would be able
to go in there and quote our own domestic prices, which would be lower
than, what they are paying now in England and France for their own
gear, and that would stop this two-price system. Do I make my point?
Not that we would expect to get ainy business, Senator, because they
would still Ibuy from their own suppliers, but at least we would have the
price in there to the point that the public record would indicate just.
what was going on.
So, no, I would not recommend, in specific answer to your question,
any buy America policy, but I would recommend a much harder-nosed
attitude.
Senator FANNIN. Well, if wve do not protect ourselveSenator RIBICOPF. WillI the Senator yield a second?

Senator

FANNIN. Yes.

Senator RiBIcor-F. In other words, I think the key point you are
making here is in the field of international trade, reciprocity becomes a
key factor in any policy that we should have, reciprocity?
Mr.Bon'chl. Domestic reciprocity, Senator? Well, I see what you are
saying.
Senator RimcoFF. Reciprocity-you deal with another country like
you are dealing ith us?
Mr. BORCir. bilaterally.
Senator RiBICOpF. B3y reciprocalSenator FANNIN. Well, it is qud pro quo, and if they have certain
rulings in their countries that thy would restrict us from going into
their market, then we apply the same restrictions ourselves. Mr. Boncir. That is what I consider fair competition, and then we
are really uip against the economic facts of life.
Senator FANNIN. Now, Japan even restricts to whether or not their
companies export or sell to their domestic market.
Mr. BORCn-. Oh,)yes.
Senator FANNTN. I did not realize that until I was over there recently, and somebody asked me to pick up something for then, and
they said, well, we only export that item. It is manufacetuired in Japan
but it is only exported.
Well, we have this problem of so many people. saying, well1, only 5
percent of whatever it may be of our total business is i the export
area, but what would happen if General Electric would just overnight
lose 5 percent of their volume in some particular department? Whitt
effect would that have on you?
Mr. BORcH. Very serious, because we do about, according to, the
latest figures as I recall, something like $600 million in direct export
business, and there are an awful lot of jobs involved in $600 inil lion.
So, we are, I think, one of the major exporters, but we are not ex-
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porting television sets or radios, we are exporting high technology
equipment, nuclear powerlplants, large stream turbines; things of this
kind, where we have frankly a technological lead, and our trading
partners understand this.
Senator FANNIN. And this 15percent in the United States, it does
not necessarily say that if we lost .5 percent of that market that we
would not lose more than 5 percent from the standpoint of the jobs
involved. So, I do not think we realize the consequence of that 5
percent.
Mr. Boncir. It would be a major disruption, Senator, a major disruption. That is why I think the General Electric posture has been
consistent -throughout the years; that we believe in the freest possible international trade, providing it is fair.
Senator FANNIN. Well, that is what I certainly feel also, I feel that
way about it, and I introduced legislation to try -to bring that about.
We have problems under antidumping, and countervailing duties and
we have been doing better in the last couple of years, and T think,
making a greater effort.
Mr. BoRonr. May T interrupt you there, Senator, for a moment?
Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. BORCH. Had we taken the same type of action on dumping protest and so forth, 6, 7, or 8 years ago, had the Government been taking
that kind of action, 6, 7, or 8 years ago, as they have shown an interest
in the last 2 years, we would not have the demise of the radio business
and the television business in this country.
Senator FANNIN. Well, I think that is true. If we had been realistic
in the automotive equipment, for instance, with the tariffs going down
and their tariffs staying at a high level so we have lost their-market but
they have gained ours, and their costs are lower as a resutl of it,, and
they have increased volume, and now we find ourselves in a position
where it is very difficult to compete.
What effect would this have on your industry, the American companies operating on foreign soil if we said or would say we would
have it 50-50, and in other words, we would make it exploit thatitheir
markets would be open to the same percentage of volume that our
markets would be open to in that regard?
Mr. Boncty. It would be a little hard -to conjecture what would
happen there, but I can assure you that it would cause us to take another look at all our plans, and most companies do, I think, Senator,
take a look at the trends to try to plan a little bit ahead. And currently
we are estimating where the next round will be, where the imports
will, disastrously hit our U.S. production, and we are planning ahead
as to. what our counter steps wvill be, and what steps we can take, looking over all of these things, and making recommendations to our Government or our people who are supposed to negotiate these things,
with tongue in check, admittedly, while we are doing our planning.
If the sort of ;thing you are talking about actually came to take place,
I do not see how it could come into place without the negotiations'we
are talking about, and I, therefore, say that I am not too optimistic,
Ibut if it were to come in place it would mean an immediate replanning.
Senator FANNIN. But you would have less incentive to go offshore
if we equalize these. tariffs?
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Mr. Boiwni. Definitely. All we want to do is survive here, and make
it modest profit, but when you are selling below cost it does not work
verg well.
Senator FANNIN. It is just one of the facts of life that we did not
correct early enough, and if we are going to try to protect Amnerican
jobs and look to the, future then we must take steps that may be injurious to some of our companies that; have gone offshore.
Thank you.
Mr. lBoncii. That kind of injury we would be glad -tostand, Senator.
Senator RiBicoiiii,. I am curious. You -have -been an outspoken opponent of the U.S. Government making at loan to Lockheed so that
they can put Rolls Royce engines in the 'Tr Star. H-ow does this jibe
wiit your testimony ?
Mr. Boncii. Senator, I suspect that I will be invited to testify for
another senatorial committee on this subject, in the next few week, so
let me confine my remarks, if I night, to the context of this committees'
interest.
Our concern-leaving aside for the moment whether or not the
Government should bail out Lockheed, which is a different questionthe protestations that we have made to the Administration center on
one critical point; international competition.
We find ourselves, we find the situation to be that the British Government permits their manufacturer of Rolls-Royce, heavily involved
in defense, to go into bankruptcy.
By going into bankruptcy they escaped some wvary major liabilities
which they owe for poor performance, lack of delivery, inability to
meet schedules and specifications, very heavy penalties, contractual
penalties involving Lockheed and the U.S. ,airlines.
Now, the Engrlish take the position, the English Government takes
the position that well, that is all right, but now we face the possibility
of Lockheed going into a deficit, and we do not want you to let them
because that might be injurious, and we will not sell
bankrupt engines
go
Rolls-Royce
to Lockheed unless the Government guarantees
to keep Lockheed from going bankrupt. The British Government did
not guarantee to keep their company whole, Rolls-Royce, but they
would like us to guarantee to keep) Lockheed whole.
The inconsistency is absolutely paradoxical as an approach onl this,
and very frankly,'it is difficult for me to understand particularly
when one considers the basis on which Rolls-Royce gvot the business
under some very hard competition, with General Electric and Pratt
Whitney some years ago.I
But, the final straw that broke the camel's back, because Rolls-Royce
had never demonstrated the competence to make engines of this size
or complexity, with that the British Government caine offering to come
up with some $200 million of financing to our airlines, for the financing
o these engines; 10-year loans, 90 percent of the value of the engines
an interest rate of 534percent with a carrying charge of 1/2 making it
6 percent. In succeeding months, when thie primne rate 'i this country rose to as much as 8 percentt, and the cost of long-term money to
the airlines went up to 10 percent or more, this offer at at fixed 614
percent on the -part of the British Government amounted -to a subsidy
in the area of several hundred thousand dollars -a plane.
Senator RIIIICOFF. One-half million?
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Mr. BoRcir. About,, or in that neighborhood. Now, this is a financial
inducemnt hidden under a government financing project, and it is a
little bit tough for anl American company to compete with that. We
cannot get, 61/,-percent money, or could' not in those days, so you
have the situation here now where the British Government still have
that proposition out onl the table, and it is very attractive to the airlines who had ordered those planes, anld mny suggestion is, that if the
Government, that if tie UT.S. Government'is going to put its money
behind this project it, also give equal treatment and match the British,
Government, onl the financing for the airlines. I mean, the British
Government is doing it, and the United States Government, when this
came up., T must admit, back in late 1967 or 1968, and we began to
understand what was going oni-and you know in these tough negotiations it takes at while to find out what happened there-so we found out
whlat wats going on1.
Large turlbine generators have since been solc, $20 million in one case,
$40 million in another case, with the. same type of foreign financing to
our electric utility customers in the Uniited Staters, and again we cannot
match this.
Now, this is what I mevan by hlow other (goverimcntshelp their mannirmctiii'eis, you see, an~d T particularly resent it-it,is lbad enough in thirdcountry markets where we do have a,better chance because of our own
Ex-Im Bank, who does a wonderfult job, they aire very good-but in the
ITnited States we have no recoulrse.
Senator RmmuCOFF. Now, you say you do about $600 million In export
business, and basically highly technology item-s, which indicates that
many of the countries that buy f rom you probably cannot compete
with; the same type of goods.
Is that so?
11r. Boncit. T do think that the performance of ouir equipment and
the technological advaicev edge we have are worth the higher price we
receive, and app)arenitly our, good customers think so, too, so we are nlot
price (lomietitive. 1)ut I think we are value competitive.
Senlator RmICOFF. Valute

competitive?

Mr. Boicir. Right.
Senator RIBICOriF. Now, sup1pose the Goverinent took off restrictions
on East-West, trade? I mean, keeping ini mind, of course, that we will
p~rotect. our-selves onl any defense oriented items for Am-erican security,
would you foresee that that would open a substantial market for us
with Eastern Eniope and the Soviet U~nioni, if there wats not any Governlment, restrictions onl your doing business with themi ?
Mr. BOmwmr. Not appreciably, Senator Ribicoff. Over at long peio
of time, assuming relations conitiniue to imlprove, and very substanitially improve, it could be imlportant, to U.S. industry. Buit, I think(
here again, we have got to distinguish between different countri *es.I
pult Yugoslavia in quite a, different, posture from, for instance. Russia.
I would put Cuba anid China in a different posture, and I do not
like to blanket the countries, and I think we ought to look at them
rather individually onl this basis. But, I think as far as General Electric is concerned, Senator, that if the product were commodities and
commodity type products, toasters, air conditioners, or things of that
kind(, yes, wve would be interested in expanding business with them.
But, when it comes to high technology products, General Electric, as
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a company, even though the restraints were removed, would take al
look at this in our own, shall we say, enlightenied Self-interest. We are
not sure of patent protection, we tire not sure of hard money, we tire
not sure where this would come back to bite us. The rules of the game
here are sufficiently nebulous at this point that General Electric wouldI
take a very hard look at just. where wve might go, irrespective of whiat
Congress did in looseninga the list.
Senator RmiIoi.i-. Well, forgetting your company, do you think that
there are prospects of exi)an(ling East-West trade that, are substantial
if we could work out credit arrangement so that you would get, thle
goods paid for, taking the securities factors aside, (6 you think i genleral that there is at goodl pr1ospect,, sir?
Mr. BoiiCH. Not substantial, in my judgment, for the next ")to 10
years, not substantial.
Senator RiBICOIFF. In other words, in 1909, the so-called free world
did sonme $10 billion worth of business with E astern Europe, and
we did $440 million.
Would you say that $10 billion wvas substantial between West and
East, $10 bill ion
Mr. BoRTii. Yes, I would say so. That is substantial enough, of
course, to have our interest,. But, again you get to the question, have
to include in it, the question of finiancing and longa-terni credit which
the European governments are willing to extend."I question whether
the United States would be willing to extend long-term financig to
all of these countries, at least, and you could not, get the business without it i international competition, so I think -the Europeans have
accommodated themselves to this in at way that I would doubt that
the U.S. Government would.
So, I think the critical question is not what is on the list, I think
it is the revision on our Ex-in IBank.
Senator RnnICOFF. WAhere would you see, as the result of your testimony and your very obvious deep knowledge, where dto you see the
potential for expanding American exports?
Mr. Bonzcii. Are you speaking generally country by country?
Senator RIBnCOI,". Generally,'products and nations, where (d0 yo1I se
us expanding our trade?
-Mr. BoRonf. I think we will expand and continue to expand it, and
I think Senator Fannin, you asked George Shultz to give you some
information of the high technology 1)roduectS, statistics oin that, which
are readily available, and they indicate that it major Part, of our trade
surplus and the growing part, of it has been 'in high technology
products.
The so-cal led commodities, and agriculture, has been pretty much
flat and the so-called commodities have gone (lowni very slial'l~y. So,
think the result., assuming no major changes, Seniator, no successful
negotiations to remove inequities, I think what. you are going to see is
a continued growth in high technology products, assuiling that we
keep our research and development going, ats we are, committed to do,
and a gradual deterioration of the commodity products, and I look for
our trade balance overall to deteriorate over the next Several years at
an increasing pace.
Senator RiBICoFP. When you say high technology products, will you
give us some examples of what you mean by that?
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Mr. BoRcii. Yes, commercial jet engines, U.S. aircraft, large steam
turbine generators in those exotic sizes, nuclear power plants, steel mill
automation equipment, things of this kind that we happen to be familiar with, and I am sure that there are many others in other industries,
but it is this type of thing, where you are onl the leading edge of technology and pushing the border a little further all of the time, and I
think we will do very well
Senator Rminoiiv. What is the labor content of these high technology products? Do they generate much employment?
Mr. BORCjI. Oh1, yes they do, and in addition to the labor content in
mnan-hours, as far as that is concerned, it is not nearly as great as labor
content dollar wvise, because these are highly skilled lpeop~le, awfully
good people, highly skilled and very well paid.
Senator Ricorj. So, if there were a trade war between the United
States and Western Europe and Japan, would you see damage. to our
trade in high technology items, or would they have to take them because they had no alternative?
Mr. BORCMi. There would be damage, Senator, and then. you would
get to the national question of how 'bad do they want this, andl my
observation has been that our trading pattern partners are pretty
pragmatic.
Senator Rirncoiiui. You know one of the problems of -trade, becomes
%-eryobvious from what you say, that there is a very strong identity
between foreign governments and economic ministries and foreign1
traders. They work very closely and very cooperatively together anid
I would gather that the man. in charge of international trade is about
as close to the top as you can find in any government abroad.
How dlo you recruit the Fr-ed Borchis to government to be part of
a negotiating team? This is one of the great dilemmas.
Mr. BORCII. P~ut them Onl Commissions.
Senator RiBicoPF-r. Yes. B~ut, what the trouble is, we put you onl a
Commission, and the bureaucrats really steal you blind. You see, I
have been in this for nearly 30 odd years, and there they are working
onl this, Onl at clay-to-clay basis, year in and year out, through D~emocratic
adRepublican administrations, aInd they ardoing the work n
they are writing the reports, and they are doing all- of the talking,
indl yout come down and you volunteer, once every 2 months, and your
intentions are good, and you intend to do well, but you have your own
business aind affairs to take care of.
B~ut, you get into a situation where you are negotiating, where you
talk of hard bargaining and -hard negotiating, and hlow are you going
to have hard bargaining and hard negotiating when you have -men,
however well intentioned, wvho (10 not have the experience in hard
bargaining, hard negotiating, aind also the, technical confidence to deal
within their opposite numbers?T
Mr. Blimwi. Senator, you are putting your finger onl what I consier to be a very, very important point, and I would certainly follow
along your implied suggestion, to the extent that when the next round
of tr-ading begins, that not, only industry, but. key Mlembers of Con-.
gress, be either advisory to those doing thie actual negotiating, or even*
InI Congress I think it could very well be that a Memiber of Congress he
onl the negotiating team. Business men should not be.
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We are very bad at negotiating because we do not speak the language
of diplomacy, and this becomes increasingly clear to me when I dils"cuss problems of this type with the State Dcpartmeiit. So, I would
suggest that businessmen should be represented as an advisory group
to those who tire negotiating, and past experience has indicated that
sometimes this works very effectively, and sometimes not so well.
But, if negotiating teams were instructed to prevrieAw all of the negotiating tactics in advance, with their advisor -y group, and not. ignore
then, and put them in another room, then it, might )eeffective, Senator.
Senator RIBnwoFF. YOU see, thlis is the great, thie very key problem,
in that I habve been trying to emphasize this in my reports, and inl
looking ahead that the place, for ecolpolitics in the world, and let us
say that we. have. got the nuclear stalemate, and it is almost conceivable
that the world is going to survive, thiat there is never going to he a
direct nuclear confrontation lbetweeni the Soviet Union and the United
States, but the competition is going to continue in the economic field
for economic gain, and all you have to do is see the fantastic rise of
Japan and Germany, and whether you decry what has happened to the
business and you. must tip your hat to themn, for the fantastic gains
and successes that they have achieved, and so we do not have the
backup, we do not have the understanding or the experience in economnic matters, and we hatve been interested in geopolitics since 'World
War 1I, when the others have been interested in ecolpolitics.
We have givenl away comnnmercial advantages for Vague political
goals and what happens, when bureaucracy does this and I say the
bureaucracy because I ain sure the President did not realize that, this
was slipped into. his speech when hie said, "That we consider. that the
possible economic price of a truly unified Europe is outweighed by
the gains of the political vitality of the West as a whole," what happens
when you do this is that you really tire giving a charter to Western
Europe to go ahea d, get together pol itical ly and anything that happens
to uts, economically we aire going to take it, you know, and because this
gets thrown out, and this becomes a charter for every one of our
negotiators, and our policies keep on going along, and I do not know
how much we have gotten 'out of geopolitics, after all is said and done.
Mr. lBoncii. Senator, onl that point if I might. offer a comment, one
with respect now to congressional authority to the negotiators, one
of the hianguips onl any further round of negotiations, as has been
expressed to ine by European counterparts, it is that the Europeans,
inl their judgment, quite frankly can take the position why should we
spend thunin-ite number of hours in negotiating with you fellows
when the negotiations are not binding until Congress acts on them.
Senator Rimcorr. Thlat is right.
Mr. IBonci. This is a very important point that they use to say that
we do not want to negotiate. I mean, they use that as a reason not to
niegotiate, Senator.
Senator RIBICOFF. All right,, so therefore, there has to be ground
rules, and I think there is a further awareness, but we know from
our experience that we have come out at the short end of the stick
and most of these negotiations, and this is a very disturbing factor,
and I will almost stack up any man that has been successful in the
great competitive life of politics and baniking in the U.S. sector to
negotiate much better than the average man in the StLate Department.
Mr. Bonon-. I would subscribe to that, Senator.
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Senator Rniicor. I mean, you have to understand human nature,
you have to understand your people, and you understand every part
of it, and if you are any darn good, as a U.S. Senator, you have to
understand the problems of industry, and the problems of labor, and
the p~robl]ems of agriculture, and the problems of investment, you
know. These are the sort of things that, comec out, and also
it is a question of we do have constitutional responsibility in matters
of trade and tariff, and I ami hoping that in hearings such as this,
that we will continue, that there will be more and more realization in
the executive branch of the value of consultation with the Congress,
and also a concern because as Ipointed out to the executive branch, it was
ni y opinion, that if what had been tacked on to that welfare bill had
comie to the floor, the trade sections of it, would have passed the Senate 2 to 1. 1 am not so sure that it would have been wvise. I did not go
along, I filed additional views because I did not think trade should
hiave becen 1)ut on as a rider on the welfare bill, but it becomes very
appIarent that you (10 hiave some (deeper Iproblems. The Canadian auto
agreement was one of them. I mean, where with the point in the advance of hie amounts that were involved in the first few years. ?
You take the Automotivec Product Trade Act of 196.5, and the balance in automotive trade, although it accounted for millions of dollars
in 1905 to 1970, we start with a plus of $613 million plus $422 million
plus $239 million, aind then we go to minus $160 million, minus $681
million, minus $1,042 million. Now, I recall at that time debating it on
the floor and pointed out that this deterioration would naturally happeni, that not only would we be m anufactu ring, but, people suipplying
parts to the automobile companies would start buildings their plants
in Canada, naturally, so, b~ecaulse, to fit in with that market, and to do
business, they were not going to Ibe lucrative in that market, and theywere just going to expand their plants into Canada.
But, I do think that the William's Commission has an important
role to play. I thiink that the President is going to pay attention to
you. I hope thitt the Congress will too.
There is one single final question. From your experience and work
on the 'William's Commi.-sion, is there onie single factor which you
would consider the most important in our trade relation with the
world? Is there such a thing as a one or two factors that you consider
they key to it all ?
Mr. BORcII. I do not think that there is much question about the
circumstances into which we find ourselves, Senator. I do not think
there is too much debate about the general approach to what needs to
Ibe done. The main concern that I think that I have is the length of
negotiation, and what will happen while this is going oni, and wfiat we
wilgive imp in return for a regressive balance. This is the major
concern.
Senator RIBLUCOFF. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. M.r. Boreh, just getting
back for a moment -to the Rolls Royce situation, could we not use the
countervailing duty provisions against the Bd-tish subsidy in this
case?
Mr. BORcti. As a practical matter, probably noV..
Senator FANNIN. The intent would certainly be for that purpose,
and I just wonder, do you have 'any recommendation for changing
those provision's so that it would be more effective, because certainly
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I am sure that the Congress had this in mind as the intent of the law,
that this would give that lrotecion.
Mr. Boitcii. I 'think that what is fundamental, Senator, and is required there is a meeting of the minds among the industrial countries
of the world on the extent, terms, and degree of finance overall, because this is getting to be a financing generosity battle now, paricularly inl third country markets? yoli see; and I knowv of no other,
I know of no instance whlich foreign government financing into another country has been made without the consent and approval of the
receiving country. So, I amn protesting this one, but the United
Sttsis OtA otstn I~hat is what applied to the heavy generating
case too.

Mr. Boutcir. Same thing.
Senator FANNIN. Of course, I feel what we have been trying to do,
and I think in the statements referred to as far as the press is concerned, wve have been so anxious to expand these markets, and when
the President says, "I have committed the United States to a program
that would help these countries imp rove their access to the expanding
markets to the jndustm-salized worltl," I would hope that the intent
there was to also to help us. B3ut, what does disturb me is that we do
not havle, inl your way -of thinking, a protection, that I assumed was
in effect, as far ats the. Rolls Royce situation, and also the generator
case. I just think that we are not enforcing these countervailing duty
laws.

Mr. BoRtc i I.We have not.
Senator FANNIN. We will see what we canl do about that.
Mr. Boni. Thank you.
Senator Runcoi.,F. 'Thank you very much for your very valuable
testimony, and I hope, Mr. Borch, that wye would have an opportunity
of having you appear here again in the future.
Mr. 13onti. Thank you very much.
Senator RiBICOpF. Thank you very much.
Mr. Kenneth Davis. I appreciate'you being with us, Mr. Davis, and
will you proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF KENNETH N. DAVIS, JR., FORMER ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
Mr. DAvis. Trhanlk you, Senator Ribicoff. My name is Kenneth N.
l)avis, Jr. For some 20 years I was in anl international. company, before corning to Washington as Assistant Secretary of Commerce. Since
returning to business last year, I have continued to follow the field
that is the subject of your hearings with great interest.
Perhaps I am a little bit unique among your witnesses this week
in that I have had an opportunity to see the trade p)roblemn from both
sides of the fence--the business side, and the Government side.
America 'is in deep trouble in international tradle-trouble far more
severe and important to the Nationi than the public, has realized. There
is growing evidence that our trade difficulties are at the root of 'two
of the most critical problems confronting the, Nation's policymakers
today-persistent high unemployment in the United States and the
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threatened demise of the dollar as the foundation of the world monetary system.
After many years of balance-of-payments deficits, our country has
reached a crucial turning point. And I think that I should interject
here that your hearings and the testimony you have heard f rom
gentleman like Mr. Borchi have made that point mo~re eloquently that I
can today.
We must make long overdue changes in our trade policy now if we
are to continue as the world's leading industrial Nation. Unfortunately,
despite the crisis atmosphere, there is still no consensus that trade is
the fundamental problem. Your hearings have demonstrated again and
again that a basic disagreement continues to divide us. The corrosive
and unproductive "Ifree trade" versus "protectionist" debate rages on.
It is vital that your hearings mark the end of this debate. The time has
finally come to act.
BACKGROUND

My. chief duty at the Commerce Department was to work with
American industry on its problems in international trade. I had the
opportunity to talk often with people like Mr. Wright who testified
earlier this week, and Mr. Callaway, and Mr. Borch. Because of my
previous business background, I had come to Washington convinced
that the world was fast becoming a global marketplace. That the jet
freighter and instant communications would inevitably result in a
free flow of trade seemed to me from where I sat to be a foregone conclusion. I am as convinced as ever that we will one day have such a
world. But my experience in Commerce convinced me that much more
than jets and commun icat ions satellites will be required to break down
trade barriers and wipe out economic nationalism. I saw firsthand that
our trade representatives have no real negotiating leverage to deal with
such inequities as Japan's trade and investment restrictions against
our companies.
referring to Mr. Borch's testimony, hie talked about the need
for,Again
negotiation. 'What worries me is that we do not have the leverage
to go about the negotiation he would like to see. In Washington, I
became convinced that stronger action must be taken by the United
States to assert its rights to fair and equitable treatment in world
trade. New legislation is definitely needed, both to spur U.S. exports
and also to prevent the wiping out of major American industries by
extreme import penetration.
I will come back to this point again, but I think that we just must
face that there is a need for legislation. The laws on the book are
not doing the job and will not do the job.
This Iwas why I urged the administration last June to 'back the soc -alled "Mills Bill" providinig for quotas on textiles, apparel, and
Shoe imports to share in the growth of our market, the world's largest
market. In its limited original form, that legislation would have passed
on a bipartisan basis, I believe. It would have given the long-needed.
signal to the rest of the world that the United States was not going
to just talk about fair treatment, but would also act when it had to.
Unfortunately, during this week, I think we have heard more from
some of the Gfoverunlient witnesses of a theme of "let us talk some
more," rather than "let us act."
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What happened is history. Instead of a limited "Mills bill," the
final bill became something of a "Christmas Tree" in committee. Part,
of the problem was that thec administration refused to back anything
but textiles. Why the shoe industry, which had been muich more
severely impacted than textiles, could not be supported by the adminlistration was never very clear. But neither the W'ays and Means Cornmnittee or your committee would agree to exclude shoes. The result
was that the legislation failed.
The administration's, posit ion has apparently not changed. Now,
however, Mr. Mills is nio longer backing even textile legislation and
hasn't scheduled any hearings onl trade in this session. The result of
these confusing developments is that U.S. trade policy is sitting onl
dead center. Your hearings are the only hope inl Sight for stimulating
early action. And the threat to the dollar shows that we must act
now.
DETERIORATION OF THlE UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE POSITION

Industry and labor are facing a rapidly deteriorating situation.
Their lilit is brought onl both by intensive foreign competition and
by American producers moving out to other countries to utilize low
cost labor ito compete in the TUnited States. What was once a trickle of
fatclosings and work cutbacks affecting only a few of our older,
ao-intensive industries has now become'a flood-tide of trouble for
most of U.S. business. Even such modern bellwether industries as
automobiles and electronics have, been severely impacted. Automobile
imports, which were only 2 or 3 percent of our market 10 years
ago reached 16 percent in April, up from 12.6 percent a year ago,
and the dollar figures, as you have just mentioned in the CanadianAmerican agreement example, Senator Ribicoff, are much more impressive than the small percentage numbers might imply.
Mr. Wright of Zenith told you the'tragic, story of the virtual elimination of America's radio and TV-minammfactu ring industry. Mr.
Borch commented onl it too today. Radios are now practically 100 percent imported, black and white TV sets.50 percent, imported'and color
TV already 20 percent imported and rising fast. TV wonid seem to
have been a prime example of the kind of new technology- product to
provide jobs for workers displaced from older industries le textiles.
It is fair to ask, if not a giant newv industry like electronics, what inldustry canl provide jobs now aid for the future? The first sign has
been'given that auto production jobs will be lost, too. Chrysler has
announced that its "mini-car" to 'compete with Vega anid ,into will
be the Dodge Colt. The Colt will be manufactured completely in Japani
by Mitsubishi for Chrysler to sell in the American market! NTo American manufacturing Jobs will be created by this move, of course.
As of now, there is little hope that the UT.S.* producers canl make up
for lost market shares tit home by increasing export business. You may
have noticed the lament of a Ford executive miia recent weekly news
magazine: "The Japanese canl land a Toyota here for $50 in duty and
taxes, while it costs $4,50 to get a Pinto into Japan," lie said. There,
will be very few Pintos sold in Japan while tens of thousands of
Toyots are coming here. Mr. Henry Ford himself spoke vehemently
on the subject to his stockholders last week. In fact, lie said if we don't
do something to stop losing manufacturing jobs we are going to become a service economy only.
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Arc these just a few isolated examples, or does the claim stand up
that there is an overall deterioration of our trade position? And, if
true, is the trade problem the main cause of our batlance-of-payments
difficulties rather than currency exchange rates or other factors. In a
minute I am going to put some charts uip, one which I am sure you
have seen before, and one of which you may not have seen.
Now, this first chart is a standard chart of U.S. balance of payments, liquidity basis, and the one most generally used as a measure of
the strength of the dollar. It shows deficits in the early 1960's, and
particularly shows a deterioration from 1965 through 1970, with one
exception year, 1968, when there were some unusual Government
transfers of funds.
The first quarter figures for 1971 have Just come out. They show a
$3 billion deficit in the liquidity balance "of payment already, and it
is probably going to be $7, $8, or $9 billion -for the year.
Now, the second chart is; one I do not think you have seen before.
This shows the trade balance of some selected of major UT.S. industries
that have been hurt most by foreign competition. I think you will
agree, it is a most peculiar chart. it, shows a steady plus for 4 or 5
years and all of at sudden the bottom drops out. This chart combines
automobiles and trucks, steel, textiles and apparel, consumer electronics, and shoes. Those five industries together accounted for a $5
billion in deterioration of our balance of payments in 5 years! For the
period from 1965 to 1969 they went f rom. a small surplus to a $41/2
billion deficit. These figures were available when I was still in the
Commerce Department last year. I asked again recently for the Commerce Department to update these for me. It turns out that in 1970 we
have slipped another $1,200 million in those five industries, resulting
in a $5.7 billion deficit.
Now, compare that with our overall balance-of-paiyments deficit. It
almost looks as though these five industries alone account for the entire ')T.S. balance of payments problem. Referring to some testimony
earlier this week from a representative of the Cbuncil of Economic
Advisors who said there. was no significant indication of impact on
our industries from our trade problems, I think that this data refutes
that testimony very strongly.
Now, I do not propose that we attack the balance of payments problem. merely by focusing on these five industries.
What 7do suggest is that we cannot cure our balance of payments
difficulties if our major industries' trade positions continue to deteriorate as fast as'this. The Nation cannot afford to lose in such a short
period the hundreds of thousands of jobs represented by such immense
trade losses, trade losses which we never experienced before in our
history.
Some have said that adoption of flexible currency exchange rates
will restore world monetary stability. They say that no sgificant
change in U.S. trade policy isnee.I
iwo hs hrts, doubt
that they are right.
I was impressed by Secretary Connally's testimony on Monday, because I got the same impression from what he said that he believed
that much more than monetary adjustment is needed to straighten out
what is wrong with our international economic affairs. I agree with
him.
62-790 0-71-pt. 1-35
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Even if some type of monetary arrangement could be worked out
to postpone facing up to our trade problem,
we cannot afford the
weakening of our whole industrial framework that a further decline
in our trade position will cause. When prodluctioin is transferred overseas or plants are dismantled, the loss is permanent and unrecoverable. It has been said that when inflation is brought. under control fill
of our problems will be solved. This is just not. so! For bringing iflation under control will not reduce imports' share of our market to
former levels. And factories that. have been dismantled will not be
reopened. The Toyotas and Volkswagens will not go home, nor will
jobs which have been lost be restored. Although it maiy be easier to just
wait calmly for better times, businessu'll over the country know that
the very real problems they are facing in the world on international
competition will not be solved by waiting!
IHow can we have such at convict in thinking? Hlow cail we have one
group of intelligent, well- meaning people saying one thing and another
gropf ntllgent wl-eaning people say another? I believe that
it gets down to economic principlesq versus world realities. It gets downl
to long standing attitudes and biases.
Where business and the Conarress have been divided into free trade
andl protectionist camps, the Nation's economists have been almost
unanimous in their principles in this area. Across the whole spectrum
from lilberal to conservative they have strongly backed an extreme
free trade posture for the United States, even ini the face of restrictive
practices by other leading nations. They can rightfully'take. much of
the credit for the great achievements in world economic progress since
World 'War II. It seems, though, that the U.S. balance-of-paymnents
deficits and the world monetary problem also stem from; their
principles.
One striking recent example of the near unanimity of the economists
was their petition against the Trade Act of 1970. Economists across
the Nation opposed that bill, largely because of the provisions for
quotas on textiles and other products. A lot of people do not realize
the influence exerted by our economists. They think that the State
Department is the main force in U.S. international economic policy.
I do not agree. There are economists all the way through the I vern'ment, and in business. I believe they have had a stronger roe than
the State IDepartment in our foreign trade policy, maybe simply, lecause there are more of them in more places.
The material that wats -sent out by economists groups tut the time the
trade bill was under consideration indeed references 'to the
possibility that the consequences of passage of legislation would be
comparable to those of tile infamous, Smnoot-tiawley Taril Act 6f
1930, although some key factors are actually quite 'different today.
The problem of U.S. manufacturers moving out to low-wage couin-,
tries to compete iii the American market is one phenomenon that is
very different from what happened in the 1930's.. Also there have
been basic, technological changes. We did not, have'tile jet freighters
bringig shoes and electronics and other articles from anywhere in the
world, over light, back in the 19301s.
Underlying the economists' stand is the principle of comparative'
advantage-each nation should sell that which it finds it can produce
most efficiently. If a few nations make all of the textiles or shoes, all
well and good. Others will build autos or airplanes or computers. Tphe
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principle is fundamentally sound and unassailable on theoretical
grounds. I do not think we should challenge that. A corollary concep~t to comparative ad vantage is the idea of the adjustment. process.
111'ien one country cannot withisftnd foreign competition in at articular industry, that industry should go through an adjustment phase
into some other field.
We have seen thlis work in our country anld an example of it is the
hat iniiutry, which was an excellent one given by Senator Ribicoff.
The adjustment concept is sound in principle, particularly when Govemninent assistance is provided to hielp an industry adjust out of its
traditional business into something else. Economists have put great
stress onl the Adj ustmnent Assistance provisions of present and -proposed
UT.S. trade, law as thle answer for our industries thIA are suffering from
intense foreign competition. H-owever, there are severe practical limitationis to this concept. There are 315,000 textile and apparel companies,
for example. They employ some 2.5 million workers, one out of nine
of all American factory workers-. It would not be feasible to assist
even a small part of such a giant industry. I think that this is clear
onl its face.
American economists have also generally not been much interested
in U.S. exports. TIhey note that exports constitutes only 4 percent of
our GNP (while in Europe figures of 15 to 20 percent prevail, and in
.Japan, 10 percent). In these times of fiscal stringency, they are unsymlpathietic to export-expansion measures that require additional
budgetary support, such as improved export credit or more liberal
tax treatment for exports.
It is in the practical application of economic theory that difficulty
arises. To be truly effective, the principles should be aapplied evenly
in all countries. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Economic nationalism is pursued vigorously in virtually every country except the
United States. I saw it in country after country that I visited in my
government assignment,.and I knew of it in business.
Where many of our economists consider the balance of payments
to lbe of secondary importance, in other countries the payments position, is a, matter of top priority. As a matter of basic national policy,
they adopt trade rules for their own benefit, often to the serious detrimenlt of the U.S. balance of payments and of the business interests of
our companies. Our international companies know all too well about
foreign governments' activities iii matters affecting their vital businiess interests. There is no comparable U.S. Government intervention in
their behalf. I tried to be of some help to our companies when I was
there, and it is just not possible to be effective the way we are set up
t'Odsy.
I am going on at some length. about economic principles because
I think it is very necessary that this committee recognize that, along
with thle foreign relations considerations, these principles have influenced Americ~an trade policies very, very strongly. No major change
in trade policy cani be effective without the strong support of th e
nations' economists, I believe.
Now may be just the opportune moment for this influential group
to broaden its view to recognize the practical problems confronting
the United States in world trade today. It may be that one result
onl the monetary crisis will be a receptivity both here and abroad to
new proposals to save America's trade position at long last. Nobody
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wants to see the American economy and the world's monetary system
crumble.
Because of my background it seems appropriate that I comment a
bit on the f unctioning of 'bureaucracy.
Foreign trade and economic matters probably involve more government agencies, bureaus, and commissions than any other policy area in
government. State, Treasurv, Commuerce, Defense, Agriculture, Justice,
the special trade representative, CIA, USIA, the Tariff Commission,
the Ex-Im Bank, and many others take positions on the important
trade issues. The number of problems that come before the interagec
working committees or are hanlid within the individual agencies is
simply incredible. Never in business did I encounter the number of
variety of problems that people in the trade field in government must
handle. With every industry and every country possible candidate
for some problem on ainy given (lay, one can appf-eciate the complex
and heavy workload carried -by agency personnel.
I was greatly impressed by the knowledge, thoroughness and dedicution of the people I worked with, both in Commerce and in other
agencies. But I was disappointed by the inefficiency of the decision
process and the inflexibility of agency positions. Of greatest concern
was the built-in bias, in nearly every agency, against helping U.S. business if aniy sort of action against foreign competition might be needed.
This is not an idle charge. It exists. It is there today and it will be there
tomorrow unless this committee does something about it.
I will try to give you an example of what I mean. I want to describe
briefly an almost unbelievable case of uncertainty , delay, and a builtin bias against assisting U.S. business. It is a still-active matter that
shows how lacking in responsiveness our government agencies ame, even
today
I hIave here the application of the Miniature and Precision Ball
Bearing Industry for import relief under the National Security Provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Miniature precision ball
bearings are required in thousands of critical products ranging from
space and medical science to the most advanced weaponry. The techniques for making these tiny bearings were a United States exclusive
until a few years ago.
So everybody can see what we are talking about, here is one kind
of bearing that you all can see from up there, and here is one here that
is so small that~you cannot even see it from up there. This very small
bearing is a complete working ball bearing that is used in a highly
classified national security application. Now, there are only tiwo
companies left in this country that are able to nakc these essential
devices. These are the finest, most precise mechanical parts in use today
anywhere in the world.
The date of this application is January 31, 1969. The decision from
the Office of Emergency Preparedness rulingg against the industry)
was issued on May 15,1971. over 27 months after the original filing! it
is of interest that since this provision (sec. '232, the Trade Expansion
Acet) became law, there has been only one decision in favor of import
relief-for petroleum-and more than 215 decisions against relief. SAction 232 originated in the Senate Finance Committee back in 19,55. 1
have seen some of the past reports of hearings of your committee in
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which the committee time and time again has asked that those provisions be made operative, but, the bureaucratic resistence, persists.
Experienced Commerce staff people told me that this was the best
national security case that they had ever seen. The Commerce Department, and after some months of delay, the Defense Department as
wvell, recommended that import, relief be granted. The Labor Department attested to the critical skills that would disappear if our two sole
remaining producers were lost. In fact,, the D)efense Department has
become truly alarmed and has issued orders that all defense procurement of these bearings must be from the United States or Canada. It
is ironic however, that within a few days after Defense's announcement
ini late April, the newspapers carrier this item:
New Hampshire Ball Bearings, ine., announced today that It is closing its
Laconia, New IHanp~lire, plant on May 1.
Richard Cherwin. the company's president, said that the Defense Department's
action last week was a constructive step)but it was too little and too late.
T he company will transfer what business it has left to its remain-

in1g facility. Unfortunately, defense business alone is not sufficient
to sustain the ind~ustr'y's capabil ity.
It is not possible to go into all of the details of the case here
today, of course, but in at minute or two you can get a feel for it ats
a clear-cut example of just how impossible it is for ain American
industry to obtain relief from import competition, despite Congress's
intent.
Both of these companies happen to be located in New Hampshire.
There are other ball bearing manufacturers, of course, but none with
the unique capabilities possessed by these two companies. Each successive layoff of workers has Maused considerable public concern. Their
employment is now only half what it was 4 years ago. Both Senators
and Congressmen have actively supported thie companies' case with
the executive branch. It is doubtful that there would even be a decision yet if Congressman James Cleveland had not made a personal
crusade of this matter. His file on this case now has literally hundreds
of papers, yet, after all of these months, at negative decision has been
rendered, blaming general business conditions rather than foreign
competitors. Paradoxically, existence of significant Japanese com.petition is acknowledged in the rejection. Cwn anyone remotely imagine that the Japanese Government would have so accommodated
one of our industries if a reverse situation existed? It seems obvious
that Your committee and the Congress did not expect this kind of
decision when section 2.32 wvas put into law. That this and so many
other cases have been decided adversely indicates something is seriously wrong!
This is just one example, of course, involving only a fewv million
dollars and several thousand jobs. The national security implications
aire alarming in themselves in this case. But this week you are concentraiting on munch broader economic implications. It is ouir major industries that,must concern you more than smaller cases like this. However,
this case does showv that our current attitudes are wrong. If we
cannot help a vital, small U.S. industry when no significant foreign
relations or economic harm could result to another nation, how can we
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face the much bigger -problems? We must change our attitudes and
biases from -hindering American business to helping it thrive in
world competition.
In conclusion, I have attempted to make two principal points today.
First, America's world trade position is a critically important matter,
far more important than is understood by the publlic. And, second,
the U.S. trade position is in a very grave condition.
I am convinced that meaningful steps to improve our trade position
would make a major contribution toward relieving unemploymenthundreds of thousands of jobs are at stake. From the standpoint of the
rest of the world, an improvement in the U.S. trade position is also
essen-,tial. Only in that way can we effectively restore UT.S. balance of
paymeifts staI~ility -and preserve the international monetary system11.
Just to digress one moment, Mr. Wi11'ight in his testimony on .Monday
mentioned that in consumer electronics that we were going to see theO
trade deficit go from about $1 billion in 1970 to $3,500 million in 1975.
We hear talk about getting out of Vietnam and how that will solve
our balance bf payments problem. Getting out of Vietnam is going
to save perhaps $2 billion or $2,500 million. The radio and TV equipment industry alone, according -to Mr. Wright's figures is going to
have trade deficit that will more than offset everything we are going
to save -by getting out of Vietnam. That is one way to look at the
parameter with which we are working.
It will be no easy matter to find a common platform for trade
policy that will satisfy all of the diverse elements of business and
Government. But a common platform must be found, and the futile
free trade versus protectionist debate stopped.
The Congress, the Nation's economists, and -the bureaucracy hold
the keys to achieving a new direction for U.S. trade policy. Now,
here I disagree with Secretary Connally, because the main thrust of
his argument was business, and labor had to solve the Nation's international competitive problems. I say that business and labor must
change, too, butthe leadership must come from Washington.
Mr. Chairman, you and your fellow committee members are to be
congratulated for bringing thie international trade, issue to the fore at
this critical time. We have been woefully slow to recognize -the crisis
proportions of the Nation's world competitive problems. The painful
job of converting entrenched attitudes in the bureaucracy and forging
new legislation in the Congress must be accomplished quickly. There
is still tme to preserve the Nation's vital industries by adopting new
trade policies now. At stake is nothing less than the fundamental
soundness of the American economy. That is the key to the future of
all of us. In turn,, the stability of the world's economy lies in the balance as well. We have far too much to lose to permit our actions to be
too littl e, too late.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much. Could you come back at
2 o'clock for some questions?
Mr. DAvis. Yes, sir.
,Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 1 :05 p.m., the committee recessed to reconvene at
2 p.m., this same day.)
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2 p.m.
AFTrERNOON SESSION

Senator Rxn11cor?. The committee will be in order.
STATEMENT OF KENNETH N. DAVIS, JR., FORMER ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS-Resumed
Senator RIBIcOFF. May I try to clarify your position. On pag 1
you imply that trade is the No. 1 problem in our economy and in
relation to unemployment, the balance of payments, and so forth. Trade
is only a small percent approximately of our- gross national product.
What about the effect of our defense costs in the balance of payments?
Mr. DAVIS. On the balance of payments, yes, defense is at ig factor.
I mentioned that just for Vietnam, for example, we run ,) deficit of
several billion dollars. If my recollection serves me right, the NATO
and other wiser military costs run a $3 billion deficit. That may be
a little high.
If we could wipe out all oversize defense costs it might reduce our
balance-of-payments deficit -by $4172 to $5 billion. I do not think that
is reasonable to think that we would wipe out all oversize defense
commitments. Perhaps we could cut it in half, to $21/2 'billion. But
here in five industries alone we have lost $5 billion in only a fewv years.
Senator RIBICOFi',. You express unhappiness about the administration's handling of last year's trade bill and you talk about the Christmnas tree aspects of what the Finance Committee did, but from a practical point of view, once you handle one item or two items how can
.you keep off items that are pinching and hurting other industries?
Once you start how can you stop at one?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, that is a fair observation. The view I took was
I think very much like the initial view of Congressman Mills, which
was that o? our major industries, the three that were suffering most
were textiles, apparel, and shoes by combination of percentage of
import penetration and dollar magnitude of the impact. Not wantng
to go to a total protectionist posif ion in this country and yet knowing
something had to be done to take a step for those three major industries that had gone past the point of being helped by any normal
transitionary kinds of things, T agreed within quotas for those three.
The way I put it was "Let this belthe signal to the world that if the
United.1States cannot open markets for our other industries we might
have to go further with quotas at, sorne later time."
Now, I realize that that may seem a little discriminatory-if you
are going to have quotas for anyone-have quotas for all. However,
these were the three major industries impacted the most by foreign
-competition, within one exception, that being the radio and TV business
but we 'had already lost, that. Our own companies had already moved
their production offshore. There was ain attempt made in the Congress
Some years ago, 5 or 6 years ago to provide quotas in the radio-TV
rea. Legislation was introduced, as I remember it wvas Senator 'Brooke
of Massachusetts who sponsored it at 'tie time, and that failed, and
once it failed our industries moved out.
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Senator RII~CO1F. You explain about the, inequality of conditions
of access to industry around the world. Other witnesses have clone the
same. What strategy would you recommend to improve our foreign
trade without provoking a trade aid investment wvar? We (10 have a
lot of investments now that are returning is a very substantial return.
IDo you think that foreign countries would stands idly by under these
circumstances?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, I think it is at matter of where we aire at the
moment. I was impressed by Mr. Callowvay's testimony 'that it is not
matter of provoking at trade war, Ibut recognizing thiat, we are already
in one was the way hie put it. The inequities that exist today against
the U~nitedl States are so strong 'that unless we take some strong actions
ourselves, unless we give our negotiators some true leverage, we are
not going 'to make progress.
Think thiat p)rob~ably the biggest difference we have right now is
that while the, adlministration is talking about, become Yankee traders
and so forth, there is no real action. Th'le question. is how firm do we
b~ecomne, what sort of things do we do. I am convinced that we have
talked too long'to ourselves and not enough to our, trading partners' in
very forceful terms.
Leme give you an example. In my testimony I mentioned this
automoIbile duty and t-ariff matter with Japan. I think it is just
ridiculous today to have-I think it is 150,000 Totyotas coming into
this country, duty and taxes of $50 roughly, when Ford and' General Motors cannot sell Pintos and Vegas in Japan because duties
and taxes would be $4.50. It is time for us to say to the Japanese, "You
cannot do that any longer." Yet, the position of 'our negotiators when
they go to a, meeting with the Japanese is that, they have no anLthority to say, "We will put quotas on your cars"-he, .Japanese know
we have 110 means to enforce what we are asking for. Our negotiators
have no mneants'in a legislative wvay.
Senator RIfflcoFFp. You think our negotiators are really better off
if we hiave some congressional muscle behind them?
Mr. D.xvis. I certainly do.
Senator R~iovr. D~o you think 'that would get more for this
country? What do you suggest wvould1 be done to improve the effective.
iness of the executive branichb in the foreign trade area ?
Mr. Dt wis. 'Well, I must agree that the establishment of the Peterson Council is a. very constructive step). Trle greatest. frustration I
had in my job as Assista,,nt Secretar~y of Domestic and International
Business, was when I went to the White House in those clays wvith
at problems involving a major domestic industry and its difficulties in
international trade there was no one place to go. There was a
domestic council headed by Mr. Ehirlichiman and the National Securlity
Council headed by Mr. Kissinger. International economic policy fell
in between these two councils. Now, Mi'. Peterson's council should
fill the gap.
So I say No. 1, having a. central point in the White House is vital.
They have it.
Now, the question becomes hlow does it function. Does it take at
somewhat remote coordinating kind of role or a very active role ini
managing what is going on ini the agencies. I know that many of
the agencies would object to this, but I would opt for their taking a
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very active role and I question whether the 10-man staff, Mr. Shultz
described can do it.
I think, for example, that this matter of the bailbearing case which
I cited ought to get to that group before a decision like that is made.
They ought to know we are makin-g another negative national security
decision.
I think the countervailing duties and dumping activities ought to be
watched by them. They should constantly ask whether Treasury is
Moving aggressively enough to atpply the statutes that exist.
Senator Rimcorri.. In other words, you look at the Peterson group
not just as sort of a 'watchdog, but an active intervenor for American
interests when they are justified?
Mr. DAVIS. I do. I think they should be the manager of this area.
Let ine give you another example. With all the agencies that have
a stake in foreign economic policy, we typically would have 20 'agencies in a room debating policy-East-West trade policy, tariff preferences for the less-developed countries, and so on. Here would be 20
agencies going to a meeting, all assistant secretaries, let's say, but
with nobody having tle power to control that meeting. I would much
rather have had somebody from the. White House like Mr. Peterson
be there to run the meetings.
Senator Riimucoi.'. So basicall y iyou had a situation where nobody
was in a position to make a decision or make a recommendation?
Mr. DAvis. What we had was for each issue one agency might be
assigned a lead role, State one time, Commerce another, Treasury
another. There would be a coordination among the agencies to prepaea position paper. We would negotiate endlessly on what the position paper should say, what options there should be, and how they
should be structured. 'Finaill y after all these meetings a, piece of paper
would go to the White House which would then be passed through
some White House staff hands to the President.
Those of us that were in direct contact with the problems, you know,
felt a remoteness from the point of decision that was devastating.
Senator RIBIcori'. So it would have a built-in inertia right there,
everything was set up to put off decisions instead of making them?
Mr. DAVIS. I would not quite say it that way, Senator. I would not
say it was set up'that way intentionally.
Senator RmncoFF. It was inevitable that would happen that way?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator iRIBICOFF. I do not think it was set up but it was inevitable
it would happen that way?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes. Then you have this matter of what I call "built-in
bias," the fact that most agencies were operating off the bias that grew
after" World War 11, that America had the resources, and should take
care of all the problems in the world. So on every issue it would be
eight or nine agencies on one side and one or two on the other and
rearguing what direction the Nation should take, whether the ones I
mentioned or quotas or untying AID or whatever. Every time we
would start over again, knowing full well which position each agency
would take, what arguments they would use, and progress would be
nill.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, did everyone think that the world
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stood still? They had an idea in 1945 or 1951 that there were no other
tenable ideas or the world had not turned to change in 20 years?
Mr. DAVIS. I hate to say it, but that was the net, effect. We would
point out, for example, the availability of jet, transportation, changing
the logistics of world sourcing, that it was now possible for a U.S.
manufacturer to ship his designs or his patterns overseas and get
things made overseas and back as fast as hie could get them done in
the garment district in New York, for example. This was a physical
fact of life thiat had changed. It was an impor-tant new fact and yet we
would find the economic theorists saying well, that is just a practical
problem and somehow U.S. buisness must cope with it.
Senator RiBTcmFF. Were you surprised to hear Mr. Borch say it
costs as much to ship a piece of merchandise. from Utica to Nowv York
City as it does f rom T'okyo to New York City?2
Mr. DAVIS. I was surprised at the dramaticness of his example. I
know there are drastic inequities in freight rates. Another thing that
ties right into his point is that in the international air freight rate
negotiations the countries that we deal with hiave certain items on
which they want preferential treatment. T~he best example I can think
of is Italy and shoes. The first thing the Italians want to negotiate
in international air freight rate neogtiations is the rate on shoes. They
want that rate as low as possible because they are making a major
effort to bring shoes into this country. I have not checked lately, but
the cost of getting shoes from Rome to New York was very comparable
to the kind of example Mr. Borch gave.
Senator RimcoFF. In other words, whoever negotiates the rates on
international air freights must have, must, be deeply grounded in economic factors of what hie is doing?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes; yet a good deal of that gets negotiated by the air
carriers on their own without Government intervention.
Senator RTBICOFF. My staff points out that the foreign governments
basically own their airplanes, so you have gotia foreign government in
effect, negotiating with our private airlines. Almost all] of them, my
understanding is, practically every foreign airplane operates at a very
substantial loss.
Mr. DAVIS. That is my understanding its well.
Senator RiCicoFF. Let me ask you a final question. You were an officer
of IBM which is a multinational corporation. Do you feel that a multinational firm, moving from the United States to a low wage area,
should be controlled in any way or do you think it is in the national
interest to allow an American corporation to move wherever it will to
take advantage of labor and cost~differentials some place else in the
world?
Mr. DAVIS. The direct answer is no, I do not think they should be
controlled. I do not think that is workable. But I would Ike to add to)
that answer. I do not think it is as simple as companies saying we mniist
hold our IT.S. market no matter what and if it means going offshore
that is where we should gro. I think it is incumbent on'the company
or the industry that is going to go offshore to come to the Government
first, explain the circumstances of that industry and say unless something is done we will have to move offshore. This gets at the point you
were' making this morning. We have no strategy, we have no national
plan. We have nothing comparable to the Japanese Government's
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approach to planning which industries they will go into, which prodiicts the~y will export and so on. In fact, quite the contrary. Our
companies go and negotiate directly with the Japanese Government.
They will go on their own. The computer companies, the generator
companies, and so on, go and negotiate their own terms individually.
I do not like to suggest that we now have to get into government
planning of what our industries are going to do. But what I do think
we may be able to do, and we were starting on this when I left, was to
form some sort, of a joint busiess/government, strategy operation
where the computer people and the generator people and automobile
people and textile people and so on would work with the Government
on a regular basis on what their problems are and what kind of trade
problems they faced.
Senator ]RITICOFF. We regret-evidently no one called convening
votes today, but it seems to be very busy. Would you be good enough
to suspend for another 5 or 10 minutes while Senator Fannin and I
go vote.
Thank you, gentlemen.
(At this point in the hearing a short recess was taken.)
Senator RIBICOFF. The committee will be in order.
Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DAVIS. Excuse me. Could I just finish on the point we were on
before the break, I was in midanswer to that last question.
What I was saying was that we have no mechanism for business and
government to work together on some sort of an industrial strategy.
I do not think we want to go into national planning as extensively as
the Japanese do. B~ut we do need to get a meeting of the minds that it
is important let us say, to preserve the steel industry, to preserve the
textile industry, to preserve a viable kind of industry and what does
it take to do it.
Maybe our preeminent position in the computer and aircraft industries for example., can be used in broad negotiations to helpus in these
other industries. This is a delicate matter because it does get into our
country's free enterprise system. But we can go a lot further than we
do in working out effective national strategies. I saw an absence of it.
I think business has to give uip a Ilittle of its total independence here, its
ability 'to "wheel and deal" on its owni for the overall good of U.S.
industry.
Senator RiBICOFF. Thank you.
Mr. Fannin?
Senator- FANNIN. Mr. Davis, I do commend you for the excellent
service you have made and for the outstanding service I think you have
performed while you were with the Commerce Department.
Incidentally, when you were in the Commerce Department were
there any goals that were set as far as American trade is concerned?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, there was we had a $50 billion export goal for 1972
with a.$15 billion trade surpius-1972 or 1973, that could be checked.
But there were two elements, $50 billion in exports and $5 billion in
trade surplus. vLus is that wve will reach $50 billion in ex-ports, partially due to~in~ain, but we definitely will not meet the $5 billion
trade surpus goal.
Senator FANNIN. In achieving that goal do you have changes you
wanted to bring about, tariff changes or any other?
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Mr. DAxVIS. Yes, there were months of interagency work on a program to bring about those results. There were two key elements required in it, greater export credit and better tax treatment of exports.
Legislation has been introduced on both of those Ibut has not succeeded.
The tax plan was a part of tho trade bill, the so-called "Disc." That
fell when the trade bill fell, and the liberalization of export credit I
think is still under consideration. A bill has passed the Senate but not
the House. Tis is 2 years from the time we determined we needed it.
Senator FANNIN. IJntil we have better equalization of tariff as you
talked about earlier, 31/2 percent for cars to come into this country and
about 171/2 p~ercent~ for our cars to go to their country, besides nonitariff
barriers, without these changes do you think these goals will have any
chance of 'being reached?
Mr. DAVIS. I do not think without some changes in tariffs and/or
quotas we are going to meet these goals, no.
Senator FANNIN. It is going to be very difficult?
Mr. DAVIS. Ver difficult. TIn those early days since the first studies
were made we had no idea how fast the deterioration in our trade position, which you can see up here onl my chart, was going to 'take place.
We have to offset this some way, either stop some of our industries
from losing ground as fast as they are or find substitutes. We all know
there are no industries corning along fast enough to replace these giant
industries.
Senator FAN NIN. You heard muchi of the testimony that as far as
our countervailing duties and dumping anid other 'trade practices,
do you feel we would be in at better position if we could have all
these trade laws under one agency, either an existing agency or a newly
created agency?
Mr. DAVIS. Maybe ultimately. I do not think you could do it in the
near future. There are too many different activities going on now
that are intertwined with the other operations of their agencies. I
think if we canl start with better management at the top, with a really
extensive reaching-out, perhaps from the Peterson council, into all
agencies so that there is greater surveillance and followup that maybe
we do not get to get them altogether in one place.
Senator FANNIN. As I understand the -problem, the decisions madeand this has been expressed during these hearings here and been countermanded by another agenicy-and that if we continue handling it on
that basis we are goinga to have difficulty accomplishing our goals,
and I was wondering if it would be at newly created or just a consolidation might be possible, even if it takes some time. Do you think that
woul d lbe a goal ?
Mr. DAVIS. I think some consolidation canl take place. Really what
I was questioning is whether we canl get them altogether or the bulk
of them together in one place. Overall consolidation would be difficult
because, let us say, certain agricultural matters aire tied into the other
workings of the Department of Agriculture, certain Treasury matters in the workings of the Treasury Department. I doubt that you
can pull all international economic matters together in the agency.
If they do achieve this one Economic Affairs Agency1 as part of the
proposed Presidential reorganization plan, they would all pretty much
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fall into one house, although admittedly down the line in the organizational structure.
Senator FANNIN. I feel that personally should be the goal, but
if it comes about by the reorganization change that would be more
beneficial perhaps.
In your testimony you cited an example of the balibearing case in
New I-am-pshire. I heard the Senators testif 'ying, Senator McIntyre
and Senator Norris Cotton speaking on the floor and complaining
about this anid asking for relief, and you refer to one of the Congressmen that'%was very active. I am vitally concerned about this, especially
when you stated that there could be involved a very serious matter
as far as something in defense is concerned. Do you consider this a
very serious problem?
Mr. DAvis. Yes. Let me say first of all I was somewhat involved in
the case when I was in the Commerce Department. I was, I guess, instrumental in Commerce being the first agency to decide that the
Government should support this application. In reaching that position I spent at lot of time on the case, visited the plants and so forth,
and became impressed with the capability and what the Nation would
lose if these companies succumbed to foreign competition.
It would be wrong to either lose their capability altogether or perImps to have, the Government set uip its owrn capability as was done
for jewel bearings. No independent producers were left, and so a
Government facility had to be put up to be sure the Nation would have
them available for defense needs.
That could happen in this case, too, I suspect, certainly with the
trends that are going on. I think it is an important case on its own.
For your hearings I think it is probably more important as an example
of the attitude that is so general. I think it is very pertinent to your
interests right now.
S13enator FANNIN. Well, since it is under the Office of Emergency
Prearedness, I think we should learn about it.
Mr. Chairman, it might be advantageous to have General Lincoln
appear before the committee, because if this is very widespread it
could have serious -repercussions, especially when you say there is a
possibility of the Federal Government building a plant to continue
the manufacture of this item?2
Mr. DAVIS. That could be the ultimate conclusion if the manufacturers drop out. I know that one of the two companies has now diversified
its activities to where this is only 20 percent of its remaining business,
and it keeps asking itself the question of whether it should stay in this
business. So it is not just a matter of serving the companies' interest.
It is also a matter of the country's interest,.
Senator FANNIN. I heard Senator McIntyre refer to this on the
floor, and he was talking about how few companies in this country
can produce that bearing. I guess the profitability of it would be the
determination, so if they cannot remain in business would the manufachirer of that bearing-and perhaps it would not be taken over by,
some. other country-bult as I understand it the Japanese have taken
over the large volume of bearing business; is that right?
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Mr. DAVIS.

That is right.

Senator FANNIN. Th1at. leaves a great concern, If I remember it,
they were talking about the number of bearings involved, the models
that were widespread, but the volume waii all iii just a very limited
number. I mean, whenl they talk about say 300 or 400 hundred bearings in a line of work that there might be 50 or 25 or fewer that represent most of the volume of a great percentage of the volume?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes. 1 remember one of the particular points they made
in their case is that there are many very special short-run. small items
to be produced for Very necessary applications that are not particularly
profitable. High-protit runs arev where foreign competition is coming
in. If all the volumie higi -profit business goes, there is no point in
the domestic companies staving in the specialty business alone. If they
go out of the business, thre capability needed for space satellites,
medical instruments, or whatever will be lost.
Senator FANNIN. But for maintenance and all, if that bearing is
available the unit may be just worthless; is that it?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes. It does seem to me that for this committee's interest, here is a section of the law which has been in effect since 1955. It
has only been applied once. Perhaps it is worth looking at one tangible
case closely to find out what is wrong with the law or the administration of the operation.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you very munch.
Do you have any comments on what Mr. Shultz said this morning
about the American capital, American business, and American labor
can adjust to meet the import competition?
Mr. DAVIS. I think I would rather stand on the record of what has
happened. Again, look at what five of our strongest and biggest industries have done. They have not been able to stand on their own.
The alternative of moving out to find low-cost labor so that they
can continue to at least distribute and sell products is not a very
happy solution for this country either in the employment area, or in
the balance of payments area. I think the facts are here. Someone once
said it is harder to know you have a problem than it is to solve it.
It is getting acceptance that we have a trade problem, getting people
to look at those numbers that have been so difficult, as Mr. ddlaway
of Burling-ton Industries said the other day, I believe the evidence
is there if we will only look.
Senator FANNIN. Well, I agree. I think the evidence is there. But
some of the witnesses we have had, especially from the Government.
are not in agreement. Some of them just feel'that the problem will go
a-way.
From what I have observed and what has been stated by, other
witnesses, would lead me to believe that we must either say the GATT
will work as originally planned, or we get new legislation that will
take care of our own country with full' consideration of the consequences of international trmdle.
Mr. DAVIS. Might I make one more observation, sir?
Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. This is the strangest problem I have ever dealt with
in my life. In 20 years in business I never saw a problem that was as
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hard to get agreement on as this. I just never saw anything like it. It is
complicated, yes. There are many divergent points of view to reconcile. What we are trying to do here is change a national attitude, and
this is very, very difficult to do. We found how hard it is to change
our attitudes on Vietnam, for example. A change of national attitudes
is awfully hard to bring about.
We need ti breakthrough, and your committee hearings this week
mnay be the turning point. It just may be that finally it is dawning on
the Nation that there is something new the country has to get concerned about.
I was much impresed when I saw the mention in your hearing
notice about the need for public awareness. That is where the weak
point has been. The public has not understood this issue. Industry
has done a bad job in telling its story. Industry has, I think, gone too
much the political route and has not done enough to reach the public.
It has not gotten its story across well. You have given them a wonderfuil platfo-m to get their story across and I think it will help. We are
all dealing with a problem that runs against the American grain of
being liberal and helpful to other nations. Having to turn firm and
tough onl trade is not in keeping with our national character right now.
I have come to the conclusion myself that we are being too tough
militarily and politically and not enough economically. W1e have just
got to cross that bridge.

Senator

FANNIN. Well, I

know that there is a great difference be-

tween free trade and fair trade. You know so many times people talk
to us, as they did in Japan, that they still want to retain free trade.
We mention fair trade because how can you say free trade when we
have all these protectionist policies they carry through, but they do
not look at it from the standpoint of a fair-trade policy program.
Well, I appreciate very much the information you have given.
Thank you very much..

Senator RunIcoFF. Th~ank you very much. We do appreciate your

,joining us, Mr. Davis.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Davis follows. Hearing continues
Onl p. 555.)
STATEMENT OF KENNETH N. DAVIS, JR., FORMER ASSISTANT SECRETARY
COMMERCE FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

OF

INTRODUCTION
American i8 in, deep trouble in international trade-trouble far more severe
and Important to the nation than the public has realized. There is growing evidence that our trade difficulties are at the root of two of the most critical
problems confronting the nation's policy makers today-persistent high unemployment in. the United States and the threatened demise of the dollars as the
foundation of the world monetary system.
After many years of balance of payments deficits, our country has reached a
crucial turning point. We must make l'ng overdue changes in our trade policy
nowv if we are to continue as the world's leading industrial nation. Unfortunately,
despite the crisis atmosphere, there is still no consensus that trade is the
fundamental problem. Your hearings have demonstrated again that a basic
(disagreement continues to divide us. The corrosive and unproductive "free trade"
Vs. "protectionist" debate rages on. It Is vital that your hearings mark the end
of this debate. The time has finally co:nie to act!
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BACKGROUND

My chief duty at the Commerce Department was to work with American
industry on Its problems In International trade, Because of my previous business
background, I had come to Washington convinced that the world was fast
becoming a global marketplace. That the jet freighter and Instant communications
would Inevitably result In a free flowv of trade seemed to me a foregone conclusion. I am as convinced as ever that we will one day have such a world. But
my experience In Commerce convinced ine that much more than jets and cornmunications satellites will be required to break down trade barriers and wipe
out economic nationalism. I saw firsthand that our trade representatives have
no real negotiating leverage to deal with such inequities as Japan's trade and
investment restrictions against our companies. I became convinced that stronger
action must lie taken by the United States to assert Its rights to fair and equitable
treatment In world trade. New legislation Is definitely needed, both to spur U.S.
exports and1 also to prevent the wiping out of major American Industries by

extreme import penetration.

"MILs BILL" AND THE "TRADE AC7r 0r 1970"

This was why I urged the Administration last June to back the so-called
"Mills Bill" providing for quotas on textiles, apparel, and sho- Imports to share in
the growth of our market. In Its limited original form, that legislation would have
passed on a bipartisan basis, I believe. It would have given the long-needed signal
to the rest of the world that the United States was not going to just talk about
fair treatment, but would also act when It had to.
What happened Is history. Instead of a limited "Mills Bill," the final Bill became something of a "Christmas Tree" In Committee. Part of the problem was that
the Administration refused to back anything but textiles. Why the shoe industry,
which had been much more severely Impacted than textiles, could not be supported by the Administration was never very clear. But neither the Ways and
Means Committee or your Committee would agree to exclude shoes. The Admuinistration's position has apparently not changed. Now, however, Mr. Mills Is no
longer backing even textile legislation and hasn't scheduled any hearings onl trade
In this session. The result of these confusing developments Is that U.S. trade
Policy is sitting on (lead center. Your hearings are the only hope in sight for
stimulating early action. And the threat to the dollarshows that we must act now.
DETERIORATION OF THE UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE POSITION

Industry and labor are facing a rapidly deteriorating situation. Their plight
Is brought on both by Intensive foreign competition and by American producers
moving out to other countries to utilize low cost labor to compete In the U.S.
What was once a trickle of plant closings and work cutbacks affecting only a few
of our older, labor-Intensive industries has now become a flood-tide of trouble for
most of U.S. business. Even such modern bellwether Industries as automobiles
and electronics have been severely Impacted. Automobile Imports, which were
only 2 or 301 our market ten years ago reached 16%11 In April, up from 12.6% a
year ago. Mr. Wright of Zenith told you the tragic story of the virtual elimination
of America's radio and TV manufacturing Industry. Rgdios are now practically
100%/ Imported, black and white TV sets 50%/ Imported, and color TV already.
20%y imported and rising fast. TV would seem to have been a prime example of the
kind of new technology product to provide jobs for workers displaced from older
industries like textiles. It Is fair to ask, if not a giant newv industry like electronics, what Industry can provide jobs now and for the future? The first sign has
been given that auto production jobs will be lost, too. Chrysler has announced that
Its "mini-car" to compete with Vega and Pinto will be the IDodge Colt. The Colt
will be manufactured completely in Japan by 'Mitsuibishi for Chrysler to sell in
the American market!
As of now, there is little hope that U.S. producers can make up for lost market
shares at home by Increasing export business. You may have noticed thle lament
of a Ford executive In a recent weekly newsmagazine. "The Japanese can land
a Toyota here for $50 in duty and taxes, while it costs $450 to get a Pinto Into
Japan," hie said. There will be very fewv Pintos sold In Japan while tenls of thousands of Toyotas are coming here! Mr. Henry Ford spoke vehemently onl the subject to his stockholders last week.
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U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS -(LIQUIDITY)

U.S. TRADE BALANCE

-

5 MAJOR INDUSTRIES
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Are these just a few Isolated examples, or does the claim stand up) that there
Is an overall deterioration of our trade positions And, if true, is the trade problem the main cause of our balance of payments difficulties rather than currency
exchange rates or other factors. Herc are two charts, one of which I am sure
you have seen before, and one of which you may not have seen. The first shows
the U.S. balance of payments performance over the years. Note that with one exception, 1968, there has been a steadily growing deficit. From a deficit of about
one billion dollars in 1965, the deficit grew to seven billion in 1969. The second
chart shows the trade balance of some selected major U.S. Industries that have
62-790 0-71-pt. 1-36
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been hurt most by foreign competition. The trade balances of five major industrics have been comblined In this chart. Automobiles, steel, teaztile8 and apparel,
consumer electronics, and shoes show more than a five billion dollar decline in
their trade balances in the 1965-1970 period. From a steady surplus in the early
60's they dropped precipitously to a four and one-half billion dollar deficit In 1909.
and a 5.7 billion dollar deficit in 1970. It could almost seem that they alone account for the whole U.S. balance of payments slump. There are, of course, other
pluses andl minuses, but these are among the most extreme problem cases. I do
not propose that we attack the balance of payments problem mnerely ly focusing
on these Industries. What I do suggest Is that we cannot cure our balance of payments difficulties If our major Industries' trade positions continue to deteriorate
as fast as this. The nation cannot afford to lose in such a short period the hun.
(Ireds of thousands of jobs represented by such immense trade losses.
SQme have said that adoption of flexible currency exchange rates will restore
world monetary stability. They say that no significant change in U.S. trade
policy Is needed. In view of these charts, I doubt that they are right. But, even
if some type of monetary arrangement could be worked out to postpone facing
up to our trade problem, wve cannot afford the weakening of owr whole industrial
framework that a further decline in our trade position will cause. When production Is transferred overseas or plants are dismantled, the loss is permanent and
unrecoverable. It has been said that when inflation is brought under control all
of our problems will be solved. This is just not so! For bringing Inflation under
control will not reduce imports' share of our market to former levels. And
factories that have been dismantled will not be reopened, nor will the jobs
which they once provided be restored. Although It may be easier to just wait
calmly for better times, businesses nil over the country know that the very real
problems they are facing In the world of International competition will not be
solved by waiting!
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES AND WORLD REALITIES

Economists In government and In business have played a leading role, and p~erhaps the leading role, In establishing America's foreign trade policy. Where business and the Congress have been divided into "free trade" and "protectionist"
camps, the nation's economists have been almost unanimous in their principles
in this area. Across the whole spectrum from liberal to conservative they have
strongly backed an extreme free trade posture for the United States, even In the
face of restrictive practices by other leading nations. They can take much of
the credit for the great achievements in world economic progress since World War
II. It seems, though, that the U.S. balance of paymt-nts deficits and the world
monetary problem also stemi from their principles.
One striking recent example of the near unanimity of the economists was their
petition against the Trade Act of 1970. Economists across the nation opposed that
Bill, largely because of the provisions for quotas on textiles and other products.
They likened the consequences of passage of that legislation to those of
the infamous Smoot-Ilawley Tariff Act of 1930, although some key factors are
actually quite different today. The problem of U.S. manufacturers moving out to
low-wage countries to compete in the American market is one phenomenon that
is very different fromn what happened in the 1930's.
Underlying the economists' stand Is the principle of "comparative advanltage"-each nation should Sell that which it finds It can produce most efficiently.
If a few nations make all of the textiles or shoes, all well and good. Others will
build autos or airplanes or compIuters. The principle i., fundamentally sound
and unassailable omi theoretical grounds. A corollary concelpt to "comparative,
advantage" is the Idea of the, "adjustment process." When one- Country cannot,
withstand foreign competition in a particular industry, that industry should
go through an "adjustment" phase Into sewne other field. Againi, the principle
is4 sound. particularly when government assistance is provided to hell) an Indlustry "adjust" out of its traditional business Into something else. hEconomists h~are
put great stress on the Adjustment Assistance provisions of present andl proposed U.S. trade laws as the answer for our own Industries that are suffering
from intense foreign competition. However, there are scver~e practical li~nitations to this concept. There are 3.5,000 textile and apparel companies, for example. They employ some 2a5 million workers, one out of nine of all American
factory workers. It would not be feasible to assist even a small part of such a
giant Industry.
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American economists have also generally not been much Interested In U.S.
exp~orts. They note that export consttut Only 11%of our GNP (while In Europe
figures of 15%l to 20%/ prevail, and in Japan 10%). In these times of fiscal
,tringency, they are unsympathetic to export -expansi on measures that require
additional budgetary support, such as Imiproved export credit or more liberal tax
treatment for export.
It Is in the practical applicataion of economic theory that difficulty arises.
To be truly effective, the p~rincip~les should be applied evenly in all countries,
Unfortunately, this Is not thle case. Etconomnic nationalism. is pursued vigorously
in, virtually every country except the United States. Where many of our econloists consider the balance of payments to be of secondary importance, in other
countries the payments position is a matter of top) priority. As a matter of basic
national policy, they adopt trade rules for their own benefit, often to the sernoiis detriment of the United States' balance of paymentt, and of the business
interests of our companies. Our international companies know only too well
about foreign governments' activities in matters., affecting their vital business
interests. There Is no comparable U.S. Government Intervention In their behalf.
It is necessary to give due weight to the economic principles which, along with
foreign relations considerations, have Influenced American trade pl~oicy so
strongly. No major change in trade policy can be effective without the strong support of the nation's economists. Now may be just the opportune moment for this
influential group to broaden its view to recognize the practical problems confrontIng the U.S. in world trade today. It may be that one result of the monetary crisis
will be a receptivity both here and abroad to new proposals to save America's
trade position at long last.
THE nUREAUCHACY'S WJAS ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Because of my background, your staff asked that I comment on the functioning
of "The Bureaucracy."
Foreign trade and economic matters probably Involve more government agencies, bureaus, and commissions than any other policy area in government. State,
Treasury, Commerce, Defense, Agriculture, JTustice, the Special Trade Representative, CIA, USIA, the Tariff Commission, and many others take positions on 'the
important trade Issues. The number of problems that come before thle interagency
working committees or are handled within the individual agencies is simply
incredible. Never In business did I encounter the number or variety of problems
that people in the trade field In government must handle. With every Industry
and every country a possible candidate for some problem on anmy given day, one
can appreciate the complex and heavy workload carried by agency personnel.
I was greatly impressed by time knowledge, thoroughness and dedication of the
people I worked with, both in Commerce and In other agencies. But I was disap~pointed by the inefficiency of the decision, process and tile inflexibility of agency
positions. Of greatest concern was the "built-in bias,"1 in nearly every agency,
against helping U.S, business if any sort of action against foreign competition
ti ht be needed.
I will try to give you an example of what I mean. I want to describe briefly an
almost unbelievable case of uncertainty, delay, and a "built-ini W~as" against assisting U.S. Ibusiness. It is a still-active matter that slowvs how lacking in responsiveness our government agencies are, even today.
This Is the application of the Miniature and Precision Ball Bearing industry
for Import Relief under the National 'Security Provisions of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962. Miniatre precision ball bearings are requiredl in thousands of critical
products ranging from space andl medical science to tile most advanced weaponry.
Tile techniques for making these tiny bearings were a United States exclusive
until a few years ago. Now there are only two companies left in this country that
are able to make these essential devices. These are the finest, most precise
mechanical parts in use today.
Thme date of this application is January 31, 1909. The decision from the Office
,of Emergency Preparedness (ruling against the Industry) was Issued on May
5. 1971. over 27 months after the original filing! It Is of Interest that since this
provision (Section 232) became law, there has been only one decision In favor
of import relief-for petroleum-and more than twenty-five decisions against
relief. 'Section 232 originated In the Senlate Fimmince Committee back in 1955.
Your Committee has time and again asked that It be made operative, but the
bureaucratic resistance persists.
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Experienced Commerce staff people told me that this was une ;jst National
Security case they had ever seen. The Commerce Department, and after some
months of delay. the Defense Department as well, recommended that Import
relief be granted. The Labor Department attested to the criteini skills that
would disappear If our two sole remaining p~rodulcers were lost. Thle D~efense
Department has become truly alarmed andl has issued orders that all defense
procurement of these bearings must be from the U.S. or Canada. It is ironic,
however, that within a few (lays after D~efense's announcement in late April, the
newspapers carried this Item: "New Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc. announced
today that it Is closing Its Laconia, New Hampshire, plant on May 1. Richard
Cherwin, the company's president, said that 'The Defense Department's action
last week was a constructive step but It wvas too little and too late.'" The company will transfer what business It has left to Its remaining facility. Unfortunately, defense business alone Is not sufficient to sustain the Industry's capability.
It Is not possible to go Into all of the details of the case here today, of course.
But In at minute or two you can get a feel for It as a clear-cut example of Just
how Impossible It Is for an American Industry to obtain relief from Import comp~etition, despite Congress's Intent.
Both of these companies happen to be located tin New Hampshire. There are
other ball bearing manufacturers, of course, but none with the unique capabilities possessed by these two companies. Each successive layoff of workers has
caused considerable public concern. Their employment Is now only half what
It was four years ago. Both Senators and Congressmen have actively supported
the companies' case with the Executive Branch. It is doubtful that there would
even be a decision yet If Congressman James Cleveland had not made a personal crusade of this matter. And yet, after all of these months, a negative decision has been rendered, blaming general business conditions rather than foreign
competitors. Paradoxically, existence of significant .Japanese competition Is
acknowledged fin the rejection. Can anyone remotely Imagine that the Japanese
government would have so accommodated one of our Industries If a reverse
situation existed? It seems obvious that your Committee and the Congress
(11( not expect this kind of decision when Section 232 was put into law. That
this and so many other cases have been decided adversely Indicates something
is4 seriously wrong!
This is just one example, of course, Involving only a few million dollars
and several thousand jobs. The National Security implications are alarming In
themselves. But this week you are concentrating on much broader economic
implications. It is our major Industries that must concern you more than smaller
eases like this. However, this case does show that our current attitudes are
wrong! If wve cannot hell) a vital, small U.S. industry when no significant
foreign relations or economic harm could result to another nation, how can wve
face the much bigger problems? We must change our attitudes and biases from
hindering American business to helping it thrive in icorld competition!
CONCLUSION
I have attempted to make two principal point., today. First, America's world
trade Position is a critically important matter, far more important than is
understood by the public. And, second, the United S'tates trade position is in
a very grave condition.
I am convinced that meaningful steps to Improve our trade position would
make a major contribution toward relieving unemiployment-hundreds of thousands of jobs are at stake! From the standpoint of the rest of the world, an
improvement lin the U.S. trade position Is essential. Only in that way can we
effectively restore U.S. balance of payments stability and preserve the internationalmonetary system.
It will be no easy matter to find a common pliatform for trade policy that
will satisfy all of thme diverse elements of business and] government. But a common
platform must be found, and the futile "free trade" v.,. protectionists" debate
stopp~ed.
The Congress, the nation's economists, amid the bureaucracy told the keys to
achieving a new direction for U.S. trade policy. Business and lagor must change
too, but the leadership can only co-mn from Washington. Mr. Chairman, you and
your fellow committee members are to be congratulated on bringing the international trade issue to the fore at this critical time. We have been woefully slow
to recognize the crisis proportions of the nation's world comupetitiv-e problems.
The painful job of converting entrenched attitudes in the bureaucracy and
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forging -new legislation In the Congress must be accomplished quickly. There Is
still time to preserve the nation's vital Industries by adopting now trade polioie8
nate. At stake Is nothing less than the fundamental soundness of the American
economy. In turn, the stability of the world's economy lies In the balance as well.
We have far too mnuch to lose to permit our actions to be "Too little, too late" ! !
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Ahlbrandit, please.

STATEMENT OF ROGER S. AHLBRANDT, PRESIDENT, ALLEGHENY
LUDLUM INDUSTRIES, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Ahlbrandt, we do appreciate you giving us
your time and would you proceed with your testimony, sir.
Mr. AHiLBRANDT. Thank youl very much, Mr. Chairman, and also
Senator Fannin.
My name is Roger S. Ahlbrandt. I am president and chief executive
officer of Alleghe~ny Ludlum Industries, Inc., with corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc., is a diversified manufacturing
corporation with sales of over $500 million annually and ranking
217th among the Fortune 500.
We thank the committee for this opportunity to appear and present our views on national trade policies and international rules and
institutions.
The U~nited States is well into the beginning of a, new era in international economic relationships and we as a Nation face a greatly
changed international economic environment. New economic superstates have risen, in the European Common Market and in Japan;
and these States appropriately view the entire world as their market.
It thus appears to us that our Nation faces important decisions in
two principal areas:
1. In the arena of international world trade, where the formulation of a definitive and realistic American policy is an immediate
imperative.
2. In the arena of foreign policy, where in the past, political objectives. have virtually excluded economic considerations but where
economic issues now will have to assume first priority.
In addition, our Nation faces immediate problems of short-term
measures of vast importance to several of our most vital industries,
since the solution to certain of our trade imbalances-affecting
employment, profitability, and in some cases sheer survival of an
itidustry-cannot await long-term settlement or future policy determination.
The new international economic environment can be viewed in
perspective if one but contr-asts the principal characteristics of the
American economy and the economies of the emerging trading powers
in the Common Market and Japan.
The American economy is a mature, profit-oriented economy, with a
high standard of living, built on producti-vity, technology, and the
work of an educated and skilled labor force. It is higlrVycapital
intensive in its industrial establishment and supports a hgh tax
structure.
Government policies in America, as they'affect monetary and .fiscal
considbrations, have resulted in a long series of deficits both in the
Nation's balance of paymentsand in the Federal budget. And, of grave
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concern, these policies have contributed greatly to the high rate of inflation in America, some .5 percent annually, compared with less than
a 3 percent rate just a few years ago.
In addition, the American economy has formulated no real1 international trade p~olicy. strategy, or objectives--except the general support
of lower tariffs and the p)rincip~le of free trade. U.S. industries define
their r-elevant market -as the ITn1iteci States and not the world. Numerous Government policies encourage this market myopia, among them
the following:
1. 'U.S. antitrust policy attempts to provide for effective competition. However, the focus has been only on an industry structure of
U.S. companies producing for the U.S. market. The economic environment in our world has chianged-and our antitrust officials- must take
this into consideration today. Merger movements in Jnanai and Europe
are producing combined companies-l arger than U.S. Steel, for instance--most efficient and most competitive in the world market not
only because of size but also because of national incentives.
2. U.S. tax policy penalizes financial success and investment opporftnities and, at the same time, limits competitive strength~ and growth.
3. The American economy has no coherent policy of protecting its
strategically important, markets. Protection isinvoked on an ad hioc
basis, only after crises develop. Industries experience deep peCnetration
of their markets, lost sales, sharply reduced profits or losses, and unemployment before corrective action, if any.
Our people are acutely conscious of the need for environmental
quality improvement and of other elements in social responsibility of
business, but are almost totally unaware of the added costs to business
and finally to themselves as the ultimate consumers.
Because of U.S. tax policy and other considerations, American industries have exported both capital and technology overseas in order
to participate in the growing foreign markets and to reexport the
,value-added product back to the United States-to the detriment. of
grow-%th in our domestic economy. The number of jot) opportunities
thus exported from the United States is in the hundreds of thousands.
On the other hand, gentlemen, in the new international economic
environment , foreign economies are dedicated partnerships between
Government, industry, finance, and labor. The business characteristics
of the new trading 'powers differ greatly from those in the Unmited
States.
In Japan, relations lbetweenl gover-nmen1t, business, and financial
institutions enable companies to support higher debt-to-equity ratios
than their UT.S. counterparts. This permits them to finance new facilities for growth largely withi debt capital. Since they are. less dependent
upon retained earnings to finance gr-owth, they can operate on lower
profit margins, and hence can price lower than their U.S. counterparts. Finally, since; they rely less on the equity nmrkets for grow'%th
capital, they'are less concerned about, shott-term profits, consistent
ear-iims tr-ends, hPj~h dividend payoumt. and p)rice-ear-nings r-atios.
Instead, they can afford to take a, longer-term focus, to invest heavily
for market dominance,, sign long-ter-m contracts for scarce raw materials, and defer profit realization. But due to fixed labomr costs and highinterest costs, foreign industry generally has a higher break-even production cost and must operate at, close to capacity at all times.
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In our competing world economies, p~ar'ticullarly in Japant, the tradition of "permanent employment" of workers and their paternalistic
employment policies result in apparent greater labor harmony and a
dedicated, enthusiastic work force. They enjoy a rising standard of
living, which like the American economy is built~ onl productivitywith "borrowed" or licensed technology, most of it from the United
States, and much of it acquired at bargaiin rates.
A large, trained work force is available but at a lower absolute cost
than in the American economy. And because rapidly rising foreign
wages are largely offset by p)roductivPity gains, the gap between unit
labor costs. in these countries and in the American economy continues
to widen.
Government monetary and fiscal policies in those economies have
been successfult in encouraging industrial growth, increasing favorable
balance of payments, promoting international trade, and gaining
major portions of important growth markets throughout the world.
Specifically speaking of the Japanese economy, we note wvellplanned, long-range economic objectives and programs for international trade.
1. Ani entire array of incentives to export is provided; and there are
situations where government guarantees low interest rate loans.
2. Distribution for export is centralized, not fragmented as in the
American economy. Long-established trading companies, operating onl
anl international scale with offices and contacts throughout the world,
allow introduction of new products to a worldwide market at a reasonable cost.
8. The Japanese economy, further, takes every advantage of ocean
logistics, creating port f acil ities to accommodate thie, specially designed
and largest tonnage vessels afloat-now upward of 200,000 tons-and
builds industrial facilities onl deep water.
It is a general assumption and wide belief that Japan's economic
success rests principally onl cheaper labor. This is a basic and very
important factor but emphasis onl it alone could contribute to actions
by our policymakers which would not. bring out truly constructive
solutions. We must examine differences in growthi rates, cost declines,
and rates of inflation to make a fair, analysis and help determine our
own future course.
To this end, we hax-e found a revealing view of the dynamics of the
Japanese economy and its accomplishments in the post-World War 11
period in at publicattion of the B~oston Consulting Group entitled "U.S.Japan Trade in the 1970s." I believe it will prove useful to the commtittee and I herewith submit it for the record of these hearings.
Senator RIBICOF.'. 'Without, objection it will gro into the record.
(The publication of the B~oston Consultinsxt Group referred to by
Mr. Ahlbrandt, and accepted by Senator Ribicoff for incorporation
;nto the record, appears as appendix IT, page 1011.)
Mr. AIILBRAND'r. The 'Boston Consulting Group hats developed a
strategic tool, called the "Experience Curve"Concept."1 This analytical
tool enables us to calculate the changes in relative costs of the Japanese
and American economies for any given industry. And it readily enables us to determine the relative and changing cost positions of the two
countries for a given industry. It has been demonstrated that, for a
variety of industries, total cost in constant dollars-yen. marks, et
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cetera-adjusted to exclude the effects of inflation, will decline by a
characteristic amount each time accumulated production experience, or
manufactured volume, doubles. This is found to be true in entire industries as well as in individual companies. And it is equally true of national economies.
Studies covering a. wide range of industries indicate that constant
dollar costs decline between 20 percent and 30 percent with each
doubling of acclunulbted production experience. These cost reductions
result from. greater economies of scale, the familiar "'labor learning
curve"l effect, distribution efficiencies, substitutions for high-cost inputs, and investments for cost. reduction and expansion.
Therefore, an American industry can maintain relative price competitiveness only if it:
1. Has a faster growth rate than the competing industry in another
country.
2. Has a steeper rate of cost reduction.
3. Has lower initial production costs.
4. Or if the United States has a lower inflation rate than competing economies.
The first variable, growth rate, is the most dynamic and is a function of timee land entry" into thie market and production volume of
the industry in each country. Japanese and European producers in
many basic industries have been able to achieve relative cost advantgsby supplying the growth markets in the postwar Japanese and
Erpean economies as well as high growth export markets. It is
more difficult 'to double production rates in a mature economy such as
the United States than it is in Japan where initial production began
after World War II.
The second and third variables, relative cost reduction rates, and
lower initial production costs, depend mostly. on. such forces as industrial concentration-size or companies-unionism, technology, raw
materials, government, and public attitudes and policies.
Foreign industries have th benefit of U.S. technology; foreign governmnents have -provided encouragement to high growth; and a good
labor climate has been fostered, more so in Japan 'than in certain other
nations.
The fourth variable, inflation, is primarily a function of a nation's
fiscal and monetary policies. The United States has recently run
deficits in both its domestic fiscal budget and its, 'balance of trade
position. This has caused a greater relevant degree of inflation compared with Japan, for example, making U.S. products less competitive
in world markets.
And each of these variables, it must be pointed out, can be influenced by changes in various key factors, depending on decisions by
businessmen and government policymakers.
I hope this very brief mention of the experience curve concept
method of analysis will help highlight for this committee the serious
economic dilemma which our Nation faces and which we, in the steel
industry and the specialty steel industry in particular, have been
attempting to understand and cope with for some time.
TIn trying to remove both our traditional concepts, such as the
"cheap labor" observation, and emotion, which is difficult to do
when we watch market share disappear, profits decline, and unem-
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polyment gr-ow, we have come to the conclusion that we must develop
thle real facts, no natter how bitter, and business, Government, and
labor must work out solid, long-range solutions.
One of the long-held concepts proudly held in America has been
that the industrial skills of the U.S. are great, enough to insure that,
under conditions of reasonably free, world-wide competition, our
country can outcompete, other countries in any market it chooses to
enter. 'this, we now know, is not, wholly correct. And to continue this
view as an instrument of our Government's future international trade
policy would be (damaging to the Nation, its business, industry, labor,
and consumers.
The deliberate policies of industrial specialization and world market
penetration in chosen industries of the new economic superstajtes result
not only in the kind of penetration of domestic markets which we feel
so sharply in specialty steels in the United States but also in "tradeoffs" which their economic policy dictates as the price of greater international competitiveness for the UT.S. economy,.
This is clearly a part of the basic philosophy of Japanese industrial
policy. The Japanese shift emphasis from one industry to another,
phasing out low-growth, labor intensive industries and committing
national resources to higher growth, more capital intensive industries.
Thus we see the Japanese, wfih deliberate care, successfully eniphiasizing textiles, electronics, steel, ships, autos, heavy machinery, petrochemicals, and computers.
In summary, there is a pressing imperative for the United States to
formulate as quickly as possible a strategy and policy for international
trade, one which will protect our Nation's vital interests, just as the
vital interests of competing economies are being protected. Such a
policy must recognize the changed world economic, rather than political, environment-and, with a long-range view, must be formed
to meet the challenges of the advancing new economic powers as they
head into ever newv directions.
Our monopoly phobia and our views about present day antitrust
policy will have to be examined and possibly changed. The new competitive factors, such as steel imports', being the third largest steel
companynl in the United States, cannot. be ignored in setting antitrust policy for. the future. Such policy must be related to world
industry dynamics and not merely to U.S. producers. Consideration
must be given -to rationalization and concentration of industry where
necessary 'to allow American producers to compete efficiently on a
worldwide scale, whether in manufacturing or in marketing.
The Government must recast its tax policy to encourage the efficient
competitor, perhaps through a value-added form of taxation, among
others. In addition, investment tax credits and depreciation guidelines
must be redesigned to encourage the capital investment necessary for
IT.S. companies to remain competitive internationally.
We must also study other incentives which may be required-such
as export tax credits and proposals like the U.S. Treasury Department's idea of Domestic International Trade Corporations.
Our Government must take a realistic look at American marketing
and distribution for international trade and establish policies and programs for the encouragement of international trading companies, development of adequate port facilities, et cetera.
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We further believe that a major, conscious effort will have to be made
in our country, probably led by our Government, to change political,
social, financial, and cultural attitudes in order to bring about economic
resurgence and become more competitive in the world market. Greater
cooperation between Government, business, and labor will have to be
worked out on an equitable basis.
We will either do these things rationally, intelligently, and in an organized manner, or economic events-some of them possibly catastrophic in nature-will force them upon us.
Meanwhile, however, I submit that our Congress and the administration will have to look seriously at the protection of those of our I'Mportant industries which have been heavily impacted by imports, in
order to stabilize their position while the United States forges a consistent international trade policy.
While I cannot speak for textiles, electronics, shipbuilding, automaking, petrochemicals, or computers, I have a duty to tell you that,
in steel -and specialty steel, there lies a major area of responsibility for
the Congress and the administration in ths matter of urgent, imme:diate protection-through stricter voluntary arrangements, legislated
quotas, tariffs, or other measures.
Steel requires this help-and it needs it now. Japan hans become the
third-ranking steel producing power in the world; soon will be second; and by 1975 could move into first place.
Steel imports, most of them from Japan, as I stated earlier, represent "the third largest company" in the American domestic market for
steel.
In specialty steels, certain of our most important product lines are
heavily impacted by imports. Some .34 percent of th~e stainless cold-,
rolled sheet market is now held by foreign imports; 65 percent of stainless wire rod and cold-drawn stainless wire; 16 percent in tool steel.
And because of the economic advantages I have cited and the pricing
strategies designed to capture markets for their expanding capacities,
foreign producers are selling these products in the American market at
discounts of 18 to more than 50 percent of our published prices. We
believe some of these prices are below their manufacturing costs, but
this is most difficult to substantiate.
As a result, the stainless and tool steel producers of our country are
currently operating some of America's most important specialty steel
facilities, many of them as modern and technically advanced as any
in the world, t a loss-a situation which, of course, cannot long continue. Foifj relief from current levels of important penetration is not
forthcoming immediately, some of these plants may have to -be closed.
.Japanese producers have violated the intent of the product mnix provision of the voluntary limitation arrangement and increased their imports and specialty steels into the United States each year since the
signing in 1969.
-If legislated quotas are required, in our view, they should provide
for immediate, mandated study and action whrlen imports of a particularprodct r inusty reach 15 percent of the U.S. domestic market.
Also, although designed to regulate trade in a fair manner, the Countervailing Duty Act, thie Anti-Dumping Act, the Unfair Trade Practices
Act, and the Trade Expansion Act oh 962 have been largely ineffective
and unworkable.
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For one thing, it is impossible to comply with rules governing "substailtiation" to prove injury. There is no central agency responsibility
and the procedures to effect conclusive action are too time-consuming,
resulting in extraordinary expense, frustration, and loss by affected
industry.
In closing, gentlemen, I submit that our Nation and Government
must take realistic, views of the change that has come about in the
world economic environment, take a world view of markets and marketing opportunities, and formulate a new policy and strategy for international trade which -will make our Nation 'more competitive in the
global arena. That is the long-range objective.
While we take the necessary ime to accomplish these things, we
must move to protect American industries heavily impacted by imports.
And we must help bring about a conscious change in many of our
cultural, economic, financial, and political attitudes which, though
having perhaps served our Nation well ait another time in our economic
history, are clearly out of step now with the new economic superstates
in the'world environment and are proving major obstacles to America's
economic well-being.
I thank you very much, sir.
Senator RiBicopir. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Ahlbrandt, you suggest our antitrust laws are obsolete in relation to foreign competition. What do you suggest we do about our antitrust laws in this field?
Mr. ATILBRANiyT. Mr. Chairman, that is a very deep question. I
know that people have given, great study to it. I think that we are
going to have to look at our industries one by one or totally and
forget bigness within ain industry. Certainly. our foreign competitors have d one so, and if you follow the experience curve we have to
lbe able to double our production in order to bring our costs down at
a more rapid rate. Today within our own industry we will be doing
well to bring our costs down, say on a. 10-percent line over a 5-year
period, whereas I am sure that large Japanese combinations and
European combinations that have been made, they have the opportuity to bring their-that is reduce their costs down thie experience curve
by maybe as much as 20 percent at a faster rate than we.
Senator RimcoiFr. NowA, you have emphasized the problems of import levels in steel. Let me ask you: Has your company, either from
domestic or foreign plants, ever refused to sell to an American firm,
that had primarily been engaged in importing steel from abroad, but
was seeking an American source? Take. the specific case of stainless
steel.
I have 'a letter which came to me yesterday from a California imp~orter which claims that no U.S. importer, including your own, would
sell to him in carlots. I wonder if you are aware of this?
Mr. AiILBRAND'r. I do not know who that is. I am sure that if he is
wvilling to pay the price !that hie would be accommodated, although I
am not familiar with the case that you have cited.
Senator RIBICOFF. I Will give you a copy of the letter. I will have
the staff make, while you are here, carbon copies of this. It is rather a
long letter explaining his problem, and lie sort of-what hie concludes.
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be said in addition to United States Steel he sent a similar inquiry to
seven U.S. steel mills with the following results:
Armco Steel said they wanted no more business on the West Coast. They also

Indicated they did not deal with mere carload buyers, stating all their Jobs
carried "Inultiinillion dollar inventories."
Republic Steel said they needed no more business and Indicated they dealt
with members of the Steel Service Center Institute, the jobber's union.
Jones & Laughlin also said they wanted no more business and had taken on
Jobbers since 1958. Their president was convicted and fined $25,000 In 1965 for
price fixing when he was assistant to the vice president of sales of Bethlehem
Steel. I do not know If he was promoted because of this or If he took the -rap
for the rest of the "boys" or not but now he Is a leading spokesman for the steel
Industry In pleading for help from the Congress to save them from Imports.
Allegheny Ludlum refused to even consider sell Ing to me from their American
or from their mill in Gink, Belgium, although this mill hlus a large deficit In
trying to get the Belgian Government to assess a special Import levy and Import
subsidy or a large loan. In 1962 they offered to sell to me but only If I could
prove I would not resell them In this country.
Eastern Stainless Steel refused stating they wanted no more business and
refused to sell to me from their new mill In Middleburg, South Africa.

Senator RiBiooFF. I wonder if you would make some copies. I will
give you a copy of this whole correspondence for you to look at. Maybe
it never came to your desk. I am sort of curious about that, if a man
wants to buy in carload lots why no steel company will sell to him. I do
not know. I never heard of this company and I just get the letter
yesterday. I do not know if his credit is any good or what it is all about.
Mr. AIILBRANDTr. I will be very happy to look into it and I will
see you get the proper response.
(Correspondence referred to follows:)
FRANK Ml. MCCOY,
San Mateo. Calif.. May 15, 1971.

Re: Japanese stainless steel Imports.

Senator

ABRAHAMi RIBIcOFF,

Chairman, FinanceSubcommittee on InternationalTrade,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
D)EAR SIR: We are enclosing copy of a letter we wrote to Mr. Ahlbrandt of
Allegheny Ludlum who Is going to testify before your committee. He has not
answered our letter. In fact, we have written to the chairmen and presidents
of various stainless steel mills In this country and for many years we have
received no answer from any of them.
Sincerely,
FRANK Ul. MCCoy.

Mr.

ROGER

S.

FRANK El. McCoy,
San Mateo, Calif., April 17, 1971.
AHLBRANDT,

President,Allegheny Ljudlum Industrie8,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
DEAR SIn: You have been complaining In the press about Imports of stainless
steel and you are asking the Congress for still more help. However, you must
admit you have carefully omitted the following most pertinent facts Concerning
these Imports. First, the tariff is over 100%, plus port charges, drayage, ocean
freight and insurance. You must admit there must be something wrong with
the managenient, equipment or sales methods (or perhaps all three) of domestic
mills that cannot compete behind this high tariff wall.
Second-since we are not on the metric system, unlike nearly all other countries, every single item of every order must be rolled separately by a foreign
mill whereas domestic mills can have long runs at far less expense. Our mills
have long ago lost much of their exports because of their failure to adopt the
metric system and now they will never do so unless It is made compulsory, because the present arrangements makes Imports far more difficult. Because of'
this, and our high tariff, no foreign mills will quote us except the Japanese.
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Third-Because of the above, the arrival date from Japanese mills Is several
months whereas domestic mills dan usually ship promptly from their mill stock.
This compels the Importing jobber to carry a far larger stock because of this
long replacement time.
Fourth-Type 304 stainless Is about 72% steel, 19% chrome and 9%1 nickel. We
must Import an ever increasing amount of our Iron ore and most of our chrome.
We now refuse -to buy from our main supplier, Rhodesia, because we disapprove
of their government. But we can buy their ore, via Russia, at a far higher price.
Wie have little nickel and during the Canadian strike we could obtain nickel from
our former mine In Nicaro, Cuba, also via Russia, at a fantastic price. Since we
have only about 6%o of the world's population and wve use (and waste) over 35%
of the world's metals, It Ill-behooves us to try to restrict any Imports of any metals
front, any country.
Fifth-Altho our Dun & Bradstreet rating, BAl, Is very good, Allegheny LudImm, as well as every other American and Canadian mill, have always flatly refused to sell to us. Apparently your reason Is that we re-sell at far lower than
your jobbers' fixed prices, which are so exorbitant we can re-sell stainless sheets
as much as one-half their prices and still make an excellent profit. You must know
this refusal Is contrary to our laws.
Some time ago we called upon your branch In South San Francisco which Is in
the same county as our warehouse In the Port of Redwood City. We stated we
thought we were paying as much or even more than the American Mill
price to the Japanese mills since they had raised their prices about 30%. We
told them we would give them our Import costs and asked them if they would
inform us If this was true. There were three men in your office; one was working
and one, wvho seemed somewhat the worse for wear (it was the day after New
Year's), was sitting down and staring 'at the ceiling. We were told they would
give us no Information whatever, stating they knew nothing about Imported
stainless, and could not care less! They said they followed Instructions from
their Pittsburgh office and If we wanted any further information we could write
to Pittsburgh. We did so and the only answer we received wasu' letter from this
same branch refusing to sell to us.
Sincerely,
FRANK H!. MCCoy.
FRANK E. McCoy,
Mateo, Calif., January 25, 1967.
U.S.STEL
COP.,San
San Fran-cisco, Calif.
DEAR SIRS: I carry a warehouse stock of stainless, copper and aluminum sheets
in the Port of Redwood City which I sell to sheet metal shops In California and
Nevada. For years I have Imported stainless from Japan but now I am looking for
a newv source as the Japanese mills are booked up for 7 or 8 months. Also, they
have raised from 9%1 to 12%/1so I believe their prices are about the same as
American prices.
I understand domestic mills have raised only W%, from 300 to 411/0, plus various extras and less 10% to jobbers. If you care to do so, please quote me, FOB
the Port of Redwood City, on 'the attached list of guages and sizes. I usually
buy 4, 5 or 6,000 lbs. each Item for a total 40,000 lb. carload. My Dun & Bradstreet rating is B +1.
According to the "Metal Market" the domestic mills are In a slump right now
and with the very high tariff wall on stainless and the increased Japanese prices
and long delivery dates It seems to me that American mills could Increase their
volume considerably, if they cared to do so.
It also seems to me that every effort should be made to increase our exports
and to decrease our imports. For many years we have had a large excess of exp~orts but this is diminishing.
Sincerely,
FRANK E. McCoy.
In addition to U.S. Steel I sent a similar Inquiry to seven other American
stain' ess steel mills, with the following results:
U.S. Steel, McLouth Steel and Washington Steel; No reply of any kind.
Armco Steel said they wanted no more business on the West Coast. They also
Indicated they did not deal with mere carload buyers, stating all their jobbers
carried "'multimil'ion dollar Inventories."
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Republic Steel said they needed no more business anui indicated they dealt only
with inenibers of the Steel Service Center Institute, the Jobber's union.
Jones & Laughlin also said they wanted no more business and had 'taken on
no new jobbers since 1958. Their president was convicted and fined $25,000 in
Sept. 1965 for price-fixing when he was assistant to the VP of sales of Bethlehiem Steel. I don't know If lie was promoted because of this or If lie took the
rap for the rest of the "boys" or not but now he Is a leading spokesman for
the steel industry In pleading for help from the Congress to save 'them from
imports.
Allegheny Ludlum refused to even consider selling to me from their American
mill or from their mul1 In Oink, Belgium, aitho this mill has a large deficit and
Is trying to get the Belgian government to assess a special Import levy and an
export subsidy or a large loan. In 1962 they offered to sell to me but only if I
could prove I would not resell them In this country!
Eastern Stainless Steel refused stating they wanted no more business and
also refused to sell to me from their new mill In Middleburg, South Africa. In
spite of all their cheap labor, this mill, the only one In the southern hemisphere,
Is asking 'the South African government for a 20% tariff just for their benefit.
Incidentally, nearly all the equipment for this mill came from Italy and Japan!
Maybe they have not heard of the "Buy In America" movement!
FRANK E. McCoy,
,San Mateo, Calif., October 12, 1968.

U.S. STEEL CORP.,
Pitt8bUrgh, Pa.
DEAR SIRS: I carry a stock of stainless, copper and aluminum sheets which I
sell to sheet metal shops. For many years I have Imported stainless sheets from
Japan but nowv I read In the trade papers that American mnill prices are as
lowv, or lower, than the prices I am now paying for Japanese sheets.
According to time "Metal Market" American mills are In a slump right now
and with the very high tariff wall and the long delivery dates on Imported stainless it seems to me that American mills could Increase their volume considerably
If they cared to do so. I would appreciate it very much If you would quote me,
FOB the Port of Redwood City, on the attached list of guages and sizes. I usually
buy 4, 5 or 6,000 lbs. of each Item for a total of a 40,000 lb. carload. You will
find that my Dunn & Bradstreet rating Is very good.
Domestic mills, Including your concern, have refused to sell to me for many
years because I re-sell at prices as much as 50%o lower than other jobbers. I really
believe that this p~rice-fixing policy should be dropped by you, not just because it
Is Illegal, but simply because it Is no longer effective.
Many of my customers prefer imported sheets because of the ill-will built uip
against American mills by the exorbitant prices, especially on small sales, and
refusal to combine gauges, sizes, etc. However, this could be avoided if you sold
me sheets without the name of your mill on either the sheets or the cases. Also,
this would avoid any conflict with any of your own p~rice-fixing jobbers. I have
been selling a certain non-stainless domestic item in this manner for many years.
It seems to me that every effort should be made to decrease our imports. For
many years we have had a large excess of exports but thIs is rapidly diminishing.
Sincerely,
FRANK H~. McCoy.
In addition to U.S. Steel I sent a similar Inquiry to the other stainless mills
with the following results:
U.S. Steel: No reply; In fact, they have never replied for the past 25 years.
Washington Steel and McfLouth Steel-No reply.
Republic Steel-No reply. Last time they refused, Indicating they sold only to
members of the jobbers' union; the Steel Service Center Institute.
Alleghiany Ludlum-No reply from their mill In Pittmburgh or their mill In
Oink, Belgium.
Eastern Stainless Steel on Oct. 31st stated, they would not sell to me from theirmill in Middleburg, South Africa, and on Nov. 11th their VP of Sales wrote statIng they had so much business in California they would not consider selling me
anything from their mul1 In Baltimore.
Armco Steel's West Coast manager in Los Angeles replied stating "It was so
nice to hear from you again" but he said their position was the same as last time
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which was that they needed no more business and Indicating they did not de~ii
with mere carload buyers but that their jobbers all carried multi-million dollar
Inventories.
Laughlin-No reply. Two years ago they told me they would permit me
to Jones
come &
to Los Angeles and talk to them but they also Indicated they would not
sell to me whether I came or not!
SAN MATEO, CALIF., June 6,1970.
U.S. STEEL CORP'.,
San Francisco,Calif.
DEAR SIBS: We carry a stock of stainless, copper and aluminum sheets In our
warehouse In the Port of Redwood City which we sell to 175 shops In California
and Nevada. For many years we have Imported our stainless from Japan because
your mill and all the other Amecrican mills have refused to sell to us, aitho we
would certainly prefer to buy In this country. For many months the "American
Metal Market" has repeatedly stated "Domestic stainless mills are hungry."
This seems borne out by their June 1st report "Price cuts are being extended by
several stainless producers, it's reported In trade circles. Allegheny Ludlum
confirmed they are making such concessions to meet competition. On stainless
sheet the discount Is now as high as 8%o off mill list".
On June 2nd George A. Stinson, chairman of the American Iron & Steel Institute and president of National Steel, complains entirely too much steel Is
heing Imported. He states American specialty steels, about 90%/ stainless, are
selling at an average price of $1,130 per ton. Since the Japanese have raised
their prices we are now paying about $1,200 per ton for their stainless, or more
than the American mill price, according to Stinson.
Now we are perfectly willing to pay your mill this price as it would enable
us to Increase our Inventory with a lesser Investment since It take several months
delivery time on Imports against a few weeks out of a domestic mill's stock.
Also, it should nowv be quite apparent to all of us every effort must be made to
Inc'rease our exports and decrease our Imports. For many years we have had
a large excess of exports but this is rapidly vanishing. If you care to do so,
please quote us on 40,000 lb. carloads of the attached list of sizes, each item to
be 5,000 to 10,000 lbs. Our Dun & Bradstreet rating Is B+1.
We understand the reason American mills refuse to sell to us Is that we re-sell
stainless sheets far below the regular fixed prices. We believe you should seriously re-consider your position In this matter, not Just because it is illegal (as
you very rwell know), but simply because it is, In our case, no longer effective.
Sincerely,
FRANK E. MCCoy.
Norr-W'e also wrote the seven other stainless mills-Allegheny Ludlum,
Arinco, Crucible, Jones & Laughlin, McLouth, Washington Steel & Eastern but
received no answer whatever.
Republic Steel handled our Inquiry In an almost unbelievable manner. Their
San Francisco manager phoned us a month later and started right out giving
us a "Snow" job (as we soon found out). We had never heard of him before but
the first thing he said was "Now Frank I want to see you right away. I can be
at your warehouse in 45 minutes." We knew, by his super-friendly words, Republic
was going to sell to us and all our supply problems were solved. But when he
arrived he said "Now Frank I am going to tell you the absolute truth. We at
Republic would dearly love to sell you carload lots of stainless sheets -but the
real honest-to-God truth Is that we are so swamped with business that we just
cannot possibly do so. Our jobbers In this area are Castle-Pacific, Jorgensen,
Ducommon. Ryerson (Inland Steel) and we also sell to Esco. We cannot possibly
keel) them fully supplied so It is just impossible to take on another account." We
told him we thought we were paying more for Imported sheets than the American
mill price and we offered to tell him our Import cost If he would give us their
carload price. He said the Imported price was of no Interest to him and he said
he did not know Republic's selling price! But 'he said when he got back to his
office hie would find this out and would phone us but that he would not put It In
writing.
And that was the last we heard from him!
U.S. Steel called on us for the first time in 30 years as you can see by the
attached.
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FRANKC H. McICoy,
San Mateo, Calif., April 10, 1971.
Re alleged Japanese stainless dumping.
BUREAU OF CUSTOMS,

Director of Appraisernents and Collections,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: We understand you are making an investigation to determine If Japanese stainless Is being sold here at lower prices than In Jap~an, and If so, whether
this Is causing injury to our mills.
Apparently the American mills have been doing this very same thing for a long
time as you canl see by the attached. They are now making anl effort to cover this
upl by using tbe letters "Neg." Instead of figures In their latest prices for export.
This shows their domestic price for 304 sheets is 21% higher than their last
exp)ort p~rice. This Is a good example of "The Pot Calling the Kettle Black"! This
miay not be pertinent to .Japanese home prices but it should Indicate our mills must
be making money for export at 48.190 else they would not do so. Since their
domestic price Is 58.250 how could they possibly be in distress selling at this
price here? Also, export prices Include freight but domestic prices do not. Export
packing charges are far higher than domestic.
There Is an unusual reason for Importing stainless sheets, and possibly other
sheets, but ive do not know If it would come within the scope of your ilnvestigation. Since -we are not using the metric system all sheets imported must be
rolled to order. Our selling methods are somewhat primitive, that is, a, 16 US
guage stainless sheet, 48" by 120" may be any one of 8 decimal thicknesses, from
.058"1 (97.44 lbs.) to .065" (109.2 lbs.). The average, theoretical or "'mook"
weight Is 101 lbs. Ini recent years nearly all domestic jobbers pick up an extra
profit by charging their customers "b)o0k" weight and delivering them sheets
much lighter. This Is to do with Japanese stainless sheets since their mills are
far more accurate thaiours and iimey can deliver i6ga. sheets at a weight of
97 or 98 lbs. or even less, and the jobbers charge for 101 lbs. The difference for
a l2ga. sheet could be as much as 11 lbs., or $7 to $10 or'more clear profit.
Some jobbers apparently became too greedy and ordered somec sheets,,still
lighter, so much so that we received some sheets, evidently rolled along with these
other orders, supposedly l6ga., were actually 17ga., weighing only 92.7 lbs. each.
In these cases the Japanese mill does not put their name on the outside and-do
not label each sheet with the guage and heat number on the under side, as is
customary. If you should be Interested Ii this angle we will give you the US
Custom entry number and date. We sell to some precision shops who can not use
such sheets but we no longer have this 'problem because this mill has stopped
selling to us because of pressure from the other jobbers.
Incidentally, the American mills are apparently also charging book weights
and shipping lighter weights.
Since most of all the different alloys, sizes, gauges and finishes used In Japan
are different from those used by us, we believe you have a difficult task. If there
Is any Information you desire from us we will be glad to furnish It.
Sincerely,
FRANK H. McCoy.
ALLEGHENY LJUDLUM INDUSTRIES, INC.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Jutly ~ 01
Hon. ABRAHAMA RIBicoFF,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
'DEAR SENATOR RinIcoFF: PElense accept our sincere apologies for the delay Ii
acknowledging your request in regards to the letter I received from Mr. Frank ~
McCoy of San Mateo, California, copy of which hie sent to you. it is lihoot regrettable that the draft of our reply was mislaid in the office of our General Codnel.
Let us state, first, that the sales policy of Allegheny Ludlum Steel CorporatIon1
does not close the doors on any qualified purchaser of the materials and net41s
which our Company manufacturers. In the ease of distributor sales, we do have
a palicy wherein items for resale -are Sold only through recognized diStributors-.,Po
do otherwise would be to cr-fate chaos In the marketplace.
In the matter of Mr. Frank McCoy, our investigation shows that this gentleman
seems to specialize in periodically "baiting" the steel industry. He first: contacts
Individual companies, makes impossible demands, ilisplays annoyance, and writes
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letters to Congretsmen and Senators. This activity occurs about every four years,
according to our records, the most recent being In 1967.
Ini hi's visits to our sales offices in California, lie presents himself as a "Japanese
Steel Importer" (you can imiiagine what a red light that poses Immediately !),
Insists on being qjuoted1 prices, and wAants to be shown shieet stock which he clainis
Ns in our warehouses. After thoroughly irritating the sales group, at least three
of whoin personally see limi during each visit, he leaves~ with threats of all kinds,
not thme least of which is that hie is going "to write his Congressman."
Our sales policy is clearly outlined to hin during each visit. We are iformled
that this pattern of conduct by Mr. Uc~oy is to be found at each of the ten or so
steel company sales offices that he periodically visits.
He Is an aged gentleman to whom all courtesy is shown by our people, despite
the repeated unpleasant visits.
Should the Chairmnan wish to see the complete record of correspondence going
back to earlier years, we would be happy to make it available.
Sincerely,
ROGER S. AnLRRANn'r.
Senator RiBICOiFF. Do only Japanese exporters dump? How -aboutus

in the United States? Have you every sold at lower prices than
domestic price? Have you or any other U.S. steel company sold for
ex port, at a cheaper rate than you sell domestically?
Mr.4AIILBRANm'. Well, I think that that can be answered in this
way, that the foreign market price at one time or another may have
been lower than the U.S. price. Yes, we have sold steel in the foreign
market at one time or another. Although today we are unable to
sell any steel because their prices are lower than ours generally
speaking.
Senator RIBIcoFF. While you might have clone it one time, basically
today foreign prices are lower than yours,?
Mr. AIILBRANDT. They are, and by the time you add on the duties
and order taxes plus the freight, as well as the insurance, generally
speaking we are uncompetitive overseas.
Senator RIBICOFF. Were you here when Mr. Borch testified?
Mr. AHLBRANDT. Yes.
Senator iircoFF. Did you listen to his testimony that it cost him
more to send an item, from Utica to New York City than from Japan
to New York?
Mr. AiiIJBRANDT. I have heard that, not as close as Utica to New
York. I know there are advantageous rates waterwise which are far
lower than their freight rates. But I was surprised at that time.
Senator Rinicoi". Discriminatory freight rates would be a very
substantial factor in our ability to compete, would they not? How
much do you figure that freight represents in the cost of an item,
what percentage general ly ?
Mr. AHLBRANDT. Of our items?
Senator RIBICOFF. Generally from your company ?
Mr. AIILBRANDT. We Sell free on board in certain areas, but I would
szay that we are-well, freight from Pittsburgh to Chicago is about
$20 a. ton. I amf trying to remember what freight is from Pittsburgh
to Houston. However, I would say it is probably three to four times
that of barge shipments. We do ship a lot of material by barge down
to the southern district.
Senator RIBICOFF. There is no reason that I expect you to have
that,information, I was just wondering what your experience was,
because I was rather surprised. at Mr. Borch's testimony. Our staff
62-790-71-pt. '--37
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will look into it, because without a question this is a very serious
factor for an A merican comnp any to deal with.
Mr. AULUR.AN]YT. It would also depend, Senator, whether freight was
added and paid for by the customer or whether you were delivering to
that area for import. competition reasons.
Senator RIBIcoFF. Senator Fannin ?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ahlbrandt, there are some serious problems that we recognize
in American industries, certainly in your particular one, and we h ave
had our attention called to somec very special problems.
It is my understanding that, in 1968 the v-oluntary stee agreements
with Japanese did not work as anticipated for the specialty steel industry. Would you want to explain this?11
Mr. AIILBRANDT. Well, I have been trying to determine in my own
mind why it did not work. It could be that the Japanese have not
recognized the provision and the word "intent." In other words, the
arrangement of that-it was not agreed upon, but the arrangement
is worked out with the State Department. They said that it would, be
the Japanese intent to abide by the historical pattern for product Mix
and geographical distribution. The European agreement was-1mu1ch
the same, a little different wording but., again, it would be their intent
to hold to this historical pattern.
The European countries have held in stainless pretty much to that
pattern. They may have violated or at least overrun it by some 4 or .5
percent.
But in the case of Japanese, and I have been on record with our State
Department, they are some 40 to 50 percent over their intent for the
year 1970. #Japanese stainless was 53.7 percent over the voluntary r~estraint for 1970 and for 1969 they were some .32 percent over.
Senat )r FANNIN. I understood this has not worked out, that they had
shipped far beyond the intent?
Mr. AIBRANDT. Right.
Senator FANNIN. I also understand that there are negotiations Continning on this problem. What is happening?
Mr. AHiLBRANDTr. Well, the last wor Ihad, from Mr. Samuels was
that the State Department had approached both the Europeanm countries and the European steel companies, as well as the Japanese, and
that, from what I read in the Japan Metal Bulletin the~ htve more or
less indicated, although there is no official word back to the State
Department, the have indicated that they would probably be willing
to extend the vo untary restraint for some 2 years as requested, a possibility of maybe meeting somec lesser growth rate from 5 to maybe 3
percent.
However, so far as the specialty steel is concerned, they did not indicate eywere willing to backdown from the base year of 1970, as
I read in these releases, they are so far over in 1970 and probably will
Ibe over in 1971 if they do not watch it.
Senator FANNIN. I understand there is dissatisfaction existing,
and your statement I think refers -to the Japanese having been dumping steel in the United States, and you say thatAlthough designed to regulate trade In a fair manner, the Antidumping- Act,,
the Unfair Practice Act, and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 have been largely
Ineffective and unworkable.

Have you brought any cases against the Japanese in this regard?
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Mr. AIILB1RANDT. Yes, Senator, three or four of the comnpirniesstainless steel companies filed action with the Treasury Departmnent
around January. Wec. understand that they hiave taken it up for investigation, which means that it, will probably be another 6 or 8
months, as I understand, before they will arrive at any decision.
Senator FANNIN. T dlid not. know whether your company was involved1. 1Ikniew that there had been some action.
Would it be helpful if you could substantiate time cost of their steel '?
In other words, you state thiat, somic of 'the imports are, sold here below
their manufacturing cost but. thiat this is difficultt to substantiate.
Would it be helpful to you if you could substantiate that?
Mr. AmILBR1ANIYI. Yes, it, would~ be. Unfortunately, w'e (10 not, and are
riot able to obtain invoices, which is one of the criteria, of substanit action in Japan. nor can we get thIemi in France or Sweden 01. Irehand.

Senator FANNIN. I have introduced legislation that, provides if thle

foreign manufacturer refuses to (lisclose information when there has
bee-n a suiit filed his exports are b~arredl from the United States.
Mfr. A nUMIANDvr. I have not seenfthat bill.

Senator FANNIN. Of Course,

)-ou

would have to file a civil suit in

the Federal court., and utilize tme, Fedleral rules of discovery, but it
would, under this legislation, lbe p~ossilble for you to either have thlem
furnish information or, if they would not (disclose information, the
exports involved could he banned.
IIr. AIILB,1RANDT. I

think that would be an excellent one, be most

helpful.

Senator FAN NITN. What I wvotld like to (10, and I am sure that the
Chairman -would like to do. is to try to bring out all of the problems
that are involved ain(l see whether applroaches to the settlement of
these. problems will be through legislation or enforcement of our rules
anid re gulation-, just what-or a comibinationi, what it will take to try
to assist Amiericani industry andl to hold these jobs in this country.
I agree with you that the way that the Japanese are operating is
vastly different than the way we operate. in this country. They ar so
much more profit-oriented without other considerations thiat it'is going
to be very difficult for us to meet their competition.
But I dlo feel we are giving them advantages that have permitted
them to buildup this superiority. perhaps, ini lower cost production
and we certainly should do ever-ything in our power now to correct
that ineq.uity. I (10o not know about the specific duties involved in the
specialty steel industry.

A rec there inequities in that respect?
AnLB,1RANI)T. Well, I think the duty in the United States that
foreigners mus:t hurdle is something like 8 percent, whereas we must
hurdle, going into Belgiumii maybe another 3, 4, or 5 percent on top) of
that. They also have handling taxes in various countries. In Japan, I

Mr.

am ashiamed to say, I do not know what the duty is because we cannot
ship any material there.

Senator FA N-XIN. Of course, we realize that problem.
Mfr. ATTLBRANDT. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. We are trying to work out either legislation or a
clhnge, we'hope, in policy as far as the Departments are concerned to

assist in this regard..
We do appreciate your help and nieedyour 'help.
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Mr. AiiLBRANDT. Senator, may I ask a, question. You had -a bill, I
think it was 4007, that was introduced in the last session, I think last
July, in which you suggested that agencies be brought together where
we can have a centralized administration. H-as that beenSenator FAN NIN. Well, Ilam trying to got more information-trying
to deterinine just what should be done. Of course, there has been a
great improvement in handling of the claims under the Antidumping
Act, but at the same timie it still has a long way to go before it would
be satisfactory. But we would like to try to consolidate the different
activities. As far as I am concerned, I would like to consolidate, if possible, the different activities involved with these problems of foreign
trade.

Mr.

AiILBRANDTr.

It has been sort of like the Christians fighting the

lions way back when, our score has been very poor up to the m-oment.
Senator FANNIN. I agree with you.
Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFw. Thank you very much, sir for corning here and
staying with us so late in the'afternoon. I know it has been -along day

for von and we do appreciate your appearance before

this commi-1ttee.

Thank you very much.
Senator RIBI1coFF. The committee will stand adjourned until further call of the Chair.
(Mr. Ahlbrandt's prepared statement, with an attachmneit, follows:)
STATEMENT 0or ROGER S.

AITLII3RANDT, PRESIDENT, ALLEGHENY IjuDLUM-.

INDUSTRIES. INC.
My name is Roger S. Ahlbrandt. I am President and Chief Executive Officer of
Allegheny TLudlumn Industries, Inc., with corporate headquarters In Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Allegheny Ludluni Industries, Inc.. is a diversified manufacturing corporation with sales of over $500 million annually and ranking 217th ain
the Fortune 500. Allegheny Ludlumn is comprised of four groups of companies: Specialty
Steels, Consumer Products, Magnetic & Electronic 'Materials, and Industrial
Products. The corporation has subsidiary and affiliated operations in Canada,
Belgium, Ireland, Mexico, and In South America.
We thank the Commnittee. for this opportunity to appear and present our views
on "National Trade Policies and International Rules and Institutions."
The United State-, is well into the beginning of a nowv era In international
economic relationships and we as a Nation face a greatly changed International
economic environment. New economic sumperstates have risen, In the European
Common Market and in Japan; and these states appropriately view the entire
world as their market. We. In America. on the other hand always have viewed
exports as an economic "windfrall," to be taken as desired; for we built and
have enjoyed a vast market inside our own borders-a market, Incidentally.
which others now also Increasingly are enjoying, to the great present harm of
some of our Industries, businesses, and communities.
It appears to us that our Nation faces important decisions In two principal
areas:
1. In the arena of International World Trade, where the formulation of a
definitive and realistic American policy Is an Immediate Imperative.
2. In the arena of Foreign Policy, where In the past policy objectives have
virtually excluded economic considerations but where economic Issue., now will
have to assume first priority.
In addition, Gentlemen, our Nation faces Immediate problems of short-term
nieaoures of vast Importance to several of our most vital industries, wince 'the
solution to certain of our trade Imbimances--affecting employment, profitability,
and In some cases sheer survival of an industry-cannot await long-term settlement or future policy determination.
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Tphe new International economic environment can be viewed in perspective if
one but contrasts the principal cha raceteris tics of the American economy and
the economies of the emerging trading powers, in the Commnon Market and Japan.
The American economy is at mature, profit-oriented economy, 1vith a high
standard of living, built on productivity, technology, and the work of an educated
and skilled labor force. It is highly capital intensive In its industrial establishwent and~ supports at high tax structure.
Government policies in America, its they affect monetary and fiscal considerations, have resulted in a long series of deficits both in the Nation's balance of
payments andi in the Federal budget. I ana sure I needle not point out to this Conmuittee the devastatingg effect these policies have had upon the value of the American dollar on tm. international scene, especially since the recent monetary
rep~ercussions in E1.]irope. Amid, of grave impjortanc, these policies have contributed greatly to the high rate of inflation in Amierica, some 5% annually, coinp~aredl with less than ai 3%yl rate just. a fewv years ago.
Tim Americani economy has formulated no real international trade policy,
strategy, or objectives-except the general support of lowver tariffs andl the princip~le of "free trade". Too many' U.S. industries continue to view exports as
bonusu" sales. They define their relevant market as the U.S. and not the world.
Numerous government policies encourage this market myopia, among them the
following:
I. U.S. anti-trust policy attempts to provide for effective competition. However, the focus has been only (,ni an industry structure of U.S. companies lproducig for the U.S. market. But the economic environment in our world has changedand these changes, have come also !in the American market. Let me take an
example from the American steel Indulstry.
Combined steel imports now equal the production of Bethlehenm Steel, the second biggest producer in America: and are more than double that of Republic
Steel, the third biggest U.S. producer. And this Import tonnage is the 1970
figure, reduced under the Voluntary Limitation Arrangement from the 18 million
tons of 1968. In addition to this market factor, which our anti-trust officials must
take into consideration todIay, merge movements in JTapan and Europe are producing steel giants in the class of U.S. Steel, and their new size helps make them
more efficient producers at home and more competitive In the world market.
';' U.-S. tax p'oliey tends to protet the( inefi'ient producer. The profitable.
efficient company pays high taxes while the margin prodlucer often pays none. The
government' tax and anti-trust policies too often serve only to protect competitor,,
and not competition.
3. The American economy has no coherent policy of protecting its strategically
important markets. Protection unfortunately often Is invoked on an "ad hoe"
basis, after crises develop, workers and unions complain to government about
growing unem-' loyment, and companies and industries experience deep penetration of their n.arkets, lost sales, and sharply reduced profits, or losses.
Our people rre acutely conscious of the need for environmental quality improvenent, and of other elements in the "social responsibility of business"-but
are almost totaDly unaware of the added costs to business and finally to themselves
ais the ultimate consumers. In addition, these factors and the activists engaged
In the pursuit of "public Iriterest" problems, foster strong ant-business sentiments
in our nation, and tend thus to contribute to the uncomupetitiveness. of U.S. Indu.stry In the world market.
In the American economy, again for anti-trust and other reasons, export
distribution Is fragmented and provides no real base for aggressive marketing on
the international scene. Further American industries have exported both capital
and technology overs-eas In order to participate In the growing foreign markets
and1 to re-e-xport the value-added product bock to the Unite State -to the detriment of growth in our domestic economy. The number of Job opportunities thus
"'exported" from the United States Is In the hundreds of thousands.
On the other hand, gentlemen, In the new International economic environment,
foreign economies arc. dedicated partnierships between government, Industry,
finance, and labor. The business cha racterl sties of the new trading powers differ
greatly from those In the U.S. Specifically, many of them act to put U.S. Firms at a
distinct disadvantage in international trade. For instance, In JTapan, our most
dynamic trading competitor, relations between government, business, and financial institutions enable companies to support higher debt-to-equity ratios than
their IT.S,. counterparts. This permits them to finance newv facilities for growth
largely with debt capital. Sin~e they are less dependent upon retained earnings
to finance growth, they can oj~erat6 on lower profit margins, and hence can price
lower than their U.S. counterparts. kindlly,' sinbe they rely less on the equity
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markets for growth capital, they are less concerned about short-term profits, consistent yearnings trends, high dividend lpny-oult, aiid price/earnigs ratios. Instead,
they can afford to take a longer-termi focus, to invest heavily for market domninance, sign long-I erin contracts for scarce rawv materials, and dlefer profit realization.
In our compet ''g world ecoioies, particularly in .Japan, the tradition of
'lperinient ci
Ioymnent" of workers alid paternalistic emplloyiment policies result in aplparenit greater labor harmony and a dedicated, enthusiastic work
force. They enioy a rising standlard1 of living, which like the American economy.
is built on proluctivity-Avith "borrowed" or licensedl technology, most of it
fromi the United States and much of it acquired at bargain rates. A large,
trained work force is available but at a lower absolute cost than in thle Amlerican economy. And because rap~idly rising foreign wages arc largely offset lby
productivity gais, the gap) between unit labor costs in these countries and in
the Amiericami econoiny continues to widen.
These new (conoinies arie no longer lacking in industrial capability and
access to cair.International tra(le in manufactured goods is growing much
more rapidly than international trade in raw materials and agricultural prodnets-and our 1most, (lynamnic competitors are making gains in these high growth,
manufactured goods; areas.
Government monetary and fiscal policies in those economies have been successful in encouraging industrial growth, increasing favorable balance of paymnents, promoting international trade, and gaining major portions of important
growth markets throughout the world. Government policies In these economlies
also encourage free trade in international markets, but take actions to protect
higl-g-owth and infant industries at home. Many of the governments and publics
aire pro-business, success-oriented, and expansion-Inindled.
Specifically speaking of the Japaniese economy, wve note well-planned longrange economic objectives and programs for international trade. A consistent
strategy which has been observed in various industries there takes three steps:
1. Production experience is built on the home front and the domestic market
is developed.
2. International marketing efforts extend first into the developing countries.
3. Once these bases are built, marketing efforts extend into the vast U.S.
market.
Inside the Jap~anese economy, competition between companies and between
industries is encouraged; there are anti-trust laws on the books; but excesses
are (decried and regulated and the concept of "fair competition" is often organi zed, promoted, and obse&rvpd.
Ani entire array of incenlive!st to export is provided; and there are situations
where government guarantees low interest rate, loans, especially to smaller
industries.
In the .Japanose economy, distribution for export Is centralized, not fragmionted as in the( A nerican economyv. Long established trading companies. operating onl an international scale with offices and contacts throughout the world,
allow introduction of new products to a worldwide market at reasonable cost
Akrelatively small company in .Japan, for example, finds both Its marketing and]
transport costs to be highly competitive In the world market, since a trading
company can afford to put a varied assortment of goods on one vessel and since
a single office In a foreign nation canl handle a variety of products at little
added cost. Incidentally, the trading companies compete aggressively against
each other, as do the major elements of Japan's industrial structure, such as
Toyota and Datsun, its principal auto makers,
The Japanese economy, further, takes every advantage of ocean logistics,
('rQ.ating port facilities to a(conmod1(a to thle specially (](,Signed and largest tonnage vessels afloat (now upwards of 200,000 tons) ; building Industrial facilities
on deep water; and thus enjoying the advantage of scale In their larger tankers,
larger ore boats. lar-ger blast furnaces, etc. Failure of the United States to do
likewise hai placed our nation at a disadvantage in international trade.
Also, it is the general assumption and wide belief that Japan's economic
success rests principally on cheaper labor. This view may be misleading and could
contribute to actions by our policy makers which would not bring out truly Conlstructive solutions, because additional analytical insights into the basie. issues
inved
are necessary. We must examine differencees in growthi rates, cost de(lines, awld rates of Inflation to make a fair analysis and help determine our own
f uture course.
To this end, In seeking a sound insight Into this problem, we have found a
revealing view of the dynamics of the-Japanese economy and Its accomplish-
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ments in the post-World War 11 period in publication of the Boston Consulting
Grouni Ititledl "U.S.-Japaii Trade In the 1970's". This study contains in detail a
peiletrating analysis of the .Japanese economic phenomenon. I believe it will prove
useful to the Committee and I herewith submit It for the record of these hearings.
The Boston Consulting Group has developed a technique of economic analysis,
a strategic tool, called the "Experience Curve Concept". This analytical tool can
,assist in assessing the strategic options open to Japanlese and U.S. businesses.
indlep~endently or In cooperation wi th their re.s.pective governments.
It should be recogllizeAd that eatch industry in each country evolves through a
product life cycle which ranges from a "Start-up Phase" to "Growth", "'Maturity",
and finally, Decline". A nation's industrial spectrum is constantly shifting with
respect to industrial development and competitiveness. Japanese and Amercean
Industries have been going through suich a process for a long time-and the result
of their interaction is apparent in present trade positions.
A rational assessment of the process, considering the experience curve effect,
enables us to calculate the change In relative costs of the Japanese and American
eonoinies for any given industry. And it readily enables us to determine thie
relative and changing cost positions of the two countries for a given industry. It
has been demonstrated that, for a variety of Industries, total cost In constant
dollars (yen, marks, etc.), adjusted to exclude the effects of Inflation, will
decline by a characteristic amount each time accumulated production experience,
or manufactured volume, doubles. This Is found to be true in entire Industries as
well as in individual companies. And It is equally true of national economies.
Thus, costs are a function of :
1. The initial reduction costs in Japan, Europe, and the U.S.
2. The relative reduction in real costs, over time, for each doubling of pro(luction. based on growth rates of each country.
3. The relative rates of Inflation.
4. The monetary exchange rates.
Studies covering a wide range of industries indicate that constant dollar costs
decline between 20% and 30% with each doubling of accumulated production
experience. These cost reductions result from greater economies of scale, the
familiar labor learning curve" effect, distribution efficiencies, substitutions for
highfl-cost inputs, and Investments for cost reduction.
Therefore, an American Industry (such as steel) can maintain relative price
competitiveness only if it:
1. Has a faster growth rate than the competing industry in another country.
2. Has a steeper rate of cost reduction.
3. Has lower Initial production costs.
4. Or if the U.S. has a lower Inflation rate than competing economies.
The first variable, growth rate, is the most dynamic and Is a function of "time
of entry" Into the market and production volume of the industry inl each country.
Japanese and European producers in many basic industries have been able to
achieve relative cost advantages by supplying the growth markets in the postwar Japanese and European economies as well as high growth export niarkets.
The second variable, relative experience curve slopes or cost reduction rates,
(depends mostly on such institutional forces ais industrial concentration (size of
companies), unionism. technology. government and lpullic attitudes and policies.
Foreign industries have the benefit of U.S. technology: foreign governments have
provided encouragement to high growth : and a good labor climate has been
fostered, more so in Japan than in certain other nation.
The third variable, lower initial production costs, indicates that the speed within
whiich a new producer can overtake the cost position of the innovating producer
depends not only upon their relative growth rates but also upon the new producer's initial production costs. If hie canl enter production with initial costs
lower than those with which the innovating producer began production, he call
overtake the cost advantage of the Innovator more easily than if they had started
wvithi equal production costs. A follower's initial production costs might be lower
for a number of reasons: either because he has obtained low-cost technology
through licensing, or has lower labor or raw material costs.
The fourth variable, inflation, is primarily a function of a nation's fiscal and
monetary policies. The United States has recently run deficits in both Its domestic
fiscal budget and Its balance of trade position. This has caused a greater relevant
degree of inflation compared with Japan, for example, making U.S. products less
competitive In world markets.
And each of these variables, It must be pointed out, can be Influenced by changes
In various key factors, depending on decisions by businessmen and government
policy makers. In this manner, competitive positions and product life cycle de-
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velopuient can be altered-and, In fact, In both Japan aind, to a lesser degree fit tile

Common Market, this Is exactly what we see. And domestic handwringing over
Japan's competitive advantages often overlooks this kind of analysis.
I'lhope this very brief mention of the experience curvi concept method of anal-,
ysis will1 help highlight for this Committee the serious, economic dilemma which
our nation faces and which we. in the steel Industry and the specialty steel Industry in particular, have been attempting to understand and cope with for solne time.
In trying to remove bo0th our traditional concepts (such as, the "cheap labor" observation) and emotion (which Is difficult to do when v'e watch market share
disappear, profits decline, and unemployment grow), we 'a-ve come to place confidence in this analytical tool. As a consequence, we believe that It Is a disservice
to our nation to take unfounded, unrealistic views. The real facts, to the extent
that they can be developed and no matter how bitter, will surely help us all-business, government, and labor-to work onl solid, long-range solutions.
One of the long-hield concepts proudly held in Amnerica has been that the Industrial skills of the U.S. tire great enough to insure that, under conditions of
reasonably free competition, our country can out-conipete other countries In
any market it chooses to enter. This, we now know, is fallacious and misleading.
And to continue this view as an instrument of our government's future international trade policy would be damaging to the nation, Its business, industry, labor.
and consumers.
WeTwvho have been so deeply concerned with the import problem,-, as they affect
the specialty steel industry, a business rooted deep In technology, are convinced
that even further technological advance, unless it represents a major .substitittion, may not take our industry in America down the experience curve fast
enough to effectively compete with Japan and the Comimon Market.
The deliberate policies of industrial specialization and world market penetration in chosen industries of the new economic superstates reesult not only in the
kind of penetration of domestic markets which wve feel so sharply in ,specialty
steels In the United States but also in "trade-off s" which economy policy dictates
as the price of greater international competitiveness for the U.S. economy.
Eachi economy must decide which of Its industries, in fact, have to be deemphasized and which industries, on the other hand, will best utilize the stmength.s
and resources of an economy. This is clear-ly a part of the basic philosophy of
Japanese Industrial policy. The Vice Minister of the MiN1nistry of International
Trade and Industry of Japan. in a speech less than one year ago, stated:
"In order to sustain the smooth expansion of the world economy In the 1970s
by means of efficient use and distribution of world resources, we must push with
will and reason for adjustments In the International Industrial structur( The
solution of this problem is to be found, according to economic logic, in proges.Avely
giving away Industries to other countries, much as -a big brother gives his outgrown clothes to his younger brotherr"
The Japanese, It thus appears, are not "hung up", to use the modern vernacular,
on "critical industry" considerations, as we In the West are. They shift emphasis
from one industry to another-, phasing out low-growth, labor Intensive industries
and commiting national resources to higher growth, more capital Intensive Industries. Thus we see the Japanese, with deliberate care, successively emphasizing
textiles, electronics, steel, ships, autos, heavy miachinery, petrochemicals, and
computers.
Despite the furor In our nation last year about Japanese textile Imports into
the United States, the fact is that they are getting out of basic textiles, as4 Korea,
Taiwan. India. and Pakistan move into that Industry. Japanese logistics call for
ever-y major Industry in Japan to locate at deep water ports. And If we in
America do not quickly build the dc-ep water port facilities which we will need
to compete with the Japanese In petrochemicals, the next great invasion of the
American mar-ket c-ouldl very well be In that area,
There is a pressing imperative, gentlemen, for the United States to formulate
as quickly as possible a strategy and policy for International trade, one which
will protect our nation's Vital Interests. just as the vital interests of cM~mpeting
economies are being protected. Such a policy must recognize the changed wo rld
economies, rather than political, environment-and, with a long-range view, must'
be formed to meet the challenges of the advancing new economic powers as they
head into even new directions.
Our monopoly phobia and our views about present day anti-trust policy will
have to be examined and possibly changed. The new competitive factors, such as
steel Imports being the third largest steel "company" In the United, States, cannot be ignored in setting anti-trust policy for the future. Such policy must be
related to world industry dynamics and not merely to U.S. producers. Oonsldera-
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tion must be given to rationalization -and concentration of Industry where necessary to allow Americ~an, producers to compete on a world d-wide sca le, whether In
manufacturing or in marketing.
The government must re-cast Its tax policy to encourage the efficient competitor, perhaps through a value-*added form of taxation, among others. In addition,
Investment tax credits and depreciation guidelines must be re-designed to encourage the capital Investment necessary for U.S. companies to remain competitive
internationally. We must also study other Incentives which may be required--suchl
as export tax credits and proposals like the U.S. Treasury Department's Idea of
Domestic International Tirade Corporations,
Our government must encourage industrial specialization andl movement into
high growth Industries, recognizing that such policies may require new thoughts
(in (dislocation adjustment assistance, temporary tariffs or quotas to enable orderly changes in industrial pa tterns over a period of time, etc.
Our government must take a realistic look at the American marketing and distribution infrastructure for International trade and establish policies and programns for the encouragement of international trading companies, development
of adequate port facilities, etc.
We further believe that a major, conscious effort will have to be made in our
country, probably led by our government, to change political, social, financial, and
cultural attitudes In order to bring about economic resurgence and become more
vornpetitive In tHie world market. Greater cooperation between government, busi ness. and labor will have 1o be worked out on an equitable basis.
We wIll either (10 these things rationally, intelligently and in an organized
manner, or economic events (some of them possibly catastrophic in nature) will
force them upon us.
Mea nwhile, however, I submit; that our Congress andl the Administration will
have to look seriously at the protection, for the short term, of those of our im''o- anu industries which have been heavily Imp~acted1 by imports, in order to
stainflize their position while the UJnited States forges a consistent international
trai(1e pol icy.
Whille I cannot speak for textiles, electronics, sli bu ilding, automnaking, petrochemicals, or computers, I have a duty to tell you that, In steel and specialty steel,
ihere lies a major area of responsibility for the Congress andI the Administration
iii this matter of urgent, Immediate protection-through stricter Nviu ta rv a rmangements, legisla ted quotas, tariffs, or other mncasures.
Steei requires this help-and it needs It now. .Japan has become the third-ranking steel producing power in the world ; soon will be second; and by 1975 could
move into first p~lace. Steel imports, most of them from .Japanm, as I stated earlier,
represent "the third largest company" in the American domestic market for
steel.
In spe('ialty steels, certain of our most impo-rtant product lines are heavily ]imlpacted by imports. Some 34% of the stainless cold rolled sheet market Is now bhl
by foreign Imports; 65% of stainless wire rod and cold drawn stainless wire;
16% in tool steel. And because of the economic advantages I have cited and the
pricing strategies designed to capture markets for their expanding capacities,
foreign producers are -selling these products In the American market at discounts
of 18% to more than 50% of our published prices.
As a result, the stainless and tool steel producers of our country are currently
operating some of America's most Important specialty steel facilities (many of
them as modern and technically advanced as any In the world) at a loss-a situation which, of course, cannot long continue. For If relief from current
levels of Import penetration Is not forthcoming Immediately, some of these
plants may have to be closed. The consequent loss of jobs In areas where these
plants are located will severely impair our economic recovery In this nation,
will add to unemployment, Injure tax collections, and bring vast eco nomic
change to small communities where such plants are the principal industry.
One small beginning was made, starting In an earlier Administration, to
effect restraint on steel Imports from the European Common Market and Japan.
A Voluntary Limitation Arrangement was signed and it included a rollback of
22% from the 1968 rate of steel Imports. This Arrangement expires at the end
of the current year-just a bare few months from now.
The*Arrangement did not seek to keep all Imports of steel out of the United

States. It did seek to establish some :foundation for "fair trade" and provided

for a 5%1 growth factor annually, plus maintenance of product mix and historical
patterns of geographic distribution.

,Admittedly, an Imperfect instrument (the 5% growth factor, for one, was
unrealistic and'the product mix limitations should have been spelled out by
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product), the Voluntary Limitation Arrangement did, nevertheless, work fairly
well for carbon steel products.
But, as the figures I cited a moment ago indicate, It proved a disaster for
the specialty steel industry. Japanese producers violated the Intent of the
product mix provision and Increased their imports of specialty steels into the
United States each year since the signing.
The process continues-with new specialty steel Import records having been
set for the F1 irst Quarter of this year. In 1970, stainless steel Imports were 31%1/
above the voluntary export restraint level and tool steel imports were 77%/
above that level. These are products used In jet engines, in other aerospace
applications, and in essential components of many products vital to national
defense and national security.
Negotiations are currently under way for Improvement and extension of the
Voluntary Limitation Arrangement. We hope they succeed and that limitation
of Imports of specialty steels is spelled out In the new, extended instrument by
Tariff Sehedtile Classifications. A mere extension of the Arrangement would mean
little or nothing to the specialty steel Industry and probably would continue the
damage suffered over the past three years.
I have gone Into some detail about the specialty steel Industry, gentlemen,
to demonstrate the urgency of the situation as it affects a vital American Industry.
and other American industries in a similar fashion. Voluntary restraint arrangemient and/or legislated quotas are found to be necessary in the Interim period
as the American government takes time to decided what our international trade
policy will be. In our case, the need for import restraint is now.
If legislation is required, in our view It should p~rovidle for immediate. mandated
study and action when imports of a particular product or Industry reach 15%
of the domestic market. Although designed to regulate trade In a fair manner,
the Countervailing Duty Act, the Anti-dumping Act, the Unfair Trade Practices
Act, and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 have been largely ineffective and
unworkable. For one thing, It Is impossible to comply with rules governing
"substantiation" to prove injury. There is no central agency responsibility and
the procedures to effect conclusive action are too time-consuming, resulting In
extraordinary expense, frustration, and loss by affected industry.
But since these are the only avenues available to us. we have attempted to
live with that legislation and have taken necessary actions under it (such as
anti-dumping cases, etc.) in our efforts to seek relief from excessive Imports of
-specialty steels. We have studied other proposed legislation for interim relef
which is designed also to meet current international trade problems of our econiomy, and find that some have mierit--such as S4001, introduced by Senato- Fannin
last year, and S1476, introduced by Senator Fannin this year. The former hil
would transfer to the U.S. Tariff Commission certain functions and duties now
vested In the President and Secretary of the Treasury under the Anti-dumping
Act of 1921, the Tariff Act of 1930, and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, in aIn
attempt to streamline these efforts. The latter, S1476, seeks amendment of the
Anti-dumping Act of 1921 to bring about certain improveme'nts,.. These0 bills, and
others, indicate clearly that our Government is seriously concerned about matter.,
of international trade and American Industries' uncomipetitiveness. And while
there has been no lack of concern, study, and Interest at various levels of Government, I submit that this Committee and all other branchles of the Congress
and the Administration must now move with an even greater sense of urgency.
which our nation's economic situation In the new world trade environment demands.
In closing, gentlemen, I submit that our nation and Government must take
realistic views of the change that has come about in the world economic environment, take a world view of markets and marketing opportunities, and formulate
a new policy and strategy for International trade which'will make our nation
more competitive In the global arena. That Is the long-range objective.
While we take the necessary time, to accomplish these things, we must move
to protect American Industries heavily Impacted by Imports.
And we must help bring about a conscious change In many of our cultural, economic, financial, and political attitudes which, though having perhaps served
our nation well at another time In our economic history, are clearly out of step
now with the new economic superstates in the world environment and are provIng major obstacles to America's economic wellbeing.
Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 3:35 p.m., the Subcommittee on International Trade
of he .S~Sente
ommtteonFinance adjourned, to reconvene sub-.
ject to the call of the Ch~iltte)

